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ſiADVERTISEMENT.

T may greatly conduce to the advancement of uſeful

knowledge, iſ the learned Societies, establiſhed in Europe,

will tranſmit to the Secretary Of the Society in Bengal a

collection of ſhort and preciſe Queries on every branch of

Aſiatz'c/c History, Natural and Civil, on the Philoſophy, Ma

thematicks, Antiquities, and Pohſite literature, OF Aſa, and

on eaſtern Arts both liberal and mechanickz ſince it is hoped,

that accurate anſwers may inſidue time be [procured to any

questions, that can be propoſed on thoſe ſilbjecte, which must

in all events be curious and intereſting, and may Prove in

the highest degree beneficial to mankind.
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THE FOURTH

ANNIVERSARY LD'ISCOURSE,

'DLLWERED 15 FEBRUARY 1787.

BY THE PRESIDENT.

>GENTLEMEN,

HAD the honour last year of opening to you my intention,.to diſc0urſe

at our annual meetings on thefive principal nations, who have peopledr _

the continent and iſland-s of n'ſict ; ſo as to trace, by an historical and phi-ſ

lological analyſis, the number of ancient flems, from which thoſe five

' branches have ſeverally ſprung, andthe central region, from which they

appear to have proceeded : you may, therefore, expect, that, having ſub

mitted to your conſiderationa few general remarks On the old inhabitants

onrde'd, Iſhould now offer my ſentiments on ſome other nation, who,

from a ſimilarity of language, religion,_arts, and manners, may be ſup

poſed to have had an early connection ſſWith the Hzndus; but, ſince we find

ſome Aſiatzſick nations totally diſſimilar to them in all or most of thoſe

particulars, and ſince the difference will strike you more forcibly by an

immediate and cloſe compariſon, I deſign at preſent togive a ſhort ac

count of a wonderful people, >who ſeem in every reſpect ſo flrongly con

trafled to the original natives of this country, that they must have been

..for ages a distinct and ſeparate race.
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2 ' i THE FOURTH.DISCOURSE,

FOR_ the purpoſe -0ſ thEſe diſcourſes, I conſidered India on its Iargest"

ſcale, deſcribing it as lying between Perſia and C/iz'na, Tartm'y and Jaw' 3;

and, for the ſame purpoſe, I now apply the name oſA-raſz'a, as the Ara

bian Geographers oſten apply it, to that extenſive Peninſula, which the'

Red Sea divides from Africa, the great Affirrizm river from-[Him and of'

which the Eryt/rrcan Sea waſhes the baſe 5 without excludin'g any part off

its western ſide, which would be completely maritimc, iſ no isthmus inter

vened between the MedzZerranean, and the Sea of Kolzom: that country

in. ſhort I call Amþz'a, in which the Arabick language and letters, or ſuch

as have a near affinity to them, have been immemoriall-y current.

ARABIA, thus divided from India by a vast ocean, or at least by' a

.broad bay, could hardly have been connected in any degree with this

country, until navigation and commerce had been conſiderably improved :.

. yet, as the Hindurand the people of che'z were both commercial na

tions in a. very early age, they were probably the first instruments of con

veying to thewestern world the gold, ivory, and perſumes of India, as

well as the ſragrant wood, called a'lluzuwa in Arabick and aguru in Sarzſcctrit,

which grows in the greatest perfection in A'nam or Cochzſinc/zzſina. It' is poſ

ſible too, that a part of the Arabian Idolatry might have been derived

from the ſame ſource with that of the Hzctndus; but ſuch an intercourſe

may be conſidered as partial and accidental' only 3 nor am I more con

vinced, than I was fifteen years ago, when I took the liberty to animad

vert on a paſſage in. the History oſ Prince KANTEMIR, that the Turks

have any just reaſon ſor holding the coast of Yemezz- to be a part oſ India,

and calling its inhabitants Yellow Indians.

THE Amlrs have never been entirely ſubdued 3, nor has any impreſſion -

o.
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'been made on them, except on their borders ,- where, indeed, the P/zem'

n'am, Perſians, Etfiiopz'am, Egyptians, and, in modern times, the Ot/Lmdn

Tartars, have ſeverally acquired ſettlements 3 but, with theſe exceptions,

the natives of Hejdz and Yemm have preſerved for ages the ſole dominion

of their deſerts and pastures, their mountains and fertile valleys: thus,

apart ſrom the rest oſ mankind, this extraordinary people have retained

their primitive manners and language, features and character, as long and

as remarkably as the Hz'ndus themſelves. __ All the genuine Arabs of Syria

Whom I knew in Europe, thoſe of Yemmjwhom I ſaw in the iſle of Hin

zuctn, whither many, had come from flſqſhat for the purpoſe oftrade, and

thoſe of Hey'dz, whom I have met in Bengal, form a flriking contrast to

the Hz'lzdu inhabitants oſ theſe provinces: their eyes are ſuliof vivacity,

their ſpeech voluble and articulate, their deportment manly, and dignified,

their apprehenſion quick, their minds always preſent and attentive; with a

ſpirit oſ independence appearing in the countenances even of the lowest

among them. Men will always differ' in their id cas of civilization, veach

meaſuring it by the habits and prejudices of his own country; but, iſ cour

teſy and urbanity, a love of poetry and eloquence, and the practice oſex

alted virtues be a juster meaſure of perfect ſociety, we have certain proof,

that the people of Ambzſia, both on '\plains and in Cities, in republican and'

monarchical states, were eminently civilized for many ages before their

vconqueſt of Perſia.

Ir isdeplorable, that the ancient History oſ this majestick race ſhould

ibe as little known in detail- beſore the time of DM Yezm, as that of the

Hindus before l"zſicramcidzct1£}'a,* for, although the vast historical work of Al

.mrwaz'ri, and the MurszuZd/m/zab, or Golden -Mead0ws, of Almaſu'zia'i, contain

chapters on the kings of Himya'r, Glzzzſdn, and Him/t, with liſts of them

A2
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4 THE FOURTH DISCOURSE,

and ſltetches oftheir ſeveral reigns, and although Geneal'ogical'Tables,

7 from which chronology might be better aſesrtained, are prefixed'to many

compoſitions of the old Arabian Poets, yet most manuſcripts are ſo incor

rect, and ſo many contradictions are found in the best of them, that we can.

ſcaree lean upon tradition with ſecurity, and must have recourſe to the'

ſame media for investigating the history of the Arabs, that I before adopted

in regard to that of the Indzſians; namely, their language, letters, and Tali

gion, their ancient manam-ents, and the certain remains of' their art: ; On

each of which heads I ſhall touch very conciſely, having promiſed, that my

obſervations will in general be confined to the state of? Arabic before thatv

ſingular. revolution, at the beginning of the fluent/i century, the effects of

which we feel at this day from the Pyrenean mountains and the Danuae, to 1

the farthest parts of the Indian. Empirc, and evento the Eastern Iſlands.

I. FOR the knowledge, Which any European, who pleaſes, may attain of'

the Arabian language, we are principally indebted to the univerſity oſ Lo'

dm; for, though ſeveral Italians have affiduousty laboured in the ſame wide

field, yet the fruit of their labours has been rendered almost itſclcſs by

more commodious and more accurate works printed in HOZZand ; and,

7 though POCOCK certainly accompliſhed much, and was able to accompliſh

any thing, yet the Acadrmzſical eaſe, which he enjoyed, and his theological

purſuits, induced him to leave unfiniſhed the valuable work of jl-ſazctda'nz',

which he had prepared for publication; nor, even if that rich mine of Arabian r

Philology had ſeen the light, would it have borne any COmpariſon with the

ſiſty diſſertations of Harzſi'rE, which the first AL'BERT SCHULTENS tranſlated

and esplained, though he ſent abroad but few of them, and has left his,

.worthy grandſon, from whom perhapsMaida'ni alſo may be expected, the

honour of publiſhing the rest; but the palm of glory in this branch ofliterae

.-_'



ONTHEARABS._ 5

ture is due to GOLlUS, whoſe works are equally proſound and elegant ; ſo

.perſpicuous.in method, that they may always be conſulted without ſatigue,

and read without languor, yet ſo abundant in matter, that any man,

who ſhall begin with his noble edition oſ the Grammar-compilcd by his

master ERPENLU-sl, and proceed, with the helpoſ his- incomparable

dictionary, to study his History of Taimz'zr by Ilmzſi Arallſha'lz, and ſhall

make himſelf complete master of that ſublim: Work, will understand the

learned Arabick better than the deepest ſcholar at Cmſſczntz'nolble cr at

Mecca. The Arabic-t language, therefore, is almost wholly in'-0ur power;

and, as it is unquestionably one oſ the most ancient in- the world, ſo it

yields to none ever ſpoken by mortals intthe number oſ its Words and

the preciſion oſ its phraſes; but it 'is equally true and wonderful,:that

it bears not the least reſemblance, either in words or the structure oſ them,

to the Smffcrzſit, or great parent of the Indian dialects ,- of which diſſimi-v

larity I will mention. two remarkable instances: the Smffcrit, 'like the

Greek, Parſ-m, and German, delights in compounds, but, in a much

higher degree, and indeed to ſuch exceſs, that I could produce words of

more than twenty ſyllables,_not formed. ludicrouſly, like that by which

the buffoon in ARISTOPHANES deſcribes a feast, but with perſcct ſeriouſ

neſs, on the most ſolemn occaſions, and in the mostelegant works ; while

the Arabic/ſ', on 'the otherhand, and allits ſister dialects, abhor the

compoſition oſ words, and invariably expreſs very complex ideas by cir

' cumlocution; ſo that, iſ a compound word be ſound in any genuine

language of the Arabian Peninſula, (zenmem'ab for instance, which occurs

in the Hamdstzfi) it may at once be. pronounced an exotick. Again ;_it

is the genius of the Smffcrz't, and other languages oſ the ſame stockt

that. the roots oſ verbs be almost univerſally szz'tcral, ſo that five and

tzue'zty hundred ſuch roots might be formed by the compoſition of the.
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G THE FOURTH DISCOURSE,

fifty Indian letters; but the Araoz'ck roots are as univerſally trilzſiteral, ſo

that the compoſition oſ the twenty-eight Arabian letters would give near

two and twenty thouſand elements of the language: and this will demon

strate the ſurpriſing extent of it 3 for, although great numbers of its roots

are confeſiedly lost, and ſome, perhaps, were never-in uſe, yet, if we

ſuppoſe ten thouſand of them (without reckoning quadrzſilz'terzzls) to exist,

and each oſ them to admit only five variatious, one with another, in

forming derzſioatz'vc nouns, even then a perfect Arabic-e dictionary ought to

containſiſty thouſand words, each of which may receive a multitude of

changes by the rules of grammar. The derivatives in Savſſcrit are con

'fiderably more numerous: but a farther compariſon between 'the two

languages is here unneceſſary ; ſince, in whatever light we view them, they

ſeem totally distinct, and must have been invented by two different races

of men; nor do I recollecta ſingle word in common between them,

except Suruj, the plural of Sirdj, meaning both a lamp and the ſun, the

Smffcrzſit name of which is, in Bengal, pronounced Suſivja; and even

this reſemblance may be purely accidental. We may eaſily believe

with the Hz'ndur, that not even INDRA him/leſſ and lzz'rlzcaven/'y hands,

mue/1 laſh any mortal, ever comprehended z'n his mind ſue/1, an ocean ry"

words as their ſacred language contains, and with the Araby, that no man

uninſpired was ever a COmplete master &Arabic/t: in fact no perſon, I

believe, now living in Europe or Aſia, canſi read without study an hun

dred couplets together in. any collection of anCient Arabian poems 3 and

we are told, that the great author of the Ka'mns learned by accident from

the mouth of a child, in a Village of Arabic', the-meaning 0f_ three wOrds, _

which he had long ſought in vain from grammarians, and from books, of

the highest reputation. It is by approximation alone, that a knowledge

of theſe two venerable languages can beiacquired; and, with moderate
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attention, enough of them both may be known, to delight and instruct

us in an infinite degree: I conclude this head with remarking, that the

nature of the Etfit'aþick dialect ſeems to prove an early establiſhment of

the A-rabs in part of Ethz'oþz'a, from which they Were afterwards ex

pelled, and attacked ev'en in their own vcountry by the Abyffim'ans, who

had been invited over as auxiliaries against the tyrant of Temen about

a century before the birth of MUHAMMED.

OF the characters, in which the old compoſitions of Arabz'a were written,

we know but little ; except that the Kardn originally appeared in thoſe of

CzZſa/z, from which the modern Arabian letters, with all their elegant vari

ations, were derived, and which unquestionably had acommon origin with

the Hebrew or C/za/dm'ck ,- but, as to the Hz'myart'c/c letters, oſſr thoſe which

we ſee mentioned by the name of Alma/had, we are still in total darkneſs 3

the traveller NlEBUHR having been unſortunately prevented from viſiting

ſome ancient monuments in chm, which are ſaid to have inſcriptions on

the'rnzif thoſe letters bear a strong reſemblance to the Na'gari, and if a

story current in India be true, that ſome Hihdu merchants heard the San

crz't language ſpoken in Ambza the Happy, We might be 'confirmed in our

opinion, that an intercourſe formerly ſubſisted between the two nations

of oppoſite coasts, but ſhould have no reaſon to believe, that they ſprang

from the ſame immediate stock. The first ſyllable of Hamyar, as many

Euroffieans write it, might perhaps induce an Etymologist to derive the'

Arabs of Yemen from the great anceſtor of the Indians; but we must

obſerve, that Himyar is the proper appellation of thoſe Araby; and:

manſiy reaſons concur to prove, that the word is purely Ambzſick: the'

fimilarity of ſome proper names on the borders of India to'thoſe of

Arabia, as- the river Arabian a place called Arabaj a people named

'Þ'W-Uff-WMi-r-_.-_d_._______m-_i._._
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's THE roumu DISCOURSE,

Arilyes or Arabic-5, and another called Salai, is indeed remarkable, and

may hereafter furniſh me with obſervations of ſome importance, but not

at all inconſistent with my preſent ideas.

II. I'r is generally iſſerted, that the old religion of the AraÞr was entire.

ly Salian ; but I can offer ſo little accurate information concerning the

Sabian faith," or even the meaning of the word, that I dare not yet"ſpeak

on the ſubject with confidence. This at least is certain, that the people

of Yemcn very ſoon ſell into the common," but fatal, errour of adoring the

Sun and the Firmaznent; for even the t/zird in deſcent from YOKTAN,

who was conſequently as old as NAHOR, took the ſurname of ABnUSH

AMS, or Servant aft/te Sun; and hisfamily, we are aſſured, paid'particu

lar honours to that luminary: other tribes worſhipped the planets and

fixed stars ; but the religion of the poets at least ſeems to have been pure

Theiſm ; and this we know with certainty, becauſe we have Arabian ver

ſes of unſuſpected antiquity, which contain pious and elevated ſentiments

on the goodneſs and justice, the'power and omnipreſence, of ALLAH, or

THE GOD. 'If an inſcription, ſaid to have been found On marble in Ye

mcn, be authentick, the ancient inhabitants of that country preſerved the

religion of EBER, and profeſſed a belief in miracles and aſalarestate.

-'We are alſo told, that a strong reſemblance may be found between the

religious of the pagan Araby and the Hindus; but, though this may be

true, yet an agreement in worſhipping the ſun and stars will not prove an

affinity between the two nationsi the powers of God repreſented as female

deities, the adoration ofstones, and the name of the Idol WUDD, may

lead us indeed to ſuſpect, that ſome of the Hindu ſuperstitious had found'

their wayinto Aralia ; and, though we have no traces in Arabian History
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of ſuch a conqueror or legiſlator as the great SESAC, who is ſaid to have

raiſed pillars in Yemm as well as at the mouth of the Ganges, yet, ſince

we know, that SA'CYA is a title of BUDDHA, whom I ſuppoſe to be

WODEN, ſince BUDDHA was not a native of Imizſia, and ſince the age of

SESAC perfectly agrees with that of SA'CYA, we may form a plauſible

conjecture, that they were in fact the ſame perſon, who travelled eastward

from Et/zzſiopia, either as a warriour or as a lawgiver, about a thouſand years

before CHRIST, and whoſe rites We now ſee extended as far' a's the coun

try oszſon, or, as the C/rz'neſſ: call it, Jaþuen, both words ſignifying the Ri

Sun. SA'CYA may be derived from a word mean-ing power, Oſ from ano- -

ther denoting vegetableſhod; ſo that this epithet will not determine, whe_

ther he was a hero or a philoſopher 5 but the title BUDDHA, or wiſe, may

induce us to believe, that he was rather a benefactor, than a destroyer, of

his ſpecies : if his religion, however, was really introduced into any part

of Arabia, it could not have been general in that country; and we may ſafely

pronounce, that before the Mo/zavmmrdan revolutiOn, the noble and learned

Arabs were Theists, but that a stupid idolatry prevailed among the lower

orders of the people.

I FIND no trace among them, till their emigration, of any Philoſophy
but Et/zicks ; i and even their ſystem of morals, generous and enlarged as it

ſeems to have been in the minds ofa few illustrious chieftains, was on the

whole mileralzly depraved for a century at least before MUHAMMED : the

distinguiſhing virtues, which they boasted of inculcating and practiſmg,

were a contempt of riches and even of death; but, in the age of the

Seven Poets, their liberality had deviated into mad profuſion, their cou

rage into ferocity, and their' patience into an obstinate ſpirit of encoun

tering fruitleſs dangers ,- but I forbear to expatiate on the manners Of the

B
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10 THE FOURTH DISCOURSE,
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Arabs inthat age, becauſe the poems, entitled Abmodbbaba't, which have

appeared in our own language, exhibit an exact picture of their virtues

and their vices, their wiſdom and their folly; and ſhOw what may be' con

ſtantly expected from men o'f open hearts and boiling paffions, with no

law to control, and little religion to restrain, them.

III. Few monuments oſ antiquity are preſerved in Arabz'a, and of thoſe

few the beſt accounts are very uncertain; but we are aſſured, that inſcrip

tions on rocks and mountains are still ſeen in various parts of the Penin

ſula; which, iſ they are in any knOWn language, and if correct copies Of

them can be procured, may be decyphered by caſy_ and infallible rules.

THE first ALBERT SCHULTENS has preſerved in his Ancient Memorials

of Arabia, the most pleaſing of all his works: two little poems in an ele

giack strain, which are ſaid to have been found, about the middle of the

ſeventh century, on ſome fragments of ruined edifices in Hadrmmit near

Adcn, and are ſuppoſed to be of an_ indefinite, but very remote, age. It

may naturally be aſked: In what characters were they written? Who de

cyphercd them i' _\-Vhy were not'the original letters preſerved in the book,

where the verſes are cited? XVhat became of the marbles, which Abdur

'ra/mzan, then governor of chcn, moſt probably ſent to the K/za/ffab at

Bagcſad? If they be genuine, they prove the people oſ Yemen to have been

t herdſmen and warriours, inhabiting a fertile and well-watered country

t full of game, and near a fine ſea abounding with fiſh, under a monar

* chical government, and dreſſed in green ſilk or vests of needlework,'

either of their own manufacture or imported from India. The meaſure

of theſe verſes is perfectly regular, and the dialect undistinguiſhable, at

least by me, from that of Kuraſſz; ſo that, if the Arabian writers were
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much addicted to literary impostures, I ſhould strongly ſuſpect them to be

modern compoſitions on the instability of human greatneſs, and the con

ſequences oſ irreligion, illustrated by the example oſ the Himyrzrz'ck

princes; and the ſame may be ſuſpected of the first poem quoted by

SCHULTENS, which he aſcribes to an Amb in the age of SOLOMON.

THE ſuppoſed houſes of the people called Tlumu'zd are alſo still to be

'ſeen in excavations of rocks 5 and, in the time oſ TABRIZl the Gramma

rian, a castle was extant in Hem-en, which bore the name oſ ALADBAT, an

Old bard and warriour, who first. we are told. formed his army, thence cal-

led dlkhamir, inſiz/e parts, by which arrangement he defeated the troops

oſHzctmyar in an expedition against Sanch.

OF pillars erected by Sesac, after his invaſion oſ Yemcn, wc find no

mention in Arabian histories ; and, perhaps, the story has no more ſoun

dation than another told by the Great: and adopted by NEVVTON, that

the Arabs worſhipped URANIA, and even BACCHUS by name, which, they

ſay, means great in Arabick 3 but where they ſound ſuch a word, we can

not diſcover: it is true, that Beccalt ſignifies a great and tumultuous crowd,

and, in this ſenſe, is one name oſ the ſacred city commonly called Meccafi.

THE Cdbah, or quadrangular ediſice at Mecca/z, is indiſputably ſo ancient,

that its original uſe, and the name oſ its builder, are lost in a cloud of idle

traditions. An Amb told me gravely, that it was raiſed by ABRAHAM,

who, as I aſſured him, was never there: others aſcribe it, with more pro

bability, to ISMAIL, or one oſ his immediate deſcendants,- but whether '

it was built as a place of divine worſhip, as a ſortreſs, as a ſepulchre, or

as a monument of the treaty between the old poſſeſſors of Arabic; and the

B 2
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12 _ THE FOURTH DISCOURSE,

ſons oſ KiDAR,'antiquaries may diſpute, but no mortal can determinew .

It is thought by RELAND to have been the manſion of ſome ancient Pa

triarc/z, and revered on that account bis ffioſlcrzſity; but the room, in

which we now are aſſembled, would contain the whole Arabian edifice; .

and, if it wereſilarge enOUgh for the dwellingzhouſe oſa patriarchal family,

it would ſeem ill adapted to the pastoral manners oſ the Kedarzſitcr: a

Perſian author inſists, that the true v name oſ Meccah is Ma/zcrzda/z, or the

chſ-[c (ſ t/zc jl/Ioon ,*. but, although we may ſmile at his etymology, we

cannot but think it probable, that the Caſibuſ; was originally: deſigned ſor -

religious purpoſes. Three couplets are cited in an Arabic/t History oſ

this Building, which, from their extreme ſimplicity, have leſs appear

ance oſ imposture than other verſes of the ſame kind: they are aſcribed'

to ASAD, a Tobbci, or king by ſucceſſ n, who is generally allowed to

have reigned in chcn an hundred and twenty-eight years beforeCHRIsr's

birth, and they commemoratc, without any poetical imagery, the mag

nificence of the prince in covering the holy temple wit/astrzfficd cloth and ſine -

lincn, and zſin ma/ez'ng bcys/or its gate. This temple, however, the ſanctity

of which was restored by MUHAMMED, had been strangely profaned at'

the time of his birth," when it was uſual to decorate. its walls with poems

on all ſubjects, and often on the-triumphs of Arabian gallantry and the -

praiſes of Grecian wine, which the merchants of Syria brought for ſale

into the deſerts;

FROM the want of'materialson theſubject of'Arabzſian antiquity,'we find -'

it very difficult to fix- the Chronology of the Iſmazſibz'tes with accuracy be

yond the time Of ADN'AN, from whom the impostor was deſcended in the

twcng'fivffl degree 3 and, although wevhave genealogies of ALKAMAH andv

other Hzctngarzſick bards as high as the thirtz'et/L degree, or for a period of-v
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nine fidndred years at least, yet we can hardly depend on them ſo far, as to"

establiſh a complete chronological ſystem: by reaſoning downwards, how

ever, we may aſcertain ſome points of conſiderable importance. The uni

verſal tradition of Yemm is, that YOKTAN; the ſOn of EBER, first ſettled

* his family in that country; which ſettlement, by the computation admit

* ted in Europe, 'must have been above three t/iozg/Zmdſix' handred years ago,

and nearly at'th'etime, when the Hir'zdizs, under the conduct of RAMA, were

ſubduing the first inhabitants of theſe regions, and extending the Indian

Elmpire from Ayb'd/zyd ſſor Aud/2 as faſir as the' iſle-oſ Sin/tri] or Sild't. Ac

cording to this calculition, NUUMAN, king of meen in the nint/zgene

ration from E'BER, was contemporary with JOSEPH; and, iſ a verſe com- -

poſed by that prince, and "quoted by AEULrEDA, was really preſerved, as

itſſmight eaſily' have been, by oral tradition, if proves the great antiquity

of the Arabian language and metre. This is a literal verſion of, the. cou,- >

plet: * When thou, who art in power, conductest affairs with courteſy,

' thou attainest the high honours of thoſe, who are most exalted, and

' 'whoſe mandates are obeyed' We are told,_that,.from an elegant verb in.

this distiehſi; the royal poet acquired the ſurname of AZmudancr, or the Cour-e

tebur. Now 'the reaſons for believingithis verſe genuine are 'its brevity,

which made it eaſy to be remembered, and the good ſenſecomprized in.it,

which made itbecome proverbial 5 to which we may add, that the dialect'

is apparently old, and differs in three words from the idiom of chriz :. the

reaſons for doubtin'g are, that ſentences and verſes of indeſinite antiquity,

are ſometimes aſcribed by the 'Amby to particular perſons of eminence;

and thi'ay even go' ſo far as to cite a pathetick elegy of ADAM himſelf on

the death of AnEL, but in very good Arabic/i and correct meaſure. Such

are the doubts, which'neceſſarily must ariſe on ſuch a ſubject,- yet we.

have no need loſ'ancient monumentsor traditions to prove allſithat OUZ'
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14 'The FOURTH-_D I- SCOU R S E,

analyfis requires, naniCly, that the Amby, both of chd; 'and &ma/2.,

ſprang from a ſtock entirely different from that. of the Hail-claw, and that

their first establiſhments inv the reſpective countries, where we now find

them, were nearly coeval. A

I CANNOT finiſh this articlc without obſerving, that, when the. King of

Denmark'r ministers instructed the Danfflz travellcrs to- collect lzzstorical

books in Arabzict, but not to buſy themſelves with procuring Arabian,

poems, they certainly were ignorant, that the only monuments of Old

Arabian History are collections of poetical pieces and the commentaries on

them ,- that all memorable tmnſhctions in Arabia were recorded in verſe 3

and that morecertain facts may be known by reading the Hrrmn'ſa/z, the Di

wan oſ Hud/zail, and the valuable work a ObaidulZa/L, than by turning

over a hundred volumes in proſe, unleſs indeed thoſe poems are cited by

the historians as their authorities.

IV. THE manners of the ijcizi.Arabs,-which have continued, we

know, from the time of SOLOMON to the preſent age, were by no means

favourable to the cultivation oſarts ; and, as toſciences, we have no reaſon

to belie've, that they were acquainted with any ,- for the mere amuſement of

giving names to ſtars, which were uſeſul to them in their pastoral or prcda

tory rambles through the deſerts, and in their obſervations on the weather,

can hardly be conſidered as a material part of aſtronomy. The only arts,

in which they pretended to excellence, (Iexcept horſemanſhip and mili

tary accompliſhmcnts) were ffioctzy and Metorzſick .' that we have none oſ

their compoſitions in proſe before the Kordn, may be aſcribed, perhaps, to

the little ſkill, which they ſeem to have had, in writing; to their predi

lection in ſavour oſ poetical meaſure, and to the ſacility, with which ver
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ſits are committed to memory 3 but all their stories prove, that they were

eloquent in a high degree, and poſſeſſed wonderful powers of ſpeaking

without preparation in flowing and forcible periods. I have never been

able to diſcover, what was meaned by their books, called Rawa'rim, but

ſuppoſe, that they were collections of their common, or customary, law.

W'riting was ſo little practiſed among them, that their old poems, which

are now acceſſible to us, may almost be conſideredas originally unwrit

ten; and I am inclined to think, that SAMUEL JOHNSON'S reaſoning, on

the extreme imperfection of unwritten languages, was too general; ſince

a langtctlage, that '15 only ſPUkCn, Ilii-ly lleetd'x-lvſa be a

people, who, like the ancient Araby, make the improvement of their idiom

a national Concern, appoint ſolemn aſſemblies for the purpoſe of diſplaying

their poetical talents, ' and hold it a duty to exerciſe their children in get

ting by heart their most approved compoſitions.

THE people of Yemcn had poffibly more met/tarried! arts, and, perhaps,

moreſcience; but, although their ports must have been the emporia of conſi

derable commerce between EgNO/fi and India or part of Pevrſia, yet we have

no certain proofs of their proficiency in navigation or even in manufac

tures. That the limbs of the deſert had muſical instruments, and names

for the different notes, and that they were greatly delighted with melody,

we know from' themſelves; but their lutes and pipes were probably Very

ſimple, and their mulick, I ſuſpect, was little more than a natural and

tuneſul recitation of their elegiack verſes and love-ſongs. The ſingular pro

perty of their language, in lhunning compound words, may be urged, ac

cording to 'BACONis idea, as a proof, that they had made no progreſs in

CYZX,* which require, ſays he, a variety of eombinations to expreſs the

' cemplex notions ariſing frbm them 3' but the ſingularity may perhaþs be
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16 .THE FOURTH DTSCOURSE,

'imputed wholly to 'the genius of the language, and the taste of thoſe, who

ſpoke it; ſince the old Germanr, who knew no art, appear to have delight

.-ed in compound words, which poetry and oratory, one would conceive,

might require as much as any meaner art whatſoever.

So great, on the whole, was the strength of parts or capacity, either na

tural or acqu'ircd from habit, for which the Ambs were ever distinguiſhed,

,that we cannot be ſurprized, when We ſee that blaze of genius, which they

diſplayed, as far as their arms extended, when they burst, like their own

ldyke nſ An'm, ehmugn their ancrent limits, and ſpread, like an inunda

tion, over the great empire of Irdn. That a race of Taſizis, or Courjbrs

,as the Perſians call them, * who drank the milk of camels and ſed on li

* zards, ſhould entertain a thought oſ ſubduing the kingdom of FERIDUN'

was conſidered by the General of YEZDECLRD'S army as the strongest in

stance oſ ſortune's levity and mutability; but FIRDAUSI, a complete maſ

ter oſ Aſiatz'ck manners, and ſingularly impartial, repreſents the Araby,

even in the age oſ FERIDUN, as * diſclaiming any kind oſ dependence

'4 on that monarch, exulting in their liberty, delighting in eloquence, acts

-* oſ liberality, and martial achievements, and thus making the whole earth,

ſays the poet, red as wine with the blood of their ſoes, and the air like a

' ſorest of canes with their tall ſpears.' lVith ſuch a character they were

likely to conquer any country, that they could invade; and, iſ ALEXAN

DER had invaded their dominions, they would unquestionably have made

an obstinate, and probably a ſucceſsful, reſistance.

BUT I have detained you too long, gentlemen, with a nation, who have

ever been my ſavourites, and hope at our next anniverſary meeting to tra

Nel with you over a part of Aſia, which exhibits a race oſ men distinct both
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from the Hz'ndus and ſrom the Arabs. In the mean time it ſhall be my care

to ſuperintend the publication ofyour tranſactions, in which, iſ [hC learn

ed in Europe vhave not raiſed their expectations too high, they will not,

I believe, be diſappointed: my own imperfect eſſays I always except; but,

though my other engagements have prevented my attendance on your ſo

cicty for the greatest part oſ last year, and I have ſet an example of that

freedom from restraint, without which no ſociety can flouriſh, yet, as

my few hours of leiſure will now be devoted to Sanſcrit literature, l can
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not butv hope, though my chief object be akn'owledsge oſ Hindu Law,

to make ſome diſcovery in other ſciences, which I ſhall impart with hu

mility, and which you will, I doubt not, receive with indulgence.
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ANNlVERS-ARY _.D'IscoURsE,

Durveazn 21 FEBRUARY 1788.

BY THE PRESIDENT.

T the cloſe of' my last addreſs to you, Gentlemen, I declared my

' deſign introducing to your notice a people of Aſia, who ſeemed

as different in most reſpects from the Hindur and Arabs, as thoſe 'two na

tions had been ſhown 'to differ from each other ; I meaned the people,

whom we call Ta-rtars .- but I enter with extreme diffidence on my preſent

ſubject, becauſe I have little knowledge oſ the Tdrtan'an dialects ; and the

groſs errours of European writers on Aſiatzſick literature have long con-.

vinced me, that no ſatisſactory account can be given oſ any nation, with

whoſe language we are not' perfectly acquainted. Such evidence, how

ever, as I have procured by attentive reading and ſcrupulous inquiries, I

will now lay before' you, interſperſing ſuch remarks as I could not- but

make on that evidence, and ſubmitting the whole to your irnpartial de

cifion.

i CONFORMABLY to the method before adopted in deſcribing Arabic;

'and India, I conſider Tartary alſo, For the purpoſe oſ this diſcourſe, on its

most extenſive ſcale, and request your attention, whilst I trace the largest

boundaries that are affignable to it : conceive a line drawn from the mouth

32
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20 THE FirTH DISCOURSE,

oſ the Oby to that oſ the Dnz'cþer, and, bringing it back eastward acroſs

the Euxzctne, ſo as to include the peninſula oſ Krz'm, extend it along the

ſoot oſ Cartcaſus, by the rivers Curand Aras, to the Caſþz'an lake, from

the oppoſite ſhore _oſ which-follow the courſe oſ the Jai/Lmi and 'the

chain. of-uCaucaſZ-'anzhills as ſar as thoſe ..of Imaut; whence continue the

line bey'Ond the C/a'ncſe wall "to the White 'Mountain and' the country

of -th0; ſkirting the borders of Perſia, India, C/nſina, Corea, but inclu

ding part Qſ Ryffla, with all the diſtricts which lie between the Glacial

ſea, and that £Qſ japen. QM. De GUIGNES, whoſe great Work on the Hunr

abounds more in ſolid learning than in rhetorical ornaments, preſents us,

however, with a magnificent image aſ this wide. region; deſcribing it as a

fiupendous edifice, the beams ahd pillars oſ whichare many ranges of lofty

hills, and the dome, one prodigious mountain,..to which theC/zi/zcſc give the

epithet oſ Celejiz'al, with,aconſiderablenumbe-r oſ broad rivers flowing down

its ſides: iſ the manſion beſo amazinglyſublime, the land around it is pro

POrtionably extended, but morewonderſully diverſiſied; ſo: ſomeþparts oſ it

are incrusted with ice, others parched with inflamed air and covered with

'la kind of lava; here we meet with immenſe tracts of ſandy deſerts and

ſorests valmostſſimpenetrable; there, with gardens, groves, and meadows,

perſumed with muſk, watered bynumberleſs rivulets, and abounding in

fruits and flowers ; and, from east to weſt, lie many conſiderable pro:

Yinces, which appear as ivalleysin compariſon loſ the hills toWering above

them, butin truth are the flat,ſummits oſ the highest mountains

the world, or at least the highest in Aſia. Near one fourth in latitude of m

this extraordinary region is in the ſame charming climate with Greece,

lad), and Provence; and another fourth in that of England, Germany,

and the northern parts oſ France; but the ffiperborean countries man

.,l}av_e few \ beauties to recommend them, at least-in the preſent ſtateqfthe
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earth's temperature: to the ſouth, en the ſrontic'rs of-'Irdnfa're the beau

tiful vales' of- Saglid with the celebrated 'Cities of Samar/cand 'and Bok/za'rd;

ro'n thoſe' of 'Tt'bet are thetterritories of Cq/figlzar, Kþaten, Cfiegz'l and K/za'td,

all famed for per'ſumes andſi:ſor- the beauty of their inhabitants; and on

thoſe oſ China lies the country of Cþz'n, anciently a powerful kingdom,

which name,'like that oſ K/za'tct, has in modern times been given to the

-whole China-ſ? empire, where ſuch:an appellation would be thought an

inſult. .We must not omit zthe fine <territoryof Tanczit, which was

known to the Greeks by the name oſ Scrz'ca, and conſidered by them as
the farthest eastern extremityof thehabitahle globe. i

'SCYTHJA 'ſeems to be the general name, which then ancient European-s

.gave to_a_s_,\much as-they knew of the country thus, bounded and deſcrib

ed_;ibut,-whcther_y that word be derived, as PLlNY ſeems to intimate,

'from Sacaz', a people known by a ſimilar name to the Greeks and Pafiam,

-_or, ag YaxA-Nrimagines, from Culez'a, -.or, as Colone-l VALLANCEY

believee,jſr_om words denoting nam'gatz'on, or, as it might 'have been
vſuppoſed, from a iGreek root gimplying wrath and ſerocity, this at

least- certain, that, As India, C/zz'na, Perſia, Jaþan, are' not appella

tiQns of 'thoſecountr'ies in the languages oſ the nations, who inhabit

them, ſo neither SO/thia nor Tartary are namcs, by which the inhabitants

of the country now underv our conſideration hava ever distinguiſhed

themſelves? Ta'ta'TſſcZn-is, indeed, a word uſed by the Paſſzms for the

ſouth-weitern part of sad/Lia, where the mulk-deer is ſaid to be common;

and the name Ta'tdr is by ſome conſidered as that of a particular tribe ,

byſiothersl, as that oſ a ſmall river only ; while Tu'nin, as oppoſed to Irdn,

zſeems to mean the ancient -dominion of AFRA'SIA'B to the north and

ceast of the Oxur. Therejsnothing more idle-than .a debate concerning
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zz THE FirrH DISCOURrSE, '

names, which after all are of little conſequence, when'vqr ideas 'are

distinct without them: having given, thereſore, a correct nation oft-he

country, which I propoſed to examine, 1 ſhall not ſcruple to call it the

general name of Tartary ; thOUgh I am. conſcious of' uſing a term equally

improper in the pronUnciation and the application of it. - w >2ſi

TAR-TARY then, which contained, according to PLiIN-Y; an Meant-'rable

multitude qf'natiam, by whom the rest of Aſirſiz and all Europe has in dif

ferent ages been over-run, is denominated, as" various images ſhave pre

ſented themſelves to various ſancies, the great blive aft/be northern ſwarmr',

the nu'ſſ'y gfia-rgt'stz'þle legions, and, by a ſtronger metaphor, the ſbundery

qf the 'Human race; but-M. BAILLY, a wonderfully ingenious-man and

a very lively writer', ſeems 'first to" have cenſidereel' it'as the "cradle" qſouv

ffiecier, and to have 'ſup-ported an opinion, that 'the'whole ancient world

was enlightened by ſciences brought from the most' *northernſi<'>parts of

Stytbia, 'particularly from the ebanks of the Yenſſa,ſizor=*frorſſn tſie Hyþer

barearz regionsr all vthe fables of old Greece, ſtab,'Rer-sta, 'Indiah'e' derives

from the north; and' it mast be owned, that he maintai'ns his; paradox

with acuteneſs and learning. . Great learning and, great acuteneſs, toge

ther with the Charms ofa most engaging style, were indeed neceſſary to

render even tolerable a ſystem, which places an earthly paradiſe, 'the gar;

dens of Heyþerus, the iſlands of the Afamrer, the groves of Elyſium, not

of Eden, the heaven of INDRA, the Per'z'stri'z, or fairy-land, of' the Perſian

poets, with its city of diamonds and its country of S/Ja'dcctm', ſo named

from Pleaſſſure and Law, not in any climate, which the common ſenſe of

mankind conſiders as the ſeat of delights, but beyond the mouth of the
iOby, in the Frozen Sea, in a region' equalled only by that, where the.

wild imagination of DANTE led him to fix the worst of criminals in a
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ſtate'of puniſhment after death, and oſ which 'be could n'ot, he ſays, even

* think 'without ſhivering. A very Cutious paſſage in a' tract oſ PLUTAROE

on the figure in the Moon'r arb, naturally induced M. BAILLY to place

Ogygia inthe north, and he concludes' that iſland, as 'others have con

cluded rather ſallacioufly, to be the At/a/ztzſir oſ PLATo, but is at a loſs to

determine, whether it was Iſelzmd or . Grmzland, szſitzþerg' or New

Zembld : am'on'g ſo many charins it was difficult, indeed, 'to give a preu

ference; but our philoſopher, though as much perplexed by an option of

beauties as' the ſhepherd of Ida, ſeems on the whole to thinkZe-mbld the

most worthy of thegoldenfruit 3 becauſe it is. indiſputably an iſland, and lies

oppoſite to a gulph near a euutincur, from which a great number of rivers

deſcend into the ocean. He appears equally diſtreſſed among five nations,

real and'imaginary, to fix Upon that, which the Greek; named At/mzte: ;

and his concluſion in both' Caſes muſt remind us of the ſhowman at Etanz

who, having peinted out in his' box all the crowned heads oſ the World,

and being aſked by the ſchoolboys, who looked through the glaſs, which

was the EmPeror, which the Pope,- which the Sultan, and Whichthe

Great Mogul, anſwered eagerly'g ' Which you pleaſe, yodng. gentlemen,

* which you pleaſe,2 zHi's letters, however', to VOLT'AI'RE, in which he

Unfolds his new ſyſtem to his friend, whom he had not been able' to pon: .

vince, are do means' to he derided 34 and his general propoſitibn, that

arts and ſcienceshhd their ſource' in Tartdry, deſerves a longer-examined '

tion than can be given to it in this diſcourſe: I ſhall, nevertheleſs, with

your permiſſibn,.ſhortly diſcuſs the question under the 'ſeveral heads,

that Will Preſent themſelves in order." "_l.... (U

7 \

ÞALTHOUGPLWC may/naturally ſuppoſe', that the 'numberleſs- committ

nities of Tartar-r, ſome-of- whom are' establiſhed in [greatcitiesA endlſomb

flaw--
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encamped' on plains in ambulatory manſions, which' they remove from'

pasture to paſture, must be affhfferent in their features 'as in their dialectsfl

Yet, among thoſe who have not emigrated into another country and mixed.

with another nation, we may diſcern a family likeneſs, eſpecizdly 'in their:

eyes and countenance, and in that configuration oſ lineanients,.which

we generally call a' Tartar face; but, without making anxious inquiries,..

Whether all the inhabitants of the vast region before deſcribedhave

ſimilar features, we may conclude from thoſe, whom we have ſeen;

and from the: original portraits of TArMU'R wand his, deſcendants, that'

the Tartars in general differ wholly in complexion and- countenance

from the IIz'ndur and from the Araby; an- obſervation, which tends in'

ſome degree to confirm the account given by modern Tartars themſelves

of their deſcent from a common ancestor. Unhappilytheir lineage can

not be proved by authentick pedigrees or historical 'mo-nſiuments; fon

all their writings extant, even thoſe in the-Mogul dialect, are long

ſubſequent tſſo the time of MUHAM-M-ED ;_ nor is it poſſible to distinguiſh

their genuine traditions from thoſe of the Araby, whoſe religious opini

onsthey have in general adopted. At the begin'ning of the fourteenth

century, waa'jab RASHl'D, ſurnamed FAD'L'U'LLAH, anative of Kazvin; >

compiled his account of the Tartars' and Moſing'alr from the papers of

one PUſLA'D, Whom the great grandſon of * Ho-LACUT had ſent into

Ta'ta'rffldn for the ſole purpoſe-of collecting historical 'informationz and

the commiffion itſelf ſhows, how little .tho'_ -T'artariazz.'Princes really

knewof their own origin.. From this work; ofri-RAsnst'D, and from

other materials, ABU"LGHA'zx', King of waa'rezmjcompoſed inthe

Mogul language his Gerealogzſical Hffiory, which, having been purchaſed

froma merchant of Bakba'rſid by'fome Sroediſhr;offieers,fpriſon:rs of war

in Sz'beria,jh'as found its. way into ſeveral EuropeanxtOngue-s e it contain'
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much valuable matter, but, like an M-UHAMlMEDAN histories, exhibits

tribes or nations a's individual ſovereigns 3- and, if Baron DE TOTT had

n'ot' strangely neglected to procure a' copy of the Tartarian hiſtory, for

the original of which he unneceſſarily offered a large ſum, we ſhould

probably have found, that it begins with an account of the deluge taken

from the Kora'n, and proceeds to rank TURC, CHi'N, TATA'R, and

MONGAL', among the ſons oſ YA'FET. The genuine traditional history

of the Tartars, in all the books that I have inſpected, ſeems to begin

with OGHU'z, as that of the Himlu: does with RA'MA : they place their

miraculous- Hero and Patriarch four thouſand years before CHE-N Glz

KHA'N, who was born in the year 1164., and with whoſe reign their

historical period commences. It is' rather ſurprizing, that M. BAILLY,

who makes frequent appeals to Etymological arguments, has not derived
OGYGES from vOc-HU'z and ATLAS from Actazſi, or the Golden mountain of

Tartary: the Greek terminations might have been rejected from both words;

and 'a mere tranſpofition of letters is no difficulty with an Etymologist.

MY remarks in this addreſs, gentlemen, will be' confined to the period

preceding' CHENGIZ; and, although the learned labours "oſ M. DE

Gumm-is and the fathers VlSDELOU,- DEMAILLA, and GAUBlL, who

have made an incomparable uſe oſ their C/zzctneſe literature, exhibit probable

accounts of the Tartars from a very early age, yet the old historians of

Urina- were not only foreign, but generally hostile, to them, and for both. -

thoſe reaſons, either through 'ignorance or malignity, may be ſuſpected- oſ

miſrepreſenting their tranſactions 2' if they ſpeak truth, the' ancient hiſtory

oſ the Tartars preſents us, like moſt other hiſtories, with a ſeries oſ'aſſaſ

ſinations, plots, treaſons, maſſacres, and all-the natufral-ſruitsofſelfiſh'am

bition; I ſhould have no inclination to givc'you- a'fltetch of ſheh harrorsn

D
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25. THL Fir'rn' DISCOURSE,

even iſ the occaſion called for it ; and will barely obſerve, that the.

first king, of. the Hyumnu's or Ham began his reign, according to

VISDELOU,- about three t/wzſſmd five hundred and ſixty years ago, not,

long after the, time fixed in my former diſcourſes For the first regular esta-w

b-liſhments oſ the Hdndus and Arabs in their ſeveral countries.

* - I. OUR first inquiry, concerning the language: and letter: of the'

Tartars, preſents us with a deplorable void, or with a proſpect as barren,

and dreary as that of their deſerts. The Tartars, in general, had no lite-

rature: (in this point all authorities- appear to concur) the Turcs had no

letters: the Huns, according to PROCOPIUS, had not even heard oſ\

them : the magnificent CHENGIZ, whoſe Empire included an area oſ

near eighty ſquare degrees, could find none oſ his OWn Mongalr, as the
best authors inform us, able to write-hisdiſpatches ;- and TAI'MU'R; va ſa-

vage of strong natural parts and paffionately fond oſ hearing histories read'

to him, could himſelſneither write nor read. It is true, that IBNU ARAB-

SHAH mentions a ſet oſ characters Called Dilbcrjin, which were uſed in

K/za'ta : * he had ſeen them, he ſAys, and found them to conſist oſflrrty

* one letters, a distinct ſymbol being appropriated to each IOng and ſhort *

' vowel, and to each c0nſonant hard or ſoft, or otherwiſe varied in pro

' nunciation ;' but K/iaſitd was in ſouthern Tartary on the confines of

India ; and', from his deſcription of the characters there in uſe, we- cannots

but ſuſpect them- to have been thoſe of Tibet, which are maniſestly Indian,

bearing a greater reſemblance to thoſe oſ Bengal than to De'vandgari.

The learned and eloquent Aml' adds, ' that the Tatars of K/mſita write, in.

' the Dilberjza letters, all their tales and histories, their journals, poems,,

* and miſcellanies, their diplomas, records of state and justice, the laws off

* CHENGIZ, their publick registers. and their. compoſitions oſ every. ſpeciesf;"
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iſ this be true, 'the people of K/za'td must have 'been a poliſhed and even

a lettcred nation 3 and it may be true, without affecting the general

poſition, that the Tartars were illiterate ; but IBNU ARABSHA'H was a

profeſſed rhetorician, and it is impoſſible to read the original paſſage, with

out full conviction that his object in writing it, was to diſplay his power

of words in a flowing and modulated period. He ſays further, that in

jag/iata'i' the people of-Or'g/zzZr, as he realls them, ' have-a ſystem oſſhurtem

* letters only, denominated from themſelves Oig/nlri ; ' and thoſe arethe

characters, which the jlvſongals are ſuppoſed by most authors to have bor

rowed: ADU'L'GnAzr' tells us only, that CHENGIZ employed the natives

of Eighth as excellent pcnmen; but the C/zimſſ: aſſert, that he was forced

to employ them, becauſe he had no writers at all among his natural-born

ſubjects; and we areſiafi'ured by "many, that KUBLMKHA'N ordered letters

to be invented for his nation by a Tzſibetimz, whom he rewarded with the

dignity of chief Lama. The ſmall number of [ſiege/Lad 'letters might in

duce us to believe, that they were Zend or Paftlavi, which must have been

current in that country, when it was governed by the ſons of FE'RIDU'N ;

-and,-i-f the alphabet aſcribed to the Eighuri'am by M. Dss HAUTESRAYES

be correct, we may ſafely decide, that in many of its 'letters it reſembles
both the Zfltd andithe Syfldck, with a remarkable difference in the mode

of connecting them; but, as we can ſcarce hope to ſee a genuine ſpecimen

oſ them, ourdoubt' muſt remain 'in 'regard to their form and origin : the

page, exhibited by HYDE as K/mtaſiyzzn writing, is evidently a ſort of

broken (Mr/t ; an'dſitheifine' manuſcript at Oafford, from which it was ta

ken, is more probably a Mendea-tz work on ſome religious ſubject than,

as he imagined, a code of Tartarzſian laws. That very learned man appears

to have made'a Worſe mistake in giving us for Aſongavl characters a page

of writing, Which has the appearance of Jaþamst, or mutilated Urine/3'

letters. D 2 ' '
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Ir the Tartars in general, as we have 'every rhaſon to brelier'e, had no

written memorials, it cannot be thought wonderful, that their languager,

like thoſe of America, ſhould have been in perpetual fluctuation, and that

more than fifty dialects, as H-Y DE had been credibly informed, ſhould 'be

ſpoken between Moſcow and China, by the many kindred tribes or iheir

ſeveral branches, which are enumerated by ABU"LGHa'21'. What thoſe

dialects are, and whether they really ſprang from a common stock, we

ſhall probably learn from Mr. PALLAS, and other indefatigab'le men em

ployed by the Rtſſan court; and it is from the R-qfflans, that we must

expect the most accurate information concerning their Aſiatick ſubjeas:

I perſuade myſelf, that, if their inquiries be judiciouſly made and faith

fully reported, the reſult of them will prove, that all the languages pro

perly Tartart'an aroſe from one common ſource ; excepting always the

jargons of ſuch wanderers or mountaineers, as, having long been divided

from the main body of the nation, must in a courſe of ages have frained.

ſeparate idioms for themſelves. The only Tartarzſiarz language, of which

I have any knowledge, is the Turkgſh of Corz/Za'ztzſino/I/e, which is however

ſo copious, that whoever ſhall know it perfectly, will eaſily understandr

as we are aſſured by intelligent authors, the dialects of Ta'ta'rſſdn; and.

we may collect from AnuſſLGHA'zt', that he would ſind little difficulty

in the Cat/'mar and the Mogul : I will not offend your ears by a dry cata

logue of ſimilar words in thoſe different languages; but a careſul in

vestigation has convinced me, that, as the Indian and Arabian tongues

are ſeverally deſcended from a common parent, ſo tho-ſe of Tartary might.

be traced to one ancient stem eſſentially differing from the two others.

It appears, indeed, from a story told by ABU"LGHA'Zi', that the Virdtr

and the Mongal: could not understand each other ; but no more can the

Dane: and the Engliſh, yet their dialects beyond. a doubt are branches of?
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the ſame 'Gut/nisi tree. The dialect xof the Mogulr, in which ſome histo

ries of TAthJ'R and'hisſi deſcendants were originally compoſed, is called

in India, when: alearned native ſet 'me right when I uſed another word,

Tu'rci ; not that it is preciſely the ſame with the Turkiſh oſ the Ot/zmaſin

Mr, but-the two idioms differ, perhaps, leſs then Sweetly/2 and German,

Or Sþamfflz and Partz'gueſe, and certainly leſs than Wclsti and Iriſ/2 : in

hope oſaſcertaining this point, I have long' ſearched in vain for the origi

nal works aſcribed to TAIMU'R and BA'BLR ; 'but all the Moguls, with

Iwhom I have converſed in this country, reſemble the crow in one of

their popular fabls, who, having long affected to walk like a phſſeaſant,

was unable after all to acquire the gracefulneſs oſ that elegant bird, and

in the -mean time unlearned his own natural gait : they have not leamed

the dialect of Perſia, but have wholly forgotten that oſ their ancestors.

Avery conſiderable part of the old Tartarian language, which in Aſia

would probably have been lost, is happily preſerved in Europe; and, if

the groundwork oſ the weſt-ern Thrkſſh, when ſeparated from the Perſian

and Ambick, with which it is embelliſhed, be a branch of the loſt Og/uizz'an

tongue, I can aſſert with confidence, that it hasnot the least reſemblance

either to Ao'alzzctck or Sa'nſcrzſit, and muſt have been invented by a race of

men wholly distinct from the Araby or Hindus. . This fact alone overſets

the ſyſtem of M. BAXLLY, who conſiders the Smffcrz't, of which he gives.

in ſeveral places a most erroneous account, as ' a ſme- monument cf litſisffl

' primer/al Scythians, the ſireceſiton 0/ mankind andſi/anters oſa ſhzbiz'me

4 ſiMZq/bfflzy even, in India ;' for he holds it an incontestable truth, that

a language, w/zzſic/z a dead, ſhame: a nation, w/zz'c/z z's destroyed ; and he

ſeems to think ſuch reaſoning perfectly deciſive ofthe queſtion, without

having recourſe to astronomical arguments or the ſpirit of ancient institu

tions : for my part, I deſire no better proof than that, which the language
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of the BrZi/imam affords, =-of an immemorial andtotal difference between

the Savages of t/ze Mountaz'nſis, as theold Chin-ye justly called the Tartars,

and the studious, placid, 'contemplative inhabitants of theſe Indian plains.

--II. T H E geografflzich reaſoning of M. BAILLY may, perhaps, be

thought equally ſhallow, if not inconſistent in ſome degree with itſelf.

' An adoration of the ſun and of fire, ſays he, must neceſſarily have ari

* fen in a cold region: therefore, it must have been foreign to India,

' Perſia, Ambia ; therefore, it, must have been derived from Tartaryz' No

man, I believe, who has travelled in winter through Bafizir, Or has even

paſſed a cold ſeaſon'at- Calcutta within the tropick, can 'doubt that the

ſolar warmth is often deſirable by all, and might have been conſidered

as adorable by the ignorant, in theſe climates, or that the return of

ſpring deſerves all the ſalutations, which it receives from the Perſian and

Indian poets; ' not to rely on certain historical evidence, that ANTA

RAH, a celebrated warriour and bard, actually periſhed with cold on a

moumain of Arabia. To meet, however, an objection, which might na

turally be made to the .voluntary ſettlement, and amazing population, of

his primitive race in the icy regions of the north, he takes refuge in the

hypotheſis ofM. BUFFON, who imagines, that our whole globe was at first of

a white heat, and has been gradually cooling from the poles to the equator;

ſo that the IÞ-PGTZ'OTUZ'Z countries had once a delightful temperature, and Si

lyerzſia itſelf was even hotter than the dimate oſour tempcmte zones, that is, was

in too hot a climate, by his zfirst propoſition, for the primary worſhip of the

ſun. That the temperature of countries has. not' ſustained a 'Change in the

lapſe ofages, I will by no means inſistybut we can hardly. reaſon conclu

ſively from a variation of temperature to the eultivation and diffuſion of

ſcience: if as many female elephants and tigreſſes, as we now find in
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Bengal, had formerly littered in the Sz'berz'an ſorests, and if their young,

as the earth cooled, had ſought a genial warmth in the climates of the

ſouth, it would not follow, that other ſavages, who [migrated in the ſame

direction and onthe ſame account, brought religion and philoſophy,

language and writing, art and ſcience, into the ſouthernlatitudes

We are told by ABU"LGHA'ZI",_ that the primþitive religion of human.

creatures, or the pure adoration_ of One Creator, prevailed in Tartaryr.

during the first generations from YA'FET, but was extinct before the -

birth- of OGHu'z, who restored it in his fldominionsz, that, ſome agcs -

after him, the. M'ongals and the Turcs relapſed 'into groſs idolatry;

but that CHENGrz was aTheiſt, and, inua converſation [with the Mu- -

hammcdan Doctors, admitted their. arguments for the being and at-

tributes of the Deity to be unanſwerable, while he contelled the:

evidence of their Prophet's legation. From old Grecian' authorities we

learn, that' the Maffizgeta: worſhipped the ſun; andv theznarrative o£®an

embaſſy from JUSTIN' to the K/za'kc'm, or Emperor,- 'who then reſided *

in a fine vale near the ſource of the Irtfflz, mentions the Tartarzſian

ceremony of purifying the Roman, Ambaſſadors. by conducting them be-*

tween twofires .* the Tartars ofthatage areteprefbntedaas adorers of the,

four elements, and believers in an inviſible. ſpirit, to whom they ſacrificed*

bulls and rams-. Modern travellers relate,..that, in the festivals of ſome-

Tartarz'an tribes, they pour a ſew drops of axconſecrated, liquor on the.

flatues of their Gods ; after which an attendant ſprinkles a little of what.

remains three times toward the ſouth in honour of fire, toward the west

and east in honour of water and air, and as often toward the north in.

honour oſ the earth, which contained the reliques of their deceaſed

aneestors:-now all thismay be very true, without proving. a national
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affinity between the Tartars and'Hi/zdas ; for: the Alma: adored the planets

and the powers of nature, the/tract had carved images, and-made libations

on a black stone, the Araas turned in prayer to different quarters of theheaai'

vous; yet we know with certainty, that the Arabs are a distinct race fron-r

the Tartar-s 5 and we might as well infer, that they were the ſame people,

becauſe they had each their Ahmades, or wandcrcrs forſware, and becauſe

the Turcmanr, deſcribed by IB'NUARABSH'AH and by him called Ta'tar'r,

are, like my? Arabian tribes, pastoral and warlike, hoſpitable and gene

rous, wintering and ſummering on different plains, and rich in herdsandſſJ

flocks, horſes and camels ; but this agreement in manners proceeds from

the ſimilar nature of their ſeveral deſerts and their ſimilar choice of a free

ramblingliſe, without evincing acommunity oſ origin, which they could

\ſcarce have had without preſerving ſomeremnant at least of a common

language.

MANY Lamas, we are aſſured', or Prieſts of BUDDHA, have been

found' ſettled in Siberia; but it can hardly be doubted, that the Lamas

had travelled thither from Tract, whence itis more than probable, that the

religion of the Baudd/za's was imported into ſouthern, or C/zzſi-neſe, Tartary ,*

ſince we know, that rolls of TzZetian writing have been brought even

from the borders of the Caſþzſian. The complexion. of BUDDHA himſelf,

which, according to the _ſiHz'ndus, was between zu/zz'te and ruddy, would per-

haps have convinced M. BMLLY, had he known the Indian tradition,

that the last great legifiator and God ofthe East was a Tartar ; but the

C/zin-cjſe conſider him as a native of India, the Braſi/L-manr inſist, that' he'

was born in a forest near Gayd, and many reaſOns may lead us to ſuſpect,

that his religion was carried from the west and the ſouth to thoſe eastcrn

and northern countries, in which it prevails. On the whole we meet
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with fewer no 'traces-'in Scfllzia ofIndian irit'csand ſuperstitious, or of

that poetical im'ythal'ogy, 'with-'whichghe Szz'zſa'it >phemsſi are debomtcd 5"

and we may 'siſſllow' the Tartar: "to/'have 'adored the'S'un [With more roa-'

ſon than any'ſouthern People, without adaiitting thbmzto have been the

ſole originalaiiweritors 'of .that_ univerſal 'folly-3. we may even'doubt the

originality of "their, rvenerarioh- ſor.-theſ0ur elements, which forms -a pri

cipal part ofnhe flitch-du introduccdhy ZERTATU-sujr; andtix're 'of Rai in

Perſia, born Lia ihe reign of GUSHTAs-B, .Whoſc ibn 'PASH'UTEN-is be

lieved' by thez'Pka-f's'tto have reſided Ion'g in' Dmiary at a place cdllbd

Cangz'dz'z, Where a'nhagflificen-t. palacr: iszſald t_O have been bulltzby the.

father of CYRUS, and Where the Perſian-ſi Punch', who wasa zea10t in the

new faith, would naturally;_have diſſemirxazed'irs 'tenet'sehmorljg the neighe

bouring Tartars. _ ' .,_ i 'i. .'.£..) . _** *' ſi

., .' 0..51 ctI-ſz ; . , , ,_

OF any Philoſophy, except natural Ethicks, which the rudest ſociety

requires' and, exPerience teinch_esſſ,.we find no. more'fost-iges in -..Aſiatz'ck

Scytlzz'a-than in ancient. Amiia; nor 'would the name off-'ii Philoſopher and

a 80than have been ever_c0nn1e&'ed,.iſ ANACHARSIS had not.vifit6:d

Athens and Lydia, for that instruction, which his birthplzrce could not have

afforded-him: but ANACHARSI-FS was the ſon of-aflwcz'an woman,,.who

had-plmghi ſhim her "language, and 'he food learned 'to deſpiſe his evm.

He may 'iinqdeflionohly i man of a ſound understandingohd 'fi-neraſſrts ;.

and, ahmngt'zhbJ-ively'ſayinigs, which 'gained him the reputation ofjr Wit'

wenuim GI'LZCGC, it is related by DIOGEN'ES LAERTIUS, that, qſh-en-an,

Athenian reproached him with being a Scyt/zian, he anſ-Word: fzm'y

' country is, indeed, a diſgrace to me, but thou art a diſgrace to thy

' hourftryſiA ſiWhat'ſſhik cſſdu'ntry was, 'm regardw manners and cieilſidutſſies,

wem-gy learn from his fate in it 3 for l-wheii, on his-comen rim Among'

E
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hev attempted' _to reform itſ by' introducing' the'wiſe, laws- of hieſſſriendv

SOLON, he was killed'_o'rct1 a; hunting Party with auarrow ſhot by his own

brother, aScytfiian-Ghiefta'in; ' vSuch was the'philoſophy- of M, BALLLY':

Atl'antes, the firſt and-mostenlightened of nations! We are aſſured, how

ever,.by*the1e1rþned author of ithe Dabj/Zd'n, '* that the Tartars' under

CHENGIZ and his' deſCenda'nis were lover's of 'truth ;,and Wouldnot even

preſerve-their lives by. a violation of. itz-DE GUſſIGNE-s; aſcribes the ſame

verecit'yz 'the parent rof allfflvirtuesyoo the ffHum'; and STRABO, 'who

'hight only mean to.laſh-the Greefis'b'y" praiſing Barbarians, as HORACB

extplled the wandering Sg'tbz'dns therely to ſatirize his luxurious coun

t-rymen, informs us, that the natioriSjof Scytfiia deſerved the praiſe due

to Wildotn, heroick friendſhip,.land justice; _and this praiſe we may

readily allow them on his authority, without ſuppoſing them to, have;

been the preceptors of mankind.

v ,-, _- i

* As vto the laws OfZAMOLXIS, concerning whomwe know'as littleas

of the Sc'yt/u'an DEUCALlON, or of ABAR'I'S the becrborcan; and 10.

whoſe story even HERODOTUS gave no credit,-I lament, for m'any reaſons.

that, if ever they existed; they have not been preſerved: it is certaint

thata ſystem of laws,, called Ya'ſa'c, has been celebrated in Tartmy ſince

the time of CHENGIZÞ. who is-ſaid-to have republiſhed. then in his empire,

as. his institutions were afterwardsv adopted and enſorced-by TAIMU'R ;.

but they ſeem to have bcen a common,,or tradiriOnary, law, and were

probably not reduced into. writing,..till CHENGIZ had.conquered.a na,

tion, who were-able to write"

Ill. HAD the religious opinions and- allegorical ſibles of the Hindu:

been actually borrowed from Scytfiz'a, travellerszmust have diſcovered in.

_-

___.
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that conntry ſome ancient monuſimentsi of"the_r'n,ſi:'ſſſuch. 'zgazxpicteshofrgctrotz

teſque ſculpture. imagesſi. of theGods and: Awatdrsſiandrinſcriptions on

Ypillars or in cayerns, analogons to thoſe, Which; remain in QVcry_,-pa-rt'>o_£

the western peninſula, or to thoſe, which many of us have ſeen'inthdtdr'

'and at Bandms; but (except affſew* detached idols) 'the only great time

numents of Tartarian antiqu'ity 'are ſſaf'linc of ram'parts on thewest'and.

east of the Caſlbz'an, aſcribed indeedbyfignorant WIuſeZma'm-to Yaju'j and

Majzij, or Gog and Zl/Iagog, that is ſito the Scy'tfiiam, but maniſestly', raiſed

by a very different nation in ordertotsto'p'their.predatory inrouads through

thep'aſſcs of Caucrylos. The Chinſſflall was 'built or finiſhed, on -a_ſimi-'_

lar construction'and far-a ſimilar purpoſe, iby an Emperor,v whodied onlf:

two hundred and ten years before the beginning of'our: era; and the

other mounds-were very probably conſtructed bylſſtheſi old Pezſiam, though;

like many works Of unknown Origin, they-are given to . S-ECANDERſi; not

the-Macedonian, but a more ancient Her0- ſuppoſed by ſome 'to'have

been Jamsm'n. It is: related, that Pyramids and tombs have been ſound'

in Ta'ta'rſſdn, or western &pit/Lia, and ſome rernnants of edifices in the lake

SaffmL that vestiges Of a deſerted city have been recentlſiy'diſcovered by

' the Rzſſam near the Cqſffiz'an ſea, and the Mountain of Eagles ; and that

golden ornaments and utenfils, figures of elks and other quadrupeds in

metal, weapons of- Various kinds," and even implements far' mining, but

made oſ copper instead of iron, have been dug up in the country oſ the

Tſlztidc's; whence M. BAILLY inſers," with Fgreat reaſon,:the> high" an'

tiquity of that people: but the high antiquity of the Tartars, and'their

eſtabliſhment in that country 'near-four" thouſand years ago, no'mctan

diſputes; we are-inquiring into their ancient religion and philoſophy,

which neither ornaments oſ goldſi nor tools oſ copper, will þrove to have

1 had an affinity with the religious. rites and the ſciences oſſindid. _ The

'*_''no-'L-_*_.)-,-sir!
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golden. utenfiln mightl pdifihlyzhaiie been-fabrinated FbY thIMW-TÞ the-'mia

ſelves-j: it.-is-"poflible2tooſi. that: they Were carried from 'Ramieſor- from

China, whence'occaſionalfehibaſſins'wcre ſent-to: the Kingsz'of Higher.

Tbxvairds the end-of the'tenth ccn'm'r'ycthe ChimflzEmpc'ror diſpatched an

ambaſſador to a Prince,- named.£.bs*nA{N., which, in the Turkfflz of Conſ

tantz'nctaþlc, ſignifies "a lion; 'who-reſided.;ne_ar_the Golden Mountain in the

ſame ctstation, perhaps; ctwhera'the flower liadi been received in the middle,

bfthe ſii'tLh centuryzz' the son this'return. home reported the Big/V)

r'ig to..beLtt.:gr1Ve 'peOple,; withfflir ".complexions, diligent Workman, and;

ingeniousz-artifi'ccrs notL'onIy-in gold,- friVer, and irgrg.\rbu{:'_in jaſper. and

fine -ſionbs\;.'andx thnllflo'hmns hal before defqribed- their magnificenti, re:

ception..in a- riche Palace LadOrne'd:With 'C/Lincſſe manuſa'cturqs: but theſe

times were compar'atinelyzjnodemisr-a-nd,' eyenv if-Zwa- ſhould admitz that

the Ez'g/ulzis, whenare ſaidth-þmffi beenrzgavemed far. aperiodzofI two

thouſand years-by an I'deczlh qxz ſQVSTQign-pf their qwn racerxzzere. in

fome very early age &literary/poliſhed nationſ; itzwouldhprove ncthing

iniihvour; of the Hams, ſun's, Morzqah, and, ſuvages to the north

of: Pekim who ſeem. in all ages, before Maur-tuum), to have been equal
ly ferociousnand illiterate. ' ' ' i F _ .

* VKITHOUT- actual inſpectionzof the manuſcripts, tliatxhave been Lfound

near the Caſþian, it1 would.be impoſſible' to give a' corre&.. opinion. con,

ceming them 5 but one of-them, deſcribed, as,_wri_ttenz on blue ſilky pa

per' in, letters of gold'jandſilVernotNunlika. Hglgrew,,was probably 'a
Tiþetian compoſition 'of_'_the_, ſang; kind- with- that, alwhich lay near' the

ſource Of the Irtzſhhand of whiflllECfnssinNo, 'If believe, made the first

accurate-verſion; another, 'if We- may judge from the deſcription of it,

was probably modern: Turkiſh; and: none of them couldhnve. been of

great antiquity. -\ -

-

_l___.__,-_
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1 IV. FROM ancient monuments, tlierdſobe, we hewe tio þraoſ; ſhalt' the'

Tartan were'lthnmſelycs. well-einflructcd, much leſs that they insttrufled
ſhe world 3. not hſiavc wie- any stronger reaſon to copcludd from their. ge

neſſral madne'rs- -;hziracter',ſi;that they had made an earlyfflproficicncſ

ii! dfisiawſſzkncdi :. vcv'cn of poetry, ' the most univerſal and' moſh natufal

of ding-'find 'artsJ we find no genuine ſpecimcns aſcribed to them, except:

ſome horrible'whrſohgs e'xgſhſſb'd'iriiPe-ſſdſſ by A Lx' OF- Yezd'," and poffibly .

invenmd' by' him' Aft?" ihffimnquest OfſiſſPfflrſia bY the Mongzzls, their.

Princes, igdeed;'encouraged-leafixffige, hnH'tc'ſiuerL made-astronomical; ob

fervations at Samarka91ffi,"alsſſz 'the Turn-became poliſhed' mixingwiſh

'the Phſiam- and' 'AWMJJ thOUghviflwir very nam5.c,,.a_s one. oftheir own

Wfflctff confeſſis; 1de Nun? ſſþacn' like an' inn-mad dſſemfflcr,ſictdnd their'

Mad: Muflediuk'tlzxigvmancc: thus alſo the' Main/nd mdngzcbs._o£ China'

HWE Sea? P'm'bns birthe [caſtled- addingc'n-ious, and the. EſimpbrOrſT'zim-a

LOÞSG' iskzifih'e b'e ndW' livingzpa- fine C/zimſe' poet. In all theſe. inſtances

the' Mars: hark reſembled thk Rainans; who, beſore_thcy had- ſubdued.

GTLcccePwen-ſi little better (habit-igtzrs in' war, and- Fauns or SylvafiAwi-fi.

ſ?iſi<_:ſin£'d*kn&-art£ '- ſſ .- . ' ' K . . . 3

ſ" X .'--' en .( ſ - ' ' i -',. '1 ' - . ' V 1

* 'Bz'fd'kt I left Europe; I-hacY ſhſiſibd-iſſſſeonvkrſhflem thatſii the

ifahflfli£d= by' Llajor: D Aſi- v-Y, was-'hei'z'erl wzmen by? 'him U'R him'ſizffi.

ai 'lſſeast' tidt Tas CAISAR wrote' 'hisi Commenfafies; fet-"one 'Jvſſe'zxi 'Pin-id

reafofi; ihkr"no Tarta'rian &ihg 'of his agS-could-write akſfallxzffland,

iſſ'fflflpctc of my', opihiofi, I' cited IBNZU A'ln AtBa-H'A'ctnywhor

Rfflbgh'jufllyhdstile is the? ſaw-ges, by'whom his' native city, 'Damafi
\i1£5;-}1ad(*b£en liuined, ly'dt- praiſes his: talehts and theiedL 'greatneſſ

6Fffisff£1£r£d£bfit adds: U Hſie was whollysiſhtcratez he neither. read nm

"WHtott'anfſi-ſhfig'; and'he knew not-bing, 09 Arabic-'e ;-- 'though 'octſ 'Hymen
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'a .Tur£gſh, and the Mogu! dialect, he knew as much as was ſufficient for

'* *his purpoſe, andſinol more: he uſed with vpleaſure to hezrhistories read '

" to' him, and ſo ſrequentlyheard th'e ſame book, that hewasable by

*'_ memory ztoſſ correct an inaccurate r:ader.',". This'palſagezhadzno effect

on the tranſlator," whom great and learned' man z'n India: [Ladſiqffitrcd rit
ſeems, that itlze work 'um aut/Lentzſic/r, by which he meaned, comþost'd by t/u

conqueror himſelf: but' the great in this country-might have been unlearn

ed, or the learned might not, have been g2"e;zt-en0ugli_to anſWer any leading

qUestiOn'in a manner thatgoppoſed the? declared-inclination oſ a Britfflz
inquirerpand, in either caſe,,linceno szzſſzsſiare named, ſo generala

reſcrence'no them Mill hardlykbe, thojUght conclcuſive Wiſdome. my

part, I will namea' Mhſulman, whom We all know, 'and who has enough

both ofgrca'inest and dimming to' decide the queſtion'both. impartially

and ſatisfactorily: the Nawwdb MoszFLR JANG inſorztcd-mezoſ his own

accord, that no man oſ ſenſe in Hindzſſdn believed the .-Woi_=k_ to have

beehſc'ornpoſed by TAXMU'R, but that his favourite, ſurnamed HlNDU

SH A'H, 'was known to have written that book and others aſcribed t) his

patron, after many confidential diſcourſes with the Emz'r, and, perhaps,

nearly in the Prince's words as well as in his perſon; a story, which

Au' of Yezd, who attended- the court oſ TAIMU'R, and has given us a

flowery panegyrick instead oſ a history, renders highly probable, by con-7

firming the latterv part of the Arabian 'acccunt, and by total ſilence as to

the literary productions of his master. It is true, that a very ingenious;

but indigent native, whom DAVY ſupported, has given me a written

memorial _on the ſubject, in which he mentions TAiMU'R as the author

oſ two works in Tur/ezſh 3 but the credit oſ his infermation is overſet by

afirange apocryphctl ſtory o£,a king of Yemen, who invaded, he ſays,

the flmir's duminions, and in whoſe library the manuſcript was after,
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wards ſound, 'and tranſlated-by order7oſALx'ſſsm'R,ſifitstifiiniflcr of'TAt

HU'R'sſi gtan'dſon ; and? Maid D'A'VX? hiniſelflſſlb'e'fore? he 1 departed from

Be'ngal, told 'met that "heſt-va: greatly' perplexed-by finding in'a very'ac

curate and old 'copy-oſ the: Tzizm, which heſiTdeſig'ned ſito'republiſh with

conſiderable "additions, aſi-part-icul'ar a'ccount; written unquestionably by'

TMMU'R, oſ/'Lzcts azim'dch; 'No evidence, therefore,.'has been adduced;

toſſ ſhake my opinion, that, the Magulr and Tartars,Lbeforetheirconquest

of India and Porſiz, Were wholly unlettered '3 althoughlit-may b'dlipbſſlblC,

that, even without art or ſcience, they had,_likq the Ham, both.'Vl'arſiours=

and lawgivers in their own country ſome. cent-nues ibCſQrczrhd__b£(th of

CH-RIST. _ .' .ſi2 r': ' . man! 7'17

I' learning was ever anciently cultivated in the regions to the north of

India, the ſcats of it, Ihave reaſon to ſuſpect, must have been Ezſighzir,

Cg/hg/Mr, -]flzatzi, Chin,- Tamtit, and other cOuntrieszzerC/gzſineſh Tartar),

which lie between the thirty-fifth', and ſortyzfiſth-;_degreeg_zof northern

htitude 3 -but,I ſhall, in another diſcourſe, producecmygreaſong for ſup

poſmg, that thoſe very countrieS' Were-peopled a tacelallied to the

'Rd/Idus, or ,enlightened at least by their; Vicinity; to India- nnd 'China ; 'yet

in "I'a'nczit, which by ſome is annexed to Tdet, and even amOng its old

inhabitants the Sent, we have no certain -accounts of uncommOn talent:

or great improvements: they were Famed, indeed, for the faithful diſ

charge of meralduties, for a Facifickediſpoſitidn, an'd,£or that longevity,

which is often the reward o£ patient virtues. and acalm temper; butv they

are ſaid to have been wholly indifferent, in 'former ages," to the elegant

ar-tszand even, to commercect 5 though FADLU'LLAH had been informed, v

that,near the cloſe of the thirteenth century, many'branc'hes of natural phi

bſophy were cultivated in Cum-dun, then the m'cttopolis pf Se'rz'ca.
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We 'may readilyhelicvethoſe, Mho aſſure 'ufs,>,-t-hnt ſeme_ztriþgs- of wan

dering. Tartars had real ſkill" ribi applyffigxhctbsuand- where-13 LO-TÞB.

purpoſes of medicine, and pretended 'to z-fltill rinnmagic'k 3 hpflhſhp general

chzract'er zof their nation ſeems to have been- thils :\ they were-profeſſed

hunters or' fiſhers, dwelling on that account in foreſtsior near gtpatqieers,

Under huts or rude tents, or in waggons draWn by their eatt4e_f_rom ſtay

tion to-statiOn; they 'were dextrous archers, excellent horſeme-nn bold

combatqnta, "appearing often to flee in diſordcr forsxhe'ſalze of rffilEWiIifl

theirattack-withladv'antage3 drinking the milk of mares,._a.nii eating. the

fleſh erſ-conies; and Ithus in many reſpects reſembling theold Azzzba', him

in nothing more than in their love of intoxicating liquors, andulfl

nothing leſs than in a taste for poetry and the improvement of their

languagesſlw .*_- ' - _ 'xl'al

* - ct ' . '. _.:i.--.:..,'. -..s ,*'.' ad.

Tnus has' lt-FbEen proved, and, in'rnyffiumbleJoP'inicn', beyond corr

t-roverſy, that the for greater part of Aſiahas-bee'n peopled and immo

morially poſſeſſed, by' three 1 conſiderable nations, iſſwhom, for 'want-oſ

better nariies, we finity call Hindus, Aralvs, and 'Te-ſtart; each of them

divided and ' ſubdivided into an infinite, "number, of branches, 'and all Tdf

them-ſo difi-'e'ilfellrt-v in Iſiform and features, clangmge, manners, and ' religion;

that, if'theyrſprang originally from acommon' root," they must;" ſihavſic

been. ſeparated. for agesz. whether smore than. three primitive flocks

can' be found,':or,ſ'm. other words, whether the (Mine/e, jaþancſe, and

Perſians, areicrwirel'y diſtinctffrnm/them, or formed by (thcinhite'rmixh

ture, I ſhall hereafter, if .y£0ur' indulgence to me continue, jdiligently

inquire_.. iTo'whfitzconcluſmnScheſe inquiries will lead. I cannot, yet

clearly diſcerng. but, if they load to truth,'. We 'ſhall 'not 'regretmur

journey thitowghl-thie 'dark region zof ancient hiſtory, in which, while
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we proceed step by step, and follow every glimmering of' certain light,

that preſents itſelf, we must beware of thoſe falſe rays and luminous va

pours, which miflead Aſiatz'ck travellers by an appearance of water, but

are found on a near approach to be deſerts of ſand.

l
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III.

DISC'OURSE;

P E R S I A N S.

Dauvanan 19 FEBRUARY 1789.

G E N T L E M E N,

TURN with delight from the vast mountains and barren deſert: of

Tzirdn, over-which we travelled last year with no perfect knowledge

oſ our courſe,
and request you now to accompany me on a literary jour

ney througl1 one oſ the most celebrated and most beautiful countries in

'the world; a country, the history and languages of which, both ancient

and modern, I have long attentivJystudied, and on which I may without

-arrogance promiſe you more poſitive information, thanI could poffibly

procure on a nation ſo diſuniaed and ſo unlettered as the Tartars: I

ymean that, which European; improperly ca-ll Perſia, the name of a ſingle

province being applied to the whol: Empire oſ Irdn, as it is corrcctly

denominated by the preſent natives of it, and by all the learned Must!

mans, who reſide in cheſ: Brz'ty/z territories. To giveſ you an idea of

its largest boundaries,
agreeably to my former mode of deſcribing India.
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THE SIXTH DISCOURSE,

Ambz'a, and Tartary, between which it lies, let us begin with the ſource

of the great Aſſyrian stream, Euſhzytes, (as the Greet/es, according to

their custom, were pleaſed to miſcall the Fordt) and thence deſcend to

its mouth' in the Green sea, nor' IZeFſianvGulfl including in our line ſome

COnſiderable districts and towhs onſſſibſioth ſides of the river; then, coasting

Parſ-ga, properly ſo named, and otherz-I'r'amſian 'province*s, we come to the

a .- ,; . . - e,- . a, i __A_ . __.- .'delta of the*'*Szſind/m 'br [ruin-55; whence aſcending to 'the mountain? of

Ca g/Lar, we diſcover its fountains and thoſe of the jai/nln, down which

we are conductcd to the Caſþiafflhvhich formerly perhaps it entered,

though itrlpſe itſelf now in the ſands and lake; of K/Z'Ziga'rpzmul we next

_ Q _ , . . .

are led from the ſea of K/wza-r, by the banks of the Cu'r, or Cyrus, and

along the Caucafian ridges, to the-ſhope of the Leaving and thence, by

the ſeveral Grecian Teag, to the point, ſſwhence we took our departure, at

no conſiderable distance from the Meditermnewn. r Vi'e cannot but includev

the lower Aſia within this outline, becauſe it was unquestionably a part

'of the Perſian, if ngtzqſ 'the old Aſſyrian, rE-rriþire; 'ſor we3'know, that it

was under the domin'iOn Qf_.CrLſi;]KHOSRAU;'; and D'ror)0_itwus\,.'>We find,

aſſerts, that -.the. kingdgm refinr-paa was dependent' on flffinſia, finoe

PRlAM implored and obtained, (become-from (his Emperor. IEUT'ANres,

whoſe name approaches-ſ-mearer; to II'AHMU'RAzs" than; no athritfioſ 'any

other Aſſyrian monarch cT-hds 'hay we lo'okon [ran aszthe' noblest/stand,

-(f<'>r ſo the Grctkazzſndgthe- Amhsſiwotild have: called it),.ſion-at_ least zas the

'ſi-inOblest NNW-war. dn this'habiſſble tglbbC; and iſ" IBA-'IULY- 'had 'fixed

bn it asthe Allantzis QFIJL'hTſiO, might-have ſlipportled his-opinion with

'far ſtronger Earguments 'than'anyn that he has addueed'ginifalt'ohrhf 'New

ſſZemi'ZZa: if the acedund; indeed, of the-'Atlanterſſ be not pdrely 'anſi

tian, or an Utojzz'an, fablezl' ſhould be'rmoreſſinelined'toplace-"them'iha

_11'*&n tha'n'in ariy'regibn', with which Lani' Acquainted; '- J >=* ii *..'- 31 i

o'

_L______
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'tIT may ſeem strange, that the ancient history' of ſo distingniſhed an,

Empiro ſhotrld'b'e yet ſo imperfectly known 3 but very ſatisfaEtory renſhnw

my'be aſſigned ſOr our ignorance of it: 'flieſ-principal of' them are; .

the-ſuperficial knowledge 0£ the Greeks and jews, and Ilii? lOſS Of Pcſſan

QTChlVþsſ'QI-'z historical'compoſitions. That the Gr'ocz'an'wdters, before

XENOPHDNLhad n0._acqu_aintance with Peſſz, and that all their accounts

0.th &am/mia fabulous,_is a paradox too extravagant to be ſeriouſly

maintained; buttheip connection with itzin war-'or 'peace had, indeed,

been generally confined to' bordering kingdoms under feudatory princes 3 -

and the first; Pmffiun Emperor, whole likekand charaetertncy ſeem to have

known 'withtolcrable acenraey, was the great CY R-US, whom I call,

withou-fear of eontradiction, CALKHOSRAU; for I ſhall then only donbt

that the KHOSRAU of FIRDAUsz' was the CXRUS of the first, Greek hiſto

rian, and the Hero of the oldestpolitical and inoral romance, when' _I
doubt that Louxs Quatorzei-and LEWIS t/w Fourteent/z were one and-the

ſame French King : it is zutterly- 'inCredilxlq that two different princes of

iPerſia ſhould each have been born in a 'foreign 'and hostile territoryz;

ſhould each have been doomed-to: death in 'his infancy by his materqal

grandfather' in conſequence' of portentous dreams, real or' invented;

ſhould each have been ſaved by the remorſe of his destined' mprderer,

and ſhould each; after' a ſimilar'education' among herdſrnen as, the ſort of

-a herdſman, hav: found means to ,reviſit his paternah kingdom, and

'having delivered it, after a long and triumphnnt war, from the tyrant, ivho

had-ſi invaded it, ſhould have restored it to? 'the ſummitpf power and-magy

nificence. Whether -ſ0 romantick 'a story,.'.whicl1' hathe ſubject z'of an

Epick Pocm," As. ma'jestiok and entire as the- [Made be histmicallygxue, ws

'may feel perhaps an inclination to idoubt; butjiteannou reaſon be

denied, *that.t.lie.oi1tliQe of it ICIated to a finglehffictqmnzhojmthez/zſiqflgffig
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converſing with the father of European history, deſcribed according to

their popular traditions by his true name, which the Greek alphabet could

not expreſs: nor will a difference oſ names affect the question; ſince

the Greeks had little regard for truth, which they þſacrz'flced willingly to

t/ze Graces of their language, and the nicety oſ their ears 3 and, iſ they

'could render ſoreign words melodious, they were nevtr ſolicia-o lS to make

them exact ; hence they probably formed CANiBYSES from CA'MBAKHSH,

or Granting deſires, a title rather than a name, and XERXES from

' Sm'au'Yi, a Prince and warriour in the S/zd/mzfma/z, or ſrom SHX'RSHA'H,

which might alſo have been a title; for the Aſirztzkk Princes have con

stantly aſſumed new titles or epithets at different periods oſ their lives, or

On different occaſions z' a custom, which w: have ſ:cn prevalent in out'

own times both. in Irdn and Hirzd-usta'n, and which has been a ſource

of great confuſion even 'in-the zſcriptural accounts oſ Babylonian occur

renees : both Greeks and fers-'have in fact accornmodated Perſian names

to their own articulation; and both ſe:m tohive diſregardsd the native

literature of Irdn, without which they could at moſt attain a general

and imperfect knowledge oſ the country. As to 'the Perſians themſelves,

who were contemporary with the Jews and Greeks, they must have been

acquainted with the history of their-own times, and with the hadden]

accounts o'ſ past ages; but ſor a reaſon, which will preſently appear,

they chole to conſider CAYU'MERS 'as the founder of their empire; and,

in the numerous distrafitions, which ſollow:d the overthrow oſ DA'RA',

eſpecially in the great revolution on the defeat of YEznecmn, their

civil histories were lost, as thoſe of India have unhappily btcn, ſrom

the ſolicitude oſ the priests, the only depoſitaries Of their learning, to

preſerve their books of law and religion at the expenſe of all others:

hence it has happened, that nothing remains of genuine Perſian history
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beſore the dynaſty oſ _SA'SA'N, i except a few rustick _traditions and'

ſablcs, which furniſhed materials for the S/zd/mdma/r, and which are fiill'

ſuppoſed: to' exist in the Pa/iZaz/z' language. The annals of the Pfflzda'di;

or Affimſianarace must be conſidered as dark and fabulous 5- and thoſe of

the Caya'm' ſamily, or the Medes and Perſians, as- heroick and poetical ;

though the lunar eclipſes, ſaid to be mentioned by PTOLE-MY, fix the time of

GUSHTASP, the prince, by whom ZERActTKUSHT- Was protectediſſoſ the

Par'tlzz'an kings dtſcended from ARSHAC or ARSACES, we know little

more than the names ; but the Sa'ſa'nfs-had ſo long an intercourſe with

the Emperors of Rome and Byzantium, that the PCI iUd Uſ Lhch &culi-hied'

may be called an historical age. In attempting to aſc'ertain the beginning

oſ the dffljrz'cm empire, we are deluded, as in a thouſand. inflances,'.by

names arbitrarily. impoſed-pit had been ſittled-bymhronolOgers', that the

first monarchy eſtabliſhed in Perſia was'the Aſſyrian; and NEWTON,

finding ſome of opinion, that it roſe in the first century after the Flood,

but unable by his own calculations to- extend it farther back thanestzvm

hundred and miney years before CIFRLS'Þ, rejeEledpart oſ the old ſyſtem

and adopted the-rest of it 3 concluding), that the Affirz'an-Monarchs began

to reign about two hundred years after SOLOMON, and that, in- allf pre

ceding-jages, the governmentoſ- Inin had been divided 'into ſeveral p'e'ſittyſſ

states and principalities. Ofthis opinion I confeſs myſelſtohave b'Len 5v

when, distegarding the wild-chronology of the Mustlmdn's 'and Gabn; 'II

allowed the utmost'natural duration- to the reigns of eleven-* Pfflzdddz"
, kings,without being able to 'add more than a hundred years to. Nzwriolv's

coinputationL - It ſeemed, indeed, unaccountably- strange, that, although

'Anon/in had ſound a regular monarchy in Egffl, although thezkirfgz

donriloſchen had just pretenſions to very high antiquity, although the

Chihest,zin the twelſth century before our era, had. made approachcs "at

-..
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leaſt to the preſent form Of their extenſivze dominion, and although we

ean hardly ſoppoſe the first Indian monarchs to have reigned leſs than

three thouſand years ago, 'yet Perſia, the most delightful, the most com

pactjthemost deſirable country of them all, ſhould have remained for

ſo manyages unſettled and diſunited. A-fortunate diſcovery, for which I

was first indebted to Mz'r MUHAMMED HUSAIN, one of the most intelli

gent; Mzgſelmdns in India, has at once diſſipated the cloud, and cast a

gleaLmTQF lighten the primeval history'of-Irdn and of the human race, of

WhiChTIbad-long deſpaired, and which could hardly have dawned from

any other quarter. '

'
, r

. J '

.THLi.xa&eiahdiintereſ-ling tract ſſort thZz/c dſſ'ereizt Tclzſigz'ons, entitled

the Dahgstdn,_ and compoſed by_ a-Mohamraedan traveller, a native of

Cuſh-nzergliiamed 'MOHSAN, but distinguiſhed by the aſſumed ſurname

o'f Ei'nzii, prſi-Peſffllach', begin; with a wonderfully curious chapter

onthe zrelli'gion of HU'SHANG, which was long anteriour to that of

ZCEK'ALITLXI'CHTQ 'but-hadcontinUed 'to be ſecretly profeſſed by many learn

nevefn- to the author'e time 3 and ſeveral of the most eminent

oftdhiffixzdlſſcnting in' many points fgom the Gabrr, and per-ſecured by

thF-rulingvpowensof their country, had retired to India 5 where they' coml

piledsarnumber- of books, 'now extremely ſcarce, which MOHSAN had

PCF-LIWdJ and with the writers of which, or with -many£of- them, he had

contracted an- intimatefriendſhip: from thhmſ he learned, 'that a power

fill monarchy Phad. been establiſhed for ages in 'Ira'n beffirei the Afl'CCCffiOI'I

dſ CAYUſMEſſRs, thatſiit-.*wa's Called 'the Maſta'ba'dzſian dynasty' 'fora reaſon,

which will 'ſoon be mentioned, and that'many prince's'J'of whomvſeven'qſir

eight: only Ere namedVin' the Dabſſda, and among them MAHJBh'LY-oi'

MAHA-'ſBELL had raiſed their empire to'thb' ze'nithſſ of hu'man gldry. ſiſictIf

 

i
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'we can rely on this evidence, which to me appears unexccptionablc, theſi

' Imnz'an monarchy must have been the oldest in the world; but it will?

remain dubious, to which oſ the three stocks, Htct/zdu, Arabian, or Tartar,

the first Kings of Inin belonged, or whether they ſprang from aſourt/a

race diſtinct from any of the others; and theſe are questions, which We

ſhall be able, I- imagine, V anſwer preciſely, when we have carefully

inquired into the language: and letters, rclzgion and ffi/Lilqſhþ/zy, and inci-_

dentally into the art: andſciences, of the ancient Perſians.

I. In the new and important remarks, which' I am going to offer, on

the ancient lxmguagcs and characters of Ircin, I am ſ:nſible,, that you must

give me credit for many aſiſicrtions, which on this occaſion it is impoſſible

to prove; for Iſhould ill deſerve your indulgent attention, if I were

to abuſe it by repeating a dry list of detached words, and preſenting you

with a VOCfibultll'y instead of a diffſſtation ; but, ſince I have no ſystem to

maintain, and have not ſuffered imagination to delude my judgement;

ſince I have habituated myſelf to form opinions oſ men and things From

evidence, which is the only ſolid baſis of civil, as experiment is of natural,

knouiledge; and ſince I have maturely conſidered the questions 'which I

mean-to diſcuſs; you will not, [ram perſuaded, ſuſpect my testimony,

or think that I go too far, when I aſſure you, that il will aſſort nothing

poſitively, which I am not able ſdtiSfdctOſilſ t) deinonstrate. .\thn

MUHAMMED was born, and ANU'SHL'RAVA'N, Whom he calls the

King, ſat on the throne of Pezſia, two languages ippcur' to-have been

generally prevalcnt in the great empire Irdn; that oſv tthmiM,

'thence named Deri, which was only' a refined and elegant dialect oſ the;

Pa'm', ſo called from the province, oſ which Sdti'a'z is now the capitai.

and that of the learned, in which most books were compoſed, and which

G
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had the name of Pan/m, either from the beroes, who ſpoke it in for-met

times, or from Pa/Llu, a tract of land, which included, we are told,. ſome "

conſiderable Cities of lra'k: the ruder dialects of both were, and, I be

lieve, still are, ſpoken by the rust-icks in ſeveral provinces 3 and in many

of them, as Henit, Za'bul, Sſſan and others, diſtinct idioms were ver

nacular, as it happens in every kingdom great extent. Beſides the

Paſirsi and Pa/zlavi, a very ancient and abstruſe tongue was known to the

priests and philoſophers, called the language of the Zend, becauſd a book

on religious and moral duties, which they held ſacred, and which bore

that name, had been written in it ; while the Pa'zend, or comment on

that work, was compoſed in Palzlavi, as a more popular idiom; but a'

learned ſollower of ZBRA'TUSHT, named BAHMAN, who lately died at

Calcutta, where he had lived with me as a Perſian reader about three

years, aſſured me,.that the letters of his prophet's book were properly call.

ed Zend, and the language, Ave/Ya, as the words of the Ve'da's are Sarffcrzſit.

and the characters, Na'garz'.; or as the old Saga's and poems of Iste

land were expreſſed in Rumick letters: let us however, in compliance

with custom, give the name of. Ze/zd to the ſacred language of

Pnſza, until we can find, as we ſhall very ſoon, a fitter appellation

for it. The chd and the old Pa/zlavi are almoſt extinct in Inin;

for among ſix or ſeven thouſand Gabrs, who. relide chiefly at Yezd,

and in Cz'T-mdn, there are very few, who can read Pablavi, and ſcarce

any, who even boast of knowing the Zenal; while the. Pa'rsz', which

remains almost pure in the Sha'bna'ma/t, has now become by the inten

mixtnre of numberleſs Arabic/i words, and many imperceptiblc chan

ges, a new language exquiſitely poliſhed by a ſeries of fine writers in

proſe and verſe, and analogousto the different idioms gradually formed

in Europe after the ſubverſion of the Roman empire: but with modern
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Perſian we have no concern in our preſent inquiry, which I confine to the

ages, that preceded the Mo/Lammcdan conquest. Having twice read the

works of FrRDAUSI' with great attention, ſince Iapplicd myſelf to the

ſludy of old Indian literature, I can aſſurr you with confidence, that

hundreds of Paine' nouns are pure &Uſ-rit, with no other change than

ſuch as may be 0bſ.rved in the numerous b/zqſhd's, or Vernacular dialects,

of India ; that very many Pnſim imperatives are the roots of Sarſſrz't

verbs; and that even the moods and tenſes cf th: Pez'ſian verb ſubstan

tzive, which is the mode] of all the rest, are deducible from the Sarz/Erz't

by an eaſy and clear analogy: we may hence conclude, that the Pa'rsi
was derivxl, liked-the various Indian dialects, from the language of the

Braſi/zmans; and Imust add, that in the pure Perſian Ifind no trace of

any Arabian tongue, except what proceeded from the known intercourſe

between the Perſians and Araby, eſpecially in the time of BAHRA'M, who

was cducatcd in Arabia, and whoſe Arabzck verſes are still extant, together

with his heroick line in Deri, which many ſuppoſe to be the first attempt

at Perſzan verſification in Arabian metre : but, without having recourſe to

other arguments, t/zc comþqſition of words, in which the genius of the Perſian

delights, and which that of the Arabicb abhors, is a deciſive proof, that

the Pa'm' ſprang from an Indian, and not from an Arabian, stock. Conſi

dering languages as mere instruments of knowledge, and having strong

reaſons to doubt the existence of genuine books in chd or Palzlavi

(eſpecially ſince the well-informed author 'oſ the Dabffldn affirms the

work of ZERA'TUSHT to have been lost, and its place ſupplied by a recent

compilation) I had no inducement, though I had an opportunity, to learn

what remains of thoſe ancient languages ; but I often con-verſcd on them

with my friend BAHMAN, and both of us were convinced after ſull conſi

deration, that the Zend bore a strOng reſemblance to Sanſcrz't. and the

'ar-un_.
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Pa/zlavi to Arabic/e. He had at my request tranſlated into Palzlavi the

fine inſcription, exhibited in the Gulſſdn, on the diadem of' CYRUS z

and I had the patience to read the list of words from the Pa'zend

in the appendix to the Fcir/iangz' Jclza'ngz'ri : this examination gave me

perfect conviction, that the Pa/LZaz/i was a dialect oſ the C/uldaz'ck; and

of this curious fact I will "exhibit a ſhort prooſ. By the nature oſ the

Cbachan tongue most words ended in- the first long voweh.l-ike ſhemz'd,

heave'n ; and that very word, unaltered in a ſingle letter; Weifind in the

Paſizcnd, together with laz'lzli, night, mryj, water, him," firetimatrct, rain,

and a multitude of others, all Ambz'ck or Hchrw with a C/zaldean termil

nazioni ſo zamar, by a beautiful metaphor from þrumſing trees, r'neans

in Hebrew torampoſe vaſes, and thence, by an eaſy tranſition, toſing them ;

and in Pa/zlcwz' we ſee the verb zamrziniten, to ſing, with its forms zem

nchmi, Iſing, and zamrzlnz'd, he sting; the verbal terminations oſ the

Pmſſan being added to- the Chaldazſick root. Now all thoſe words are

integral parts of the language, n0t adventitious to it like the Arabic/5

nouns and verbals engraſted on modern Pczſim ; and this distinction con

vinces me, that the dialect oſ the Gabrs, which they pretend to be that

oſ ZERA'TUSHT, and of which BAHMAN' gave me avaristy oſ written

ſpecimens, is a late invention oſ their priests, or ſubſequent at least to the

Must-[man invaſion ,- for, although it may be poſſible, that a few oſ their

ſacred books were Preſerved, as he uſed to aſſert, in ſheets oſlead or cop

per at the bottom of wells nzar Yczd, yet as the conquerors had not only

a ſpiritual, but a political, intereſt in perſizcuting a warlike, robust, and'

indignant race of irreconcilahle conquered ſubjects, 'a long time must

have elapſed, beſore the hidden ſcriptures could have been ſafely brought

10 light, and few, Who could perfectly understand them, must then have

remained; but,as they continued to profeſs among themſelves the religion
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of their ſoreſathers, it became expedient for the MzZZzeds to ſupply the lost

or mutilatcd works oſ their legiſlator by new compoſitions, partly from

their imperfect recollection, and partly from ſuch moral and religious

knowledge,._as they gleaned, most probably, among the Christians, with

whom they had an intercourſe. One rule we may fairly eſtabliſh in de

ciding the question, whether the books oſ the modern Gabrs were ante

riour to thy-invaſion of the And; : when an Ambictc noun occurs in them
changed onlyghyttlizegſnirit of the C/'mldcan idiom, as world, for ward, a roſe,

dalld, ſor riſen/rub, _ gold, or demdn, for zemdn, time, we may allow it to have

been ancient Pa/zlavi; but, when we meet with verbal nouns or infinitives,

evidently formed by the rules of' Arabian g'rammar, we may be ſure, that

the phraſes, in which they occur, are cornparatively modern ; and not a

ſingle paſſage, which BAHMAN produced from the books oſ his religion,

would abide this test.

WE come now to the language of the chzr'; and here I must impart

a diſcovery, which Ilat.ly made, and from which we may draw the most

interesting conſequenccs. M. ANQUETIL, who had the merit of under

taking a voyage to India, in his earliest youth, with no other view than

to recover the writings oſZrLRA'TUSHT, and who would have acquired

a brilliant reputation in France, iſ he had not ſUlllLd it by his immo

derate vanity and virulcnce of temper, which alienated the gaud will

even of his own countrymen, has exhibitcd in his woxk, entitled Zen

da'vcstd, two vocabularies in chci and Pa/zlavz', which he had ſound

in an approved collection of Rawa'ya't, or Traditz'onal Pieces, in modern

Perſian: oſ his Pa/IJJFZ no more needs be ſaid, than that it strongly

confirms my opinion conccrning the Chaldaz'ck origin oſ that language;

but, when l peruſed thev Zmd gloſſary, I was inexpreſſibly ſurprized to
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lind, that ſix oriſeven words in ten were pure Sanſcrz't, and even ſome of'

ti eſiLr inlexions formed by the rules of the Vj/a'caran; as yzfflmzdcam, the

geniiive plural of yrzſhmad. Now M. ANQUETIL most certainly, and

thc mſſm compiler most probably, had no knowledge of Sanstrit; and

could not, theref re, have inventzd a lil- osz-z/Z'rzſit words: it is, there

fore, an authentick liit of Zcrzd words, which had been preſerved in

books or by tradition; and it follows, th t the language of the Zend w.;s

at least a dialzct ofthe Sap/n'iſ, approaching perhaps as nearly to it as

the Pra'crit, or other popular idioms, which we know to have been ſpo

ken in Inxz'zſia two thouſand years ago. From all theſe fa-Els it is a neceſ

ſary conſequence, that the old-st diſcoverable lmguages of'Peſſa were

Chaldaz'ck and Sanſcrzſit; and that, when the] had ceaſel to be vernacu

lar, the Pd'zlrwi and Zend were dsduced from them reſpefiively, and

the Pa'rsi either from the Z_-n1,-or immediately from the dialect of the

Brd/zmans; but all had perhap; a mixture of Tartarhn; for the best

lexicographers aſſ:rt, that numberleſs words in ancisnt Perſim are taken

from the language of the Cz'mmerz'ans, or the Tartars of [War/tak; ſo

that the three familics, whoſe linag: we have examined in former diſ

courſes, had left viſible traces of 'themſelves in [him l-mg before the

Tartars and Araby had ruſhed from tlLir d:(.rts, and returned to that

very country, from which in all probability thzy originally proceeded,

and which the Hindur had abandoned in an earlier age, with poſitive

commands from their l.-giſlitors to reviſit it no more. I cloſe this head

with obſerving, that. no ſuppoſition ofa mere political or commercial

intercourſe between the different nations will ac:ount for the Slnſcmſit

and Chaldazctck words, which we find in the old cum tongue: ; becauſe

they are, in the first place, too numerous to have been introducei by

ſuch means, and, ſecondly, are not the names of exotic-k animals, com
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modities, or arts, but thoſe of material elements, parts of the body,

natural. objects and relations, affections of the mind, and other ideas

common to the whole race of man.

IF a' nation of Hindur, it may be urged, ever poſſeſſed and governed'

the country of Ircin, we ſhould find on the very ancient ruins of the

temple or palace, now called the throne qſ JEMSHX'D, ſome inſcriptions in'

De'z/andgari, or at least in the characters on the" ſtones at Eleþ/zanta, where

the ſculpture is unqueſtionablylndian, orrin thoſe on the Stag?" of' FI'RU'Z

SHAFH, whic-h-exist in the heart of India; and ſuchj inſcr-iptions we pro;

bably ſhould have found, if that edifice had not been erected after the

migration-of the BTd/bmanr from [rein-5 and the violent ſchiſm in r-the

Perſiam religion,. of which - we ſhall-preſenfly- ſpeak; for, although the

popular name of the building at Istak/zr, or Perſeffiolz's, be no certain proof

that it was raiſed in the time of JEMSHI'D, yet ſucha fact might-eaſily

have been preſerved by tradition, and we ſhall ſoon' have 'abundant evidence,

that the temple was posterioun to the reign of the Hzſinduv monarchs:

the cypreſſ-s indeed, which-are repreſented with the figures in proceſiion,

might induce. a- reader of the S/za'lma'ma/z to believe, that'the ſculptures

related to the new faith introduced by' ZEM'TUSHT 5 but, as a cypreſs

is a beautiful ornament-,,and.--as many- of the figures appear inconſistent

with the reſormed adoration of fire, ,we 'must have recourſe to stronger
proofs, that the Tak/tti-JEMSHI'D was erected after CAY U'Mans. vThe

building has. lately been xviſited, and the characters on it CXamined, by

Mr. FRANCKLlN z-from whom we learn, that NIEBUHR has deli'neated

them with great accuracy: but without, ſuch testimony I ſhould have
ſuſpected the correctneſs of the delincation 5 vbecauſe the Danzſh traveller

has exhibitcd two inſcriptions in modern Perſian, and one of them from

=k...
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the ſame place, which cannot have been exactly tranſcribed: they are

very elegant verſes of Nr'zn'MI'and SADl'on the instabilz'fy oſ/zumangreat

'If/3, but ſo ill engmved or ſo ill copied, that, iſ] had not had them nearly

by heart, I ſhould not have been able to read them; and M. ROUSSEAU

of I._rſa/zdn, who tranſlated them with ſhameful inaccuracy, must have been

deceived by the badneſs of the copy; or he never would have created a new

king VVAKAM, by ſorming one word of JEM and the particle prefixed

to it. Aſi'uming, "however, that we may reaſon as concluſively on the

characters publiſhed by NlEBUHR, as we might on the monumcnts

themſelves, were they now before us, we may begin with obſerving, as

CHARDiN had obſerved on the very ſpor, that they hear no reſem

blance whatever to the letters uſed by the Gabrs in their copies of the

Hndidad: this I once urged, in an amicatl; d-b_zte with BA-HMAN, as

a proof, that the Zend letters were ame-dam invention; but he ſeemed

to hear me Without ſurprize,.and inſilled, that the letters, to whichl

alluded, and which he had often ſcen, were naonumental charaiters ne

ver uſed in books, and intended either to conceal ſome religious myſ

teries ſrom the vulgar, or to diſplay the art of the ſculptor, like the em

belliſh'ed Cziſick and Na'gari on ſeveral Arabian and'lna'z'zm monuments.

He wondered, that any man could ſeriouſly doubt the antiquity of the

Pa/Llavi letters ,- and in truth. the inſcription behind the horſe of Rustam,

which NIEBUHR has alſo given u-s, is apparently Pn/zZaz/i, and might

with ſome pains be decyphered: that character was extremely rude, and

ſeems to have been written, like the Roman and the Arabic-i, in a variety

of hands; forI remember to have examined a rare collection oſ old

Pez'ſian. coins in the Muſeum of the great Anatomist, WILLIAM- HUN

TER, and, though I believed the legends to be Fall/am', and had no

doubt, that they were coins of Part/zian kings, yet I could not read the
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iggqriptions'" without wast-infg more time, than I-had thn at command,

in-cotnparing the letters, and aſcertaining the' proportions, in which they"

ſeveral_ly-QCQLJerGd._ The groſs Pa/zlavi'was imProved by ZERA'T-USH'T or

hie-diſciples, 'into an elegant and perſpicuous-character, in which the

Zmdgippffid was copied; and both were written from the right hand to

the left ilk? other Chaldai'ck alphabets zſi' for they are manifestly- both

at' Chaldecm origin; but the chd has the fingular advantage of expreſiing

all the long And' ſhortv vowels, by distinct marks, in the body of each

word, and all the words are distinguiſhed by full points between them z -

ſo, that,.if modern Pevjſian were unmixed with Ambieh it might be writ

ten'in -Zend ivith the greatest convenience, as any one may perceive by

copyipg in' 'that character a_fcw pages of the SM/mdma/z. As to the

unknown inſcrip'tions in the palace 'of JEMSſiHi'D, it may reaſonably be

donbted,_ whether they contain a ſystemſſ of letters; which any nation

ever adopted _; in five. of them the letters, which are ſeparated by points,

may be reduced to forty, at least I can distinguiſh no more eſſentially

diffetent z£ and they. all ſeem to be regular variations-and compoſitions

of u straightlinq and an angular figure like-the head- of'a javeliin, or

a leaf (to uſc- the language of botanists) lzcartcd and [an-ced. Many of

the 'Runzſick letters appear to have been formed' of ſimilar elements 5.

and it has been obſerved', that the writing qt Perſcþalz's-bears a strong

reſemblance to that, which the [vfflþ call Og/z/zm: the Word' Agam. in

Sanctrit means 'ny/terious knowledge;- but I dare not affirin', that the two

wards' had a cor11tnbn'.oiigin, and only mean to ſuggest, that, if the

characters in question be 'really alphabetical, they were probably ſecret

and ficerdotal, or a mere cypher, perhaps, of' which the priests only

had 'the key. They might, I imagine', LC dccyphertd, if the 'language

were certainly known; but, in all the' other inl'criptions of the ſame

' H
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ſort, the characters are" too complex, and the variationsſſ oſ- them itoo

numerous, to admit an opinion, that they could be ſymbols of articu-

late ſounds ; for even the Ab'gmi ſystem, which has more distinct letters

than any known alphabet,.confists only of forty-nine ſimplecharacters, two'

of which are mere ſubstitutions, and four of little uſe in Sun/wit or

in any other language; .while the-more complicated figures, exhibited by

NlEBUllR, 'must be as numerous at least as' the Cxltz'mſſ-keys, which are

the ſigns of idea: only, and ſome of which reſemble the old Pcfflzan let

ters at fflak/zr: the Danfflz traveller was convinced from his own ob

ſervation, that they__We*re written from the leſt hand, like all the cha

racters uſed by Hindu-nations-; but I must leave this dark-ſubject, which

I cannot illuminate, with a remark formerly made by myſelf, that the

ſquare (haldaic/e letters, va few of which are 'found on the 'Perſſan ruins,

appeaeto have been originally the ſame with the Dc'vana'garz', before-the

latter were encloſed, as we now ſee them, in angular frames.

II. THE primeval religion of Irin, iſ we rely on the authorities addu

ced by MOHSANI Fa'Nl', was that, which Navwrou calls the oldest

(and it may justly be call:d the noblest) of all religions ; " a firm belief,

-'7 that One Supreme .GOD made the world by his power, and continu

i 4' ally governed it by his providence 5 a pious fear, love, and adoration

"of Him;.a due reverence for parents and aged perſons; a ſratcrnal

-" affection for the whole human ſpecies, and a compaffionate tenderneſs

" even ſhr-thc brute crcation'i. A ſystem of devotion ſo pure and ſub

lime could hardly among mortals bez0f10ng duration; and we learn

from the Dabistdn, that the _popular,WOx.ſhip oſthe Ira'nz'ans under Hu's

.HANG was purely Sabian; a word1 oſ which I cannot offer any certain

etymology, but which has been deduced by ctgrammarians from Sabd, a
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Eq/I, and, particularly the lzost If heaven, or the: cclcstz'dZ Bodies, in' the'

adoration of which the Sabzſidrz ritual is' believed to have conſisted: there

is a deſcription, in the learned work- just mentioned; 'of the'ſeveral Perfidn

temples dedicated: to the' Sun and-'Planets, oſ the images adored in them,

and of the magnificent proceffions to them on preſeribed Festivals, one of

which is probably repreſented'by ſculpture in the ruined'city of jzmsm'n 5.

but the planetary worſhip-- inv Pcrfin ſeems onlyia-part of' aſſar- more com

plicated religion, which we: now find in-theſe Indian prOVinces g-fbr MOHs

SAN aſſures us, that, in the' opinion of the beſt informed Perſians, Who

profeſſed the faith of HU'SHANG, distinguiſhed-from that of Zzaa'rusnr,

the first monarch of Irdn andof the whole earth-was MAHA'BA'D,_ a word

apparently Sarſſrit, who divided the people into four orders, the' 'reli

aus, the military, the commerczſial,cand the ſervik, to which he aſſigned

names unquestionably the ſame in their origin with thoſe now applied to

the four primary claſſes of the Hindur; They ctadded, that He received

from the creator, and promulgated among men, a. ſacred book in a hmenb

language, to which the Muſt-[man author gives the Arabick title oſ deſcitzv,

or. regulations, but' the original name oſ which lie has not mentioned-3

and- that fourteen MAHA'BA'DS. had-appeared or would appear in human

ſhapes ſor the government-'of this World: now when we know, that

the Hindus believe in ſhurtem Msnu's, or celestial perſonages with ſimi

lar ſunctions, the of whom left a book of reghldtfz'onrz- or divine ordi

nances, which they hold- equalto the Ve'da, and the language aſ which

they believe to be that of the Gods, we can hardly doubt, that the first

corruption oſ the purestv and oldest religion was the ſystem oſ Indian

Theology, invented by the Bra'lzmans and prevalent in theſe territories.

'where therbook of MAHA'BA'D-or MENU is at this h0ur the standardjof

all religious and moral duties. ' The: acceſſion- oſ CA-Y-U'ttER-s -to the;
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throne'pf Per/221. in the eighth or ninth ceſntury before CHRisr, ſeems

to haye been accompanied by a conſiderable revolution both in govern

ment-end, religion; he was most, probably tſa different race from the

Mafidbddz'anr, who preceded him, and began perhaps the new ſystem of

zpationg-l faith, which HU'SHANG, whoſe .' name it bears, completed; but

th? FFFOTP'Mion was partial; for, while they 'rejected the complex poly

thciſm Of thcir predeceſſors, they retained the laws of MAHA'BA'D, with a

'ſuperstitious veneration for the ſun, the planets, and fire 3 thus reſemb

ling the Himdu ſecte', called Saum's and,Sa'_gm'ca'r, the ſecond of which is

very numerous at. Lunar-es," where many ogni/zoſitra's are continually blaz

Ving, _ar}d* where the Sa'gnzſica'x," when' they enter on their ſacerdotal

office, kindle,_ with two pieces of the hard Wood' Scmz', a hre which they

keep lighted through their lives for 'their nuptial ceremony, the perfor

4an® of ſolemn ſacrifices, the obſequics of departed ancestors, and their

own &lite-ral; pile, This remarkable rite was continued by ZERA'TUSHT 3

who reformed the old religion þy the addition of genii, or angels, pre

fiding over mouths and days, 'of new ceremonies in the veneration ſhown

to fire, Q-fa, new work, whichſſhe pretended to have received from heaven,

above alln by cfiaþliſifhing the actual adoration of One Supreme

Being: he me born, vaccording to MOHSAN,'in the district of Rai;

and it, was Het met; as AMMlANUs aſſerts£ his protcctor GUSHTASB,

WÞR HEYQUBQ- into India, that he mighdreceiilre 'information from the

Brdlzmqqzrin theology-and ethieks. It is barelypoffible, that PYTHA

(Loins knew (him in the capital of [m ; but the Grecian ſage must then

have-been far advanced, in years, and We have no. certain evidence of an

Lntcxcouxſcbetween the two philoſophers. The reformed religion of Perſia

FPfflfl-mlfidjn-ſhffiflrtill;thatqeountry wasſuhducdhy. the Afzzſhlmmzs; and,

Mifihqgt jjzndyixngz the; Zmd, we- have ample, information. concerning it
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in the modern Perſian writings of ſeveral, who profeſſed it. BAHMAN'

always naznzd ZERAJTUSHT, with reverence; but he was' in truth a

pure Theist, and ſtrongly diſclaimed any adoration of thefire or other ele

ments: he denied, that the doctrine of two coeval principles, ſupremely

'good and ſupremely bad, formed any part of his faith; and he often repeat

ed with emphafis the verſes ofFiRDAUsr on the prostration oſCrRUs and

his patcrnal grandfather before the blazing altar : " Think not, that they

" were adorers of fire; for that element was only an exalted object, on.

'* the lustre oſ which they fiXed their eyes ,- they humbled themſelves

't a whole week "before GOD; and, if thy understanding be ever ſo

" little exerted, thou must acknowledge thy dependence On the being

" ſupremely pure." In a story of SADI, near the cloſe of his beautiful

Bzistdn, concerning the idol of' So'MANA'T'H, or MAHAſi'DE'VA, he con

founds the religion of the Hindm with that of the Gabrs, calling the

Bad/means not only Mog/zr, (which might be justified by a paſſage in

the Mrſmzvi) but even readers of the Zend and Pa'zend: now, whether

this confuſion proceeded from real or pretended ignorance, I cannot

decide, but' at'fra's firmly convinced, that the d-bctr'ines Of the Zend were

distinct from thoſe of the Vcda, as I am that the religion of the Bra'lz

wants, with whom we converſe every day, prevailedi in' Prrſizz before the

acceffi'ori'of CA'Y U'MERs, whom the Pa'rsi's, to his memory,

conſider as the firſt of men, although they' believe in an univerſal deluge

before his reign. * *

'ſſ Wire-the' religion of thexold Perſians their ſi/ziZq/Bſifiy (or as' much

as we'kknowof it) was intimately connected) for they were' alliduous ob

ſerve'rs' of the luminaries, which'theyl adored, and' establiſhed, according.

to Monsan, who confirms in ſome degree the regne-re of BartoSus,
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a number oſ artificial cycles with diſtinct names, which ſeem to indicatv

a knowledge oſ the period, in which the equinoxes appear to revolvez

they are ſaid. alſo to have known. the most wonderful powers of nature,

and thence to have acquired the ſame oſ- magicians and enchantersz

but I- will only' detain; you witha few remarks on that metaphyſical

fllCOlOgy> which has been profeſſed-aimmemorially by a. numerous ſect

of Perſians and' Hzſimdus, was carried in part into' Greece, and prevails even

now amongthe. learned Muſhlmmzs, who ſometimes avow it without re

ſerve.. The modern philoſophers of this perſuafion are called Seiſi's, ei-'

ther from the Crete/i:v word for a ſage" or from the woollen man-tle..- which

they uſed to wear in ſome provinces of Per/z'a: their fundamental tenets are',.

that nothing exiſts abſolutely but GOD : thatthe human ſoul is an emae

nation from his eſſence, and, though divided for. a time fromits heavenly

ſource, will be finally re-united-with it; that the highest poffible_happi

neſswill. ariſe from its reunion, and that the chief good of mankind, in

this tranſitory world, conſists in as perſeEt an union with the Eternal

Spirit as the incumbrances of a mortal frame willallow ythut, ſor this

purpoſe, they ſhould break all connexion or, tad/Zuk, as they call it), with

extrinfick objects,- and paſs through life withoutsattaclmunts, as a ſwim

mer in- the ocean strikes freely without the impediment oſ' clothes 3 that

they ſhould- be straight and free as' the cypreſs, whoſe fruit is hardly

perceptible, andfl not ſmk undera load, like fruit-trees attached to a.

trellis;v that, if mere earthly. charms have power to influence the ſoul,

thc idea of celestial beauty must overwhelm it in extatick delight 3 that,

for want of apt. words to. expreſs. the divine perfections and the ardour

oſ devotion, we must borrow ſuch expreſſions as approach the nearest

to our ideas, and ſpeak ofchauty and Love in a tranſcendent and myſ

zt'ical ſenſe 5 that, like a read tornsſromjts native bank, like wax ſeparat
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mid from its delicious honey,x theþſodl oſctman bewails its diſunion with

melancholy mnſick, and ſheds gburningitears, like the lighted taper, wait

ing paffionately for-the moment oiiits extinction, 'as a diſengagcment

from earthly trammels, and vthe means ofreuiming'to its Only Beloved.

'Such in part (ſor I omit the minuter and more ſubtil metaphyſicks-of

the Sdſi's, which are mentioned in the Dabzstdn) is the wild and enthu

fiaflick religion oſ-the modern Peaſian >poets, zeſpccially of the ſweet

HAL'ILZ and the great-A_'aulav£..* ſuch is the ſystem . of the Ve'da'ntz' philo

ſophgrs and befl lyfick poets of India; and, as it 'was a ſystem of 'the

highest,.antiquity in both nations, it may-be added to the many- other'

prooſs of an immemorial affinity-betwcen them.

till. ON the ancient monument: of Per/len ſculpture and vvarchitec-

'ture twe have 'already made ſuchobſervations, as were ſufficient iſor

our purpoſe; nor will yon be ſurprized at the diverſity between

the figures at Elefflmnta, which are manifestly Hindu, and thoſe at Perſe

'ſo/lit, which1 are merely Sabzſian, .if you concur with me in believing, that

the qu/Lfl jeng/In'd waserectsd after the time of CAYU'M-nns, when

the Brd/zquzs had migrated- from ern, and when their intricate mytho

logy had been ſuperſeded by the ſimpler adoration vof the planets and

eſ fire.

,IV._ As to the ſciences or art: of the old Perſians, 'I have little to ſay 3

and no complete evidence of them ſeems to exist. MOHSAN ſpeaks more

than once of ancient verſes in the Pa/zlavi language; and BAHMAN

aſſured me, that ſome ſcanty remains of them had been preſerved : t their

muſick and painting, 'which NiZA'Ml celebrated, have irrecoverably pe

Jiſhed; and inregard to MA'NIT, the painter and impostor, whoſe book
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of drawings called 'ArMng, which he.prevended to be- divine, is ſuppoſ

ed to have' been' deſk-yoxed- by the C/Lz'neſe, in whoſe dominions he had?

ſought refuge, the whole tale is too modern to throw any light on the

questions beforeus concerning the origin of nations and the inhabitants 'of

the. primitive World. ſſ 7

: TH us has it been proved by clear evidence and plain reaſoning, that a

powerful monarchy was establiſhed in [rain long before the Aſſyrian, or

Pgſhdddi, government; that it was in trurh a Ilz'ndu monarchy, though, r

if any chuſe to call it Cuſian, Caſdean, or Scyt/Lzſicm, lwe ſhall not enter

into a debate on mere names; that it ſubſisted many centuries, and that

its history has been ingraſted on that of the Hindus, who founded the

monarchies of Aya'dfiyd and Indmþnfl/m; that the language of the first

Perſian empire was the mother of the San/szſit, and conſequently of

the Zma', and Per/i, as well as of Greek, Latz'7z,\and Cat/lick; that the

language of the Affirians was the parent of Chaldaz'ck' and Paleat'z',

and that the primary Tartarian language alſo had been current in
the ſame empire; although,ras the Tartars had no books or even letters,

we cannot with certainty trace their 'unpoliſhed and variable idiomis." We

diſcover, therefore in Perſta, at the earliest' dawn of history, ihe tiſ/tree

distinct races of men, whom we deſcribed on former occaſione as'

poſſeſſors of India, Arabic, Tartmy; and, whether they were collected

in Inin from diſtant regions, or diverged from "it, as. from a Common

centre, we ſhall eaſily determine by the following c'oniiderations. Let us

obſerve in the first Place the central poſition of'Iern, which is bounded

ſiby Arabia,-by Tartar-ry, and by India; whilst Hrabz'a lies Contiguous

to Irqin only, but is remote from Tartary, and divided even from the

ſkirts of India by a conſiderable gulf; no country, therefore, but _P67_"ſi(I
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ſ

ſeems lilieiy to have ſent ſorth its colonies to all the kingdoms of Aſiiz:

the Bra'lzmam could never have migrated ſrom India to Irdn, becauſe.

they are expreſsly forbidden by' their oldest existing laws to leave the

region, which they inhabit at this day; the Ambs have not even a

tradition of an emigration into Perſia, before MOHAMMED', nor had they

indeed any inducement to quit their beautiful and extenſive domains 3 and,

as to the Tartar-r, we have no trace in history of their departure from their

plains and ſorcsts, till the invaſion of the Medes, who, according to etymo

logists, were the ſons oſ MAÞA r, and even they were conducted by princes

oſ- an qfiyrm family. The t/n'ec races, therefore, whom we have alrea

dy mentioned, (and more than three we have not. yet fotmdymigrated

from frdn, as frOin their common country; and thus the Saxon' chro

nicle,I preſume from good authority, bringe the first inhabitants oſ
Britamiſrom Armcnz'a ,* while a late very l;;arne:l writer concludes, after

all his laborious reſearches, that the Cat/'w or Scyt/zzſium came' from Per/ia ;

and another contends with great Force, that both the Irſh and old Bri

ton; proceeded ſeverally from the borders of th: Ccſſu'rm ; a coincicliencc of

concluſions ſromdifferent mcdia by perſons wholly unconnefiſited, which

could ſearce have happened, iſthcy were not grounded on ſolid princi

ples. Weſimay therefore hold this propoſition firmly establiſhed, that Irdn,

or Perſia in its la-rgest ſenſe, was the tru: centre of' populſiation, oſ know

Judge, of' languages, and of' artsi; which, instead oſ travelling westward

Only, as it has been ſanciſully ſuppoſed, or eastward, as might with equal

'reaſon have been aſſerted, were expanded in all directions to all the

regions oſ the worlrl, in which the Hindu race had ſetilcd under various

denominations: but, whiher jiſifl, has not produced other races of man, '

distinct From the [finde/r, the Amby, or the Tartars, or whether any ap

parent diverfity may'not have ſprung from an intermixturc of thoſe

I
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three in different proportions, must be the ſubject oſ a future inquiry."

'There is another question of more immediate importance, which your

gentlemen, only can decide: namely, " by what means we can prt Tervc our.

" Society from dying gradually away, as it has advanced' gratludiy to its

" preſent (ſhall I ſiy flouriſhing or languiſhing P) ſtate." It has ſubſiſigd

five years without any exPenſe to the members of it, until the first volume

oſ our Tranſactions Was publiſhed; and the price of that large volume,

if we compare the different mities of money in Bengal and in England, is

not more than equal to the amzual centsibution towards the chargcs' Of

the Royal Society by each of its fellows, who may. not 'have ehoſcu ru

compound for it on his admiſſion: this I mention,.not from an idea:

that any of us could object to the purchaſe of one copy at leaſt, but ſromc

a wiſh to inculcate the neceſſity oſ our common exertions in promoting

the ſalc of the work both here and in London. In vain ſhall we meet;

as a literary body, iſ our meetings ſhall- Ceaſs to be ſupplied with originah

diſſertations and memorials; and in vain ſhallwe coll;ct the most inter

esting papers, iſ we cannot publiſh- them occaſisnally without expoſing

the Superintendents oſ the Company's preſs, who undertake to print'

them at their own hazard, to the danger of aconſiderable loſs a by united

efforts the French have compiled their stupendous repoſitorics of univerſal:

knowledge,- and by united efforts only can we hope to rival them, or to

diffuſe over our own country and the rest of Europe the lighte attainable.

by our Aſiatzſick Rgstzarc/m.
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A LETTER from the late HENRY VAN-SITTART,

'To thev PRESIDENT.

SIR,

I AVlNG ſome time ago met with a Pezſizm abridgement, compoſed

- by Maulam' KHAIRUÞDYN, of the dſm'ruV q/'a'g/zina/z, or the ſe

crets of the Aſſgffitdm, a book written in the Ptg/lzto language by HUSAXN,

the ſon of SA'BIR, the ſon of szn, the diſciple of Hazmt SHA'H

KA'sm Sulaz'ma'nz', whoſe tomb is in C/tundvgur, I was induced to tranſ

late it. Although it opens with a very wild deſcription of the origin of

that tribe, and contains a narrative, which can by no means be offered

upon the whole as a ſerious and probable history, yet I conceive, that the

vknowledge of what a nation ſuppoſe themſelves to be, may be interesting

to a Society like this, as well as oſ what they really are: indeed the

commencement of almost cveryſihistoryſſis ſabul'ous; and the most enlight

ened nations, aſter they have arrived at that degree oſ civilization and

importance, whiclrhas enabled and induced them to commemorate

their actions, have always ſound a vacancy at their outſet, which in

vention, or at best preſumption, must ſupply. Such fictions appear at

firſt in the ſorm of traditions ;" and, 'having in this ſhape amuſed ſucceffive

vgenerations by a gratifieation of their national vanity, they' are commit
.tcd to writing, and acquire the authority of hiſtory. i '

I 2
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'As a kingdom is an aſſemblage oſ component parts, condenſed by

degrees, from ſmaller aſſociations of individuals, to their general union,.

ſo history is a combination of the tranſactions. not only OF the different

tribes, but even of the individuals oſ the nation, of which it treats :.

each particular narrative in ſuch a general collection must be ſummary

and incomplete._ Biography thcreſore, as well as deſcriptions of the

manners, naions, and even opinions of ſuch tribes, as are connected with

a great kingdom, are not only entertaining in themſelVes, but uſeſul 5.

as they explain and throw a light upon the history of the nation

UNDER theſe impreſſions, I venture 'to lay before the Society the tranſ

lation oſ an_ abridged history of the Ajſg/zdns, a tribe at different times

ſubject to, and alwaye connected. with, the kingdoms of Pmſicz and Hin

dzſſdn. I alſo ſubmit a ſpecimen, of their languagez which is called by'

them Puk/ita; but this word is. ſoftened in Perſian into Pzfflzfo.

I am, S I R',

With- the greatest reſpect',

Your most obedient humble ſervant'

HENRY VANSJTTART';

Calculta, Marc/i 3, 1784.
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'On the DESCENT aſ [lie AFGHANS'ſmin t/ze JEWS;

_ " I FHE Aſghdm, according to their, oWn traditions, are the posterity' of i

.- TAFLU'LF (king- S'A'iJL) who, in the' opinion oſ ſome, Was'

a deſcendane Of J-UDA-n, the' ſon * OF jAc-OH,'and according to others, 05

BENjA-MX-N, the brother of Joszþent

l ,. , ,

IN a war, which raged between the child'ren'oſ Iſrael and thcAmalea- -

Azfzjffl, the latter, being victorious, plundere'd the' Jews, and obtained poſ

ſeſſion oſ the ark of the covenant. Conſidering. this the God oſ the jewr,

they threw it into fire, which did n0t affect it. They afterwards attempt

ed to' cleave it with axes, but without ſutceſs-z' eyery individual, who

treated it with indi'gnity, was ptiniſhed for his t'emerity. They then plac

ed it in their temple, but all their idols bowed to it. At length they

fastened it upon a cow, which they turned looſe in. the wildemeſs.

WHEN the 'Prophet SAMUEL' aroſeythechildren oſ Iſrael ſaid to him;

" we have been totally. ſubduedby the'AmaZc-Az'tes, and haVe no king. Raiſe

" to us a king, that we may be enabled to- contend for the glory of

"' God.'5 SAMUEL ſaid: " in caſe you are led' out to battle, are you de

termined' to ſight?" They anſwered: "' what hasfbeſallen us, that we

*'* ſhould not- fight against infidels P' That: nation. has baniſhed us-ſrom

u our country and children." At this time the Angel' GAB-'RIEL deſcended,

t

and, delivering a wand, ſaid :. " it is the commandv oſ GOD, that 'the per

" ſon, whoſe stature ſhall= correſpond with this wand, ſhall be king oſ Iſrael."

ſ

MELLC'T-A'LU'T: was- at that time a'man of inferiour condition, and per
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formed the humble employment of feeding the goats and c'ows oſ others.

One day a cow Und.r his charge was accidentally lost. Being diſappoint

ed in his ſcarchcs, he was greatly distreſſcd, and applied to SAMUEL,

ſaying, " Ihave lost a cow, and do not poſſeſs the means of ſatisfying'

". the owner. Pray for me, that I may be extricated from this difficulty."

SAMUEL, perceiving that he was ,a man of lofty stature, aſked his name

He anſwered TA'LU'T. SAMUEL then ſaid : '" Meaſure TA'LU'T with the

" wand, which the Angel GABRIEL brought." His stature was equal

to it. SAMUEL then-ſaid: "GOD has 'raiſed TAſLU'T to be your king."

The children oſ Iſrael anſwered: 5' we are greater than our king, We

" are men Of dignity, andHe is oſ inferiour condition. How ſhall He

U be our king." SAMUELinformed them, they ſhould know, that

God had conſtituted TA'LU'T their king, by his restoring the ark of.

the-covenant. He accordingly restored it, and they acknowledged him

their ſovereign.

Arren TA'LU'T obtained the kingdom, he ſeized part of the territories

of JALU'T, or GOLtAH, who aſſembled a large army, 'out was killed

by 'DAVID. TA'LU'T aſterwards died a martyr in a war against the in

fidels ; and God constituted DAVID king of the Jews.

MELIC TA'LU'T had two ſons," one called BERKTA, and the other

IRMIA, who ſerved DAVID, and were beloved by him. He ſent them

to light againſt the infidels ; and, by GODs affistance, they were Victorious.

'THE ſon oſ BERKLA Was called AFGſſAN, and';th_e ſon' of Inwa

was named Usnec. Thoſe youths distinguiſhed themſelves in the

'reign of DAVXD, and' were employed by SOLOMON_.'_ AFGHAN was
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distinguiſhed by his cmporal strength, which struck terror into Demons

and Genii. USBEC was eminent for his learning.

ArcſſAN uſed frequently to make exeurſions to the mountains z where

his progeny, after his death, establiſhed themſelves, lived in a state oft

independencc, built ſorts, and exterminated the infidels. .

WHEN the ſelect of creatures, MUHAMMEB, appeared upon earth, his

fame reached the ArGtſANs, who ſought him in multitudes under their

'elders KHALLD and ABDUL RASHI'D,-ſ0n8' of WAUID. 'The prophet'

honoured them with the most gracious recſieption, ſaving: t' Come, Oſſ

*' Muldc, or Kings 3" Whence they raſſumed the title' of' Melic, which

tlcy cnjoy to this day. The prophet gave them his enſign, and ſaid,

that the ſaith would be (lrengthened by then-1..

MANY ſons were born oſ'KHA'LLD, the ſon of" WALI'D, who ſigna-

lized themſelves in the preſence of the prophet, by fighting against -the'

infidels.. MUHAMMED honoured and prayed for them

IN the reign of Sultan MAHMU'D oſ Ghaznab, eight men arrived, of

the posterity of KHA'Lm the ſon of WALFD, whoſe namcs were KALUN,

ALUN, DAUD, YALUA, AHMED, Awm, and-GuA'zr'.. The Sultan was.

much pleaſed with them, and appointed each a commander in his army.

He alſo conferred on them the offices. of Vazz'r, and Vakz'lz'- Maria/5,

orRege-at of the Empire.. . , '

Wuznzven they were stationed, they obtained Poſſeſſion of the.eoun-.

try, built moſques, and overthrow the temples of idolsſi They encreaſed-n

aNun.
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ſo "much, that the army of MAHMU'D was chiefly Compoſed of ſl/gzizd'zs.

When HERHIND', a powerful prince of Hz'ndzffidzz, meditated an inva

ſion oſ G/taznah, Sultan MAHMU'D diſpatched against him the deſcen

dants Of*KHAſiL"ID with twenty thouſand horſe; a, battle'enſded; the

Aſg/Edns made the attack; and, after a ſevere engagement, which lasted

from daybreak till noon. defeated Heamnn, killed many oſ the infidels,

and converted ſome to the jl'ſzc/mumch ſaith.

THE Aſgbdm now' began to establiſh themſelves' in the mountains ; and

ſome ſettled in cities with the permillion oſ Sultan MAHMU'Q- They

f'ramcd regulations, dividing themſelves into four claſſes, agreeably to the

following deſcription; The first is the pure claſs, conſisting 'of tlIOſC-n

whoſe fathers and mothers were A/g/Jam. The ſecond claſs conſists of

thoſe, whoſe fathers were Aſgladns, 'and mothers oſ another nation, The

third claſs contains thoſe, whoſe mothers were Ajgfidns, and fathers oſ

another nation. The fourth. claſs is compoſed of thechildren of women,

whoſe mothers Were Ajgr/lzizu. and fathers and huſhands of a different

nation. Perſons, who-do, not belong to one ofthe claflſies, are not. called

Aſg/zdm.

AETER the death of Sullan MAHMUTD they. made another.- ſottlement in

the mountains. SHIHA'BUDDI'N. Gaurz', a ſubſequent SultanL'oſ G/zaz-nak,

was twice repulſed from Hand-zſſdn. His Vazzl'r aſſembled' l-l-lC- people; and

aſked, iſ any of the-poflerity ofl KulA'Lm Were living. They. anſwered:

" Many now live in a state of independcnce in 'he mountains, where

-** they have a conſiderable army." The Vazz'r requested them to go to- the

ſnountains2 and' by entreaties prevail on the Affi/zdru to 'C'omcj ſoi'ſthey

'i_

were the 'deſcendants of companions of'the prophet.
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"L.THE inhabitants-oſ ſſG/'zqzna/z undertook-this embaſſy, and, by entreaties

v'and preſents, conciliated the minds of-the'TA/g/uins, who promiſed; to

engage in 'the GerVice of the Sultan, provided he would himſelſcome,

and enter-intQ-ap;agrgcmcntj with them.,; ThQſiSultan viſited 'them in their

mountains ;* lionpurcd them) >. and gave them dreſſes and other preſents.

They ſapplied þiiritwithttwplzvg thouſand horſe, and a centiderable army

i'aſ linfantry. Beingjdiſpatqlied-,bxzthd Sultan' before his own army, they

manam, killed ney. Pagfflqun,4>,_che King, his Ministersan-dt-Noblcs,

laid waste the city,}aud,.made the infidcls priſoners. They. afterwards

_.exhibited nearly the' ſaw: ſPT-ngin Canauj. ' ' -

w anr-z' Sultan, pleaſed by the zeduifitionrof thoſe minish-conferred honours
JPPQH- thei-Aſ-Mdn-S- -,"It is. ſaid. .that;he thengavathcm thatitlcs of Patdn,

and Klzdn: thpſſ;word Patin is derived' from-glue, Hz'ndz'. verb-Paitnd, to

gruſh, A inaHBſton to their alacrity in attacking the enemy. p The Patcim have

greatly distinguiſhed themſelveszin .the..hiſtory 9£Hzſindzgfldnpand are di

'vided into a Yariety pf_ ſects. i, _ _ t , 1: - a . . \
r

*'.

p riace of__Ajg*bdrzs poſſeſſed themſelves of diernountain of SOLO

MON, which is neat? Kanda/zfirmand the. circumjaeentf countryfiltwhere

they ſihaye built ſerts: this tribe has furniſhed -rn3<ny._-ltings_.v .The,£qllow

ing monarchs sof _ this race have ſat upon, the thronep'aneMJ-L Sultan

Bell/ale, Aſig/zdn Lodnjx, Sultan SECANDr-za, Sultan lB.R_A-'H*l-M,;?SHI'R

SſſAH, Ism'M SſſAH, ADIL SſſAri S*0R.. 'They alſo number the ſol

lowing kings of Gaur : SOLAIMMN S/zd/z Gurzam', BAYAzHDfi/zd/i, and

KUTB S/lld/L; b.ſides whom their nation has produced many conquerors

of Provinces. The Aflglzcinr are called Solazſima'ni, either becauſe they

K
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were formerly the. ſubjects of S'OLOMON, king of the jeu-U', or becauſe.

they inhahit the mountain of S'o LOMON; ' ct

'THE tranſlation being finiſhed, I ſhall only add, that the country of

'the Aſs/idizs,'-which is act province of Caſibul,- was originally called Rofi,

and from'henceis derived the name of the Rofiilſiahs. The city, which

was establiſhed in it by the A/xgluins, was called by them Pay/turn, xvor

Pazrſi/lzdr,v and is now the name of the whole district.- The ſccts oſſf the

Ajſg/za'ns, or Putrins, are very numerous.' T'he'principal are theſe: Loa'z',v

Lo/zauni, 52er SerUIaſi-ni, l'iiſuſzzſi/zz', Bangzſh, Dilazauſi, Kþarzi. -Yn_c3m,

K/Muſil, and Batoje. '1 he meaning oſ Zzſi/zz' is offspring, and oſ K/tazſil, ſect.

A VU'Y ParLiCU-hr account of the Aſg/zdm has' been writ-ten by the-late

HA'riz RAHMAT K/zdn, alchief of the Ra/tz'lZa/zs, from Which the curi

ous reader may derive much information. They are Muſelhzmzs, partly

oſ the Sunne', and partly of the Shz'ait perſwſien. They' are great bouſ.
ters of the antiquity of their origin, andireputation of' their tribe, but other

Mufizlmaizs entirely reject their claim, and conſider them of' modern, and

even baſe,.extra&ion. However, their character 'may be collectedvſrom

history.- They have distinguiſhed" themſelves by their courage, both ſin

gly and unitedly, as principais And auxiliarich They have conquered
for their own princes and for-'ſon igners, i and have always been conſi

dered the main strength of the army, in which they. have ſerved. 'As they

have been applauded for virtues, they have alſo been reproached ſdr vices,.

having ſome-times been guilty of treachery, vand even acted the-belle part

oſaſſaſſms. ' " i i
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A S P E C-I M E N' of the PUeroſzLANGUAoE.
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If a man perform them, it is very laudable. If he do not perform them,

it is no crime in him.
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If the diſpoſition be not good, 0 Mz'rzd, ſ
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We. learrtyfrotn-LEEDSASQQhff the Ten Tribes,. after a wandering '

Journey, came th a couhtry callEd Arſarcl/L ,* where, we may ſuppoſe, they

ſettled: now the, aſſie ſaid by! the) liest" Perſigiſſnþhiſiorians to be de

ſcended from the Jewi; they have traditions among vthemſelves of ſuch a

deſcent; and it is even aſſerted, that'thelr i'amil'ieS-aſe distinguiſhed bytiihe

names of tribes, aithbugh, fince- their corrvqfion to ſhe ffldm;'r£']ſi{cy

' I 'HIS account of the Aſg/uirts may lead to a very interesting diſcovery.

ſtudiouſly conceal their origin; the..Pu/lzta. language, ofT which I have

ſeen a diatlouifiyflhas' amahiſifeft"'reſemblance to' the' C/L'dldaick; and a

conſiderable district _und_er their dominion is called Hazcirc/z, or Hazard,

Which-'mightieaiſily' baye" been 'changed ihto the Word E-SDKAs. l I

strongly recommend an inquiry into' the literature and history of ſſthc

i _ a', * 'ſi'\. xþ . fl I. \ - a - - .\ i a l
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zgtame, ANjUan. jtzamLy, and yo/zanna) has beenfgqverncdfi about

._"--,'.LL_ , .-" '. , -

two Centuries by a colony of Arabs, and exhibits a curious instance of:

the' 'ſlow approaches'towa'rd civilization, which are made-hyia 'ſmall corn;

re: .. _,_

TN'ZU/AN-liſa inaſililC-i Which has been gradually corrupted jhm ,{ſ,:'

nqmunity, with. many 'nacttſini-al adVantages, but with inea'fis oſ' improv

ing 'them.. ru- ac'count of [this Aſrzſican iſland, in iwhich we hear the:

lhnguage and ſee the manners of Arabia; may neither be lunilnrercsting inct,

itſelf, norſſ foreign to. the objects of inquiry, þ-Þagol'ed'ht the_i_nflivt'1_1ſſti, nſiz

..L I. "

, .1.' . ,,,. .. ;_.
-. ,,. - J ' .._...4.. u,'_.

ofſiour Socie'ty.

ON Mondayithe' ,28th of 1783, aſterl.:'a-voyagegiriafthgai'deodile,

, ,_r, . .. _ -\ ,,. _. ,-...t.Jl

of ten weeks and two days from the rugged 1ſiands of PCaZe Verd, ou
_ ſi . _. - _ JJ 1 ' -' . LL-'m .L i'- , fig-3.' Land: EDV' -

eyes were delighted with a. proſpectſo beautiful, that _ne1ther a painter
7 ' ' . --. {-\'v- --- -.-\' v .' l--'* \

'*"' z' 'nt-tis t',"L'z ' '712 ſi ſſ- In' in a ...-\r IL-V a' LJ 4- '> _ - _ e

nor a poet 'couldp'erſectlyſrepreſent it, and, ſo cheermg to us, that it

.z<,-,z-:.y..*r'_;-,'v_ 2qu it gzro'n t, . , - 3 I'U ers : ;:_..,. t

can justly be conceived by ſuch only, as have been mour'precedm
--i:\3*l".':ſi-o a-i't'x or' l t ,t . .-) seen 'X - .,:;;;1i -. , u: any

tion. It was ſhe ſun nhng in full (Plendour on the_1fl,e,,of Mayata\.(as,

. . - -- * 1.," 4_ , _
- a renqu \\'*- a)

. u" .

the ſeeiinien had the preceding

- .*.-.;£ fat! "Jlfl'j _ . .. t. i, , ........j , . _

aſternOOn hy the height of its peak, and which now appeared at no)

great distance from the windows of our cabin ; while Hinzzidn, for whihh'

we had ſo 'long pahted, was plainly-diſcernible a-head, where its high
lands preſeh'ted'theinſeilves'with remarkable boldneſs; ſill'lielivxdathet' was

fair- ; the water, ſinoothT and a gentle breeze dr'ove'tisſiefililyſiſihſſeſoi'e

dinner- time roundl'axockffl on which 'the Brzllz'qizt &tuck-just a'year before,

gaud-a, -

21.:-Tm..
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into a commodious road*, where we dropped our anchor carly in the

evening: we had ſeen Molzz'la, another ſiſteriſland, in the courſe oſ the

day.

frigate was preſently 'ſnrrounded with canoes, and the dcck ſoon

cerdedctwith natives of all ranks, from the highyborn chief, who waſhed:

--a. .-.

linen, to the halſmaked flave, who Only paddled. Most of them had let:

.id.'.i 'J
H-J

ters of recommendation from Englgſhmen, which none of' them were able

to read, thonſſghctthey ſpoke Englgſh intelligibly; and ſorne appeared-rain,

of_titles, which our countrymen had given thcznſi'in 'play,__acco_rding 'act

their ſuppoſed stations: We had Lewis, Duke's, and Princes on board,

ſoliciting our CUsto-m andimportuning us for preſents. _ſi In ſact they,

were too ſſſenfible to be proud of emptyſiſounds, but juſtly imagined, that"

thoſe ridiculous titles would ſerve as marks oſdistinftian, and, by at

tracting notice, procure for them fonnethingſuhstintial. The only men

of real conſcqilenccſſ-in the iſland, whorn _:ſai\y bcts'ſorc We landed, were.

the\Governor _AB*nUI£LAH'_, ſecondicouſinſiſſtoſi fheiking, and lar-other

ALW1', i_iheirilſiſe{'erali ſons; ivill'againffle

mentioned; the;" 'nhderſistood' Arcibzſick,

dan- ſaith, ſiand 'adſirctnired'my copies ſioſ the 'Al-'thread- ſorne oſwhich

vthey' read, whilst Atwrct'_ſieruſed the'openingſoſianothe; manu-_

ſcript, and exoiained it in, Eaalzſh moreaccurſſatelyxthan Could have been

expected. ' ' ' - * _' ',
.£r ' 1 _ ._ r .;i..'ſ -. -..

. - '.4,,./*__.,7..4:(
THE 'next m'Orning ſhowed us, the iſland in' all itsibeauty ; and the'ſcene.

' 7 , 1.: <.\. , (il

ſi 1

./ . 'r, - , - ,, ' i ' . . - ' 1.?

1 "Lad re? xc.' 47.. S'. Longx-zz. Egby'thc Maſter.
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was ſo diverſified, that a distinct view of it could hardlywhave been exhi.

bited by the best pencil; you must, therefore, be. ſatisfied with a

mere deſcription, written on the very ſpot and compared attentively with

the natural landſcape. We were at anchor in a fineþay, and before us.

was a vast amph-ithentre, of which you may form a general notion by

picturing in your minds a multitude of hills infinitely varied in' ſizc and

figure, and then ſuppoſing them to be thrown together, with va 'kind Of

artleſs fymmetry; in all imaginable poſitions. The back. ground was a.

&riesoſ mzuatains, one of which is Pointed, near halſ a mile perþendi

CUl.lr'iY high from (helm/Cl- oſ the ſea, and little more than-three miles

;frazn the there: all. oſ them were richly clothed. with wend, chicfly'

fruit-trees, , of an- exquiſite verdurc. I' had ſeen manya anuntain OFB fiſh

pendous height in Wales and Swſſrland, but never ſaw one b_ef0re,_rounvd.

the boſom oſwhich the clouds were almost. coatinually rolling, while its

'green ſummit roſe flouriſhing above them, and receivedv from them an

additional brightneſs. Next' to this distant range of hills. was another'

tieſ; par-t of which appeared-charmingly verdant, and part rather barren ;

but the contrast of colours changed even this nakedneſs into a beauty:

nearer still wereinnumerable mountains, orrather cliffs, which brought

down theirl verdure and: fertility quite to. the beech; ſo that everyiſhade

of green, 'then ſweeteſt of-Colours, was diſplayed at onev view by land and:

bYVvaterſi' But nothing'conduced more to. the 'variety-r of' this enchanting

proſpect, than the many rows of palm-trees, eſpecially the tall and grace
ful Arccd's,ction the'ſhores, in the valleys, and' on, thei'ridges oſ hills,

vwhere ene- 'might almost ſuppoſe them to. have been planted regularly.

by deſign. A more' beautiful appearance can ſcarce be' conceived, than

ſuch 'a number oſ elegant palzns in ſuch a ſituation, with luxuriant tops,.

like verdant plumes, placed at just intervals, and ſhowing between them;
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part'of the'remot'er lahdſcapſie,'while-'they leſt; thtict'restllto'be'ſuptffiſſed

by'th'e beliolder's:iniagina'ti'onuſſ The 'town idſ il'ſafſzi7ziid5 liay

leſt; remarkable z'itſſctaidistnnce ſor theſſtower oſ the principal'moſqiiel'wlii'ch

'was'i'built by HAhi'M-Aiij'a 'queen oſifct'tfie 'iflind,'ffionſiil ivhohi't'he þi-e

ſent king i-s-Pleſcended: a little'on 'our right (vii'sſi'ai'iinill"'tdwh,'cilled

Banfzi'izſi. i Nfflheþſſthe territlory'of Nzſice, 'with its olivesct, (lite-trees and

'cypreſſ-3, 'nor-the iſle; of Hz'ercs', with their delighttſiul brain'gr-groyei,

appeared'ſo-'þharming to' me, as the'vicw' froniiihe iroad'b'ſ'in/igt'iiixi;

which, nevertheleſs, is far ſurþaſſcd, as; the-Captaint'oſ the Crocodile aſ

ſmed us, be many of the iſlancls in the 'ſOiitlie'r'rPOCEQn-L ' 'If life were no)

to'oiſhort for the complete diſchflrge 'of all' ou'r' reſpective' duties, 'publichc

and private, and 'fOr the" acquiſitiori even of neceſſary- 'knowledge in'any

degree. of perfection, with' how much pleaſure anddmprovement niight

i a great partof it. be ſpent in admiring the beauties of. this wctonderſul orb,

and 'con'templating the nature of man in all its varieties -l.

_. _-W£ hastened to tread on' firm-land, to which 'we-had bee.n':ſ0 long diſ.

uſed, and went on ſhore, after breakſast, to ſee the towngand return the

Governor's viſit. As we walked, attended by a crowd. 'oſ natives, .-I

ſurprized them by reading aloud an Archk inſcriptionſoverthe gate of

a moſque, and still more, when ;I,cntere,di_it, by explaining ſour ſentences,

which were written very distinctly on' the wall, ſigniſying, " that the

_" world was given us for our own edification, not for the purpoſe oſ raiſing

"j ſumptuous buildings 3 liſe, for the diſcharge of moral and religious dd

" ties, not for pleaſurable indulgences; wealth, to be liberally bestowed,

fit avaritioully-hoat'ded.; and learning, to produce good actions, riot

U empty diſputes." We could not but r-ſpect the temple even oſaiilſe

prophet, in which we found ſuch excellent morality : we ſaw nozhirg
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Better among the Romſſz trumpery in the church at Madem. When

we came to ABDULLAH'S houſe, we were conducted through a ſmall

Court-yard into an open room, on each ſide of which was a large and

convenient ſoſa, and above it a high bed-place in a dark receſs, over which

a chintz counterpoint hung down from the ceiling: this is the general

form of the best rooms in the iſland ; and moſt of the tolerable houſes

have a ſimilar apartment on the oppoſite ſide of the court, that there

may be at all hours a place in the ſhade ſor dinner or'for repoſe. We

were entertained with ripe dates from Yemcn, and the milk oſ cocoa

nutszz but the heat of the room, which ſeemed acceffible to all, who

choſe to enter it, and the ſcent oſ muſk or civct, with which it was

=perſumed, ſoon made us dCfiI'OUS of breathing a purer air; nor could

I be detained long by the Arabic/t manuſcripts, which the Governor

produced, but which appeared of little uſe, and conſequently of no

value, except to ſuch as love mere curioſities: one of them, indeed,

relating to the penal law of' the Mo/tammedam, I would gladly have

purchaſed at a just price; but he knew not what to aſk, and \I knew,

that better books on that ſubject might be procured in Bengal. He

then offered me a black boy for one oſ my Alkordns, and preſſed me

to barter an Indian dreſs, which he had ſecn on board the ſhip, for a

' "cow and calſ: the golden fiippers attractcd him most, ſince his wiſe,

'he ſaid, would like to wear them; and, for that reaſon, I made him a

preſent oſ them; but had destined the book and the robe For his ſu

perior. No high opinion could be formed oſ Saved ABDULLAH, who

ſeemed very eager for gain, and very ſervile where he expected it.

OUR nest viſit was 'to Slmer/z SA'LiM, the king's eldest ſon; and, if we
ve'had ken him first,.thc-fiate oſ civilization in Hzſi/zzu'jn would have ap

L
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peared at its lowest ebb :* the worst Englfflz hackney in the worst stable

is better lodged, and looks more princely than. this heir apparent 3, but,.

though his mien and apparel were extremely ſavage, yet all'owance

ſhould have been made for his illneſs ; which, aswe afterwards learned,

was an abſceſs in the ſpleen, a diſorder not uncommon in that country,

and frequently cured, agreeably to the Arabian practice, by, the actual can.

tery. He was inceſſantly chewing pieces; of the dread-mit with ſhSll-r

lime; a custom borrowed, I ſuppoſe, from the Indzſiam, who greatly im

prove the compoſition with ſpices and bet-zl-lcaves, to which they ſormer

l-y added camphor: all the nativesoſ rank chewed it, but not, I think, to.

ſo great an exceſs. Prince SA'LIM from time to time gazed at himſelf

with complacency in a piece oſ broken looking-glaſs,, which was glued on.

a ſmall. board ;,a ſpecimen oſ wretchedneſs, which we obſerved in no other

houſe; but many circumstances. convinced us, that the apparently low

condition of his royal highneſs, whowasnct- onbad terms with his ſather,.

and ſeemed not to want authority, proceeded: wholly ſr'om his avarice.

His brother HAMDULLAH, who generally. reſides in the town oſ Domo'ni,.

has a. very different character, being esteemcdaman of worth, good ſenſe,

and learning :, he had come, the day. beſore, to- MaJamzia'o,on hearing;

thatan Englſſz ſrigate was in the road z, and, I, having gone out for a few.

minutesto read anA-r-abzſick inſcription, ſound him, on my return, devour-

ing a manuſcript, which I had; leſt with ſome of the company. He is a.

Ka'fii, or Mo/zammedan judge 5 and, as he ſeemed to have more knowledge

than his countrymen,.I was extremely concerned, that I had ſo little conver

ſation with him. The king, S/mzctk/L AHMED, hasa younger ſon, namedſi

ABDULLAH,_Wl\OſC uſual reſidence is inthe town of Wtinz', which he

ſeldom leaves, as the state of his health is very infirm. Since the ſucceſſion;

to the title and authority. of Sultdn is not unalterably fixed in one line,,
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but requires confirmation by the chiefs oſ the iſland, it is not improbable,
that they may hereafter be conſerred on prince HAMDULLAH. ſſ '

A LITTLE beyond the hole, in which SA'uM received us, was his,

Main, er the apartment of his women, which he permitted us all to

ſee, not through politeneſs to strangers, as we believed at first, but, as I

learned afterwards from his own lips, in expectation of a preſent: we'

ſaw only two or three miſerable creatures with their heads covered, while

the favourite, as we ſuppoſed, ' ſtood behind a coarſe curtain, and ſhowed

her ankles under it loaded with ſilver rings 3 which, iſ ſhe was capable of

reflection, ſhe must have conſidered as glittering f;tt:rs rather than or

naments; but a rational being would have preſsrred the condition oſa wild

beast, expoſed to perils and hunger in a forest, to the ſplendid miſery

of being wiſe or mistreſs to Sa'LrM.

BEFORE we returned, ALWI' was deſirous oſ ſhowing me his books 3

but the day was too ſar advanced, and I promiſed to viſit him ſome

other morning. The governor, however, prevailed on us to ſee his

place in the country, where he in-vited us to dine the next day: the walk

was extremely pleaſant from the town to the ſide of a. rivulet, which

formed in one part a ſmall pool very convenient for bathing, and

thence, through groves and alleys, to the foot of a hill; but the dining-'

room was little better than an open barn, and was recommended only

iby the coolneſs oſ its ſhade. A-BDULLAH would accompany us on out'

return to the ſhip, together with two Muſtz's, who ſpoke' Arabict in

differently, and ſeemed eager to ſee all my manuſcripts; but they were

very moderately learned, and gazed with ſtupid wonder on a fine copy

of the Hamq'ſa/t and on other collections oſ ancient poetry.

L 2
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EARLY the next morning a black meſſenger, with a tawny lad as

his interpreter, came from prince SA'LiM; who, having broken his per-a \

ſpective-glaſs, wiſhed 'to procure another by purchaſe or barter : a polite

anſwer was returned, and steps taken to gratifyhis wiſhes. As we on

our part vexpreſſed a deſire to viſit the king at Damo'nzſi, the prince's *

meſſenger told us, that his master would, no doubt, lend us- palanquins

(for there was not a horſe in the iſland) and order a ſufficient number

of his vaſſds to carry us, whom we might pay for their trouble,- as we

thought just: we commiſſloned him, therefore,.to aſk that ſavour, and'

begged, that all might be ready for our excurſion before ſunriſe; that

we might eſcape the heat of the noon, which, though it was the middle

of winter, we had found exceffive. The boy, whoſe name was COMBO'

MADl, flayed with us long-er than his companion : there was ſomething

in his look ſo ingenuous, and in his broken- Englſſz- ſo ſimple, that we

encouraged him to continue his innocent prattle. He wrote and read

Arabic/i tolerably well, and ſet down at my deſire the names of'ſiweral

towns in the iſland, which, He first told me, was properly called Hin

zzidn. The fault of begging for whatever he liked, he had' in common

with the governor and other nobles; but hardly in a greater degree: his

first petition for ſome lavender-water was readily granted; and a ſmall.

bottle of it was ſo acceptable to him, that, if we had ſuffered him, lie

would have kiſſed our feet; but it was not for' himſelf that he rejoiced'

ſo extravagantly: he told us with, tears starting from his eyes, that his

mother would be pleaſed with it, and the idea of her pleaſure ſeemed to

fill him with rapturez- never did I ſee filial affection more warmly felt

or more tenderly and, in my opinion, mraffcctedly expreſſed; yet this

boy was nota favourite of the officers, who thought him artſul. His

mother's name, he ſaid, was FA'TiMA; and- he importuned us to vifit
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Bet',- conceiving, I ſuppoſe, that all mankind must love and admire her?

we promiſed to gratify him; and, having made him ſeveral preſents,

permitted him to return. lAs he reminded. me of ALADDIN in the

Arabian tale,.I deſigned to give him that name ina recommendatory

letter, which- he preſſed. me. to writer instead of St. DOMINGO; as ſome

European. viſiter had ridiculouſiy called him; but, ſince the alluſion

would not have been generally known, and ſince the title of Alziu'ldin,

or'Emz'nencc in Faith, might have offended his ſuperiors, I thought it

adviſible for him to keep his A/rican name... A very. indifferent dinner:v

was prepared for us at the houſe oſ the Governor, whom we did not ſee the

whole day, as- it was the beginning of Ramaddn, the Mofiammedan lent,

and he was engaged in his devotions, or- made them his excuſe; but hia

eldest ſon fixt by us, while We dined, together with MU'SA, who was

employed, jointly with his brother HUSAINraS. purveyor to the Captain

oſ the ſri gate.

H"AV'IN'G- obſerved a-very elegant ſhrub', that grew-about ſix feet- highv

in the court-yard, but-was not then in flower, I learned with pleaſure, that

it was fiz'u'nd, of which I had read ſo much in Arabian, poems, and which

European Botanists have ridiculoufly named Lawfimia: 'MU'SA bruiſed ſome

of the leaves,,and, having moistened them with water, applied them to

our nails,.and the tips ofzour fingers, which in a ſhort time, became of

a dark orange-ſcarlet. I had before conceived a different idea of this dye,

and imagined, that it was uſed by the Arabs to imitate the natural redneſs

of thoſe parts in young and healthy perſons, which in all countries muſi;

he confideredas a beauty: perhaps a leſs quantity of liirtltd, or the ſame

differently prepared, might have produced that. effect. The old meum.

Arabic uſed-the ſamedye to conceal their grey hair, while their daughters,
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were dying their lips and gums black, to ſet off the whiteneſs of 'their teeth;

ſo univerſal in all nations and ages are 'perſonal vanity, and a love of diſ

guiſing truth; though in all caſes, the farther our ſpecies recede from

nature, the farther they depart from true beauty 3 and men at least ſhould

diſdain to uſe artifice or deceit for any purpoſe or on any occaſion: if the

women of rank at Paris, or thoſe in London who wiſh to imitate them, be

inclined to call the Amby barbarians ; let them view their own head-dreſ

ſes and cheeks in a glaſs, and, iſ they have left no room for b-luſhes, be in- _

wardly at least aſhamed of their cenſure. *

IN the aſternoon I walked along way up the mountains in a wind

ing path amid plants and trees no leſs new than beautiful, and re

,gretted exceedingly, that very few oſ them were in bloſſom 5 as I

ſhould then have had leiſure to examine them. Curiofity led me from

hill to hill 5 and I came at last to the ſources of a rivulet, which we

had paſſed near the ſhore, and from which theſhip was to be ſupplied

with excellent water. I ſaw no birds on the mountains but: Gumm.

fowl, which might have been eaſily caught: no inſects were trouble

ſome to me, but moſquitos ; and I had no fear of venomous reptiles,

having been aſſured, that the air was too pure for any to exist in it;

but I was often unwillingly a cauſe oſ fear to the gentle and harmleſs

lizard, who ran among the ſhrubs. On my return I miſſed the path, by

which I had aſcended; but, having met ſome blacks laden with yams

and plantains, I_ was by them directed to another, which led me round,

through a charming grove of cocoa-trees, to the Governor's country.

ſeat, where our entertainment was cloſed by a ſillabub, which the Eu

ng/h had taught the Mzſſclmam to make for them.
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VVB received no anſwer from SA'LIM ; nor, indeed, expected one ;

ſince we took for granted, that he ceuld not but approve our inten

tion of vifiting his father; and we went on ſhore before ſunriſe, in full

expectation of a pleaſant excurſion to Domo'm' : butwe were happily diſ

appointed. The ſervants, at the prince's door, told us coolly, that their

master was indiſpoſed, and', as they' believed, aſleep ; that he had givenv

them no orders concerning his palanquins, and that they durst not diſ

turb him. ALWl' ſoon came to pay us. his compliments; and was ſol

lowed by his eldest- ſon, AIiMizn, with whom we walked to the gardens

oſ the tWO princes SA'LiM' and HAMDULLAH 5 the ſituation was naturally

good, but wild and dcſolate;. and, in SA-'LIM'S garden, which we entered'

through a miſerable hovel, we ſaw a convenient bathing-place, well-built'

with stone, but then. in great diſorder, and a ſhed, by way of ſummer

houliz, like that under which we dined at the governor's, but ſmaller

and leſs neat. On the ground lay a kind' oſcradle about ſix feet long,

and little more than one ſoot in breadth, made oſ cords twisted in a ſort

of' clumſy network, with a. long thick. bambu fixed. to each fide oſ itz;

this, we heard with ſurprize, was a- royal pilanquin, and one oſ the ve

hicles, in which we were to have been rocked on men's ſhoulders over

the mountains;

play and ſing to us.

made a. conditional promiſe, if ever, we paſſed a.day at Matſamzldo,.to

eat our curry with Ba'nd Guzu, anhonest man,, of whom we purchaſed:

eggs and vegetables, and to whom ſome Englfflzman had. given the title

of lord, which made him extremely vainz. we could, therefore, make

Ihad much converſation with AHMED, whoml ſound?

intelligent and communicative: he told me, thatſeveral. oſhisrcoun-tryw

men compoſed ſongs. and. tuncs ;, that. he was himſelf a- paſſionate lover-

oſ poetry and muſick ; and that,. iſ. we woulddine at his houſe,,he would.

We declined hisinvitation- to dinner; as we had.
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-"Sayyad AHMED only a morning viſit. He ſung a hymn or two in Ambict,

and accompanied his drawling, though pathct-ic'k, pſalmody With a kind

(iſ mandoline, which he 'touched with an awkard quill: the instrument

was very imperfect, but ſeemed to give him delight. The vnames of the

strings were written-omit in Arabian or Indian figures, ſimple and com

pounded; but 'I could not think them worth ccpying. He gave Cap

tain VVILLIAMSO'N, who wiſhed to preſent ſome literary curioſities to

the library at Dublz'n, a ſmall roll containing a hymn in Arabic/t letters,

but in the language OfſſMombaza, which was mixed with Arabirk; but i't

hardly deſerved examination, ſince the study oſ languagcs has little in

trinſick value, and is only uſeſul as the instrument of real knowledge,

which we can ſcarce expect ſrom the poets oſ the Mozambz'yuc. AHMED

would, I believe, have heard our European airs (l always except French

melody) with rapture, for his favourite tune was a Common Irzſh jig,

with which he ſeemed wonderſully affected.

ON our return to the beech I thought of viſiting old ALWI', according

to my promiſe, and prince SA'L1M, whoſe character I had not then diſh

covered: I reſolved ſor that purpoſe to ſlay on ſhore alone, our dinner

with GlB-U having been fixed at an early hour. ALWi' ſhowed me his

manuſcripts, which chicfly related to the ceremonies and ordinances of his

own religion ; and one of them, which I had formerly ſeen in Europe, was

a collection oſ ſublime and elegant hymns in praiſe of MOHAMMED, with

explanatory notes in the margin: I requested him to read one oſthem

aſter the manner oſ the Aralzs, and he chanted it in a strain by no means

linpleaſing; butI am perſuaded, that he understood it very imperfectly.

The room, which was open to the street, was preſently crowded with

Aviſiters, most-oſ whom were IlIzzfli's, or Exþounders eſt/te Law ; and ALWI"
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deſirous, perhaps, to diſplay his zeal beſorc them, at the cxpenſe of good

rbreeding, directed mypattention to a paſſage in -a comznentary on the

It'tztin, which Iſound leve-lied' at the Chrffliam. The commentator, hav

ing related with ſome additions (but, on the whole, not inaccurately)

tthe circumstances oſ the temptation, puts this ſpeech into the mouth of

zthe tempter: " though lam unable to delude thee, yet I will miſlead,

*" by thy means, more human creaturſs, than thou wilt ſet right ". t Nor

'* was this menace vain, (ſays the Ma/zammedan writer) for the' inhabitants

*' of a regiOn many 'thouſand leagues in extent are still ſo deludcd by

-* the devil, that they impiouſly call I's-A the ſon- oſGoo: heaven pre

" ſerve us, he adds, from blaſpheming C/zrgstz'am as well as blaſphemingſi

-' Jews] Although a religious diſpute with thoſe obstinate zealots would

have been unſeaſonable and fruitleſs, yet they deſerved, I thought, a ſlight

xeprehenſion, as the attack ſeemed to be concerted among them. ' The

** commentator; ſaid I, was much to blame for paffing 'ſo indiſcriminate

4 and hasty a cenſure.: the title, which gave-your tlegiſlator, and gives

' you, ſuch offence, was often applied in just/m, by a bold figure agree.

" able to the Hebrew idiom, though unuſual-in Arabick, to angels, to Italy

*' men, and CVCn to all mankind, who are commanded to call GOD their

" Fat/ter; and in this large ſenſe, the Apostle to the Romans calls the

4 clect the children of GOD, and the MESSIAH the first-born among many

-* brethren; but the words only begotten are applied tranſcendently and in

-' comparablyto him alone*,- and, asfor me, who believe the ſcriptures,

-' which you alſo proſeſs to believe, though you astert without proofthat w-e

* have altered them, I cannot refuſe him an appellation, though ſar ſurpaſ

' '* ſing our reaſon, by which he is-distinguiſhed in the Goſpel ; and the be
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t lievers in MUHAMMED, who expreſsly names him ſit/Le Mcffiaſr, and pro.

< nounces him to have been born of a Virgin, which alpne might fullyjusti'ſy

* the phraſe condemned by this author, are themſelves condemnable for'

' cavilling at words, when they cannot object to the ſubstance of our faith

* confistently with their own: The li/Iuſelmam had nothing to ſay in

reply 3 and the converſation was changed. *

I WAS astoniſhed at the questions, which ALWI' put to me concerning

the late peace and the independence Of America; the ſeveral powers and

reſources ofBrz'taz'n and France, Sþazſin and Holland; the character and

ſuppoſed views of the Emperor 3 the comparative strength oſ the Rlſſan,

Imperial, and Otbman armies, and their reſpective modes of bringing their'

forces to action: Ianſwered him without reſerve, except on the state of'

our poſſeffions in India ; nor were my anſwers loſt ; for I obſerved, that

all the company were varioufly affected by them ; generally with amaze

ment, often with concern; eſpecially when Ideſcribed to them the

great force and admirable diſcipline of the Austrian army, and the stupid

prejudices of the Turks, whom nothing can induce to abandon their old

Tartarz'an habits, and expoſed the weakneſs of their empire in Africa, and

even in the more distant provinees of Aſian. In. return he gave' me clear,

but general, information concerning the government and commerce of

his iſland :. " his country,'he ſaid, was poor, and produced few articles-oſ'

" trade 3 but, if they could get money, 'which they nowþrcffcrrcd to play

'* things (thoſe were his words) they might eaſily, he added, procure

" forcign commodities, and exchange them advantageoufly with their

" neighbours in theliflands and on- the continent: thus with a little mo

" ney, ſaid he, we purchaſe muſkets, powder, balls, cutlaſſes, knives,

** Cloths, raw cotton, and other articles brought from Bombay, and with
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U thoſe we trade to Mdddgaſcar for the natural produce of the country or

' for dollan, with 'which the Frmc/z buy cattle, honey, butter, and ſo forth,

' in that iſland. With: gaſild, 'which we receive from your ſhips, we can

procure elephants' teeth from the natives of Mazambz'gue, who barter

" them' alſo for ammunition and bars of iron, and the Portugueze in that

" country give us Cloths of various kinds in exchange for our commodities:

." thoſe Cloths we diſpoſe of lucratively in the three neighbouring iſlands 3

"whence we bring rice, cattle, a kind of bread-fruit, which grows in

" Comam, andstaves, which we buy alſo at other placcs, to which we

" trſiade 5 and we carry on this traffick 'incur own veſſels."

'nI

'
\*

HERE I could not help expreffing my abhorreſſnce of their ſlave-tract,

and aſked him by what law they claimcd a property in rational beingsj

ſince our creator had given our ſpecies a domi-nion', to be moderately ex

erciſed, over the beasts oſ the field and the fowls of the air, but none to

man over man. " By no law, anſwered he, unleſs neceſſity be a law.

t' There are nations in Madagaſcar and in Africa, who know neither

" GOD, nor his Prophet, nor Moses, nor DK-VID, nor the MEssmH:

1' thoſe nations are in perpetual war, and take many captives,-_Whom,
" if they could not ſell, they would certainly kill. Individualsuamong

5' them are in extreme poverty, and have numbers of children 3 who,

t' iſ they cannot be diſpoſed oſ, must periſh through hunger, together

" with their miſerable parents'; by purchaſing theſe wretches, we pre

" ſerve their lives, and, perhaps, thoſe oſ many _others, whom-'our

" money relieves. The' ſum of the argument is this: iſ we buy them,

t' they will live; iſ they become lvpaluable'iſervants, they will live com

" ſortably; but, iſ they are not ſold,'they must die miſerably." t There

I may be, ſaid I, ſuch caſes; but you ſallacioufly draw a general con

M 2
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* clulion- from a few particular instances; andſſ this is the very ſallacyz.

* which, on-a thouſand other occaſions, deludes mankind. It is not to be

' doubtrd, that a- constant and gainful traffick in human creatures-foments

" war, in which captive: are always made, andſſkeeps up that perpetual en

' mity, which you pretend to be the cauſhoſ a practicein itſelf reprehenſible,.

t while in truth it is its effect; 'the ſame traffick encourages lazſiineſsrin ſomev

' parents, who might in general ſupport 'their families by proper induſ

' try, and ſeduces others to- vstille their natural feelings: at most- your'

" redemption of thoſe unhappy children-'can 'amount only to a perſona'l-Z

'- contract, implicd between you, for gratitude and reaſonable ſervice on.

' their part, for kindneſs and humanity on yours; but can you think'

' your part performed by diſpoſing, of them against their wills with as

* much indifference, as- if you were ſellin'g ca'ttle; eſpeciallyv as they

* might become readers of the Kora'n, and pillars of your faith Pv The

* law, ſaid he, forbids our 'ſellingr them, when they are believers in the

' Prophet; and little children only are ſold;.nor they often, or by all:

* maltersl " You, who believe in MUHAMMED,ſaid I, 'are bound'by the

_" ſpirit and letter of his laws to take pains, that they alſo may believe

" in him ,j,, and, if you neglect. ſo important-a duty for ſordid-gain, I do

" not ſee how you can hope for proſperity in this-world, or for happineſs

" in the next." Mylold friend and the Muflzſi's aſſented, and muttered a

ſew prayers; but (probably forgot; my preaching, before many minut63>

had paſſed, '

So much time had fiipped' away-in this converſation, that I could,

make but a ſhort viſit to prince SA'LiM; and my view in viſiting him

was to fix the time of our journey to Domo'm' as-early as poſſible on

the next morning. His appearance Was more ſavage than ever; and I
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found him in a diſpoſition to complain bitterly ar the Engzzſh .- No as'

'* knowledgement, he ſaid, had been-made" for the kind attentions of

'* himſelf' and the rchſiief men in his= country 'tdfthe officers and people

" of the BTi/Zz'amf, though-a) Whole year' had elapſed Ifince the wreck."

I really wondered at the forgetfulneſs, to which alone ſuch a neglect

could be imputed -; and aſſured him, that "I wouldexpreſs-my opinion both

in Bengal and in letters to England-t " We have little, ſaid he, to hope

*' from letters,- for, when-we' have been paid with them instead of money,.

** and have ſhown them on. board'your ſhips, we have commonly been

V treated with diſdainr and oſtenvwith imprecations." iI aſſured him, that'

either thoſe letters must have been Written Coldl-y and hyfflvery obſcure

perſons,.0r ſhoWnio very illſibmdemen, 'of whomthere Were too 'many in

all nations ;, but that a few instances oſ rudeneſs ought nOt. to give him.

a general prejudice' against our. national character. :'*f.-But you, ſaid he,

" are a wealthy nation Land we are indigent: yet,rthough- all our greves

'*' of coc'oa-trees, our fruits,,'and our cattle, are ever at your, ſervice,

*' you always try to make hard bargainsa with us for what you chuſe to

" diſpoſe-of, and frequently will neither ſell nor give thoſe things, which.

" we principally wantſ'f' To form,.4ſaid-I=, a just opinion 'oſ Englſſzmen,

" you must viſit us in our oWn iſland, or at -leaſt-'inx1izdzſia; here We are

"' strangers and travellers *.: many of us have no deſign Tto trade in any

'* country, and. none of us think of ttading in' Ifi'nzzrdn: where we ſlop

" only ſor rcſreſhment; The clothes, arms, Or instruments, Which you.

** may want', are commonly neceſſary or convenient' rto us; but, if

** Sex-ad ALW1'_ or his ſonswere to be ſhangersin tour cduntry, you.

" would have no" reaſon to. boast? of ſuperior' hoſpitality.." He then

ſhowed me, a ſecond; time, a part Of an: old-ſilk ivest- with the'star. of the

'Order of the Thistle,. and begged me to ekplainvthe motto; expre'fling a
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wiſh, that the order might be conferred on him-rby the King of England

in return for his good offices to the Eng/fflz. 'I vrepreſented to him the

impoflibility of his being; gratified, and took occaſion to ſay, that there'

was more true dignity in their own native titles, than in thoſe ofprince,

duke, and lord, which had been idly given them, but had: no conſormity

to their manners or the constitution of their government.

THIS converſation being agreeable tO-neither of' us, I changed it by

deſiring, that the palanquins and beaters might be ready next morning

as early as poſſible: he anſwered, that his palanquins were at our ſervice

for nothing, but that we must pay him ten dollars for each ſet of

beaters; that it was the stated price; and that Mr. HASTXNGS had

paid it, when he went to viſit the king. This, as I learned afterWards,

was falſe; but, in all events,-I knew. that he Would keep the dollars ct

himſelf, and give nothing to the beaters, who deſerved them better,

and whom he would compel' to leave their cottages, and toil for his

profit. '*-' Can you imaginc,*I replied, that we would employ four and

" twenty men to bear us ſo far on their ſhoulders without rewarding

" them amply? 'But ſince th'ey are free men (ſo he had aſſured me)

" and not your flaves, we will pay them in proportion to their diligence

4' and good behaviour; and it becomes neither your dignity nor ours

" to make a previous bargain." I ſhowed him an elegant copy of

the Kortin, which I destined for his father, and deſcribed the rest of .

my preſent; but he coldly aſked, " if that was all z" had he been king,

a purſe of dry dollars would have given him more pleaſure than the

finest or holiest manuſcript. Finding him, in eonverſing on a variety of

ſubjects, utterly void of-intelligencc or principle, Itookv my leave, and

ſaw him nomore; but promiſed to let him know for certain whether

we ſhould make our intended excurſion.
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szdined in tolerable comfort, and had occaſion, in the courſe of

the day, to obſerve the manners of the natives in the middle rank_, who

are called Bdnas, and all of whom have flaves constantly at work for

them: we viſited the mother of COMBOMA'm, who ſeemed in a station

but, little raiſed above indigence; and her huſband, who was a mariner,

bartered an Arabic/r treatiſe on astronomy and navigation, which he had

read, for a ſea compaſs, of which he well knew the uſe,

IN the morning I had converſed with two very old Ambs of Ye-men,

who had brought ſome articles of trade to Hinzucin; and in the afternoon

I met another, who had come from Illqſhat (where at that time there

was a civil war) to purchaſe, if he could, an hundred stand ofarms.

I told them all that I loved their nation, and they returned my compli

ments with grca: warmth ; eſpecially the two old men, who werenear

ſourſxore, and reminded me of ZOHAIR and HA'RETH.

So bad an account had been given me of the road over the menntains,

that I diſuaded my companions from thinking oſ the journey, to which

the Captain þecame rather difinclined; but, as- I wiſhed to be fully ac

quainted with a country, which 1 might never ſee again, I wrote the next

day to SA'L1M, requesting him to lend me one palanquin and to order

a ſufficient number of men; he ſent me no written anſwer; which I

aſcribe rather to his incapacity than to rudeneſs; but the Governor, with

ALWIf and two of his ſons, came on board in the evening, and ſaid, that

they had ſeen my letter; that all ſhould be ready z but that I Could not'

pay leſs for the men than ten dollars. I ſaid I would pay more, but it

ſhould be to the men themſelves, according to their behaviour. They

returned ſomewhatw diſſatisfied', after I had played at cheſs with ALW;"S
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younger ſon, in whoſe manner and addreſs there was ſomething remar

kably pleaſing. '

BEFORE ſunriſe on theyzd oſ A'ugzzst 1 went alone on ſhore, with a

ſmall baſket of ſuch proviſions, 'as I might wantin the courſe of the day,

and with ſome cuſhions zto make the-princes palanquin at least a tolera

ble vehicle; but the prince was reſolved to receive the dollars, to which

'his men were sentitlcd; and he knew, that, as I was eager for the jour

ney, lie could preſcribe his own terms. Old ALWi' met me on the

Leech, and brought excuſes from SA'LiM; who, he ſaid, was indiſpoſed.

He conducted me to his houſe 3 and ſeemed rather deſirous of perſuad

ing. me to abandOn imyidcſign oſ viſiting the king; bu't I aſſured him,

that, if'thg prince would not ſupply me with proper attendants, Iiwould

walk to Damo'ni with xmy own ſervants and a guide. -' S/zaz'lelz SA'LXM,

-' he ſaid, was miſerably avaritious; that he was aſhamed of a kinſman

-' with ſuch a diſpoſition 3 but that he was no 'leſs obſtinate than covetous;

' and that, withcut ten dol-larS'paid in hand, it would be impoſſible to

'procure bcaremL' I then gave him three guineas, which he carried, or

pretended to carry, to SA'LIM, but returned without the change, alledg

ing that he had no ſilver, and promiſing to give me on my return the

few dollars that remained. In about an hour the ridiculous vehicle was

brought by nine sturdy blacks, who could not ſpeak a word of Arabick;

ſo that] expected no information concerning the country, through which

I was to travel; but ALwr'aſſisted me in a pcint oſ the utrr-ost conſe

quence. t You can-net go, ſaid he, without an interpreter; ſor the king

A ſpeaks only the language of this iſland 5 but I haVe a ſ_rvant, whoſe

-' name is TUMU'N 1, a ſhnſib'le and worthy man, who understands Engliſh,

* and is much esteemed by the king: he is known and valued all over
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* Hzſinzuzin. This man ſhall attend you ; and you will ſoon be ſenſible

t of his worth)

TUMU-'Ni deſired to carry my baſket, and We ſet out with a proſpect

of fine weather, but ſome hours later than I had intended. Iwalked,

by the gardens of the two princes, to the ſhirts of the town, and came

to a little village confisting of ſeveral very neat huts made chiefly with

the leaves of the cocoa-tree; but the road a little farther was ſo stony,

that I ſat in the palanquin, and was borne with perfect ſafety over ſome

rocks : I then deſired my guide to aſſure the men, that I would pay them

liberally; but the poor peaſants, who had been brought from their

farms on the hills, were not perfectly acquainted with the uſe of money,

and treated my promiſe with indifference.

ABOUT five miles from Aſal/Ztmſizida lies the town of l'lſia'ni, where S/iaz'k/t,

ABDULLAH, who has already been mentioned, uſually reſidts: Iſaw it

at a distance, and it ſeemed to be agreeably ſituated. When I had

paſſed the rocky part of the road, I came to a stony beech, where the ſea

appeared to have lost ſome ground, ſince there was a fine ſand to the

left, and beyond ita beautiful bay, which reſembled that of VVeymout/z,

and ſeemed equally convenient foribathing ; but it did not appear to me,

that the stones, over which I was carried, had been rccently covered with

water. Here I ſaw the ſrigate, and, taking leave of it for two days,

turned from the coast into a fine country very neatly cultivated, and con

ſisting partly of hillocks exquiſitely green, partly of plains, which were

then in a gaudy dreſs of rich yellow bloſſoms : my guide informed me,

that they were plantations of a kind of vetch, which was eaten by the

natives. Cottages and farms'-- were interſperſed all over this gay cham
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'paign, and the whole ſcene was delightſul ;. but itwas ſOon changed for

beauties ofadiſſerent ſort. We deſcended into a cool valley, through which

ran a rivulet of perfectly clear water; and there, finding my Vcllich

uneaſy, though from 'the laughter and 'merrimtnt of my b'earers I con

cluded them to be quite at their eaſe, I bade them ſet me down, and

walked before them all the rest cf the way. Mountains,- clothed with

ſine trees and flowering ſhrubs, preſented themſelves on our aſcen-t from

the vale; and we proceeded for half. an hour through pleaſant woodq

walks, where I rcgretted the impoſſibility ofloitering a while to examine

the variety ofnew bloſſoms, which ſucceeded one another at every step,

and the virtues, as well as names, of which ſeemed familiar to TUMU'NI.

At length we deſcended into a valley ofgreater extent than the lormer -.

a river or large wintry torrent. ran through it, and ſell down asteep

declivity at the end Oſ it, wlxere it ſeemed to be lost among rocks. Cat

.tle were grazing on the banks of the river, and the huts of their owners

appeared on the hills: a more agreeable ſpot I had not before- ſeen

even in Swzffirlcmd or Merionet/zstzire; but it was followed by an aſſem

blage of natural beauties, which I hardly expected to find in a little

iſland twelve degrees to the ſouth of the Line. I was not ſufficiently

pleaſed with my ſolitary journey to diſcover Charms, which had noactual

exiſence, and the first effect of the contrast between St. Jago and"Hin*

2'ucin had ceaſed z but, without any diſpoſition to give the landſcape a

high colouiing, I may truly ſay, what I thought at the time, that the

whole country, which next preſented itſelf, as far ſurpaſſed Emeronvillr

or Blen/zeim, or any other imitations of nature, which I had ſeen in

France or England, as the finest bay ſurpaſſes an artificial piece of water.

Two very high mountains, covered to the ſummit with the richest-verdure,

were at ſome distance on my right hand, and ſeparated from me by mea
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dows diverſifled with cottages and herds, or by vallics reſounding with tor

rents and water-falls; on my leſt was the ſea, to which there were beautiful

openings from the hills and woods ; and the road was a ſmooth path natu-v

Lrally winding through a ſorest oſ ſpicy ſhrubs, fruit-trees, and palms. Some

high trees were ſpangled with white bloſſoms equal in fragrance to orange

flowers: my guide called them Monango's, but the day was declining ſo fast,

tthat it was -imp0ſiible to examine them: the variety of fruits, flowers,

tand birds, oſ which I had a tranſient view 'in this magnificent garden,

twould have ſupplied a naturalist with amuſement for a month; but I

Iſaw no remarkable infect, and no reptile of any kind. The woodland

was diverſified by a few pleaſant glades, and new proſpects were conti

nually opened: at length anoble view of the ſea burst upon me unex

pectedly; and, having paſſed a hill or ;two, we'came to the beech, be

yond which were ſeveral. hills' ſand cottages. We turned from the

lhore; and,_ on the next eminence, I ſaw the town of Domomſi,-at a little

distance below us: I was met by a number of natives, a few of 'whom

ſpoke Arabic/e, and thinking it a convenient place for repoſe, I ſent my

guide to apprize the king of mytintended viſit. He returned in half

an hour with a polite meſſage; and I walked into the' tan,;which

ſeemed large and populous. Algr-eat crowd accompanied me, and I was

conducted to a houſe built on the ſame plan with the bell: houſes at

Matſſzmido: in the middle of the court-yard stood a large-Mononga'

tree, which perſumed, the air; the apartment on the leſt was empty;

and, in that on the right, ſat the kingon a ſoſa or-bench covered with

an ordinary carpet. He roſe, when .I entered, and, graſping my hands,

placed v'me near him on th_e.right_; but, as he could ſpeak only the lan

guage of Hinzudn, I had recourſe to my friend TUM_U'r_u,-zthan whom

-a readier or more accurate interpretercould not have been, found. I

Nz
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preſented the king with a very han-dſome Indian dreſs of blue talk-with

golden flowers, which had been worn only once at a maſquerade, and

with a beautiful copy of the Kordn, from which I read a few ſſt'eri'es to

him: he took them with great complacency, and ſaid, tt-hewiſhcd I

" had come -by ſea, that he might have loaded one of my boats with

-" fruit and with ſome of his finest cattle. He had ſeen me, he ſaid', on

'* board the frigate, where he had been, according to his custom, in diſ

," guiſe, and had heard of me from his ſon S/taz'k/z HAMDULLAiI." I

gave him an account of my journey, and cxtOlled the beauties of his

country: he put- many. questions concerningmine, and profeſſed great

regard for our nation. " But I hear, ſaid he, thatyou'a're a magistrate,

if. and conſequently Profeſs peacezi'why are you 'armed - with a broad

1'**ſſi\i\/0td? " 3' I was a man, I ſaid,'before I was a magistrate ; and, if it

"fflſhould ever happen, that law could' not protect me, I must protect

'" myſelf." He ſeemed abbdt ſixty-years old, had a very"cheerful

Countenance, and great appearance of good nature mixed with a cer'

tain dignity, which distinguiſhed him from' the crowd of ministers

"and officers, who attended him. Our converſation was interrupted by

notice, that it was th'e time for evening prayers; and, when 'he roſe,

he ſaidt? " 'this houſe is yours, and l will' Viſit youv in it, after you

4" have taken ſome refreſhrnent." Soon after, hit; Tervantsbtought a roast

fowl, a rice-pudding, 'and ſome'Jo-ther diſhes; with papaj'as and very

good pomegranates : my own baſket ſupplied the rest of my ſupper. The

room was hung with old red cloth, and decorated With pieces of porcelain

and festoons of Englfflz bottles-5 lthe lamps were placed on the ground in

> large ſca-ſſſhells ; and bed'place was a receſs, concealed by a chintz

hang-ing, oppoſite to'the ſo'fſia, on which we hadL been ſittingathough it

twas n'ot ak'plflce that-'inyired-repoſe, and the vnats were inexpreſiibly

ſi'L
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troubleſome, yet the fatigue of "the day' procured me very comfortable

ſlumber. [was waked by the return of. the king and his train; ſome

of whom were Arabr; for I heard one of ſay lzuwa m'kz'd, or he isſiecþing:

there was immediate ſilence, and I paſſed the night with little diſturbance,

eXCept from the unwelcome ſongs of the moſquitos. In the mornipg

all was equally ſilent and ſolitary z the houſe appeared to be deſerted z

and I began to wouder what had become of TUMU'NI : he came at length

with concern on his countenance, and told me, that the. beaters had run

away in the night' 3 but that the king, who wiſhed to ſee me in another

of his houſes, would ſupply we with beaters, if hev could not prevail on

me to ſlay; till'alboat could be ſent for. *I wren-t immediately to the: king,

whom-5] ſdundzſit'ting on araiſed ſofarin .a large' room, the Walls of

which-were adornejwith ſentences from. the Konin in very legible cha

nati-s:- about' fifty of his 'ſubjects there ſeated on the ground in a

'ſemici-rcle' before him; and may' 'interpreter took his place' in the

midſt oſ, them. "Theſi goodfflold king-laughed heartily, 'when he

heard' the ad'Venture' oſ the nighe'and ſaide;" you will nowſſ be my

" 'guest for a "week, I' hope; but ſeriouſly" iſ-you mentiſ return ſoon,

*' I. will ſend into the country for ſome, piehſants "toþcarr-y 'yew-"- ſi'He

then apdlogized ſor- the behaviour of staz'i/z "SA'MM, mean-ſhe had

heard Ham? TUMU'm, who told me afterwards, that he Waschh diſa

lpleaſbd" With it," and would not ſail to expreſs his diſpleaſure aſhes' Con

cluded with a long harangue'on the'hdvantage, which the Eitgctzſh might

"derive, from ſdndin'g a ſhip every year ſrom Bambay- to trade' with 'his

fſubjects, and'on-the- wonderful cheapneſs of their commodities, eſpecial

.iy'loſffheirxcowries. Ridiculous as' this idea might ſeem, it ſhowed an

venla'rrgeWent ſioſ'mind, a deſire of promoting the intereſt this people,

and'a'ſenſe'bf 'the benefits ariſing from trade, which could habdlſiy have
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b:en*ex-pected ſrom a petty African chieſ, and which, iſ he had 'been

ſovereign of chm, might have been expanded into ratiorml projects

proportioned 'to theextent of his dominions. I anſwered, that I was

imperfectly-acquainted with the commerce of India; but that I would

reportuthe ſubstance Of his converſation, and would ever bear testimony

to his noble zeal for the good oſ his country, and to the mildneſs with

which' he governed it. As I had no inclinatiOn to paſs , a' ſecond night

in the iſland, I requested leave to return withou-t waiting for bearers: he

ſeemed very ſincere in 'preſſing me to lengthen,my viſit', but had too

much Arabian politcneſs to be importunate. We, therefore, parted;

andjat the request of TUMU'NI, who aſſured me that little time would

be lost in ſhowing attention to one of the, worthiest men in Hinzudn,

I 'made a viſit to the Governor of the town, whoſe name was MUTEK

KA 3 his manners were vvery pleaſing, and he ſhowed me ſome letters

from the officers of the Brillzſiant, which appeared to flow warm from

the heart, and contained the, strongest eloge of his courteſy and liberality.

He infisted on filling my baſketwith ſome oſ the finest pomcgranates I.

had' ever ſeen ; and' I leſt. the town, impreſſed with a very favourable

opinion of the king and his governor, When I reaſcended the hill, at

tended by many oſ the natives, one of them told me. in Arabick, that I was

going to receive the highest mark of distinction, that it was in the king's

power to_ ſhow me; and hehad ſcarce ended, when .I heard the report

of a ſingle gun: S/zaz'kh AHMED had ſaluted me with the whole ofhis

ordnance; I waved my hat, and ſaid Alla/t Aduzr: the people ſhouted,

and I continued my journey, not without fear cſ inconvenience from

exceſſive heat and the fatigue oſ climbing rocks. The walk, however,

was not' on the whole unpleaſant: I ſometimes restedin the Valley-s

andſorded all the rivulets, which refreſhed me with their coolneſs,
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and ſupplied me with exquiſite water to mix with the juice of my

pomegranates, 'and occaſionally with brandy. We were overtaken by.

ſome peaſants, who came from the hills by a nearer way, and brought.

the king's preſent of a cow with her calf, and a ſhe-goat with two

kids: they had apparently been ſelected for their beauty, andwere.

brought ſafe to Bengal. The. proſpects, which had ſo greatly delight-z

ed me the precedingday, had not yet lost ſi their Charms, though they

wanted the' recommendation of novelty; but I must confeſs, that the:

moſt delightful object in that day's walk of near ten miles was the

black frigate, which I'diſcerned at ſunſet from a rock near the Princes
Gardens. Gloſe to the town I was-met by a' native, who, perceiving i

me to - be weary, opened a fine cocoa-nut, which afforded me a delici- >

ous draught: he informed.me,.that one of his countrymen had been -.
puniſh-ed that aſternoon for a. theft on board the Crocodile, ' and added, i.

that, in his opinion, the puniſhment was no leſs just, than the- offence -

Was diſgraceful to his country. The offender, as -I afterwards learned, ,

was a youth oſa good family, who had married a daughter OF old' ALWI", .

but, being left alone for a moment'in the cabin, and ſeeing a pair of '

blue-morocco flippers, could not reſist the temptation, fand concealed

them ſo ill under his gown, that he' was detefted with the mainer.

This proves, that no principle of honour is instil'led by educatiort into *

the gentry of this iſland; even ALWi', when he hadobſerved, that,

" in 'the month of Rj'nada'n, it Was not lawful to paint with' Ilium:

" or to tail Yicr," and when. I- aſked, whether both were' lawful all the rest

of the year, anſwered, that "lies were-innocent, if no man waslinjured

by them." TUMU'NI took his leavz as w,ll ſatisfied as myſelf withzour

excurſion: I told him, before his mast r, that. 'I transferred alſo to him

the dollars, which were due to me out ofthe three. guineas; and that."

'I.'*icr-kiſſ."-m*&an-a
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ifeve'r they ſhould. party] ſhould be very glad to receive-him into my

ſervice in India. Mr. ROBERTS, the master oſ the ſhip, had paſſed the day

with SayyadAHMe'D, and had learned from him a few curious Circumſlan

ces concerning the'government of Hz'nzudn ; which he found to ſibe a mo

narchy-limited by an aristoeracy. The king, he was told, had no power

of making war by his own authority 3 but, if the aſſembly of nobles, who

were from time to time convened by him, reſolved on a war with any of

the neighbouring iſlands, they deſrziyed the charges of it by voluntary

contributions, in return ſor which they claimed as their own all the booty

and captives, that might be taken. The hopc of gain or the want of ſlaves

is uſually the real motive for ſuch enterprizes, and Ostcllſlble pretexts are

eaſily found: at that very time, l'lC understood, they meditated a war,

becauſe they wanted hands for the following harvest. Their ſleet conſisted

of ſixteen or ſhventeen ſmall veſſels, wl*.ith they manned with about two

thouſand five hundred iſlanders armed with mulkets and cutlaſſes, or with

bows and arrows. Near two years before they had poſſeſied themſelves

of two towns in Maya'ta, which they still kept and garriſoned. The ordi

nary expenſes of the government were defrayed by a tax from two hun

dred villages; but the threeprincipal towns were exempt from all taxcs,

except that they paid annually to the Chief flſuflzſi a fortieth part of the '

value of all their moveable property, 'and from that payment neither the

king nor the nobles claimed an exemption. The kingly authority, by

the principles of their constitution, was-conſidered as elective, though the

line of ſucceſſion had not in fact been altered fince the first clectioniof a

Sultan; He was informed, that a wandering Arab, who had ſettled in

the iſland, had, by his intrepidity in ſeveral wars, acquired the rank ofa

-chieſtain,' and afterwards oſ a king with limited powers ; and that he was

the Crandjather of S/zaikſz AnMED -: I, had been aſſured that Queen
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HALI'MAn'was his Grand-mother; and, that he was the ſixct; king 3 but it

must be remarked, that the words jedd and jeddalt in Arabic/i' are uſed

for a male and female ame/Par- indefinitely; and, without a correct pe

digree of AHMED's family, which I expected to procure but was diſap

pointed, it would ſcarce be poſſible to aſcertain the time, when his

forefather obtained the highest rank in the government. In 'the year

1600 Captain JOHN DAvrs, who wrote an account of his voyage, found

Mayaſita governed by a king, and Anſuame, or Hinzudn, by a queen,

who ſhowed him great marks of friendſhip: he anchored before the

town of Demos (does he mean 'Domo'nif' ) which was as large, he ſays,

as Plymoutfi ; and he concludes from the ruins around it, that it had

once been a place of strength and grandeur. I can only ſay, that I

obſerved no ſuch ruins. Fifteen years after, Captain PEYTON and Sir

THOMAS Ros touched at the Comam illands, and from their ſeveral ac

counts it apprars, that an old ſultaneſs then reſided in Hzſinzudn, but had

- a dominion paramount over all the- iſl-ss, three of her ſons governing

Mo/Lz'la in her name: if this be true, SOHAtLi' and the ſucceſſors of

HALi'MAH must have lost their influence over the other illands; and, by

renewing their dormant claim as it ſuits, their c'Onvcnience, they may

always be furniſhed with a pretence for hostilities. Five generations of

eldest ſons would account for an hundred and ſeventy of the years,

which have elapſed, fince DAVlS and PEYTON found Hinzudn ruled

by a fultaneſs; and AHMED was of' ſuch an age, that his reign may be

reckoned equal to a generation: it is probable, on the whole, that

HALI'MAH Was the widow of the first Arabian king, and that her moſque

has been continued in repair by 'his deſcendants ; ſo that we may rea

ſonably ſuppoſe two centuries to have paſſed, ſince a ſingle Arab had

the courage and addreſs to establiſh in that beautiful iſland 'a form of

O
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government, which, though bad enOUgh in itſelf, appears to have been

administered with advantage to the original inhabitants. We have lately

heard of civil' commotions in Hinzudn, which, we may venture to pro

nounce, were not excited by any crueltyv or violence ofAHMED, but were

probably occaſioned by the inſolence of an oligarchy naturally hostile to

king and people. That the mountains in the Comam ifiands contain

diamonds, and' the precious metals, which are studioufly concealed by'

the policy of the ſeveral governments, may be true, though I, have no

rcaſon to believe it, and have only heard it' aſſerted without evidence,

but Ihope, that neither an cxpcctation of ſuch treaſures, nor of any other

advantage, will ever induce an European power to violate the first princi

ples ofjustice by aſſuming the ſovereignty of Hinzudn, which cannot an

ſwer a better purpoſe than that of ſupplying our fleets with ſeaſonablet

'refreſhment; and', although the natives have an-interest in receiving us

with apparent cordiality, yet, if we Wiſhſitheir attachxnent to be unfeign

ed and their dealings just, we must'ſet them arr example of strict honesty

in the performance of our engagements. In truth our nation is not cor

dially loved by the inhabitants of Hinzudn, who, as it commonly hap

pens, form a general opinion from-a few instances of violence or breach of

faith. Not many years ago an European, who had been-hoſpitably received

and liberally ſupported at Maiſamzia'o, behaved rudely to a young married

woman, who, being of low degree, was walking veiled through a street in

the evening t her huſband ran to protect her, and? reſented the rudeneſs,

probably with menaces, poffibly with actual force 3- and the European is

ſaid to have given him a mortal wound with a- knife or bayonet, which he

brought, after the ſcufflle, from hisrlodging. This foul murder, which

the law of nature would have justified the magistrate in puniſhing with

death, was reported to the king, who told. the governor (I uſe the
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every words of ALWI') that " it would be wiſer to huſh it up." ALWI'

mentioned a civil caſe of his own, which ought not to be concealed.

When he was on the coast of Africa in the dominions of a very ſavage

prince, a ſmall European veſſel was wrecked 3 and the prince not only

ſeized all that could be ſaved from the wreck, but claimed the captain

and the crew as his staves, and treated them with ferocious inſolence.

ALWl' aſſured me, that, when he heard of the accident, he hastened to

the prince, fell prostrate before him, and by tears and importunity prevail

ed on him to give the European; their liberty ; that he ſupported them at

chis own expenſe, enabled them to build another veſſel, in which they

ſailed to Hzſinzudn, and departed thence for Europe or India, .' he ſhowed

me the Captainis promiſſory notes for ſums, which to an Aſrz'can trader

must be a conſiderable object, but which were no price for liberty, ſafety,

and, perhaps, life, which his good, though difinterested, offices had

procured. I lamented, that, in my ſituation, it was wholly out of

my power to affist ALWI' in obtaining justice; but he urged me to

deliver an Arch letter from him, enclofing the notes, to the Gover

nor General, who, as he ſaid, knew him well; and I complied with

his request. bince it is poſſible, that a ſubstantial defence may be

made by the perſon thus accuſed of injustice, I will not name either

him or the veſſel, which he had commanded; but, if he be living,

and if this paper ſhould fall into. his hands, he may be induced to'

reflect how highly it imports our national honour, that a people,

whom we call ſavage, but who administer to our convenience, may

have no just cauſe to reproach us with a violation-of our contracts.
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VI.

On t/ze BAYA, or INDIAN GROSS-BEA K.

By AT'HAR ALI' KHA'N (ſ Dehli.

HE little bird, called Bayfi in Hindi, Berbem in Sanſcrz't, Ba'fizii' in

the dialect of Bcngal, Cz'sz in Pczſſian, and Tcnawwz't in Arabic/i,

- from his remarkably lþcndent nest, is rather larger than a ſparrow, with

yellow-brown plumage, a yellowiſh head and feet, a light-coloured breast,

and a conick beak Very thick in proportion to his body. This bird is

exceedingly common in Hindustdn: he is astoniſhingly fenfible, faithful,

nad docile, never voluntarily deferting the place where his young were

i hatched, but not averſe, like most other birds, to the ſociety of mankind,

and eaſily taught to perch on the hand of his master. In a state of nature

he generally builds his nest on the highest tree, that he can find, eſpe

cIally on the palmyra, or on the Indian fig-tree, and he prefers that,

which happens to overhang a well or a rivulet: he makes it of graſs,

which he weaves like cloth and ſhapes like a large bottle, ſuſpending it

firmly on the branches, but fo as to rock with the wind, and placing it

with its entrance downwards to ſecure it from birds of prey. His nest

uſually conſists of two or three chambers; and it is the popular belief,

that he lights them with fire-flies, which he'catches alive at night and

confines with moist Clay, or with cow-dung: that ſuch flies are often

found in his nest, where pieces of cow-dung are alſo stuck, is indubitable;

but, as their light could be of little uſe to him, it ſeems probable that

he only feeds on them. He may be taught with eafe to fetch a piece of

__..
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paper, or any ſmall thing, that his master points out" to him: it is an

tatttsted fact, that, if a ring be dropped into a deep Well, and a ſignal given

to him," 'he will fly down with amazing celerity, catch the ring before it

tOuthes the water, and bring it up to his master with apparent exultation;

and -it-.is confidently aſſerted,'that,1if a houſe or any other place be

ſhown to him once or twice, he will carry a note thither immediately on

. a proper ſignal being made. One instance of his docility I can myſelf

xmention with confidence, having often been an-eye witneſs of it: the

young Hindu women at Band-re: and in other places wear very thin

plates of gold, called tz'ca's, ſlightly fixed by way of ornament between

their eye-brows.;.and, when they paſs through the streets, it is not

'uncommon for the youthful libertines, who amuſe themſelves with train

ing Bayd's, to give them a ſign which they understand, and ſend them to

pluck the pieces of gold from the foreheads of their mistreſſes, which

they bring in triumph to the lovers. II'he Bayd feeds naturally on graſs

hoppers and other infects, but will ſubſist, when tame, on pulſe ma

cerated in water: his fleſh 'is warm and drying, of eaſy digestion, and

recommended, in medical books, as a ſolvent oſ stone in the bladder or

kidneys ; but of that virtue there is no ſufficient proof. The female lays

many beautiful eggs reſembling large pearls: the white of them, when

they are boiled, is tranſparent, and the flavour of them is exquiſitely

delicate. When many Bayds are aſſembled on a high tree, they make

a lively din, but it is rather chirping than ſinging ; their want of muſical

talents is, however, amply ſupplied by their wonderful ſagacity, in which

zthey arenot excelled by any feathered inhabitants of the forest.
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VI'I.

On" the C H R O N O L O G Y Qf the HIND-Us..

WRITTEN rN J'ANUARY 1788,

By t/ze PRESID.ENT.A

' _ HE great antiquity of the Hina'us is believed ſo firmly by them-'

ſelves, and has been the ſubject of ſo much converſation among

_ Euroþeam, that a ſhort view of their Chronological System, which has

not yet been exhibited from certain authorities, may ube acceptable to

thoſe, who ſeek truth without partiality to received opinions, and i

without regarding any conſequences, that may reſult from their inquiries: .

the conſequences, indeed, of truth cannot but be deſirable, and no rea-.

ſonable man will apprehend any danger to ſociety from a generaldiffuſion

of its light; but we must not ſuffer ourſelves to be dazzled by a falſe glare,

nor mistake enigmas and allegories for historical verity. Attached to no

ſystem, and as much diſpoſed to reject the Moſaz'ck history, if it be proved

erroneous, as to believe it, if. it be confirmed by ſound reaſoning from =

indubitable evidence, I propoſe to. lay before you a conciſe accountof.

lndz'an Chronology extracted from Smffcrz't books, or collected ſrorn con

verſations. with Pandz'ts, and to ſubjoin.'a few remarks on their ſystem,

without attempting to decide a question, which I ſhall venture to start,

" whether it is not in fact. the ſame with our own, but embelliſhed

" andſiobſcurcd by the ſancy- of their "poets and the riddles of their;

" astronomers."

t-t-....---.-.-_
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ONE oſ the most curious books in Sanſcrzſit, and one of the oldest after

tle I'YC'd'J, is _a tract on 7'elzſigzſious and civil duties, taken, as it is believed,

from the cral instruaions oſ MENU, ſon oſBRAHMA', to the first inha

bitants of the earth: a well-collated copy oſ this interesting law-tract

is now beſore me; and I begin my diſſertation with a ſew couplets ſrom

the first chapter oſ it: " The ſun cauſes the diviſion of day and night,

" which are oſ two ſorts, thoſe oſ men and thoſe of the Gods; the

** day, ſor the labour oſ all creatures inſſ their ſeveral employmcnts; the

** night, ſor their ſlumber. A month is a day and night oſ the Patriarchs;

i " and it is divided into two parts 3 the bright half is their day for labo

" rious exertions; the d..rk lialſ, t/Lez'r night ſor ſleep. A year is a day

" and night oſ the Gods; and that is alſo divided into two halves; the

U day is, when the ſun moves toward the north; the night, when it

" moves toward the ſouth. Learn now the duration of a night and day

" of BRAHMA', with that of the ages reſpectively and in order. Four

' a

thouſand years Qſ t/Lc Gods they call the Cnſita, (or Satya) age 3 and its

* limits at the 'beginning and at the end are, in like manner, as many

pI

hundreds. In the three ſucceſſive ages, together with their limits at

U the beginning and end oſ them, are thouſands and hundreds diminiſhed

" by one. This aggregate oſ ſour ages, amounting to twelVe thouſand

" divine years, is called an age of the Gods,- and a thouſand ſuch

" divine ages added together must be conſidered as a day oſBRAHMA':

" his night has alſo the ſame duration; The beſoſire mentioned, age

" of the Gods, or twelve thouſand oſtheir years, 'multiplied by ſeventy

" one, form what is named here below a Manwantczm. There are

" alternate creations and destruaions Qſ tum-[ds through innumerable

7' Manwantam's: the Being Supremely Deſirable perſorms all this again

" and again."
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SUCH is the arrangement oſ infinite time, which the Hindm believe

to have been revealed from heaven. and which they generally under;

ſtand in a literal ſenſe : it ſeems to have intrinſick marks oſ beingjpure'ly

astronomical 3 but I will not appropriate the obſervations' of Others, not

'anticipate thoſe in particular, which have been made by two orzth'r'ee ofour

members, and which they will, I hope, communicate to 'the Society.:. A

conjecture, however, of Mr. PATERSON has ſo muah ingenuity mit, that

I cannot forbear mentioning it here, eſpecially as it ſeem-s to. be_cOnfirmed

by one of the coupletsjust-cited: heſuppoſes, that,_as a mant/z of-'mortals

is aday and night of the Patria'rehsfrorn the analogy of its. bright-and

dark halves, ſo, by the' ſame analogy, a day and night ofmo'rtalsſſmight

have been conſidered by the ancient Hindus as a month of thc'lower

world; and then a year of ſuch mOnths will COnſist only of'ftWeIVe days

and nights, and thirty ſuch years will compoſe a lunar year oſthoflfllsſſſſz

Whence heiſurmiſes, that thefour millz'an t/zrc'e hundred and tufentjtltflmoi

ſand years, Oſ which the four Indian ages are ſuppoſed toconſist, friend

only years of twelve days; and, in fact, that ſum, divided 'Abytfzirflg 'is

reduced tO 'an hundred andſhnþr-ſhur vIf/zoaſand: now a z/wzſdndſhm'

hundred and forty- years are one ffiadn, a period in the Hz'ndu astronomy',
and that ſum, multiplied byleig/z'teen, amounts preciſely to tzuenzyi-ſiWT/zon

ſand nine hundred and tavcnrfy, the number of years in which' the fixed

ſtars appear to perform their long revolutioneastward. The last mention

'ed ſhin-is the product alſo' of an hundred nndſorty-ſour, which, according
*to,M. BAllLLY, was an old Indian cycle, into an hundred andczg/zty, or

the Tartarian period, called Van,v and of two tlzozſſmd eight hand-red and czſig/zty

into nine, whichi's'n'ot only one of the lunar cycles, but conſidered by the

'Hindns as' a mysterious number and an emblem oſ Divinity, bſſecauſe, iſ it

be multiplied by anylother Whole number, the ſum of the figures in ihe

P
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different products remains always nine, as the Deity, who appears in many"

forms, continues One immutable eſſence. The important period of

twenty-five t/zouſznd nine hundred and twenty years is well known to ariſe

from the multiplication of l/zree hundred and ſixty into sturdy-two, the

number of years in which a fixed star ſeems to move through a degree

of a great circle; and, although M. Le GENTIL aſſures us,_that the

modern Hindus believe a complete revolution of the stars to be made

in twenty-four t/wlſſznd years, or ſiſtyſour ſeconds of a degree to be

paſſed in One year, yet we may have reaſon to think, that the old

Indian astronomers- had made a more accurate calculation, but concealed

their knowledge from. the people under the veil ofſourteen MENWAN-'

TARA'S, ſeventy-one divine ages, compound cycles, and years of different

ſorts, from thoſe of BRAHMA' to thoſe of Pa'ta'la, or the infernal regions.

If we follow the analogy ſuggested by MBNU, and ſuppoſe only a day

and' night to be' called a year, we may divide the number of years in a

divine age by t/zr'ee hundred and ſixty, and the quotient will be twelve'

thouſand, or the number of his divine years in one age: but, conjecture

apart, [we need only compare the two= peri'ods 4320000 and 25920, and'

we ſhall find, that among their common diviſors, are 6, 9, 12 &e. 18, 36,

72, 144., &c. which' numbers with their ſeveral multiples, eſpecially in

a decuple progreffion, constitute ſome of the most celebrated periods of

the Chair/leans, Greeks, Tartars, and even of the Indz'ans. We cannotfailſi

to obſerve, that the number 432, which appears to be the baſis of the

Indzctan ſystem, is a both part of 25920, and, by continuing the compa

riſon, We might probably ſolve the whole enigma. ſ In. the preface to a

Va'ra'nes Almanack I lind the following wild staiiza-cz'zng thouſand Great

" Ages are-a day of BRAHMA'; a thouſand. ſuch days are an Indian

" hour of VISHNU;ſix_ hundred i/zauſand ſuch __hours:_anake"a.}eriod

f
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t" of RUDRA ; and amillion of Rudrn'r (or two guadrillions ſine nun

" dred and nincty-two t/wustmd trillions of lunnryearr), are but astcond

4' to the Supreme Being." The Hindu theologians deny the concluſion

of the ſtanza to be orthodox: " Time, they ſay, exists not at all wit/i GOD ;

and they adviſe the Astronomers to mind their own buſineſs without

meddling with theology. The hſlronomical verſe, however, will anſwer A

our preſent purpoſe;'for it ſhows, in the first place, that cyphers are

added at pleaſure ;to ſwell the periods 3 and, if we take ten cyphers from

a Rudra, or divide by ten thouſand millions, we ſhall have a period of

259200000 years, which, divided by 60 (the uſual diviſor of time

among the Hindus) will give 4320000, or a Great Age, which we

find ſubdivided in the proportion of 4, 3, 2, 1, from the notion of

tvirtue decreaſing arithmetically in the golden, ſilver, copper, and earthen,

ages. But, ſhould it be thought improbable, that the Indian astrono

mers in very early times had made more accurate obſervations than thoſe

(of Alexandria, Bagdaſid, or Marcig/zn/z, and still more improbable that

they ſhould have relapſed without apparent cauſe into error, we may

;ſuppoſe,--that- they formed their divine age by an arbitrary multiplication of

-24000'by 180 according to M. Le GsN'rlL, or of 2-1600 by 200, accord

ſiing to the comment on the Sliryd Sidd/zaſinla. Now, as it is hardly

poſſible, that ſuch coincidences ſhould be accidental, we may hold it

nearly demonstrated, that the period of a divine age was at first merely

astronomical, and may conſequently reject it from our preſent inquiry

into the historical or civil chronology of India. Let us, however, pro

ceed to the avowed opinions of the Hzndus, and ſee, when we have

aſcertained their ſyſtem, whether we can reconcile it to the courſe of

nature and the common ſenſeof mankind.

Pa
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THE aggregate of their four ages they call a divine age, and believe

that, in every thouſand ſuch ages, or in every day Of BRAHMA',ſ0urtem

MENU'S are ſucceſſwely inveſled by him with theſovcreignty of the earth :

_ each MEN U, they ſuppoſe, tranſmits his empire to his ſons and grandſons

during a period of ſeventy-one divine age-s ; and ſuch a period they name

a Ilſanwantam; but, ſince fourteen. multiplied by ſievezzty-one are not

quite a thouſand, we must conclude, that staidz'vine age: are allowed for

intervals between the IlM-zzzuantara's, or for the twilight of BRAHMA"S>

day. Thirty ſuch days, or Calſias, confiitute, in their opinion, a monk/1 of

BRAHMA' ; twelve ſuch months, one of his years ;:. and an hundred ſuch

years, his age; oſ which age they aſſert, that fifty years have elapſed.

We are now then, according to the Hindus, in the first day or (ill/ba of the

first month of the fifty first year oſ BRAHMA"S- age, and in the twenty-

eighth divine age of the ſeventh Manwantara, of which divine age the'

t/zrce human ages have paſſed, and four t/wzſſmd- veight ſound-red and"

eig/zg-cight of the ſourſ/t. _

IN the preſent day of BRAHMA' the first MENU was fur-named'

SWA'YAMBHUVA, or Son qſ t/ze Seff-exz'stcnt; and it is He, by whom the

I'fflzcttutes oſRslzgzſious and Czctvzſil Duties are ſuppoſed to- have been delivered:

in his time the Deity deſcended at a Sacrſſce, and, by his wiſe SATA-

Ru'rjt', he had two distinguiſhed ſons, and three daughters. This pair

was created, for the multiplication of the human, ſpecies, after, that new

creation of the world, which the Bra'bmans call. Pa'dmacalpz'ya, or the'

Lotorrereation.

Ir it were worth while to calculate the age Of MENU'S Institutes, ac

cording to the Bra/zmans, we must multiply four. million three hundred
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and twenty thouſand by ſix times ſeventy-one, and add 'to the product

the number of years already past-in the ſeventh Manwantam. Of the

five MENU's, who ſucceeded him, I have ſeen little more than the names;

but the Hzndu writings are very diffuſe on the life and posterity of the

ſweat/2 MENU, ſurnamed VAlVaSWATA, or C/zzctld _0/ t/ze Sun: he is

ſuppoſed to have had ten ſons, of whom the eldest was ICSHWA'CU;

and to have been accompanied by ſeven Ristzi'y, or holy perſons, whoſe

names were, CASYAPA, ATRI, VASISHTHA, VISWA'MITRA, GAUTA

MA, JAMADAGNI, and BHARADWA'JA ,- an account, which explains the

opening oſ the fourth chapter of the Gz'tci: U This immutableſystem of

" devotion, ſays CRISHNA, I revealed to VLVASWAT, or the Sun;

" VIVASWAT declared it to lzz's ſhn MENU; MENU explained it to

" Icsnwa'cu : thus the Chief Rz'stzzct's know this ſublime doctrine deliver

" ed from one to anOther."

IN the reign of this Sun-born Monarch the Hindſius believe the whole

earth to have been drowned, and the whole human race destroyed by a

flood, except the pious Prince himſelf, the ſeven Rſſhzi's, and their ſeve

ral wives; For they ſuppoſe his children to have been born after the

deluge. This general ffiralaya, or destruction, is the ſubjeEt of the firſt

Pum'na, or Sacrcd Pocm, which conſiſts of fourteen thouſand Stanza's 3

and the story is conciſely, but clearly and elegantly, told in the eighth

book oſ the Bhdgawata, from which I have extracted the whole, and

tranſlated it with great carc, but will only preſent you here with an

abridgement of it. " The demon HAYAGRI'VA having purloined the Ve'das

" from the custody of BRAHMA', while he was repoſing at the cloſe of

" the ſixth Mamuantm'a, the whole race of men became eorru-pt, except

" the ſeven Rzſhi's, and SA'TYAVXATA, who then reigned in Dramſiw, a
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N maritime region to the ſouth oſ Carna'ta: this prince was perſorming

" his ablutions in the river Cvittzma'ld, when VISHNU appeared to him

" in the ſhape of a ſmall fiſh, and, aſter ſeveral augmentations oſ bulk

" in different waters, was placed by SATYAVRATA in the ocean, where

" he thus addreſſed his amazed votary : " In ſeven days all creatures, who

** have offended me, ſhall be destroyed by a deluge, but thou ſhalt be

" ſecured in a capacious veſſel miraculouſly formed: take therefore all

" kinds oſ medicinal 'herbs and eſculcnt grain ſor food, and, together

" with the ſeven holy men, your reſpective wives, and pairs of all

" animals, enter the ark without fear; then ſhalt thou know God ſace

" to face, and all t'ty questions ſhall be anſwered." Saying this, he

diſappeared; and, after ſeven days, the ocean * began to overflow the

* coasts, and the earth to be ilooded by constant ſhowers, when SATY

f AVRATA, meditating on the Deity, ſawa large veſſel moving on the

' waters: he entered it, having in aTl reſpects conſormed to the instruc

4 tions oſ ViSHNU; who, in the form oſa vast fiſh, ſuffered the veſſel

to be tied 'with a great ſea-ſerpent, as with a cable, to his meaſureleſs

horn. When the deluge had ceaſed, VISHNU ſlew the demon, and

recovered the Ve'da's, instructed SATYAVRATA in divine knowledge,

1 and appointed him the ſeventh MENU by the name of VAIVAS

-' WATA.' Let us compare the two Indian accounts of the Creatz'on and

the Deluge with thoſe delivered by 'Mosas. It is not made a question

in this tract, whether the first chapters oſ Geneſis are to be understood

-in a literal, or merely in an allegorical, ſenſe: the only points beſore

us are, whether the creation deſcribed by the ſirst MENU, which the

Bwihmans call that of the Lotos, be not the ſame with that re

.corded in our Scripture, and whether the story oſ the ſevent/L MENU

be not one and the ſame with that of NOAH. I propoſe the questions,
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but affinn nothing; leaving others to ſettle their opinions, whether

l ADAM be derived from actdz'm, which in Sanſcrzſit means the first, or

MENU from NUH, the true name of the Patriarch; whether the Sacri

fice, at which Goi) is believed to have deſcended, allude to the offering

l of ABEL; and, on the whole, whether the two MENu's can mean any

other perſons than the great progenitor, and the restorerr of our ſpecies

ON a ſuppoſition, that VAIVASWATA, or Sun-born, was the NOAH

of Scripture, let us proceed to the Indian account of his posterity, which

I extract from the Purdndrz'haprecha, or 7 he Pumſina'i Exffilazſined, a work

lately compoſed in anſcrit by RA'DHA'CA'NTA SARMAN, a Pandi-t of

cxtenſive learning and great fame among the Hindus of this province.

Before we examine the genealogies of kings, which he has collected from

the Pura'na's, it will be neceſſary to give a general idea oſ the Avata'm's',

cr De/Zentr, of the Deity: the Hz'ndus believe innumerable ſuch deſcents -

or ſprcial interpoſitions of providence in the affairs of mankind, but they

1 reckon ten principal Avataſim's in the current period of four ages ; and

all oſ them are deſcribed, in order as they are ſuppoſed to occur, in the

' following Ode of lAYADE'VA, the great Lyrick Poet of India.

1. " THIOU recoverest the Ve'da in the water of the ocean of destruc

" dom-placing it joyſully in the boctom oſ an ark fabricated by thee;

"LO CE'SAVA, aſſuming the body of a fiſh: be Victorious, O Hem,

" lord of the Univer-ſe 1. I

<
.

2. WTnE earth stands firm on thy ictm'menſely broad back, which

" grows larger ct from the call-us occaſioned by bearing that vast-burden,
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" O CE'SAVA, aſſuming the body of a tortoiſe: be Victorious, O HERI,

** lord ofthe Univerſeſſ!

3. '" THE earth, placed on the point of thy tuſk, remains fixed like

U the figure ofa black antelope on the moon, O CE'S'AVA, aſſuming the

t' form of aÞOa'r; be viaoriOUS, O HERI, lord of the Univerſe! "

4. THE claw with a stupendous point, on the exquiſite lotos of

thy lion's paw, is the black bee, that flung the body of the embowelled

HIRANYACASIPU, O CE'SAVA, aſſuming the 'form of a man-lion: be

K'ictorious, O Ham, lord of the Univerſe.

5. By thy power thou beguilest BALI, O thou miraculous dwarfl

thou purifier of men with the water ( of Gangd j ſpringing from thy feet,

O CE'SAVA, aſſuming the form ofa dwarſ: be Victorious, O HERl, lord

of the Univerſe !

6. Thou bathest in pure water, conſisting of the blood of Lſhat7*{ya's,

the world, whoſe offenctes are removed and who are relieved from the pain

of other births, O CL'SAVA, aſſuming the form of PARAs'U-RA'MA : be

victoriops, O HERI, lord of the Univerſe!

7. WiTH eaſe 'to thyſelf, with delight to the Genii of the eight re

gions, thou ſcatterest on all ſides in the plain of combat the demon with

ten heads, O CE'SAVA, aſſuming the form of RA'MA-CHANDRA : be

Victorious, 0 HERLI, lord of the Univerſe'!

8. THOJI wearest .-on thy bright body a mantle ſhining like a blue

-_______
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cloud, or like the water of Yamumi tripping toward thee through fear

of thy furrowing plouglrſhare, O CB'SAVA, aſſuming the form of BALA

RA'MA : be Victorious, O Hem, lord of the Univerſe!

9. THOU blamest, (oh, wonderfull) the whole Ve'da, when thou

ſeeſt, O kind-hearted, the (laughter of cat-tle PrCſCſ'ibed for ſacrifict

0 CE'SAVA, aſſuming the body or BunnnA-z be victorious, O Hent,

lord of the Univerſei

10. i FOR the destruction of all the impure thou draWest thy cirncter

like a blazing corner, (how tremendousl ) O CE'SAVA, aſſuming the bo

dy of CALCI ; be Victorious, O HERI, lord of the Univerſel

THESE ten Avata'm's are by ſome arranged according to the thouſands

of divine years in each of the four ages, or in an arithmetical proportion

from four to one; and, if ſuch an arrangement Were univerſally received,

we ſhould be able to aſcertain a very material point in the Hina'u Chro

,nology; I mean the birth of BUþDDHA, concerning which the different

Pandzſits, whom I have conſulted, and the ſame Pandz'ts at different times,

have expreſſed a strange diverſity of opinion. They all agree, that CALCI

is yet to come, and that BUDDHA was the last conſiderable incarnation of

the Deity ; but the Astronomers at Vam'nes place him in the t/Lz'rd age,

and RA'DHA'C A'NT inſists, that he appeared after the t/wuſandt/L year of

the fourth: the learned and accurate author of the Ddbista'n, whoiſie '

information concerning the Hindur is wonderfully correct, mentions an

opinion of the Pandits, with whom he had converſe-5, that BUDDHA

began his career ten years before the cloſe of the third age ; and Go'vER

DHANA of Cqstzmir, who had once informed me, that CnrsnxA de

Q
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ſcended two centuries before BUDDHA, aſſured me lately, that the Cqſhmz'

rz'ans admitted an interval of twenty/bar years (Others allow only twelve)

between thoſe two divine perſons. The best authority, after all, is the

B/za'gawat itſelf, in the first chapter of which it is expreſsly declared,

that " BUDDHA, the ſon of JINA, would appear at ſſCz'cat'a, for the

" purpoſe Of CODfOUUd'mg the demons,j1{\t at t/te beginning oſ the Calt'y/lg."

I have long been convinced, that, on thele ſubjects. we can only reaſon

ſatisfactorily from written evidence, and that our forenſick rule must be

invariably applied, to take t/ze dcc'aratz'ons 91' (be Bre'rhmans most ſtrongly

agairſſ them/Elms, that is, agairfl their Ibrctenſom to antiqnz'ty; ſo that, _

on the whole, we may ſafely place BUDDHA at t/ze beginning of the

Preſent age: but what is the beginning oſ it? When this question was

propoſed to RA'DHA'CA'NT, he anſwered: " of a period compriſing

"*m0re than four hundred thouſand years, the first two or three thouſand

" may reaſonably beſi called the bcgzn/zz'ng." On my demanding written

evidence, he produced a book of ſome authority, compoſed by ſia' learned

Gtffwa'mz', and entitled Bbdgawatdmrz'ta, or, the Ntftar of the B/zdgawfl,

on which it is a metrical comment; and the couplet, which he read

from it deſerves to be cited: after thejust mentioned account of BUDn-tu

in the text, the commentator ſays,

AſZzu nyacta/t cale'rabdqſaſzaſradwz'taſi gate',

Mtirti/z ffidt'aſaverna'ſya dwib/zujd c/zicurcjj'bz'ta'.

' He became viſible, the-thouſand-and-ſecond-year-oſ-the-Cali-age being

' past, his bcdy 0ſ-a-colour-between-white-and-ruddy, with-two-arms,

l Without-hair on lzzſis lzcad.'

Cz'catſa, named in the te_xt as the birth place of BUDDHA, the Gq'ſwa'mi

_-

-

-_
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ſuppoſes to have been D/ierma'z'anya, a wood near Gach, where a coloſſal

image of that ancient Deity liill remains : it ſeem:d to me of black stone 5

but, as I ſaw it by torch-light, I cannot be poſitive as to its colour,

which may, indeed, have been chang;d by time.

THE Brd/tmans univerſally ſpeak of the Ba-Mcffm with all the malig

nity of an intolerant ſpirit; yet the most orthodox among them conſider

BupDHA himſelf as an inearnation oſ VISHNU : this is a contradiction

bard to be reconciled; unleſs we Cut the knot, instead of untying it, by

ſuppoſing with GIORGI, that there were two Bunnnas, the younger of.

whom establiſhed the new religion, _which gave ſo great offence in India,

and was introduced into China in the first century of our era. The

Caſhmirzſian before mentioned aſſerted this fact, without being led to it

by any' question that implied it; and we may have reaſon to ſuppoſe,

that Betid/La, is in truth only a general word for a Philcſoþ/zer: the author

of a celebrated Sarzſcrz't Dictionary, entitled from his name Amaracqſha,

'who was himſelſa Bauddhz, and flouriſhed in the first century before

CHRIST, begins hisſſ vocabulary with' nine words, that ſignify heaven,

and proceeds to thoſe, which mean a deity in general; after which come

X different claſſ: of Gods, Demz'gods, and Demons, all by generate names;

A and they are followed by two very remarkable heads; first, (not the

general' names of BUDDHA, but) the names of a Buda'lza-zctn-gmeral, of

which he gives us eighteen, ſuch as Alum', Sq'stri', Mum'ndr'a, Vindyaca,

Samantab/tadra, D/zermma'ja, qugata, and the like; moſt of them fig

nificative oſ excellence, "wiſdom, virtue, and ſanctz'ty ; Econdly, the names

of a-þartz'cuſar-Buddfix-Muni-who-deſcended-in- the -ſamily - of- S A'CYA,

(thoſe'are the very words of the original) and his titles are, Sa'zyamumſi,

Qe
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"n'a

Sdg/aſifi/m, Servdrt'luſſdd/La, Sand/ioſidani, Gautama, Arcabſſand/zu, orv Kinſir

man of t/zr' Sun, and Maydrlc'vzſuta, or (field- oſ MA'YA': thence the'

author paſſes to the different epithets of particular Hindu- Deities. When

I pointed out this curious paſſage to RA'DHA'CA'NT, he contended, that

the first eighteen names were general epithets, and the following ſeven,

PTOPCT namct: Oſ patron'l'micks, oſ one and the ſame perſon; but RA'MA

LO'CHAN, my own teacher, who, though not a Brzi/zman, is an cxcel

lent ſcholar and a very ſenſible unprejudiced- man, aſiurddne, that:

Budd/za was a generz'ck word, like Dew, and- that the learned authw__

having exhibited the names of a De'wta' in general, proceeded to thoſe of-'ſi

a Buddfia; in general, before he came to particulars: he added, that'

Budd/m might mean a Sage or a P/zi'lzffuþfier, though Bad/La was the'

word commonly uſed for'a mere wist: man without ſupernatural powers.

If ſeems highly probable, on the wholeathat the BUDDHA, whom

JAYADE'VA celebrates in his H-ymn, was the Sdgyaſin/w, or Lion of

SA'CYA, Who, though he forbad the ſacrifices of cattle, which the l-ſc'da'r

enjoin, was believed to be VISHNUL himſelf in a human'- form, and that,

another Budd/m, one perhaps of his followers in a later-age, aſſuming his

name and character, attempted to overſet the whole ſystem of the Bra'lz'

mam, and was the cauſe oſ that perſecution, from which the Bachd/Las

are known to have fled into very diſtant regions, NIay we not recOncile

the ſingular difference of opinion among the Hz'ndus as to the timeof

' Bunnna's appearance, by ſuppoſing that they have confounded the thr

Budd/m's, the first oſ Whom was born a few years beſorc' the cloſe Of

the last age, and theſecond, when' above a thouſind years of the preſent

age had elapſed? We know, from better. authorities, and withcas much.

certainty as can justly be expected on ſoldoub-ful a ſubject, the real

time, compared with our own era, when the ancient B'UDDHA began to
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distinguiſh himſelf; and it is for this reaſon principally, that I have

dwelled with minute anxiety on the ſubject of the laſ-i: Avatdr.

THE Brd/rmam, who affisted ABU'LFAZL in his curious', but ſuper

ficial, account of his master's Empire, informed him, if the figures- in

the Ayz'ni Acbari be correctly written, that a FCſIOd Of 2952 years had

elapſed from the birth of BUDDHA- to the 40th year of' ACBAR'S reign;

which comſutkffi-Oll will place his birth in the 1366th year before that ofi

Mr Saviour 5. but, when the Chingſh government admitted a new religion

from I/zdtſia in the firſt century of our era, they made particular inquiries

concerning the age of the old Indian BUDDHA, whoſe birth, according

to COUPLET, they place in the 41£t year oſ-their 28th- cycle, or 1036

years beſore CH-RlST, and they call him, ſays he, For. the ſon oſ MOYE or

MA'YA'; but M. DE GUIGNES, on the authority of four C/zz'nest: Hiſ

torians, aſſerts, that F o- was born about the year before CHRIST 1027,

in the kingdom of Caſhmz'r: GiORGI, or rather CASSIANO, from whoſe

papers his work was compiled, aſſures us, that, by the calctculation of

i the Yibetz'am, he appeared only 959 years before the C/m'ſz'zſian epoch ; and

M. BAILLY, with ſome heſitation, places him 1031 years before it, but

inclines to think him far more ancient, confounding him, as I have done

in a former tract, with the BUDHA, or MERCURY, whom the Gut/is

called WODRN, and of whom I ſhall preſently take particular noticer

Now, whether we aſſume' the medium of the four laft-mentioned dates,

or implicitl'y rely on the authorities-quoted by DE GUIGNES, we may

conclude, that BUDDHA- was firſt-distinguiſhed in this country abouten

'Irouſ/end years before the beginning of our era'; and whoeve r; in ' ſo early

an age, expects a certain epoch unQualifiſſed with about or'mrtrly, will be

greatlydiſappointed..l Hence it is clear, than, whether' the fourth-age

ll
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l

of the Hindm began about one thouſand years biere CHRIST, according

to GJVERDHAN'S account of BUDDHA'S birth, or two thouſand,

according to that of RA'DHA'CA'NT, the common opinion, that 4883

years of it are now elapſed, is erroneous; and her; for the preſent we

leave BUDDHA, with an intention of returning to him in due time,- obſerv

ing only, that, iſ the len-'ned Indian; differ ſo widely in their accounts of

the' age, when their ninth Aoazar appeared in theizpountry, we may

be aſſured, that they have no certain Chroaology before h'm.K and may

ſuſpect the certainty of all the relations concerning even his appearance.

THE received Chronology of the Hzſindus begins with an abſurdity ſo

monstrous, as to overthrow the whole ſystem, for, having establiſhed

their period ofſhvcnty-one divine age: as the reign of each Menu, yet

thinking it incongruous to place a holy perſonage in times of imþurzſity,

they inſist, that the Menu reigns only in every golden age, and diſappears

in the t/Lree lzu'nan age: that follow it, continuing to dive and emerge,

like a waterfowl, till the cloſe of his ſl'ſanwantara: the learned author

of the Purdndrt'laaþracaſh, which I will now follow step by step, men

tioned this ridiculous opinion with a ſerious face; but, as he has not

inſerted it in his work, we may take his account of the ſeventh Aſenu

according to its obvious and rational meaning, and ſuPpoſe, that VAIVAs

WA-TA, the ſon of' SU'RYA, the ſon of CASYAPA, or Uranur, the ſon

of MARI'CHI, or Lzlg/zt: the ſon of BRAHMA', which is clearly anallego

rical pedigree, reigned in the last golden age, or, according to the Hindur,

three million eight hundred and ninety two thouſand eight hundred and

eighty-eight years ago, But they contend, that he actually reigned on

earth one millz'onſhven hundred and twenty-eight than/'and years of mortals,

or four thouſand eight hundred years of the Gods 3 and this opinion is

_m
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another monster ſo repugnant to the courſe of nature and to human reaſon,

that itmust be rejected as wholly fabulous, and taken ſias aproof, that the

Indian: know nothing of their Sun-barn MENU, but his name and the

principal event of his life; I mean the univerſal dc/uge, of which the

three first Avata'r's are merely allegorical repreſentations, withnmiXtUſcn

eſpecially in the ſecond, of astronomical Mytholugy

FROM 'his MENU the whole race oſmen is believed to have deſcend

pa, for the ſeven Rzſhi'r, who were preſerved with him in the ark, are

not mentioned as fathers of human ſamilies 3 but, ſince his daughter IL A'

was married, as the Indian; tell us, to the first BUDHA, or Mercury, the

ſon of CIIANDRA, or the Moon, amale Deity, whoſe father was ATRI.

ſon oſ BRAHMA', (where again we meet with an allegory purely astrono

mical or poetical) his posterity are divided into two great branches, called

the (Yxildren of the Sun from his own ſuppoſed ſlither, and the Childrenzf

t/zeMom, from the parent oſ his daughter's huſband: the lineal male

deſcendants in both theſe families are ſoppoſed to have reigned in the Cities

(ſ Ajo'd/ryd, or Aud/1, and Pmtzſht'ſza'na, or Vz'to'ra, reſpectively till the

thonſzzndtfi year of t/zepnſemf age, and the names of all the princes in

both lines having been diligently collected by RA'nHA'CA'NT from ſeve

ral Pura'm's, I exhibit them in [WO columns arranged by myſelf with

great attention.
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10

15.v

20.

SECOND

SUN.

Ic s HWA"C u.

Vicucſhz',

Cucutfl'ha,

Anc'mas,

Prz't'fiu,

ViSWZgandhi,

Chandra,

Yuvanfigwa. A

Srfiva,

Vrihadaflwa,

Dhundhumfira,

Dr'ſd'he'xfiwa.

Heryafiwa,

Nicumbha,

Crifififiwa, ~

sznajit,

Yuvanfifiwa,

Mfihdhfitrſ,

Purucutſa,

Tra'ſadaſyu,

Anaranya,

Heryaflwa,

Praruna,

CHILDREN or THE

_ '

AGE.

MOOM

BUDHA,

Pummvas,

Ayuſh, _

Nahuſha, ſi '

Yaya'tz',

Puru,

Janamfijaya,

Prachinwat,

Pravira,

Menaſyu, 10,

Chfirupada,

Sudyu,

Bahugava,

Sahyſſfiti,

Ahahyfiti, 15.

Raudrfifiwa,

R1't6yuſh,

Rant'mz'iva,

Sumati,

Aiti, 20.

Dzſſzmanta,

B/zamta, *

(Vitat'ha,
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25.

30'

35'

'40

45'

SUN.

Trivindhana,

Satyavrata,

Triflancu,

Harifichandra,

Rbhita,

Harita,

Champa,

Sudc'ava,

Vijzya.

BhamCd,

Vrfca,

Bfihuca, '

Sagaraz

Aſammjas,

An'fiumat,

BMgiTBfka'

Stuta,

Neibctha,

Sindhudwipa, -

Ayutfi-yush,

Rſtapema,

Saudiſa, '

Aimaca,

Mfilaca,

Dagarat'ha.

CHILDRBN 01' THE

MOON.

Manyu,

Vrſhatcshetra,

Hastin,

Ajamid'ha

R'ſcſha, .

Samwarana,

Cum, ,

ja/mu,

Surat'ha,

Viddrat'ha, t

Sirvabhauma,

Jayatsena,

Rfidhica,

Ayutfiyus-h,

Acrbdhana,

DEveitit'hi,

Ricsha,

' Dilzþa,

Pratjpa,

Sfintanu,

Vz'cfiz'tmvz'rya,

Pa'mdu,

Yudlzſſfiſhir),

. 'X

30.

35

40.

14'5'.
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'CHILDREN or THE

Sſſ UN . ſi M O O N.

Aitſilnbitſili,

50. Vigwaſaha, ſſſi ,

i C'ha'thinga, .

Dirghabiihu,'

Rag/I'll,

Aja,

55. Dafmof/za,

RA'MA.

IT is agreed among all the Parndz'ts, that RA'MA, their fluent/i incar-

nate Divinity, appeared as king of Ayo'd/y'd in the interval between the

ſilver and the man ages; and, if we ſuppoſe him to have begunhis

reign at the. very beginning oſ that interval, still t/zree thouſand t/zrec

hundred years of the Gods, or a milz'z'on one hundred and mighty-eight thou

ſand lunar years of mortals will remain in the ſilver age,-during which

the fifty-five' princes between VAIVASWATA and RA'MA must have

' governed the World 5; but, reckoning t/zz'rty years- for a generation, which'

is rather too much for a long ſucceſſion of elde/t ſons, as they are

ſaid to. have been, we cannot, by the courſe of nature, extend the ſecond

age of the Hindus beyond ſixteen hundred and ſolar years: if We

ſuPpoſe them not to have been eldest ſons, and even to have lived longer

than modern princes in a diſſolutc age, we ſhall find only a period of

two t/zozſand years 3. and, if we remove the difficulty by admitting miracles.

we must ceaſe to reaſon, and may as well believe' at once whatever the

Brd/zmans chuſe to tell us.
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IN the Luna-r pedigree we meet with another abſurdity equally fatal

to the credit of. the Hindu ſystem: as far as the twenty-ſecond degree

of deſcent-from VAIVASWATA, the ſynchroniſmof the two families

appears tolerably regular, except 'that the Children of the Moon were

not all eldest ſons 3 for king YAYA'Tr appointed the youngest of his five

ſons to ſucceed him in India, andrallotted inferior kingdoms to the

other four, who had offended him ; part of the Darſiuſin or the Serum. to

YADU, the ancestor of CRISHNA; the north, tO ANU; the cast, to

DRUHYA 3 and the west, to TURVASU, from whom the Pnndzſits believe,

or pretend to believe, in compliment to our nation, that we are deſcended.

But of the ſubſequent degrees in the lunar line they know ſo little,

that, unable to ſupply a conſiderable interval between BHARAT and Vr

TA T'H A, whom they call his ſon and ſucceſſor, they are under a neceſſity

of aſſerting, that the great ancestor of YUDHISHTHHIR actually reigned

ſeven and twenty t/Lozyand years z a fable of the ſame claſs with that of

his wonderful birth, which is the ſubject of a beautiful Indian Drama:

now, if we ſuppoſe his life to have lasted no longer than that of other'

mortals, and admit VITAT'HA and the rest to have been his regular ſuc

ceſſors, we ſhall fall into another abſurdity; for then, if the generations

in both lines were nearly equal, as they would naturally have been, we

ſhall find YUDHISHTHHIR, who reigned confeſſedly at the cloſe of

the brazen age, nine generations older than RA'MA, before whoſe

birth the ſiZz/eri age is, allowed to have ended. After the name of

BHARAT, therefore, I have ſet an aſierifk to denote a conſiderable

chaſm in the Indian History, and have inſerted between brackets,

as out of their places, his twenty-four ſucceſſors, who reigned, iſ at

all, in the following age. immediately before the war of the Ma/itz'Ma'mt.

The fourth Avatcir, which is placed in the interval between the ſiſſ and -
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ſecond ages, and-the fiſt/1. which ſoon followed it, appear to beſimoral.

fables grounded on historical facts :7 the fourth was the puniſhment

of an impious monarch by the Deity himſelf burstirg from a marble'
Column in the ſhape of a lion; land the fifl/L was the humiliation

of an arrogant Prince by ſo contemptible an agent as a mendicant

dwarſ. After theſe, and immediately before BUDDHA, come 'three

great Warſlourc all named RA'MA; but it may justly be made a

question, Whether they are HOt three repreſentations of one perſon, or

three different ways of relating the ſame History: the first and ſecond

RA'MAs are ſaid to haVe been contemporary ; but whether all or any oſ '

them mean RAMA, the ſon ofCU'SH, I leave others to determine. The

mother of the ſecond RAMA was named CAU'SHALYA', which is a de

rivative of CUSHALA, and, though his father be distinguiſhed by the'

title or epithet of DA'SARAT,H.A ſignifying, that his War-chariot bore him

to all quarters of t/ze world, yet the name oſ CUSH, as the Ca'stzmz'rzſians

pronounce it, is preſerved entire in that of his ſon and ſucceſlor, and

ſhadowed in that of his ancestor VICUCSHI; nor can a just objectiorr

be made to this opinion from the naſal Arabian vowel in the word

Rdma/L mentioned by Moses, ſinCC the very word Arab begins with

the ſame letter, which the Greeks and Indian: could not pronounce ,- and;

they were obliged, therefore, to expreſs it by the vowel, which most

reſembled it. On this question, however, I aſſert nothing; nor,ona

another, which might be propoſed: ** whether the ſhurt/z and ſy't/L Aw

** him be not allegorical stories of the two preſumptuous monarchs,

" NiMROD and BELUS." The hypotheſis, that government was first esta

bliilzed, laws enactcd, and agriculturc encouraged in India by RAMA.

about l/zrce i/wzſſmd eight [run-dred years ago, agrees. with the received

account of NOAH's death, and the previous ſettlement oſ his immediate:

deſcendants.
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30

THIRD

SUN.

Cuf/za,

Atit'hi;

Nfflzad/za,

Nabhas,

Punc'hrich,

Cſhc'emadhanwas,

Dche'mica,

Ahifiagu,

Pzſilripfitra,

Ranach'hala,

Vajran-Zzbha,

Arca,

Sugana,

Vid hrſLi,

Hiranyanfibha,

Puſhya,

Dhruvaſafidhi,

Suderiana,

Agnivcrna,

Sighra,

CHILDREN or' THE

Maru, ſuppoſed to be still alive,

Praſufiruta,

Saixdhi,

AGE.

MOON.

Vitat'ha,

Manyu,

Vrlhatcſhetra,

Hastin,

Ajamid'ha, 5.

Rſcſha,

Samwarana,

Cum,

Jalmu,

Surat'ha,

Vidlirat'ha,

Sz'zrvabhauma,

jayatſEna,

Rfidhica,

Ayutz'zyuſh, 15.

Acrbdhana,

Davatit'hi,

Ricſha,
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CH-ILDREN OF THE

S U N. M O N.

Amergana, . Dilipa,

25. Mahaſwat, * Pratipa, 20,

ViSwabhahu, * .S£mtanu,

Praſhmjit- Vichitravirya,

Tacſhaca, _ Pandu, _

Vrzſi/Ladþala, Yud/ziſlzt'lzim,

30. Vrihadrana, Y. B. C. 3100. Pan'cſhz't; 25.

I'IERE we have only 'nine and twenty princes of the ſolar line 'between

RA'MA and VRIHADRANA excluſively; and their reigns, during the

whole brazen age, are ſuppoſed to have lasted near ezght hundred and

ſixtyſour thou/hold years, a ſuppoſition evidently against nature; t'-.e uni

form courſe of which allows only a period of eight hundred and ſeven/92,

or, at the very utmost, of a thouſand, years for twenQv-njnr g:n:r1tions.

PARI'CSHIT, the great nephew and ſucceſſor oſ Yunmsur'mn, who

had recovered the throne from DURYO'DHAN, is allowed without con

troverſy to have reigned in the interval between the brazen and mrt/zern

ages, and to have died at the ſetting in of the Calng; ſo that, if the

Pandzſits of Cefflzmflr and Vam'ner have made a right calculation of BUbDHA's

appearance, the zpreſent, orſomjtir, age must have begun about a Z/zozſſmd

years before the birth oſCHRIST,and conſequently the reign of Icsanc U,

could not have been earlier than four t/zozſſmd years before that great

epoch; and even that date will, perhaps, appear, when it ſhall be strictly

examined, to be near two Z/wzſſmd years earlier than the truth. I

cannot leave the third Indian age, in which the virtues and vices of

mankind are ſaid to have been equal, without Obſcrving, that even the ,
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clſioſe of _it is maniſestly fabulous and poetical, with hardly more appear

ance of historical truth, than the tale of Troy or of the Argonauts; for

YUDHISHT'HIR, it ſeems, was the ſon of DHERMA, the Genius 0f_7uſl

tice; BHI'MA of PAVAN, or the God tff Wind; ARJUN of INDRA,

or the Fimammt; NACUL and SAHADE'VA, of the two CUMA'Rs,

the CASTOR and POLLUX of India; and BHI'SHMA their' reputed

great uncle, was the child of GANGA', or the GANG-ES, by PA'NTANUz

whoſe brother DE'VA'PI is ſuppoſed to be ffil! alive in the city Of Calci

ffia; all which fictionc may be charming embclliſhments of an heroiok

poem, but are just as abſurd in civil History, as the deſcent of two

royal families from the Sun and 'the Moon.

FOURTH A'G'E.

GHILDREN OF THE

S U NZ- M O' O N.

Urucriya, Janamajaya,

Vatſdvrſddha, Sata'm'ca,

Prativyoma, Sahaſranica,

Bhanu', Afiwamedhaja,

5- Davfica, Asimacriſhna, 5.

Sahadeva, Nemichacra,

Vira, Upta,

Vrſhadaiwaz. Chitrarat'ha, ſi

Bha'tnumat, Suchirat'ha,

Lo. Praticzifiwa, Dhrftimat, lo

Supratica, Suſh6na,
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CHILDREN or THE

S U N. M O O N.

Marudc'ava, Sunit'ha,

Sunacſhatra, Nn'chaclhuh.

Puſhcara, Suc'hinala,

i5. AniKricſha, Pariplava. 15.

Sutapas, Sunaya,

Amitrajit, MedhAvin,

Vrihadrzija. NrIpanjaya,

Barhi, Derva, i

20. Crſtanjaya, Timi, 20.

Rafianjaya, -_ Vrihadrat'ha,
Sanjayia, i i Suddſa,

Slocya, Satimica,

Suddhoda, Durmadana,

25. Langalada, Rahinara, _ _ 25,

Praſcnajit, Dandapafii,

Cſhudraca, mei, ſi

Surnitra, Y. B. iC. 2100.

CſhEmaca,

IN both families, we ſee, t/zzſirfy generations are reckoned ſromſiYUm

HISHT'HiR and from VRIHADBALA his contemporary, (who was killed,

in the war of B/za'rat, by ABHIMANYU, ſon of ARJUN and father of

PARI'CSHIT), 'to the time, when the Soler and Lunar dynasties are

believed to 'havelbecome extinct in the preſent divine 'age 5 and for theſe

geiieratiOns the Hindus allot a period of one t/zozffiand 'years Only, or

a hundred years forv three generations; which calculatibn, though proba,
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zbly 'too largc,-'is yet:mudctk1ld:c£nough,hcompiu%edſ with their abſurd

Laccoums, o'f the preceding albfit thejuxcdmn lexactl-ynhe ſame 'num

cheſ. Qfiycayq forme-7113. 7gcnerations only- in (the familybf, JARATSA NDHA',

rwhoſc-zſohz was contmflpor'a'ryvffliſh . Yf; bhtsni'flm, and 'founded a new

ſidyhgffiV ofprinces in M'qg'ad/m, or' Ba'lzd'r ,* anitbisct exact-"coindicicnceiqſ

Jhe Vi-HJCL in (which 'the three rides are; ſuppoſch:.>to:h2ve.beon' cxfinct, 'lum

-ſyhe,a<pz>_ehranc'e,oſ anþrtfficial' Chronolbgyx, cſormed lathbrdfrm imagimi

zlrlffl' than. 'ſhorn -'hi&drical *cvidemcc;rccſpe'cidllyzzifl-ztwentzc things, in 'ab

age? comþaratziwtly rmodbmf could xnot' have re'igned* a 'thouſand

I, novcrclſplcffi, 'dxhibiþ 'thellstffl'of them'ns 12.' &uniofltyz'bug rim fill-it from

beipgrconvincedgfthac:all ofihen; evezfl exist'd; -rhat,'zifidloyudidloxifli,

tþcy could not have rxigned morclhap ſcpmſmndrad Kzctreirs, I argufully

perſuaded by the courſ: of nature and the concurrent opinion of mankind.

-__1,v"r=A7v 71 -. r-..--Y

..'"EI.'.' KINGS'OF MAGADHA.
fighngva, i SUCJZYB- ſ '175.

MAerxri, Cſhemzzz -. 'L-'Z

Srutaſi'avas, _ A (SQFQXV .* ' :'_ V
Ayuteiyuſh, i _ Dherſpifflfmi

5. Ni'ramitra, ' p**::_*_ : _.ſi ,. .F"SWIJL.,,..Z5*

Sunacſhatra, ſi Drſd'haſc'zna,

;V{i_hetſ6na. - - ' Sunzagimzza

Carmajit, 4 suþilik' -_r_;.:_-,

Srutahjaya, ' (£z.:-$.upita,.- zzzu

10. Vipra, __ Sgtyzjixzv '20.

-*.- 'p n'
a-r

. w

PU'RANJAYA, ſon of the twentieth king, was put to degth*by his

minister SUNACA, who placed his own ſon PRApYo'TA _on_ thg_$£1rone

S
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offfiis master; and this revolution conſtitutes an epoch of the highest

importance in our preſent inquiry; first, becauſe it happened according

to the Bha'gawata'mrz'ta, two years exactly before BuoDHA's appearance in

*the ſame kingdom ; next, becauſe it is believed by the Hindus to have taken

place three thouſand eight hundred and aghty-ezght years ago, or two thozſſand

one hundred years before Cmusr 3 and lastly, becauſe a regular chrono

logy, according to the number of years in each dynasty, has been esta

bliſhed from the acceſſtm oſ PRADYO'TA to the ſubverſion of the genuine

Hindu government; and that chronology I will now lay before you,

after obſerving only, that RA'DHA'CA'NT himſelf ſays nothing of Buoun A

in this part of his work, though he particularly mentions the two pre

ceding Avata'ra's in their proper places.

KINGS OF MAGADHA.

Y.B.C.

Pradybta, 2 ioo

Palaca,

Visac'hayfipa,

Rijaca,

Nandiverdhana, 5 reigns: 138 years,

Sifiunfiga, 1962

Cicaverna, K

Cſhemadherman,

CſhEtrajhya,

Vidhiſfira, 5.

Ajz'itaſatru,

Darbhaca,
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KXNGS o' MAGADHA.

Y.B.C.

Ajaya,

Nandivcrdhana,

Mahanandi, 10 r = 360 y.

NANDA, 1602.

THIS prince, oſ whom frequent mention is made in the Sa'ffm't books,

is ſaYd to have been murdcred, after a reign of a hundred years, by a

very lear-ned and ingenious, but paffionatc and vindiEtivc, Bm'kman, whoſe

name was CHA'NALYA. and who raiſed to the throne a man of the

Mawja race, named CHANDRAGUPTA : by the death of' NANDA, and

his ſons, the (ſhahzſſya family of PRADYO'TA became extinct.

MAURYA KINGS.

Y.B.C.

Chandragupta, 150'2

Viriffira_,

Aflocaverdhana,

ZSuyaSas,

Defiamtffia, 5.

Sangata,

salifdca,

S6ma$armam

;Satadhanwas,

Yn'hadrat'lu, 10 r = 137 y.

-..-.4
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ON the death oſzthe, tenth Ilium/1, king, has place was-aſſumed bv his
._. ſir. --. X a and. L an;" A. -I-. 4

Commander in Chief, PUSHPAMITRA, oſ the 'Sungd'nation or family.

'- .

..1'.'

. ,

SUNGA KINGS.

.*-*_c?n=='.

Puſhpamitra,

Agmmltra,

' l 3

> 1'sujycſhflaz NNW n. _' fl. _ *,_

'* ---tt....\.!5.r,.14a - - t t

Yaſumltra, k _I __ _
' 'ſi "5 J' i. iſ) - , p

3 V, ' 4: t

_ AbhadſaC-P- .5p.

- P'rgdmnwffi ,C>'.';-"J..-nil (me am- '_ . _.\'

um a, -
'il'J ſſ-n r';"m r: err-asſ: oh 'I leg-"I L' , .- ' ,

" Ghoffia, ' 4

&XVLGH-flfi 10 slsrzh sit vjl ::'-'-:-.' - . . ' _ *

ajrarnltrauv 'i v _ _ i m t

, 01. .;.,:') vrzznhu 1 '1 e xc: .._ ,

Bhagavata,

Devabhutl, %12H_7_ _ t

r,a .

e.

YLCT

_VV3

Therlaſtſſ-p'iince was killed by his minister Vasunz'va, of the Cauſe:

race, Who' uſurped the throne of Magad/m.

CANNA KINGS 4

Vaſudeva,

Bhumitra,

Nitrz'tyana,

Suſarman, 4 7' = 345 y.

\\J
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...Ar"reR the death of 'CHANDRABIP'JM which' happ'ened,iac_cprdinlg to

the Hindus, 396 years before ViCRAMA'mTYA, or 452 B.C. we hear "

no more of Magadha 'as an independent kingdom 3 but RA'DHA'CA'NT has

exhibited the names of ſeven dynaflies, in which ſeventh-ſix princes are

ſaid to have reigned one thouſand three hundred 'and ninety-nine years in

Avabhn'tt', a town oſ the Dacſhz'n, or South, which we commonly call

Deean: the names oſ the ſeven dynasties, or of the ſamilies who ella

bliſhed them, are Abhz'nz, Gardahhz'n, Coma, Yavano, Turuflzcara, Blin

runda, Mould,- of which the Yawna's are by ſome, not generally, ſuppoſi

ed to have been Iom'onr, or Greeks, but the Turuſheams and Maula's are

univerſally believed to have been IIin'es and Moguls; yet RA'DHA'CATNT

adds: " when the Man/et race was extinct, fi-ve princes, named Bhdnanda,

" Bangz'ra, Szſiiunandi, Kio'nondzſi, and Prat-z'mca, reigned an hundred

" and ſix years (or till the ysnr 105-3) in the city of Cz'laczſilei," which,

he tells me, he undnstands to be in the country oſ the Maheim'ſhtm's, or

Mahra'ta's ; and here ends his Inz'zſian Chronology; for " after 'PRAVL'RA

" CA, ſays he, this empire was divided among MZe'e/z'has, 'or Infidels."

This account of the ſeven modern dynoflzſies appears very doubtſul in itſelf',

and has no relation to our preſent inquiry; ſat' their dominion ſeems

confined to the Decan, without extending to Magadha; nor have we

any reaſon to believe, that a race of Grecian princes ever establiſhed a

kingdom in either oſ thoſe countries; as to the Moguls, their dynafly

still ſubſists, at least nominally; unleſs that oſ Chengiz be meant, and

his ſucceſſors could not have reigned in any part of India for the pzriod

voſ three hundred years, which is allignedto the Mad/as; nor is it proba

ble, that the word Ture, which an Indian could have eaſily pronounced

and clearly expreffed in the ngarz' letters. ſhould have been corrupted

into Tunyhcam. On the whole we may ſafely cloſe the most authentick
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ſyſtem of Hindzt Chronology, that I have yet been able to procure' wizh

the death of CHANDRABI'JA. Should any farther information be attain

able, we ſhall, perhaps, in due time attain it either from books or inſcrip

tions in the Sun/brief language; but from the materials, with which we

are at preſent ſupplied, we may establiſh as indubitable the two following

propoſitions z that the [brae ages of the Hindus are chiefly mytholo

gical, whether their mythology was ſounded on the dark enigmas of'

their astronomers or on the heroick fictions of' their poets, and, that the'

ſaurt/z, or lzſſorzſical, age cannot be carried farther back than about two

thouſand years before CdeST. Even in the hiſbry oſ the preſent age,

the generations of men and the reigns of kings are extended beyond the

courſe of nature, and beyond the average reſulting ſrorn the accounts of

ghe Bra'lzrnanr themſelves; for thy aſſign to an hundred and fl'rty-t-wa

modern reigns a period of three thoustmd one hundred and fifty-three

years, or about twenty-two years to a reign one with another; yet they

repreſent only ſour Canna princes on the throne of Magad/La. ſor a period

oft/tree hundred and fortyfive years; now it is even more improbable,

that ſour ſucc.ſſive kings ſhould have reigned ezctgfity-ſix year: andjbur'

mont/zr each, than that NAN'DA ſhould have been kinga- hundred years

and murdercl at last. Neither account can be credited z but, that ,' we

may allow the highest probable' antiquity to the Hindu government, let

us grant, that t/zree generations of men were quualv on an average-to an

_ hundred years, and that Indian princesſihave reigned, one withanother,

two' and twenty: then reckoning thirty generations from ARJU'N, the

brother of YUDH]SHT'H!RA,10 the extinction-oſ race, and taking

the C/iz'nest account of Buounn's birth from M. DE__GUIGNES, as the

most authentick medium between ABU'LFAZL and the Tibctians, we may

arrange the corrected Hindu Chronology according to the following table,
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ſupplying the Word 'about- or'jmarlyſi (ſincerpeffect accuracy cannot'be

attained 11de ought not to beleguired), before every date.

- ſ; .. 2..'1 : '* * - . * i - . Y.B£, *

' i' ' *Aþhilmanyu ſon 0ſA£j_Ut31, þ \ \ 202_9

m Pradybta, _. ' I = _ , '_!02(9_

' P ' Bſſljb'bHA; v * ' , ct ' 10'27

'I' 'NailyldWl ſſ* ' ~ ' 599

m': ſin'ſi ſi' ſi lBaſinQ ct -_ . > t ſi_ . 149

* JTYIQRQAM-XDITYA, '- I i. ' ' . ' i ſſ56

:\ J 3 .A:**\ (ſ "Galli," N ſ . 2 ' l ., 23 '

1 1,ſ._'.;.: r.'_' r , L _ _ _ . .'* .' - )

'ſi' deit'e of B'iJDpHJsſiZp-Panane ſrorſſn'ABU'LFAZL, we

ſihfii'stctplfiec" 'ABHLMANYU 2358 years; before CHRXST, Luhleſs we calculate

tfrdſhl'ffie lltwentyjſi kings ſiofKMZLg'ad'fia; +and alldw ſeven fiuhdrcd Years,lſiin\v.

dſ a_ffiozſſ1.>nd,*betflidhſſAde end PRApYþ'TA, which Will bring

'fiZſillſſzi'gZa-irſſrſiVerſiſſſſfleaHi foc'ithſſc 'Bite Letxhib'ited 'in-the table; and, perhaps,

Wedde 'hafflly'qaþprogch 'nilzeir'er to fþe tctrfich ſi' Asxt'dſiſilRa'jd 'NIANDAL iſ he

&eafljrtffit'Bn ihe t'hr'o't'nel'z'ſ 7vaon ſcenfur'Y, 'wemp'ſſbriſing doryvh the z-'Ind/LTZL

'dynaflsſi 16; the' LagQ'OEVIZCR'AſiK/I'XDI'T;Y'AJ' ſiwiffi his fehdþatoriefi hid

bzibly obidifiſſd'd fo 'witch lþo'vae'rl" ſhe reignſibf theſe prin'ces,v 'thai

&hey'h'ad r l-ſſittle 'ſimOFe' 'ffianr "aun'ſominal' ſdYerevigſivtS/J which 'ended

CHANUTZ'A'BI'JA' in't'he t/'z'z'M o'r flufl/z_cek'_1tu'r)} of thect'ClzrſſliZmnexja ;

hay'nigf hdſſ ddubtſſþ'ecn'ſſbng feducezi 'to inhgnZGCaflce ſhe o'ſ

Gauri defce-ndad frdmſſ'qþ'Þ A/L A? '*Bu£,fif*£1{££u*t_fia£ b'r' 'ſhe Dizbistdn be

fi/varr'ahre'd in'fixing'thebſiirth of BUD'DHK Z'cfi 'yeerg Bſſ£_ſ£>rc the Calyug, we

'muſi ffius correct tHEChrþno'lOgIca'l: Teble ;" U ' ' ' * ſſſi"

a _ , '
i), ' ſ 'nAu-l p' a (-- T -
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Year THIZHINDUBQ z; ,. 'e 14355

'__'- -' X _ ,._,\.T-_',).'.o ,.....-.-. ..-r.\<_

' i ,, 'du .,>, ,' ' - [q

F-'-'"** Bunnu£,: *
' \ , *' -"\ ſi' ,,. ſ, ' '- ſe, 4. . ſſ . - --- -- - w, 2333. ,

'-' " Parlcihit,* - - - \ - ' 1 01 7

Pradyota,(reckoning,20 or 30 generations), 3 ſick-"17" "

Y.A.C-->

Nanda,. 13vor313

TfllS correction would oblige us to place VICRAMA'DITYA before

NANDA, to whom, as all the Pandits agree, he Was long posterior 3 and,

if this be an historical fact, it ſeems to confirm the thigawatcimrita,.

which fixes the beginning of the CaZQ-ug about a thouſand years before

BUDDHA 3 beſides that BALIN would then be brought down at least to

the ſixth and CHANDRABI'JA to the tenthqcentury after CHRIST, with-

out leaving room for the ſubſequent dynaſiies, if they, reigned ſucceſſivcly, .

THUſſs havc we given'a ſketch' of Indian History through the longest'

period ſairly affignable to it, and haveitraced the ſoundation of the

Indian empire above three thouſand eight hundred years from the preſent

time 5 but, on a ſubject in itſelf ſo obſcure, and ſo much clouded by the

fiflions of the Bra'hmnnr, who, to aggrandize themſelves, have deſignedly

raiſed their antiquity beyond the truth, we must be ſatisfied with pro

bablc conjecture and just reaſoning ſrom the best attainable data ; nor

can we hope for a' ſystem ofIndzſian Chronology, to - which no objectiOn '

can be made, unleſs the Astronomical'books in Sanſcrz't ſhall clearly

aſcertain the places of the colures in ſome preciſe years of the historical

age, not by looſe traditions, like that of a coarſe obſervation by CHIRON,

/ T.
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who poſſibly never existed, (for " he lived, ſays NEWTON, in the golden

age," which must long have preceded the Argonautick expedition) but by

ſuch evidence as our own astronomers and ſcholars ſhall allow to be

unexceptionable.
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A CHRONOLOGICAL TABLE, xaccordz'ng to one qſ the

Hypotheſes intimated in the preceding tract.

  

CHRISTIAN HINDU. Harsſrom-WBB

and MUSELMAN. ' . eſ "m" em

ADAM, MENU I- Age I- * 5794'

NOAH, MENU II. 4737

ueluge, 4138

Nz'm-rod, Himnyacqſiþu. Age II. 4006

Bel, Bali, 3892 . X

RAMA, ' RAMA. Age Ill. 3817

Noah's death, 3787

Praq'yoita, 2817 _ -

BUDDHA. Age IV'. i ' 2815 _ 3:
Nanda, 2487 'if

Balz'n, - 1937 ' ſi '

Wcmmddz'tya, 1844

Dcſivaþa'la, 18: l i: \

Came-r, ſ 1787 *

Mira'yanpdla, _ 1 72 1 52.;

Saw, _ 1709

Wali-d, ' 1080 '

. zt

Mahmzldr 786

Chengz'z, . . - l 548 it 4

Taimzir, ' t 39 l . ' A'

Babur, * - ' _ ct _ 275 'ſſ '

Nddz'zſhdm ' 49
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'VIIL

On tlze CURE 0ſ_ 'the ELEPHANTIASIS.

By AT'HAR ALI' KHA'N,0ſ Dehli.

INTRODUCTORY NOTL

MONG the afflmtns maladies, which puniſh the vices and try

the" viitues of mankind, there are fewct diſorders, of which the

conſequences are more dreadful or the remedy in general more deſperatc
thanv the jud/m'm of' the Ambs or k/zo'fa/z of the India-nt : it is alſo called

_ in Arabz'd dzizZZ'a'ſad, a name correſponding with the Leomfzſiaſis of the

-Greeks;_,and.ſuppoſed to have been given in 'alluſion to the grim distracted

and lioizſilike countenances of the miſerable perſons, who are affected

zwithiſi'tif The more common namte of the diſtemper is EZeþ/iczntz'aſis, or,

is 'LUvCR'ETIUs calls .i_t, EZgþ/las, 'becauſe itdrenders the ſkin, like that

-of_' an Elcſſfzantſi vuneven and Wrinkled, with many tubercles and furrows ;

but" this complaint must not be confounded with the or ſaveſ/ed '

lage, " deſcribed by the Arabian phyſician-s, and verjrccomrnon 'in this

country. It has no ,fixed,name_ 'Englzct/lz, though HlLLARYl,Jil1 his

Obfirvazfz'om on'f/w Dffaſſs gſ Bcirdadot, calls it the Leffinyi) of tile jozſints,

becaulſeit principally affecte the extreihities, which in the'last Rage of

the malady are distotted and at length drop off; but, ſince it is in truth ,
a'distemper corrupting the lwhole/ maſs of blood,l and therefore conſidered

by PAUL of Egzſiuzz as an univerſal tile-er, it requires a more general

appellation, and may properly be named thC'BZz-'Ck Lcſſrgfv; which term

is in fact adopted by M. BOXSSIEU de SAU'YAGBS and Gonlmzus, in

Aw

---_'.:-'3-2-9:
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r56 on THE C U R E'

contradistinction to the Wite Leproſy, or the Bare: of the Ambs ancf

Leuce of the Greekſ.

THIS diſeaſe, by whatever' name we distinguiſh it, is peculiar to hot

clirnates, and has rarely appeared in Europe: the philoſophical Poet of

11'077'1-6 ſuppoſes it confined to t/Lc ban/es aſ the Nile; and it has certainly

been imported from Ajrz'ca ſutu the' Weſt-India Iſlands by the black flaves,

Who carried VVilh them their rFſClltq1el]t and their revenge; but has

been long known in'Hindzfflnz-z, and the writerſof the tOIIUVVIub Dzazrnh

tion, whoſe father'was Phyſician to NA'DIRSHA'H and accompanied him

ſrom Perſin to Dc/zlz', aſſures me that it rages with virulence among the

native inhabitants of Cdlcutta. His' obſervation, that it is frequently a

conſequence oſ the Venereal ifl/lfl'ctictfl, would lead us to believe, that

it might be radically cured by flIctMry; Which has, nevertheleſs, been

found ineſſectual, and 'chn hurtful, as HILLARY reports, in the ;

Wſſ-Indz'es. The juice of ire/duck, ſuggeſt-ed by the learned MrcHAELIs,

and approved by his medical friend Roebzknn, might be veryefficacious

at the beginning of the diſorder,"or _in the milder ſorts of it 3' but, in

the caſe of a malignant and inveterate jud/zaſim, Ave must either, administer

a remedy of theſihighest power, or, agreeably tb the deſponding opinion

of CELsUs, leave the patient to his, ſate, zſi'ſſead of falſing him with

fruitleſſ medicine-Hand ſuffer him, in the forcible words of ARLTEUS,

to ſink from, inextricable ſlumber into dent/ax The life ofla man is,

- however, ſo dear to him __by nature, and int-general ſo valuable to ſociety,

that we ſhould never deſpond, while a ſpark of it remains; and,

whatever apprehenſions may be formed 'of future danger from the

- distant effects of mstm'c/E, even though it ſhould cradicate a preſent

malady, yet, as no 'ſuch inconvenience has ariſen from the uſe of it
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'in India, and, as Experience must ever prevail over Theory, I cannot

help wiſhing, that this ancient Hindn medicine may be fully tried

under the inſpection of our European Surgeons, whoſe minute accuracy

and steady attention must always give them a claim to' ſuperiority

over the most learned natives; but many of our countrymen have

aſſured me, that they by no means entertain a contemptuous opinion Of

the native medicines, eſpecially in diſeaſe' Of the ſkin- 3h0U1d it be

thought, that the mixture ofſulphur mufl: render the poiſon leſs active,

it mav t, "nue-me at nrit to administer orpiment, instead of the con/stal

lz'ne mſem'ch.
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On 'the 'CURE of tſi/ve lELEPHANTIASIS, and other Dls

ORDERS oſ t/ze BLOOD.

GOD is; the all-powerful Healer._ _ '

N the yearloſ the Meſſssia'u 1780, 'when the worthy'and reſpeaablep

JÞIa/ZZdi/i'h-II'R Muhmiimo Husar'N, whoexccls iu'ev'ery branch of

ultr'tll Knowledge, accompanied Mr. RXCHARD JOHNSON from Lad/indu

to szlcufm, he viſited-the humble writer uſ 'his tra-a, who had long

been attached to him with ſincere affection; and, in the courſe oſ their

converſation, ' One of the ſruits oſmy late' excurſion, ſaid he, is a preſi

* ſent for you, which ſuits your-profeſſion, and will be generally uſeful

* to our ſpecies x_ concei'ving you to be Worthy o'ſit by reaſon Oſyolur'

' aſſiduity in medical inquiries, Ivhave brought 'you a preſcriþ'tion, th'e

* ingredients of which arc eaſily ſon-nd, but not eaſily equalled as'a power:

ſul'remcdy against all corruptions of the blood, the jud/za'm, and the

Q

Perſan fire, the'remaiþns" of which er: a ſource oſ infinite maladies. It

* is an old ſecret of'the Hindu LPhyſicians; who applied it alſo to the

' cure oſ cold and moist distempxs, as the palſy, d-istortions oſ the

* ſace, relaxat-ion oſ the pawes', and ſimilar diſeaſes : iLS'efficaflcty too has_

* been proved by long experience; and this is the method of prepar

- ing it. * j

* TAKE oſ white mſcnz'ck, fine andſre'lhſi, one to'la' ,* of piclge'd black pepper

' ſix times as much : let both be well beaten-atintervals ſorzſour days

' ccſſively in an iron mortar, and then reduced 'to an imPalpable powder'inn

V
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* one oſstone with a-stovne pestle, and thus completely levigated, a'-litzl'<:-

* water being mixed with them. Make pills oſ 'them as large-as tares or.

' ſmall pulſe, and keep them-dry in a ſhady place *.

* ONE oſ thoſe pills most be ſwallowed morning and ex'cninq with

' ſome beth-ſſlcaſ, or, in ocntries where bete! is not et hand, With cold

' water :_ iſ the body be cleanſed from foulneſsi and obstructions by gentle.

'- catharticks and bleeding, before the. medicine is administered, the I'Ce
' medy will be ſpeedier.' i -

THE principal ingredient (iſ-this medicine iS-the mſhniclfl, which the;

Amb: call Shucc, the Perſians mergzſi mzfflz, or maſſe-bane, and the I/zdzſſ

ans, ſanc'liyd ; a mineral ſubstance ponderous and CUstLLZ/ine :..the 0rþz'171cnf,

or yellow arſenick, is the weaker ſort. le is a-deadly poiſon,-. and ſo

ſubtil, that; when mice-are killed by it, the very ſmell oſ the dead will

defiroy the living of that ſpecies ,: aſter it hasr been. kept about ſeven

 

o Thclowest weightin general uſe among the Hindm is the rm', called in Sanstrit either rmim' 'rir

ractild, indicating redneſſ, and mſimahi from m'jþna, Had: it is the redand &lar/l- ſeed aſ the ging-'5

plant, which is a creeper_ of 'the ſame claſ' and order at least Wiil'l the gbryrrbiza; bull take xhis

from report, having never eaiamined'its bloſſoms. One ram'td is ſaid ro- be-oſ equal 'weight with three

barley-caſus or four grains of rice in the huflc; and eight. 'tri-Weights,_uſcrl byjewcllers, are equ'a! to

ſeren carats. I have weighed anon-'ber of the feeds in diamond-ſcales, and find the average Apotheca

ry's weight oſ one ſeed to be a. grain and fi-wſſxtnnrbl. Now in the Hindn medical books m: oſthe

maid-ſeed: are one mdſhaca, and eight miſham'r, make a 'Elara or tiſ-i ,- but in the law-books of Bet'ch

a ma'ſhaca conſists oſſixmn ractird*:, and a tri/am off-w mdſhd': ;. and, according to ſome authorities,ſiv,.

nti': only go to one mdſhd, ſixteen of which make a til-na. We may obſerve, that the ſilver "ſi-weighs, 4.

uſed by the-goldſmith at Bamim, are t'wire as heavy as the [mits and ſheflce' it il- am tight mi':

are commonlyſaid to censtitute one mdſhd, that is, rigbt ſilver mighte, arſizmn ſceds; 03er of which

feeds, or 1054 grains,.constitute the quanrity of arſenick in the Hindu preſcription.
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years, it ſſloſes much of its*force; its colour becomes turb'id ,- and its

v'weight is diminiſhed. This mineral is hot and dry 'in the fourth degree: it

cauſes ſuppuration, diſſolves or unites, according to the 'quantity given;

'and is very uſeſu'l in cloſing 'the lips of wounds, when the pain is too in- _

tenſe to be borne. * An Unguent made of it with oiis oſ any ſort is an eſ

fectual remedy for ſome Cutaneous diſorders, and, mixed with'roſe-watcr.

it is good for cold rumours and fOr the dropſy; but it must never be ai*

ministered without the greatest caution; for ſUCh is its POWCX', that-the

flain-a Warmly or it in powder, drawn, like a'lco/zol, between the

'cyelaſh65, Would in 'a ſingle day entirely corrode the coats and humours

of the eye; and fourteen Tettſi's of it would in the ſame time destroy lrfe.

The best antidote against its effects are the ſcrapings of leathet reduced

to aſhes: if the quantity of aſſeni'ck taken be accarately known, four

'times as much of thoſe aſhes, miXed with water and drunk by the patient,

will ſheath and counteract the poiſon,

'THE Writer, conſormab'ly to the directions of his learned friend, pre

rpared the medicine; and, in the ſame year, gave it to numbers, who

'were reduced by the diſeaſes above mentioned to the point of death:

'GOD is his witneſs, that they grew better from day to day, were at last

completely cured, and are now living (except one or two, who died of

other diſorders) to attest the truth of this aſſertion. One of his first

patients was a Pa'rsi, named MENU'CHEHR, who had come from Sumt

to this city, and had fixed his abode near the writer's houſe: he. was ſo

cruelly afflicted with a confirmed lues, here called the Per/ſun Fire, that his

'hands and feet were entirely ulcerated and almost corroded, ſo that he be

came an object of diſgust and abhorrence. This man conſulted the wri

ter on his caſe, the state of which he diſcloſed without reſerve. Some

z.-_nJ.
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blood was taken from him on' the ſame day, and *a-cathartick administered

on the next. On the 'third day he began to take' the ar/c'nic'k-þills, and,

by the blefiing of GOD, the virulence of rhis' 'diſorder abated by de

_ grees, until, ſigns of returning health appeared-5 in a fortnight his recovery

was complete, and he was bathed, according to the practice of Our Phyſi

cians: heſeemcd to have no virus left in his blood, and none has been

ſince perceived by him. '

BUT the power- of this medicine has Chlcſly bccu tma ;_-a.ſi_,.um_oſ

the juza'm, as the word is pronounced in India ; a diſordel" infecting the

whult; maſs oſ blood, and thence Called by ſome ſiſa'di k/zuſin. The ſor

mer name is derived from an Arabick root ſignifying, in general, amffiuta

tion, maiming, cxcifion, and, particularly, the truncation or eroſion aſ t/zc

fingers, which happens in the last stage of the diſeaſe. It is extremely

contagious, and, for that reaſon, the Prophet ſaid: ſerm' minz'lznejd/in

mi cama' teſerrzi mina'i a'ſch, or, * Flee from a perſon afflictzd with the

*' jud/za'm, as you would flee from a lion.' The author of the Ba/z/zru'Zja

waſi/zir, or Sea of Pearls, ranks it as an inſectious malady with the meq/Zer,

the finall-pose, and the plague. It is alſo ficrcditmy, and, in that reſpect,

claſſed by medical writers with the gout, the Conſumption, and the 'white

le/xroſy.

A COMMON cauſe of this distemper is the unwholeſome diet of. the

natives, many of whom are accustomed, after eating a quantity oſ fiſh,

to ſwallow copious draughts of milk, which fail not to cauſe an accumu

lation of yellow and black bile, which mingles itſelf with the 'blood and

corrupts it: but it has other cauſes; for a Braſi/zmen, Who had never

tasted in his life, applied lately to the compoſer of this eſſay, and
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appeared in the highest degree affected by a corruption of blood ; which

he might have inherited, or acquired by othertneans. Thoſe, whoſe

religion permits them to eat beeſ, are often expoſed to the danger of heat

ing their blood intenſely through the knavery of the butchers in the

Baſiza'r, who. ſatten their calves with Bala'wer; and thoſe, who are ſo

ill-adviſed as to take ſirovocatz'ves, a folly'extreinely common in India;

at first are inſenſiblc oſ the miſchief', but, ae ſoon as the increaſed moiſ

ture is diſpcrſed,'find their whole maſs of blood inflamed and. as it

were_ dun, nhſſeucc urues the diſorder, of which we now are treating.

The Perſian, or venerenl, Fire generally enxls in this milady; as one

DE'vr' PRASA'D, lately in the ſervice of Mr. VANSITTART, and tome

others, havecmvinced me by an unreſerved account of their ſeveral caſes.
. I , ' A i .

IT may hþre be worth while to report a remirkable caſe, which was

related to me by a man, who had been afflictzd with thejuzaſim near four

years; before which tim: h: hid been diſordered with the Perſian fire,

and, having cloſed an ulcer by the matins of a strong healing plaister,

was attacked by a violent pain in his joints: on this he applied toa

Cabz'm'ja, or Hz'ndu Phyſicim, who g'XVC him ſome pills, with, a poſitive

aſſurance, that the uſe of them would remove his pain in a few days;

and in a few days it was, in fact, wholly removed; but, a very ſhort time

after, the ſymptoms of the juza'm appeared, which continually encreaſed

to ſuch a degree, that his fingers and toes were on the-point of dropping

off. It was afterwards diſcovered, that the pills, which he had taken,

were made of Cinnabar, acommon preparation oſ the Hz'rzdus; the heat

of which had first stirred the humours, which, on stypping the external

diſcharge, had fallen on the joints, and then had occaſianed a quantity

of adust bile to mix itſelf with the blood and infect the whole maſs.

*ſi
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Or this dreadful complaint, however cauſed, the first ſymptoms are a

numbneſs and redneſs of the whole body, and principally of the face, an ,

impeded hoarſe voice, thin hair and veven baldneſs,-offi:nſive perſpiration and

breath, and whitlows on the nails. The cure is best begun with copious

bleeding, and cooling drink, ſuch as a decoction of the m'lzz'ſcr, or

Nymþlzea. and of violets, with ſome doſes of manna : after which stronger '

catharticks must be administered. But no remedy has proved ſo effica

cious as the pills compoſed of arſenick and pepper : on: instance of

their effect may here be mentioned, and many more may DU*QW,_;£ __

required.

IN the month of'Februmy in the year just mentioned, one S/zaz'xifz

RAMAZA'NX', who then was an upper-ſervant to the Board of Revenue,

had ſo corrupt a maſs of blood, that a black leproiy of hisjoints was

approaching; and moſt of his limbs began to be ulcerated : in this con

dition he applied to the writer, and requested immediate aſiistance. Though

the diſordered ſtate of his blood was evident on inſpection, and required

no particular declaration of it, yet many questions were put to him, and

it was clear from his anſwers, that he had a confirmed juzcim : he then

lost a great deal of blood, and, after due preparation, took the arſeniek

pills. After the first week his malady ſeemed alleviated; in the ſecond

it was conſiderably diminiſhed, and, in the third, ſo entirely removed,

that the patient went into the bath of health, as a token that he no lon

ger necded a phyſician. ' ſi

  

 



IX'

On the INDIAN GAME of CHESS.

By the P'R ES'I DENT'.

IF evidence be required to prove that cheſs' was invented by the Hzſiiz-- l

dus, we may be ſatisfied with the testimony oſ the Perſians; who;

tnuugn as much inclined as other nations to appropriate the ingenious

inventions ofcta foreign people, uuanimonfly agree, that the game was

imported from the west oſ India, together with the charming fables oſ'

VISHNUSARMAN, in the ſixth century of our era: it ſeems to have been

i'mrnemorially known in Hindizstan by_the name of Chaturanga, that is;

the four anga's, or members, oſ an army, which' are ſaid in the Ainaraafflza

to be hſſyaiwamt'fiapdddtnm, or clap/Hints, lwſſ-7ſe5, c/zav'zſiots, andſoot-ſinldz'

err; and, in this ſenſe, the word is frequently uſed 'by Epick poets

in their deſcriptions oſ'real 'at-mien. By a natural corruption oſ the

pure Sanſcrit word,..,it was changed by the old Pc'rſiaizs into C/zdtmng,

but the Afabr, who ſoon after took poſſeſiffion of their' country, had

neither the initial nor final letter ofſithat word in their alphabet, and

conſequently altered it further into S/zatranj, 'which ſound its way pre-_

ſently into the. modern Peijian, and at'length into the dialects of

where the true derivation oſ the name is known only" to thelearned: , thus

has a very fignificant word in the ſacred language of' the Bra'lzmans been

transſ0rmed by ſucceſſive changes into axed-rez, ſZ'acc/Liſſ, c'c/zccr, cheſs, and;

by a whimſicai concurrence of circumstances, given birthto the Englzffli

word c/zeck, and even a name to the Exc/zectque-r of Great Brifm'n. ſi_The

beautiful llmplicity and extreme perfection of the game, as it is commonly
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played in Euroſic and ſſia, convince me, \that it was invented by one

effort oſ ſame great gcnius; not completed by gradual improvements, but

ſormed, to uſe the phraſe oſ'ItaZian criticks, ly t/ze intention ; yet of

this ſimple game, ſo exquiſitely contrived, and ſo certainly invented'in

India, I cannot lind any account in the claſſical writings oſ the Brd/tmam.

It is, indeed, confidently asterted, that Sanſiwſit books on Cheſs lexist in

- this country, and, if they can be proctlred at Bmm'ms, they will aſſured

ly be ſent to us: at preſent I can only exhibit a deſcription oſa'very

ancient! La'ian game oſ the ſame kind zctb'ut more CUlllFXLA, "44., 3.;1

. . L 7 ..., *

opinion, more modern, than the ſimple Cllsſh Cſ tue He: ame. This

s-nn-eiis alſo called szjtumnga, but, more ſrequently C/tztzZra'jz', or the

[our Kings, ſince it is played by four perſons repreſenting as many

princes', tw_0_allied ſſarmies ccmbating cn each ſidzz the deſcription

is taken from the B/Lawgſhya Pumſin, in which YUDHtSHT'HiR is

repreſented conxrerſing vi'ith VYAſſSA, who explains at the king's re

drest the form oſ the fictitious warſare and the principal rules oſ it:

" having marked eight ſquarcs on all ſides, ſays the Sage, place the red

" army to the east, the green to the ſouth, the yellow to the west, and

ſſ" the'blae/c to the north: let the eleþ/Lant stand on the leſt oſ the king;

" next to him, the /1,orſe; then, the loat; and, before them all, ſour

*'ct_/oalzſoldiers,* but the Loazfi must 'be placed in the angle of the board."

From. this paſſage' it clearly appears, that an army, with its ſouranga's,

must be placed on each ſide of 'the bodrd, ſince an eleſi/mnt could not

ſtand, in any other poſition, the leſt-hand of each ling ; and RA'DHA
cA'NT- informed me, that thex beard leonſilled, like ours, oſſixt/irſuur

ſquares, half oſ them occupied by the forces, and halſ, vacant: he added,

that this game is mentioned in the oldest law-books, and that it was

in\ en red by the wiſe oſſſRA'VAN, king oſ Lmzca', in order to amuſe him
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with an image oſ war, while his metropolis was cloſely beſieged by

RA'MA in the ſecond age of the world. He had not heard the story told

by FIRDAUSI near the cloſe oſ the S/zd/mactma/z, and it was probably

carried into Perſia from Ca'nyacuvja by Bonzu, the favourite phyſician,

thence called Vaz'a'yaffirzya, of the great ANU'SHIRAVA'N 3 but he ſaid,

that the Bra'lzmans of Gaur, or Bengal, were once celebrated for ſuperior

ſkill in the game, and that his father, together with his ſpiritual preceptor

JAGANNa'T'H, now living at Tribe'm', had instructed two young Bra'lz

man: in all the rules of it, and had ſent them to _7ayanagar at the request

of the late Ra'jci, who had liberally rewarded them. A ſhip, or boat, is

ſubstituted, we ſee, in this complex game for the rat'lz, or armed chariot, i

which the Bengaleſe pronounce rot'lz, and which the Perſians changed into

rot/i, whence came the rock oſ ſome European nations 3 as the vierge and

ſo! of the Frenc/z are ſuppoſed to be corruptions offerz andſiZ, the prime

ming/ler and cle-pliant of the Perſians and Arabs: -it were vain to ſeek

an etymology of the word rook in the modern Perſian language; For, in

all the paſſages extracted from FlRDAUSl and JA'MI, where rok/L is con

ceived to mean a lzero, or afabulous bird, it ſignifies, I believe, no more

than a cheek or a face ,* as in the following deſcription of a proceſſion

in Egypt: " when a thouſand youths, like cyprefles, box-trees, and firs,

" with locks as ſragrant, cheeks as fair, and boſoms as delicate, as lilies

" of the valley, were marching gracefully along, thou wouldst have ſaid,

" that the new ſpring was turning his face (not, as anr: tranſlates the

" words, carried on rot/is) from station to station 3" and, as to the battle

of the duwa'zdc/z rob/r, which D'HERBELOT ſuppoſes to mean douze

preux chevalz'ers, Iam strongly inclined to think, that the phraſe only
ſignifies a combat of twelve perſonsſace to face, or ſixion a ſide. I cannot

agree with my friend RA'DHA'Ca'NT, that a is properly introduced

U
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in this imaginary warfare instead of a chariot, in which the old Indian

warriours constantly ſought ; for, though the king might be ſuppoſed to

fit in a car, ſo that the four anga's would be complete, and though it may

often be neceſſary in a real campaign to paſs rivers or lakes, yet no river

is marked on the Indian, as it is on the C/Linc/Z', cheſs-board, and the.

intermixture oſ ſhips with horſes, elephants, and inſantry embattled on.

a plain, is an abſurdity not to be defended. The uſe of dice may, per'

haps, be justified in a repreſentation oſ war, in which fortune has un.

quefiionably a great ſhare, but it ſeems to exclude cheſs from the rank,.

which has been aſſigned to it, among the ſciences, and to give the

game beſore us the appearance of whſſ, except that pieces are uſed open-

ly, instead of cards which are held concealed: nevertheleſs we find, that,

the moves in the game deſcribed by VYA'SA were to a certain degree

regulated by chance; for he proceeds to tell his royal pupil, that, " i£

" cinque be thrown, the king or a pawn must be moved,- if guatrc, the

" clefflzant; iſ trois, the horſe; and iſ a'eux, the boat."

HE then proceeds to the moves: " the king paſſes freely on all ſides but

" over one ſquare only; and with the ſame limitation, the pawn moves,

" but he advances straight ſorWard, and kills his enemy through an

" angle; the clcfflzant marches in all directions, as ſar as his driver

" pleaſes ; the horſe runs obliquely, traverſing three ſquares ; and the

" ſhip goes over two ſquares diagonally." The elephant, we find, has the

powers of our queen, as we are pleaſed to call the minſſcr, or general,

of the Perſians, and the ſhzffi has the motion oſ the piece, to which we

give the unaccountable appellation of bfflwffi, but with a restriction, which

must greatly leſſen his value. '
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THE bard next exhibits a few general rules and ſuperficial directions

for the conduct of the game : " the paums and the both kill and may

'" be voluntarily killed; while the king, the cle/olzant, 'and the horſe may

". ſlay the foe, but cannot expoſe themſelves to be ſlain. Let each player

" preſcrvc his own forces with extreme care, ſecuring his king above

V all, and not ſacrificing aſnperior, to keep an inferior, piece." Here

the commentator on the Pum'n obſerves, that, the lzmst, who has the

choice of eight moves from any central poſition, must be preferred to the

ſhip, who has only the choice offaur; but this argument would not

'have equal weight in the common game, where the bfflwþ and tower

command a whole line, and where a knight is always of leſs value than

'a tower in action, or the biſhop of that ſide, on which the attack is be

Agun. M It is by the overbearing power of the eleþ/umt, that the king

*" fights boldly; let the whole army, therefore, be abandoned, in order

-*' to ſecure the cle-pliant : the king must never place one elephant before

'" another, according to the rule of GO'TAMA, unleſs he be compelled

*" by want of room, for he would thus commit a dangerous fault ; and, if

**" he can ſlay one of two hostile elephants, he must destroy that on his

-" left hand." The last rule is extremely obſcure; but, as GO'TAMA was

van 'illustrious lawyer and philoſopher, he would not have condeſcended

'to leave directions for the game of C/zatumnga, if it had not been held in

great efiimation by the ancient ſages of India.

ALL that remains of the paſſage, which was copied for me by RA'n

'HA'CA'NT and explained by him, relates to the ſeveral modes, in which

a partial ſucceſs or complete victory may be obtained by any one of the

four players ; for we ſhall ſee, that, as if a diſpute had ariſen between

vtwo allies, one of the kings may aſſume the command of all the forces,

U2
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and aim at ſeparate conquest. First ;ſſ-" When any one king has placed

" himſelf on the ſquare of another king, which advantage is called Sin/la'

" fima, or the throne, he wins a stake ,- which is doubled, if he kill the

" adverſe monarch, when he ſeizes his place ; and, iſ he can ſeat. himſelf

" on the throne of his ally, he takes the command oſ the whole army."

Secondly ; " If he can occupy ſucceffively the thronesof all three _ prin

" ces, he obtains the victory, which is named Chatu'rafi, and, the stake

" is doubled, iſ he kill the last of the three, just before he takes poſſeſiion

" oſ his throne ; but, if he kill him on his throne, the stake is quadru

" plcd." Thus, as the commentator remarks, in a real warſare, a king

may be conſidered as Victorious, when he ſeizes the metropolis oſ his adver

ſary ; but, if he can destroy his foe, he diſplays greater heroiſm, and re

lieves his people from any further ſolicitude. " Both in gaining the

" Sinhzz'stma and the Chatzira'ji, ſays VYA'SA, the king must be ſupported

' by the clap/cant: or by all the forces united." Thirdly; " When one

" player has his own king on the board, but the king oſ his partner has

" been taken, he may replace his captive ally, iſ he can ſeize both the "

* vadverſe kings ; or, if he cannot effect their capture, he may exchange

" his king for one oſ them, against the general rule, and thus redeem

" the allied prince, Who will ſupply his place." This. advantage has the

name of er'ffia'crfflzt'a, or recovered by the king; and the Nauccicr'ſſzt'a

ſeems to be analogous to it, but confined to the caſe of Fourth

ly ; " If a pawn can march to any ſquare on the oppoſite extremity of the

" board, except that of the king, or that of the ſhip, he aſſumes what

" ever power belonged to that ſquare ; and this promotion is called Shal

" þada, or theſixstridcs." Here we find the rule, with a ſingular excep

tion, concerning the advancement olſiþawns, which often occaſions a most

interesting struggle _at our common cheſs, and which has furniſhed the
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poets and moralists of Arabia- and Paſia with many lively reflections on

human life. It appears, that " this privilege of S/zatjþada was not allow-able,

" in the opinion of Go'TAMA, when a player had three pawns on the

" board; but, when only one paWn and one ſhip remained, the pawn might

advance even to the ſquare of a king or a ſhip, and aſſume the power of

" either." Fifthly ; " According to the Raſicstzaſa'r, or giants, (that

(6

'1

is, the people of Lancd, where the game was invented), there could be

** neither victory nor defeat, if a king were left on the plain without force;

" a ſituation which they named Cacaca'ſlzt'lza." Sixthly, " If three ſhips

" happen to meet, and the fourth ſhip can be brought up to them. in the

" remaining angle, this has the name of Vn'lzannaucd ; and the player of

" the fourth ſeizes all the others." ' Two or three of the remaining cou

plets are ſo dark, either from an error in the manuſcript or from the an

tiquity of the language, that I could not understand the Pandit's expla

nation oſ them, and ſuſpect that they gave even him very indistinfi ideas ;

but it would be eaſy, iſ it were worth while, to play at the game by the pre

ceding rules 3 and a little practice would, perhaps, make the whole intelligi

ble. One circumstance, in this extract from the Pu'rdn, ſeems very ſurpri

zingz' all games oſ hazard are poſitively forbidden by MENU, yet the game

of Chatumnga, in which dice are uſed, is taught by the great VYA'SA

himſelf, whoſe lawtract appears with that oſ GO'TAMA among the eigh

teen books, which form the D/iermeffastra; but, as RA'DHA'CA'NT and

his preceptor JAGANNA'T'H are both employed byt government in

compiling a Digcst of Indian laws, and as both of them, eſpecially

the venerable Sage of Tribe'nz', understand the game, they are able, I

preſume, to aſſign reaſons, why it ſhould have been excepted from the

general prohibition, and even openly taught by ancient and modern

,_Bra'/zmans. '
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X.

TWO INSCRIPTIONS from the VlNDHYA MOUNTAINS,

tranflated'ſrom the Sanſcrit by CHARLES WILKINS, Eſq.

 

FIRST' INSCRIPTION, in a Cavem, called the Grot' aſ

the Seven Riſhi's, near 'Gaya.

I. " NANTA VARMA, master of the hearts of ſithe people, who

was the good ſon of Sree SARQOOLA, by his own-birth and

great virtues claſſed amongst the principal rulers of the earth, gladlyſſ

cauſed this statue of KREESHNA of unſulliedrenown, confirmed in the

world like his own reputation, and the image of KANTEEMATEE * to be s

dePofited in this great mountain-cave;

2. SſſREE SARDOOLA, of establiſhed fame, jewel of the diadc'ms of

kings, emblem of time to the martial poſſeſſo'rs of the earth, to the ſub

miſſive the tree'of the fruit of deſire, a light to the Military Order,

Whoſe glory was not founded upon the feats ofþa ſingle battle, thera

viſher of female hearts, and the image of SMARA i', became the ruler

of the land.

 

 

* RAnl-ut, the favourite Miſireſs of Knszsmu.

't Kuu stn the Cupid of the Hid-ac.

__e-_*__
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3. WHEREVLR SrZE SARDOOLA is wont to cast his own diſcordant

fight towards a' foe, and the fortunate star, his broad eye, is enſhmed

with anger between its expanded lids, there falleth a ſhower of arrows

from the ear-drawn string of the bow of his ſon, the renowned ANANTA

VARMA the bestower of infinite happineſs.

 

SECOND' INSCRIPTION, in a Cavc behind Nagarjeni.

1. HE auſpicious SrEE YAJNA VAR'MA, whoſe movement was as the

ſportive elephant's in the ſeaſon of lust, was, like MANOO *,

the appointer of the military (tation of all the chiefs of the earth.--By

whoſe divine offerings, the God with a thouſand eyes 1" being constantly

invited, the emaciated Powlbsz 1, ſOr along time, ſullied the beauty

of her cheeks with falling tears.

2. ANANTA VARMA by name, the friend of strangers; renowned in

the world in the character of valour 3 by nature immaculate as the lunar

beams, and who is the offspring of SrZZ SARDOOLA :-*By him this,

wonderful statue of BHOOTAPATEE and of DEVEE ll, the maker of all

things viſible and inviſible and the granter of boons, which hath taken

' ſanctuary in this cave, was cauſed to be made. May it protect the

univerſe !

 

._-'-

.-"-"\-'

""

*' The first legillator of the Hindoor.

'i Ean-Z: a deification of the Heaven:

I The wiſe oſ Eiindrii.

'w v v - - v . . . . . _ . .

ſi See-va, or Mahaa'rva and lus conſort in one image, as a type of the demcs, Gmxlar and Gcmmx.
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3. THE string of his expanded bow, charged with arrows and draWn

to the extremity of the ſhoulder, bursteth the circle's centre. Of ſpaci

ous brow, propitious distinction, and ſurpaſſing beauty, he is the image

of the moon with an undiminiſhed countenance. ANANTA VARMA to the

end ! Of form like SMARA * in existence, he is ſeen with the c0nstant

and affectionate standing with their tender and faſcinated eyes constantly

fixed upon him.

4. FROM the machine his bow,' reproacher of the crying KJOſira'rd i',

bent to the extreme, he is endued with force z from his expanded virtue

he is a provoker; by his good conduct his renown teacheth to afar ,- he

is a hero by whoſe courfing steeds the elephant is disturbed, and a youth

who is the ſeat of 'ſorrow to the women of his foes. He is the director,

 

and his name is AN ANTA

' The Hindoo Cupid.

+ A bird that is constantly making a noiſe before rain.

t This word ſignifies eternal or infinite.
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XL"

A DESCRIPTION of AſZLm by MOIZAMMED CAZIM,

trarſſated from the Perſian by HENRY VANSITTART, Eſq.*

ASAM, which! Ties to the north-east of Bmgal, is divided into

two parts by the river Bra/zmajzutm, that flows from K/zatd. i The

northern porti n is call;d Uttarcul, and the ſouthern Dacſhzſincul. Ut

tarcul begins at Gowaſzutty, which is the boundary of his Majesty's

territorial poſſeſſ'Onsfand terminates in mountains inhabited by a tribe

called Meerz' Mrc/zmz'. Dagstzzſincul extends from the village Sidea to the

hills of Sitnagar. The most ſamous mountains to the northward of

Uttarcul, are thoſe of DuIc/L and Land'a/z; and to the ſouthward of Day/him'

cul are thoſe oſ Namruffi, (Ca'mrziþ P) ſituated ſour days journey above G/zer

gong, t-o which the Raja' retreated. There is another chain of hills, which

is inhabited by a tribe cailed Name, who pay no revenue to the Ra'ja', but

proſeſs allegiance to him, and obey a few of his orders. But the i' Zem

Ieh tribe are entirely independent oſ him, and, whenever they find an

opportunity, plunder the country contiguous to their mountains. Aſa'm

is oſ an oblongfigure: its 'length is about 200 standard COſS, and its

breadth, from the northern to the ſouthern mountains, about eight days

 

' This account oſ/lſhm was tranſlated for the chiety, but afterwards printed by the learned tranſlator as an

appendix to his Actlemgl'rndmab. It is reprinted here, becauſe our government has an interest in being as well

acquainted as poſſible with all the nations hard'ning on the Briryz: tertitorics.

t In 'nother copy this tribe are called D/lfldh
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122 A DESCRlPTION_

journey. From Coma/mity to G/zcrgong are ſeventy-five ſiandard coſs;

and from thence it' is fifteen days journey to K/Loten, which was the reſi

dence of Pccmn ll-'z'ſc/z *, but is now called Ava +, and is the capital of the

Ra'ja' oſ chu, who'c0nſiders himſelf of the posterity of that ſamous

General. The first five days journey from the mountains of Ca'mniþ, is

performed through ſorests, and over hills, which are arduous and diffi

cult to paſs. You then travel eastward to Arm through a level and

ſmooth country. To the northward is the plain o'ſ Kfiatci, that has been

before mentioned as the place from whence the Bralzmaſſutra iſſues, which

is afterwards ſed by ſeveral rivers that flow from the ſouthern mountains

eſ Aſdm. The principal _of theſe is the' D/zonce, Þwhich has beſore oc

curred in this history, It joins thatbroad riverzat 'the village Lzzckcigcrelz.

BETWEEN theſe rivers is aniilandwell inhabited, and in an excellent
.state oſtillage. i It contains a ſpaeious, clear, and pleaſant country, ex

tending to the distance of about fifty. CQſs. The cultivated tract is bound

ed by a thick ſorest, which harbours elephants, and where thoſe animals

may be caught, as well as infour or five other forests of Aſdm. , If

there be occaſion for them,_ five or ſix hundred elephants may be pro

cured in a year. Acroſs the D/zonec, which is the fide of G/Lcrgong, is

a wide, agreeable, and level country, which delights the heart of the be

holder. The whole face of it is marked with population and tillage ;'

and it preſents on every ſide, charming proſpects of ploughed fields, har

 

* According to Kirorm'zmir, Pemvz I'Vtstlz was one oſ the nobles oſ Aſnſſab, King of Tertia, contemporary

with Kafraur, ſecond Prince oſ the Kiam'zm Dynasty. In the Ferlvng szbangnr) and Barlmrm Ka/ed (two

Perſian Dictionaries), Pcerart is deſcribed as one of the' Pride-ran or heroes of Tunin, and General under

Afmſiab, the name oſ whoſe father was Wlſilv. l

t This is a palpable mistake. K/Jalm lies to the north of Himdlzg-a ,- and Plrdn FZ/n/z could never have ſeen dle/a.
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vefis, gardens, and grove-s. Allthe iſland before deſcribed lies in Dar

ſhzctmub From the ſſvillage Selagert/L to the city of G/zcrgong is a ſpace '

of about fifty coſs, filled with ſuch an uninterrupted range of gardensz.

plentifully stocked With-fruit-trees, that it appears as one garden. With

in them are. the houſes oſ the peaſants, and a beautiful aſſemblage otTcoI- -

loured and ſragrant herbs, and of garden and wild flowers blowing to

gether. As the country is overflowed, in the rainy ſeaſon, a high and

broad-cauſſey has been raiſed for the convenience of travellers from.

Salagere/L to G/zergorg, which is the only uncultivated ground that isto

be ſeen. Each fide of this road is planted with ſhady bamboos, the tops

of which meet, and are intertwined. Amongst the fruits which this

country produces," are mangoes, plantains, jacks, oranges, Citrons, limes, '

pine-apples, and ſiunzſiaZe/z, a ſpecies of amZe/z, which has ſuchvian'- 'exu

cellent flavour, that every perſon who tastes it prefers it to the Plumt

There are alſo cocoa-nut trees; pepper vines, Are-m trees, ſſxandithe

Saſidzſij *, in great plenty. The ſugar-cane excels in ſoſtneſs and ſweet;

neſs, and is of three colours, red, black, and White. There is ginger

free from fibres, and betcl vines. The ſtrength of vegetation and fertility

of the ſoil are ſuch, that whatever ſeed is ſown, or flips planted, they

alway-s thrive. The environs of G/zergong furniſh ſmall apricots, yar'ns,

and pomegranates; but as theſe articles are wild, and not affisted by culſi-_

tivation and engraſtment, they are very indifferent. The principal crop

of this country conſists in rice and i' maſſe. Aries is very ſcarce, and

wheat and barley are never ſown. The filks are excellent, and reſemble

 

* The dezjis along aromatick leaf, which has a pungent taſte, and is called in Sanſcrit Tg'npalm. In

our botanical books it bears the name of Malalzat/zrum, or the Indian Leaſ

+ Maſh is a ſpecies of grain, and dale: a kind oſ pea.
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thoſe of China; but they manufacture very few more than are required

for uſe. They are ſucceſsful in embroidering with flowers, and in weav

ing velvet, and couth-and, which is a ſpecies ofſilk of which they make

tents and * henautr. Salt is a very precious and ſcarce commodity. It

is found at the bottom of ſome of the hills, but oſ a bitter and pungent

qUality. A better ſort is in common uſe, which is extracted from the

plantain tree. 'The-mountains, inhabited by the tribe called Nanac, pro

duce plenty of excellent Lignwn Aloes, which a ſociety of the natives

imports every year into Aſam, and barters for ſalt and grain. This

evil-diſpoſed race of mountaineers are many degrees Femoved from the

line of humanity, and are destitute of the characteristical properties oſ a

man. They go naked from head to foot, and eat dogs, eats, ſnakes,

mice, rats, ants, locusts, and every thing of this ſort which they can

find. The hills of Ca'mrzizfi, Side-a, and Luchzſigerch, ſupply a fine ſpe

cies of ngnum Aloes, which finks in Water. Several of the mountains

contain muſic-deer.

The country of Uttarcul which is on the northern ſide of the Brahma

put-m, is in the highest state of eultivation, and produces plenty of pep

per and Areca-nuts. It even ſurpaſies Dacſhincul in populationand tillage g

but, as the latter contains a greater tract of wild forests, and places diffi

cult of acceſs, the rulers of Aſam have choſen to reſide in it for the

_.convenience of control, and have erected in it the capital ofthe king

dom. The breadth of Uttarcul, from the bank of the river to the foot

of the mountains, which is a cold climate, and contains ſnow, is various,

but is no where leſs than fifteen coſs, nor more than forty-five coſs. The

 

* Human are walls made to ſurround tents.
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inhabitants of' thoſe mountains are strong, havea robust and reſpectable

appearance, and are of a middling ſize. Their complexions, like thoſe

of the natives of all cold climates, are red and white; and they have

alſo trees and fruits peculiar to frigid regions. Near the fort ofjum

Ben/e, which is on the fide of Coma/ruddy, is a chain of mountains, call

ed the country of Dmmg, all the inhabitants of which reſemble each

other in appearance, manners, and ſpeech,- but are distinguiſhed by the

names of their tribes, and places of reſidence. SeVeral of theſe hills pro

duce muſic, kataus *, Moat +,.þerce, and two ſpecies of horſes,- called goont

and tanyanr. Gold and ſilver are procured here, as in thewhole' country

of Aſdm, by waſhing the ſand of the rivers, This, indeed, is one of the

ſources of revenue. It is-ſuppoſed that rzzooo inhabitants, and ſome

fay 20,ooo, are employed in this occupation 5', and ib is a'regulation,

that each of theſe perſons ſhall, pay a fixed revenue of a laid I of gold to

the Ra'jaſi. The people 0£ Aſdm- are a baſe and__unprincipled. nation,

and have no fixed religion. They follow no rule but. that of their own

inclinations, and make the approbation of their own vicious minds the

test ofthe propriety oftheir- actions. They do not adopt any 'modeof

worſhip practiſed either by Heat/zems or Mo/iammcdans; nor do they
concur with anyſof the known ſects which prevail amongst mankind.

Unlike the Pagans of Hindustdn, they do not reject victuals which have

been dreſſed by Mzſſclmam ; and they abstain from no fleſh except_hu

 

" Katnus is thus deſcribed in the Ear/num Krma: " This word, in the language of Rim, is aſeacow 3 the

U tail of which it hung upon the neck: of horſes, and on the ſummit of standards. Some ſay that it is a cow

" which lives in the mountains of Khald." It here means the mountain-cow, which fupplies the tail thar it

made into rbowvrin, and in Sdrzſrrit is called rbdmara. '

'l' Bbaa! and firm are two kinds of blanket.

I Eighty mi-wcights, ſee page 154, 'rott
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man; They even' eat animals that have died a natural death; but, in

conſequence of not being' uſed to the taste Of ghee, they have iuch an

antipathy to this article, that if they diſcover the least ſmell of it in

their victuals, they have no reliſh for them. It is not their custom to

veil their women; forſi even the'wives of the Ra'ja' do not conceal their

faces from any perſon', The females perform work in the 'open air, with

their countenances expoſed and heads uncovered. The men have often'

four or five 'wives each, and' publicly buy, ſell, and change them. They

ſhave their heads, beards, and whiſkers, and reproach and admoniſh

every perſon who neglects this ceremony. Their language has not the

least affinity with that of Bcngal *. Their strength and courage are ap

parent in their- lOoks; but their ferocious manners, and brutal tempers.

are alſo betrayed by their phyſiognomy. They are ſuperior to most na

'tions in corporal force and hardy exertions. They are enterprizing, ſa

vage, fond of war, vindictive, treacherous, and deceitful. The virtues

of compaſſion, kindneſs, friendſhip, ſincerity, truth, honour, good faith,

ſhame, and purity ſof morals, have been left out of their compoſition.

The feeds of tenderneſs and humanity have not been ſown in the field of

their flames. As 'they are'destitute of the mental garb of manly qualities,

they are alſo 'deficient in the dreſs of their bodies. They tie a cloth

round their heads, and anOther round their loins, and throw av ſheet-upon

their ſhOulder ;' but it is not customary in that' country to wear turbans,

robes, drawers, or ſhoes. There are no buildings of brick or stone, or .

with walls of earth, except the gates oſ the city of G/Lcrgong, and ſome

of'theiridolatrous temples. The rich and poor construct 'their habita

  
7

' This is an error: young Bm'lwmu oſten come from Jſhm Ato, A'adzj-a' for infiruction, and their vulga

dialect is understood by the Bengnl teachers. . * du; . .
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tions oſ wood, bamboos, and straw. Ihe-Ra'ja' and his courtiers travel

in stately littcrs; but the opuient and reſpefiiablc perſons amongst this,

ct ſubjects are carried in lower vehiclcs, called doolies. Aſdm produces nei

ther horſes *, camels, nor aſſes z but thoſe cattle are ſometimes brought

thither from other countries. The brutal inhabitants, from a congenial

impulſe, are fond of ſeeing and keeping aſſes 5 and buy and ſell them at a

high price; but they diſcover the greatest ſurprize at. ſeeing a camel;

and are ſo afraid oſa horſe, that iſ one trooper ſhould attack a hundred

armed Aſk/meats, they. would all throw down their arms and flee 3 or

ſhould they not be abie to eſcape, they would ſurrender themſelves 'l

priſoners. Yet, ſhould one of that deteſtable race encounter two men of

another nation on foot, he Would defeat them.

WI-__-_--

4.._...._-____..._

l

The ancient inhabitants oſ this country are divided into two tribes,

the Aſamzſians and the Cultmzz'an's. The latter excel the ſormer in all oc

cupations. except war, and the conduct 'of hardy enterpriſes, in which

'the former are ſuperior. A body-guard oſ ſix or ſeven thouſand Afa

mz'am, fierce as demons, of unſhaken' courage, and well provided with p

warlike arms and accoutrements, alWays keep watch near the Ra'jzi's ſitting i

and ſleeping apartments ,- theſe are his loyal and confidential troops and

patrol. The martial weapons oſ this country are the muſqnct, ſword,

ſpear, and arrow and bow oſ bamboo. In their ſorts and boats they 1

have alſo plenty of cannon, zerbzen and ranzc/zangce, in the management l

oſ which they are very expert,

I44>-*____._

Lng-'

 

' As the Author has aſſertcd that two ſpecies oſ horſes, called geon; and tergent, are PTCJIICCJ i,

Dmng. we must ſuppoſe that this is a different country from Jſhm.

+ Swiveis. i

r
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WHENEVER any of the Ra'jds, magistrates, or principal men die,

they dig a large cave for the deceaſed, in which they inter his women,

attendants, and ſervants, and ſome of the magnificent equipage and uſe

ful furniture, which he poſſeſſed in his liſetime, ſuch as elephants, gold

and ſilver, bridafflz (large ſans), carpets, clothes, victuals, lamps, with

a great deal of oil, and a torch-bearer ; for they conſider thoſe articles

as stores for a future state. They afterwards construct a strong roof Over

the cave upon thick timbers. The people of the army entered ſome of

. the old caves, and took out of them the value of 90,ooo rupees, in

gold and ſilver. But an extraordinary circumstance is ſaid to have hap

pened, to which the mind of man can ſcarcely give credit, and the proba

bility of which is contradicted by daily experience. It is this: All

the Nobles came to the Imperial General, and declared, with univerſal

agreement, that a golden betel-stand was found in one of the caves, that

was dug eighty years before, which contained betel-leaf quite green and

freſh ; but the authenticity. of this story rests uponvreport.

GHERGONG has-four gates, constructed of stone and earth; from each

of which the Ra'jd's palace is distant three coſs. The city is encom

paſſed with a fence of bamboos, and within it high and broad cauſſeys

have been raiſed for the convenience of paſſengers dUring the rainy

ſeaſon. In the front of every man's houſe- is a garden, or ſome cultiva

ted ground. This is a fortified city, which encloſes villages and tilled

fields. The Rdjd's palace stands upon the bank of the Degoo, which

flows throught the city. This river is lined on each fide with houſes,

and'there is a ſmall market, which contains no ſhopkeepers. except ſel

lers of bctcl. The reaſon is, that it is not customary for the inhabi

tants to buy proviſions for daily uſe, becauſe they lay up a stock for them

__._

_____A.4____._____-
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ſelves, which -lasts them a year. The Ra'jd's palace is ſurrounded by

a cauſſey, planted on each ſide with a cloſe hedge of bamboos, which

ſerves instead of awall. On the outfide there is a ditch, which is al

ways full of water. The Circumference of the encloſure is one coſs and

fourteen jereebs. Within it have been built lofty halls, and 'ſpacious

apartments for the Ra'jd, most of them of wood, and a few of straw,

which are called c/mſiſiefl. Amongst theſe is a dz'wcin k/uina/z, or pub

lic ſaloon, one hundred and fifty cubits long, and forty broad, which

is ſupported by ſixty-fix wooden pillars, placed at an interval of about

four cubits from each other. The Ra'jd's ſeat is adorned with lattice

work and carving. Within and without have been placed plates of

braſs, ſo well poliſhed, that when the rays of the ſun strike upon them,

they ſhine like mirrors. It is an aſcertained fact, that 3000 carpenters

and 12,ooo labourers were constantly employed in this work, during two

years, before it was finiſhed. When the Raſijd ſits in this chamber, or

travcls, instead cf drums and trumpets they beat the * d/LOZ and dand.

The latter is a round and thick instrument made of copper, and is cer

tainly the ſame as the drum +, which it was customary, in the time of

the ancient kings, to beat in battles and marches.

THE Ra'jd': of this country have always raiſed the crest of pride and

vain-glory, and diſplayed an ostentatious appearance of grandeur, anda

numerous train of attendants and ſervants. They have not bowed the

head of ſubmiſiion and obedience, nor have they paid tribute or revenue

to the most powerful monarch ; but they have curbcd the ambition, and

 

' The dlrdlis a kind of drum, which is beaten at each end.

+ This is a kind oſ kettle-drum, and is made of a compoſition of ſeveral metals.

Ya
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chcckcd the conquests, of the most Victorious Princes oſ Hindzſſdn. The

ſolution of the difficultics attending a war against them, has baffied the

penetration of heroes. who have 'been stiled Conqusrors oſ the World.

Whenever an invading armyihas entered their tcrritories, the A/iLflLiaU

have covered themſelves in strong poſis, and' have diſh-eſſed the enem

'by stratagems, ſurpriſes, and alarms, and by cutting off their proviſions;

If theſe means have ſailed, they have declined 'abattle in the field, but

have carried the penſents into the mountains, burnt the grain, and' leſt

the country eziipty. But when the rainy ſeaſon' has ſet in upon the ad

vancing enemy, they have watched their opportunity to make excurfions,

and vent their rage; the ſamithed invadcrs have either become their

priſoners, or been put to death. In this manner powerful and numerous

armie's have been ſunk in that whirlpoolef destruction, and not a ſoul has

eſcaped.

FORMERLY HUsAIN SH'AH, a King of Bcngal, undertook an expadition

against A/Iim, and carried with him a formidable force in cavalry, in

fantry, and beats. The beginning of this invaſion was crowned with

victory. He entered the country, and erected the standard of ſuperiority

and conquest. The Ra'jj being unable to encounter him in the field,

evacuated the plains, and retreated to the mountains. Husnm left his

ſon, with a large army, to keep poſſeffion of the country, and returned

to Bcngal. The rainy ſeaſon commenced, and the roads were ſhut up by

the inundation. The Raſija deſcended from the mountains, ſurrounded

the Bengal army, ſhirmiſhed with them, and cut off their proviſions, till

they were reduced to ſuch straights, that they were all, in a ſhort time,

either killed or made priſoners.
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lN the ſame manner Mozuxntrn S/Lci/Z, the ſon of TOGLUC Shd/z, who

was king of ſeveral oſ the proviuces of Iliad-'flain ſcnt a well-appointed

army oſ a hundred ſhouſand cavalry to conquer ſlſa'uz ,* but they were

all devoted to oblivion in that country oſ enchantment; and no intelli

gcnce or vestige oſ them remained. Another army was diſpatched 'to re

venge this diſastcr; but when they arrived in Bcngaj, they were panick

struck, and lhrunk from the cnterprizsz becauſe iſ any perſon paſſes the

ſrontier into that district, he has not leave to return; In the ſame man

ner, none oſ the inhabitants of that country are able to come out oſit,.

which is the reaſon that no accurate information has, hitherto been ob

tained relative to that nation. The natives of ſlender/inn conſider them

as wizzards and'magicians, and pronounce the name of that country in

all their incantations and counter-charms. They. ſay, that every perſon

who ſets his foot there, is under the inſlucnceof witchcraſt, and cannot.

lind the road to return.

JEIDEJ SIN'G *, the Ra'jzi oſ Aſa'm, bears the title oſ chrgz', or Celcstz'al."

Szueig, in the Hz'ndrstzini language, means heaven. That frantick and

vain-glorious prince is ſo exceffively fooliſh and mistaken, as to believe

that his vicious ancestors Were ſovereigns of the heavenly host ; and that

one oſ them, being inclined to viſit the earth, deſcended by a goldEn lad

der. After he had been employed ſome time in regulating and governing

his new kingdom, he became ſo attached to it, that he fixed his abode in

it, and never returned. -

IN ihdrt, When we conſider the peculiar circumstances oſ Aſiim 3 that

* Propcrly qu-(i-J'Zvu-nja Smlw, or tl'r Lion 'wi-'Is Bamrer: qf Coyrgugst.

M-.___-.
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the country is ſpacious, populous, and hard to be penetrated; that it

abounds in perils and dangers; that the paths and roads are beſet with

difficulties 5 that the obstacles to the conquest of it are more than can be

deſcribed; that the inhabitants are a ſavage race, ſerocious'in their man

ners, and brutal in their behaviour; that they are oſ a gigantic appear

ance, enterprizing, intrepid, treacherous, well armed, and more nume

rous than can be conceived; that they reſist and attack the enemy from

ſecure posts, and are always prepared for battle; that they poſſeſs ſorts

as high as heaven, garriſoned by brave ſoldiers, and plentifully ſupplied

with warlike stores, the reduaion oſ each oſ which would require a long

ſpace oſ time,- that the way was obstructed by thick and dangerous

buſhes, and broad and boisterous rivers: when we conſider theſe cir

cumstances, we ſhall wonder that this country, by the aid of GOD, and

the auſpices of his Majesty, was conquered by the imperial army, and

became a place for erecting the standard of the faith. The haughty and

inſolent heads of ſeveral oſ the detestable Aſamzſiam, who stretch the

neck of pride, and who are devoid of religion, and remote from GOD,

were bruiſed by 'the hooſs oſ the horſes oſ the Victorious warriors. The

Muſelman heroes experienced the comfort of fighting for their religion;

and the bleſſings oſ it reverted to the ſovereignty of his just and pious

Majesty.

THE Ra'jci. whoſe ſoul had been enſlaved by pride, and who had

been bred up in the habit oſ preſuming on the stability of his own go

vernment, never dreamt of this reverſe oſ fortune 3 but being now over

taken by the puniſhment due to his crimes, fled, as has been before men

tioned, with ſome of his nobles, attendants, and family, and a few of

his effects, to the mountains of Ca'mrzip. That ſpot, by its bad air and
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water, and confined ſpace, is rendered the worst place in the world, or'

rather it is one of the pits of hell. The Ra'jd'lr officers and ſoldiers, by

his orders, croſſed the D/zonec, and ſettled in the ſpacious iſland between

that and the Bra/zmaputm, which contains numerdus forests and thickets.

A few took reſuge in other mountains; and watched an opportunity of

committing hostilities. i

CA'MRtfP is a country on the fide ofDacſhincuZ, ſituated between three

high mountains, at the distance of four days journey from G/zergang. It

is remarkable for bad water, noxious air, and confined proſpects. When

cvet the Ra'jd uſed to be angry with any of his ſubjects, he ſent them

thither. The roads are difficult to paſs, inſomuch that a foot-traveller

proceeds with the greatest inconvenience. There is one road wide

enough for a horſe ; but the beginning of it contains thick ſorests for about

halfſia coſs. Afterwards there is a deſile, which is stony and full of wa

ter. On each ſide is a mountain towering to the ſky.

THE Imperial General remained ſome days in G/ze7gong, where he

was employed in i'egulating the affairs of the country, encouraging the

peaſants, and collecting the effects of the Rq'jzi. He repeatedly read the

K/wtbe/z, or prayer, containing the name and titles of the Prince of the

age, King of Kings, ALEMGEER, Conqueror of the VVOrld, and adorned

the faces of the coins with the Imperial impreffion. At this time there

were heavy ſhowers, accompanied with violent wind, For two or three

days ; and all the ſigns appeared of the rainy ſeaſon, which in that coun

try ſets in before it does in Hindustdn. The, General exerted himſelſin

establiſhing posts, and fixing guards, for keeping open the roads and ſup

plying the army with proviſions. He thought now of ſecuring himſelf

during the rains, and determined, after the ſky ſhould be cleared from.
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the clouds, the. lightning ceaſe to illuminate the air, and the ſwelling

of the water ſhould ſubſide, that the army ſhould again be ſet in motion

against the Ra'jz) and his attendants, and be employed in delivering the

country from the evils of their cxistence,

THE Author then mentions ſeveral lkirmilhcs, which happened between

the Raſ'jſz's forces and the Imperial troops, in which the latter were always

Victorious. He concludes thus:

'AT length all the villages oſ Darſhizrzcul fell into the poſſeſſion of the

Imperial army. Several of the inhabitants and peaſants, from the diffu

.ſion of the ſame of his Majesty's kindneſs, tenderneſs, andjustice, ſub

mitted to his government, and were protected in their habitations

and property. The inhabitants of Uzfilarcul alſo became obedient to

his commands. His Majesty rejoiced, when he heard the news of this

conquest, and rewarded the General with a costly, dreſs, and other diſ

tinguiihing marks Of his favour.

THE Narrative, to which this is a ſupplement, givescta conciſe history

of the military expedition into Aſcim. In this deſcription the Author

has stopt ata period, when the Imperial troops had poſſeſſed themſelves

of the capital, and were masters of any part of the plain country, which

they choſe to occupy or over-run. The ſequel diminiſhes the credit of

theconquest, by ſhowing that it was temporary, and that the Ra'jd did

not forget his'uſual policy of liarasting the invading army during' the

rainy ſeaſon : but this conduct produced only the effect of distreffing and

diſgusting it with the ſervice, instead of abſolutely destnoying it, as his

predeceſſors' had destroyed former adventurers. Yet the concluſion of this

£*,'_),.
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war is far from weakening the panegyrick which the Author has paſſed

upon the Imperial General, to whom a difference of ſituation afforded an

opportunity of difplaying additional virtues, and of cloſing that life with

heroick fortitude, which he had always hazarded in the field with martial

ſpirit. His name and titles were, Mz'r JUMLEH, MOAZZIM K/zaſin,

K/za'm' K/m'na'n, Szffia'lzi SA'LA'R.

REMARK.

THE preceding account of the Aſa'mz'ans, who are probably ſuperior

in all reſpects to the Moguls, exhibits a ſpecimen of the black malignity

and frantick intolerance, with which it was uſual, in the reign of

AURſſANGZIſiB, to treat all thoſe, whom the crafty, cruel, and avaritious

Emperor was pleaſed to condemn as infidels and barbarians-.
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XIl.

\

On t/ze Manners, Religion, and Laws oſ tſze Cu'ci's, or

Mountaineers cff Tipra. -- Communicated in Perſian by

JOHN RAWLiNs, Eſq.

HE inhabitants oſ the mountainous districts to the east of Bengtl give.

the name C-fPA'TlYA'N to the Being, who created the Univerſe; but *

they teli;ve, that a Deity exists in every Tree, that the Sun and Moon

are Gods, and that, whenever they worſhip thoſe ſubordinate divinities,

PA'TiYA'N is pleaſed.

IF any one arnong them put another to death, the Chief' of the Tribe,

or other perſons, who bear no relation to the deceaſed, have no concern

in puniſhing the murd_rer; but, iſ the murderzd perſon have a brother,

or other heir, he may take blood for blood; nor has any rnan whatever

a right to 'prevent or oppoſe ſuch retaliation.

WHEN a man is detected in the commiffion of theft or other atrocious

offence, the chieftain cauſes a recompenſe to be given to the complainant,

and reconlciles both parties ; but the Chief himſelf receives a customary

fine; and each party gives a feast of pork, or other meat, to the people

of his rcſpective tribe.

IN ancient times it was not a custom among them to cut off the heads

oſ the women, whom they found in the habitations Of their enemies;

Z 2 '
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but it happened once, that a woman aſked another, why ſhe came ſo

late to her buſineſs of ſowing grain : ſhe anſwered, that her huſbandwas

gone to battle, and that the neceſſity bf preparing food-and other things

for him had occaſioned her delay. This anſwer was overheard by a man

at cnmity with her huſband; and he was filled with reſentment against

her, conſidering, that, as 'ſhe had prepared food for her huſband for

the purpoſe of ſending him to battleagainst his tribe, ſo in general, if wo

men were not to remain at home, their huſbands could not be ſupplied

,with proviſion, and conſequcntly Could not make war with advantage',

From that time _it became a constant practice, to cut off the heads of the

enemy's women; eſpecially, if they happen to be pregnant, and therefore

confined to their houſes; and this barbarityjs carried ſo far, that,

iſ a Cu'cz' aſſail the hOUſC Of an enemy, and kill aWoman with child,

ſo that he may bring two heads, he acquires honour and celebrity in his

tribe, as the destroyer oſ two foes at once.

As to the marriages oſ this wild nation; when a rich man has made

a contract of marriage, he gives four or five head of gaya'lr (the cattle

of the mountains) to the ſather and mdther of the bride, whom he car

ries to his OWn houſe: her parents then kill the gay'dls, and, havingpre

pared fermented liquors and boiled rice with other eatables, invite the

father, mother," brethren, and kindred of the bridegroom to a nuptial

entertainment. When a man of ſmall property is inclined to marry, and

a' mutual agreement is made, a ſimilar method is followed in a lower

degree ; and a man may marry any woman, except his own mother. Iſ a

married couple live_c;=rdially together, and have a ſon, the wiſe is fixed

and 'irrc-movable; but, if they have no ſon, and eſpecially if they live

together on bad terms, the huſband may-divorce his wiſe, and marry

another woman. ſi

U
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THEY have no idea of heaven or hell, the reward ctof good, or the pu

' niſhment oſ bad, actions; but they profeſs a belief, that, when a perſon
dies, aſcertain ſpirit comes and ſeizes his ſoul, which he carries away;

and that, whatever the'ſplrit promiſes to give at the instant, when the body

dies, will be ſound and enjoyed by the dead 3 but that, iſ any one

ſhould take up the corſe and carry it off, he would not find the treaſure.

A THE ſood of this people conſists oſ elephants, hogs, deer, and other

animals ; of which if they find the carcalſes or limbs in the ſorests, they

dry them and eat them occafionally. 7

WHEN they have reſolved on War, they ſend ſpies, 'before hostilities are

begun, to learn the ſtations and strength of the enemy, and the condition

of the roads; aſtcr which they march in the night; and two or three

hours beſorc daylight, make a_' ſudden aſſault with ſwords, lances, and

' arrows: if their enemies are compelled to abandon their station, the

aſſailants instantly put to death all the males and females, who are left

behind, and strip the houſes of all their 'furniture ; but, ſhould their

adverſaries, having gained intelligence of the intended aſſault, be reſolute

enough to meet them in battle, and ſhould they find themſelves over

matched, they ſp-rcllly retreat and quietly return to theirown habitations.

Iſat any time they ſee a stir' vcry near the moon, they ſay, ' to-night we

' ſhall undoubtedly be attzcked by ſome enemyf and they paſs that night

under arms with extreme vigilance. They often lie in ambuſh in a foreſt

near the path, where their foes are uſed to paſs and repaſs, waiting for

the enemy with different ſortsoſ weapons, and killing every man or

woman," whoghappens to paſs by:_ in this ſituation, if a leech, or a

worm, or a ſnake ſhould bite one of them, he bears the pain in perfect
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ſilence; and whoever cfm bring home the head of an enemy, which

he 'has cut off, is ſure to be distinguiſhed and exalted in his nation. When

two hostile tribes appear to have equal force iu'battle, and neither has

hopes of putting the other to flight, they make a ſign-il oſ pacifick

intentions, and, ſending agents reciprocally, ſoon conclude a treaty;

after which they kill ſeveral heal or' gvzyizZ-z and feast on th:ir fleſh,

calling on the Sun and Moon to bear witneſs oſ the pieifiettion: but,

if one ſide, unable to reſist the enemy, be thrown into diſorder, the

vanquiſhed tribe is conſidered as tributary to thectviſtors; who every

year receive fromthem a certain number oſ gqyjls, woodendiſhes, wet- t

pons and other acknowledgements of vaſſalage. Before they go to battle

they put a quantity 'of roasted a'lu's (eſeulent roots like þo'a/oes) and

parte of rice-fiuur into the hollow of ban.bu's, and add to them

a proviſion of dry rice with ſome leathern bags full of liquor: then

they aſſemble, and march with ſuch celerity, that in one day they

perform a journey Ol'dllldl'llf made by letter-carriers in three or four days,

ſince they have not the trouble and delay of dreſſing victuals. YVhen

they reach the place to be attached, they ſurround it in the night, and.

at early dawn, enter it, putting to death both young and old: women

and children; except ſuch as they chuſe to bring away captive: they

put theheads, which they cut off, into leathern bags; and, if the blood

of their enemies be on their hands, they take care not to waſh it off.

When, after this ſlaughter, they t__ke their own food, they thrust a

part of what they eat into the mouths of the heads, which they

have brought away, ſaying to each of them: ' Ear; quench thy

' thirst; and ſatisfy thy appetite: as thou hlst been ſlain by my hand.

* ſo may thy kinſmen be (lain by my kinſmenl' During their journey,

they have uſually two ſuch meals 3 and every watch, or um &Lachea

'
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they ſend intelligence of their proceedings 'to their families : when any

one of them ſends word, that he has cut off the head of an enemy,

the people oſ his family, whatever be their age or ſex, expreſs great'

delight, making caps and ornaments of red and black ropes; then

filling ſome large veſſels with fermented liquors, and decking themſelves

with all the trinkets they poſſeſs, they go forth to meet the conqueror

blowing large ſhells, and striking-'plates of metal, with' other rude

instruments of vmuſick. When both parties are-met, they ſhow extrava

gant joy, men and women dancing and ſinging together; and;" ifsa'

'married man has brought an enemy's head, his wife wears a head-dreſs?

with gay, ornaments, the huſband and wiſe alternately pourrfermented?

liquor into each other's mouths,- and ſhe waſhes his bloody hands with'

the ſame liquor, which they are drinking = thus they go mvelling; with'

exceſiive merriment, to their place of- abode ;- and, having piled up the

heads of their enemies- in the-court-yard of their chieftain's houſe, they

ſing and dance round the pile,- aſter which they' kill ſome gaya'ls and

hogs with their ſpears, and, having boiled the fleſh, make a feast on-it,

and drink the fermented liquor. The richer men of this race fasten- ſitſihe

heads of their foes on a- bambu, and fix it on the graves of their parents ,

which act they acquire great reputation. He, who brings backv the

head of aflaughtered enemy, receives preſents from the wealthy of cattle

and ſpirituous liquor Land, if any captives are brought aliVe, it is the

prerogative oſ thoſe chieftains, who were not-in. the campaign,.to strike

off the heads of the captives. Their weapons are made by particular

tribes 3 for ſome of- them are unable to-fabricate instrumen-tssofv war. .

IN regard to theirscivil institutions;- the' whole management-of their'

houſehold affairs belonge to the women ,- while the men are employed in
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clearing forests, building huts, cultivating land, making war, or hunting

game and wild beasts. Five days (they never reckon by months or

years) after the birth oſ a male child, and three. days after that of a

female, they entertain their family and_kinſmen with boiled rice and

fermented liquor; and the parents of the child partake of the feast 3 they

begin the ceremony with fixing a pole in the court yard 5 and, then, kill

ing a gaya'l or a hog with a lance, they conſecrate it to their deity ; after

which all the party eat the fleſh and drink liquor, cloſing the day

with a dance and with ſongs. If any one among them be ſo deformed, _

by nature or by accident, as to be unfit for the propagation' of his

ſpecies, he gives up all thought of keeping houſe, and begs for his

ſubfistence, like a-religious mendicant, from door to door, continually

dancing and ſinging. *thn ſuch a perſon goes to the houſe of a,

rich and liberal man, the owner of the houſe uſually firings together a

number oſ red and white stones, and fixes one end of the string on a

long cane, ſo that the other end may hang down to the ground; then,

paying a kind of ſuperstitious homage to the pebbles, he gives alms to

the beggar; after which he kills a gaya'l and a hog, and ſome other qua

drupeds, and invites his tribe to a feast: the giver of ſuch an entertainment

acquires extraordinary ſame in the nation; and all unite in applauding

him with every token of honour and reverence.

WHEN a Cch dies, all his kinſmen join in killing a hog and a gaya'l;

and, having boiled the meat, pour ſome liquor into the mouth of the

deceaſed, round whoſe body they twist a piece of cloth by way of ſhroud:

all of them taste 'the ſame liquor as an offering to his ſoul; and this

ceremony they repeat at intervals for ſeveral days. Then they-lay the

body on a stage, and, kindling a fire under it, pierce it with a ſpit and
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dry it: when it is perfectly dried, they cover it with two or three

folds oſ cloth; and, encloſing it in a little caſe within a chest, bury it

under ground. All the fruits and flowers, that they gather within a year

after the burial, they ſcatter on the grave of the deceaſed; but ſome bury

their dead in a different manner; covering them first with a ſhroud, then

with a mat of woven reeds, and hanging them on a high tree. Some,

when the fleſh is decayed, waſh the bones, and keep them dry in a bowl,

'* which they open on every ſudden emergence; and, fancying themſelves

at a conſultation with the bones, purſue whatever meaſures they think
properziallcdgiug, that they act by the command of their departed

parents and kinſmen. A widow is obliged to remain a whole year near

the grave of her huſband; where her family bring her food: iſ ſhe

die within the year, they mourn for her.- iF ſhe liVC, they Lfllry her back

to her houſe, Wllcre all her relations are entertained with the uſual feast

of the Cchz' 's.

IF the deceaſed leave three ſons, the eldest and the youngest ſhare all

his property; but the middle ſon takes nothing: if he have no ſons,

his estate goes to his brothers, and, if he have no brothers, it eſcheats

\

to the chief of the tribe.

NOTE.

A PARTY of Cdci's viſited the late CHARLES CROFTES, Eſq. at Jaſa

mbdd in the ſpring of 1776, and entertained him with a dance: tley pro

miſed to return after their harvest, and ſeemed much pleaſed with their

reception.
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Xlll.

On t/zc SECOND CLASSICAL BOOK of t/ze Chineſe.

By t/zc PRESIDENT.

HE Vicinity of C/zz'na to our Indian terri'tories, from the capital of

which there are not more than ſix hundred mile: to the province of

Vu'mt'u, must neceſſarily draw our attention to that most ancient and

wonderful Empire, even if we had n'o commercial intercourſe with its

more distant and mari-time provinces 3 and the benefits, that might be de

rived from a more intimate connexion with a nation long famed for their

uſcſul arte and rot' the Valuablc Productions Of thCll' COLIanIy, "a tOO ap

parent to require any proof or illustration, My own inclinations and

the courſe of my studies lead me rather to conſider at preſent their laws,

politic'kr, and hwmlr, with which their general literature is cloſely blend

ed, than their manufactures and trade 3 nor will I ſpare either pains or ex

zpenſe to procure tranſlations of their most approved law-tractr; that I

may return to. Europe with distinct ideas, drawn from the fountain-head,

of the wiſeſt rffialz'ck legiſlation. It will probably be a long time be

fore accurate returns can be made to my inquiries concerning' the C/zimst

laws; and, in the interval, the Society will not, perhaps, be diſpleaſed

'to know, that-a tranſlation oſ a most venerable and excellent work may be

expected from Canton through the kind aſiistance of an ineſtimablc cor

reſpondent.

ACCORDING to a C/uſineſE W'riter, named LI YANG PING, ' the an

' cient characters uſed in his country were the outlines of viſible ob

Aaz
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' jects earthly and celestial; but, as things merely intellectual could not

G
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be expreſſed by thoſe figures, the grammarians of C/Lina contrived to

repreſent the various operations of the mind by metaphors drawn from

the productions of nature: thus the idea of roughneſs and of rotundity,

of motion and rest, were conveyed to the eye by ſigns repreſenting' a

mountain, the ſky, a river and the earth; the figures of the ſun, the moon.

and the stars, differently combined, stood-for ſmoothneſs and ſplendour,

for any thing artfully wrought, or woven with delicate workmanſhip;

extenſion, growth, increaſe, and many other qualities were painted

in characters taken from clouds, from the firmament, and from the

vegetable part of the creation; the different ways Of moving, agility

and flowneſs, idleneſs and diligence, were expreſſed by various inſects,

birds, fiſh_ and quadrupedw in this manner paffions and ſentiments

were traced by the pencil, and ideas not iubject to any ſenſe were

exhibited to the ſight; until by degrees new combinations were

invented, new expreſſions added; the characters deviated imperceptibly

from their primitive ſhape, and the C/Lincst: language became not only

clear and forcible, but rich and elegant in the highest degree.'

IN this language, ſo ancient and ſo wonderfully compoſed, are a mul

titude of books abounding in uſeful, as well as agreeable, knowledge;

but the highest claſs conſists of Five works; one of which at leaſt

every C/zz'ncst, who aſpires to literary honours, must read again and again,

until he poſſeſs it perfectly.

THEst7st is purely Historz'cal, containing annals of the empire from the

two thouſand-three hundred-thirty fluent/2 year before CHRIST : it is entitled

SHU'KING, and a verſionof it has been publiſhed in France; to which
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country we are indebted for the most authentick and most valuable

ſpecimens oſ (himſe History and Literature, from the compoſitions,

which preceded thoſe of HOMER, to the poetical works of the preſent

Emperor, who ſeems to be a man ol the brightest genius and the

most amiable affections. YVe may ſmile, iſ we pleaſe, at the levity oſ

the French, as they laugh without ſcruple at our ſeriouſneſs; but let us

not ſo far undervalue Our rivals in arts and in arms, as to deny them

their just commendation, or to relax our efforts in that noble struggle,

byſiwhich alone we can preſerve our OWn eminence.

THE Second Claſlical work of the Chi/zeſc contains three hundred Odes,

or ſhort Poems, in praiſe of ancient ſovereigns and legillators, or

deſcriptive of ancient manners, and recommendlng an llll'stm'wv of them

in the diſcharge of an publick and domestick duties: they abound in

wiſe maxims, and excellent precepts, * their whole doctrine, according

* to Cunſu-tſu, in the LU'NYu" or 'Mortal Diſcozu-ſcr, being reducible

' to this grand rule, that we ſhould not even entertain a thought of any

* thing baſe or.culpable ;' but the copies of the SHI' KiNG, for that'is

the title oſ the book, are ſuppoſed to have been much disfigured, ſince

the time of that great Philoſopher, by ſpurious paſſages and exception

able interpolations; and the style of the Poems is in ſome parts too

metaphorical, while the brevity of other parts renders them obſcure;

though many think even this obſcurity ſublime and venerable, like that of

ancient cloysters and temples, ' Sheddz'ng, as MILTON exPreſſes it, a,

dim, religious light] There is anorher paſſage in the LU'NYU', which

deſerves to be ſet down at length: * Why, my ſons, do you not study

' the book of Odes? If we creep on the ground, iſ-we lie uſeleſs and

t inglorious, thoſe poems will raiſe us to true glory; in them we ſee,
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' as in-a mirror, what may best become us, and what will be unbecom

ting ; by their influence we-ſhall be made ſocial, affable, benevolent; for,

' as muſick combines ſounds injust melody, ſo the ancient poetry tem

wpers and compoſes our paffions :--the Odes teach us our duty to our

' parcnts at home, and abroad to'our prince; they instrua; us alſo delight

* fully in the various productions of nature' ' Hast thou studied, ſaid the

' Philoſopher to his-ſon Peru, the first of the three hundred Odes on

* the nuptials of Prince VL'NVA'M- and the virtuous TAl JIN i He, who

' studies them not, reſemblesa man with his face against a wall, unable to

* advance a step in virtue and wiſdom.' Most Of thoſe Odes are near thTZ'E

thouſand years old, and ſome, if we give credit to the C/zz'nc/E: annals, conſi

derably older; but others are ſomewhat more recent, having been compoſ

ed under the lafPr EmPcwm of the t/zird family, called SHEU. The work

is printed in four volumes; and, towards the end of the first, we find

the Ode, which ._COUPLET has accurately tranſlated at the beginning oſ

the TA' HIO, or Great Science, where it is finely amplified by the Phi

loſopher: I produce the original from the SHI' KiNc itſelf, and from

the book, in which it is cited, together with a double verſion, one verbal

and another metrical,- tlie only method of doing justice to the poetical

compoſitions of the Aſiatzſicks. It is a panegyrick on VuCU'N, Prince

of Gucy in the province oſ Honang, who died, near a century old,

in_tlie thirteenth_year of the Emperor PXNGVANG, ſeven/zundrcd and
i fſly-ſix years before the birth oſ Cnarsr, or one hundred and ſhrgt-cig/Lt,

according to Sir ISAAC NEwTdN, after the taking of Troy, ſo that the

Gzz'nrst Poet might have been contemporary with HESIOD and HOMER,

or at least must have written the Ode before the Iliad and Odiffiy were car:
ried into Greece by' LYCURGUS. i
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The verbal tranſlation of the thirty-two original characters is this:

1 2 4 _ s

Behold yon reach of t/zc rzver KI 5..

5 6 7 - 3 _

' Its green reeds how luxurxantl how luxurlant le

9' u 12 . to _ _

' Thus 1s our Prmce adorned W1th v1rtucs 5,

13 14. 15 - 16

* As a carver, as- a filer; of 1vory,.

17 18 19 20 _

" As a cutter, as-a pollſher, of gems.

" O how elate and ſagacious l O how &luntleſs and compoſed I -

' How sozzthgy of fagxcl How Ben-thy of reverence l'

'We have a Prince adorned with virtues,

"Whom to the Ynd qf w: can no: forget. -

The' PARAPIIRASL.

Behold, where yon blue riv'let glides w

Along the laughing dale ; '\

Light reeds bedeck its verdant ſides, ,

And frolick in the gale : v

So ſhines our Prince l In bright array£

The Virtues round him wait 5

And ſweetly ſmil'd th' auſpicious day,

That rais'd 'Him der our- State. .

As pliant hands in ſhapes refin'd

Rich iv'ry carve and ſmoothe,

ſſ His Laws jh'us mould each ductile mind,

And every Paffion ſoothe.



aoo ON 'run Szcoun CLASSICAL

As geins are taught by patient art

In ſparkling ranks to beam,

With Manner; thus he forms the heart,

And ſpreads a gen'ral gleam.

What ſoft, yet awſul, dignity!

What meek, yet manly, grace!

What ſweetneſs dances in his eye,

And bloſſoms in his face!

So ſhines our Prince! A ſky-born crowd

Oſ Virtues round him blaze:

Ne'er ſhall Oblivion's murky cloud

ObſCllre his deathleſs praiſe.

THE prediction of the Poet has hitherto beenaccompliſhed; but he

little imagined, that his compoſition would be admired, and his Prince

celebrated in a language not then formed, and by the natives of regions

ſo remote from his own.

IN the tczzt/L leaf of the TA' HIO a beautiful compariſon is quoted from

another Ode in the SI-Il' KING, which deſerves to be exhibited in the

ſame form with the preceding:

I 2 _ 3

* The peach-tree, how fair! how graceful!

4 s 5 . 7

5 Its leaves, how bloommg! how pleaſant!

O II
_ 8 9 _ 1

4 Such IS a bride, when ſhe enters her bridegroom's houſes

- 11 . . [3 - 14 is ' .s And pays due attention to her whole family.'
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The fimile may thus be rendered:

Gay child' of Spring, the garden's queen,

i Yon, peach-tree Charms the roving light:

Its fragrant leaves how richly green!

Its 'bloſſoms how divinely bright l'

So ſoftly ſmiles the blooming bride

By' love and conſciOUs Virtue led

O'er her new manſion to preſide,

And placid joys around her ſpread.

The next leaf eXhibits a 'compariſon of a different nature, rather ſublime

than agreeable, and conveying rather cenſure than praiſe:

b how horridly impend-s'yonsſouthern 4mountain!

5Its 6rhcks in how vast. howirudc 8a heap!

Thusyloftily thou 'cheſt O'ininister ofſi'YN 5

Till the liaeoþle look up to tllice with drczitsl. i

Which may be thus paraphraſed?

See, where yon crag's impierious height

The ſunny highland crOwns,

And, hideous as the brow of night,

Above the torrent [rowns !

So ſcowls the Chief, whoſe will 3: law)

Regardlcſs of our state z

While millions gaze with painful awe.

With fear allied to-hatC.

Bb
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IT was a very ancient practice in C/zi-nato paint or engrave moral?

ſentences and approved verſes on veſſels in constant uleZ as thewords

RENEW THYSELF DAILY were inſeribed an the baſon ofthe' Emperor

TANG, and the poem of KIBN Lo'N£,'who is now on the throne,,in

praiſe oſ Tea, has been publiſhed on a ſet of Aporcclainſicups; and, if

the deſcription just cited of a ſelfiſh and in'ſolcntctstateſman were, in the

ſame manner, constantly.v preſented to the eyes 'and attention of'rulers,

it might produce ſome benefit to their ſubjects andnto themſelves 5 eſpeci
ally if the comment of TSBM TSU, who may be Called the XENOPHſſON, as

CUN FU' Tsu' was the SOCRATES, and Man Tsu the PLATO,:QF C/Lz'na, .

, were added to illustrate and enforce it.

IF the rest of the three' hundred.- Odes' be' ſimilar te ethe ſpecimens

adduced by thoſe great 'moralists in their works, which the French have * *

made publick, I ſhould be Very ſolieit0us to procure our nation the hen-

nour of bringing to light the ſecond Clafficai book of the China/2.. The

third, called YEKING, or the book of Changes. believed to have been.

written by Fo, the HERMEsof the East, and conilſſisting of right lines

varioufly diſpoſed, iscthardly intelligihle3 to the moſt learned Mandarins;

and CUN FU' Tsu' himſelf, who was prevented by death from ac-

compliſhing his deſign of elucidating it,'was diſſatisfied with all the in

terpretations of the earliest commentators. As to the fiſt/2, or Lirtr,

which that excellent man compiled' from old monUments, it conſists

chiefly of the China/8 ritual, and of tracts on Moral Duties; but the _

fourth entitled CHUNG CIEU, or Sſinhzg and Autumn, by which the

ſame incOmparable writer meaned the flow-fling state of an Empire, un-

. der a virtuous monarch, and the fall of kingdoms, under bad governOrs,

must be an interesting work inevery- nation.-. The powers, howeVer, of
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an individual are ſo limited, and the field of knowledge is ſo vast, that

dare ndt promiſe more, than to procure, iſ any exertions of mine will

avail, a complete tranſlation of the SHI' KING, together with an authentick

abridgement of the C/Limffe Laws, civil and criminal. A native of Can

ton, 'whom I' knew ſome years ago in England, and who paſſed his first

examinations with credit in his way to literary distinctions, but was af

terwards allured from the purſuit of learning by a proſpect of ſucceſs in

trade, vhas favoured me with the T/zree Hundred Odes in the original,

together with the LU'N YU', a faithful verſion of which was publiſhed

at Paris near a century ago 3 but he ſeems to think, that it would re- '

quire three or four years to complete a tranſlation of them 3 and Mr. Cox

informs me, that none oflthe Clzzſimst, to whom he has acceſs, ffioffiſi let'

ſurc and perſevemnce maſſ/afar ſue/o a talk; yet he hopes, with the aſ.

ſistance of WHANG ATQNG, to ſend me next ſeaſon ſome of the poems

' tranſlated into Englzſh. little encouragemcnt Would induce this young

Cbineſe to viſit Indzfiia, and ſome of his countryrnen would, perhaps, ac

company him; but, though conſiderable advantage to the publick, as

well as to letters, might be reaped from the knowledge and ingcnuity

of ſuch emigrants, yet we must wait for a time of greater national wealth

and proſperity, before ſuch a' meaſure can be formally recommended

by us to our patrons at the helm of governmenta
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A Letter to the PRESIDENT from a young CHXNESE.

SIR,

I RECEIVED the ſavour of your letter dared 28th March 1784 by

Mr. Cox. I remember the pleaſure of dining with you in company

with Capt. BLAKE and Sir JOASH-UA REYNOLDS 5 and I (hall always re

member the kindneſs of my friends in England.

THE C/zfngſh book, SHx' KING, that contains three hundred Poems,

with remarks thereon,and the Work lof Conſu-flt, and his grandſon, the

Taz' Ho, I beg you will accept; but to tranſlate the work 'into Englſſ

will require a great deal of time; perhaps three or four yearſſs 3' and I am

ſo much engaged in_ buſineſs, that I hope you will excuſe my not under

taking it.

IF you Wiſh for any books or other things from Canton, be ſo good as

to let me know, and I will take 'particular care to obey your orders.

Wiſhing you health,

I am, S I R,

Your most obedient humble Servant,

W H A N G A T O N G.

a To Sir WxLuAM Jouzs.

Dcc. 10, 1784.
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ADVERTISEMENT.

EXAMPLES of derivatives from Arabick Quadriliterals rarely occur

'ſiin the Perfian language; and from the 9th, 11th, 12th, and 13th

COnjugations of Triliterals there are none to be met with. I have there

fore confined my obſervations to the nine Conjugations includedſi in. the

Table. And although particular ſenſes and uſes are aſſigned to each oftheſe

by Grammarians, (which may be ſeen in Mr. Richardſon's Gram. p.

it is at' the ſame time to he obſerved, that they are nevertheleſs frequently

uſed in other ſenſes ; many of them retaining the ſimple ſignification of

their premitivcs: and that every root does not extend through every Con- .

jugation ; but that ſome are uſed in one form 3 many in ſeveral; none in

all.

Tuzsr obſervations are applicaple to the preſent ſubject; and the de

rivatives of ſuch Conjugations as are more frequently uſed in the Arabick

ſeeſim alſo to be more frequently than any other introduced i'nfo-v the

Pcrfian .

i

VVHERE no Example of any particular form is to beſſ'foundin Golius

and Meninſki I have left a blank in the Table which may be filled up'

a

whenever any can be met with.

WITH regard to the Examples which I have brought to ill'uftraſſte the

following Rules they are ſuch as came first to hand; and one Example of

an lnfinitive or Participle is intended as a repreſentation of the Infinitivesu

and Participl'es of. every ſpecies-and' conjugation. To have attempted a>

a,u-"z'II-"-"Pan.
.
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208 ON THE INTRODUCTION or

complete ſystem oſ examples would have carried me far beyond the limits

of my preſent undertaking.

.(C_*ſ ARA'BICK ZINFfllNITIVES.

; .

-

. >I_ THEIR Maſculine Singulars vare uſed in the,Perfian as Substantives;

andin every reſpect ſerve the ſame purpoſes, and are ſubject to the ſame

rules. Of construction, as Substantivesoriginally Perſian.

_ fix. p governing a ſub. fol. val demonstrations of

unanlmlty.

2..agreeing with an ad. ſol. _ great haste.

3. agreeing with a part. paſ. fol. J/JANZZ/Hſz-ct" the ſaid writing.

4. nominatives to verbs, my View was this,

5. governed by verbs, Lid-LA' he received great

delight. i

6. governed by aprepoſrtion, (w iſ: after performing

the duties.

united by a conjunction, proſperity and

- ſplendor. -

8. rendered definite by JJQAJ'OLſi-jl the union that was,

affixing ' between.

II. THEIR Maſc-uline Plurals are uſed in the Perfian as Substantives 3'

and in every reſpect ſerve the ſame purpoſes, and are ſubject to the ſame

rules of conſtruction as Substantivcs originally Perſian.

Ex. t. governing a ſub. fol. ribald JLLl the diſpoſitions ' _

of men.

 



 

V. THE Infinitives of the first Conjugation of Tranſrtive Verbs are

regularly of the form exhibited in the Table. But thoſe of Intranſitives -
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71. agreeingwith an ad, ſol. * Lſd-Jl 25? good a-Xions.

3.-agrceing with a part. pas. fol. in-fl-Mſ.vlfli the quartseauo'rts r

* i ' ' t deſcribed;

Ill. THEIR Feminine Singulars are uſed in the Perfian as substantivectſſsflz

and in every reſpectſerve the ſame purpoſes, and are ſubject to the ſatire

rules of construction as substantives originally Perſian.

Ex. 1..norninatives to verbs, , i there is permiſ

_ lion.

2. governings. fub.v fol. - LA),- LL. the buſineſs of

. ' ' ' the empire. .

\ 3. agreeing with an ad. folſi 'a bloody battle-0.

4, agreeing with a part. pas. fol. a letter written in 2

* ' ' ſi friendſhip', ' 4

.I*V.ſi 'Firm-a Feminine Pl'urals' are-uſed in the Perſian as 'Substanſſtiv'Es ; :

and in every reſpect ſerve the ſame purpoſes, and are ſubject to the ſame

rules of construction, as Substantives originally Perſian. .

Ex; 1: governing a ſub. fOla U LLN JOUZ: the civilities of'

' ' friends. .

2; agreeing with an ad. fol. i WUJQLQN public affairs. -

3. agreeing with a part. pas. fol. Jflſ-Qw the ſaid burthens...

'

. ' - '
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are reducible to no * proper rule without innumcrable exceptions. Gram

marians make of them in all thirty-two different forms, which

may beyſeen in'hlr. Richardſon's Grammar p. 92: but for theſe irre

gularities hejustly obſerves that a dictionary is the only proper guide.

Theſe Infinitives, both Singulars and Plurals, are introduced freely into

the Perſian as Substantives.

Ex. governing another ſub. fol. pra) the arrival of the letter

- * ' i & ca & ca.

A _ Of ARABICK PARTICIPLES ACTIVE.

I. _THE1R MaſculineSingulars are uſed in the Perſian as Participles,

as Substantives, and as Adjectives. '

Ex. 1. as participles with a verb fol. QJL. he remained expecting.

i Oþbyjcl Ua be ſhining and blazing.

'z P2. asſub. goveming another ſub.fol. (fLſi governor of the city.

ga), cauſing gladneſs-the

r w cauſe ofgladneſs_

p 'Man compoſing this book

the author oſthis book.

A ſollowingthenoblelaw

-follower ofthe noble

law.

3. as an ad. qualiſying a ſub. lay-oſ. an able man.

4. following another ſub. ſignifying

the ſame thing [Anuſ-an. God the creator.
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5. agreeing with an ad. ful. i a good agent.

6. agreeing with a part. pas. ſol. ra/Lz. ahſolute judge. *

17. governed by a verb, ' hefput the murderer

to death.

. 8. nominatives to Verbs, owl
&abode-1;ſi'l if the lover be fincerc.

9. with a prepoſn. ſol. ' i

an uncommon construction, containing friendſhip.

II. THEIR Maſculine perſe
ct Plurals .are uſed in the Perſian as Sub

flantives, in the form of the oblique caſe which terminates in . But

they do not "ſeem to be. uſed in-'the'ſorm of the n

ominative which termi

nates- in U) . i

.Ex. 1. governed by a ſub. going

t before,

ſgſjlcl; the knowledge of the

moderns and ancients;

03 the ſea of the faithful.

JII. T-HEXR ;Maſculine imperfect Plurals a

Substantives.

EX. 1. governing a ſUbufOl. ljſi') LſiſLL officers of the preſent

re uſed in the Perſian as

2. agreeing with an ad. fol. J J the newandold agents.

'TV. THEIR Feminine Singulars are-uſed in. thUPerfian as Participles,

as Substantives, and as Adjectivcs.

Ex. 1. as a. part. act. with a verb ſol. U'Am [ALAL ſhe is pregnant.

2. as a ſub.-governing another ſol. ZLUNZUgiqueen of the em

C c

pire.

__<,d_,_...,_-_.y---..**7,__
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3. as an ad. qualifiing a ſub. going

before, i Who) a pregnant woman.

4. as a ſub. qualified by an ad. i i ſſ

following, w kind friend.

5. as a ſub. qualified by a part. 5

pas. following, &fay.w La accompliſhed lady.

V. THEIR Feminine perfect Plurals are uſed in the Perſian as Sub

stantives expreſſmg things Without life.

Ex. 1. governing a ſub. fol. the incidents of time.

2. agreeing with an ad. ſol. Lvl [5731on unforſeen events;

Of ARABICK PARTICIPLES PASSIVE.

I. THEIR Maſculine Singulars are uſed in the Perſian as Participl'es

Paſſive, as Substantiv es and as Adjectives.

Ex.1.as a part paſ. Wlu the ſum of my deſire

. is bestowed on that.

ebb-0) be the ſhade of cle

_ mency extended.

2. as a ſub. governmg

another fOl' it' t) Imake it theperception

. ' o ' (i.e. the thing perceiv

ed) of yourenlightened

ſoul 5 i. e. I repreſent

it, &e.
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I &At/o the deſire, (i.e. the thing

deſired) of the ſouls.

3. as an ad. qualifying a ſub. going

before, DAMZM the injured ſlave.

4. joined with another ſub. by a

corijunction, (lstjdya-Lo intention and deſign.

'* 5. governed by verbs, on'd/la make the people glad.

6.nominatives toverbs o . l it) " the'ri ' '' ' ywfiv J'J-ax-e 1 ntention was this.

II. THElR Maſculine perfect Plural dos not ſeem to be uſed in the

Perſian, either in the form of the nominative or the oblique caſe.

Ill. THElR chinine Singulars are uſed in the Perſian as Substantives,

and as ctiv-s.

I

Ex. 1. as aſub. aovcrninſſanotherfol. it . .,a3 my beloved, i.e. the be
o o ' U 4

loved of me.

2. as a ſub. agreeing with a part

paſ. following, sſj/ the ſaid beloved woman.

3. as an ad. agreeing with a ſub.

be) diWOx-ll) reſpected mother.going before,

IV. THEIR Feminine perfect Plurals are uſed in the Perfian as Sub

flantives, to exPreſs 'things without life.

Ex. r. governinga ſub. fol. UÞNUTU the demands of that

friend.

2. agreeing with an ad. fol. LIÞs Locx'ſio law affairs.

._-'r.--.
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V. THE Active and Paſſive Participles oſ Tranſitive verb-s ſoſſrm," with 'a

following ſubstantive having the Article dſ prefixed to it, compounds

correſponding to that of JJP)$,.which are uſed in the Perſian as Sub

Rantives ,- and as Adjectives;

Ex. 1. as aſub. a nominativc

to the verb, Wl he evades a deciſion."

2. as an ad. qualiſyingaſub. a perſon deſcrving reſ- -

pect. - ' >

U a pen, cut ſhort in the'*

pomt;

Oſ ARABlC ADJECTIVES reſembling PARTICIPLES.

' '0'05- I

I. THE forms I/gſmwkvwſi repreſent three ſpecies oſ Arabic words >

which are derived frhm Intranfitive verbs; and called by Arabick Gram- >

marians, Adjectives reſembling Participles. The Singulars oſ theſe forms

are-uſed in the Perſian both as Adjectives and Substantives.

Ex. 1. as a ſub. qualified by the

pronoun dem. ſ-g Uſ that reſpectable perſon;

2. withLa verb, Wit/ghe is wicked.

3. as an ad. qualiſying a ſub.£ 05 pan-Je an old. friend-

II. THEIR Plurals are uſed i-n the Þerſian as Substantives.

Ex. 1. governinga ſub. fol. ' . the learned men of

Greece. -

2. agreeing with an ad. fol. JLVJJBJJZ. noblemen oſ'integrity;
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III. THESE three forms of Adjefilives reſembling Partieiples, formgwith -

a following Substantive having the Article A' prefixed to it, compoun'ds

correſponding to that of I. , which are 'uſed innthe Perſian both as

Substantives and Adjectives.

Ex. 1.- as a ſub. qualified by 'the '

p'ro. demonst, QJHJLAQT that beauty. .

' v_ WLXSJ'Uſ that' old ſervant."

2;" as a ſub. qUalified by

J.J>\ therſaid old ſiervant.

3.,as an ad. qualiſyingza ſub.-

goingbeſore, - (straw/'4 a man oſ long ſervice.

Of,P-ARTICIPLES 'exffirgffing the stnzſe of their PRIMITIVES in a.

stronger degree.

n'* 'Rd-uny'nzl an,

L. THE fOſmSJWſAaJij/leafljstflj are-Participles which expreſſ.

the' ſenſe of their primitives in a stronger degree; and are ſometimes uſed -

in the Perfian as Adjectives.

Eit. 1.'agreeing'with a ſub. going before, ad Mild' a poiſonousmedicine. . '

2..agreeing with a verb fol." he is full-oſpatience.

ſo ls the form of a Particip'le expreffing the ſenſe of the zprirnitive .

in a leſs degree; but it does not ſeem to- be uſed in the' Perſian.

Of A R-AF-Bj re s U B-=S--TctA N-'T'I v-E,s..

I. THE Arabick Noun of time andplaceare-frequently employed inthe

Perfian 5 and the following list exhibits the forms of ſuch as 'are derived.

ftom the first' Ceonjugations of 'the different ſPecies of Triliteralsd

.'_'U""fir'

'-_U''-Tb"'1

='Z-'I-421.-rv.
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CONJUGATIONiſh

 

a FROM Roots.

ſſſ I. the time and place of writing, szlbſi

II. place of rest, reſidence, t;

_ III. wi; L; a place of ſafety, wi

U) , ,
i-l V. lot-5.. the place and time of beginning, stot,

< n a 4

s VI_ place, opportUnity, i

E VII, ſ' UL-o the place and time of standing, i rjs

a VIII. the place or object of deſire, jeo

i: X. the place and time of ſelling,

e , ;,
nz XI, Lo the lace and time of throwinſſ,

<£ KN

6: XII. VL, the place of return, the center, £__))l

E XV. the time of coming-arrival. V _

h]

s XVII. L-o the place, the wayxfapproaching, LÞJ I

s xvnr. the place of looking, beholding, Lſiglj

V) o a - - n r

Z XlX. ib, I) the )lace of ower-and thus Lord,
L5JJ)* I P

D '" hſst a J
2 a a ' ' a er, C. )

XXI. ljva, a place of diviſion-the interval, p

XXH. the time and place of living, O

L XXHL jQJSL; a place of habitation-refuge, Jl

-----To expreſs the place more particularly, 'i is ſometimes added

a

to the common form as 5 a burning place.
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II. THE Noun of time and place from the derivativeConjugations

is exactly the ſame with the Participle Paſiive; and. is alſo uſed in the

Perſian.

'Ex. 1. a part: Paſſlve from the loth

conjugation, LOJXM- depoſited-aiſo a plat:

A oſ depoſitee

III. THE Perfian language has terms proper to itſelf for expreffing the

Instrument of Action 5 it does not however reject the uſe of the Arabick

fl*fl 'A

Instrumcntal Noun which is repreſented by the ſorms.JLAaflfflſAaL.

or .

Ex. r. goveining another

ſub. fol. ' NNW' he weighed in ſcale of

reaſon.

o the key oſhis intention.

IV. ALL Arabick proper names, and the names of things, are intro

duced into the Perſian at pleaſure.

I

Ex. ſe Mary, wis Mecca, the eye, ry' fleſh, 0? an ancestor,

&C' &C. i

Of ARABICK ADJECTIVES.

I. BESIDES the Arabick Participles which we have already obſerved are

ctuſed as 'Adjectives, there is alſo a plentifulſource of real Adjectives form

ed by affixing L; to substantives of almost every denomination, which

are freely introduced into the Perſian.

Iu-,_""-,,--'

-'*"s-I'-.

47
'
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,Ex. humane, . Lip-Et', earthly, ſex. Egyptian, &c. ,&c.

II.' THE Maſculine Singulars of Arabiek Superlatives are uſed-in the

Perſian both as Stubstantives and Ajectives.

*Ex. 1. as a ſub. governing another ſol. it, UL. .- the most 'fortunate of

times.

_2.,as an ad. qualiſying a ſub.

going beſore, FWLQSJJO at.a most lucky time.

-III. THE Maſculine Plurals oſ Arabick Superlatives are uſed in the

Perfian both as Substantives' and Adjectives.

£x.;1. as, a'ſub._ gQVerning another fol. it. Lfl-lo'l the great men oſ the

age.

2. as an ad. qualiſying a ſub.

going before, _ ſ? Klw most illustrious perſo

- nages.

LV. THE Feminine Singulars of Arabick Superlatives ane uſed in the

Perſian as Adjectives.

Ear. 1. qualiſying a ſub. going before, WJO proſperity most great.

.Y_ ARAB1ng Ordinal Nurnbers are uſed in theUPcrſian as Adjcctives,

Ex. .1. qualiſying..a ſub. going before, legL) thefirst chapter.
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Of the Form of ARABXCK Wonns w/zen 'uſed in't/Le PrasrnNi'

I. ALL Arabick Infinitives, Participles, Substantives, and Adjeaives

are introduced into the Perſian in the form of the'nominative, which

throws away vfrom the li'st letter every ſpeci-s oſNunnntion ( '2 ), or ſhort

vowel ( 9), which they may poſſeſs as Arabick words, and remain without

motion; but, when their construction in the Pcrſim requires them tov

aſſume the termination of another caſe, they receive it in the ſame man

ner_ as iſ they were originally Perſian words; with the following

exceptions.

lst. WVHEN an Arabick word terminatirg in 6, that must be pro

nounced as' *, becomes the first Substantive in construction with another

Subſiantive following it, Lg is actual-ly changed into I, to which ſhort.

Lg (_) is afterwards affiXed, to ſhew the construction.

Ex. in conſhuctionſibccomcs as the pc

tition of interceffion, and ſo alſo Sign) bly &c.

261. FEMINXNE Arabick Sſh/Zantz'ver terminting in si when introduced

into the Perſian, change Y, ſometimes into a , and ſometimes into up

Ex, XATS-o friendſhip, being ſound written by the ſame author' Mr'

and L-'l-zr'

3a'. 'FLMIMNE A'rabick Adjcctz'ves and Partzſiczſich terminating in Z,

when introduced into the Perſian, always change Eſſ- into a .

 

* See Richardſon's Arabick Gram. p. 109. Canon Ill.

D d

-'\-*

'

.
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Ex. pure, is always written ma as pure friend

ſhip.

4tſz. ARABXCK Participles Plural, terminating in w, although intro-l

duced into the Perſian as Nominatives, are originally the oblique caſe.

Ex. &No-Jaw the learned ancients thus ſaid.

' 5tfi. &THEN an Arabick Infinitive is uſed in the Perſian language as

an adverb, it is introduced in the form oſ the Arabick accuſative without

any change.

Ex. accidentally, &c. &c.

10] ARABICK ADVERBS, PREPOSITIONS

am CONJUNCTIONs

I. _ARABICK Adverbs, Prepoſitions, and Conjunctions ſeem to be in

'ſi troduced into the Perſian Lnguage at pleaſure. Of theſe Mr. Richardſon

has made a very uſeſul collection in his Chapter of ſeparate Particles, to

which I beg leave to reſer 5 obſerving at the ſame time, that a knowledge

- oſ ſuch, as are most ſrequently employ'ed, will eaſily be acquired from

experience without any particular instructions.

A

'Of ARABICK -COMl>OUNDS.

I. THE manner, in which different Arabick parts of ſpeech are em- '

[l .}ed to ſorm a variety of Compounded Words made uſe oſ in ihe Per

ſian, is well explained by Sir William Jones in his Perſian Grammar z and

'
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with reſpect to Phraſes purely Arabick, and whole ſentences, which are l ,-_'

often met with in Perſian Authors, they requirea perfect knowledge of '

tl:e Arabick language, and do not belong to this place. z'

Oſt/ze CONSTRUCTION ofARABICK INFINlTIVES, PARTIClPLES, ' '
' ſſ SUBSTANTJVES and ADjECTIVES. ' ſi

I. IN the Perſian language, when Arabick AdjectiVCs or Participles are

made uſe of to qualiſy Arabick or Perſian Substantives Singular, they
agree with them __in Gender and Number- ſſ' '

EX. I. an Arabick ſub. maſc. qualified

by an Arabick part. paſ. maſc. JILGAL; the ſaid lover,

2. an Arabick ſub. fem. qualified t ' "

by an Arabick part. paſ.,fcm- an ,.£. ſhall) reſpected mother. *

3.'3 Perſ. ſub. maſc. qualified - * ' . _.

by an Arabick ad. maſc, WJO an old friend. t

4; a Perſ. ſub. fern. qualified ſſ ' . -' .'

by, an Arabick ad. fern. _ 5 dear ſister. '.

i "i

II. WHEN Arabick Adjectives and Participles are made uſe of to qua- .

lify Arabick and Perſian Substantives Maſculine and Plural, they remain ſ

in the maſculine, Singular. _ ſi ' i "A

kE'x. 1. an Arab. ſub. maſc. plur. with z * ſi

an Arab. part. maſc. Sing. ijdwſbg the ſaid officers.

2. a Perſ. ſub. maſc. plur. with-an -

t Arab. part. maſc. Sing. . JſquUbOl/g the ſaid brethren.
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* 'i Ill. W'HrN Arabick Adjcctives and Participlcs are made uſe of td qualiſy

Arabick or Pcrfian Suhflantives Feminine and Plural, they are put in- the

chinine Singular ; and often, though not ſo properly in the Maſeuiine

Singular.

Ex. 1. an Arabick ſub. fern.

plur. with Arabick part. <

Sing. both ſem. maſc. the ſaid bucthens.

2. a Perfian ſub. fem.

plur. with Arabick part.

sing. both fem. and maſ. PJAULÞ' accompliſhed woxnen.

IV. AN Arabick Substantive; in the Perſian, is often rendered definite

by a following Arabick Adjective or Participle having the article A]

prefixed. *

Ex. a ſub. with a part. paſ. J the prophet elect.

i FOR an account oſ the Gendcrs of Arabick Words, and of their perfect

and imperfect Plurals, I must again refer to Mr. Richanrdſon's Arabick

Grammar; and to that of ERPENIUS, where the latter ſubject is treated

at still greater length.

Oſtlze INTRODUCTION oft/2: ARABICX intot/ze LANGUAGE gſ

HINDOSTAN. *

I. ALL the different ſpecies of infinitives, Participles, Substantives and

1'td_jt:ctivc._51 which we have enumerated; and all_compounds formed by



  

.._.I_.'.-.-'
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4;-..,_-_--A--_-.

Arabz'ck and Perſian words, are introduced into the language of Hindostan,

 

in the ſame form, for the ſame purpoſes, and with the ſame freedom as

in the Perſian: ſubmitting themſelves to the different rules of regimen

and concord, that are peculiar to that language; in the ſame manner as if i

_ they were words originally belonging to it. Ambidz Adv'erbs, Prepoſition's,

and Canjunctions are alſo uſed in the language of Hindostan; but I think ,'

leſs frequently than in the Perſian. r

\ t

i \

i

z. '7

-3 it?
.- r-z
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XV.

On the ASTRONOMICAL'COMPUTATIONS (ſ tſze Hindus.

By SAMUEL DAVIS,

Blzdgalpur, 15t/z Rb. 1789.

T is, l believe, generally admitted, that inquiries into the Astronomy

of the Hindu: may lead to much curious information, beſides what

relates merely to the ſcience itſelf; and that attempts to aſcertain the Chro

nology of this ancient nation will, as they have hitherto done, prove un

ſatisſactory, unleſs affistancc he derived from ſuch reſearches.

'I'Hz following communication is not expected to contribute towards

ſo deſirable a purpoſe; but, with all its imperſections, it may have the uſe

ſul effect oſ awakening the attention of others in this country, who are

better qualified for ſuch'investigations, and of inciting them to purſue the

ſame object more ſucceſsfully, by ſhowing that numerous treatiſes in Sun/ſi

c7'z't on Astronomy are procurable, and that the Bra'lnnens are extremely
vwilling to explain them. As an encouragement to thoſe, who may be inclin

ed. to amuſe themſelves in this way, I can ſarther venture to declare, ſrom

the experience I have had, that Sanſm'zctt books in this ſcience are more

eaſily tranſlated than almost any others, when oncethe technical terms are

understood : the ſubject oſ them admitting neither of metaphyſical reaſon

ing nor oſ metaphor, but being delivered in plain terms and generally il

lustrated with examples in praEticc, the meaning may be well enough made

out, by the help of a Pandz't, through the medium of the Perſian or the

> Hindi language. '
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Monzovna it does not appear, that ſkill in the abstruſe parts oſ mo

dern mathematicks is indiſpenſably neceſſary, but that, with as much

knowledge oſ geometry and the circles oſ the ſphere as, it may be ſuppoſ

ed,'most oſthe members oſthis ſociety poſſeſs, a c0nſiderable progreſs might

be made in revealing many interesting particulars, which at preſent lie hidw

to Euroffieam in the L'oſitfflz, or Ailronomical, Sa'stm.

THE prediction cſ eclipſes and other phenomena, publiſhed in 'the

Hindu Palm or Alrrianack, GXcitt-d my curioſity long ago, to know by

what means it was effected; but it was not until l.rtc'y that I had

any nzenns of gratification: I had' before this been inclined to think

with many others, that the Brd/zmcns pcſſeſs no more knowledge in astro

nomy than they_have derived from their ancestors in tables ready calcu

lated to their hands, and that ſew traces oſ the principles oſ the ſcience

could be ſound among them; but, by conſulting ſome Sanſait books, I

was induced to alter my opinion. To ſatisſy myſclſyon this ſubject, I

began with calculating, by a modern Hz'ndu formula, an eclipſe which

will happenin next November; the particulars of which proceſs, although

in ſome meaſure interesting, were not ſufficient fer my purpoſe, as it yet

remained to be learnt, on what grounds ſome tables uſed in it were con

structed; and for this information I was 'referred to the 'Stirya Sta'd/ieinta,

an original treatiſe and reputed a divine revelation. For a copy of the

Stirya Szſidd/zaſinta I am indebted to Sir Ronek'r CHAMBERS, who procur-.

ed it among other books at' Benarcs; but the obſcurity of'many technical

terms made it ſome times difficult to be underſtdod even by the Pandz't i

I employed, who was by no means deeply verſed in the ſcience he pro

feſſed. By his diligence and through the obliging affistance oſ Mr.

DUNCAN at Benares, who procured for me the Tz'cd or Commentary, this
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difficulty was at length ſurmounted zand a computation of the above-men

tioned eclipſe, not merely on the principles, but ſtrictly by the rules, of

i the Szirya Sidd/m'ntzz, is what Ipropoſe now to preſent. you with, after ſuch

preliminary obſervations as may be neceſſary to make it intelligibleſi

I sun-os: it ſufficiently well iknown, that the Hz'ndu divifion of the

ecliptick into ſigns, degrees, &ce. is the ſame as ours; that their astronomi

cal year is ſydereal, or containing that ſpace of time in which the ſun, de

parting from a star, returns to the ſame; that it commences on the instant

Of his entering the ſign Aries, or rather the Handle Conſiellation Mcſha *;

that each astronomical month contains as many even days and fractional

parts, as he stays in each ſign 3 and that the civil differs from the aſtrono

mical account of time only in rejecting thoſe fractions, and beginning the

year and-month at ſunriſe," instead of the intermediate instant of the ar

tificial day-or night. Hence ariſes the unequal portion of time aſſigned

to each month dependent on the fituation of the ſun's apſis, and the distance

of the vernal equinoctial colure from the beginning ochſha in the-Hzſindu

ſphere; and by theſe means they avoid thoſe errors, which Euroþeam, from

a different method of adjuſting their calendar by intercalary days, have been

ſubject to. 'An explanation of theſe matters would lead me beyond my

preſent intention, which is to give a general account only of the method by

which the Hindus compute eclipſes, and thereby to ſhow, that a late French

'author was too hasty, in aſſerting generally that they determine them " by

  

* Or, to be more particular, on his entering the Narſhatra, or lunar manſion, (Aſ-'Lwſin1\). here

were formerly only tWenry-ſeven Narſhatrar: a zZth (ſibi-fiſt) has been ſince added, taken out of the zlst

and sad named Un.>..'ſha'r£ and Swear/12: Theſe three in their order comprehend too, 30, and no 40'

of the Zodiack: therest comprchcnd 13? 20' each.
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'ſet forms, couched in enigmatical verſes, &c.* ". So far are they from de

ſerving the reproach of ignorance, which hionſ. SONNERAT has implied,

'that on inquiry, I believe, the Hindu ſcience of astronomy will be found

as well known now, as it ever was among them, although, perhaps, not

ſo generally, by reaſon of the little encouragement men of ſcience at pre

ſent meet with, compared with what they formerly did under their na

tive Princes.

IT has been common with astronomers to fix on ſome epoch, from

which, as froma radix, to compute the planetary motions; and the an

cient Hindus choſe that point of time counted back, when, according to

their motions as they had determined them, they must have been in con

junction in the beginning of Mrſiſ/za or Arzſicr, and coeval with which cir

cumstance they ſuppoſed the creation. This, as it concerned the planets

Only, would have produced a moderate term of years compared with the

enormous antiquity, that will be hereafter ſtated 3 but, having diſcovered

a flow motionſiof the nodes and apfides alſo, and taken it into the com

putation, they found it would require a length' of time correſponding

with 1955884890 years now expired, when they were ſo ſituated, and

2364115110years more, before they would return to the ſame fituation

again, forming together the grand anomalistick period denominated a Calþa,

and fancifully aſſigned as the day ofBRAHMA'. The Calx/m they divided into

Manwantcras, and greater and leſs Yugas. The uſe of the Manwantrm

is not ſtated in the SLZU'aſi Sz'dd/taſinta, but that of the Mahd, or greater, Yug

is ſufficiently evident, as being an anomaliflick period of the ſun and moon,

at the end of which the latter, with her apogee and aſcending node. is

 

** Se; the tranſlation of Monſ. SONNF-RATys Voyage
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ſound together with the ſun in the firſt of Aries; the planets alſo de

Viating from that point, only as much as is their latitude and the difference

between their mean and true anomaly.

THESE Cycles being ſo constructed, as to contain a certain number of

mean ſolar days, and the Hindu ſystem aſſuming, that at the creation,

when the planets began their motions, a right line, drawn from the equi

noctial point Lancd throughthe centre oſ the earth, would, iſ continued,

have paſſed through the centrcsfloſ theſun and planets to the first ſtar in

Aries, their mean longitudc for any propoſed time afterwards may be com

puted by proportion. As the revolutions a planet makes in any cycle

are to the number oſ days compoſing it, ſo are the days given to its

motion in that time ; and, the even revolutions being rejected, the fraaion,

if any, ſhows its mean longitude at midnight under their first meridian of

Lancd : for places east or west of that meridian a proportional allowance

is made for the difference of longitude on the earth's ſurſace, called in

Sarffcrz'zf the Dq'ſdntara. The poſitions of the apſides and nodes are

computed in the ſame manner, and the equation of the mean to the true. ſſ

place determined on principles, which will be herealſiter mentioned..

THE diviſion' of the illa/la' Yug into the Sarya, Tre'ta', Dura'ffiar, and

Cali agesi does not appear from ſſthe Szivj'a Sidd/za'nm to anſwer any

practical astronomical purpoſe, but to have been formed on ideas ſimi

lar to the gochit,ſiner, brazcn, and iron ages of the Greeks. Their origin:

has however been aſcribed to the proceſſion of the equinoxes by thoſe, who

will of courſe refer Zthe Manuiantera and Clay/'a to the ſame ſoundation :

either way the latter will be ſound anomaliſlick as has been deſcribed, if-I

rightly underſtand tllC following paſſage in the first ſection of the Stirya

Sidd/uinta, the tranſlation oſ which, is I believe, here correctly given.

E e 2 '

I*'dfiu
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" TIME, oſ the denomination Mut'ta *, is estimated by reſpi

" rations ; ſix reſpirations make a Vicald, ſixty Viculds a Danda, ſixty

" Dandas a chgſhatm day, and thirty A'arſhah'a (lays a Nacstzatm

" mOnth. The Sa'van month is that contained between thirty ſucceſſtve

(t

65

I'

'i

U

I'

(i

(C

riſings of Szirya and varies in its length according to the 'Lagna B/Luja.

Thirty Tit'izz'r compoſe the C/zaſindm month. The Sun-m month

is that, in which the ſun deſcribes one ſign oſ the Zodiack, and his paſ

ſage through the twelve ſigns is One year, and one of thoſe years is a,

Deſiva day, or day oſthe Gods. When it is day at Aſura+, it is night'with

the Gonsk, and when it is day with the GODs it is night at Asttm.

SiXty oſ the Dc'va, days multiplied by ſtx give the De'vtz year, and

twelve hundred of the Deſiva years ſorm the aggregnte of the ſour

Yugas. To determine the Saura years contained in this aggregate,.

" write down the following numbers 4, 3, 2, which multiply by 10,ooo 3,

" the product 4320000 is the aggregate or Ma/Ld Yuga, including the Sand/la'

" and Sand/Wanſa This is divided into ſour Yicg-zts, by reaſon oſ the

" different proportions of Virtue prevailing on earth, in the ſollowing man

' ner. Divide the aggregate 4320000 by 10, and multiply the quotient by

* four ſor the Safya Yug, by three fOr the Tre'td, by two for the Dwa'þar, and

 

* This is mean ſydercal time :-A Nacſhatra, or ſydereal, day is the time in which the earth makes a tum

upon its axis, or, according to the Ilindus, in which the stars make one complete rmolution. This is ſhor

ter than the Sfit-an or ſolar day, which varies in its length according to the Lagrm Bbuja or right aſcenſion,

and alſo from the ſun's unequal motion in the eclipzick ; for both which circumstances the Ill/1114.' have their

egllflll'wz of time, as will appear in the calculation oſ the eclipſe.

+ Aſura, the South Poie, the habitaiion oſ the Aſam cha, or Demons, with whom the Down, who refide

at Sumr'm, the North Pole, wage eternal war.

t Sdfldbi and saflſilſſbiſiſſſſh the morning and "vening nglfl- " The Proper words, I helm-e, are Smi

" lyd and Sand/ad" a."
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4' by one ſor the Calzſi, Yug. Divide either of the Yugs by ſix for its-

"' Sand/La' and Sand/lyanstz. Seventy-one Yugs make a Manwantcm; and

" at the cloſe of each Manwrmtem there is a Sand/te' equalto the Satya

" Yug, during which there is an univerſal deluge, Fourteen Manwantcms,

N including the Sand/ii, compoſe a Caljza, and at the commencement of

" each Calſia there is a Sand/ii equal to the Saw Yug or 1728000 Sazmz'

" years. A Crtlpa is thereſore equal to 1000 Ma/za' Yugs. One Ca£12a is

" a day with BRAHMA', and his night is of- the ſame length z and the pe

" riod oſ his liſe is 100 of his years. One half of the term oſBRAHMA"Sl

" liſe,or fifty years, is expired, and of the remainder the first Ca/ſia is

" begun; and ſix illanwantem's, including the Sand/12', are expired. The

"* ſeventh Manwmztera, into which we are now advanced,is named I

" oſ 1728000 Serum years. The whole amount of years, expired from

" the beginning oſ. the Ca/ſia to the preſent time, may hence be corn

' Construction oſ the Girlſ-2..

 

 

 

Tran

wfi, _ _ NERO at the end oſ the last Satya age, whin the &fig-a

= 432000 , , , . - ,

10 Sir/m! a-cfa 15 ſuppoſL-d to have bccn written.

 

 

  

 

 

 

'aft/tying.-w
" la: of- this Manwactntera twenty-ſeven Maha' Yugs are elapſed, and we

" are' now in the Satya Yu-g of the twenty-eighth, which Satya Yug conſists.

Cqmputation oſ the period clapſcd oſ the Calfm

Dugygz, - '- 4320000

x z,: 864000 .

10 U . i l Irn-I.

Thu, _ _ AHZCODO Samſon at tue beginning of' the ('mfiba, - 17220co*

= izc6000 ſi
m X 3 1 4 6 [Him-waxen: or 308448000 x 6 3: 1850628000

sayn, . - 432eeco

x 4 .- VZSCCO 27 3.'an Tugr of [he 7zh

10 B'Iu 'NL'EBILTE or
zcoco 2 :: "66 ownAggrcgate or Ill-alaſ Tyg, - - 4320L03 43 X 7 4

71 Sixty-2 Age. oſ the zfith Ill-ba fig, = 17z$eeo

LIrm-wantera," - - - 306725530 \ 3970784000

With a Sandlzi equal to the Saljn Tſi'g, - 17:Scco '

32844'8000

=+

Calpa, - - .. . . 43lZZ-71C-JO

With a smu equal m the Salya Tug, - 1728000

Wholcdnration of a Lia/Pa, -- 4320000900

.*

"'q
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" puted; but from the number oſ years ſo found must be made a deduc

" tion of one hundred times four hundred and ſeventy-ſour divine years, .

" or of that product multiplied by three hundred and ſixty for human

" years, that bcing the term oſ BRAHMA"s employrnent in the creation ;

" after which the planetary motions commenced.

" SIXTY Vial/as make one Cala', ſixty Cala's one B/zdga, thirty

" P/Lchxs one Ra'ſi, and there are'twelve Rq'ſis in the B/zagana *.

" i' INone Tug, Su'rya, Bled/m, and Sucra perform 4320000 Mad/hymne

revolutions through the Zodiack. flflrngala, Vribzyſtazi, and Saw' make

the ſame number of SIQg/JM re'volutions through it; C/mmlra makes

" 577533351 Mad/Jyama revolutions; A'Tangala 2295832 flſadbjamtz re

" volutions; Budba's Szngrar are 17937060 3 V'zſi/ſrrrjþrztik flrIad/'zyamas

" 364220 3 Sucm's Szzg/zra: 7022376 ; Sani's A\ſzzd/£1*a7nas are 146568.

" The C/zandro'c/zc/za reyolutions are 488203 ; the retrograde revolutions

**__0f the C/mndraþdta are 232238.

" 'The time contained between ſunriſe and ſunriſe is 'the B/zzimz' Sa'van

" day: the number oſ thoſe days contained in a Yug is 1577917828 *. The

i'

* The diviſion of the Bbagmm, or Zodieck, into Signs, Degrees, &a.

+ Sign the Sun; Bua'lna, Mercury; Sucm, Venus; Mangala, Tars; Wiſh/pan', Jupiter; Sam', Saturn;
Ckamlm, the Moon ;i the Clvana'ra Ur/xba, or Cbzmdra'c/Jc/Ja, the Moon's Apogee; Clwmlrrz Pa'la, the

Meon's aſcending Node. The Madlyama revolutions of Mars, Jupiter and Saturn, and the Sig/zra revo

lutions of Venus and Mercury anſwer to their revolutions about the ſun.

1577917828 D. D.

1 7753356-432c000253433336 lunar mouths, or lunations in a Tug; and :29 31

- _ ' D. H. M. S. m m 53433336

50, 6 &e. m each meanlunaiion, orjn Engiiſh time 29 . 12 . M. z . 47 . 36. 53433336-51840000

:1593 36 Asſ/2;" or intercalary him: mouths in 43 zoooo ſolar ſydereal years.
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** number of Nacſhatm days 1582237828+ 3 of'C/m'ndm days 1603000080;

" of A'd/zi months 1593336 ; 'of C/lzaya Tit'ſzz's 25082252 ; of Saum

t' months 5184000o. From either of the planets' Nagstzatra days 'deduct

" the number of its revolutions, the remainder will be the number of its

" Sa'van days contained in a szg. The difference between the number

M Oſ the revolutions Of &fig-'a and C/uzndm gives the number of C/inndm

't months; and the difference between the Saum months and C/zaſindm months

V

 

1577917828

' ---- .: 366. 15. 31. 31. 34. Diurnal revolutions oſt'he Sun, the 'length of the Him/a year.

4320000

1582237828 _ _ . lg77917828

' - : 366. 15. 31. 31. 24. Diurnal revolutions oſ the Stars m one year. ---_-

4320300 57733335

:27. 19. '18. 1. 37. &e. The Moon's periodical month. The 1603000080 C/m'ndm, or lnnar, days, called

alſo Til'bfr, are each one thirtieth part of the ſimoon's ſynodical month or relative period, and vary in length

according to the inequality of her motion from the ſun: the Cſh/ya Tit'ln': and Adbi, or intercalary, lunar

months are ſufficiently evident.

The ſun and planets prefidc alternately over the days oſ the week, which are named flCCOl'tii'lgly. The

firſt day after the creation was [Savin-2'- or Sunday : it began at midnight under the meridian oſ Land, and

the Ra-viwir'oſ the IlinJm correſponds with our Sunday. 'l'he ſun and planets in the ſame manner govern

the years: hence they may be ſaid to have 'u'eel's of years. DAnuzL's propheſy is ſuppoſed to mean

week: of years.

The Hindu Cycle of 60, ſuppoſed by ſome to be 'the Chaldcan Soſar, is reſerred 'to the planet Jupiter:

" one of theſe years is equal to the time 'm which by his mean motion, he (l/ri/zq/pa/i) advances one de

v" gree in his Orbit" (Commentary on the Srirja Sidilbjntaſi This Cycle is, I believe, wholly applied

to astrology. Neither this Cycle of 60 nor the Pitri': day are mentioned in this part of the Slip-a Sidzl/a into,

where they might be expected to occur : perhaps on inquiry there may be ſound ſome reaſon ſor ſuppoſing

them both 'Of a later invention. " The Pilri: inhabit behind Clvazzdra, and their mid-day happens

" when C/mndra is in conjunction with Sign, and their midnight, when Cl-amlra is in Oppoſttion to Srig-rz;

" their morning, or ſunriſe, is at the end of half the Cristwa Parſha, and their ſunſet 'at the cnd oſ ha'ſ

" the Sat/a Far/La: this is declared in the Sq'caba Sat/bird. Their names are Agm', Swa'ii, &e. their day

" and night are therefore together equal to one C/a-z'udra month." (Commentary). Hence it, appears,

the (Hinduh have obſerved that the moon revolves once on her axis in a lunar month, and conſequently

has the ſame ſide always oppoſed to the earth. They have alſo noticed the difference of her apparent mag

nitude in the horizon and on the meridian, and endeavour to exPlain the cauſe of a phenomcnon, which

kaflamas well as themſelves are at a loſs to account for. . '
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'N gives the number of A'd/nſi months. Deduct the Sa'i/an days from the

" C/za'na'm days, the remainder will be the number of Tz'zf'lzz' (ſhayah The

't number ofAd/rzſimonths, Tzſit'lzz' Fſhayar, Narſhatra, C/za'ndm, and Sa'van

U days, multiplied ſeverally by 1000, gives the number oſ each contained

-" in a &him.

\

*" THE number oſMando'cfic/za revolutions, which revolutions are dire'ct,,

u or aCcording to the order of the ſigns, contained in a Cauſþa, is of

" Sſivya '337; oſ Mangala 204; of Bad/La 368; of VTi/iaffiatz' goo; of

" Szxra 535; of Saw' 39.

U THE number of revolutions oſ the Pa'ta's, which revolutions are re

trogradc, or contrary to the order of the ſigns, comtained in _a Caffia,

" is oſrlſhngala, 214; oſ Bud/La 488; of Vrihaſhafi 174; of Sucra 903;

't of Sazzz' 662. , The Pa'ta and Uc/zc/za of C/zandm are already mention

" ed." '

Ir muſt be obſerved, that, although the planetary motions as above de

termined might have ſerved for computations in the time of MEYA, the

author of the Szivya Sidd/La'nta, yet for many years- past they have not

'been ſound to agree with the obſerved places in the heavens in every in

ilance, and that correflions have accordingly been introduced by increaſ

ing or reducing thoſe numbers. Thus the motions of the moon's apogee

and node are now increaſed in computations oſ their places by the ad

dition oſ ſour revolutions each in a Yug to their reſpective numbers above

given. 'The nature oſ theſe corrections, denominated, in Smffcrit, sza,"

'is explained in a paſſage of the Tz'cri,ior Commentary, on the SzZrya Sid

d/za'ma, wherein is maintained the priority of that Sa'stra in point of time
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to all others, The tranſlation oſ that paſſage together with the 'text it il'- '

luſirates is as follows :

(Su'rya Sidd/za'ntaj. " ARCA (the Sun) addreffing MEYA, who attended

'* with reverence, ſaid: let your attention, abſh-acted from human con

" cems, be wholly applied to what I ſhall relate. SU'RYA in every

** former Yug revealsd to the Mum's the invariable ſcience of astronomy.

" The planetary motions may alter; but the principles oſ that ſcience

** are always the ſame."

(The Commentary " Hence it appears, that the SzZUZa Sidd/za'nia was

*' prior to the Braltma Szſid'Y/tdnta and every other Sa'stra ; becauſe this

" Sa'stra must be the ſame that was revealed in every former Yug, al

" though the motions of the planets might have been different. This

" variation in the planetary motions is mentioned in the chrmdt

I' ter, which directs that the planets be obſerved with an instrument, where

" by their agreement or diſagreement may be determined in regard to their

" computed places, and in caſe of the latter an allowance of Bt'ja accor

" dingly made. VAsrsrtT'HA in his Siddha'nta alſo recommends this

" occaſional correction of sza, ſaying to the Mum' MA'NDAVYA: " 1 have

"' ſhown you how to determine ſome matters in astronomy; but the

" mean motion of Szi'rya and the other planets will be found to differ

" in each Yug," Accordingly A'RYABHATTA, BRAHMAGUPTA, and

" _0thers, having obſerved the heavens, formed rul:s on the principles. of '

" former Sa'stms, but which differed from each other in proportion-to

othediſagreements, which they ſeverally obſerved, oſ the planets

'* reſpeSt'to their computed places.

Fſ

._...L
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" VVHY the Aſhmſir. who certainly knew, did not give the iparticu

" lars of thoſe deviations, may ſeem unaccountable, wihen -the- men

" A'FYABHATTA, FRAHMAGUPTA, and others have dzztermined them:

" the reaſon Was, that thoſe deviativns are not ſſin themſelves uniform 3

" and to state their variations would have been' endleſs. It wasjth'eref'ore

'* thought better, that' examinations' at different time's ſhould be made,

" and due corrections oſ the ijſia'introduced. FA Gamſita Sastra, whoſe rules

" are demonstrable, is true; 'and when conjunctions,'bpþoſitibrifi and

" other planetary phenomena, calculated by ſuch- SaFst-ras,=are*fonr1ſid

" not to agree with-obſervation, a proportionable sza may be ihtroduted

" without any derogatioh from their credit. ' It was therefore neceſſary,

" that this Saſistra' (the Szirya Siddfia'nta) ſhould be revealed in eaeh' fig',

" and that other Sa'ſlras" ſhould be compoſed by the Mum's'. ' 7?

" THE original St'strzz then appears to be the Su'rya' Szſia'd/za'ntzz; thſie

" ſecond, the Brkz/zma Sz'ddlzdnia',*lthe third, the Paulcſſya Sidd/zdnta';*ſſthe

" fourth, the So'ma SidzI/m'7zfa'.i"fi 1'_ - ſi

IN the following' table are'giveſſnſſ the'periodical revolutions of' the

planets, -their nodestand apſides; 'abcording to the Szirya Sz'dd/zdnte; The

corrections of sz'a at' preſent: 'uſed are' contained' in one column *,* and

the inclination oſ- their orb'its t'O'the eeliptick in another', The obliquictty

of the ecliptick is inſerted according to the ſame Sa'stra; 'Its'diminutioh

}\
\

'.'

_--.--'-T'._-H"T'n'

- - * n

' This [muſt however at preſent omit, not having as yet diſcovered the correctidns of' this kind, that

will bring even the _Sun's place, Computed by the Sign SiddM'ta, exaftly to an agreement with the astrono

Ihical books in preſent uſe. Of theſe books, the principal are the Grabaldgbavaeompoſcd about 268 year'

ago, the tables of Macarauda uſed at Benam and Tirbfit, and the Side/Male R'afiaj-d: uſed at Man-i ; the

last Written in 1513 Sdm or 198 year' ago.

,_._L_
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.1n the orxgmal and eumnzentary, concermng th:

._ 4 - - . ' ,'_ 4- . 4 -

' 4 Tap: S£Z7ya Sida'ſm'nta is'vſuppoſed'. to have been recfitrdfthhohgh

_ - ._ ,. _ ' - z;".'., ',,'*.7'I", t ."

.Y1ne revelauon, towards the'cloſc of the Saqrazage, atjthe end þt'nn/ xch,

ago of: the years of qu/mzd_\\*ere &pit-ed; and ſof. &15th Caljm or ay!

'e
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does not appear to have been noticed in any ſubſequent treatiſe: in

the tables of Macamnda and alſo in the Grduldghavtz, the latter written

only 268 years ago, it is expreffiy stated at twenty-four degrees.

. '
-- .\.*4.. * U "U 0 t

THE naotio'n of the equihſoxee, in Sanjſicrit the cra'nti, 'andſi

ſpoken of in the Tzſicd, or cotnrnelrtary',,QnFtHe'SZnyargidd/zdnta as the

Sun's Pale or Node, isſinot noticed in the foregoing paſſage of that

book; and, as the Hina'u astronorn'ers, ſeem' to entertain art-ſidea of _

the ſubject different fron? that of its revolzutioznſithrough:the__P/at0nick '

I_ x. I, ' \ 7' _' l " . - 4 '. -

year, I ſhall farther On gzveſia tranſlatxon of what 'ls__ tgentlpnzdzj bOLh
' 4 4 * ſſ . a ſit' .

i Hh l __

__ - ., -- , 5- v- - -, ,_-- ] .-_
1 ll - . __ . _ l

' . _ _. A .. ; ..l "sz i a

- EXLſiYC uifiteſifſſ the eom utati '- e- ' ' " '* - 't' '

THL. n q e A p __ Qn of th echpſe As cthe gonI lot)

oſ the Calpa exþited to the p-eſenminzzz, Much is determined'ini the

__ __
_._._._,_.. .. _.,._

. .
l < ſ

\ l K' 1

followjngimanner. _ ' .. O 2

>

Zc

Mchmtems, "27 greater' Yugs, and the Salyqz age the' £8rſh" z/g,

ltogether with the Sand/tye orvtwilight 'at the beginning; of xh;e lCa a ;

-the aggreſſgate of whieh ſeveral periods is 1970784000 years felaþ'ſeI of

2£he Calþa 'ton-the beginning of the __I_ast Tre't'd age; 'to which' add the

ſiT're'td- and Dwdþar ages; together xſithh- the'years elapſedlof the pr ent

' iCaſii age,, for the;_whOLe amountiof ſyderþeal 'years fro-ruthe beginnin'gvof

the Calpq to the preſenthq-'ngal' year. '-þ.-B{1t7 ingthe'ſoregoing quotation it is

obſerved, from that amount of years must be made a- deduction of 47'400

divine, or 17064000 human or ſydereal, years, the term of BRAHMA's

1

,. . sn' i f , ,

_ 'ru yf' ' a-e.

.
_ '
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THE"longitudeoftheſun'sap'ogeeinthesHindu'ſphereis

whichaddtheJiZyandrffa_19,21,27,theſum3,

Eurdþeanexpreſſion.InthistheHirzduaccount

fer-variousoſEuropeanastronomers

s.

inthepreſentagetobein9,

reſpect'totheapheiiaandnodesoſtheotherplanets.

ONſuppoſitionthat'theobliquityoſthe ancientHz'ndusas24",andthatitsdecreaſe

year,thedateoftheSzZTyaSidd/La'ntawillbeabout3840years.

ecliptickwas hasbeenſro

S. 2,

l'

17,17,15,to 6,38,42isitsplaceaccordingto
differsabout1o22'fromtheob

,whodeterminetheplaceoſtheearth'saphelion 8,1.Thereisamuchgreaterdiſagreementwith a'ccuratelyobſervedbythe mthattimehalſaſeconda
Itisremarkable,

thattheHindusdonotappeartohavenoticeditsdecreaſe.

THECag/lza'sareexplainedfartheron.

'

u
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employment in the workeſ creation; for, as the univerſe was not com

pleted, the planetary motions did not 'gomm'ence until that portion of
'the Caffia was elapſed. - / £ A I:

' ' This deduction appears to have been'intended as a correction; which,

without altering the date of the Calþa, as ſettled, probably, by yet more

ancient astſOnOHIGW, might, (joined perhaps with other regulations)

bring the-ſiCOmputed places of the planets to an agreement with their

obſcrycd places, when the SzZ'ryd Sidd/za'nta was written; and, as the ar

guments of its commentator in ſupport of theſſ propriety of it, without

ſrejudice to other authors, cdntain ſome curious particulars, I hope I may

be excuſed ſo: departing from my immediate object to inſert a tranſlation

of them.

'fi lx the Sehjm Sidd/zdnta, So'ma Sidd/zcintaz Praja'þcti, and' 1

" other .F2rst*'a.t,'this deduction is required to made ſrom the Cat/m,

" becauſe at the end oſ that termxL the planetary motions commenced. The

ſi" ſon oſjisHNU, who understood four. Ve'da.s, and BHAFSCARA'CHA'R'YA,

" conſidered theſe-'motions as commencing with t-he Calþa: it may ſeem

" strange that there ſhould be ſuch a diſ-agreement. Some men ſay: asit

"' is Written that the Ccſſzlþa is the day 0fBRAHMA'," and as a day is depen

" dent on the riſing and ſetting of the ſun, the motion of the ſun and

'5 planets must have begun with the Caljm ; and therefore BRAHMAGUPTA

" ſhould be followed; but I think otherwiſe. The Calffia or BRAHMA"s
" day is not to 'be understood as analogous to the ſolarct day, otherwiſe

"7 than as containing a determined portion of 'time 3" neither is it at all

*' dependent on the commencement of the Ca/þa ; but, being compoſed of _

** the tame periods as the latter, it will not end 'until the term ofyears hete
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If deducted ſhall-be expired fifthe pextHCazbaffl The motions of the

unhl

GTa/ws must therefore be computed from the pointeſ time here stated

as the beginning of BRAHMA"S' day, and not, as BRAHMAGUPTA and

ſ' others direct, from thebeginning of the Cazqa, which will not be found
. I; v -.A I' i , * l l i ' ' . .Z'\ l-414; 'A . . l

_" to anſwer. _ , - _ , ,\ .. -

/ - '
'

\

l 4_, l'f 'omen ſay; rules deriviedfroniqffiedGacnzita Saſiſira and agree

n" ing Withobſervatidn, arelrightv; that. any period, deduced ſuch a

mode of cioinputation, and the planefsl'determined, toLhavect then

ſicti'winI firſt AſſoſAMcj/lzza, may'be aſſurinedi; that' it_ will therefore anſwer

" 'ſieicttſſ'hſſe'rſſſſ to conſider theſe motion-sins-beginning'with the KCvaſbaſi, or

ſi" after theſi'ſiabove-mentionedPeriodſſoſit was expired), This however is

" not true; for in the inſtance of Mangala there will 'be found 'a great'

f' difference, l_as_ is hereK ſhown. _The_revolutions of Mangala in a Ca/Zba

iſſiiaccording'to' BRAiiſiAcurrA are 2296828522, and, by. the rule of

"*'Sipn:bpo:tion, the revolutionsi of Mangala in 17064000 years are 9072472

ſi" 28 o 16 For any 0ther.planet, on _tiial,:a ſimilar diſagree

'Aſſment Will be ſound,'and the propoſizisn of compming from either

'YY

 

" period must be erroneous. Moreover, of what uſe is it to make

"" computations for' a ſpace of time, when the planets and their motions

" Were notſiin'bſieing? '

" IT might however from the foregoingctc'ircumstances, be imputed to

'ſi* BRAHMAGUPTA and the rest, that they have given precepts through

2296828'522xr7c64reoo Revolutions'-* \3:"**' ' ' 3 r *' U

* Becauſe ---__--__- _-_ 9072472 _ 7 18 o 16- U

4320000000 - -.1..i-.-. :... ſ,

s
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" ignoranceror "with intent to deceive-That, having ſtated the revo

," lutions oſ the planets different From the account revealed by SU'RY A,

V' they must certainly have been in error-That BRAHMAGUPTA

" could no't haVC counted the rev'olutions from the beginning of the

" Ca/ffia; neither' could he from the mean 'motion oſ the planets have ſo

" determined them.--He was a' mortal, and therefore could not count the

" revolutions.-Although the rule of proportion ſhould be gunnd to

" have ſerved his 'purpoſe ſo'r the revoluti'ons of the planets, yet

" it Certainly could not for thoſe of their i Mandoſic/Lc/zd, becauſe it

" was not within the term of a man's liſe to Idetermino the mean

" motion of the Aſando'c/zc/La;'and this aſſertion 'is justified by the

" Opinion oſ BHA'SCARAFCHARYA. ' But the rule oſ proportion could not

" have anſwered even for the planets ; ſor, although their mean motion be

"obſerved one day, and again the next, how can a man be certain- of

" the exact time elapſed between the two obſervations? And 7 iſ' there be

" the ſmallest err'or in the clapſcd time, the rule oſ proportioſſ- cannot

" anſwer for ſuch'greatfflpcriods. An error oſ the fffflgmv-part of
p " a ſecond man) in' one day amounts to ſorty degrees *l-in 'thefc'omct

" 'putation oſ a Calþa, and the mistake oſ T'T oſ a reſpiratction in eme

" Saura year makes a difference in the lame period' oſ 20000 days. '

'f That.- it' is therefore' evident, BRAHMAGUPTA's motive, ſor directing

" the planetary motions to be computed as commencing with'the Calſiii,

'.' was to deceive mankind. and thdt'ihe had nor the a'tltliorityv-of'tlie.

" Mum's, becauſe he'd'tffcrs frdm' the Seirja Sidd/t built, Ere-'mix Siddltjuctz,

" So'ma Sidd/za'nta; ſrom VASISHTHA and other Marte's. - l ' > a

t
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'24'2 ON THE ASTRONOMICAL COMPUTATIONS

'5 Such opinions would have no ſorindati'on, as I ſhall pro

" ceed to ſhow. BRAHMAGUPTA'S rules are conſistent with the

practice oſ the Pandz'tr his predeceſſors 5 and he ſormed them from the

V Purana Vzctstz-nu D/zermo'ttam, wherein is contained the B'rahma Sidd/ia'nta ;

" and the' periods given by A'RVABHATTA are derived from the Pardstra

'" Sidd/zdnta : the precepts of the Mumſis are therefore thc'authorities of

'I BRAHMAGUPTA, A'RYABHATTA, and BHA'SCARA'CHA'RYA, whoſerules

"'- 'cannot be deceitſul. The Munz'r themſelves differed with regard to the

number oſ Sa'van daysin a Y/zg, which is known ſrom the Panc/m

I' Siddba'nta compoſrd by VA RA A'CHA'RYA, wherein are propoſed two

'i

methods of computing the ſurs place, the one according to the Sliva

* A Sidd/zdnta,.the other according to the Ra'maca' Sidd/z.-.'7zta ,* whence it ap
O

a pears, that there were different rules' oſ computation even among the Mu

** His. It is alſo mentioned in the Ticd on the Vara'lza San/zz'ta', that, accor

"' ding to the Paulq/Zya Sidd/L;.'nfa, there was ſozmerly a different number oſ

" Sa'van days estimated ina Yug. The maxims therefore oſ BRAHMA

'* GUPTA and the other, two, agreeing with thoſe oſ the Mix/rit, are
" right; but, ſhould it even he ſuppoſed that the Munis themſelves could i

" be mistaken, yet BRAHMAGU'PTA and the other two had the ſanction

" of the Vc'das, which in thcir numerous Sa'cllzas (branches) have diſagree

" ments£oſ the ſame kind; and, according to the Sa'calya Sanhzſitd, BRAHMA',

" in the revelation he made to NA'RED, told him, although a circumstance

" or thing were not perceptible to the ſenſes, or reconcilable to reaſon,

" iſ authority for believing it ſhould be ſound in the Ve'dar, it must be

" received as true.

-._, .

" I' a planet's place, computed both by the SzZrya Sz'zlzlbdnta and

" Paraſera Siddba'nta, ſhould be found to differ, which rule must be re
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" ceived as right? I anſwer, that, which agrees with his place by ob

" ſervation; and the Mustis gave the ſame direction. If computations

" from the beginning of the (Iſ-ſea, and from the period stated in the

" &ivy/a Szkld/Jaſinm give a difference, as appears in the instance of Mangala,

" which of the two periods to be computed ſrom is ſounded in truth?

*' I ſay, it is oſno conſequence to us which; ſince our object is only

" to know which period anſwers for computation of the planetary places

" in our time, not at the beginning of the Ca/pa. The difference ſound

" in computing according to BRAHMAGUPTA and the Mum's must be

" corrected by an allowance of sza ; or by taking that difference as the

" cſheffia; but the books of the Alum's must not be altered, and the. rules

'3 given by BRAHMAGUPTA, VARA'CHA'RYA,and A'RYABHATTA may be

" uſed with ſuch precautions. Any perſon may compoſe a ſet of rules

" for the common purpoſes of astronomy; but, with regard to the

" duties neceſſary in eclipſes, the computation must be made by the books

" of the Mum's, and the sza applied,- and in this manner it was that

" VARA'HA, A'RYABHATTA, BRAirMA'Gur-TA, and CE'SAVA SAMVAT

" SARA, having obſerved the planets and made due allowance of sza,

ſi' compoſed 'their books,

-" GANE'SA mentions, that the Gra/zas were right in their computed

'V places in the time of BRAHMA', A'CHA'RYA, VAsrsHT'HA, CASYAPA

U and others by the rules they gave, but in length oſ time they differed ;

U after which, at the cloſe of the Satya age, SU'RYA revealed to MEYA a

U computation of their true places. The rules then received anſwered

" during the Tre'td and Dwa'þar ages, as alſo did other rules formed

-" by the Munis during thoſe periods. In the beginning' of the Calz'

" Yug, PARA'sLRA's book anſwered; but HKYABH'ATTA, many years

G s
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" zfter, having examined the heavens ſound ſome deviation, and intro

" duce'l a correction of sza. 'After him, when ſurther deviations were

" obſervel, DURGA" SINHA, MIHlRA and others made corrections.

** After them came the ſon oſ JlSTNU and BRAHMAGUPTA and made

" corrections. Aſter them CE'SAVA ſettled the places of the planets,

" and, ſixty years after CE'SAVA, his ſon GANE'SA made corrections."

WE have now, according to the Hzſindu ſystem, the mean motion oſthe pla

nets, their nodes and apſidcs, and the elapſed time ſince they were in con

junction in the first of Mgſha, with which, by the rule of proportion, to dc

termine their mean longitude for any propoſed time oſ the preſent year. It

is however obſerved in the SzZrya Sidd/za'nta, that to aſſume a period ſo great

is unneCeſſary ; ſor uſe the computation may be made from the beginning oſ

the T'rcſitci age,at which instant all the Ora/tas, or moveable points in the hea

vens, were (again in conjunction in Mc'stza, except the apogees and aſcending

nodes, Which must therefore be computed ſrom the creation. The ſame is

true of the beginning of the preſent Cult' age z for the greatest common diviſor

oſ the number oſ days compoſing the Ma/zd Yug and the planetary

revolutions in that period, is ſour 3 which quotes 394479457 days or

1080000 years andthe Tre'td and Dwa'jfiar ages contain together just

that number Lf years. The preſent Hindu astronomers therefore find

it unneceſſary to go ſarther back than the beginning oſ the Calz' Yug" in

 

ſ-t-r

* Neither do they in computing by the ſormulas in common uſe go farther back than to ſome aſſigned

date of the era Saw, but, having the planets' places determined for that point of time, they cnmpute their

mean places and other requifitcs for any propoſed date afterwards by tables, or by combinations of figure'

contrived to facilitate the work: as in GraLaIrSg/Ja-w, Sidd/rd'zm [calm/ſ; aand many other books, An inquire'

into Himlu astronomy having acceſs to ſuch books only, might eaſily be led to aſſert that the Bnibm

compute ec'ipſes by ſe! form tour/nd in enigmatiral runſer, out of which it would be difficult to- develop their

ſyſtem of astronomy ; and this i apprehend was the caſe with Manſ. Son a am. The Wiſh man, a

tLr.
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'rr'n-

determining the mean longitude of the planets themſelves; but for

the poſition of their apſides and nodes, the elapſed time ſince the

creation must be uſed; or at least in instances, as of the ſun, when the

numbers 387 and 4320000000 are incommenſurable but by unity. I

have however in the accompanying computation, taken the latter

period in both caſes.

FOR the cquation oſ the mean to the true anomaly, in which the

'ſolution of triangles is concerned, and which is next to be conſidered

the Hindus make uſe of a canon oſ ſines conſtructed according to the

SMya Sz'dd/za'ntd in the following manner.-" Divide the number of

" minutes contained in one ſign 1800 by eight, the quotient 225' is

" the first jyaſifflz'nda, or, the first of the twenty-fourth portions of half the

" firing of the bow. Divide the firſt fya'þz'nda by 225', the quotient 1'

" deduct from the dividend, and the remainder 224' add to the first for

" the ſecond Jya'ſiz'na'a 449'. Divide the ſecond fidþzſinda by 225',

'5 the quotient being 1' and the traction more than half a minute,

" deduct 2' from the foregoing remainder 224.' and add the remain

" der, ſo ſound, to the ſecond for the third Jyaſipz'nda 671'. Divide this

" by 221", the quotient 3' dcduct from the last remainder 222'3 the

U remainder ſo found 219' add to the third for the ſourth Iydffizſſnda 890'.

" Divide this by 225' and the quotient deduct from the last remainder, the

" remainder ſo ſound add to the fourth for the fifth flaffizſinda 1105, and

" proceed in this manner until the twenty-four Cramajya's * are completed,

 

general,it is true, know little more oſ astronomy than they learn from ſuch books, and they are conſequently

very ignorant oſ the principles of the ſcience ; but there are ſome to be met with, who are better informed.

Gga

' Cramaþ'dr, Right Sincs.
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, 1 7- 3 6

" which will be as follows: 225, 449, 671, 8490, 11505, 1315, 15720,

11 1" 13 14, 1 6 178 ro .. 1

'a 117819, Igl:lo, 22293, 2267, 2331, 2585, 2728, 28559, 2978, 308.-1,

" 3177, 3256, 3321, 3372, 3409, 3431, 34£iz. For the ntcmmcyjdtt, _

" the twenty-third cramajyci dcducted from the trzſijya' or twenty-fourth

" cramajyd, leaves the first utcmmajyd; the twenty-ſecond deducted

" from the twenty-third leaves the ſecond utcramajyd; the twenty-first

" from the twenty-ſecond leaves the third; the twentieth from the

" twenty-first leaves the fourth. In the ſame manner proceed until the

I 2 Z . .

" utcmmajch's are completed ,- which will be as follows : 7, 29, Of),

11 iz 13 14, 56 8 ro

" 1i7, 152, 261, 3754, 460, 539, 710, 853, 1007, 1171, 1345, 1528,

16 1 18 r 20 al 27. 2 24

ſi 1719v 1975ng 2123' 22933, 2548, 2767, 2989, 3313, 3438." So far the

SzZrya Sida'lzdnta on the ſubject oſ the lines. The commentator ſhows

'how they are geometrieally constructed: " with a radius deſcribeja circle,

" the periphery of which divide into 21600 equal parts, or minutes.

" Draw North and South, and East and West lines through the centre:

" ſet off contrariwiſe from the east point, 225 on the periphery, and

'9' draw a string from thoſe extremities acroſs the trgſijyd l'. The string

" is the jyd, and its half the aTd/zajyd called jz'vzlr. The Pandzſizfs ſay,

" a planet's place will correſpond with the aTd/zajyaſi, by which, therefore,

" computations of their places are always made, and by the term jyd

" is always understood the aTd/Lajya. The first jyd will be ſound to

" contain 449 minutes, and the operation, repeated to twenty-four divi

" fions, will complete the cramajyd. In each operation, the distance

" contained between the jyci and its arc, or, that line which repreſents

f' the arrow of abow, must he examined, and the number of minutes

 

* Utcmmnþ-a'r, Verſed Sinc5. i' Trijjlz, the Radius.

_.up
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" therein comtained taken for the utcmmajyc'z. The Circle may repreſent

" any ſpace of land; the [Ilug'ajyci * is the bhuja; the co'tzſijyd the CO'ZZ', and

'4 the trgjyzi the carmz. The ſquare of the b/zzzjajyd deducted from the

" ſquare of the m'jyd leaves the ſquare of the cotz'jyd ; the root oſ which

" is the cotzctjſit'ci ,* and, in the ſame' manner, from the colzſijyd is determined

U theſib/rujczorti. The co'tyutcramqjyct deducted from the trzſijy-j leaves the

" b/Lujacmmayyd. The b/zujoſitcramajyd deducted from the leaves the

a co'tz'm'amqjyd. When the b/wjajyd is the first diviſion of the trſjyd, the

" co'tzjj'd is the twenty-three remaining diviſions, which colzjyd deducted

" from the t'rtjyd leaves the b/zujoſitcra/na/jzd. On this principle are the jyalc

" given in the text : they may be determined by calculation alſo,

" as follows :

" THE trzſſjctyd take as equal to 3438 minutes and containing twenty-four

" j'ytz'ſizſindas: its half is the jyd of one ſign or 1719l 3 which is the eighth

" jyzz'þina'a or the ſixteenth cotz'jydpzſinda. The ſquare of the trzjyaſi

" multiply by three, and divide the product by four, the ſquare root

" of the quotient is the jyd of two ſigns or 2977'. The ſquare root of

" half the ſquare of the trijyd is the jyd of one ſign and an half (45®) or

" 2431' 3 which deducted from the trzſijyd leaves the utcramajyd 1007'.

" By this utcramajyd multiply the trijch; the ſquare root of half the

" product is the 'jyd of 220, 30', or 1315'. The ſquare of this deduct

" from the ſquare of the trzctjyd, the ſquare root of the difference is the

" jyd of 670, 30', or 3177', which is the co'tzſijyd of 220, 30' equal to

" 1315'. This b/Lujajyd and Co'tz'jj'd deducted ſeverally from the try'yd,

" leaves the utcmmajyd of each, 2123', and 261'.-- &c."
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* Ble/zjjd, the Sine complemcnt.

+ A diagram might here be added for illustration, but it must be unneceſſary to any one who has
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THIS is ſufficient to ſhow, that the Hzſindus have the right construction

of the fines, although they do not appear, from any 'thing I can learn,

ever to have carried it farther than to twenty-four diviſions of the qua

drant, as in the following table. Instances of the like inaccuracy will

occur in the courſe of this paper. The table of fines may perhaps be

more clearly repreſented in the following manner.

Right Sines, the Radius containing 34 38 Minute-s.

 

f

Ave. * Sin-5.] Are. Sine. [ are. Sint.

1st= T25'= BOA-P 225'l 91k=2025=33®.45 1910"7th=3825'=53®,45'23084'

zd = 450 = 7 ,3o 449 10th=2250=37 ,3o 2093 18tlz=4o5o =67 ,30'.3177

 

  

 

3d = 675 =11 ,15 67' titlz=2475=41 ,15 2267 1_Glh=4275 =71 ,15 3256

4th= 900 =15 ,- 890 12th=27oo=45 ,-- 2431 2oth=45oo =75 ,-- 3321

5UL=1125 =18 ,45 1105 13th=2925=48 ,45 2585 21st =4725=78 ,45 3376

22d =495o =82 ,30 340914th=315o=52 ,30 2728thz=135o =22 ,301315

1.-zt/z=3275=56,15 28597th=1575 =26 ,i5 1520

 

 

2goſſi=5175 =86 ,15I3431
 

 

 

81h=1800 =3o ,- 1719 16th=3600=60 ,- 2978 24th=54oo =9o ,-- 3438

Verstd Sincs.

Are. Sinc. Azc. [Sinuſ Are. l Sinc. 

 

579 l17th=3825 = 630,45'l1928l
91b=2025=33®,45

710118Ih=4o5o =67 ,3o 2123

1/1: 225'= 3®,45 7

loth=225o=37 ,3o2d= 450= 7 ,30 29

 

 

 

 

Zd = 675 =11 ,15 65 115fi=2475=41 ,15 853 lgtb=4275 =71,15 2233

4th= .9OO =15 ,- 117 121h=27oo=45 ,-- 1007 2o/lz=45oo =75 ,-- 2548

13-'\1=2925=48 ,45 1171 21st=4725 =78 ,45 2767
5th=1125 =18 ,45 189.

6tlz=1350 =22 ,3o 261 14tfi=3150=52 ,3o =345 22d =4950 =82 ,30i2989

71h=1575 =26 ,15 35415fh=3275=56 ,15 1528 234 =5175 =35 >15 =3213

8th= 1800 =3o ,-- 460l16th=3600=60 ,-l1719 24th=5400 =90 )_l3438

 

Fon the fines of the intermediate arcs, take a mean proportion of

the tabular difference, _as for the fine of 140, which is between the third

and fourth tabular arcs, or 165 minutes exceeding the third; therefore

i'
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225' being the difference of thoſe arcs, and 219 the difference of their

lines, LSL'ZXJF'Z' = 160', 36", or a mean proportional number, to be added to

the ſine ofsthe third tabular arc, for the line required of 14" or 831' 36',

In the ſe-Xageſtmal arithmetick, which appears to Lbe univerſally uſed

in the Hindu astronomy, when the fraction exceeds half unity, it is

uſually taken as a whole number; thus, 831', 35', 35l", would be

Written 831', 36.

To account for the apparent unequal motion oſ the planets, which

they ſuppoſe to move in their reſpective orbits through equal distances

in equal times, the Hz'ndus have recourſc'to excentrick circles, and deter

mine the excentricity oſ the orbits oſ the ſun and moon with reſpect to

that circle, in which they place the earth as the centre oſ the univerſe, to

be equal to the lines oſ their greatest anomaliſtick equations, and accord

ingly that the delineation oſ the path of either may be made in the fol

lowing manner:

DESCRIBE a circle, which divide as the ecliptick into ſigns, degrees,

and minutes 5 nore the place oſ the Mando'c/zc/za, or higher apſis, which

ſuppoſe in a . Draw a diameter to that point, and ſet off, from the cen

tre e towards the place oſ the apogee, the excentricity equal to the ſine

oſ the greatest equation, which oſ the ſun is 130' 32". Here the excen

tricity is repreſented much greater, that the figure may be better under

stood. Round the point E, as the centre, deſcribe the excentrick circle

FGHI, which is the.ſun*s orbit, and' in the point H, where it is cut by

the line O a prolonged, is the place of the Mandoſic/rc/ra, or- higher apſis,

and in the oppoſite point F is the lower. From the place oſ the ap0gee

H, ſetoff its longitude in reverſe, or contrary to the order oſ the ſigns, for.
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the beginning of Aries, and divide this circle, as the former, into ſigns

and degrees. Note the ſun's mean longitude in each circle, as ſuppoſe

in Gemini, and from both points draw right lines to the earth at 69: ac

cording to the Hindu ſystem, which appears to be the ſame as the Ptole

* madeſt, the angle aEBC, will be the mean anomaly, the angle bee C, the true

anſiomaly, and the angle affib, their difference, or the equation of the mean

to the true place; to be ſubstracted in the first ſix ſigns of anomaly, and

added in the last ſix. The Euroþeanr in the old astronomy found the

angle IIEBC, by the following proportion, and which ſubtracted from aeDC

left the equation, which as the Hzſindus, they inſerted in tables caleulated

for the ſeveral degrees of the quadrant5-as the co-ſine of the mean

anomaly ®e=Ed added to the excentricity EEB, is to the ſine of the

mean anomaly ac=z5d3 ſo is radius, to the tangent of the true anomaly;

or, in the' right angled triangle deab, in which are given do and dd, if

des be made radius, M will be the tangent of the angle bend, required.

The Hzſindm who have not the invention of tangents, take a different

method, on principles equally true. They imagine the ſmall circle or

epicycle, cdff drawn round the planet's mean place a with a radius equal

to the excentricity, which in this caſe, of the ſun, is 130' 30", and whoſe

Circumference in degrees, or equal diviſions of the deferent ABCD,

will be in proportion as their ſemi-diameters; or, as QC=343S', to

ABCD=360®, ſo ag=130' 32', to eſgal=i13o 40', which is called the

parzſid/Li-anstz or fiarid/zi degrees. In the ſame proportion alſo will be the

correſpondent ſines ch and at', and their co-ſines cb and Zk, which are there'

fore known by computation, in minutes or equal parts 'of the radius aaz,

which contains, as before mentioned 3438', In the right angled trangle

fleet', right angled at lz, there are given the ſides he, (=MD +cb, 'becauſe

rbzlza), and lzc; to find the hypotenuſecO, by means of which the angle
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a 69 'nmay be determined; for its ſine is lm, and, in the ſimilar triangle'

he 65 andlmffi, as CED is to m as, ſo is Izc to Zm, the ſine ofthc

angle ofequation. From the third to the ninth ſigns oſ anomaly, the

eoſme c b must be ſubtracted from the radius 3438' for the fide

I; O.

I'r is, however, only in computing the retrogradations and' other par- '

ticulars reſpecting the planets "Mercury, Venus, Mars, Jupitct and Saturn,

where circles greatly excentrick are to be conſidered, that the Hindus find

the length of the came or hypotenuſe c e z'in other caſes, as for the

anomalistick equations of the ſun and moan, they are ſatisfied to take lzc

as equal to the ſine lm, their difference, as the commentator on the SzZryar

Siddleanta obſerves, being inconſiderable.

UPON this hypotheſis are the Hz'nd'u tables of anomaly computed with

t'he aid oſ an adjustmcnt, which, as far as I know, may be peculiar to

themſelves. Finding, that, in the first degree oſ anomaly botlr from the _

higher and lower apſis, the difference between the mean and' obſerved.

places of the planets was greater than became thus accounted for, they

enlarged the cpicycle in the apogec and perigee, proportionably to

4hat obſerved difference, ſor each planet reſpectively, conceiving it to

diminiſh in inverſe proportion to the line of the meam anomaly, until at

the distance oſ three ſigns, or half way between thoſe points, the radius of p

the epicycle ſhould be equal' to the excentricity or fine of the greatest

equation. This aſſumed difference in the magnitude of the epicycle,

they called the difference of the þarz'dlzi avſſz, between wſhama and ſhame,

the literal meaning of which is ' odd and cum. From the first to the third

ſign of anOmaly, or rather in the third, a planet is i-n vfflzama ,* from the

H h '
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third to the ſixth, or in the perigee, in ſinne; in the ninth ſign, in

'aſſ/mia,- and in the twelfth, or the apogee, in ſhma. The ſiarzcta'lu'

' deg*ees, or circumſercnce oſ the epicycle, in ſama are, of the ſun 140

in vfflzama 13 401; of the moon in ſhma 320, in niſi/flame, 31o 40', the

difference aſſigned to each betweenſuma and vzſistzama, 20'.

To illustrate theſe matters by examples, let it be required to find

the equation of the ſun's mean, to his true, place in the first degree of

anomaly. The ſine of 1o is conſidered as equal to its arc, or Go.-The

Circumference of the epicycle inſzma, or the nþogce, is 140, but dimin

iſhing in this caſe towards vſſzama, in inverſe proportion to the fine

of anomaly-Therefore, as radius 3438 is to the 'difference between

ſama and vg'stzama 20', ſo is the fine of anomaly 60' to the diminution

of the epicycle in the point of anomaly propoſed,  
20. (zed-am)

which ſubtracted from 14.? leaves 130 59' 40". Then, as the circum

ference of the great circle 360o is to the Circumference of the' epicycle

13o 59' 40"_; ſo is the ſine of anomaly 60' to its c-Orreſpondcnt fine

in the epicycle llC, which, as was obſerved, is conſidered as equal to lnz,

* ' 'ſ ld :_:1'O "40"+60' *

or true ſine of the angle of equation 2 19 56 which,

in the Hz'ndu canon of ſines, is the ſame as its are, and is therefore the

equation of the mean to the true place in 10- of anomaly, to be added

in the firſt fix ſigns and ſubtracted in the last ſix.

FOR the equation of the mean to the true place in 5" 14' of anomaly.

The fine of 50 14' is 313'36" 8'" and MZLZV' 1" 4C" ___ ſ ſ'

3433/ -,**_-"* 1 49 I to

be deducted from the paid/ii degrees in ſZmza.-I4® 1' 49'= 130 58' I I'

*\3': 36"> s"'-l-*3®, 58', 11.:4379' 59', 37- ' " l/l ,and . a 3636__-_ * _14 9 59 the fine of the angle of

equation, which is equal to its arc.
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FOR the ſame in' 14" oſnnomaly. The ſine of 140, is 831., 36 -*_Iu6'T><32'
343 '

' a _'. ' " ' ''=-. 4 50, and, lily-How = 32' 97 the fine of the angle of equa

tion.

FOR the ſame in two figns of anomaly. The ſine oſ "60" is 2978'

and '4®-'7'> 19'><ct=__2_73.'= 113' 25". zom. the fine of equz

2078'5110'2; 1 ' l "_
3435ſſ 7, 9 , 3609

tion, equal to its arc.

FOR the quation oſthe mean to*the true'place of the moon in 1o of

anomaly. The parid/Li' degrees of the moon in ſhma are 32", in vfflzamz

310,'40', the difference 20', The ſine of 1o is 60' and &O'XLZ'z zx"; to be

' 34: '

dedufted from the [land/ii degrEes in JZLma, 320*--21" = 31" 59' 39',

5', 20", the equation required.

3 o '

 

FOR the ſame in ten degrees of anomaly. The fine of'_10® is 597'

5n7'x8z0'= 3' 28", and 3:®-z;£:Z"xso7'_-= 52' 58',,the equatiOn requiredt

343 l -

FOR the ſame in three ſigns of anomalyi The ſine of 90o is the radius

\ m 3433'X20'2 ' Jzo-zo'x3433'= o' o-"or 3430 , and T 20, .360_0-_.. 30- , _._, , the ſine of the greatest

angle of equationſſequal to the radius o

maly, the arc correſponding with which is 302' 45", the equatioa re

 

ſthe epicycle in this point of anoz

quired.

FOR thſie equation of the mean" to* theſſ'true motion in theſe ſeveral

points 'of anomaly. ſay, as radius 3438,_ _is to the mean motion, ſo is

the co-ſine c =b of the anomllistick angle g a' c in the epicyele, to th:

difference---between the mean and aPPll'flnt motion, or the equuion re'
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quired, to be ſubstracted from the mean motion in the first three figns

of anonmly; added, in the next ſix; and ſubstractcd in the last three.

EXAMPLE, for the ſun, in 50 14.' of anomaly. The co-ſine of' 5.,

14' in the Hindu canon is 3422' 17" 52"'. The ffiaTid/Li circle in this

point found before is 13e 58' Ilſi; and BLGLSZZU-ct'LP-'Mz 132' 48"

the co-fine c b in the epicycle; then, as radius 3438' is to the ſun's mean

motion 59' 8' per day, or 59" 8'" per danzla; ſo is the co-ſine c b = 132'

48", to the equation required, 2' 17' per day, or 2" 17" per a'zznda. The

motion of the ſun's apfis is ſo ſlow as to be neglected in theſe calcula

tions; but that of the moon is conſidered, in order to know her mean

motion from her apogee, which is 78 3' 542 i

IN this manner may he determined the equation of the mean to the

true anomaly and motion for each degree of the quadrant, and which will

be found to agree with the tables of MacamndaJ The following tables

are tranſlated from that book: '
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Lunar equations, C/La'ndm ſi/zala.

 

  

.; . . £_oEſſ By. oſtl-e uffiſſn 57. eſ 45- "fief, 57. of 15.- theqmzn

Z man: la t/x to I;" 5, 'man lo l/Jr w He 'ma-1 to tle to Me

s [rup/ate. tune mo- l a: laneſ/act. true mw 4: l 'na-pare. ZZZMO'

-'(-'7?- lloſl.

o i 0 i " 1 n l o l o 1 'l l 1 ' l o l o l N 1 '

1 5 20 69 39 31 2 36 37 50 20 61 4 25 26 33 4'

2 10 40 -69 38 32 2 41 1' 58 41 62 4 27-36 32 39

3 16 - 69 33 33 2 45 36 58 - 63 4 29 59 31 35

4 21 19 69 28 34 2 49 58 57 19 64 4 32 19 30 29

5 26 36 69 21 35 2 54 20 56 7 65 4 34 37 29 22

6 31 54 59 13 36 2 58 39 55 56 66 4 36 47 28 13

7 37 12 69 4 37 3 2 54' 55 14 67 4 38 54 27 7

8 42 29 68 54 38 3 7 5 54 30 68 4 40 54 26 1

9 47 44 68 43 39 3 11 12 53 44 69 4 42 50 24 55

10 52 18 68 28 40 3 15 16 52 58 l70 4 44 40 23 49

11 58 11 68 11 41 3 19 18 51 26: 71 4 46 24 22 42

12 1 3 23 67 52 2 3 23 21 50 57' 72 4 48 5 21 31

13 1 8 40 67 35 43 3 27 20 50 48 73 4 49 38 20 24

14 1 13 45 67 17 44 3 30 54' 49 46v 74 4 51 9 19 14

15 1 18 53 66 55 45 3 34 39 *48 54 l75 4 52 53 18 3.

16 1 24 - 66 38 46 3 38 21 48 - 76 4 53 54 16 51

17 1 29 5 66 18 47 -3 41 58 47 5 77 4 55 6 15 38

18 1 34 9 65 57 48 3 45 .2 46 9 78 4 56 15 14 25

19 1 39 10 65 36 49 3 48 59 45 13 79 4 57 I7 13 14

20 1 44 9 65 14 50 3 52 24 44 19 80 4 58 13 12 3

21 1 49 17 64 50 51 3 55 46 43 27 81 4 59 6 10 53

22 1 54 3 61 24 _2 3 59 2 42 32 82 4 59 53 -9 41

23 1 58 3 63 56 53 4 2 13 41 37 83 5 --27 8 34

24 2 3 47 63 24 54 4 5 18 40 41 84 5 1 8 7 14

25 2 8 35 62 53 55 [4 8 18 39 44 85 5 1 40 6 2

26 2 13 22 62 22 56 4 11 16' 18 47 86 5 2 3 4 51

27 218 6 6148 57 4141'l37 50 87 5 220 340

28 2 22 47' 61 13 58 4 17 - 36 51 88- 5 2 36 2 37

29 _2 27 35 60 35 50 4 19 46 33 48 89 5 2 44 1 44

30 2 32 -2 59 56] Go 4 22 29 34 48[-90 5 2 48 - -*
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HAVING the true longitude of the ſun and moon, and the place of

the node, determined by the methods explained, it is eaſy to judge, from

the poſition of the latter, whether at. the next conjunction or oppoſition

there will be a ſolar, or a lunar, eclipſe; in which caſe the-tit'lzz', or date of

Lhe moon's ſjnodical month, must be computed, from thence to determine

the time counted from midnight of her full or change. Her distance in

longitude from the ſun, divided by 720', the minutes contained in a

tiſ/ii, or the thirtieth part of 3600, the quotient ſhows the tiſ/12' ſhe has

paſſed, and the ſraction, if any, the part performed of the next, which,

if it be the fifteenth, the difference between that fraction and 720') is

the distance ſhe has to go to her oppoſition, which will be in time pro

portioned to her actual motion, and that time being determined, her lon

gitude, the Iongitude of the ſun, and place of the node may be known for

the instant of full moon, or middle of the lunar eclipſe. The Hindu

method of computing theſe particulars is ſo obvious in the accompanying

instance, as to' require no further deſcription here, and the ſame may be

ſaid with reſpect to the declination oſ the ſun and the latitude oſ the

moon.

IT is evident from what has been explained, that the Pandz'tr, learned in

the Jyoſitzſh Saſistra, have truernotions ofthe form ofthe earth and the economy

cf (he univerſe than are aſcribed to the Hindus in general ; and that they

must reject the ridiculous belief of the common Bra'lrmcns, that eclipſes

are occaſioncd by the intervention of the monster Raſi/zu, with many other

particulars equally unſcientiſick and abſu-rd. But, as this belicfis ſounded

on explicit and poſitive declarations contained in the Ve'a'ar and Pum'nar,

the divine authority cf which writings no devout Hindu can diſpute, the

astronomers have ſome of them cautiouſlyſſ explained ſuch paſſages in thoſe

'AWsh__<__c_
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writings as diſagree with the principles oſ their own ſcience, and, where

reconciliation was impoſſible, have apologized, as Well as they Could, for
propoſitions neceſſarily establiſhed in the practice ofiit, by obſerving, that

certain. things, as [lated in other Sqſi/st, " might have beenſi ſo formerly

" and may be ſo still; but for astronomical purpoſes, astronomical' rules must

'ſ be followed." Others have with a bolder ſpirit attacked and reſuted un

philoſophical opinions: BHA'SCARA argues, that it is more reaſonable to

ſuppoſe the, earth to be ſtlſbalaneed in infinite ſpace, than that it ſhould

be ſupported by a ſeries oſ animals, with nothing aſſignable for the last of

them to rest upon,- and NERASXNHA, in his- commentary, ſhows that by'

Rd/m and Cc'lu, the head and tail oſthe monſier, in the ſenſe they generally

bear, could only be meant the poſition of' the moon's nodes and the quan

tity otſiher latitude, on which ecl'ipſeſſs do certainly depend; but he does not

thereſore deny the reality of Raſi/zu and Cc'tu'; on the contrary, he ſays,.

that their actual exifience and preſente in eclipſes ought to be believed, and"

may he maintained, as an article of' ſaith, wihout any prejudice to astro

nomy. The following Slo'cal, to which a litl'ral tranſlation is annexed,.

was evidently written by a B-o'lgſh, and is well known to-the Pagza'z'ts in;

general :

iVſi/zaſdnjmywizfflwfm', vivdda/Zcſ/zu ce'vallzm: '

Saſi/mlam praty/ram ia'stmm, c/mndralrcau yatra ia'cſhinau'.

FRUITLESS an' all other Sa'ſi-m.r,* in- them zſi-s contention only: FruitſuiE

is the floftgſh Sa'stm, where the ſun and moon an two witneſſes.

THE argument ofVARa'HA ACHA'RYA concerning the monster Rdiw

might her: be annexed, but, as this paper will without it be ſufficiently pro



..\
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lix, I ſhall next proceed to ſhow, how the astronomical Pandz'ts determine

cthe moon's distance and diamcter, and other requiſites for the prediction

' of ' a lunar eclipſe. *

_ THE earth they conſider as ſpherigal, and imagineits diameter divided

into 1600 equal parts or Yo'jazzar. An ancient method of finding a cir

ic'le's circumference was to mqutiply the diameter- by three; but: this

being not quite enough, the Mum's diſ-fected that it ſhould beJ multiplied

by the ſquare root of ten." gives forthe equatorial.circumfe

._

_

"-

-"\

rence of the earth in round numbers 5059 chaviczs, as it is determined in '-£_ y
the Stirya Sidd/iqini'gz. In the table of fines, however, found in the ſame r ' i'

book, the radius bLeing made to conſiſlmf' 3438 equal parts or minutes, il'

of which equal parts the quadrant contains 540'0, implies thehlmowledge zy

of a much more accurate ratio of the diameterto 'the Circumference; for __

by the first it is as 1. t0r3. 1627, &e. by the last, as 1. to 3. 14136; iſ;

and it is determined by the most approved Iabors of the Euroſicanr, as 1- I

to 3. 14159, &ce. In the Pumſinas the Circumference of'the earth is declared

to be 5oo,ooo,ooo Yojazzr; and, to account for this amazing difference

the commentator before quoted thought, "the Yo'jcm ſtated in the Su'rya

*' Sidd/zdnta contained' each zoo,oop of thoſe meant in the Pum'nas;

'" or perhaps, as ſome ſuppoſe, the earth'was really of that ſrze in ſome

4' former Calffia; moreover, others ſay, that from the equator ſouthward _ a

*" the earth increaſes in bulk: however, for astronomical purpoſes, the di- a' .

ference being aſſigned, the Circumference of a circle of 'longitude in any

l

. l
4' mentions given by SU'RYA must be aſſumed." The equatorial circum

iatitude is determined. As radius 3438 is to the LamZ-ajyd or fine of l

shelpolar distance, egual to the complement of the latitude to ninety de
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grees, ſo is the equatorial dimenfion 5059, to the dimenfion in Yojans

required.

'OF a variety of methods for finding the latitude oſ a place, one is by

an obſervation of the palab/liz, or ſhadow projected from a perpendicular

Gnomon when the ſun is in the equator. The Sancu or Gnomon is

twelve angulas or digits in length, divided each into fixty vingulas, and

the ſhadow obſerved at Bena'res is git- 145; Then, by the proportion of a

right angled triangle =13 1_ſſ8 the acstza-carna (hypotenuſe)

or diſtance from the topſi of 'the Gnomo'n'tio the extremity of the ſhadow ;

which, take as radius'ſi, and; the projected ſhadow willlbe the ſine of' the

L - Av

ZCnith distance, in this caſe equal to the latitude of the place 3Li+flfl= 148 7',

13 18

the arc correſponding with which, in the canon of lines, 18 250 25' the

latitude of Benares. The fine complement of the latitude is 3101' 57',

Y

and again by trigonomctry Ell 57;+5®i9_1?: 4 565, 4 ngans the circumſer.

343 * '

ence of a circle of longitude in the latitude ochnaTer.

THE longitude is directed to be found by obſervation of lunar eclipſes

caICUIated for the first meridian, which the Szlvj-a Sz'gz'd/Jcinta. deſcribes as

paſſing over Lanca', Roſi/u'taca, Avmzlzſi, and Smmzſi/zita-ſams. Avanti is ſaid by

the commentator to be " now called Wſiajiniffi or Ougein, a place well

known to the Eng/zſi/Iz in the Malemtta dominions. The distance of Benares

from this meridian is ſaid to be ſixty-four Yqjan eastward, and as 4565

Yajan, a circle of longitude at Bmarcs, is to fixty dandas the natural

Danda Pal

day, ſo is ſixty-four ib'jan, to 0, 50, the difference of10ngitude in time,

which marks the time after' midnight, when, strictly ſpeaking, the astrono

mical day begins at Benares A total lunar eclipſe was obſerved to

 

' " This day (eyi'rarzamzl'aldty) is accounted to begin at midnight under the rc'c't'm (meridian) of'
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vhap-pen at Benares fifty-one pular later than a calculation gave it for

Lancer', and flgfl: ſixty-four I'bjana the difference of'longitude on

the earth's ſurface. _ _

--Ariſt-'YE

_,<p

A'C'CORDING to RENNEL'S Map, in which may be found Ougez'n, and

agreeably to the longitude aſſigned to Bcnares, the equinoctial point Lanca'

falls in the eastern ocean ſouthward from qulon and the Maldz'va iſlands.

Lanca' is fabuloufly repreſented as one offour Cities built by De'vatds at

equal distances from each other, and alſo from Sumcſiru and deawdnaſ,

the north and ſouth poles, whoſe walls are of gold,'&c. and with reſpect

to MEYA's 'performing his famous devotions, in reward of which he re

a

_e

-

.>\

'la-H-*.-e->.:

_-

.,..

-.

,

ceived the astronomical revelations from the ſun recorded in the SzZrya

Sidd/za'nta, the commentator obſerves; " he performed thoſe devotions in
" Sa'lmala a country a'little to the eastward of Lanca': theidimenſions

"' of Lancdare equal to one tWleth' part of the equatorial circſſumference _ p

" of the earth", &c. Hence perhaps on inquiry may be ſound whether ct 1

by Sa'lmala is not meant Ceyt'on. In the historyof the war of RA'MA with

-Ra'WAN the tyrant of Lanca', the latter is ſaid to have married the

rza...._-_

daughter of an Afura named _M1-:YA : (but theſe diſquiſitions are foreign

to my purpoſe.

. , 3
'FOR the dimenſions oſ the moon's cacſha' (orbit) the rule in the San

4ſcrz't text is more particular, than is neceſſary to be explained to any per

- ſon, who has informed himſelf of the methods uſed by European astrono

 

" Lanca'; and at all places cast or west oſ that meridian, as much ſooner or later as is their daſſiflfm:

'i (longitudq ſeduced w time, according to the Sign Si..a'bdnla, Brabma SiddbactJ/fl, Vq/rſiſh'iu Sida'lra'nta,

a Sa'ma Sia'dba'nta, Parſ/na Sidd/Jdpm, and Agabbatla. According to Brabmagupla and others, itbcgim

" at ſunriſe ; according to the Much and qthers it bcgins at noon, and according to the A'ſha Siddlza'nta

U a: ſunſet." (Tiai on the Sfirya Siddl'dnlaj.

'Ii2

cas-Nun,-.e,_,,-,....
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1

nl_

mers to determine the moon's horizontal parallax. In general terms, it

is, to obſerve the moon's altitude, and thence'with other requifites to corn-

pute the time of her aſcenſion from the ſenſible cstzzſitija, or horizon, and

her distance from the ſun when upon the rational horizon, by which

to find the time of her paflage from the one point to the other 5 or, in other

words, * to find the difference in time between the meridian, to which the

4' eye referred her at riſing, and the meridian ſhe was actually upon 5' in

which difference of time ſhe 'will have paſſed throngh a ſpace equal to the

earth's ſemidiameter or 800 Kz'ian .*' Add by proportion, as that time

is to her periodical month, ſo is 800 Yojan-to be Circumference of her

ragſ/tri 324000 Yojan. The errors ariſing from refraction, and their tak-

ing the moon's motion as along the ſine instead of its arc, may here be

remarked; but it does nbt ſeem that they had any idea of the firſt *, and

the latter they perhaps thought too inconſiderable to be noticed. Hence

it appears, that they made the' horizontal parallax 53' 20" and her dist

ance from the earth's centre 51570 Yojan ,- for = 53' 20"; and

as 90O or 5400' is to the radius 3438' ſo is one fourth of her 'orbit 81000

Yojan, to 51570, and =. 220184, the ſame distance in geograph'i

cal miles. European astronomers compute the mean diſtance of the moon

about 240000, which is ſomething above a fifteenth part more than the

Hzſindus found it ſo long ago as the time of MEYA, the author of the.

Sdrya Sidd/uinta.

BY the Hindu ſystem the planets are ſuppoſed to move in their reſpec

tive orbits \at the ſame rate 3 the dimcnfions therefore of the moon's orbit

 
*_._

* But they are not wholly ignorant of opticks: they know the angles of incident: and rrflcction to be

equal, and ;compntc the place of a star or planet, as it would be ſeen reflected from Water or 'it

mirror. .
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Being known, thoſe of the other planets are defirmined, according to

'their periodical revolutiOns, by proportion. As the ſun's revolutiOns in a.

Maſter' Yug 43200oo are to the moon's revolutions in the' ſame cycle

5753336, ſo is her orbit 324000 Yojan tothe ſun's orbit 4331200 Yojcm;

and in the ſame manner f0r the cacstzaſis or orbit: of the other planets-

ſſAITl true distance and magnitude derivable from parallax is here out of the

question 3 but the Hindu hypotheſis will be ſound to anſwer their purpoſe

in determining the duration Of eclipſes, &c..

FOR the diameters of'the ſun and moon it is directed, to obſerve the'

time between the appearance of the limb upon the horiZOn and the in-r

'Haut of the whole diſc being riſen, when their apparent motion'is at a

'mean rate, or when in threelſigns of anoma'lyl; then, by proportion, as

that time is to a natural day,lſo are their orbits to their diameters re

Tpectivel'y, which of the ſun is 6 500 YOjanf of the moon,.480 Yojan.

Theſe dime'n'ſions are increaſed or' diminiſhed, as they. approach the low
er 0_r higher lapſis, in proportion as their apparent motion exceeds or

'falls ſhort of the mean, for the purpoſe oſ computing the diameter of

the earth's ſhadow at the moon, on principleswhich may perhaps be.

"

made more intelligible by a figuret.

'\

l

Lar the earth's diameter be [in =glz=cd ; the distance oſ the moon from'

the earth, AB, and her diameter, C D. By this ſystem, which ſuppoſes

all the planets moving at the ſame rate, the dimenſions of the ſun's orbit

Will exceed the moon's, in proportion as his period in time exceeds

hers; let, his distance be AE,_a_nd EFG part of his orbit. According,

to the foregoing computation alſo, the ſun's apparent diameter ſi, at this

distance from the earth, is 6500 Yojan, or rather, the angle his diameter
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264 _ ON THE ASTRONOMICAL COMPUTATIONS

ſubtends, when viewed in three ſigns of anomaly, Would be 6500 parts of

the Circumference of a circle conſisting of 4331500, and deſcribed round

ſithe earth as a centre with a radius equal to his mean distance, which is

properly all that is meant by the vzſhcamb/za, and which, therefore, is in

creaſhd Or climiniſhed according to his equated motion. This in three

ſigns of anomaly is equivalent to 32' 24", for, as 4331500 to 3600, ſo

6500 to 32' 24". The Euroþeans determine the ſame to be _32'_ 22". In

the ſame mmner, the ſun's vfflzcamb/za in the mean eatſ/tri of the moon,

or the portion of her orbit in Yojam, included in this angle, is found,

as 4331500, is to 324000, ſo is 65oo to 486 Yojan or n, 0, of uſe in

ſolar eclipſes 3 but this I am endeavouring to explain is alunar one. It-is

evident, that the diameter of the earth's ſhadow at the moon will be c, d,-

e, a,+b, d, or ab when her distance is A e; and that c a and bd will

be found by the following proportion as lA It, is to i-g/L=ſg+}z i,

ſo is Ae to ca+12d; But it has been obſerved, _that Ak andſi are pro

portioned by the Hindu: according to 'the moon's distance A e, the ap

parent motion of the ſun and moon and the angles ſubtended by their

diameters. The Hz'ndu rule therefore, states: as the ſun's vzſhcambfia or

diameter is to the moon's, ſo is the difference of the diameters of the

ſun and earth in Yojan's, to a fourth number, equal to c a+11d to be

ſubtracted from the stir/U, or lmzcd to find ab; alſo, that the number

of Yojam, thus determined as- the diameters of the moon and ſhadow,

may be reduced to minutes of a great circle by a diviſor of fifteen.

For, as the minutes contained in 360®=21600, are to the moon'sorbit

in Yojan 324000, ſo is one. minute to 'fifteen Yq'jan.

THE diameter of the moon's diſc, of earth's ſhadow, and the place

of the node being found, for' the inſtant of oppoſition or full moon, tlie

\
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remaining part of the operation differs in' no reſpect, that I know oſ, from

- the method'of European astron'omers to compute a lunar eclipſe. -The

tranſlation of the formula for this purpoſe in the SzZTya Sidd/mſinta. is as

follows. " The earth's ſhadow- is always ſixſigns distant from SzZrya,

" and Chana'ra is eclipſedpwhenever at the ffidrna'mfi the plica- is found

" there ; as is alſo Szirrya, whenever at the end of. the amciva'jj'd the ffia'ta

" is found in the place of SzZTya; or, in either caſe, when the þa'ta is

" nearly ſo ſituated.- At the end of the ama'vaſiſyd tit'bz' the ſigns, degrees,

'-' and minutes of SzZtſya and Chandra are equal, and at the end of the.

" purm'md tit'fii- the difference is exactly fix ſigns; take therefore the

" time unexpired of either- of thoſe tit'lzi's, and the motion for that

" time add to the mad/zyama, and the degrees and minutes of Su'rya and

a' 'C/zandm will be equal. For the ſame inſtants of time compute

" the place of the pdta in its retrograde motion, and, iſ-it ſhould be in

conjunction with SLZJj/d and C/Landm, then, as from the intervention

oſa cloud, there will be an obſcurity of'SzZrya or of C/zandm.

. Cſſ/'zandv'a from the west apþroaches the earth's ſhadow, which on en

tering, he is obſeuredn FOr the instant- of the purmſimd, from the

half ſum of the c/zandrama'na and the tamo'lzffitama'na ſubtract the

" wig/Izeþa, the remainder is the clz'c/Lamza. If the c/L'c/Lamza is greater *

" than the gra/Lyamaſina, the eclipſe will be total, and if leſs, the

" eclipſe will be proportionally leſs. The gralzya- and gra'lzacadeduct

" and alſo add, ſquare the difference and the ſum ſeve'rally; ſubtract

ſi

'5

if

't

't

" the ſquare of the vicſ/ecffia from each of thoſe ſquarcs, and the ſquare

" root of- each- remainder multiply by ſixty; divide each product by.

*" the difference of the gati of Szirya and C/zandm; the first quoticnz

 

I Or, when the cþ'rþamra and gralzyamim are equal, the eclipſe is teral.

l
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" will be half the duration of the eclipſe in dandas and pelas; and

a the ſecond' quotient will be half the vimarda'rd/m duration in dandas

" and pular," &e. The elf/ranne, or portion of the diſc eclipſed, is here

ſound in degrees and minutes of a great circle; it may alſo be estimated

in digitsa but The (ma-'Maur or digits of the Hindm are of various

dimenfions indifferent books. ſi

/

THE beginning, middle, and end of the eclipſe may now be ſup-1

poſed ſound for the time in Hz'ndu hours, when it will happen after

midnight; but, for the correſponding hour of the civil day, which begins

at ſunriſe, it is further neceſſary to compute the length of the artificial

day and night; and, for this purpoſe, must be known the ayanactnſa or

distance of the vernal equinox from the first of mfflza, the ſun's right

aſcenſion and declination, which ſeveral reguiſites ſhall be mentioned in

their order.

'RESPEC'riN'G the preceffion of the equinoxes and place of the colure,

the following is a tranſlation of all I can find on the ſubject in the Sdrya

Szſidd/za'nta and its commentary.

TEXT: 4' The Wana'nſa moves eastward thirty times tweitty in each

" Maha' Yug; by that number (600) multiply the a/zargana (number of

" mean ſolarqdays for which the calculation is made) and divide the pro

" duct by the ſhvan days in a Yug, and of the quotient take the Hugh,

" which multiply by three, and divide the product by ten 5 the quotient

'1 is the ayana'nſa, With the ayana'nſa correct the go'n/La, cra'ntz', the

*' (way-3, c/za-radala, and other requiſites to find the þzfflzti and the two

" 447qu. When the cama is leſs than the ſzirya c/t'lza'yd, the pm'c.
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" r/zacm moves eastward' and the ayana'nſh mustlbe added; and when

U more, it moves "Westward, and the ayand'ſſz must be ſubtra-Sted.

COMMENTARY: " By the "text, the aymza [l/zzzgahrt is underſiuud tU

u Fmffiq MAN 1.1....5wm.- (pzxiudsj m a Ma/zez' ling; but ſome'perſons ſay, .

" the meaning is thirty bſi/Lzzganar only, and accordingly that there are.

" 30000 Maganas. Alſo thatBI-IA'SCAR ACHA'RYA obſerves,that,agreeably -

" to what has beendelivered by Su'rya, there are 30000 blvaganas of the

" 'ayana'rſſz in a C'a/lba. This is erroneous; for it diſagrees with the

" Sa'ſlms of the Rylzz's. The Sdcab'a sz/zz'td states that the Maganas Of

" the Ct'a'ntz'ffiaſita in a Ma/ui Yug are Goo eastward. The ſame is' ob

-- ſerved in the Vzffiſhf/za saſd/za'ma, band the rule for determining the

" ayanaſirzſa is as follows : the expired years divide by God, of the quo

" tient make the Muja, which multiply by three, and' divide the product

" by ten. The meaning oſ BHA'SCAR ACHA'RYA was not, thatSURYA

" gave 30000 as the b/nganas of the ayandrſſz in :t Cajba, the name he uſed

" being Saum not Sziryd, and applied to ſome other book. From the

" natn'nſh is known the cm'ntymzstz, and ſrom the cra'ntzſijya' the b/zzg'ajyc),

" the arc oſ which is the b/zuja'nſiz of Stirya, including the ajmza'nſx: this

" for the first threevmonths; after which, for the next three months, the

" place' of SLZryJ, found by this mode of calculation, must be deducted

** from fi'x ſigns. For the next three months the' place of SzZrya must be

'* added to ſix ſigns, and for the last three mouths the place of SLZrya must

" be dcducted from twelve ſigns. Thus fro-m the ſhadow may be compu

"' ted the true place of Stirya_ For the ſame instant of time compute his

" place by the ahargana, from which will appear whether the ayanabſſz is to

" be added or_ ſubtracted. If the place' found by the altargana be leſs than

" the place found by the ſhadow, the ayandnſa must be added. In the pre

K k
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t' ſent time the ayana'nstr is added. i According to the author erſ-the

" Vawſſm/Lzſitd, itſiwas ſaid to have been formerly ded-acted *; and the

" ſouthern ayana of Szivya to have been in the first ha-lſ of the n'agctzatt'a'

'WCL' T; 'and the northern aycma in the beginning of Dliamſistztd:

t' that in his timeſithe ſouthern'wamrvas 'ſirfi*bhc_4>'5ſiu>lasho£iazzca£a _'

.*' or Ceuta-r; and the northern. in the beginning of Mater-m, or Capri

'* corn.

" THE Maganas OF the fayana'rffa in a Ma/La' Yug are 600, the firm-a:

t' years in'the ſame period 4320000 ; one Magazin oſ the ayanaſi'ſſz there;

U ſore contains 7200 years. Of a b/wgana there are four þa'das. Firſt'

t' perdu .'.' when. there was no aynndn a ; but the ayana'nſa beginning from!

"ythat time and increaſing, it was added. It. continued increaſing 1800

t' years z when, it became at its utmost or twenty-ſeven degrees. Second

" ffia'da: after this it diminiſhed; but, the amount was ſtill added, until, at

" the end of 1800 years more, it was. diininilhed to nothing. T/zz'rd ſidda :

 

- " " It was ſaid to have been formerly ri/m." In the Hiudu ſpecious arithmetick, or algebra..

dþalla ſignifies affirmation or addition, and rim: nt'gation or ſubstraction: the ſign oſ the latter is a

point placed' over the figure or the quantity noted down; thus, 4 added to 7', is equal to 3. See

the Eija gqm'ta, where the mode of computation is explained thus: when a man has four pieces of

money,- and owcs ſeven-oſ the ſame value, his circumstances reduced to the ſorm of an equation

or his books balanced, ſhow a deficiency of three pieces.

'k- 'This deſcribes the place of the ſolstitial colure; and according to this acconnt of the qyaurirzſa,

the equinoctial colure must then have paſſed through the tenth degree of the nary/Patre: Him-am' and the

30 20' oſ Vch'lui. The circumstance, as it is mentioned in the Vam smart, is curious and dcſcrving

of notice. I ſhall-only obſerve here, that, although it does not diſagrce with the preſent ſyſtem oſthe

Hindm in regard to the motion of the equinoctial points, yet the commentator on thc I'ara/Zmbirci ſup

poſes that it must have been owing to ſome preternatural cauſe. The place here deſcribed oſ the

colure is on compariſon. of the Hindu and European ſpheres about 30 40' eastward of the poſition, which

it is ſuppoſed by Sir NEWTON on the authority of Eunoxvs to have had inthe primin'rve ſphere

at the time of the Argonautick expeditiom.
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'" the ayana'nſa ſor the next 1_800 years was deductedj and the amount.

" deducted at the end oſ that term was: twenty-ſeven degrees:v Hourſ/s

t' þaſida: the amountdeductiſion diminiſhed; and at the end oſthe next ter-na

" cſ 1800 year's, there was nothing either added _or iubtra&ed. , The

'a ywuniþ bzvhſſ; nifiſ>ruccl Gi'vſv> Liiwriiflaimcsrsavc rules-accordingly I

U iſin theſaſiwm days oſ a jlſaz'ia' ligthere are 6oo b/Zalgrqnaruwxhat will

_ " be ſound in the a/zargana propoſed ? which ſlit-ment \will produce &liaga- 4

in "act'ſſſigns' &c' reji'ſſct thifflfflgil'iafrand take thel Muja of therfflaindel'ſſ r r,

** which multiply by three and divide By'ten, becauſe there'air: fffiiþpþizſhffih

'r the Iz/zagana ; for iſ in 900, there 'is a certain numberſdund las the' bfiujd?

'* when the'b/Lzy'a degrees are tu'e'nty-'ſcvem what 'will be ſound? and the

" numbers twenty-ſeren and vninety uſed in the COmputat-ioiſbe-iffg'in'thd

t' ratio of three to ten, the latter are uſed to ſave trouble. ' ' i *

\

" TH E R r: is another method oſ computing the ayana'qſa ;' the Crdnti-þdtrta

O

' gati is taken at one' minute per year; and according to this rule the (gy

'" andrja increaſes to twenty-ſour- degrees; the time neceſſary ſor which as

*'* one lta'a'a is 1440 years. This is the gati oſ the maflzatms oſ the c-m'nti

'" marle/aid.

" THE nor/ſwim Re'vatz' riſes, where 'the naſirzſi mandach and the g/lzzſirz'ja

"" interſect it, but it has been obſerved to vary twenty-ſeven degrees north

 

*' This can happen only when there is no nym 'uſ-'7. The na'ri ma-'M'aſa is the equator. The ya'ga ſtar

'of ſit'zvmi is in th: last of Mr'ua (Uſ-ces) or, which is the ſame, in of M£Ja£Aticslani hasm

iatitude in the Hi'aa'u tables. Hence from th: ajaniuſſ: and time goſ th: beginning of the Himlu year

may be known their Zediacal State. Re'xzfr' is the name eſ the twenty-ſeventh"Lu"/ar manſioa, which Cum.

prehends the last 13" 20' oſ A'l'ru. When the ayazdgb was o, as at the creation, the beginning of the

flalſ Yag, &e. the colure paſſed through th: 155.: star of Re'aaii. It is plain, that in this paſſage
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uſ'
'hhd ſouth. The ſame variation is obſerved in' the other nag/[mirarj

't

if

,'>

(t

(t

l

/

it is therefore rightly ſaid, that the c/zacm'nioves eastward. 'Theſi

c/mbm means all the rmrſhrzlms. The planets are always ſound in

Fiſh 'IUKTL/aatrar, and the ei'cſiinzſzſi-ffidla-gali is owing to them, not toi- the.

planets 3 "and hence itſi is 'ob'ſeFv'eſiſidſi ſnTTie' TCXZTTHZTUIU'WW- ><

t/zandmt'to'a distance equal to the cwinti degrees."

HL-st, to my apprehenſion, inſtead of a rcvoiution of the cqumoxes

through all the,ſ1gns_-i_n the courſe of the PZalonM year, which would

carry the of. Vaz'aſic'ſr through all the ſeaſons, is clearly implied a

libration of thoſe points from the third degree of Piſa-s to the twenty

ſeventh of Aries, and from the third of Virgo to the tWenty-ſeventh of Libra

and back again in 7200 years; but, as this must ſeem to Euroſieans an

extraordinary circumstance to be stated in ſo ancient a treatiſe as the

Szl'rya Szſidd/za'nta, and believed by Hz'rzdu astronOmers ever finCC, I hope

the above quotations may attract the attention of thoſe who are qualified

for' a Critical examinat-ion of them, and be compared with whatever is

to be found in other Sa'stras c-n the ſame ſubject. Vi'hatever may be the

reſult of ſuch an ihvestigation, there is no miſtaking the rule for deter

mining the ayana'rya, which was at the beginning of the preſent year

190. 21', and conſequently the vernal equinox in Pffch too 39', of the

Hz'ndu ſphere; or, in other words the ſun entered Mſſa or Aries, and

the Hz'mlu year began When he was advanced 19o 21' into the northern

ſigns according to European expreſſion.

 

applies either to the particular jo'ga star oſ that name or to the laſt, or chnty

which it is ſituated. See a former note.

 

-ſevcnth, Lunar manſion in

In each narstaira, or planetary manſion, there is 07.' star called

the flga, whoſe latitude, longitude and right aſcenſion the Hr'm'u: have determined and inſerted in their

astronomical tables.

e,
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='tur---_.

THEctayana'n/a added to the ſun's longitude in the Hindu ſphere, gives

his distance from the vernal equinox: of the ſum ſſtake the b/ziija, that is,

if it exceeds three ſigns, ſubtract it from fix ſigns, iſ it exceeds fix

ſigns, ſubtract ſix inm it 3 and if it exceeds nine ſigns, ſubtmfl. it

> from Warm, 'The quantity ſo ſound will oc me ſun's distance from

' the nearest equinoctial point ſr0m_which is found his declination-as

radius is toithe þaramdþacmmaych, or ſine of the greatest declination 240,

ſo is the ſun's distance from the nearest equinoctial point to the declina

tion ſought; which will agree with the table ofdeclination in preſent uſe, to

be ſound in the tables oſ illaczu'andaand Calculate'd for the ſeveral degrees of

the quadrant. The declination thus determined for one ſign, two ſgns

and three ſigns, is no 3', 200 38', and the greatest declination or the an

gle of inclination of the ecliptick and cquatorzſif. The coſines of the ſame

in the Hinaiu canon are 3355', 3217' and 3141'; and, 'as the coſine of the

* declination for one ſign, is to the coſine of the greateſt declination, ſo is

the fine of 300 to the ſine of the right aſcenſion for a point of the ecliptic

at that distance from either oſ the two vfflzuvar, or'equinoctial points. In

this manner is ſound the right aſcenſion for the twelve ſigns oſ the ecliptick

reckoned from the vernal equinox; and alſo, by the ſame management of;

triangles, the aſcenſional difference and oblique aſcenſion ſor any latituie :

which ſeveral particulars are inſerted in the Hindu books as in the follow

ing table, which is calculated for B/za'galþur on ſuppoſition that t-he [bald

b/zd or equinoctial ſhadow is 2 32. By the Lagna oſ Lancd, Mad/zyum,

or mean Leg-na, the Hzſina'us mean thoſe points oſ the equator which iiſie

reſpectively with each thirtieth degree of the ecliptick counted from Aries

in a right ſphere, anſwering to the right aſcnſion nine ay latitude; by the

Lagna, of a particular place, the oblique aſcenſion, or the diviſions oſ the

equator which riſe in ſucceſſion with each ſign in an oblique ſphere, and

by the e/mrd the aſcenſiOnal difference.

 

4.!-'
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l

 

 

 

 

SVgns, Lagna oſ Lancfi, 'Chara ffBhng-flpur, Ullagm.

. _* In Alas or In '*{'/;i/'tl- In palus o* U r, . In palm or
In Tſſfl'm" minslu aſ 'lum ass/Tzvur- lnſſttzm '1 I" U wiſh '234.4 es (f

mlmu Namu. "FſfflMfi-Y. 0 zime- zboo la 57!" to minute. .i.:.e 36*o 'yf/"ſi" 'a time 1600

mnztc:?,kc N fit 9 ,_ XM manie: 'ſ 2.: =
cgumu _ 1 11 dun-'1 r/ t_1__t__ qui: .a a ,\i5__ _ 40 a kxac.

. zz. A ler. Human. r- w-- by'' - v.

Meſha,' 1570 _ 273 327 55 1313 224

VrTſha, _ 1795 299 263 45 1527 255

Mit'huna, 1935 323 110 18' 1825 304

Carcata. 1935 _ 323 1 10 18 2045 34 1

' __ _\ ſ*

Smhaa 1 790 299 268 45 2003 343

\

Canyao 1670 278 327 55 1997 333

\
.

Tula- - 1670 . 1 278 327 55 1997 333

Vriſchica, 1795 299 268 _ 45 2053 343

Dhanus. 1935 323 110 18, 2045 341

Macara, 1935 323 110 18 _1825 Bo'c

Cumbha, 1795 299 268
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The COMPUTAT10_N oft/Be ECLIPSE."

LET it be premiſed that the poſition of' the ſun, moon and nodes,

by calculaticn, will on the first of next Vaiſaſic'lz, be as here repreſented in

the Hz'ndu manner, excepting the characters of the figns

ſſBY inſpection of the figure, and by conſidering, the motion of'the ſun,

moon, and nodes, it appears, that, when the ſun comes to the ſign Tul'd,

Libm, correſponding ivith the month of Cd-rtz'c, the deſcending node

will have gone back to Aricr, and that conſequently a Lunar eclipſe'

_may be expected to happen at the end of the pumimd tiſ/ii, or time oft

full moon, in that month.

FIRST OPERATION."

To find the number of mean ſolar days from the creation to ſome"

part of the jmmimd tiſ/ii in Cci'rzfz'c of the 4891st year of the Cali Yug. -

Years expired of the Ca/þa to thelend: of the'Salya Yug, 1970784000

Deduct the term of BRAHMA'S employment in the creation, 1706400'0

 

From"the creation, when the planetary motions began, to

the end of. the Satya Yug, ' - ' - -- 1953720000

Add, the Treſif-ct Yug, - - - - , 1296000

Dwaſiþar Yug, -- --- --- -- _. 864000 _

Preſent year of- the Calz' Yug, -- -. - 4890 ſi

From the creation to 'the next-approaching Bengal year, 1955884890

 

Or Solar mouths, (X 1 2) - - - 234706 I 8680

Add ſeven mouths, . = - - - ' 72

23470618680
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As the ſolar months in a Yug, 51840000, are to the =-iI;ZCFCaIaſy

lznrar mouths in 'that cYcle 159'3336, i ſo are the ſoiar- months

234706 48687, to their correſponding intercalary lunar months 721384077,

._-_ _,.ux,;n1LaaAed together give 24192003364 lunations. This number mul

tiplied by ithirty'"prouu-_es 'jzzjomUvgzw--M-_ .L____A_..,.ſi_£mm_, A

the creation to the new. moon in Ca'rtz'c, to which add fourteen tiſ/aſſ:

for the ſame, to the purm'md tZ'Z'Z'Z'J in that mouth 725760100934.

Then, as the number of tiſ/tis in a Y-ug, 1603000080, is to their diſ

ference exceeding the mean ſalar days in that cycle (called cſhaya tiſ/tis)

25082252, ſo are 725760100934 tzſſt'lzzſis, to their exceſs in number over

the ſolar days 11356017987, which ſubtracted, leaves 714404082947', as

the number of mean ſolar days from the creation, or when the planetary

motions began, to a point of time which will be"midnight under the

i first meridian of Lancd, and near the time of full moon in Ca'rtz'c *. The

first day after the creation being Ravi-wſir, or Sunday, divide the number

of days by ſeven for the day of the week, the remainder after the divi

ſion being- two, marks the day-So'ma-tvdr, or Monday.

SECOND OPERATI.OJ\I.

FOR the mean longitude of the ſun, moon, and the aſcending node.

Say, as the number of mtan ſolar days ina Ma/zd Yug, is to the revo

lutions of any plaxtQL_in that cycle, ſo are the days from the creation,

toſi even reVOIutions, >which reject, and the ſraction if any, turned into

ſigns, &c. is the mean longitude required.

 

* In the year oſ the Cali Yug 4891 correſponding with "96 Beugal style, andv with the month oſ

Oct'abzr or Nn'embcr (hereafter to be determined) in the year oſ CH R lsr 1789.

 

'
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\ "TT -- 1172. or the Sun;
'-I '\ _- _ M'X pursuit. .

an it 04082947 x432oooo Revel-tion', ' fig-3', o r - a

- - _ - ,..._-_...-,. =(1955884890) t) 22 44 2 12*
e' "ſi 5; 1'577917828 -- *

.
'

I; "I --'5 V' 2d. or the Man.

** ct 7i>t 04082947><57753336 * *

i -4v-,_ _ _ . . r. =_('26147888255)02t\21 58 56

15779..17828 - \.

' 3d. _ Of the Moon's Apogee.

7144041682247 334883203; - . '

. _= (22103446o) 11 s 31 13
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._ ſi - Correction of the bz'ja add.

7144040'82947 >< 4 * - ' *

_ =(.------) 3137 37 52.;28

15779'17828 - ' . ' - .

..1'.4* > 11796F3

4_th., Of thie Moon's aſcending Node.

714404982947><23==33 - - -*
e = (1051470\7) 4 27 49-'43' ""* 
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C'orrection of the &z'ja. add,

7144040'82947X4 ( ) , 8

_ = - - - - 0 1 52 2

- 125775-17818 - - - ſi

- 4'29 27- 40-28

_ 5111.. Of-'the _Sunfs Apogee. i

714404082947><387 .

> -. =(175---) 2171715-'

1577917323 A ". .,
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[Wennſ vll'o'ngihtde _'for mid Djduct for the [ar/glct- * ' '

radeqf Bhagalpurm' Meal h'gituie for mid

  

" I \ O r 1 'V fig/2! 'un/'r thy nuridlhn a do SOl'O-l'lþe fiſh; iſ?" a: Bhfigdpun

. n , . ' ' 1' deſ Laxngfi' _ *ala_r_nzst. _ , , _ __

Of the Sun, "65 21®44' 2" 12" Ini- 277' 6 21 42 35 12

Moon, - 21 21__ 58 56 319 34 >-- 21 2 125 -

Node, 4 29 27 (4028. _< \e;_-c_@4_ may 29 27 36 -.

Ye: by, xSu-nfsAppgtflg 2 _17 17 15 e-inconſiduffleſi-ct- 17 17 16 -

* 9 6 3'®*-*9Z l17 8 57_-*

  

Moon's Apogee, 11 7

\ I

T H -I ,R_ D o P" E ->R:'2&_*T _I zo N.

*. . F! k. L./*. '* """"' '

." 'ſi I ' .

M) c l

FOR the equated longitude of the Sun-and Mobn, &e.

.'.,

U! '2 Lſiſi 'ofthe Szſim. .;

M x-T- *mean ibpffithtiJ o'fſſthet ſuctn is 210 42' 35' 12'; of the apogee

a 15' 17 15, the difference, or mean anomaly 4r 40 25' 20'; its com

plemenz tpr ſigns, or distance ſrqm_t__he perigec 1.: 25O 34' 40', the equa

tion forbirhichfiiſſs'requi'red. may either betaken ſr0m_ the foregoing

gable._trapfla_te£1 fromchamzzda, ſior celculated in the manner explained
as followe: 'i ' ' ' i I -'*ſſ3- '

THE ſine of .1.r*2'5'®'534' 40" is 2835/ 31" and = 14'30" to be
* _. * 343-2 .

ſubtrracted fron) the AdTfltdfi? degrees in ſszag 149-414' 35; 13O 53' 30"

the .eiretimſcrencelſi of the' epiſſcycle in th'is point of anoma-Iy ; and

l'o- ' o" -u 'II-r ' 1' * .

MLRÞAL. = 108 61 the ſine oſ the angle of equatlon, conſidered as

equal to its are, or 10 48' 6", to be deducted from the mean, for the

 

"- '
i ' '- 4' l þ 4'

* This longihlde aſſigned to BMga/jw is erroneous; by: the error doe: not in the least affen the

main object of the Paper. -

in'

't

I
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emeelmgitudez-'Gs '2'1'5' 42'33L-T13-48? 6"= 6: '19®-54' 29" for midnight

agreeing withjnean time; bu'tfaszuſiri this" Point of anomaly, the true'or

apparent midnight precede's that'est'rinated'iſor -rnean* time, 'for which the'

computationlhasbeeh-madje, a preportionable quantity'must be deducted

from the ſun's pla_ce,.'which=is thu'sr-fo'und. Say,<as theminutes. contained

in the ecliPtick areito the ſun'srmeanmotgion in oneiclay'ſſ'59'08'iiſo'7is thq

equation of his mean 'to his true place 180' 6', to the equation oſ time'

21600'

the ſun's true longitudETd-f-the apþatehlflmlidnight; _ a P- 'IX- - 'JJT

it' ' . ' '-*-.

7.. ;\ t. X. 1--i-':

required, o' 18" (_-_"- and; 6; tz-go 54'- ng-A 18"=-6_u_ 19'? 54'i1'

Fon the ſun's true mo.ion. The coſine of the ſun's distance from the

Perigee. 194 1' o" ' 1'*; . and'WiLfiL 31 74' the cofine of thelepitzyu

cle, and 1: Ki'ſi 1'6' &quadomz to' be added toxthe meanſſfonſſthe-ti*=tie

motion, 59' 8" X 1' 16' = 60' 24" per- day, or 60" 24' per'danda.

'w
' . . I - . 'x " "\

_ Uffl- - =.\ - .-*. =.- m: dat
.

'r , ,r , QA Moonaw - > Gaunt 3.-4 .. Llouhll

.

- on un: L' -*; ':-..I:£' "'i' '- no : .' ':£...*

The Moonfszmean _(_)_n_gi£ude for the mean midnight is o: 21o 2' 25',

Which exceedsl heerean 'longittitde fen," the true midnight, but.w "3X79' 135 :

, - 5._._____
21600

3' 57' her motion-in thlefiiffereneeeof time between" the mean and true

midnigheos- 21'07 2'- 25"-;-3' 57139 2-o '583233 mean longitude, for'which

the nnomalistiek equaticllnjs to be found. Place of'the apogee I Is 7c> 8' 5 5ſi,

and the moon's distanceifrom it is 13? 49'i33".'" The ' fine of the latter,

2379- 39". By the rule before explained UZ'LLZHZI 13' 51' and.

. 34;

szfl'fl'T-zro; the ſine of the angle of equation equal to its arc,
3 r - r 'T * \ , - . t -

or 30 30', to be ſubtractedro0 20- 5ſſ8" 28":3o 30':o® 2?" 284' the

moon's nue place, 'agreeing Witffthe true or apparent midnighti '4 " 'T

I. . . , a 'So-'A ' . ct. \ 'i

A. \

r ': ' 'r * -
tl-'o -...'n cal'

.-.-.t

'

\-__
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Eok the nioonz's'true' motion. The cbſine her th-ſhncezflbmthanapod

goe 24329. 1.3-;_Circ-umſerrziceof the 'cpidyclc 33119 46' gct', and; 'Pſi 9- 3<:g'***i%'-*

218' 47 eoſme in the epicycle', The' moOn-'s mean- motidn-fnom: her

&POSFB is 790" 3-'5-'-6* 41"=7'3'3-' saw-and =49' 537 the 'equa

tionvof. her mean to-her true motion, to. be ſuhtracted, 790.- 3'5-'419f1 513-.==ſi*

740..42 the moan's true motion pot-day, or'740' 42" per'- dazzdal

  

FOR the place of the moon's apogee redueed to the ep'pa'rent- midnight.

The motion oſ the apogee is 6' 41" per day. BZZXFZH=2H 11-57-0 8' 571'

42'=1 Is 7o 8- 55' its place.

FOR the ſame-of the' unde." It's' motion pcr day- is 3' ti-,=

"ngflnfl and 4<s=29® 27" 36'-1'-=4J 29" 27' 3'5' its Place' 

THE true longitude and motion, therefore, for the apparent time oſ

midnight at BMgalþur,7144o4082947 ſolar'- days after the creation, or

commencement of the planetary motions, will be

 
' Lengi/ndci ſ Monk" ddy.

, the Suh, 'A 19 1] ' 60 24: .

Moon, - 17 *28- 28 740 42! _

Sun's Apogee, 2 17 17 I5-inco'nſiderable

Moon'eſA'POgee, 11 7 8 55 r 6- 41

Moon's Node, 4, 29 -27" 35 ' 3 11.'

F 0 U R T*_H__ 0 'P' E R A Tf 1" 0"*

HAVING the longitude and motion aedeboveſ te determine the zfz'tf/zz

and time remaining unexpired to the instant of oppofition or full moon.
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. THE mooſin's longitude ſubtracted From the ſun's leaves 5: 270 34.' 17',

or 'itſi3ſict654f 17", which divided by 720' the minutes in a mean tit'lu,

qhotes ſouſirtedneven tit'hi's expired, and the fraction, or remainder

i 1ſſ7l",is the'ſi Portion exPired of' 'the 151h or purm'ma" ſſtz't'lez', which

'ſubcttractſſed from' 7'20' leaves 145' 43" remaining unBXpired of the ſame;

which, divided by the rnoon's motion per danda from the ſun, will give *

the time remaining n'nenpired from midnight to the i'nstant of ſuil moon

with as.much preciſion as the Hz'na'u astronomy requires. Deduct the

ſun's motion 60" 24" per danda trom the moon's 740' 42", the remain

der 680' 8'", is the moon's motion ſrom the ſun; by this divide the part

remaining uncxpired of the ſiumz'md tz't'fiz' 145' 43".

145' 43"=-524580' D' P

. :Iz 51

680" 8,.:_4.0818' _ . .

therefore, 12. dandai, 51 ffia/a; after midnight will be the end of the pur

   

zzimdtz't'lzzſi or instant of oppofition of the ſun and moon.

FIFTH*OPER'AT1"ON'.

HA VING the 'instant of oppoſition as above, to find the true longitude

and motion of the ſi'm and moon, the latitude of the latter, and the place

of the node.

. .I _ e p 'm ' 2

' D. P. _ , ,

ADD the mean motion' oſ each for 12 5t'to the mean place, fonnd

before for the true midnight; and for the mean plaCesſi ſo found, com

_ pute againflthþe anomaiistick equatiOns. Ihis being; but: alrepetition of

operation, the third i_s_ unneceſſary to be detailed. Theſe, ſeveral particu

. k '*
. . t ..

_ *- - , - nfl-xah

la'rs are as follows;

**.'K

h

 



hr'
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Of the sun, 'ry 21O 42' 17"\(,>.r 21? 54' 17" 1® 47'Zoſi63 go" 7' 7'

Moon, - 20 53. 281+ 23 47 473 40'20- ſi2<$ 7 2'7

 
*Moon's Apogee, 11 -7 8' 55i1 7' 1'0 21[ * _-f__-__

i _ MOOn's Node, [4 29 27 35'4 29 28 16I-ſi--_--i

1*-__

Mmu motion. Eſmlian. True "manuſ"1

A _ [Woe-V,

59' 8" X.1' 60' 24

-790 35. - 47 28 743 7'

\

 

   
Li or the sun,

i Moon,

 

 

'._3f_' - I' HENCE it appears, that' at the oppofition the moon will] be nearher1

U l-lctſldeſcending node; for, 45 290 28' 16"x61=ios 29o 28' -16'ct, the place of

'*"the deſcending node in ante
cedentz'a, and 125-105 29o 28' 16"

44.' 'its longitude according" to the order of the ſigns; and is 0

20o 7' z7"=IO® 24' 17" the' moon's diſtance from her d

which, being within the limit of a Iunar eclipſe,

will be then eclipſed.. For her latitude at this time,

inclination oſ her orbit to the ecliptick, 40 30' or

her distance from the

=I.t'o0 31'

®' 31' 44'4

eſcending nodc;

ihows that the moon

ſay, asradiusz-is to the

270' ſo is the ſine of

node 620' 57"; to her latitude 48' 45' (::7_9'i%®'_5-7_'i

* 34'3 ' '

SIXTH OPERATION.

FROM the'eiements now_ found, to compute the diameters of the.

moonand'ſhadow, and- the duration of thereclipſe.: 'ſi

l"

1 rein.
. The Sun's meandiameter i's '- =- -' _' - 6500

Mooh's - a - - - - 480 '

Earth's -

- - - -' 1600



v ſſ "r" now:

281

*C20F 'rnſſz HiNſinus.

.'Sun'_s mean motion,- .- i- -I" X -- - ſi 59' * ' 'aſſ-nt 8"

Moon-'s (a \-' _* _ V ->-. - 'l-*_ i - "V790 tiþſſ35

Sun's true motion, ' - - - 60 . re4

Moon's '- .- - * 743 7
i ' ' Moon's latitude, A ,- _ - ſi - ' 48 i 45

i ' - ' ' \ ſi: ſi ' --,

\

As the moon's mean motion is-to her mean diameter, ſo ishcr 'true

' ' T

motion to her truediameter for the time of oppoſition Z.____.__.43'7"><4S® =45I 11

3 " 790" 35

Yq'jan, which divided by fifteen quotes 30" 5" of a great circle.

As the ſun's mean motion is to his mean diameter, ſo is his true
ſi T.

motion to his diameter at theinstant of'oppofition MW:6639 14

Yojzm.

As the moon's mean motion is to the earth's diameter, ſo is the moon's

equated motion to the Sch/zi, or a fourth number, which must be taken

as the earth's diameter, for the purpoſe of proportioning its ſhadow to the

moon's distance and apparent diameter LEL'ZZJFA'JL = 1503 56 Ytyctan, the

790' 35"

Equated diameter of the ſun, 6639 14

Of the Earth, 1503 56

Difference, 5039 1_4 i
 

As the ſun's mean diameter is to the moon's mean diameter, ſo is the

,-differencc above 5039 14, to a fourth number, which deducted from the

Wi, or equated diameter ofthe earth, 'leaves the zdiametersof thekcacth"
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l

'Its -' -" *- -*- 3.

T T

'ſhadow at the moon, == 372- 7, and 1503- 56-372-'7 =1131- -*

49 Yq'jan, which divided by fifteen quotes 75' 27" oſ a great circle, for the

ſame. ſi' '

FROM the half ſum of the dianieters of the moon and ſhadow 75'37'_>_<£'_5.'
i . A 1 ' 1

= 52' 46', ſubtract the moon's latitude 48' 45', the remainder is the Che/2.'

anna, or portion ofthe moon's diameter eclipſed, 1" of a great circle, and

by the nature ofa right angled triangle, 'the ſquare root of the difference of

the ſquares of the moon's latitude, and the half ſum of the diameters of the

ſhadow and moon, will be the path of the moon's centre, from the begin

ning to the middle of the eclip'ſe.

i

The diameter of the ſhadow is,

 

  

75 27

Of the moon, - - - 30 5

sum, -

Half ſum, -_ 52 -4_6

Thelmoon's ialltleC is, ' - - 48 45

4/ 52. 462><43_ 45- =20' 11" which, divided by the moon's motion from

the ſun, cluotes the half duration of the eclipſc in dandas and palm, or

' . ' D P 'V

Hindu mean ſolar hours, T{'£;J_2'Lſſ= 1 46 25, which doubled is

D P V ' >- 632" 43"

3 32 50, the whole duration ofthe eclipſe; which will be partial, the

mocn's latitude bcilig'gireatcr than the difference between the'ſemidia

meters ofthe moon's diſc and the earth's ſhadow.

z z- ſſS.E,.V.;.-W E R.A,T10 N

'JTo' "find the poſitidn-'of the'ehuictnoctialſſ colures, and thence the de.

'

_



  

0
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'UHDZUW Of the ſun, the-length of day and night, and the time counted

from ſunriſe, 01' hom of the civil day when the eclipſe will happen.

For the aydmbffz or diſtance-of the vernalequinox from the rst of

Period: '

aMfl 'd- MMLTFZX=(27IGSO) -85 40 31'-3o" 52'"of which take the

_ 157/7917, 2 . i _
Muja 85 '40 3" 3O 52ſſ*.**65=23 40 '31' 30" 52" which multiply by three,

- and divide by ten, 'XLSZJZIZ=190 'zr' 27" the a_yana'nſa, which in

the preſent age is 'added To the ſun's longitude," to find his distance

fromithelvernal equinox. The ſun's equated longitude is 65 19® 54.' Ir",

'and 61 190- 54.' 11"'><'r9o 21"27'=7s 9"'1_5' 3'8" his distance from 'the

avernal equinox. ' ' . ſſ 1

l ſi 'ſ i i '

'FoR the declination, 'right aſccniicn and aſcen'fignal difference.

"The'ſun's Place is 75 9o 15' 38", and w 9O 15' 38" his distance from 'the

.aritumnal'equinox; the fine of 'which is 2174.' 4'1ſſ, and as radius is to

'the ſine dſthe greatest declination 240, termed the ſiammdþacmmajch

13'97", Iio is 2174. 41 to the ſine of his declinatiori 883'ſſ'4o", the arc cor

reſpondingwithe-which, in the canon of fines, is if" 53', (flffi'flflle1

883-4o'*). The equinoctial ſhadow at B/zdga/þur is 5, 30 and, as the

"Grzamoriz of 'tvveive angalas is tothe 'equinoctial ſhadow, ſo is the fine-Of

.. , _ -_ _j A V l a l _
"the, declination *883. 40, to the cstzzhjyd, 3 30x883_'zg= 405 1 . And as

, _ ---8- 34 , t \ t
the coſine oſ the_declination is*t0 radius, ſo is the (ſhall/yet, to the fine

cfthe c/m-ra or aſcenſional difference 40; rxzizfi; 4i9' 4', its are is 419_

. 1 .' ' 3322. 16 *'.

56" the aſcenſional difference.

i lzdſſ. Foa the length oſſſ the day and-night,

It'l im

-1.-_
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THE modern Hindus make their computations in me:m idal' time 3 the

SzZvyz Sidd/za'nta directs, that they be made in (Were-11. tlme- A ſydcrcal

. day contains fixt), (gandas,- eachdznja, ſutty t'iculas; and cach vz'cula ſix

reſpirations, in all 21600 reſþirations anſwering to the mindtes of the

equator. Amid/calm day is exceeded in length by the ſa'van or ſolar

day by reaſon of the ſun's proper motion in the ecliptick, the former

-_meaſures time equably, but the latter varies in its length from the

inequality of the ſun's motion, and the obliquity of the ecliptick. The ſun's

'equatcd motion for the middle of the cclipſe was found Go' 24ct; and the

Oblique aſcenſion for the eighthſign from the vernal equinox, in which

he will be found at that time, is taken from the foregoing table 343 palm

- or 2058 reſpiratlons. As the number of mi'nutes contained in one

ſign 1800, is to the number of reſpirations, orthe arc of the cquntor

in minutes anſwering to the oblique aſcenſion of the ſign the ſun is in

2058, as above, ſo is the equated motion 60' 24", to the exceſsin reſpi

rations of the ſaſizranſor ſolar day over the nacstzatra or ſyderesl dxy

335P;_>;_::'_=iſi'= 69' 3", which added to 216oo' gives the length of the ſolar.

day by civil account from ſunriſe to ſunriſe, ſydereal time 21669. 3' reſpi

, rations. From cne fourth of this deduct the aſcenſional diffirence, the

fun being declined towards the ſouth Pale, for the ſemidiurnal arc; and.

add it for the ſeminocturnal arc. The former is 4997' 19" and the latter

5837' 1 17; Which may be reduccdþto glaizflas or Hz'ndu hours by zDr diyifioþſ't

of36o. Hencehalf'the day is 13 52 53, and halfthe'*-night 16 12 52,

The whole day added-ſito half the night ſhows the hour counted from the

D P V .

preCctding ſunriſeto midnight 43 58 38, to which add the time at mid

' night unexpired of theffiumimd tiſ/21', for the hour of the civil day correſ.

ponding with the middle of the eclipſe. The hour from midnight to the

D P
end of the þurm'mj tiſ/rzſi is already found 12 51 in mean ſolar time, and
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to reduce it to ſydereal time, ſay, as. 21600" is t-o 21600'x-59'8"-,. ſo is

n. P _ D P D P *

12 51, to ſidereal hours 12 53', equal- to 12 51 ſolar hours.

._ .- _ , -\ . ' ' D P r

From the preceding ſunriſe to midnight is, - - 43 59 -

At midnight will remain of the purmſimd tzſit'lu', . 12 53 -.

 

Hour of the civil day at the middle of the eclipſe, - 56. 52 -

 

 

Deduct the half duration, - - - - 1 * 46 i 25

Beginning oſ the eclipſe, - - - 55 5 35

Add the whole duration, - - - 3. 32 50

End a the eclipſe, - - - * - Es- 38 25
i z> p r

AND the day and night containing' together 60 11 30, the eclipſe '

D P V .

ſhould end 1 33 5 before ſunriſe according to this calculation.

THE first day aſter the creation according to the Hzſindus was rhvi-va'r

or Sunday .* the number of days, for which the above calculation has been

made, is 7144040829-17, which divided by ſeven, the number oſ days in a

week are 12057726135 weeks and two days ,- the astronomicai day there

ſore oſſoma-va'r or Monday, will end at midnight preceding the eclipſe 5

but the ſhma-va'r by civil computation will continue to the next enſuing

ſunriſe, and this ſhma-va'r by calculating the number of days elapſed from,

the instant the ſun entered the ſign Tchi, to his advance oſ 19o 54," on. that

ſign, will be ſound to fall on the 19th of the month oſ Ca'rttſic anſwering to -

the 3d of November.

THE time of the full moon and the duration of the eclipſ- , ſound by

* M m 2

  

WÞLa='...-.
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ſ

this computation differ conſiderably from the NautiCal Almanack. The

Sidd/za'nta Ralzajva and GTa/zaldg/zava, Fomþaratively modern treatiies,

' are nearer the truth, yet far from correct. The Hindus, in determining

theſe phenomena, are ſatisfiedwhen within a few minutes of ſhe true
time. i ct

 

__

.

_-.__
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M**W' * v am

A cozvrPARA'rxvn statcment of this cclipſe as-predicted in the Nautical

Almanack with computations ofit made by different Hindu books. Thoſe '

marked * are made for different meridians, the laſt I believe for Tzctr/zzit.

         

N A M E 8..

Stirya Siddhanta,

Tables Of Macaranda,..

* Crahalaghava,

Siddhanta' Rahaſya, .

- Slirya Siddhania,

Tables of Macaranda,

* Grahalz'ighava,

'Siddhanta Rahaſya,

Naptical Almanack,

Sti'rya Siddhſrnta,

Tables of Macarandarv

* Grahalaghava,

Siddhanta Rahaſya,

oſ Eclipſes,

 

Nautical Almanack,

' * Grahana Mala, a Catalogne 16 6 ___

Equatedlongimde for midniwht at BM I * ſv ſ'

in SL so' E. from Law/i, and 58" E. frorſiagieh-iiii'gzcd

T/ie'Sun. l 'ſhe Moon. l The chc.
 

 
73 o 1 "13 o : ,

l519.54. 11- 17 28 281-31 44
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XVI.

' On t/ze ANTIQUITY of the INDIAN ZonrACK.

By t/ze PRESIDENT.

ENGAGE to ſupport an-opinion, (Which the learned and industrious

' MQ MONTUCLA lſieems to treat with extreme contempt) that the

Indian diviſion of the Zodiack was not borrowed from the Greeksv or

Arabs, but, having be<:n known in this country from time immemorial,

and being the ſum: in part with that uſed by' other nations of the

old Hindu race, Was_ probably invented by the first progenitors Of that'

race beſore their. diſperſion. ** The Indiam, he ſays, have two divi

" lions of the Zodiack 3 one, like that of the Ambs, relating to the moon,

*' and ſiconſisting of twenty/'ſcorn equal parts, by which they can tell?

another relating to the ſun,

"'and, like ours, containing twelVe ſigns, to which they have given as

which we have borrowed from

" very nearly the hour' of the night;

" many names correſponding with thoſe,

'* the Greck'sf" þ All that is true; but' he adds; '* It is highly probable

"- that they received them at ſome time or another by the intervention of'

" the Ambs ; for no man, ſurely, can perſuade himſelf, that it; isſſthe ancient

" diviſion of the Zodiack ſo'rmed, according to ſome authors, by the

*' foreſaihers of mankind and still preſerved among the Hindus.." Now

1 undertake to prove, that the Indian Zodiick was not borrowed mediately

or directly from the limbs or Greeks; and, fince the ſolar diviſion of it

in India is the ſame in ſubstance with that uſed inſſGreece, we may reaſona

bly conclude, that both Greeks and Hindus. received it from anoldcr

_=_-p-_.__

e-'-a..'*'_'.'_._.
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nation, who first gave names to the luminaries of heaven, and from

whom both Greeks and Hz'ndus, as theireſimilarity in language and religion

v_ſully_evint:cs, had a common deſcent.

THE "fame writer afterwards intimates, that " the time, When 'Indian

" Astronom received its most conſidernble imorovcment, ſrorn which
Y r

" it has now, as he imagines, wholly declined, was either the age, when

the Amby, who establiſhed themſelves in Perſia and Sogdiana, had a
a.

" great intercourſe; with the Hindus, or that, when the ſucceſlors oſ'

" 'CHENGl'Z united-both Araby and Hzſindus under one vast vdominion."

It 'is not the object of this eſſay, to corrtct the historical errors in vthe

paſſage last-cited, --nor to defend the aſtronomers of India from the

charge oſ groſs ignorance in regard to the figure of the earth and the

distances of the heavenly bodits; a charge, which MONTUOLA very

boldly makeson the authority, I believe, of father SoucrET: -I will

only remark, that, in our-converſations with the Puna'zctts, we must nevcr

confound the ſystem of the jyautzſi/Izzſſcar, or mathematical astronomers,

with that of the Paura'm'cas, or poetical ſahulists 3 for to ſuch a con

fuſion alone muſt we impute the many mistakes of European: on the

ſubject of Indian ſcience. A venerablc mathematician of this province,

named RATMACHANÞRA, now in his (eightieth year,- viſited me lately at

Crſſhndnagar, and part of his diſcourſe was ſo applicable' to the inquiries,

which I' was then making, that, as ſoon as he leſt me, I committed it

to writing." U' The Paumſim'rs, he ſaid, will tell you, that odr earth is a

t' plane figure studded with eight mountains, and ſurrounded by ſeven ſeas

** of milk,'*ne£iar, and other fluids; that the part, which We inhabit, is

'4 One of ſeven iſlands, to lwhich eleven ſmaller iſles are ſubordinate; that

A' aGod, 'riding on a huge (Job/Land, guards each of the eight regions; and
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" that a mountain of gold riſes and gleams in the centre; but we believe the

" earth to be ſhaped like a Cadamba fruit, or ſpheroidal, and admit only

_ " four oceans of ſalt water, all which we name from the four cardinal points,

" and in which are many great peninſulas with innumcrable iſlands: they

" will tell you, that a dragon's head ſwallows the moon, and thus cauſes

" an eclipſe ; but we know, that the ſuppoſed head and tail of the dragon

" mean only the nodes, or points formed by interſ ctions oſ the ecliptick

" and the moon's orbit; in ſhort, they have imagineda ſystem,which exists

" only in their fancy; but we conſider nothing as true without ſuch evi

" dence as'cannot be questioned'." I could not perfectly understand' the

old Gymnoſophist, when he told me, that the Ra'iz'c/zacm or Circle (yrSigns

(for ſo he call_d the Zodiack) was like a D/zustu'ra flower; meaning the

Datm'a, to which the Sayſ nt name has been ſoftened, and the flower oſ

which is conical or ſhaped like a ſunne-1: at firfi'l thought, that he alluded

to. a projection of the hemiſphere on the plane of the colure, and to the

angTe formed by the ecliptick and equator _; but a younger astronomer

named VINA'YACA, who came afterwards to ſee me, aſſured me that they

meant only the circular mouth of the ſunnel, or the baſe of the. cone, and

that it v'vas uſual among their ancient writers, to borrow from fruits and

flowers their appellations oſ ſeveral plane and ſolid figures.

FROM the two B'ra'lzmarzs, whom I have justr'named, I learned the-fol

lowing curious particulars ; and you may depend on my accuracy in re

peating them, ſince I wrote them in their preſence, and corrected what l

had written, till they pronounced it perfect. They divide a great circle, as

_we do, into three hundred and ſixty degrees, called by them anffizs orportions,

oſwhich they, like us, allot thirty to each oſ the twelve ſigns in this order: _

Nn
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\

flieſ/la, the, Ram. ' Tuld, the Balance.

Vriſha, the Bull. - 8. Vn'ſhc/tz'ca, the Scorpiſiom

Mrſ/Luna, the Pair. D/zanus, the Bow.

4. Carcat'a, the Crab. Macara, the Sea-Monster..

&it/m, tlre Lion. ' . Cumb/m, the Ewer.

Cariya', the Virgint _ 12. Mz'na, the Fiſh...

THE figitres of' the twelve aſieriſms, thus- denominated with reſpectto.

the ſun, are ſpecified, by Ski'PETi, author of the Retnama'ld, in Smſſ'it:

verſes ; which I produceſi as my vouchers, in the original with axerbal.

tranſlation :

MEshadayo- nama samfinarti'p'i, a

Viriagadaflhyam mit'hunam nriyugmam,

Pradirui'snsy'e dadhati cai'z'ibhyzſiitn,

Nelvi st'hita' varifii canyaraiva.

Tule't t-.lz"bl,r_'t prelimſmazitnir

Dhanur dhamtshnian hayawat partingahz,

O Mtigananah syan macarb'tſiha cumbhah

Scandli'e ner-6 'irtagha'tam (ladhz'mah

Anyanyapucl ch'habhimuc'ho hi minah

Matsyadwayam ſwast'halacharinomi.

'* Tm: ram, bull, crab, lion, andstorþz'on, have-the figures OF thoſe am

**_ animals reſpeecttivcly: the þxir a'e a damſel- playing on a Vz'nd and an'

'0. yuth wielding a mace: the virgin ſtands on a boat in water, holding,

U in one hand alamp, in the other an ear of ricecorn: the balance is

*_* held by a weigher with a weight in one hand a the bow, by an ambeſ,
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I'

"' whoſe hinder parts are like thoſe oſ a horſe: theſea-monster has the face

"' of an antelope: the ewer is a waterpot borne on the ſhoulder ofa man,

'" who empties it: the are two with their heads turned to each others

'** tails; and all theſe are ſuppoſed to be in ſuch places as ſuit their ſe

"* veral natures."

'To each of the twentv-stvcn'lunar stations, which they call nacstzatms.

theV allow thirteen anſ-'is and one third, or thirteen degrees twenty minutes;

.an<l their namesappear in the order of the ſigns, but without any regard

:to the figures of them;

- ASwz'ui. ' M-zg/za. man.

Bharani, Ptirva p'halguni. - Pfirva'ſhcz'flbzi.

Critz'cd. Uttara pT/taZguni. Uttarſiſhaiilhh.

'RohinL Hasta. Srawz/zd.

Mrffgfflſiras. Cſz zſilrd. * 'Dhanish'tA.

A-'rdrzſi Swfiti. Satabhiſhfi.

Punarvaſu. Vzſdc'lrd. 'Purva bbadraffiaa'a'.

Puſ/zya. Anurfidhh. Uttarabhadrapada'.

9. Ask-ſhe. 18. jyc'ſht 'kdſi 27- Rei'ati,

BETWEEN the twenty-firſt and- twenty-ſecond constellations, we find

_ in the plate three stars called Ab/zijzſit; but they are the last quarter Of

the alleriſm immediately preceding, or the latter Astza'r, as the word is

commonly pronounced. Acomplete revolution of the moon, with reſ

pect to the llars, being made in twentyſiſwen days, odd hours, minutes

and ſeconds, and perfect exactncſs being either not attained by the Hindus

an
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or not required by them, they fixed_on the number twenty-ſeven, and

inſerted Ab/Lijit ſor ſome astrological purpoſe in their nuptial ceremonies;

The drawing, from which the plate was engraved, ſeems intended to repre

ſent the figures of the twenty-ſeven constellgtions, together with Ab/zy'itz

as they are deſcribed in three stanzas by the author of the Rctnamdld :

1 Turagamuc'haſadfi'eſham y6nirfipam cſhurz'rbham,

Saca'taſamam at'haifiaſybttamfingena tulyam,

MafilnghaSara chacrfibhfini Sfilbpamom bham,

Sayanaſadr'ijamanyachchfitra paryancarfipam.

2. Hastfiefirayutam cha maucticaſamam

chfinyat pravilbpamam,

Dhr'iſhyam t6rana ſannibham balinibham,

ſatcundxlfibh'am param 3

CrudhyatCEſarivicramEna ſadr'ijam,

Sayyziſlmfinam param,

Anyad dentivile'tſavat st'hi-tamatah ' =

' 5.'ingfit'aCavyacti bham.

3. Trivicramfibham cha mrldangarfipam.

Vrl'ttam tatonyadyamalfibhwayfibham,

Paryancarfipam murajfinuca'ram,

hyſevam aSwfid-ibhachaeranipam.

" AHOME'S head; j-o'nz' or Maga; a razor; a wheeled carriage; the

" head of an antelopezt a gem; a houſe

" houſe; a bedstead; another bedstead;

U coral; all feſloon of leaves;

f' the tail of a fierce lion;

3 an arrow ,- a wheel 5 another

a hand; a pearl; a piece of

an oblation to the Gods 3 a rich ear-ring;

a couch 3. the tooth of a wanton elcpluut,

i
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*' near which is the kernel of 'the s'rſnga'taca nut; the three footsteps of

" VXSHNKU; atabor ; a circular jewel 3 a two-faced image; another couch 3

'* and a ſmaller ſort of tabor: ſuch are the figures of lywzſim" and the reſt

" in the circle oflunar conſiJhtions." '

THE I-Iz'ndu draughtſman has very ill repreſented most of the figures;

and he has tranſpoſed the'two Aſha'ra: as well as the two B/zadraſiadsz

ut his figure oſ Abbzſijit, which looks like our ace oſ hearts, has a reſem

blance to the kerncl of the tra/ba, a curious Water-plant deſcribed in a

ſeparate eſl LY. In another sz/u'z't book the figures of the ſame constella

tions are thus v..ried :

Ahorſe'shead. . Aſirig'itt..il. . Aconch;

Yo'uz' or b/zaga. Two ſi rs S. to N. A winnowing ſon.

Aflanle. * Two, N. to 8.' Another. ſi' - ---*

iA waggon. * A hind. An arrowr i -'

A cat's paw. A pearl. A tabor.
One bright star- Red (Lffrom i A circle oſ stars. i

A bow. A ſestoon. A stafffor burdensfl

A Child's pencil. A ſhake. Thebeam oſabalancc

9. A dog's tail. 18. A boar's head. 27. 'A fiſh.

FROM twelve of the asteriſms just enumerated are derived the names

of the twelve Indian months in the uſual form of patronymicks; for'

the Paura'mſics, who reduce all nature to a ſystem oſ emblematical.

mythology, ſuppoſe a celeſiial nymph to prcſide overeach of the constel

lations, and feign that the God S'O'MA, or Lunus, having wedded twelve

of them, became the father of twelve Genizſi, or Months, who are named
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aſter their ſeveral mothers; but the Iyauffflcz'cas aſſert, that, When 'th-ii'

lunar year was arranged by ſormer astronomers, the moon was at the

full in each month on the very day, when it entered the nag/halfe, ſrom \

which that month is denominated. The manner, in which the derio\

Natives are formed, will beſt appear by a compariſon of the month-s

with their ſeveral conſtellationsz

-A'swina, . Chairra. ' ' _ z 1\

Cairtica, 8. Vailic'ha. ' ſſ ſ l-i

Mdrgaii'rſha. Jyaiſh't'ha.

4, Pauſha. A'i'hz'tra.

Mzigha. Srzivana.

P'hz'tlguna. 12. Bhadra.

'Put-1 third month is alſo galled Agra/Layana (whence the common

Word Agrarz is corrupted) from another name of Mfigaiz'rar.

NOTHING can be more ingenious than the memorialverſes, in which

;_the_ Hz'ndus have a custom of linking together a number of ideas other

Wiſe uncOnnected, and cf chaining, aſis it were, the memory by a reaular

. . ' ' o

meaſure: thus by putting teeth for thlrtY-tWO, Rudra ſor eleven, stgſbn

for ſix, arrow or element for five, ocean, Veda, or age, ſor four, RA'MA:

fiſt, or lguaZz/y for three, eye, or CUMA'RA for two, and cart/2 or moon.

for one, they have compoſed four lines, which expreſs the number eſ ſtars

in each of the twenty-ſeven aſleriſms:

Yahni tri ritwiſhu gunEndu critfignibhfita,

Banzmwinfitra Sara bhiicu yugabdhi ratnah,
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Y\

RudrfibdhirfimagunavEdaSatA dwiyugma, ' . , ,

Dentz't budhairabhihitflth cramaSb bhntz'trfih.

THAT is: " three, three, fix; five, three, one; four, three, five;

'" five, two, two; five, one, one; four, four, three; eleven, four and

" three; three, four, a hundred; two, two, thirty-tWO: thus have the

"_ ſhrs of the lunnr constellations, in order' as they appear, been num

" ber-ecl- by the wiſe."

IF the. ſianza- was correctly repeated to me, the two Aſha'ra': are

conſidered as one asteriſm,.and AÞ/zijz't as three' ſeþarate stars,- - but l

ſuſpect an error-in the third line bzcauſe: dwibq'na, or two and ſivc would _

ſuit the metre as WCll as bd/zz'ra'ma z and becauſe there were only three"

I'c'e'us in tlc early age, when, it is probablc,.the stars were ennrne-r

rated and the technicalverſe compoſed-..

Two liinar stations, or manſions, and 'a quarter arn co-extenfive, we ſee,

with one ſign; and-nine statiorw correl'pond with four ſigns: by county

ing, therefore, thirteen degrees and twenty minutes from'the first ſtar

in the head of the Ram, incluiively, we find the whole extentof Aſwz'm',

and ſhall be able to aſcertzi'n the other stars with ſufficient aceuracyz.

but first let us exhi'oit a comparative table of both dezſiackir, denoting'

the manſions, as in the l'a'ra'ncs almanack: by the first letters or ſyllables

of their names 3 .

p
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Mon-rns.

A'ſwin

Cirtic

A'grahfiyan

Pauſh

Magh

P'halgun

Chaitr _

_Vaiſfic'h

Jaiſh't'h

A'ſhfir i

Sravan

Bhfidr

low in order =

LUNAR Mansrons.

Aſwini.

Bharani.

Critich.

R6hini.

£ Mrſgaſiras.

All'dl'he

l,

l

l

i
HENCB we may readily know the stars in eac

SOLAR ASTERlSMS

M6ſh

Vrſſh

Mit'hun

Carca't 4.

Sinh

Canya

TulZL

Vriſchic 8.

Dhan

Macar

Cumbh

Min iz.

SOLAR ASTERISMS.

Ram'

__

Bull.

 

  

 

  

 

 

MANSIONS.

A bh+ ._£_.
ſzc+ \ M

'*;*+ro+-<

< M *
T+ 5 +-3-P

. P '4

L 4 + P + sl.g.

4

+ Ch \\ I

<i1+s+*;\' nſſk'l
c \

2 1- . ..

Lv + a + 118.

4

mfi+PD+L

4,

ſ_3_"+3 + dh

< 4, , =

2' , 4

Lp_:_+u +r.27.

4

h manſion, as they ſol

STARH '

Three in and near the head.

Time-in the tail. X'

Sz'x of the Pleiads.

Fine in the head and neck.

{ Thee in or near the feet, per

haps in the Galaxy.
i One' on the knee.

-
\
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LUNAR MA xsroxs.

Punarvaſu.

Pſlrvap'halgurſi.

Uttarapffialguni.

Hasta.

Chitrfi.

Swfiti.

ViSzſirc'hZi.

:Anurzſildhfl.

Jy6fl1t'hfl.

Ml'xla.

PL'HVJſhfiffl.

Ut :J wiſh-&m.

Srzrvanfir

Dha'niſht'fi.

Satabhiſhfi.

Pfirvabhadrapadfi.

Uttarabhadrapfidi.

R6vafl.

SOLAR ASTEZUSMS. STARS.

Four in the heads, breaſt and

 

 

 

_ ſhouldcr.

Crah 'Thu-3, in the hodyand Claws.

Lion ſix, in the face and n'mnc.

Five, in the leg and haunch.

--- "Two,- onc in t'rc tail.

X-'irg n Two, on the arm and zoae

---- five, near the hand.

.__._,.. Ozzc, in the ſpike.

Bxlance Ora', in the N. Scale.

Four, beyorrd it.

Scorpion Tour, in the body.

Three, in the tall.

Euw Ez'cven, te the point of the

arrow.

--'- - Too, in the lcrr.

Two, in the horn.Sea-monster.

T/Jrcc, in the tail. 

Ewcr Four, in the arm.

--- ' .Man_y, in the stream.

FiſhI :L'o, in the first fiſh.

Two, in thc cord. _

Thirty-two, in the ſecond

_ fiſh and' cord.

-___

WHEREVER thc- Indian drawing differs from the memorial verſe in the

Oo
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Rct/zamdlct, I have preferred the authority of the writer to that of the pain

ter, who has drawn ſome terrestrial things with ſo little ſimilitude, that

we must not implicitly rely on his repreſentation oſobjects merely celestial :

he ſeems particularly to have erred in the stars of D/szſſht'd.

FOR the aſſistance of thoſe, who may be inclined to re-examine the twenty

* ſeven constellations with a chart before them, I ſubjoin a table of the de

grees, to which the mzrſhmtrd: extend reſpectively from the first star in __\ 1,

the asteriſm of ſix-fer, which we now ſee near the beginning of the ſigÞT-LYJ '

Taurw, as it was placed in the ancient ſphere. -' w- va
\

N. D. ,M. N. vD. M. N. D. M. ' \

O '

I. 13 . zo. X. 133®. 20'. XIX. 253*. 20'.
II. 26®. 40: xr. 1460. 40: xx. ct 266®. 40',

III'. 400. o'. XII. 1600. o'-. XXI. 2800. o'.

IV. 5 30. 20'. XIII. 1 7 30. 20'. ' XXIl. 2930. 20',

V. 660. ' 40'. XIV. 1 86®, 4o'. XXIII. 3069. 40'. '

VI. 800. o'. XV. 2000. o'. XXIV. 3200. o'.

VII. 930. 20 . XVI. 21 3®. 20'. XXV. 33 30. 20'.

VIII. 1060. 4'0'. XVII. 2260. 40'. XXVI. 34605 40'. '

IX. 1 200. o'. XVIII. 2400. 01 XXVII. 360'. o'.

Tun asteriſms of the first eolumn are in the ſigns of Taurzu, Gemini,

Cancer, Leoſ thoſe of the ſecond, in Virgo, Lz'þm, Scar-pin, S'agiltarzſius;

and thoſe of the third, in szpricarnm, Ayuariur, Pgstcr, Aries: we cannot

err much, therefore, in any ſeries of tþrce constellatipns ; for, by coun

ting-13o 20' forwards and backwards, we find the ſpaces occupied by the *
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____._-W

two extremes, and the intermediate ſpace belongs of courſe to the middle

most. It is not meaned, that the diviſion of the Hz'ndu Zodiack into ſuch

ſpaces is exact to a minute, or that every star of each astcriſm must neceſſa

rily be found in the ſpace to which it belongs ,- but the computation will

be accurate enough for our purpoſe, and no lunar manſion can be very

remote from the path of the moon: how Father SOUCIET could dream,

that I/'zſhc'bd was in the Northern Crown, I can hardly comprehend ,

but it ſurpaſſes all comprehenſion, that M. BAILLY ſhould copy his

dream, and give'reaſons to ſupport it; eſpecially as four stars, arranged

pretty much like thoſe in the Indian figure, preſent themſelves obviouſly

near the balance or the ſcorpion. I have not the boldneſs to exhibit the indi

vidual stars in each manſion, distinguiſhed in BAYBR'S method by Greek

letters; becauſe, though I have little doubt, that the five stars of Aſic'ſhd,

in the form of a wheel, are w, 7,C,Pv,e, of the Lion, and thoſe of Mzila,

7, s, 3, Z, O, r, a', v, 0, E, 7, of the Sagitta'y, and though I think many ofthe others

equally clear, yet, where the number of stars in a manſion is leſs than three,

or even than'four, it is not eaſy to fix on them witlrconfidence; and I

must wait, until ſome young Hz'mlzz astronomer, witha good memory and

good eyes, can attend my leiſure on ſerene nights at the proper ſeaſons,

to point out in the firmament itſelf the ſeveral stars of all the constella

tions, for which he can find names in the Sa/zſcrit language: the only stars,

except thoſe in the Zoa'z'ack, that have yet been distinctly named to me,

are the' Septa'ſhi, D/aru'va, Arundbati, I/iſhnupad, Mdtrzſi/zza/zdel, and, in

the ſouthern hemiſphere, Agzfflya, or Canapur. The twenty-ſeven ſliga

stars, indeed, have particular names, in the order of the nag/batrar,

002
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to which they belong; and ſince we learn *, that the Hz'ndzz: have deter

mined l/Jc latrſitude, lavgz'tzzde, and night aſcenſion qf earl), it might be uſeſul'

to exhibit the list of them: but a-t preſent lean only ſuhjiÞ-i'ſſh. the names'

of twenty-ſeven '763.15, or divifions of the Ecliptick.

Vzſhmmdba. Gczndir. Far/gha

. Pritz'. * Yſidd/Bi. Stſi'czz .

Aj'z/ſhmat. bb/'ur;a. Stſiddlza.

Saubbzigya. Þſydgbdta Scizz'laya. ſſ

Su'b/Jana. I stum. ſi Suctba.

Ahſig'andrz. ' Vajm. Sarra.

Suſanne/2. Aſ. Brabman .,

Dbz'zſſti. . Ifytjztz'j) dra. - Lad/17.

Slitdv Ilii/'3131. Made/'Fill

HAVING ſhown in what manner the Hz'ndm: arrange the Zajzizcal" ſtarry

with reſpect to the ſun and moon, let us proceed to our principal ſubject,

the antzſiyuity oſ tþat double arrangrmc/ct. In the first place, the BrdZv/nam

n'ere always too proud to borrow their ſcience from the Grrch', Araby,

Alogulr, or any nation of M/c'r/Jcþ'laar, as they call thoſe, who are igno

rant of the I'Ea'ar, and have not studied the language of the Gods: they

have often repeated to me the fragment oſ an old verſe, which they now

uſe proverbially, m: nchd ya-vawdipam/J, or no create/re can be lower nium

a Town; _by which name they formerly meant an Iam'azz or Greek, and;

now mean a Magul, or, generally, a [bliſſe/man. When I mentioned to

different Panditr, at ſeveral times and in ſeveral places, the opinion of

IVIONTUCLA, they could not prevail on themſelves to oppoſe it by ſerious

\W i' '

'ſſ

 

_** See p. 270.,
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argument ; but ſome laughed' heartily; others, with a ſarcastick ſmile,

ſaid it was a play/Put! 'Magi/mrz'orz ; and all ſeemed to think it a notion bor-_

dering on phrenſy. In fist, although the figures of the twelve I/zz'z'yz

lance to thoſe oſ-the Grecian, yet they are too
'

ſigns bear a Wonderſul reremb

much varied for a mer-s copy, and the nature of the variatiou proves

them to be original ; nor is the reſemblance more extraordinary than that,

which has oſterr been- obſerved, bed-teen our Gofþick days oſ the week

and thoſe of 'the Hira'm, which are dedicated to the ſame luminaries,

and (What is yet more ſingular) revolve in the ſrne' order: R-zvi, the Sun ,*

Scfima, the lVloon ; 1Wd173'1/LZ, Tuiſco; Bad-ba, VVoJen ; Vribarjmti, Thor;

Sarra, Freſh; Salzz', Sater; yet no mtn ever inn-gittal, that the blisſ-1:

borrowr-d"ſ0 remarkable an arrangement from th: Gafbr or Garmrr. On

the planets I will only obſerve, that SUCRA, the regent oſ Vmur, is, like

all the rest, a male deity, named alſo stuas, an] believe-i to be a ſage

oſinfinitelearaing; but ZlIHRAH, the NAiI-II'D oſ th: PKG/ſnr, is a go ld:ſs

like the FREYA of our Saxon progenitors: the drawing, therefore, of the

planets, which w-1s brought into Bmgzzl by Mr. JJHNSON, relates to the

Pcrſim ſystem, and repreſents the genii ſuppoſed to preſide over them,

exactly as they are deſcribed by the poet HA'TIFI': " He beleekel th: firma

" ment withstirs, and ennobled this earth with'the race o'ſrnen; he gently

" turned the auſiyicious new moonoſ the festival, 'Iikea brighcjewel, round

" the ankleoſthe ſky; he placcdithe HzT'zizSA'rURN on the ſeat of' that reſ

" tive elcphant,-the revolving ſphere, an 1 put. the rainbow into his hand,

as a vhook to coerce the intoxicated beast ; h': male ſilken strings-oſ ſun

beams for-the lure oſ Venus ,- and preſented JJPITER, who ſaw the fe

The bow of

u

a

" licity oſjrue religion, with a roſary of clustering Pleiads.

t' the ſky became that oſ IvIARsz when he was honoured with the hom

" mand of' the celestial host ,- for GOD conferred ſovereignty on the Sim,

i' and ſquadrous of stars were his army."
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THE names and forms of the lunar constellations, eſpecially _of Bbarani

and Abbfflt, indicate a fimplicity of manners peculiar to an ancient people;

and they differ entirely from thoſe of the Arabian ſystem, in which the

very first asteriſm appears in the dual number, becauſe it conſists only of

two stars. Menzz'l, or the place of a/ſgbting, properly ſignifies a'statzſian

or stage, and thence is uſed for an ordinary day's journey,- and that idea

ſeems better applied than manſion to ſo inceſſant a traveller as the moon:

the mendzzſi/u'l kamar, or [unar stager, of the Araby have twenty-eight

names in the following order, the particle al being understood before every

word:

Sharatan. Nathrah. Ghafr. thibilit

Bu'tain. Tarſ. Zubaniyah. Bulaa.

Thurayya. Jabhah. Iclil. Suſid.

Debaran. Zubrah. Kalb . Akhbiya.

Hakaah. Sarfah. Shaulah . Mukdim.

Hanzſiiah. Awwa. Nafii'm . Mukhir.

7. Dhirazi. 14. Simac. 21. Beldah. 28. Riſha.

Now, if we can trust the Arabian lexicographers, the number of stars

in their ſeveral menzi/r rarely agrees with thoſe of the India/is,- and two

ſuch nations must naturally have obſerved, and might naturally have

named, the principal stars, near which the moon paſſes in the courſe of

each day, without any communication on the ſubject: there is no evidence,

indeed, of a communication between the Hindzu and Are/5: on any ſubject

of literature or ſcience 5 for, though we have reaſon to believe, that a com

mercial intercourſe ſubfisted in very early times between Temen and the

westem coast of India, yet the' Brdbmanr, who alone are permitted to read
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the ſix Wilt-finger, one of which is the astronomical Sriſira, were not then '

commereial, and, 'most probably, neither could nor would have converſed

with Arabian merchants. The hostile irruption of the Araby into Himlu'

star', in the eighth century, and that of the Magu/r under CHENGI'Z, in the

thirteenth, were not likely to change the astronomical ſystem oſ the Ht'ml-er;" but

the ſuppoſed conſequences of-modeffl revolutions are out ofthe question; for, if

any historical records be true, we know with as poſitive certainty, that

AM AasmH and CA'LlDA'S compoſed their works before the birth oanRIST,

as that MENANDER and TERENCE wrote before that importantepoch: now

the twelve ſign: and twenty-ſean ma/ffiam are mentioned, by theWſeveral

names before/exhibited, in a Sa'z/'crz't vocabulary by the first of thoſe India/2

author's, Find the ſecond of them frequently alludes to Rd/az'rz) and the rest

by name in his Fatal Ring, his Cr-bzl/Jrerz qſtb: Stm, and his Bzſirtb of Cu

MA'RA ,- from which poem 'I produce two lines, that my evidence may _

not ſeem to be collected from mere converſation:

Maitre muhurte SaSalfinch'hanEna,

Y6gam gatfiſuttarap 'halganiſhu .

** When the stars of Uztarap'ba/'gun had joined in) fortunate hour the

" ſawn-ſpotted moon."

THIS testimony being deciſive against the conjecture of M. MONTUCLA,

Ineed not urge the great antiquit'y of MENu's Institutes, in which the

i twenty-ſeven asteriſms are called the daughters of DACSHA and the con

ſorts of SGMA, Or the Moon, nor rely on the testimony of the Bni/Jmanr,

who aſſure me with one voice, that the names of the Zadiaca! stars occur

in the VEdar 3 three of which I firmly believe, from internal and external
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evidence, tobe more than tibi-ac tle/(ſand years old. Havingthercſore proved

what I engaged to prove, I will cloſe my eſſay with a general obſervation.

The reſult of NEWTON's reſearches into the hiſtory of the primlevc ſphere

was, " that the practice of obſervi'zgr the ſtars egari in Egypt ii the' diys

" of AMMON, and was propigtted thence by COJTICX in th: rsigi or'

" his ſon SISAC, into Aſſ/"at, Europa, and Aſix; ſince .wi ich time

" AT-LAS formed the ſphere of the Lyjzſixjtr ; CHlRON, that oſ the Gr'exkr;

't and the C/J.1I!u.wr, a ſphere of their ownz" nozv I hope, on.ſorae*

other occaſiOns, to ſatisfy the publick, as Ihavc perfectly ſatisfied myſelf,

that " the practice of obſerving the ſtars b'egan, with the rudiments of

" civil ſociety, in the country of thoſe, whozn we gall de'kzzzr; from'

" which it was propagated into Egypt, Ill/11, 'Grz'caz I!.'zz_'y,, anſ&riuſ/'11

3' The, before the reign of Srsnc or S.-\'CYA, who by conquest ſpread

U a new ſyſtem ſiof religion and philoſophy from the NJL-'e to th: Gaizgc:

U about a thouſand years before CHRIST; but that CHIRON and ATLAS

" were allegorical or mythological perſonages, and ought to have no place

" in the ſerious hiſtory of our ſpecies."
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XVII.

An Account oſ the Kingdom oſ Nepal, by Father GIUSEPPE,

Prefect' of the Roman Miffion.-C0mmunicated by jom:

SHORE, Eſq. /

\ E kingdom of NEpri! is ſituated to the north east of Patmz at the

distance often or eleven 'days' journey from that city." The common

road to it lies/througkthejingdom of Mac-waxpwr; bUt the MiffiOIlaſiCs

and m other perſons enter it on the Bettz'a quarter. Within the

distance of four days' journey from NEde the road is good in the plains

of Hindustzi/z, but in the mountains it is bad, narrow, and dangerous.

At the foot of the hills the country is called Terz'zizzi; and there the air

is very unwholefome from the middle of March to the middle of November;

and people in their paſſage catch a diſorder called in the language of that i

country Aul, which is a putrid fever, and of whichthe generality of

people, who are attacked with it, die in a few days ; but on the plains there

_ is no apprehenfion of it. Although the road be very narrow and incon_

venient for three or four days at the paſſes of the hills, where it is neceſ

ſary to croſs and recrofs the river more than fifty times, yet, on teaching

the interior mountain before you deſcend, you have an agreeable proſpect

of the extenſive plain of NEpzil, reſembling an amphitheatre covered with

populous tqwns and villages: the Circumference of the plain is about

200 miles, alittle irregular and furrounded by hills on all ſides, ſo that

no perſon can enter or come out of it without paſſing the mountains.

PP
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THERE are three principal Cities in the plain, each of which wastlies

capital of an independent kingdom; the principal city of the three is

ſituated to the northward of the plain, and is called Cat'bmd'zdii: it'

contains about 18,obo houſes ; and this kingdom' from ſouth to north

extends to the. distance of twelve or thirteen days' journey as- far as the

borders of ſideſ, and is almoſt as. extenfive from east to west. The

king of ' Cat'bmdndd has always about gp,ooo ſoldiers in his- ſervice. The
ſecond city to the ſouth west of Caf'lamidndzi is called Lelit Palm/Apthae

I reſided about four Years ;- 'it contains neſiar 24.,000 houſes 3 the ſoiit'nenr'

boundary oſ this kingdom is at the distance\of four days' 'ourney, border- ' *

ing on the kingdom Of Macwa'zpur. The Lshird &princdf-city to the

east- of Lelſt Pattan is called*B'73zitgdr'L; it' contains about 12,cf>o families,

extends towards the east' to the distance of five or ſix days' journey, and ſi

borders upon*>another-nat'ion, alſo independent, called Czſirdlar, who proſeſs

no religion. Befides'theſel three principal Cities, there are many other

large and leſs conſiderable towns or fortreſſes, one oſ which is Timi

r and another Cz'po/Z," eachv 'ofſi which contains about 8,ooo houſes, and is a

'itery populous : all thoſe towns both' great and ſmall are well built; the i

houſes are constructed'of brick, and are three or four stories high; their

apartmcnts are not loftv; they have doors and windows of wood well'

worked and arranged- with great regularity. 'ſhe streets of all their

towns are pavedwith brick or stone, with- a- regular declivity to carry

poff the water. In almost'every-streſſet of the capital' towns there-are alſo

good wells made ofstone, from which the water paſſes through ſeſſveral'stone

canals for the publick benefit. In every town there are large ſquare . i

varandas well built, for the accommodation oſ travellers andv the publick:

theſe varandas are call-ed Pali," and there are alſo many oſ them as well'

as wells in different parts of the country for publick uſe. There are alſo;

_J.44--__;>
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mthe outfid'e of 'the great towns, ſmall ſquare re'ſervoirs of water faced

'with brick, with a good road to walk upon, and alarge flight of steps

for the convenience of whoſe who chooſe to bathe. A pieceeof water of

this kind con the outſide of the city of Cat'bmdna'z? was at least zoo feet

long on each fide of the ſquare, and every part of its workmanſhip had

agood appearance.

ſiTHF religion of Nipdl is of *t<o kinds: the more ancient is profeſſed

My people who call themſzves Ba'yeſu; they pluck out all the hair from

their heads; their dreſs is. o coarſe red woollen cloth, and 'they 'wear

a Sap of the' ame:We conſidered as people of the religious order,

and their-Pa igion prohibitx them from marrying, as it is with the Lame:

of ffiZet, from which country their religion was originally brought; but'

in Achil they do not obſerve this rule, except at their diſcretion ; they

have large monasteries, in' which every one has a 'ſeparate apartment or

place of abode; they obſerve alſo particular festivals, the Principal of

w'hich is 'called Ya'trfi 'in their language, and continues a month or longer

according to the pleaſure of the king. \The ceremony conſists in drawing

an idol, which at Le'liz' Pzzz'M/z is called BAGHERO "5, in a large and richly

ornamented car, covered with gilt copper: round about the idol stand the

king and the principal Ba'yq/'ury- and in ſſthismanner the Vehicle is almost

every day drawn through 'ſome one of the streets of the city by the inha

bitants, who run about beating'and playing upon every kind of instrument

their country affords, 'which make an inconce-ivablc noiſe.

 

_* I ſuppoſe a name of Bbagamat or warm,- but B/ya'rga is Man-law, andLaajr; or Fzyiri means

ithc Thandtr'n. t

.P_p2_
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THE other religion, the more common of the two, is that of the Bran

rnam', and is the ſame as is followed in Hindastan, with the difference that

in the latter country the Hz'ndar being mixed with the Mabammedanr,

their religion alſo abbunds 'with many prejudices, and is not strictly

obſerved, whereas in NEpdl, where there are no Maſh/manr (except one

Caſhmz'rian merchant) the Hz'mlu religion is practiſed in its greatest purity:

every day of the month they claſs und r its proper name, when certain

ſacrifices are to be. performed and certain prayers offered up i their

temples: the places of worſhip are more inxumber in their townsw

I believe, are to be ſound in the most p pulous and most flouriſhing

cities of Cbrfflena'am; many of them are mawaccor ſi to that

ideas of arch-itecture and constructed at a very ccſnſideſirable ex ,- ſome'

of them have four or five ſquare cupolas, and in ſome of the temples two

or three of the extreme cupolas, as well as the doors and windows of

them, are decorated with gilt copper.

IN the city oſLelz't Pattan the temple of BAGHERO was contiguous to my

habitation,- and was more 'valuable, on account of the gold, ſilver and

jewels it contained,- than even the houſe of the king, beſides the large

temples there 'are alſo many ſmall ones, which have stairs, by which a ſingle

perſon may aſcend, on the out'ſide all ar'ound them ; and ſome of thoſe

ſmall temples have four ſides, others ſix with ſmall stone or marble pillars

poliſhed very ſmooth, with two or three pyramidal stories, and all their

ornaments well gilt, and neatly worked according to their ideas of

taste: and I think, that, if European: ſhould ever go into NEpdl,

they might take ſome models from thoſe little temples, eſpecially

from the two which are in the great court of Lelz't Pattan before the

royal palace: on the outfide of ſome of their temples there are alſo great

'I
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ſquare pillars oſ ſingle stones from twenty to thirty feet high, upon Which

they place their idols ſuperbly gilt. The greatest number of their temples

have a good stone staircaſe in the middle of the four ſquares, and, at the end

of each flight of stairs, there are'lines cut out of stone on both ſides: around

about their temples there are alſo bells, which the people ring on particular

occaſions ; and when they are at prayers, many cupolas are alſo quite

filled with little bells hanging y cords in the infide about the distance

of a " t from each other, wh' make a great noiſe on that quarter where
I

5w _ . -

It e Wind conveys the ſound There are not only ſuperb temples in their

great Cities b ſo with' 't eir castles.

4'- _A-' 1 X' K'dg

- To t e eastward oſ at'bmdndz? at the distance of about two or threes

miles there is a place called Tolu, by which there flows a ſmall river, the:

water of which is esteemed holy according to their ſuperstitious ideas, and*

thither they carry people of high rank, when they are thought to be at the

point of death: at this place there is a temple, which is not inferior to the'

best and richest in any of the capital cities. They alſo have it on tradition,

that, at two or three places in NEpdl, valuable t'reaſures are concealed under'

ground: one of thoſe places they believe is To'Iu, but no one is permitted'

to make uſe of them except the king, and that only in caſes of neceffity..

Thoſe treaſures, they ſay, haVe been accumulated in this manner: when:

any temple had become very rich from the offerings of the people,, it was,

destroyed, and deep vaults dug under ground one above another, in which

the gold, ſilver, gilt copper, jewels, and every thing of value were

depoſited. WhenI was in Nepfil, GAINPRE] as, king of Cat'bmzi/zdzi, being;

in the utmost distreſs for money to pay his troops, in order to ſupport-him

ſelfagainst PRiT'Hw l'NA'RA'YAN , ordered ſearch to be made for the treaſuresx

'of Tola ,* and, having dug to a conſiderable depth under ground, they came.
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eto 'the *first vault, 'from which-'his people took to the -value of a 'lac (if

mpees in gilt copper, with which GAINPREJAS paid his troops, exclufive

- oſ'a-number of 'ſmall figures in gold or gilt copper, which the people who

had made the ſearch ha'dprivately carried off: and this I knowvvery well ;

becauſe one evening asI was walking in the country alone, a poor man,

whom I met on the road, made me an offer of a figure of an idol in gold

or copper gilt, which might be five or ſix cca weight, and which he cauti

oully preſerved under his arm, but IdCCll ed accepting it. The people

of GAINPREJAS had not completely emptied efirst vault, when the ar -
  

'33
oſ PRrT'nwr'NA'RA'YAN arrived at To/u, po

*.

Ft
* e themſelves of the place

where the treaſure was dCPOfited. and cloſed the o o 16 va _ , hQ'inL JÞ

figst replaced all the copper ther ehad been on theGutſidc. A -

'To the westward alſo of the great city of Lelz't Pattan at the distance of

only three miles, is a castle called Bd/Igrz, in which there is a magnificent

temple: no one of the miffionaries ever entered into 'this castle, becauſe

the People who have the care of it, have 'ſuch a ſcrupulous veneration for

this temple, that no perſon is permitted to enter it with his' ſhoes on ; and

the miffionaries, unwilling to ſhew ſuch reſpect to their falſe deities, never

entered it. But when >I was at NZpa'l, this castle being in the poſſeſſion

of the people of Go'rc'þzi, the commandant oſ the castle and of the two

ſorts which border on the road', being a friend of the miffionaries, gave

me an invitation to his houſe, as he had occaſion for a little phyſick for

himſelf and ſome of his people: Ithen, under the protection of the com-\

mandant, entered the castle ſeveral times, and the people durst not oblige'

me to take off my ſhoes. One day, When Iwas at' the commandant's

houſe, _he had occaſion to go into the varanda, which is at the bottom of

the great wort facing the temple, where all the chieſs_cſſlependent upon his

X
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orders were aſſembled', and where alſo was collected the wealth of'tlie

temple; and, wiſhing to ſpeak to me before I went away, he called me

into the varanda. From this incident I obtained a ſight of th'e

temple, and then paſſed by the great court which was in front: it is

entirely marble almost blue, but interſperſed with large flowers of bronz'e

well diſpoſed to form the pavement of the great court yard, the magnificence

of which astoniſhedme, and I not believe there is another equal to it

m rope.

l u'fl

ſ i

'ſ .. r. t_,\ . *

in 'a

- ' BESIDES themngnificwi" of the temples, which-their cities and"towns -
3>>

nt ' .l- other rarities, At Uat'bmdna'zi on one ſide; o'f

the rB-yea'iſgardcn there s a large feuntain, in which is one of their idols

called Ndrfiyan. This 'idol is of blue stOne, crowned iand ſleeping on 'a

mattreſs alſo ofthe ſame kind Of'stORC, and the idol and the mattreſs appear

as 'floating upon the water. This stone machine is very large: Ibelieve

it to be eighteen or twenty fect long' and broadin proportion, but well >

worked and in good' repair. -

'IN a wall of ctthcte royal palace of Caſſt'þmdndrf, which is bſſſiuiltctupon the '

court before the palace, there' is a great stone of a ſingle piece, which is '

about fifteen feet long, and four or five feet thick; on the top of this

great stone, there are four ſquare holes atequal dista'nces from each other:

in the inſide of the wall they pour water into the holes, and in the court

fide, each hole having a cloſed canal, every perſon may draw water to

drink: at the foot of the stone is a large ladder, by which people aſcend

to drink; but 'the curioſity of the stone conſists in'its being quite covered

with characters of different languages cut upon it. Some lines contain the

characters of the language of the country; others the characters

* J
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Tz'bet, others Perſian; others Greek, beſides ſeveral others of different na

tions ,- and in the middle there is a line of Roman characters; which ap- 1

pears in this form AVTOMNEW INTER LHIVERT ,- but none of i

the inhabitants have any knowledge how they came there, nor do they

know whether or not any European had ever been in szdl before the

miffionaries, who arrived there only the beginning of the preſent century.

They are manifestly two Frencþ names ſeaſons, with an Englgſſ/b word

s
between them. j

. HQ .,

'ſtrene is alſo to the northward of the cit car/maw a hill called?

pl.

  

' l  

51.'"513 uPon WhiCh are ſome tombs of the Lam of T: t, an er peo

ple of high rank of the ſame nation: the monum nts are constdfied after

various forms ; two or three of them are pyramidal, very_high and well

ornamented 3 ſo that they have a very good appearance, and may be ſeen

at a conſiderable distance; round theſe monuments are remarkable stones

covered with characters, which probably are the inſcriptions of ſome of

athe inhabitants of Tz'bet, whoſe bones were interrcd there. The natives of

NEpdl not only look upon the hill as ſacred, but imagine it is protected by

their idols; and, from this erroneous ſuppoſition, never thought of stati

.oning troops there for the defence of it, although it be a post of great ct'

importance, ſſ and only at a ſhort mile's distance from the city: but during

the time of hostilities a party of PRIT'HWI'NA'RA'YAN 's troops being per

ſued by thoſe of GA'INPREJAS, the former, to ſave themſelves, fled

to this bill, and, apprehending no danger from its guardian idols,

they poſſeſſed themſelves of it and erected a fortification, (in their

own ſtyle) to defend themſelves: in digging the ditches round the fort, i

which were. adjoining to the tombs, they found ponſiderable pieces of

zgold, with a, qnantity of which metal the corpſes of the grandees of 'Z'z'bet
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are alwaysinterred, and when the war was ended, 'I myſelf went to ſee

the monuments upon the hills.

I neuevr; that the kingdom of" NEpzZ/ is very ancient, becauſe it has

always preſerved its peculiar language and independence ,- but the cauſe of

_ its ruin is the diſſention which ſubſiſts among the three kings. iAifter the

death of their ſovereign the nobles oſ Le/it Pattmz nominated for their king

i a . . ,
> MREJAS, a man poſſeſſed the greatest mfiucnee in NEþq/;_but 'ſome

afterwards they removed lim from his government, and Conferred it

pon the king of B/Zazgdg '24 ut he alſo a ſhort time afterwards was depoſ

wſhf hav 'Big pugjo death another king who ſucceeded "him, they

ma e aa'offxr ofthe Mhment to PRrT'er'NA'M'YAN, who-had already

commenced war. PRIT'er'NA'RA'YAN deputed one of his brothers; by

name DE LMERDE N SA'H, to govern the kingdom of Lelz't Patta/z', and he was

in the actual government of it, when Iarrived at NEj-fil; but- the nobles

perceiving that PRrT'HWI'NA'RA'YAN still continued to interrupt the tran

quillity of the kingdom, they diſclaimed all ſubjection to him, and acknow.

ledged for their ſovereign DELMERDEN SA'H, who continued the__yvar

against his brother PRIT'HWI'NA'RA'YAN : but ſome years afterwards, they

even depoſed DELMERDBN SA'n, and elected in his room apoor man of

Lc/it Pattrm, who was oſ royal origin. U _

'THE king ofB/ia/gdzz, in order to wage war with the other kingsoſ Nipa'l,

Jrad demanded aſiistance from PRIT'er'N A'RA'YA N, but ſeeing that PRIT'H

WI'NA'RA'YAN was poſſeſſing himſelfof the country, he was obliged to deſist,

.and to take meaſures for the defence oſ his own poſſeffidns; ſo that the king

.oſ Gdrc'bd, although he.had been formerly a ſubject of GAINPRl-ZjAS-, tak

ing advantage of the diſſentions, whichprevailed among the other kings Of

QJI
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Nflpa'l, attached to his party many- of the mountain chiefs, promiſing-to'

keep them in poſſeffion, and alſo to augment their authority and impor

tance; and, if any of them were guilty 'of a breach of faith, he ſeized<

their country. as he had done to the kings of Maremjir, although his rela

tions.

THE king of Garc'lad'having already poſſeſſed himſelf of all 'the mountains \

'which ſurround the plain of pra'l, began o deſcend into- the flat p ri

imagining he ſhould be able to carry on his perations with the ſame ' i _ X? I

a 'a

I
ſi ls; and; having drawn u i'

his army before a town, containing about 8 touſesfirſſe .

. . , , ab.
called Cz'rtzpar, about a league's. distance from Cat'amanda, emfiayec 1 '

utmost endeavours to get poſſeſſionzof it : the inhabitants of Cirtz'par re

  

Iity and ſucceſs, as had attended him on th

ceiving no ſupport from the king of Lelit Pattan, to whom they were ſubject,

applied' for affistance to GAINPREJAS, who immediately-marched with his ſi

whole army to their relief, gave battlerto the army of the king of Go'rc'bt-S,

and obtained a complete victory. Abrother of the king of Gdrc'iba was kill

ed on the field of battle ,- and the king himſelf, by the affistance of good.

beaters, narrowly eſcaped with his life by. fleeing into the mountains: af- _

ter the action, the inhabitants of Girtzþar demanded 'GAINPREjAS for

their king, and the nobles ofrthe town went tov confer with him on the bu- '

.-....._4__

fineſs, but, being all aſſembled in the ſame apartmcnt with the king, they

were all ſurpriſed and ſeized by his people. After the ſeizure of 'thoſe per

ſons, GAINPREjAS, perhaps to revenge himſelf of theſe nobles, for-having

'refuſed their eoncurrence to his nomination as king, privatelycauſed ſome of -'

"them to be put to death ; another, by name DANUVANTA, was led through t

pthe city in a woman's dreſs, along' with' ſeveral T others, cldthcd in a ridi- - I

'cſi'u'lous and' WIiiMſmal manner, at the cxpenſe of' the nobles of Lelz't Pattm; ſſ
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They Were then kept in cloſe- confinement for along time: at last, after

making certain' promiſes, and interesting all the principal men of the coun

try in their Jbehalſ, GAINPaeJAs 'ſet them at liberty.

THE king of Gdrc'lzd, deſpairing 'of his ability to get poſſeflion of theplain

w rOf NEpa'l by strength, hoped to effect his purpoſe by cauſing a famine, and

ſit this deſign, stationed tro s at all the paſſes 'of the mountains to pre

'for every perſon who w s found in the mad, with only a little

'ſalt or cet-ter:- about fiſh, 'was 'hung upon- a tree; and he cauſed

inhabitariis-'ſ- neighbouring village to be put to death ina most

cruel manner: even the women and children did not eſcape, for having

'ſupplied a little cotton to the inhabitants of Ne'pail; and, when I arrived in

\

l any intercourſe with Ne l; and his orders were most rigorouſly obeyed,

1 V./

' 'L\/

'that country at'the beginning of I 769, it was a most horrid ſpectacle-tobehold

=ſo many people hanging on trees in the road. However 'the kingof GZrc'þi

being alſo diſappointed in his expectations ofgaining his end by 'this pro

_ ject, fomented diffentions among the nobles of the three kingdoms of NEpa'l,

and attached to his party many of the principal 'ones by holding forth to

them liberal and enticing promiſes, 'for which purpoſe he had about

2000 B/YZ/Jmcw in his ſervice. When he thought he had acqui-red a party

ſufficientlytstrong, he advanced a ſecond time with his army to Cirtzþur, and

laid ſiege to it on the north Wost quarter, that he might avoid expoſing

his army betweeh the two cities of Cat'bma'zzdzi, and Lc/it Pattzm. After a

ſiege of ſeveral mouths, the king of Gdrc'bd demanded the' regency of the

town of Cz'rtipur, when the commandant of the town, ſeconded by the ap

probation of the inhabitants, diſpatched to him by an arrow avery impertinent

and exa'ſperating anſwer. The king of Grirc'þd was ſo muchenraged at this

made of proceeding, that he gave immediate orders to all his troops to storm

(qu nel-'duceun-.-_-g-_--
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the town on every' fide: 'but the inhabitants bravely defended it, ſo that

all the efforts of his'men availed him nothing ,- and, when he ſaw that his -

army had failed of gaining the precipice, and that his brother named SURU'

PARATNA had ſallen wounded by an arrow, he was obliged to raiſe the ſeige

a ſecond time and'to retreat with his army ctfrom Cirtz'pur. The brother

of the king was afterwards cured' ofihis wound by our father MICHAEL

AFTER the action the king oſ Ga'rc'bd ſen his army against the king \_v>f A

of Lany't', (one of the twenty-four kings who eign tſi estward'oſ *

'er many delFtd'a'te \/'L *

engagements an accommodation took place, with the king of Long/[i and

the king of Go'rc'bci collecting all his ſorces, ſent them for the third'time

i to beſiege Cirtfpur, and the army-on this expedition was commanded

by his brother SURU'PARATNA. The inhabitants oſ C/'l'l/'þur defended them

ſelves with their uſual bravery, and after a fisor: oſ ſeveral mouths, the

three kings oſ NEpril aſſembled at Cast/mind? to march a holy oſ troops

to the relief of Ci/t/'pmz one day in the afternoon they attacked ſome - \

of the (Ya/lar of the Cord/n'am', but did not ſucceed in- forcing them,

becauſe the king of Go'rc'lbd'r party had. been reinſorced by many ofthe

nobility, who to ruin GAINPREjAS were willing to ſacrifice their ownlives.

The inhabitants of Cirttſiþzzr having already ſustained ſix or ſeven months

ſiege, a noble of Lc/it Pattan called D'ANUVANTA fled to t'he Guſirc'bd party,

and treacherouſly introduced their army into the, town: the inhabitants

ANGELO, who is at Preſent in Bettz'a.

  

Nipa'l) bordering upon his own kingdom oſ Gdrc'ſj .

.-.____,._._..-____._.._BAL'

might still have deſendcd themſelves, having many other ſoz-treſſes in the

upper parts of, the town to retreat to; but the people a: GJrc'bd having

PUbliſhed a general amnesty, the inhabitants greatly exhaustcd by the

fatigues of a long ſiege, ſurrendered themſelves priſoners upon the faith

 



  

\
\
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of that promiſe; ' 'In the mean time the men of 'Gdrc'bct ſeized all

the gates and ſortreſſes within the'town ; but two days afterwards PRIT'HWI

NA'RA'YAN, who was at iVaimczitiz (a long day's journey distant) iſſued an

order t_o SU RuſiPARATrmhis breth'er tſio put to death ſome ofthe principal inha

bitants of the town, and to cut off the noſes and lips of every one, evc'n the

infants, who Were not foundin the arms oftheir mothers 5 ordering at theſame

ll the noſes and lips, w 'itih had been cut off, to be preſerved, that

Might aſcertain how man ſouls there ſſwere, and to change the name of

-the town into szſhdta'pur, w . h ſigriifies the roam aſ cat-nasty, the order was

carried into Eigdption every mark of horror' and cruelty, ſinone eſ

caping, but thoſe thquld play on wind instruments;" although father Mr

cn LL ANC BLO, who, without knowing that ſuch an inhuman ſcene was

then exhibited, ſhad gone tothe houſe of Sun U'PARATNA, interceded much

in favour of the poor inhabitants :. many of them put an end to their lives

in deſpaIr; others came i'n great bodies to us in ſearch oſ'medicines, and it

was most ihocking to ſee ſo many living people with their teeth and noſes

reſembling the lkulls of the deceaſed. i '

AFTER the capture of Cf/'tz'pun PRIT'HWI'NA'ttA'YAN diſpatched imme

diately his army to lay 'ſiege to the great city of Lc/it Paſſ/271. The GzZ/'c'þzlzm

ſurrounded half the city to the westward with their Tanar, and, my houſe

being ſituated near the, gate ,of that quarter, I was 'obliged to retire to

_Crzt'br;idnd12 to avoid being expoſedgtqrthclſire of the beſiegers. After many

_engagements 'between the inhabitants lof'the town of Le/z'l Pattan, and the

men of Gdrc'bct, in which-much blood _was_ ſpilled on bozh ſides, the

former were diſpoſed to ſurrender themſelves, from the fear of having

their noſes cut off, like tho e at Girt/par, and alſo their rigihthands, a barba.

tity the Gdrc'Zu'zmrſi had threatened'them with, unleſs they would ſurrender

within five days. One night all the Gdrc'bzſid/zr quitted the ſiege of Lcl/'t Pat
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ran to purſue the Englzſh army, which, under the command of Captain

KlNLOCH, had already taken Sz'dzi/z', an important fort at the'ſoot of the

pra'l hills, which 'border upon the kingdom of ffi'rizitt: but Captain

KlNLOCH not being able to penetrate the hills,v either on the Sz'dzilz' quarter

or by the paſs at Hareapur, in the 'kingdom of Alacwdnpur,,the army oſ

Goſirc'bd returned to prdl to direct their operations against the city of

Curbmdndd, where GMN-PnzJAs was, wh had applied for ſuccour QZh-ok

Englctſh' Duiing the fiege Of Gay-(WHAT tſſ e Brdbmem of Go'rc'bct'ZM'i

  

part of their king, and the more effectually to im ſe upofio'or GAINPRE

JAS, many of the principal Bra'þme'z: went to his,'ſſc?uſe, and told him to

perſevere with confidence, 'that the chiefs of the Go'rc'þd army were at

tached to his cauſe, and that even they themſelves would deliver up their

'king PatT'erNKRA'YAN to his hands. Having by theſe artifices procured

van opportunity of detaching zfrom his party all his principal ſubjects,

tempting them with liberal promiſes according to their custom, one

night the men of Go'rc'bd entered the ciiy without oppofition, and the

wretched GArNPREjAS, perceiving he was betrayed, had ſcarce time to

eſcape with about three hundred of his best and most faithful Hindustdm'

troops towards Lelit Pattan, which place however he reached the ſame

night.

THE king of 6078sz having made 'himſelf master of Cat'bmdzm'zi in the

year 1768, perfisted in the attempt of poſſeſſing-himſelf alſo of the. city of

Lelit Pan/an, promiſing all the nobles, that he would ſuffer them to remain in

the poſſeſſion of their property, that he would even augment it; and, be

cauſe the nobles of Lelz't Pattarz placed a reliance on the faith of his promiſe-3..

'he ſent his domestick priest to make this protestation ,- that, if he ſailed

O\'\ *
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tuhequit himſelf oſ his promiſe, he ſhould draw curſes upon himſeſſ' and"

His family even to the fifth past and ſucceeding generation, ſo that the

unhappy GA 12'pr3 As and" the king of Lelit Pattan, ſeeing that the nobility

were diſpoſed to-render themſelves ſubject to the king of Gdrc'bd, withdrew '

themſelves with their people to the king of B'batgdn: when the city oſ-ſſ

Le/z't Pattan became ſubject to the king oſ Gdrc'bd, he continued for ſome

time to treat the nobility with great attention, and propoſedv to appoint a

vvi-everoy of the' city from among them. Two or three momhs afterwards,

aving appointed the day r making his formal entrance" into the cityof

Lelz't Pizttan, he made pſſsof innumerable stratagems to get into his? poſ

ſeffion the perſons of tl'ie nobſſility', and in the' end ſucceededfl he'had pre

vailed uponrthern to permit their ſons to remain at court *as' companions

of his ſon ; he had diſpatched a noble of'each houſe to Name-fit, or New Fart,

pretending that the apprehenfions he entertained of 'them had preven

ted his making a publick entrance into the city; and the remaining-nobles

were ſeized at the river without the town," where they'went to meet h'irn

agreeably to:X a prior engagement.'- Aftemards>heentered the city, made

a viſit to the temple oſ BAG'HERO adjoining: to our habitation, and paſ-

ſing in triumph through the city amidst'iimmenſeſſnumbers of ſoldiers, who

compoſed his trainp entered the royal palace, _which had been prepared ſor

his reception ; in the mean time parties of his ſoldiersbroke open the houſes

of the nobility, ſeized all' their effects,- and threw* the inhabitants of the '

city into the utmosticonstemation: after having-'cauſed all the nobles who

were in his power to be put to death', or rather their'bſiodies to be manglchſi

in a horrid manner, he departed With-a deſign oſ beſieging B'b'atga'n, and we

obtained permiffion, through the interest'of his ſon, to retire with all the;

Christian: into the vpoſſeſſions of the Er'zglzſh.
u
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,conqucst of NEpfiſ, made himſelf master alſo of the country of the CirdtaJ

A? the commencement of the year 176'9, the king'of Gan-'ba aeduircd

poſſeffion ofthc city of B'laafgrin, by the ſame eſſxpedients to which he owed

his former ſucceſſes, and on his entrance With his troops into the city, i

GAXNPREJAS, ſeeing he had noreſource leſt-,t'o",ſave_himſelf, ran courageouſ

ly with his attendants towards the king of Ga'rc'laci, and, at a ſmall diſ

tance from his palanquin, received a wound in his foot, which a few days \v

 

afterwards occaſioncd his death. The king of La/it 'Pa-firm was confined in
'un-4

irons till his death, and the king of B'laalga'zz, being very far advanceiin .. I

years, obtained leave to go and die at Banare\ a A ſhort time afterwacttls

' A

the mother of GAJNPREJAS alſo procured th ſame indulgence, having

from old age already lost her eye-fight; but beſor her depaittzre they took

from her a neeklace of jewels; as ſhe herſelf told me, when.ſhe arrived at

Patna,with' the widow of her grand-ſon: and I could not refrain from

tears, when Lbeheld the miſery anddiſgrace of this blind and unhappy queen.

THE king of Gar-dium having thus in the ſpace of four years effected the

4,£__.__._____

to ſhe east of it, and of other kingdoms, as far as the borders of Cu'r/J Bz'.

heir: after his deceaſe, his eldest ſon PRATA'P SINH held the government

..e_,

_0ſ the whole country ,- but ſcarcely two yearsafter on PRATA'P Smn's

death, a younger brother, by name BAHA'DAR SA'H, who reſided then at

Bcttz'a with his. uncle DELMERDEN Sa'H, was jnvited to accept ofthc go

vernment, and the beginning of his government was marked with many

maſſacres. The royal family __is in the greatest confuſion, becauſe the

queen lays claim to the government in the name of her ſon, whom ſhe had

by PRATA'P SINH ; and perhaps the oath violated by Pklr'nwrua'RA'YAN

will in the progreſs of time have its effect. Such have been the ſucceſſors

of the kingdoms of Nepa'l, of which PRITWLNA'RA'YAN had thus

acquired vpoſſeſſion.
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022.' t/'ze CURE Qf.lPERSO.NS BITTEN by Swines.

By J-QHN Wt-LLIAMS, Eſz.

'T a 'HE following statemcnt of ſncts relative to the cure of perſons bitter'

i . by fimkes, 'ſelected from a number of caſes, which have come

a' within my own knowledge,- require no preſatory introduction; as it

points out the means of obtaining the greateſt ſelf-gratification the human

mind is capable 'of experiencing: that of the preſervation of the life of a

fellow creature, and ſnatching him fromthe jaws of death, by,a method

fihich every perſon is capable of avaiiing himſelf of. Eau de Luce, I

learn from m'my communications which have received from different

parts oſthe country, anſwers as well as the pure Canstick Alkali Spirit 3 and

'thovgh, from its having ſome eſſential oilsin its compoſition, it may not

be ſo powerful, yet, as it must be given with Water, it only requires to

encrettſe the doſe in proportion ; and, ſo long as it retains its milky-white

colour, it is ſufficiently efiieacious. '

FKOM the effect of a ligntzzre applied bet' 'een the part bitten and the

'hear-t, it is evident that the poiſon diffuſes itſelf overthe body by the

returning venous blood; destroying the, iſſitftbility, and -ren;iering the
ſystem pamlyticvk. It is therefore probabic that the Volatile Caustiek Alkali

in reſiſting the diſeaſe of the-poiſon, dozs not actſo much as a ſpecifiek in

deſiroying its quality, as by countemcting the effect on the ſystem, by stlmzz.

'Iating the fibres, and preſerving that irritabiiity which it tends to destroy.

R I \
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CASE I.

IN the month of August 1780, a ſervantof mine was bitten in the heel,

as heſuppoſed, bya ſnztkc; and in a few minute; was in great agony, with

convul'ſions abouÞthe throat and jaws, and continualigrinding oftee'th-i hav

ing a 'with to try the effects oſ Volatile Alkali in ſuch caſes, Igave him about

forty drops oſ Eau de L ce in water, and applied ſome of it to the part bit

ten; the doſe'was repeated every eight or ten minutes, till a ſmall phial full _ z

was expended: it was near 'two hourslibeforc it could be ſaid he was out ost\\ _ was

danger: numbneſs and pricking Fenſation pus perceived extending 'itſelf 3

up to the knee, where a ligature-was applied ſdtight as to stop theireturn

ing venous blood, which ſeemin'gly checked the progreſs ofthe deletſierious

pOiſon. "ſhe foot and leg, upito where the ligature was made, were stiff

and painful 'ſor ſeveral' days ,- and, which appeared' very ſingular, were co

vered. with a þranny ſcale. _ \

THeabove was the first caſZ in which I tricd thc effects of the Volatile

Alkali, and, apprehending that the eſſential oils in thecompontion oſEau dc

Luce; though made ofthe strong Caustick Voſatile Spirit, would conſiderably

diminiſh its powers, I was induced, the nex'topportunity that offered, to try

the effects of pure Volatile Caustick Alkali Spirit, and accordingly prepared

ſome from'Qiicklime and' the Sal Ammoniack of this country.

l

ff CASE U;

IN yzzſy tſſ78:_'.,raſi woman oſ the Brdbmen cast, who lived in my neighbour

'hood at ſquxztin," was 'bitten by a God/'a de Caſt/ſo between the thumb and

fore-fingeroſ'heririgihtſſhand: prayers and- ſuperstitious incantations-were

practiſed by Brrilwzem about her till ſhe became ſpeechlcſs and con

Yulſed, with locked jaws, and a proſuſe diſcharge of ſaliva running from

*'**'N.___-__
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her mouth. On being informed of the accident, I immediately ſent a ſer

vant witha bottle of the VOlatile Caustick Alkali Spirit, of which he pour

ed about a tea-ſpoon full, mixed with water, down her throat," and appli

ed ſome of it to the part bitten: the doſe was repeated afew minutes after,

when ſhe was evidently better, and in about half an hour was perfectly re

covered.

THIs accident happened in a ſmall but, where I ſaw the ſnake, which

was a middle_fized_C0bra tle Cape/la: the Brdbmcrz: would not allow it to

be killed. In the above caſe; no other means whatever were uſed for the

. _ 'a '

recovery of the patient than are here recited.

C A S E III.

A WOMAN-ſervant in the family of a gentleman at Bczzamr was bit

ten in the foot by a Cobra cle Caſcl/o: the gentleman immediately appli

ed to me for ſome efthe Volatile Caustick Alkali, which I fortunately had by

me. I gave her aBout fix'y drops in water, and alſo applied ſome of it

to the part bitten: in about ſeven or eight minutes after, ſhe was quite

recovered. ln the above caſe, I was notv witneſs to the deleterious effect of the'

'poiſon on the patient 3 but ſaw the ſhake after it was killed.

CAS'E IV.

IN 'Ye/27)- 1784;<the wife of a ſervant of mine was bitten by a (foam Je

Cowſ/0 on the out-ſide of theli'ttle toe of her right ſoot. In a ſe\v minutes

(he became convulſed, 'particularly about the jaws and throat, with a con

tinued 'gnaſhing of the teeth. She at first Complained ofa numbneſs extend

R r 2 ,
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ing from the wound upwards, but no ligature Was applied to the limba

About fixty drops of the-Volatile Caustick Spirit were given to herin water,

by forcing open lier mouth, which was ſtrongly convul ed: in about ſeven

minutes the doſe was repeated, whenſithe convulſions leſt her ; and in three,

more ſhe became ſenſiblcte, aſind ſpoketſio thoſe who-attended her. A. few

drops of the ſpirit had alſo been applied to the wound. The ſnahe was

killed and brought to me, which proved to be a God-m de. Cape/la-

.

C A s 13 V. p '

. , '- .

As it is generally believed, that 'the ventvmoTſnaliesſſ-is mare malignant

during hot dry weather, than at any other ſeaſon, the following caſe, which -

occurred in the month of j'u/y i783, 'when the weather was extremely hot,

no rain, exceptingaflight ſhower, having fallen for many mouths, may not

be unworthy notice.

' A SERVANT belonging 'to an Officer at'yz/Litpboſr, was bittcn by a [nake

dn the leg, about two inches abbve the outer a_nkl-e. As the accident hap-3.

pened in the evening, he 'could not ſee' what 'ſpecies oſ-ſnake it was : -he 'imo

mediately tied a ligature above the Part bittenrbut was'in a'ſevv minutes in

ſuch exquiſite 'torture from pain', which extend-ed up ths body and to' his

head, that he ſoon became dizzy and ſenſcleſs. On being inſormed of the

accident, I ſent my ſervant with it phial aſ ſhe' Volatile Caustick Alkali, who

ſound him, when he arrived, quite torpid, with the ſaliva running out of his

thbuth, 'and his jaws ſo fast locked, 'as to rcndctit 'neceſſary to uſe gan-inſtru

the-unto open them and 'administer the medicine. About ſortydroPs of the Vo

latile Caustick Spirit were given to him in water, and applied to the wound;

and'the' fame cloſe rpzateai few mia utes'aſte r.- ſi In about half an'jmur he

l
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was perfectly recovered .ct On examining the part bitten, I-could diſcover the

marks oſ three ſangs; two on one ſide, and one onſi'the other; and, from

the distance they were aſunder, I> ſhould judge i: a lArge ſnake. (More than

ten minutes-did not appear to-have elapſed from the time eſ h'is'being bit-'

ten, tfil the medicine was adminiſter-ed,v The wounds hearts-3 immediately,

and he was able to attend to his duty the next day. -Though- the

ſpecies oſ ſnske was not aſcertained, yet lj'iuigd from the flow of ſaliva.

from the mouth, convulſivc ſpaſms of the jawsandxthroat, as well asſrom

the marks of three ſangs, that 'it muſt have been a CZIP Cape/la)- and ,

though I have met with fiyndfix ſangs of. different ſizes in ſnakes uſ that-I

firecies, l never obſerved the marks oſ more than two having been applied

in-hiting'in any other caſe, which came within my knowledge.

 

C A S-E VI.

IN &plan-'ber 1786, a ſervant b'cldnging to Captain S , who was

then at Bmmw, ' Was bitten m- the leg 'bya largeCad/"a a? Cape/lo: he ſaw

th'e ſnakc coming towards him, with-his neck' ſpread out in a very tr'emendous

manner, 'and endeavoured to avoid him ; "but, before could get out oſ his

way, the ſnake ſeiied him'hy-'the leg, and ſecured his hold for ſome "time, .

as-if he had not. been able to extr'ieate his teeth'-. Application was imme

diately 'made'to-his master for a remedy, who ſent to*conſult me;.-b'ut, bee

ſore I arrived, had'given-him a'tqttantity'oſif ſweet oil; which. he drank. 'So

fson as 4. ſaw him, t directesti-isuruh doesr'voi-Ltizi-e Cauſtiek Alkali to be

given, which ſortctunately brought away"tlre oil from his ſloniach, or it is

witch that the 'stimulatzn'g effecteſ the ſſVola-tilespffit 'would have teen

To' much blunted by it, as 'to haile-'become'inzlfficaeious :- a'ie'con'd tioſeuas

immediately administered, and ſhine'timeiaſter-a third. The man recovwl

'n-t .._ , '..'_ . .. - .ſſſiſſ"..l':'
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ed in the courſe of a few hours. As oil is frequently administercd as a re

medy in the bizeof ihakes. I think it neceſſary to caution against the uſe of

'it with the Volatile Alkali, as it blunts the flimulating quality of the 'ſzzi-n

rit, and' renders it uſeleſs.

-OF the numerOus ſpecies of ſnakes which *Ihave met with, not above

fix Were provided with poiſonous ſangs ,- though I have examined manyi

which have been conſidered by the 'natives as dangerous, without being

able to diſcover any thing noxious in them.

i THe following is an instance of the deleterious effect of the bite oſ a,

ſnakc called by the natives -K':(zz't., a ſpecies of the Bore, which I have.

frequently met with in this part of the country.

CASE "VII."

ON the 16th Septemfier 1738, a man was brought to me who had

been bitten by a ſnake, 'with the marks of two ſangs on two of his toes; he

was ſaid to have been bitten above an hour before I ſaw him: he was

perfectly ſenfible, but complained of great pain in the parts bitten, *with.

an unchrſal languor.
<,"'-Y_

I immediately gave him thirty drops of the Volatile

Cauſiick Alkali Spirit in water, and applied ſome of it to the wounds: in

_ a few. minutes he became caſten, and in tabout 'half an hour was carried

.-

-

-.*

away by his friends, with perfect confidence in his recovery, without hav-_ ſſ

"r ing taken a ſecond doſe ofthc medicine, which indeed did not appear to

have 'been neceſſary ;' but, whether from the effect of the bite of the ſnake,_

or the motion of the dooly on which he 2was carried, I know not ; but he

_;m=-.'**p'Tin'''M'ſi

became fiek_ at thefiomaeh, threw up the medicine, and died in about a

quarter of an hour after. The man ſaid, that the ſnake came up to him
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while he was ſitting on the ground,- and that he put him. away with his

hand once, but that he turned about and bit him as deſcribed: the ſnake

was brought to me which chamined 3 it was about two feet and a half' long,

of a lightiſh brown colour on the back, a white belly, and annulated from

end to end, with 208 abdominal, and forty-ſix tail ſcuta. I have met

with ſeveral of them from thirteen inches to near three feet in length : it

had two poiſonous fangs in the upper jaw, which lay naked, with their

points without the upper lip. I: does not ſpread its neck like the Cobm

cle Cape/lo, when enraged 3 but is very active and quick iu its motion.

I' .

I HAVE ſeen inflancesſiſibſſf perſons bitten by ſnakes, who have been ſo

long without aſſistance, that, when they have been brought to me, they have

not been able to ſwallow, from convulſions of the throat and ſauces,

which is, I obſerve, a constant ſymptom oſthe bite oſ the 61)be de (luſ-alſo;

and indeed I have had many perſons brought to me who had been dead ſome'

time ; but never knewct an instance of the Volatile Caustick Alkali ſailing in;

its effect. where the patient has been able to ſwallow it..

Ph-LU'HZ'qu-Þþ'ii-25;zxigcesxt-zM-z-*
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'On ſome Roman Coins ſound at Nelore.

-' 'To t/ae PRESIDENT yf tbe ASJATIC'K SOCIETY..

s I R,

l H A V E the'honour to preſent you with an extract'of a letter from-'Mix

'ALEXANDER DAVIDSON, late Governor of Madrar, giving an account of

i ſome Roman Cozſim' ſſand _Medal.r lately-found near N/Qctrfl, ftpgether with 'a draw.

ing of them copied from one tranſmitted by hiſa-DAV-IDSON; which, I

imagine, may beacceptaſible to the flſiatid Society.

JZI have the honour to be,

..s I R,

Your most obedient humble ſervant, i

S.'ſiDAVIS.

'De/catte', March 2Q, 1788. r

Sſ
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EXTRACT' of a Letter from ALEXANDER DAv'IDSON,.Eſg:..l

ciated Madms, July 12, 1781..

ct- A; PEASANT near Neldr, about ICO miles north west of'MaIrar, was

pl'oughing on the fide oſa stony craggy hill : his plough was obstruct-

ed by ſome brickwork: he dog, and diſcovered the remains ofa ſmall

Him/a temple, under which a little' pot was found with Roman Coins

and MedaIs of the ſecond century

He Fold them as old' gold; and many- no doubt were melted, but the

szwaſſd AMX'R UL' UMAR-A' recoy'ered'upwurd4' of thirty of them. This hap

pened, while Ict was Governor 3. an-l I had the choiceoſ tWo out otſſ the

whole. I choſe an ADRlAN and a FAUSTINA.

SOME of the TRAJANS were in good preſervation. M'any of the COins

could not have been in circulation : they were all of the purest gſſ, and:

many of them as freſh and beautiful as if they had come from the mint but

yesterday: ſome were much deſaced and pezſorated, and, had probably

been wern as ornaments on the arm and others Pending from the neek..

I SEND you drawings of my two Coins, and have no objcc'lion to your'

publiſhing an account of them in the Tratuſ-actions of the &Sat-"cle Society..

I received my information reſþccting them from the young AZzwzffi, and if ſi

my name be neceſſary to authenticate the ſacts I have related, you have'

my permiffion to uſe it.
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On Two HI'NbU FESTIVXLS, "and 'the'INbriiN'J 'SPHIleſſ

; _' Lydia late Coloncl PEaRSE, May 12, 1785.? '

(an-'-' -J

- B E G",le'av£ to point out to the Society, (that the uSubdaj before lafi

was the .Festival of BHAVA'NK', which is annuallyrcelebrated by the

szjm: and 'all other Hz'ndur, who keep horned 'eattleior-uſe or. profit; on

'this feast they viſit gardens, erect a pole in the fields, and adorn it with

pendants and garlands. ſhe Synday before last was-our of .Ma_y. on

which ſame rites are Performed by the ſameIclaſs_rof.,people in England,

whereit is well known to be a relique of ancient ſuperstition 'in that'

country; it ſhould ſeem, therefore, that the religion ..of the East and the

old religion of Britarſizi had a'strong affinity. ,7Þl-l_f\VA'NI' has another

festival 3 btit isnot kept byany one ſet of .£Iz}1dz{r in particular, and

this is appropriatcd to one claſseſ People: iszcgnstantly'held on the

mix, dreſſe-a ,- which does not always (him pin; zeſt of May, as it
did this year. Thoſe members oſ the'jSoniety, who-are acquaintedhwith

the rules, which regulate the. festivals, zmaycbeab'leto give better informs

tion concerning this Point: I only mean to-point out. the reſemblance of
the rites perſormcd here and in EngkaiIJ,-buti rarifi- leavcabler hands to

investigate the matter further, if it ſhould be thought 'deſerving oſ the trouble.
I find, that the festival, which I have mentioned, is one of the mostv anci

ent among the bHindm, . ._ . ,

II. DURING-tllc Hiſ), when mirth and ſestivity reign among Hi/du:

Sſz

'Low-&MLÞ'___.___
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334 ON Two HINDU FESTlVALS r 1

of every'claſs, one ſubject' of diverſion isflto ſend people on errands and expen

ditions, that are to end in diſappointment, and raiſe a laugh at the expenſe

ofthe perſon ſent. -The glair/2 is always in _Md"C/Z7., and thejlastzdayþis

the greatest holiday: all 'ne Under, who-are on that day at yaganmit'b, .

are entitled to certain' distinctions, which they vhol'd'to be- of:ſuch impor- .

tance, that I found it expedient to stay there till the end of the festival; ;

and I am of opinion', and ſo are the restof the'officers, that' I Tfa'vcd' above *

five hundred men by' the' delay. The origin of the Hzict ſeems lost in

antiquity ; and 'I have not been able to' pick up* the ſinillest'account of it.

ſſIFſi-the'rites of MAYDAY ſh'owiany affinity between ther religion.

Ezrgſandi*in timesipast and that of' the Hinjur in-tlieſe' times, maytnot th'e

custom of making Aprzſilszoir, on thefirstctoſ that-month', indicate ſome traces"

of' have never yet heard" any account _0f_ the origin of the

Engliſh custom; but'it is unquestionably very ancient, and 'is still kept up'
even in 'igreatitowinſisſ though leſs in them than in th'e country: witli'vusfit"

is i'chieſly cionſiriedto the lower claſſes'oſ peOple ; biit in Irrz/rſi.z_liigh and

IoW'jo'ctin inritr and" the late' SHUj ri'UL DAULAH, I 'arn told, ſſwasvcry

fond ofmaking'HfflLfdols; ithough'he' was' a Must/Man 'ofthe'liighest'ranklſi

They carry it hereſſſo far, as to ſend'letters making appointments, in the'

Anam'es of-perſdnsct, who,iit isknoWn, must be abſent from their hOuſe at the

time Afixeid' on; the_1'augh is always, in proportion to the trouble *

'givenzl'l ſi ctſi _ , i . . . .

III'. AT j'agazzrra't'þ I found the Sp/Dinx of the Egyzzzam, and preſent

the Society with a drawing of it. NIURA/RI Pandz't, 'who was deputy

Far/ſaid' ſſ-of'BaIzg/er, attended my ctdſi'etacliment 'on the parf oſ tlie'ſſ'fl/ſhlrrſſrſi/ar:



AND THE INDIANSPHINX, 33;

'h'e- is now the principal Ezujdar, and is much oſ the gentleman, a man'

oſ learning, and very intelligent. From him I learned, that the'SpZzi/zx,

here called Szſingb, is to appear at the end of the world, and, as ſoon as

he is born, will prey on an elephant : he is, therefore, figured ſeizing an

elephant in his claws, and the elephant is made ſmall, to ſhow that the Sing/1, '

- even a moment after his birth, Will be very large in proportion to it.

VV I told iML'RA'RI, that the Egyþtfam' worſhipped abuII and choſe

the God hy a black-mark on his tongue, and that they adored birds and trees,

he immediately exclaimed: '" their religion' then was the ſame with ours ;

" for we alſo ch'uſe our ſacred &al/r by the ſinne markt,- we reverence the

" ban/21, the garum, and other birds; we reſpect. the pz'ppa/ and the

't 172th among trees, and the tra/ar? among ſhrubs; but as ſor.oni0ns,

H (which I had mentioned) they are eaten by low men, and are fitter to

" be eaten than worſhipped."

REMARK BY Tm: PRESIDENT.

WITHOUT preſuming to queſtion the authority of MURA'RI-Pandit, I

can only ſay, that ſeveral Brzi/amam, now in Bengal, have' ſeen. the figure

at jlcgazzmit'b, where one of the gates is called Stfibmlwdſ; ADd they aſſure"

me, that theyalways conſidered 'it as a mere repreſentation of a Liar: ſeiz

ing a young elephant; nor do they'know, they ſay, any ſenſe for the word

Slit/m, buta Lia/1, ſuch as Mr. HAYIZINGS 'kept near his garden. The

HzZ/P, called Hiſ/ded in the Fitſ/U,- and P'þa/gzfig/Ize'a in- common Sdrzſr/'zſit

books, is the festival of the vernal- ſeaſon, or Nra'rziz oſ the

Perſia'zr .
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XXI.

Aiſhort DESCRlPTION tſCARNICOBAR, by Mr. G.. HAMILTON.' '

Commzmz'cated- by Mix? ZOFFAN Y.

THE iſland, of which I propoſe to give a ſuyccinct account, is the north-

- ernmost-oſ that cluster in the Bay of Bcngal, which goes by the name of the

Nicobalfrt It. is low, oſ a round figure, about forty miles in circumſerence,

and appears at a distance as if entirely coveredwith trees: however, there

are ſeveral well-cleared and deliglitful ſpots upon it. The ſoil is ablack kind

Of cliy, anl marſhy. It Erodnces in great abundance, an'd with little care,

most oſthc tropical fruits, ſuCl'l as nine-apples, plantains, papayas, cocoa

nuts, and' arcca-nuts; alſo excellent' yams, and a root called mal-31. The

only four-ſooted animals upon the iſland'are hogs, dogs, large rats, and an"

animnl of til-3 lizard kind, but large, called by the natives talqngui; theſe'

frequently carry off fowls and chickens. The only kind oſ poultry arehcns,

and thoſe not in great plenty, There are-abundance of ſnakes oſ many differ-

ent kinds, and the inhabitants-frequently die of their bites. _The timber'

upon the iſland is of many ſorts, in great plenty, and ſome oſ it remarkam

bly large, affording excellent materials for building or repairing ſhipsI '

' THE natives are low in ſtature but very well made, and ſurpriz

ingly active and strong; they are copper-coloured, and their features

have a cast of the jl'ſllldj; quite the reverſe of elegant. The Wo

men in particular are extremely .ugly. The men cut; their hair;- ſhort,

and the women have their heads ſhavcd quite bare, and wear no; covering.

lbut a ſhort petticoat; made aſ a ſort oſ ruſh or dry graſs, whiclijeaches

half way down the thigh. This graſs is not interwoven, bnthangs round

the perſon ſomething like the thatching of a houſe. Such of them; have

."
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338 . 'ſiFtSHoaT DESCRLPTION

.-.received preſents of cloth-petticoats from the ſhips, commonly tie 'them

round immediately under the arms. The men wear nothing but a narrow

'strip of cloth about the middle, inWhich they wrap up their privities ſo

tight that there hardly is any. appearance of them. The'ears of both

'ſexes are pierced when young, and by ſqueezing into the holesſilarge plugs

of wood, or hanging heavy weights ofſhells, they contrive to render

them wide, and ſ diſagreeable to look atſ 'They are naturally diſpoſed to

'be good humoured and gay, and are very_fond of fitting at table with

'Em*oj>eam, where they eat every thing that is ſet before them ,- and they eat

most enormoufly. They do not care much' fqr wine, 'but will drink

'bumpers of arak, as long as they can ſee. A great part of their time is

ſpent in feasting and dancing. When a feast is held at any village, every

one, that chuſes, goes uninv'ited, 'for they are utter strangers to ceremony.

At. thoſe feasts they eat immenſe quantities of pork, which is their favou

rite food. Their hogs are remarkably fat, being fed upon the coeoanut

kernel and ſea' water,- indeed all their domestick animals, fowls, dogs, &e.

are fed upon the ſame. They have likewiſe plenty of ſmall ſea fiſh which

'they strike very dextroufly with lanccs, wading 'into the ſea about knee

deep. They are ſure of killing a very ſmall fiſh at ten or twelve yards' distance.

They eat the pork almost raw, giving it only a hasty grill over a quick

fire. They roast a fowl, by running a piece of wood through it, by way

of ſpit, and holding it over a brifie fire, until the feathers are burnt off,

when it is ready for eating, in their taste. They 'never drink water 3 only

eocoanut milk and a liquor called ſoum, which oozes from the eocoanut

tree after cutting off the' young ſprouts or flowers. This they ſuffer to

ferment before it is uſed, and then itis intoxicating, to which quality

they add muCh by their method of drinking it, by ſucking it (lowly

thi'ougha ſmall ſhaw." After eating, the young men and women, who
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are fancifully drest-l-with leaves, go to dancing, and the old people ſurround

them ſmoaking tabacca'and drinking-ſhaw. The dancers, while perform
ing, ſing-ſome. of their tuneks- which- are far from iwanting harmony, and

to whichthey keep exact time; Of muſical instruments they have only

one kind, and that the fimplest. It is a hollow bamboo about- zg feet

long and three inches in diameter, along the outfide of which there in stretchcd

'from end to end a ſingle string 'made of the threads of a ſplit cane, and

the place under the string is hollowed a little to prevent it from touching:

vThis inſirument is played upon-in the-ſame manner as a guitar. It is capa

ble of producing but few notes,- the performer however 'makes it ſpeak

harmoniouſly, and generally accompanies it with the voice.

ÞWHAT they 'know of Phyſickis ſmall and ſimple. I had oncev occaſion

'to ſee an operation in ſurgery performed on the toe of a young girl, who

'had been stung by a ſcorpion or centipee. The wound was' attended

'with a conſiderable ſwelling, and the little patient ſeemed in greatv

- pain. One of the natives produced the under. jaw of a ſmall fiſh,

'which was long, and planted with two rows of teeth as ſharp as needles :

taking this in one hand, and a ſmall stick by way of hammer in the other,

Fhe struck the teeth three or four times into the ſwelling, and made it bleed

freely ': the toe was then bound up with certain leaves, and next day the

child was running about perfectly well.

'Tnnra houſes are ſſ generally built'upon the beach in villages of fifteen

or twenty houſes each; and each houſe contains a family of twenty per.

ſons and upwards. Theſe hahitations are raiſed upon wooden pillars

'about ten ſifeet from the ground ; they are round, and, having no windows,

look like bee-hives, covered with thatch. The entry is through a
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340 A Snonv'r D*BSCR*1PTION

trap door below, where the family mount by 'a ladder, which is-drawm 4

up at night. This manner of building is intended to ſecure the houſesi

from being infested with ſnakes, and rats, and for that purpoſe the pillarst

are bound round with a ſmooth kind of'leaf', which prevents animals from'

being able to-mount; beſides which, each pillar has a broad 'roundflat'

piece of wood near the top of it, the projecting of which effectually pree " '

vents the further progreſs' of ſuch vermin as- may have paſſed the leaſſi

The fl'ooring is made with thin strips of bambnns hid at ſuch diſtances'

fiom one another. as to leave free admiſſion for light and air, and the inſideſi

is neatly finiſhed and decorated with fiſhing Lances, nets, &c.-.

THE art of making cloth of any kind is quite unknown to the inhabitants;

oſ this iſland; what they have is got from the ſhips that come to trade*

, in cocoanuts. In' exchange for their- nuts (which are reckoned the finest'

in this part of' India) they will accept of'but few articles ,- what they*

chiefly wiſh for is clOth of 'different colours, hatchets and hunger blades;

which they uſe in cutting down the nuts.. Tobacco and- arak'they are'

Very fond' of, bu't expect 'theſe in' preſents. They 'have no money of'

their own, nor will they allow any value to the coin of other countries,"

further than as they happen to fancy them ſor omaments; theyoun'g'

women ſometimes hanging strings of dollars about their necks. However

'they are good judges of gold and ſilver, and it is no eaſy matter to ima

poſe baſer metals upon them, as ſuch.

THEY purchaſe a much larger quantity of "doth, than is conſumed Upow

their own ifland. This is intended for the Cliozzry' market. .Cb0ury is a*

ſmall iſland to the ſOuthward of theirs, to which a large fleet of their boat:

ſails every year- about the month' of: November, to exchange cloth for'

_,Lſi'--'-__
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&Came-r; Yor they cannot make theſe themſelves. This voyage they per

'ſorm by the help of .the >ſun and stars, for they know nothing of the

-eompaſs.

7IN their diſpoſition there are 'two remarkable qualities. One is their

entire neglect of compliment and-ceremony, and the Other, their Even-Gan

to diſhonesty, A Carm'cabar/an travelling to a diſtant village upon buſineſs

or amuſement, paſſes through many towns in his way without perhaps ſpeak

ing to any .one: if he is hungr-y or tired'he gOes up into the nearest houſe,

and helpshimſelf te what hevwants, and ſits till'he is rested, without taking

-the .ſmallest notice of any oſ the family, unleſs he has buſineſs or news to

communicate. Theft.or.robbery is ſo very rare amongst them, that a man

going-out .of his houſe, never takes away his ladder, or ſhuts his door,

xbut leaves it open for any body 'to enter that pleaſes, without the least

apprehenfionof having any thing stolen from him.

'THEIR intercourſe with strangersis ſo frequent, that theyihave acquired

in general the barbarous Portagag/Z ſo common over India,- their 'own

language has a ſound quite different from most others, their words being

pronounced with .a kind-oſ stop, or catch in the throat, at every ſyllable.

Theſew following words will ſerve to ſhew thoſe, who are acquainted with

other Indian .languages, whether there is any ſimilitude between them.

'A man, Kegam'a. To eat, Gm'a.

A woman, Keca/ma. To drink, OM.

-A child, Cbn. Yams, Tow/a.

To laugh, Aye/am. To weep, Pozſi'tg. '

A eanoe, App. A pine apple, Frung.
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342. _A* szok'r D"ESCRIPT'IOI}

A houſe, Alflanum. To ſleep, Loam 'learne

A fowl, 'szyz'z/n. ' A dog, 'T'amam..

A hog, Ho-wn. Fire, T'amia.

Fiſh, Ka. þ A Rain, . - Koamm..

Turn? have no notion of a God, but' they believe firmly in the devil)

and worſhip him from fear. I'n every village there is a high pole erected

with long firings of ground-rattans hanging from it, which. it is ſaid, has the

Virtue to keep him at a-distance. . When they ſee any ſigns of an approach->

ing storm, they imagine that the devil intends them a viſit, upon which

many ſuperstitious ceremonies are performed. The people of every village

march round their own boundaries, and fix up at different distanccs ſmall

sticks ſplit at the top, into which ſplit they put a piece of cocoanu', a

wiſp of tobacco, and the leaf'of acertain plant: whether this is meant

as a peace offering to the devil, or aſcarecrow to frighten him away, does

not appear.

.\VHEN aman dies,allhis live stock, cloth, liatchets, fiſhing lances, and'

in ſhort every'moveable thing he poſſeſſed is buried with him, and his death.

is mourned by the whole village. In one view this is an excellent custom,

ſeeing it prevents all diſputes about the property of the deceaſed amongst

'his relations. His wife must conform to-cu-stom-by having a joint cut.

offfrom one of her fingers;.and, if ſhe refuſes this, ſhe must ſubmit to

have a deep notch cut in one of the pillars of her houſe..

I WAS once preſent at the funeral of an old woman. When we went

into the houſe, which had belonged to the deceaſed, we found it full of her'

female relations 5 ſome of them were employed in wrapping. UP the-corpſev

_.____..___
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in leaves and cloth, and others tearing to vpieces all the cloth which

had belonged to her. In another houſe hard by, the men oſ the village,

with a great many others from the neighbouring towns, were ſitting drink

ing ſoura and ſmoaking tobacco, In the mean time two stout young fel

lows Were buſy digging a grave in the ſand near the houſe.. When the

O

Women had done with the corpſe, they ſet up a-moſ'ehldeous how), upon,

which the people began to aſſemble round the grave, and four men Went'

up into-the l-mnſn tn bring down tllc body; in doing this they were-much" '

interrupted by a ydung man, ſon to the deceaſed, who endeavoured with all

his might to prevent' them, but finding it in vain, he elung round the

body, and Was carried to the grave along with it: there, after a violent

struggle, he was turned away and conducted back tn the houſe. The corpſe

being now put into the grave, and the laſhings, which bound the legs and.

arms, cut, all the live stock, which had been the property of the deceaſed,v

conſisting of about halfa dozen hogs, and as many ſowls, was killed, and'

flung in above it ; a man then approached with abunch of leaves stuck

upon the end of a pole, which he ſwept two or three times gently along

the corpſe, and then the grave was filled up. During the ceremony," the

women continued to make the most horrible vocal eoneert imaginable;

'the men ſaid nothing; A- few days afterwards, a kind oſ monument was

erected over the grave, withia pole upon it, to which long strips of cloth

of different colours were h'ung..

POLYGAMY is not known among them ; and their puniſhmont of adultery

is not leſs ſevere than effectual. They cut, from the man's offending mem

ber, a piece of the foreſkin proportioned to the frequent commiflion or

mormity of the crime..
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'THIRD ſeems to ſubfist among them a perfect equality. 'A-few perſons,

From their age, have a little more reſpect paid tovthem ; 'but there 'is no ap

tpearanceof authority one over another. Their ſociety ſeems bound rather

by mutual obligations continually conferred and-received ,- the ſimple-st and

'best of all ties.

'THE inhabitants of the Azza'amam are ſaid to be Camzz'balr. The people

of Carnicobar have a tradition among them. that ſeveral canoes came from

Andaz-zzm many years ago, and that the) crews were all armed, and com

mitted great depredations, and killed ſeveral of the Nz'cobarz'am. _.It appears

at first remarkable, that there' ſhould be ſuch a wide difference between the

manners of the inhabitants of iflands ſo near to one another; the Andama/zzr

being ſavage Canm'balr, and the others, the most harmleſs inoffenſive peo

ple poffibl\e. But it is accounted for by the following historical anecdote,

which, I have been aſſured, _is matter of fact. Shortly after the Pofiugueſh

had diſcovered the paſſage to India round theCaþe of Good Hope, one of their

ſhips, on board of which were a number of Mozanibz'gue negros, was lost on

the Andaman iſlands, which were till then uninhabited. The blacks ro

mained in the iſland [and ſettled it: the Europe-am made a ſmall ſhallop

jn which they ſailed to Pegu. On the other hand, the Nicobariflands were

peopled from theloppofite main, and the coast of Pegu ; in proof of which.

the Nz'cobar and Pegu languages are ſaid, by thoſe acquainted with the

latter, to have much reſemblance.

*\4
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XXII;

'He DESLGN-ofa TR-EATISE on the PLANTS cff INDiA,

By'the PRES'IDENT.

_ HE greatest', iſnot the only," obstacle to the progreſs of knowledge iw _

there provinces, except in thoſe branches of it, which belong immei

diately to our' ſEVeral profeſſions, is oiir want'of leiſUre for general re;

ſeatrchcs 5 and, as ARCHIMEDES, who was happily master of'his time, had '

, net jþa'ce enough to move the greatest weight' with the ſmallest force,

thſius we, who have ample ſpace for our inquiries, really' want time for

the purſuit 'of them." " Give mea place to stand on; ſaid the great mathe

" mafieian, and I will move the whole earth :" Gz't-e ur time, We may ſay;

fl'i' our z'rivqstigaliam, and-'we 'will tr'a'zijer to EurOpe' all ſhe' ſilenced',- am;

arm' literature of' Aſia. " *Not to have deſpaired;" however, was thought a

degree of merit in the Roman general, eVen thbdgh he was defeated; and,

having ſome hope, that others may occafionally find more leiſure, than it

will ever', at' lcast- in this country, be my lot to enjoy', I take 'the liberty to*'-'

propoſe a work, from which very' curious infermation, and poſſibly very?

ſolid advantage, may be derZVed; -

SoctMn hundreds of pla'nts, which-are yet imperfectly knovVn to European

bſiotanists, and with the virtues of'which they are wholly unacquainted;

grow wild en the "plains and in the ferests of 'Izidz'ziz the Aniach/Zv, an exa

cellent vocabulary of the Sa'z/Erſt language, contains 'in one chapter the?

namesof about three hundred medicinal vegetables ,- the MEdi/IZ mayjcomb

-
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prize many more ; and the Dravya'bbidbdna, or Dz'ctz'onary of Natural Pro

ductz'onr, includes, I believe, a far greater number ,- the properties of which

are distinctly related in medical. tracts of approved authority. Now the first .

step, in compiling a treatiſe on the plants of India, ſhould be to write their

true names in Roman letters, according to the most accurate orthography,

and in szſ'rrit preferably to any vulgar dialect ; becauſe alearned language

is fixed in books, While, popular idioms are in= constant fluctuation, and

Will not, perhaps, be understood a century hence by theinlmþirants of theſe

Ifldt'anterritorics, whom future botanists may conſult- on the common 'ap

pellations of trees and flowers: the childiſh denominations of plants from

the Petſons, who first deſcribed them, ought wholly to be rejected; for

Claampacaand Hz'nna ſeemto me. not only more elegant, but far properer, de

fignations of an Indian and an Arabian plant, than Mz'cþclz'a and La-zqſon/a ;

nor can I ſee without pain, thatthe great. Swalſh botanist' conſidered it as

tireſaþreme and only reward aſ labour in this part' of natural history, to pra

ſerve-a name by hangingit on a bloſſom, and that hc'declared this mode of

promotinſſ and adorning-botany, worthy of being continued will' ljoly rever.

ance, tl ough ſo high an honour, he ſays, ought to be confirm/I will) clJa/le re

ſer've, and no! pro/[ſtand for tlJc purprst qfcanciliating the good evill, or eter

mſizz'ng the memory, ofany lnzl lazſir rlvoſen followers ; no, not even qſstzinzr: his

list of an hundred and ſiſ/y ſuch names clearly ſhows, that his excellent

works are the true balſi's of his just cclebrity, which would have been

'feebly ſupported by the stalk of the Lz'nnava. 'From what proper name the

Plantain is called AI/ſſz, XI do not know; but it ſeems to be the Dutch pr_o

nunciation of the Alma/'at word for that vegetable, and oughtnot, therefore,

'to have appeared in his list, though, in my opinion, it is the only rational

name in the muster-roll. As to the ſystem of LINNEUS, it is the ſystem of _

Nature, ſubordinate indeed. to the beautiful arrangement of natural order-r,
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oſ which he has given arough ſketch, and which may hereafter, perhaps, be

completed: but the distribution of vegetables into iclqffler, according to the

number, length, and pofition oſ the stamens and pistils, and of thoſeelqffie:

into hie/te and flee-ver, according to certain marks of diſcrifnination,

will ever be found the clearest and most Convenient of methods, and

ſhould therefore be studioufly obſerved in the work, which I now ſuggest ;

but I must be forgiven, iſ I propoſe to reject the Limeean appellations of

the twenty-four c/qffi'r, becauſe, although they appear to be Greek, (and,

if they really were ſo, that alone might be thought a ſufficient objec

tion) yct in truth they are not Greek, nor even formed by analogy to the

language of Greetanr; for Po/ygamor, Mona'zdror, and'the rest of that

form, are both maſculine and feminine ,- Po/yandrzſia, in the abstract, never

occurs, and Palyandrz'on means a publickiccmitery 3 a'zleez'a and diaecur are

not ſound in books of authority; nor, if they were, would they be derived

from die, but from did, which would inelude the Mercia ,- let me add, that

the twelfth and thirteenth claſſes are ill distinguiſhed by their appellations,

independently of other exceptions tothem, ſince the real distinction be

tween them conſists not ſo much in the member of their stamens, as in the

place, where they are inſerted; and that the fourteenth and fifteenth are

not more accurately diſcriminated by two words formed in defianſice of

grammatical analogy, ſince there are but two powers', or two diverſittſier qf

length, in each of thoſe claſſes. Catyeopolyandrar might, perhaps, not inac

curately denote a flower of the twelfth claſs ,- but ſuch a compound would

still ſavour of barbarifm or pedantry; and' the best way to amend ſuch,

a ſystem of words is to efface it, and ſupply its place by a more ſimple

nomenclature, which may eaſily be found. Numerals may be uſed ſor the

eleven first claſſes, the former of two numbers being always appropriated

to the statue/74', and the latter, to the pz'stzſilra ſhort phraſes, as, an the caſyx

U u
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'or mlice, in Il-o receptacle, two long, four long, ſionz one laſh, fi'om two,
or many, naſty, will? anitlich connected, on lloe pfflilr, in two stO'LUEfJ, in two

dfflz'nct plantr, nn'xczl, concealed, or the like, will anſwer every purPoſe of

diſcrimination ,- but I do not offer this as a perfect ſubstitute for the words,

which Icondemn. The allegory of fixer and nuptialr, even if it were

complete, ought, I think, to be diſcarded, as unbecoming the gravity of

men, who, while they ſearch for-truth, have no buſineſs to inflame their

imaginations; and, while they profcſs to give deſcriptions, have nothing

to do vwith metaphors: few paſſages in Aloz'ſia, the most impudent book

ever compoſed by man, are more wantonly indeccnt than the hundred

forty-ſixth number of the Botanicnl Plzzctloſopþy, and the broad comment of

its grave author, who darer, like OCTAVIUS in his epigram, to ſþcak with

Romanſinzpllcz'ty ; nor can the Linnean deſcription of the Anon, and many

other plants, be read in Engliſh without exciting ideas, which the occaſion

does not require. Hence it is, that no well-born and well-educated wo

man can be adviſed to amuſe herſelf with botan-y, as it is now explained,

though a more elegant and delightful study, or one more likely to affist

and embelliſh other female accompliſhments, could not poffibly be recom

mended.

WHEN the Son/&rit- names of the Indian plants have been corz

rectly written in a large paper-book, one page being appropriated to each,

the freſh plants themſelves, procured in their reſpective ſeaſons, must be

conciſely, but accurately, claſſed and destrz'oed; after which their ſeveral

nſor in medicine, diet, or manuſactures, may be collected, with the affist

ance of Hz'ndu phyſicians, from the medical books in Sazz/Zrz't, and their

accounts either diſproved or establiſhed by repeated experiments, as fast

as they can be made with eXactneſs,
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BY way of example, I annex the deſcriptions of five Indian Plants, but

am unable, at thisv ſeaſon, tore-examine them, and wholly deſpair of leiſure

to exhibit others, of which I have collected the names, and most of which

I have ſeen in bloſſom.

I. MUC*HUCUNDA.

ATwenty, from One Baſe.

Cal. 'Five-parted, thick; leaflets, oblong.

Cor. Five petals,_oblong. i

Stam. From twelve to fifteen, rather long, fertile ; five ſhorter, sterile.

In ſome flowers, the unprolffick stamens, longer.

Pi/I. Szjyle cylindrick.

Perſe. A capſule, with five cells, many-ſeeded,

Seedr: Roundiſh, compreſſed, winged.

Leaver: Ofmany different ſhapes.

Ustr: The quality, refrigerant.

ONE flower, steeped a whole night in a glaſs of water, forms a cooling

mucilage of uſe in virulent gonorrhoeas. The Muc/nuczznda, called alſo

Picbuca, is exquiſitely fragraht: its calyx is covered with an Odoriferous

dull: 5 'and the dried flowers in fine powder, taken like ſnuff, are ſaid, in a

Sa/zſhrz) book, almost instantaneoufly to remove a nervous head-ach.

Note. This plant differs a little from the Pentapete: of LlNNrEUS.

Il. BILVA OR MA'LU'RA.

Many on the Receptacle, and One."

Caſ. Four, or five, cleft, beneath.
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Cor. Four, or five, petals; mostly reflex.

Stam. Forty, to forty-eight, filafflents 3 anthers, mostly erect.

Pffl. Germ, roundiſh; Stylc, ſmooth, ſhort; Stzſigma, clubbed.

Perz'r. A ſpheroidal berty," very large ,- many-ſeeded.

Scaly: Toward the ſurface, ovate, in a pellucid mucus.

Laze-cr: Ternate ,- common petiole, long; leaflets, ſubovate; obtuſely

notched, with ſhort petioles; ſome almost lanced.

Stcm : Armed with ſharp thorns.

Uſer: The fruit nutritious, ſwarm, cathartick; in taſte, delicious,- in

- fragrance, exquiſite: its aperient and deterſive quality, and its effieacy

in removing habitual eostiveneſs, _h we been proved by constant experience.

The mucus of the ſeed is, for ſome purpoſes, a very good cemcnſih

Note. This fruit is Called Srip'bala, becauſe it ſprang. ſay the India"

poets, from the milk of STZ, the goddeſs of abundance, who bestowed it

on mankind at the request of ISWARA, 'whence he alone wears a'chaplet of

Bil-va flowers 3 to him only the HzY-m'zzr them ; and, when they ſee any

of them fallen on the ground, they' take them up with reverence, and car

ry them to his temple. From the first bloſſom of this plant, thatI could

ſiinſpect, I had imagined, that it belonged to the ſame claſs with the Durio,

becauſe the filamcnts appeared to be (listributed in five ſets ;ſi but in all, that

Ihaveſince examined, they are perfectly distinct. ' ' '

Ill. s'R'TiN o it' T A e A.

Four and One.

. ſ. "ſ

.',,. ..
Cal. Four cleft; with a'idn'g' pledunCle, above."

Cor. Four petals. _ ' \ . .,

-l.l/
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&am. Anthers, kidney-ſhaped.

Pffl. Germ, roundiſh 3 Style, long as the Filaments,- Stzgmo clubbed.

Seed.- A Nut withifour oppoſite angles (tWo of thectmlſharp thorns)

formed by the Calyx. i - - i '

Leaver .- Thoſe, which float on the water, are rhombo'idal ,- the 'two upper l

.__.,4,!Z

ſides unequally notched, the two lower, right' lines. Their pſietioles,

buoyed up by ſpindIe-ſhaped ſpongy ſubstances, not bladder-s.

Root: Knotty, like coral. i ſi- ' - ' ._

l/str: The freſh kemel, in ſweetneſs and delicacy, equals that of the

filbered. A mucus, ſecreted by minute glands, covers the wet leaves, which -

are conſidered as cooling.

Note. It ſeems to be the floating Trapa of LINNJEUS. .

ctIV'. P un c A 'R' A J A,

Ten and One.

  

Cal. Five-cleft. r - - - ' _:, ii

Can Five equal petalb , p p - -

Perſe. A thomy legumen 3 two feeds. - . - - 1;

led-ver: Oval, pinnated. i
_.,..r_.._

Siem: Armed. -- _ - ..

' Uſe-r: The ſeeds _are- very bitter, and, perhaps, tonick g'fince one of

--it''hap-"Y-w.

u-nzmpI.

.

i

them, bruiſed and given in tw'o doſes, will," as the Hindw aſſert, cure an

intermittent fever. ' g
, i ' 7 i 73'1

v. M A D H U' c A. (Sc'c Vol. 1, page 300.) . ;z

Many, not on the Receptacle, and One.

Cal. Perizmtb four, or five, leaved.

.*, i
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Cor. One-petaled. Tube- inflated, fleſhy. Border nine, or ten, parted.

Stazn. Azztlacr: from twelve to twenty-eight, erect, acute, ſubvillous.

Pz'st. Germ, roundiſh ; Style, long, awl-ſhaped.

Pcric. A Drupe, with two or three Nun?

Leaver: Oval, ſomewhat pointed. >

Uſe-r : .The tale-r, eſculent, nutritious 3 yielding, by distillation, an

inebriating ſpirit, which, if the fale of it were duly restrained by law, might

be applied to good purpoſes. A uſeſul oil is expreſſed from the ſeed.

&very. reſembles the Bzſſa of KOENIG.

Sucn would be the method of the work, which I recommend ; but even

the ſpecimen, which I exhibi-t, might, in ſkilful hands, have been more

accurate. Engravings of the plants may be annexed ; but I have more than

once experienced, that the best anatomical and botanica] printsl give a

very inadequate, and ſometimes a very falſe, notion of the objects, which

they were intended to repreſent. As we learn a new language, by reading

approved compoſitions in it with theaid of a Grammar and D'ictionary,

ſo we can only study with effect the natural history of vegetables by analy

ſing the plants themſelves with the sz'lqſhpbz'a Botanica, which is the

Grammar, and the Genera et Species Plantarum, which may be conſidered

as the Dz'ctz'onary, of that beautiful language, in which nature would

teach us what plants .We must avoid as noxious, and what we must cul

tivate as ſalutary, for that the qualities of plants are in ſhme degree con

nected with the natural orders and clrſſer of them, a number' of instances

would abundantly prove.

-_-_._
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XXIII.

On the DISSECTION aſ t/ze PANGOLIN, in a Letter to GENERAL

CARNACſ'mm ADAM BURT, Eſq; -- Communz'cezted the

CENERAL.

S I R,

IN compliance with your deſire, I most willingly do myſelf the honour to

preſent to you my obſervations and reflections on the diſſection of one of

thoſe animals, of which we have -a print, with a veryr ſhort acCount, in the

FIRST VOL. of the TRANSACTIONS of the AsrATICK SOCIETY. The ani

mal, from which that likeneſs has been taken, was ſent by Mr. LESLIE, from

Chz'trzz, to .the Prefident Sir WILLIAM JONES. It is distinguiſhed in the

TRANSACTIONS by a name, which I do not at preſent remember; but pro

bably the animal is of the ſame genus with the Mam'r, as deſcribed in the

former edition of the ENCYCLOPZEDIA BRTTANNICA, or, perhaps, not

different from the Pahgo/z'n of BU F F 0 N..

THE repreſentation of this animal in the MEMOIRS of the ASIATICK So

CIETY, makes it unneceſſary for me to enter into any general deſcription

of its external figure and appearance. There are on each foot five claws, oſ

which the outer and inner are ſmall When compared with the other three.

There are no distinct toes 3 but each nail is moveable by ajoint at its root.

This creature is extremely inoffenſive. It has 'to teeth ,- and its feet are un

able to graſp. Hence it would appear, that nature, having furniſhed it with

.a coat of mail for its protection, has, with ſome regard to justice, denied

it the powers of acting with hostility against its fellow creatures. The

mails are well adapted for digging in the ground ; and the animal is ſo dex
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trous in eluding its enemies by concealing itſelf in holes and among tocks,

that it is extremely difficult to procure one.

THE upper jaw is covered with acroſs cartilaginous ridge, which though

apparently not at all ſuited to any purpoſes of mastication, may, by en

creafing the ſurface of the palate, extend the ſenſe of taste. The ceſopha

gus admitted my forefinger with eaſe. The tongue at the bottom of the

mouth is nearly about the ſizc'of the little finger, from whence it tapers

to a point. The animal at pleaſure protrudes this member a great way from

the mouth. The tongue ariſes from the enſiſorm cartilage, and the conti

guous muſcles of the belly, and paſſes in form of a round distinct muſcle

from over the stomach, through the thorax, immediately under the

sternum ,- and interior to the windpipe in the throat. When diſſected out,

the tongue could be eaſily elongated ſo as to reach more than the length of

the animal exclufive of its tail. There is a cluster of ſalivary glands ſeated

around the tongue, as it enters the mouth. Theſe will neceſſarily be com

preſſed by the action of the tongue ; ſo as occaſionally to ſupply a plentiful

flow of their ſecretion. ' '

THE stomach is earti/agizzour, and analogous to that of the gallinaeeous

tribe of birds. It was filled ivith ſmall stones and gravel, which in this

part of the country, are almost univerſally calcareous. , The inner ſurface ct

of the stomach was rough to the feel, and formed into folds, the interstices

of which were filled with alfroth'y ſecretion. The guts were filled with

'a ſandy pulp, in which, however, were interſpcrſed a few diſtinct ſmall

st'ones. No Vestiges of any animal or vegetable food 'could be traced in the

whole primre Viae. The gall-bladder was distended with afluid reſem

bling in colour and confistence the dregs of beer.
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'run ſubject was a female: its dugs were two, ſeated on the breast.

The uterus and organs of generation were evidently thoſe of a viviparou'

animal.

FORClBLY ſtruck vwith the, phenomena, which this quadruped cxhibited,

my imagination at once overleaped the boundaries, by which ſcience endea.

Yours to circumſcribe the productiOns and the ways of nature; and, believ

ing with BUFFON, yue tout ce qui peut Etre zst, I did not heſitatc to con

jecture, that this animal might 'poffibly derive its nouriſhment from mine

ral ſubstances. This idea I accordingly hazarded in an addreſs to Colo

nel KYD : the ſpirit of inquiry natural to that gentleman could be ill

ſatisfiedby idcas thrown out apparently at random; and he ſoon called on

me to explain my opinion and its foundation.

THOUGH we have perhaps no clear idea of the manner, in which vege

tables extract their nomiſhment from earth, yet the fact being ſo, it may

not be unreaſonable to ſuppoſe, that ſome animal may derive nutriment by

a proceſs ſomewhat ſimilar. It appears to me, that facts produced by

SPA I. L A NZA NI directly invalidate the experiments, from which he has drawn

the inference, that fowls ſwallow ſtones merely from ſtupidity; and that

ſuch ſubstances are altogether unneceſſary to thoſe animals. He reared

fowls, without permitting them ever to ſwallow ſand or stones; but he

alſo establiſhed the fact, that camivorous animals may became frugivor

ous, and herbivorous animals mayeome to live on fleſh. A wood-pid

geon he brought to thrive on putrid meat. The experiment on fowls,

then, only corroborates the proof, that we have it in our power by habits

to alter the natural constitution of animals; Again that eminent invefliga

nor of truth found, that fowls died when fed on stones alone 3 but ſurely
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that fact i's far ſhortpf proving, that ſuch ſubstances are not agreeable to the

original purpoſes of nature 'in the digestive proceſs of theſe animals. When

other ſubstanees ſhall have vbeen detected in the stomach of this adimal,

my inferencc, from what I have ſeen, must neceſſarily fall to the ground.

But if, like other animals 'with muſcular and eartilaginous stomachs, this

ſingular quadruped conſume grain, it must be ſurprizing that no vestige of

ſuch food was ſound preſent in the whole alimentary canal, ſince in

that thinly inhabited country, the wild vanimals are free to feed without

intruſion from manſ Nor can it be inferred from the structure of the

stomach', that thisanimal lives on ants or on infects. Animals devoured as

food, though of conſiderable ſize and ſol'idity, with a proportionally ſmalf

extent of ſurface to be acted on by the gastric juice and the action of the

stomach, are readily diſſolved and digested by animals poſſeſſing not acarti;

laginous, but a membranaceous, stomach, as for instance a frog in that

of a ſnake. i

ſſIN the stomach many minerals are ſoluble, and' the most active-'things which

we can ſwallow. _Calcare0us ſubstances are readily acted on. Dr. PkIESTLY'

has aſked, " May not phlogistic matter be the most eſſential part of the

" food and ſupport of both vegetable and animal bodies P" Itconfeſs, that

Dr. PRiESTLY's finding cauſe to propoſe the question, inclinesmeto ſup

poſe, that the affirmaiive to it may be true. Earth ſeems to be the bafis

of all animal matter. The' growth of the bones must be attended with a con

stant ſupply, and in the human 'ſpecies there 'is a copious diſcharge of'cal'eare

ous matter thrown out by the kidneys and ſalivary glands. May' not

the quadruped in question derive phlogiston from earth; ſalt, from mineral

ſubstaneesP And, as it is not deprived of the power of drinking water,

what elſe is neceſſary to the ſubſistenee of his corporeal machinei
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Lonsrpzatnc the ſcaly covering of this a'n'ir'nal, we'mayconceive, that

it may be at least neceſſary for its- exiflence, on. that account, to imbibeh

greaterq'proportien of 'earth than is 'neceſſary to other animals? it ma)

deſerve conſideration, that birds are covered with feathers, which in their

constituent principles approach to the nature of horn and bone. Of theſe

'animals the gallin'aceous tribe ſwallowtstones ; and the carnivorous take

in the feathers and bones of their'prey : the latter article is known to be

ſoluble in the membranageous stomachs ,- and hence is a copious ſupply of

the earthy principles. In truth I do not know, that any thing is'ſoluble in

the stomach of animals, which may not be thenCe abſorbedſiiinto theiricircu

lating ſystem, and nothing can be ſo abſorþed without affecting the whole

constitution.

WHAT I have here stated is all that I could advance to the Colonel, but

my opinion has been ſince not a little confirmed by obſerving the report

of experiments by M. BRUQPATELLI of Pan/21, on the authority of

M. CRELL, by which we learn, that ſome birds have ſo great a diſſolvent

power in the gastric juice as to diſſolve in their stomachs Hints, rock crystal,

calcarcous stones, and ſhells.

I BEG only farther to obſerve, that ſome things in BUFFON'S deſcription

of the Pangolin, not apparently quite applicable to this animal, might

'have been owing to his deſcription being only from the view of a dried

preparation, in Which the organs of generation would be obliterated and

the dugs ſhrivelled away ſo as to be imperceptible: elſe that elegant phi

loſopher could not have a erted that, U tal/r ler amſimaux grzzzdrupcjer, paſſant

" cas/wert: d'fcm'l/er, ſon: owþzzrer."
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_= _.*' Excuse my prolixity, which is only in me the neceſſary attendant of my
i i ſuperficial knowledge of things. In ingenuouſneſs, however, Ihope that

  

i I am not inferior to any man : and I am proud to ſubſcribe myſelf,

S I R,

Your most obedient and humble ſervant,

ADAM BURT.

Gva, Septemlcr 14, 1789.
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A Letter from Docroa ANDERSON to SIR WlLLIAM Jomas;

DEAR SIR,

. HE male Lac inſect having hitherto eſcaped the obſervation of natura

lists, I ſend the encloſed deſcription made by Mr. WILLIAM

RoxnURGH, Surgeon on this establiſhment, and Botanist to the Honorable

Company, in hopes you will give it a place in the publication of your

society, as Mr. Roxauacn's diſcovery will bring Lac a Genus into the

' Claſs Hemiptera of LXNNIEUS.

I am, with esteem,

Dear Sir,

Your very obedient ſervant,

JAMES ANDERSON:

Foa-r ST. Gaoacs, January 2, 1790.
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On the Lacſha, or Lac, Inſect. '-*- By Mr. W. ROXBURGH.

O M E pieces 'oſvery' freſh-looking Iac, adhering to ſmall branches,

of mimrſa cinefezi, were brought me from the mountains on the

aoth of last month. I kept them carefully, and to day the 4th oſ Decem

ſi ber, fourteen days from the time they came from the hills, myriads of

exceedingly minute animals were obſerved creeping about thelae, and bran

ches it adhered to, and more still iſſuing from ſmall holes over the ſilrſace

of the cells: other ſmall and perforated excreſcencies were obſerved with a

glaſs amongst the perforations, from which the minute' infects iſſued', regu

larly two to each hole, and crowned with ſome Very fine white' hairs.

When- the hairs were rubbed off, two white ſpots appeared. The animals,

when ſingle, ran about pretty briſkly, but in general they were ſo numer.

ous as to. be crowded over one another. The body is oblong, tapering most

towards the tail, below plain, above convex, with a double, or flat

margin: laterally on the back. part of the thorax are two ſmall' tubcrcles

which may be the eyes ; the body behind the thora-x is croſſed with' twelve
legs ſixi: feelers (antennae) half the length of the- body, jointed',

hairy, eachſſending-in two hairs as longfias the antennze: rump, a white point

between two terminal- hairs," which are as long as the body of the animal.

The mouth I could not ſee, On opening the' Cells, the ſubstance that they .

were formed ofſſ cannot be 'better deſcribed', with reſpect to appearance,

than by ſaying it is like the traanarent amber, that heads are made of : the

external cover-ing of the cells may be about half a line thick, is remarkablY -
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strong and able to reſist injuries z the partitions are much thinner: the cells ,

are in general irregular ſquares, pentactgons and hexagons, about an eighth

of an inch in diameter, and i deep: they have no communication with

each other: all thoſe I opened, during the time the animals were iſſuing,

contained in one half, a ſmall bag filled with a thick red jelly-like liquor

replete with what I take to be eggs 5 theſe bags, or utriculi, adhere to the

bottom of the cells, and have each two necks, which paſs through perfora

tions in the exrernal coat of the cells, forming the fore mentioned excreſce

nces, and ending in ſome very fine hairs. The other half of the cells have

a distinct opening, and contain a white ſubstance, like ſome few filaments of

cotton rolled together, and numbers ſiof the infects themſelves ready to make

their exit: ſeveral of the ſame infects-I obſerved to have 'drawn up their

legs and to lie flat: they did not move on being touched, nor did they ſhow

any ſigns oflife with the greatest irritation.

December 5. THi: ſame minute hexapedes continue iſſuing from their cells
in numbers ,- they are more lively, Aof a deepean red colour, and fewer of

the motionleſs ſort. To day Iſaw the mouth: it is a flattened point about the

middle of the breast, which the little animal projects on being compreſſed.

'December 6. THE male infects I have found to-day : a few' of them'are

constantly running among the females most actively : as yet they are ſcarce

more, I imagine, than one to 5000 females, but'twice their 'ſize'J'Th'e'

head is obtuſe 3.. eyes blaCk, very large ,- antennm clavated, feathered, abou'f

'g- the length of the body :ſſ below the middle an articulation, ſuch as'thoſe

in the legs: colour between the eyes a beautiful ſhining green : meek 'very

ſhort: body oval, brown : - abdomen oblong, the-length of body and head-i

legs ſix: wings membranaceous, four, longer-than iheſſ: body',- fixed to the'
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ſides of the thorax, narrow at their inſertions, growing brpader for g- of

their length, then rounded: the anterior pair is twice .the fize oſ the poſ

terior: a strong fibre runs along their anterior margins: they lie flat like

the wings of a common fiie, when it walks or rests: no hairs from the rump :

it ſprings most actively to a conſiderable distance on being touched: mouth in

the under part of the head: maxilla: tranſverſe. To-day the female inſects

continue iſſuing in great numbers, and move about as on the 4th.

Deeemher 7. THE ſmall red infects still more numerous, and move about

as before: winged infects, still very few, continue activ'e. There hhve been

freſh leaves and bits of the branches of both mimoſa cinerea and corinda put

into the wide mouthed bottle with them: they walk over them indifferent

ly without ſhowing any preference nor inclination to work nor copulate.

I opened ſia cell whence I thought the winged flies had' come, and found

ſeveral, eight orten, more in it, struggling to ſhake off their incumbrances:

they were in one of thoſe utriculi mentioned on the 4th, which ends in two

mouths, ſhut up with fine white hairs, but one of them was open ſor the

exit of the flies; the other would no doubt have-opened in due time: this,

utriculus I found now perfectly dry, and divided into, cells by exceeding,

thin partitiOns_. L- imagine, before any of the flies made their eſcape, it

might have contained about twenty. In theſe minute cells with the living

flies, or whence they had made their eſcape, were ſmall dry dark colour

ed compreſſed grains, which may, be the dried excrements of the flies.

NOTE by the PRESIDENT.

T H E Hindw have ſix names for Lac ,- but they generally call it Ldeſhti

from the multitude of ſmall infects, who, as they believe, diſcharge it fronr.

WMAN-'Me
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their flomachs, and at length destroy the tree on which they form their

colonies: a fine Pzþpala near Crz'ſhnanagar is now almost wholly destroyed

by them.
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THE SEVENTH

ANNIVERSARY DISCOURSE

DBLIVERED 25 FEBRUARY 1790.

BY THE' PRESIDENT.

GENTLEMEM '

' LTHOUC A we' are at this moment conſiderably nearer to the fron

A tier of C/LI/za than to the farthest limit of the Britiſh dorriinions in

Hind'zstci/t, yet the first step, that we ſhall take in the philoſophical journey,

which I propoſe 'For your entertainment at the preſent meeting, will carry

us to the utmost verge of the habitable' globe known to the best geographeſg

of old Greet-r and Egypt; beyond the boundary of whoſe knowledge we

ſhall diſcern from the heights of the northern mountains an empire nearly

equal in ſur ac'e to a ſquare of fifteen degrees 5 an empire, of which I do

not mean to affign the preciſe limits, but which we may conſider, for the

purpoſe of this diſſertation, as embraced on two ſides by Tartary and India,

while the ocean ſeparates its other ſides from various Aſiatzſici' ifies of great'

importance in the commercial ſystem of Europe: annexed to that immenſe'

tract of land is the peninſula of Coma, which a vast oval baſon divides

from N/fl/z or apan, a celebrated and imperial iſland, bearing in arts and

in arms, in advantage of fituation but not in felicity of government, a.

pre-cminence among eastern kingdoms analogous to that of Brz'ftzzſin among

the nations of the west. So many climates are included in ſo prodigious

an area, that, while the principal emporium of C/Jinzz lies nearly under the

tropick, its metropolis enjoys the temperature of Samarl'and; ſuch too is

an
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the-diverſity of ſoil in its fifteen provinces, that, while ſome of them are

exquiſitely ſertile, richly cultivated, and extremely populous, others are

barren and rocky, dry and unfruitful, with plains as wild or mountains as

rugged as any in Styx/aid, and thoſe either wholly deſerted, or peopled by

ſavage hordes, who, if they be not still independent, have been very lately i

ſubdued by the perfidy, rather than the valour, of a monarch, who has

perpetuated his own breach of faith in a Cbz'nq/E poem, of which I have

ſeen a tranſlation.
_

t

THE word Cþzſina, concerning which I ſhall offer ſome new remarks, is

well'known to the people, whom we call the Cbz'mst; but they never apply

it (I ſpeak of the learned among them) to themſelves or to their country :

themſelves, according to Father VlSDELOU, they deſcribe as the people qf

- HAN, or of ſome other illustrious family, by the memory of whoſe actions

they flatter their national pride ,- and their country they call Claw-rub', or

the Ccnſral Kingdom, repreſenting it in their ſymbolical characters by a

paralleloſſgram exactly biſſected: at other times they distinguiſh it by the

words Tien-Znſia, or V'lmt i: under Heaven, meaning all t/Jat 1) 'valuable an

Earth. Since they never name themſelves with moderation, they would

have no right to complain, if they knew, that European authors have ever

ſpoken of them in the extremes of applauſe or of cenſure: by ſome they

have been extolled as the oldest and the wiſest, as the most learned and

most ingenious, of nations ,- whilst others have derided their pretenſions

to antiquity, condemned their government as abominable, and arraigned

their manners as inhuman, without allowing them an element of ſcience,

or a ſingle art, for which they have not been indebted to ſome more ancient

and more eivilized race of men. The truth perhaps lies, where we uſually

i find it, between the extremes 3 but it is not my deſign to accuſe or to defend

-4
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the Cbz'mst, to depreſs or to aggrandize them: I ſhall confine myſelf to

the diſcuſſion of a question connected with my former diſcourſes, 'and far

leſs eaſy to be ſolved than any hitherto started. " Whence came the ſingu

" lar people, who long had governed Cb/ſi/ztz, before they were conquered

" by the Tzzrtarr?" On this problem, the ſolution of which has no con

ccm, indeed, with our political or commercial interests, but a very mate

rial connection, iſl mistake not, with interests of ahigher nature, four

opinions have been advanced, and all rather peremptorily aſſerted, than ſup

ported by argument and evidence. By a few writers it has been urged,

that the C/Jimst are an original race, who have dwelled for ages, if not

from eternity, in the land, which they now poſſeſs; by others, and

chiefiy by the miſſionaries, it is inſisted, that they ſprang from the ſame

stock with the Hebrew: and Araby; a third aſſertion is that of the Arabr

themſelves and of M. PAUW, who hold it indubitable, that they were

originally Tartars deſcending in wild clans from the steeps of Imaur; and

a ſourth, at least as dogmatically pronounced as any of the preceding, is

that of the Bra'lJme/zr, who decide, Without allowing any appeal from their

deciſion, that the C/ai/mr (for ſo they are named in Saq/Zrit) were Hz'zzdu:

of the Cſhatrz'ycz, or military, claſs, who, abandoning the privileges

of their tribe, rambled in different bodies to the north-east of Bengal;

and, forgetting by degrees the rites and religion of their ancestors, establiſh

etl ſeparate principalities, which were afterwards united in the plains and

valleys, which are now poſſeſſed by them. If any one of the three last -

opinions be just, the first of them must neceſſarily be relinquiſhed 3 but of

thoſe three, the first cannot poſſibly be ſustained ,- becauſe it rests on no

firmer ſupport than a fooliſh remark, whether true or falſe, that Sem in
iCZ-imst means life and procreation ,- and becauſe a teat-plant is not more dif

ferent from a palm, than a Cbzſing/Z- from an Arab: they are men, indeed, as

_-A_"'M!4*7£-'
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the tea and the palm are vegetables ; but human figacity could not', I be

lieve, diſcover any other trace of reſemblance between them. One of the

Araby, indeed, an account of whoſe voyage to [nd/'a and C/Jzſiiza has been tranſ

lated by RENAUDOT, thought the C/n'zze e not only handſorner (according

to his ideas of beauty) than the Hz'na'w, but even more like his own coun

trymen in features, habiliments, caflriages, manners and ceremonies 3 and

this may be true, without proving an actual reſemblance between the Chi

wſh and Araby, except in dreſs and complexion. he next opinion is more'

connected with that of the Brd/Jme/zr, than M. PAUW, probably, imagin

ed 3 for though he tells us expreffiy, that by Scysz'a/z: he meant the Turkr'

or Tartars ; yet the dragon on the ſtandard, and lbme other peculiaritiesr

from which he would i-nfer a clear affiſinity between the old Tartar: and

the Cbzſinq/E, belonged indubitably to thoſe SzythZ-zzzr, who are known to

have been Gotb: ; and the Gar/as had manifcstly a common lineage with thev

Hz'izdzu, if his own argument, in the preface to- his Reſearches, on thefimi

laxity of language, be, as all men agree that i: is, irrefragable, That the

Cþizzqſe were anciently of a Tarturzſizzrz ſtock, is a, propoſition, which I can

not otherwiſe diſprove for the preſent, than by inſisting on the total diffimi--.

larity of the two races in manners and. arts, particularly. the fine arts of

imagination, which the Tartarr, by their own account, never cultivated 3.

but, if we ſhow strong grounds-for believing, that the firſt C/Jz'zzcſc were ac;

t'ually of an Indian race, it will follow that M. PAUW and the And: are'

mistaken: it is to the diſmlffion of this new and, in my opinion, very in e

efiing point, that I ſhall confine the remainder of my diſcourſe.

IN- the Say/in) Instimtes of Civil and Religious Duties, revealed, as the;

thdw'believc, by Mter-w, the ſon oſ BRAHMA', We find the following

curious paſſage: " Many familics of the military claſs, having gradually

Mr:
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U abandoned the ordinances of the Wdzz, and the company of Brcilzmem',

" lived in a state of degradation; as the people of Pu/zdmca and Oa'ra,

'" thoſe of Dra-vira and Camlnfija, the Tavanar and Sacar, the Pdradar and

" Pab/a-var, the China: and ſome other nations." A full comment on this text

would here be ſuperfluous ,- but, ſince the testimony of the India/1 author, who,

though certainly not a divine perſonage, was as certainly a very ancient law

yer, moralist, and historian, is direct and poſitive, difinterested and unſuſ

Pected, it would, I think, decide the question before us, iſ we could be

ſure, that the word C/Jz'mz ſignified a C/Ji/Igſh, as all the Pazzdz'tr, whom I _

have ſeparately conſulted, aſſert with one voice : they aſſure me, that the

China; of MENU ſettled in a ſine country to the north-east oſ Gaur, and to

the east of Ccimzzrfip and prril; that they have long been, and still are,

famed as ingenious artificers ; and that they had themſelves ſeen old C/Gincſe

idols, which bore a manifest relation to the primitive religion of India be

fore BUDnHA's appearance in it. A well-informed Pandz't ſhowed me a

Sarg/Zrit book in Czſh/m'rzſian letters, which, he ſaid, was revealed by SIVA

himſelf, and entitled Suctz'ſangama: he read to me, a whole chapter oſ it on

the heterodox opinions of the C/Ji/Iar, Who were divided, ſays the author,

into near two hundred clans. I then laid before him a map oſ Aſia; and,

when I pointed to Czſſwzz'r, his own country, he instantly placed his finger

on the north-western provinces of C/Jzſina, where the China, he ſaid, first

establiſhed themſelves ; but he added, that Mabdcbz'na, which was alſo men

tioned in his book, extended to the eastern and ſouthern'oreans. Ibelieve,

nevertheleſs, that the Cbimſſ- empire, as we now call it, was not formed

'when the laws of MENU were collected ,- and for this belief, ſo repugnant

to the general opinion, I am bound to offer-my reaſons. If the outline of

history and chronology for the last two thouſand years be correctly traced,

(And we must be hardy ſcepticks to doubt it) the poems of CATLIDA's.,were
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compoſed before the beginning of_ our era: now it is clear, from internal

and external evidence, that the Rdmziyzz/z and Mabzffi/zdm/ were conſiderably

older than the productions of that poet; and it appears from the

style and' metre of the D/Jrrma Sa'stra revealed by MENU, that it

was reduced to writing long before the age of VA'LMrc or VYA'SA,

the ſecond of whom names it with applauſe: we ſhall not, therefore, be

thoughtv extravagant, iſ we place the compiler of thoſe laws. between a

thouſand and fifteen hundred years before CHRlST ; eſpecially as BUDnnA,

whoſe age 'is pretty well aſcertainſied, is not mentioned in them; but, in

the twelfth century before our cra, the C/Iu'mſc empire was at least in its

cradle. This fact it is neceſſary to prove; and my first witneſs is CONFU

ClUS himſelf. I know to what keen ſatire I ſhall expoſe myſelf by citing

that philoſopher, after- the bitter ſarcaſms of M. PAUW against him

and against the tranflators of his mutilated, but valuable, works; yetI

quote without ſcruple the book entitled L17n 272, of which I poſſeſs the

original with averbal tranſlation, and which I know to- be-ſufficiently

authentick for my preſent purpoſe: in the ſecond part of it CON-FUſi-Tsu de

clares, that " Although he, like other men, could relate, as mere leſſons of

" morality, the histories-of the first and ſecond imperial houſes, yet, for

" 'te-am' qſ evidence, he could give no certain account of them." Now, iſ

the Cbimjſev themſelves do not even pretend', that any historical monument

existed, in the age of CONrucrus, preceding the riſe of their third dy

nast'y about eleven hundred years before the Christian epoch. we may justly

conclude, that' the reign ofVU'VAM was in the infancy of their empire,

' which hardly grew to maturity'till ſome ages-after that prince; and' it- has

been aſſertedby very learned Europeanr, thatv even of the third dynasty,

which he has the fame of having raiſed, no un-ſuſþected memorial-1 can now

be produced. It was not till the eighth century before the birth of our
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Saviour, that a ſmall kingdom was erected in the province of Sþe/z-ri, the

capital of which stood nearly in the I/Jz'rty-ſiftb degree of northern latitude,

and about ifive degrees to the west of Si-gaȝz: both the country and its

metropolis were called C/Ji/r; and the dominion of its princes was gradu.

' ally extended to the east and west. A king of C/aZ/z, who makes a figure

in the S/Jfibna'mab among the allies of AFRA'erA'B, was, I preſume, a

ſovereign of the country just mentioned ; and the river of Cbz'xz, which the

poet frequently names as the limit of his eastern geography, ſeems to have

been the Yellow River, which the (flying/2' introduce at the beginning of

their fabulous annals : I ſhould be tempted to expatiate on ſo curious a ſub

ject; but the preſent occaſion allows nothing ſuperfluous, and permits me

only to add, that Mangufbdn died, in the middle of the thirteenth century,

before the city of Chin, which was afterwards taken by KUBLAI, and that

the poets of Ira'n perpetually allude to the districts around it which they

celebrate, with Cbcgil and Kbaten, for a number of muste-animals roving

on their hills. The territory of Chin, ſo called by the old Hiudm, by the

Per/ſum, and by the C/Jz'mfi (while the Greekr and Araby were obliged by

their defective articulation to miſcal it Sin) gaVe its name to a race of em

perors, whoſe tyranny made their memory ſo unpopular, that the modern

inhabitants of China hold the word in abhorrcnce, and ſpeak of themſelves

as the people of a milder and more virtuous dynasty ; but it is highly pro

bable that the whole nation deſcended from the Cbz'nar of MENU, and, mix

ing with the Tartarr, by whom the plains of Homz'z and the more ſouth

ern provinces were thinly inhabited, formed by degrees the race of men,

whom we now ſee in poſſeſſion of the noblest empire in Aſiai.

IN ſupport of an opinion, which I offer as the reſult of long and anxious

inquiries, I ſhould regularly proceed to examine the language and letters,

Y y
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religion and philoſophy, of the preſent C/Jinefl, and ſubjoin ſome remarks

on their ancient monuments, on their ſciences, and on their arts both libe

ral and mechanical: but their ſpoken language, not having been preſerved

by the uſual ſymbols of articulate ſounds, must have been for many age:

ina continual flux; their letten, if we may ſo eal'l them, are merely the

ſymbols of ideas ; their popular religion was imported from India in an

age comparatively modern; and their prYq/bþby ſeems yet in ſo rude a state,

as hardly to deſerve the appellation ; they have no ancient monumentr, from

. which their origin can be traced even by plauſible conjecture; their ſilence:

i are wholly exotick ; and their mec/banz'cal art; have nothing in them char

acteristick of a particular family; nothing, which any ſet of men, in a

country ſo highly favoured by nature, might not have diſcovered and im

proved. _Thcy have indeed, both national muſick and national poetry,

and both of them beautifully pathetick; but of painting, ſculpture, or archi

tecture, as arts of imagination, they ſeem (like other zſI/Tarz'ukr) to have no idea,

Instead, therefore, of enlarging ſeparately on each of thoſe heads, Iſhall

briefly inquire, how far the literature and religious practices of C/fizſi/za con

firm or oppoſe the propoſition, which I'have advanced.

Trrndeclared and fixed opinion of M; DE GUIGNBS, on the ſubject be

fore us, is nearly connected with that of the Brdbmem: he maintains, that

the Cbz'mst Were emigrants from Egypt ; and the Egyptianr, or Etbz'opzizm,

(for they were clearly the ſame people) had indubitably a common origin

with the old natives of India, as the affinity of their languages, and of their

institutions, both religious and political, fully evinces ; but that China was

peopled a few centuries before our era by a colony from the banks of the

Nz'le, though neither Perſiam nor Amby, Tartar: nor Hindw, ever heard of

ſuch an emigration, is a paradox, which the bare authority even of ſo learn.
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ed' a man cannot ſupport; and, ſince reaſon grounded o'n facts can alone de-v

cide ſuch a question, we have a right to-demand clearer evidence and strOng-

er arguments, than any that he has adduced. The hieroglyphicks of Egypt'

bear, indeed, a strong reſemblance to the mythological ſculptures and paint

ings of India, but ſeem' wholly diſſimilar to- the ſymbolical ſystem of the

Cbimj/E, which might eaſily' have been invented (as they aſſert) by an indi-r

vidual, and might very naturally have been contriVed by the. first C/Jilzar, or

out-cast Hz'n/Iur, who either never knew, or had forgotten, the alphabeticalſi

characters of their wiſer ancestors. As-to-the table and bust of Is XS, they

ſeem to be given up as modern forgeries; but, if they were indiſputably ge-

nuine, they would be 'nothing to-the purpoſe; for the letters on the bustv'

appear to have been deſigned a'sal'phabetical ; and the fabricator of them'

(if ſſ they really were fabricated in Europe) was uncommonly happy, fince

two or three of them' are exactly the ſame with thoſe on a metal pillar yet'

standing in the north of India. In Egypt, if we can rely on the teſtimony'

of the Greckr, who studied norlanguage but their own, there were two ſets.

of alphabetical characters ; the one popular, like the'various letters uſed in'

our Indian provinces; and the other ſhcerdotal, like the DEva/zrfgar), eſpe--<

cially that form of it, which we ſee in- the VEda; beſides-Which they had

two ſorts ofſacredſcu/pturc ; the one ſimple, like the figures of BUDDHA

and the- three RA'MAS; and the other, allegorical, like the images of

GANE'SA, or Divine Wgſiſdom, and Is A'Nl', or Nature, with all their emble-

matical accompaniments'; but the real character of the Cbinrſh appears whol

ly distinct from any Egyptian writing, either. mysterious or popular ,- and, as

to the fancy of M. DE GUIG'NES, that the complicated ſymbols of China:

were at first no more than P/Seniaſia/z monograms, let us hope, that he has'

abandoned ſo wild a conceit, lwhich he started probably with no Other view

than to- diſplay his ingenuity and learning,
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WE have ocular proof, that the few radical characters of the Cbimjſe were

originally (like our astronomical and Chymical ſymbols) the pictures or out

lines of viſible objects, or figu-rative ſigns for ſimple ideas, which they

have multiplied by the most ingenious combinations and the liveliest me

taphors; but, 'as the ſystem is peculiar, I believe, to themſelves and the

yapamj/Zv, it would be idly ostentatious to enlarge on it at preſent 5 and, for

the reaſons already intimated, it neither corroborates nor weakens the opi

nion, which I endeavour to ſupport. The ſame may as truly be ſaid of their.

ſpoken language; for, independently of its constant fluctuation during a ſe

ries oſ ages, it has the peculiarity oſ excluding four or five ſounds, which. , i

other nations articulate, and is clipped into monoſyllables, even when the

ideas expreſſed by them, and the written ſymbols- for thoſe ideas, are very,v

complex. This has ariſen, I ſuppoſe, from. the ſingular habits oſ the peo

ple ; for, though their common tongue be ſo muſical/ye accented as to ſorm a_

kind of recitative, yet it wants thoſe grammatz'ca] accents, without which allx

human tongues would appear monoſyllabick: thus Amz'm, with an accent
on the first ſyllable, means, in the Sa'zſrrz't language, immeaſumble ; and the i

natives of Bengal pronounce it Omz'to; but, when the religion of BUDDHA,.

the ſon oſ MA'YA', was carried hence into China, the people oſ that coun

try, unable to pronounce the name of their new God, called him FOE, the.

ſon of Mo-YE,_. and. divided his- epithet A'm'zxz into: three' ſyllables

O-MI-TO, annexing to them certain ideas of their own, and expreſſ

ing them in writing by three distinct ſymbols_ We may. judge from

this. instance, whether a compariſon of their ſpoken. tongue with the

dialects of other nations. can lead to any certain concluſion. as to

their origin; yet the instance, whichI have- given, ſupplies me with

an argument from analogy, which I. produce as. conjectural only, but

which appears more and more plauſible, the oftener [conſider it. The:
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BUDDHA of the Hindm is unquestionably the Fon of C/Ji/za ,* but the great

progenitor of the Cþz'ngſh is alſo named by them Fo-HI, where the ſecond

monoſyllable ſignifies, it ſeems, a victim: now the ancestor of that military

tribe, whom the Hz'na'm call the C/Ja'zdravrz'ſſz, or Children of the MOON,

was, according to their Puraſinar or legends, BUDHA, or the genius of

the planet Aft-rang', from whom, in the ſifi/J degree, deſcended a prince

named DRUHYA; whom his father YAYA'TI ſent in exile to the east of

Hz'mlzfflziiz, with this imprecation, " may thy progeny be ignorant of the

VEdzI." The name of the baniſhed prince could not be pronounced by the

modern Cþzſimst; and, thoughI dare not conjecture, that the last ſyllable

of it has been changed into YAO, I may nevertheleſs obſerve that YAO

was the in deſcent from FO-HI, or at least the fifth mortal in the first

imperial dynastyr that all bez'neſe history before him is confidered by

bex'xrrst themſelves as poetical or fabulous; that his father TI-co, like the

lad/127.' king YAYA'TI, was the first prince who married ſeveral women ,- and

that Fo-nr, the head of their race, appeared, ſay the Cbimst, ina

province of the west, and held his court in the territory of C'M/z, where

the rovers, mentioned by the India/1 legiſlator, are ſuppoſed to have ſettled'.

Another circumstance 'in the parallel is very remarkable: according

to father DE PREMARE, in his tract on C/Jz'rzeſh mythology, the mother

of Fo-Hr was the Daughter of Heat-m, ſumamed Flou'er-l'ovzhg; and,

as the nymph was walking alone on the bank of a river with a ſimilar

name, ſhe found herſelf on a ſudden encircled by a rain-Jaw,- ſoon after

which ſhe became pregnant, and at the end of twelve years was delivered

ofa ſon radiant as herſelf, who, among other titles, had that of SU'I, or

Sttzr oſ t'lae Fear. Now in the mythological ſystem of the Hintſ/U', the

nymph Ro'HINt', who preſides over the fourth lunar manſion, was the

favourite mistreſs of SO'MA, or the Moon, among whoſe numerous epithets
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we find Cnnzndann'yaca, or Delighting in a ſpecies of waſer-ſic-wer, that bſoſl

ſoms at night; and their offspring was BUDHA, rcgent of a planet, and'

called alſo, from the names of his parents, RAUHIND'YA or SAUMVA :: 'it is

true, that the learned miſſionary explains the word Su'r by Jupiter; but an:

exact reſemblance between twoiſuch fables could not have been expected z

and it is ſufficient for my purpoſe, that they ſeem to have a family likeneſs..

The God BUDHA, ſay the Indinnr, married lr. A', whoſe father was preſerved'

in a miraculous ark from an univerſaldeluge: now, although I cannot inſist

with confidence, that the rain-how in the Chimſe fable alludes to the'

Mgſaich narrative of the flood, nor build any ſolid argument on the divine

perſonage NIU-VA, of whoſe character, and even of whoſe ſex, the histo

rians of China ſpeak very doubtfully, I may, nevertheleſs, aſſure you, after'

full inquiry and conſideration, that the (h'ille'ſſ', like the Hzſindur, believe'

this earth to have been wholly covered with water, which, in works ofct

undiſputed authenticity, they deſcribe as store-ing abundantly, then ſnhſidlng,.

nndſhparating the higher from the lower age aſ mankind,- that the diviſion of'

time, from which their poetical history begins, just preceded the appearance'

of Fo-Hr on the mountains of Chin, but that the great inundation in the

reign of YAO was either confined to the lowlands of his kingdom,

if-the whole account of it be not a fable, or, if it contain any alluſion to the'

flood of NOAH, has been ignorantly miſplaced by the Chznq/e annalists.

THE importation of a new religion into China, in the first century Of our

era, must lead us to ſuppoſe, that the former ſystem, Whatever it was, had

been ſound inadequate to the purpoſe of restraining the great body of the

people from thoſe offences against conſcience and virtue, which the civil

power could not reach ; and it is hardly poſſiblethat, without ſuch restric

tions, any government could long' have ſubſisted with felicity ; for no
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government can long ſubſist without equal justice, and justice cannot be

zadministered without the fanctions of religion. Of the religious opinions,

entertained by CONFUCIUS and his followers, we may glean a general no

tion from the fragments of their works tranſlated by Co UPLET : they profeſſed

a firm belief in the ſupreme GOD, and gave a demonstration of his being and of

his providencc from the exquiſite beauty and perfection ofthe celestial bodies,

and the wonderful order of nature in the whole fabrick of the viſible world.

From this belief they deduced a ſystem of Ethicks, which the philoſopher

'ſums up in a few words at the cloſe of the Ldn-yzlz " He," ſays CONFUCIUS,

'*' who ſhall be fully perſuaded, that the Lord of Heaven govems the univerſe,

'U who ſhall in all things chuſe moderation, Who ſhall perfectly know 'his

'** own ſpecies, and ſo act among them, that his life and manners-may con

'" form to his knowledge of GOD and man, may be truly ſaid' to diſcharge

'" all the duties of a ſage, and to be far exalted above the common herd of

'" the human race." But ſuch a religion and ſuch morality could nevcrhaVe

been general 3 and we find, that the people of C/Jz'na had an ancient ſystem

oof ceremonies and ſuperstitious, which the government and the philoſophers

appear to have encouraged, 'and which has an apparent affinity with ſome

parts of the oldest Indian worſhip: they believed inthe agency of genii or

'tutclary ſpirits, preſidingover the stars and the clouds, over lakes and riv

ers, mountains, valleys, and woods, over certain regions and towns, over

all the elements (of which, like the Hzſi/zdzzr, they reckoned ſine) and parti

cularly overſire, the most'brilliant of them: to thoſe deities they offered

'victims on high places ,- and the following paſſage from the sz'-cz'7'z, or Book

of Oder, is very much in the style of the Brdþmzzm: '* Even they, who per

" form a ſacrifice with due reverence, cannot perfectly aſſure themſelvesþ

" that the divine ſpirits accept their oblations; and far leſs can "they, who

'4 adore the Gods with languor and o-ſcitancy, clearly perceive their ſacred il
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U lapſes.' '

Theſe are imperſect traces indeed, but they are traces, of an af

finity between the religion of MENU and that of the C/Ji/zar, whom he names

among the apostates from it : M. LE GENTIL obſerved, he ſays, a firong

. reſemblance between the funeral rites of the Cbi/zest and the Sra'dd/u of the

Hindar; and M. BAlLLY, after a learned invcstigation, concludes, that

" Even the puerile and abſurd stories of the (bit/est ſabulists contain arcm

)

" nant oſ ancient Indian history, with a faint (keteh of the first Hindu ages.'

As the Baudd/aar, indeed, were Hi/zdur, it may naturally be imagined, that

they carried into C/Jirza many ceremonies practiſed in their own country;

but the Bduddbar poſitively ſorbad the immolation of' cattle ; yet we know,

that various animals, even bulls and men, were anciently ſacrificed by the

Cbimjſe; beſides which we diſcover many ſingular marks oſ relati'on between

them and the old Hindw: as in the remarkable period oſſazzr laund/'ed and

tlairty two thou/Find, and the cyclc oſſixty, years ; in the predilection for the

mystical number nine; in many ſimilar fasts and great festivals, eſpecially

at the ſolstices and equinoxes z in the just-mentioned obſequies conſisting of

tice and fruits offered to the mancs of their ancestors ; in the dread of dying

childleſs, lest ſuch offerings ſhould be intermitted ,- and, perhaps, in their

common abhorrenee oſ red objects, which the India/2: carried ſo ſar, that

MENU himſelf, where he allows a Brdbmen to trade, if he cannot otherwiſe

ſupport liſe, abſolutely fOrbids U his trafficking in any ſort of red cloths,

" whether linen or woollen, or made of woven bark." All the circumstan

ces, which have been mentioned under the two heads of literature and reli

gion,_ſeem collectively to prove (as far as ſuch a questionadmits proof) that

the Cbinest: and Hindu: were originally the ſame people, but having been

ſeparated near four thouſand years, have retained few strong features of their

ancient conſanguinity, eſpecially as the Hindur have preſerved their old lan

gctuage and ritual, while the C/Jimst very ſoon lost both, and the Hindu:

i
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have constantly intermarried themſelves, while the 'ſþm-gſh, by an

mixture of Tartan'cm blood from the time of their first establiſhment, have at:

length formed-a race distinct in. appearance both [from Indian: 'and Tzrtarr, .

A Sit/iteAn diverſity-has ariſenzl believe, . from fimilarcauſes, betweenx

thepeoplepf China and japrznz-An the ſecond of which nations we have.

now, or ſoon ſhaILhave, ac cauca and as ample instruction as can poffibly

obtained without aperſect- acquaintance. with the (bing/I: charactersw

F IEMPFER has taken from- M. Term-non the honour. of being, the first,

'Lad he frokaEMP'F ER that- of beingpthe "only, Europe-en, whoct,_ by a longa

. reſidenceinjapazz, and a familiar intercourſe with' the principal natives 05 '

it, has been. able. to: collect authentick materials for the natural and civil hiſ

tory of a Country-flcſuded, as-the Roman: uſed to. ſay, of. our own iſ-d

land, fl'om flye rest t/Je ſtew-[113. the, works of thoſe illustrious *

travellcrs will confirmand embelliſh each other ;_ and; when M. TiTerGH '

ſhall have acquired. a knowledge of Cbz'neſe, to which .a part of his leiſure'

in ypw, will be. devoted, his precious collection of books in that language, r

on the laws and revolutions, the natural productions,_the arts, manuſactures, -'

and ſciences of japan, will be in his hands san inexhaustible mine-oſ new '

and important information. Both lie and his predeceſſor aſſert with confi- '

denee, and, I doubt not, with truth,- that the Japamg/Z would reſent, as an '

inſult on their dignity, the' bare ſuggestion of their- deſcent from the (lying/i',

whom they ſurpaſs in ſeveral of the mechanical-arts, aiffl',_whitt-is of greater

conſequence, in military ſpirit; but they do not, r] understand, mean to.

deny, that: they. are a branch of the ſame ancient stern with the people of

Cb'na; and, were. that fact ever ſo wazmly contested by them,.it might be

proved by an invincible argument, if the preceding part of thisdiſcourſe,

on the origin of the Cbing/k, be thought to contain just reaſoning. In the
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first place, it ſeems inconceivable, that the japanest, who never- appear to

have been Conquerors or conquered, ſhould have adopted the whole ſystem

of Cbz'rzest literature with all its inconveniences and intricacies, if' an imme

morial connexion had not ſubfisted between the two nations, or, in other

words, if the bold and ingenious race, who peopled yapan in the middle

of the thirteenth century before Cums'r, and, about fix hundred years after

wards, establiſhed their monarchy, had not carried with them the letters

and learning, which they and the Cbz'zzq/E had poſſeſſed in common 3 but my

principal argument is, that the Hr'zzdu or Egyptian idolatry has prevailed in

japen from the ſearliest ages 5 and among the idols worſhipped, according to

KIEMPFER, in that country, before the innovations of SA'CYA or BUDDHA,

whom the Japang/e alſo call AMIDA, we find many of thoſe, which we ſee

every day in theſſteſſmſiples of Bengal; particularly the goddeſ/i- 'with many array,

repreſenting the 'powers of Nature, in Egypt named Isrs and here Isn'm'

or Isl', whoſe image, as it is exhibited by the German traveller, all the

Brdbmam, to whom I ſhowed it, immediately recognized with a mixture

of pleaſure and enthuſiaſm. It is very true, that the Cþimſ/Þ differwidely

from the natives of japen in their vernacular dialects, in external manners,

and perhaps in the strength of their mental faculties; but as i wide a differ

ence is obſervable among all the nations of the Gar-bid' family; and we

might account even for a greater diffimilarity, by conſidering the number

of agcs, during wlgch the ſeveral fwarms have been ſeparated from the

great India/2 hive, to which they primarily belonged; The modern Japcnest'

gave KIEMPFER the idea of poliſhed Tartarr; and it' is reaſonable to be

lieve, that the people of ffapan, who were originally Hina'w of'the martial

claſs and advanced farther eastWard than the C/az'nm, have, like them, in

Enfibly changed their features and characters by intermarriages with vari

ous Tzzztav'zim tribes, whom they found looſely ſcattered over their ifles, or

who afterwards fixed their abode in them.
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HAerG now ſhown in five diſcourſes, that the Amby and Tartars were

originally distinct races, while the Hindur, Cbt'ng/Z, and Yapamſe proceeded
from another ancient stern, and that all the three stems may be traced to A

Irdn, as to a common centre, from which it is highly probable, that they

diverged in various directions about four thouſand years ago, I may ſeem to

have accompliſhed my deſign of investigating the origin of the Aſiatz'ck

nations; but the questions, which I undertook to diſcuſs, are not yet ripe

for a strict analytical argument; and it will first be neceſſary to examine

with ſcrupulous attention all the detached or inſulated races of men, who

either inhabit the borders of India', Arabic, Tartar), Peſ/z'a, and Cþz'mz, or

are interſperſed in the mountainous and uncultivated parts of thoſe ex

tenſive regions. To this examination l ſhall, at our next annual mecting,

allot an entire diſcourſe,- and if, after all our inquiries, no more than 'brae

primitive races can be ſound, it will be a ſubſequent conſideration, whether

thoſe three stocks had one common root, and, if they had, by what means

that root was preſerved amid the violent ſhocks, which our whole gTObC

appears evidently to have ſustained.
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TRANS'L Arrl O'N of an INSCRIPTmN in the FMAGAſſ

_. LANGUAGF. engraved an a SILVER P-LATE found in a Crwz

'near Isr.A'MABA'D.+CommunYcated by JOHN SHORE Eſq.

N the 14th of Mdgbrz 904, 'Cba'ndi Ldþ Raſ/'a' *, by the adVlCC Oſ
i Bowangarz' Ran/1', who was the dircctor of his studies and devotions,

and in conformity to the 'ſentiments of twenty-eight other Realzr, form

-e'd the deſign of establiſhing a place-of religious worſhip ,- for which Pur

poſe a cave was dug, and paved with hric'ks, three Cubits in depth, and

three cubits alſo in diameter, in which were depoſifited one hundred and

"twenty brazm images of ſmall dimenſions, denominated Tabmzidar; alſo,

"thenty brazen images larger than the former, denominated La'rzgfida ,* there

'was likewiſe a- large image of stone called La'ngzidagdri, with a veſſel of

'hraſs in which were depoſited two of the bones of T'þa'cur: on a ſilver

inlate were inſcribed the Hauca, or the mandates of the deity; with that

falſo style'd Tauma/J (Had/'owne Taþma, to the study of which twenty-eight

.Rau[z£r devote their time and attention; who, having celebrated the

"preſent work oft devotion with festivals and rejoicings, erected over the cave

place of religious worſhip for the Magar in honour of the deity.

'GOD ſent into the World BUDDHA AvA'rA'R to instruct and direct thin ſi

tstcPS of angels and of men ,- of whoſe birth and origin the following a

relation : when BUDDHA AVATA'R deſcended from the region of ſouls in the
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month of Ma'gþ, and entered the body of'MAHAoM a'VA', the wiſe oFS'oo

'ran DANNAB, Rzyd of Can/dy, her womb ſuddenly aſſumed the appear

ance of clear tranſparent crystal, in which BUDDHA appeared, beautiful as

a flower, kneeling and reclining on his hands- After ten months and ten

days ofher pregnancy had elapfed, MAHA'M A'YA' felicited permiſſion from

her huſband the chid to viſit her father, in conſormity to which the reads

were directed to be repaired and made clear for her journey ; fruit-trees were

planted 5 water-veſſels placed on the read-ſide e and great illuminations pre

pared ſor the occaſion. MA HA'M AſſYAſſ then commenced herjourney, and ar

rived at a garden adjoining to the read, where inclination led her to walk

and gather flowers : at this time, being ſuddenly attacked with the pains of

child-birth, ſhe laid hold on the trees for ſupport, which declined their

boughs at the instant, for the purpoſe of concealing her perſon, while ſhe was

delivered of the child ,- at which juncture BRAHMA' himſelf attended witha

golden veſſel in his. hand, on) which he laid the child, and delivered it to

INDRA, by whom it was committed to the charge of a female attendant;

upon which the child', ahghting from her arms, walked kven paces, whence

it was taken up by MAIIA'M A'Y A' and carried to her houſe, and, on the enſu

ing morning, news were circulated of a child being born in the Ra'jri'rſami

ly. 'At this time TAPASWI Mix/21', Who, reſi'ding in the woods, devoted

his time to the worſhip. of the deity, learned by inſpiration that BUDDHA

was come to life in the Rzijd'r palace.- he flew through the air to the

Refjd': refid'ence, where, fitting on a throne, he ſaid, 4' I have repaired hi

" ther for the purpoſe of viſiting the child." BUDDHA was accordingly

'brought into his Preſencc :> the Illum'ſ obſerved two feet fixed on his head,

ſand, divining ſomething both oſ' good and bad? import, began to weep and

i'to laugh alternately. The Rdjct then questioned him with regard to his pre- '

Rent impulſe, to whom he anſwered t '" I must not refide in the ſame place
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V with BUDDEA, when he ſhall arrive at the rank of AVATA'R : this is the

a cauſe of my preſent affliction, but I am even now affected with gladneſs

" by his preſence, as I am hereby abſolved from all my tranſgreffions." The

Mum' then departed; and, after five days had elapſed. he aſſembled four

Pandzr: for the purpoſe of calculating the destiny of the child,- threc of

whom divined, that, as he had marks on his hands reſembling a wheel, he

would at length become a Rzijct Cþacravem' ,- another divined, that he would

arrive at the dignity of Awtdre

THE boy was now named Sa'evn', and had attained the-age of . ſixteen

years ; at which period it happened, that the. Rfl'jd CHUBIDA'N had a

daughter named VASUTA'RA', whom he had engaged flatte giffi in marti

age to any ohe,till ſuch time as a ſuitor ſhould he found, who could brass

a'cercttain bow in his poſſeffion, which hitherto many Rachir had attempted

to accomplifh without effect. SA-'CYA- now ſucceeded in the attempt, and<

accordingly obtained the Rdjd'r daughter in-marriage, with whom he re

paired _*to his own place' of reſidenec. -

I ſ
v - , .

U

ONB day, as certain mysteries were revealed to him, he formed the deſign

of relinquiſhing his dominion 3 at which time a ſon was born in his houſe

whoſe name-was RAGHU. S'A'CYA then left his'palace with only one atten

dant horſe, and', having croſſed the river Chin: A', arrived at Balladſ,

where, having directed ' his ſervant to leave him and carry' awaythis

horſe, he I'aid aſide his'armour. ' - * -

WHEN this' world ſi was created, there appeared five flowers, which'

BRAHMA' depoſited in a place of ſafety: three of them were afterwards

dclivercd to the three T'bdcurr, and one was preſented to SA'CYA, who
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diſcovered, that it contained ſome pieces of' wearing apparel, in which hes

clothed himſelf, and adopted the manners-and-life of a mendicant. A trad

veller one day paſſed by him with eight bundles of graſs on his ſh0'uld'crsr!

and addreſſed him, ſaying: "* a- long periodſi'of time thas elapſed, ſince'l

U have ſeen the T'bcicur; but now ſince I have the happineſſ to meet him),

V Ibcteg to preſent him an offering conſist-ing of theſe bundles- of'gralſij43£,*

SA'CYA accordingiyacceptcd of the graſs, and repoſed- on it. At that,

time there ſuddenly appeared a golden temple containing achair of Wrought

gold, and the height of the temple was thirty'cubits, upon which BRAHMA"

alighted, and held a canopy'over the head of' S-AKCYA :. at the ſame time ,

INDRA deſcended vvitha large fan in his hand, and-NA'GAÞ theRa'y'd o£

ſerpents with" ſhees in his hand, _toctgetherwith- the four. tutelar deities of

the four comers of the univerſe-; who all attended to-do him ſervice and

reverence. At this timcvlikewiſe the chief of Aſurr-with his forces arriv

ed, riding on an elcphant, to give battle to Sn'cv-A, upon which BRAHMA'K

I-NDRA, and the other deities deſert-edhim and vaniſhed. SA'CYA, obſerving

that he was left alone, invoked the aſſistance of the Earth 3 who, attend-t

ing at his ſummons, brought an inundation over all thelground, whereby1

the Afizr and' his forces were vanquiſhed. and compelled to retire.

A'r this time five holy ſcriptures deſcended from abover and SA'CYLWRS.

dignified with the title of BUDnHA maw. The ſcripturesconfer powers

of knowledgev and retroſpection, 'the ability of accompliſhing the impulſes

of the heart, and of carrying into effect the words-ofthe mouth. SA'CYA.

reſided here, without breaking his fast, twenty.one days, and then returned

to his own country, where he preſides overRtijdr, governingzthem with

care and equity. ſſ
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WHOEVER reads the Ca'ric, his body, apparel, and the plate of his '

devotions must be purified; he ſhall be thereby delivered from ther

evil machinations of demons and of his enemies ,- and the ways of redemp

tion ſhall be open to him. BUDDHA A'vatdr instructed a certain Ran/i by

name ANGULI MA'LA in the writings of the Ca'rz'c, ſaying, _" whoever ſhall

" read and study them,_ his ſoul ſhall not. undergo a tranſmigſationaict and

.the. ſcriptures were thence called AHS-VJJ szlzi. There were likewiſe five

other bOoks of the drink-'denominated Vacbanam, which if any one peruſe, he

ſhall thereby be exempted from poverty and the machinations of his ene-i

mies; he ſhall alſo be exalted to dignity and honours, and the length of

his days ſhall be protracted: the sttdy of the Ca'rz'c heals afflictions and?

pains of the body, and whoever ſhall have faith therein, heaven andbliſst

ſhall. be the reward of his piety..

Aaa
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XXVI I'..

A SUPPLEMENT to the ESSAY on INDIA-N CHRO-NOLOGYo

By the PRESirDEN-T.

UR ingenious aſibciate Mr. SſſA-M'UEL Dame, whom [name with reſ

pect and applauſe, and who will ſoon,- Itrust,vconvince M. BAiLLY,

that it is- very poſſible, for an European to tranſlate and explain the Szhyz'

Sidfflja'nm, favoured me lately with a copy, taken by. his Pandz't, of the ori

ginal' paſſage, .mentioned' in his paper on the Astronomical Computations of'ſi

the Hzſi-Hdm, concerning the' places of the'colures in the time of VARA-'IIA,

compared with their' poſiZion in the age of a certain Mum', or ancient Indian

philoſopher; and' thepaſſage appears to afford evidence of two actualob-z

Ervzitions, which will aſcertain the Chronology of the Hi/zdwj if not by rigow

rous demonstratlon; at least by. a. near approach to it.

THE copy-of the VErEbſiffizfib/tci, from which the three pages, received by

me, had been_tranſcribed,. is unhappily ſo incorrect (if the tranſcript itſelf'

' Was not haſtilyv made) that'every. line of it must' be disfigured by ſome'groſS'

errour-r and my- Pamlit, who examined the paſſage carefully at his own

houſe, gave it up as inexplicablc 3 ſo that, if I had not studied the ſystem ofſi

Smſcrz't'pro-ſody, I ſhould have laid' it aſide in deſpair: but though itwas
Written as proſe, without any ſort of distinction or punctuation, yet,ct. when i

I read it aloud, my ear caught in ſome ſentences the cadence of verſe, and

of a 'particular metre, called A'ryct, - which is regulated' (not by the number

of ſyllaLles, like other India/1 meaſures, but), by the proportion of daw, on'

A a 'a 2
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__-ſyl/abz}*k 'name/m, in the four diviſions, of which every stanza conſists. By

numbering thoſe imoments and fixing their proportion, I was enabled to re

store the text of VARA'HA, with the perfect aſſent of the learned Bra'bmen,

who attends me ; and, with his affistance, I alſo corrected the comment, writ

ten by BHATTo'TPALA, who, it ſeems, was a ſon of the author, together

with three curious paſſages. which are cited in it. Another Panjr't aſter

wards brought me a copy of the whole original Work, whigh confirmed my

conjectural emendations, except in two. immaterial ſyllables, and except,

that the first of the ſix couplets in the text is quoted in the commentary

from" a different work entitled Panc/arſſddþdnticd : five of them were com

poſed by VARA'HA himſelf, and the third chapter of his treatiſe begins with

them.

BEFORE I produce the original verſes, it may be uſeful to give you an

idea 'of the A'ryd meaſure, which will appear more distinctly in Latin than in

any modern language of Europe:

Tigridas, apros, thoas, tyrannos, peſſima monstra, venemur:

Dic hinnulus, dic Iepus male quid egerint graminivori. '\.l

The couplet might be ſo arranged, as tobegin and end with the cadence of

an hexameter and pentameter, ſix moment: being interpoſed in the middle of *

the. long, and ſeven in that of the ſhort, hemistich :

Thoas, apros, tigridas nos 'vent-mar, pejoreſque tyrannos:

Dic tibi ccrva, lepus tibi dz'c male quid egerit herbivorus.

Since the A'ryfi meaſure, however, may be almost infinitely varied, the cou

pletwould have a form completely Roman, 'if the proportion of ſyllabick in- '
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'

storm, in ſithe long and ſhort verſes, were Twenty-flur to twenty, i instead of

thirty to twenty-ſhow : -

'Venor-apros'tigridaſque, et, peſſima monstra, tyrannos :

CCervaxmali quid agunt herbivoruſquelepus I

I now exhſbit'tho ſivc 1tanzas OvaAR-A'HA in European characters, with v

an -etching of the two first, which are-the most-important, in the original

DEvandgari :

ASleſhardh'addacſhinamuttaramayanan ravErdhaniſh't'hzidyan

Nunah cadachidasidyc'znoctan purva Sastreſhu. _

i Simpratamaytman ſavituh-carca'tacadyar'r mrigfiditaschanyat :

Uctabhave vieritih pratyacſhapericſhanair vyactih.

D6rast'hachihnavEdyidudayE'stamaye'piva ſahaſranſoh,

*Ch'hayapravctanirgamachihnairva mandale mahatir '

Aprapya macaramarco vinivr'ittb hanti ſaparan yamyz'tn,

zCarca'tacamaſanpraptb vinivrittaflchottaran ſair'rdrir'r. '

Uttaramayanarnatitya vyavrittah cſhemafiaſya vri'ddhicarah,

Practstist'hafichfipyfivah vicn'tigatir bhayacriduſhn-iniuh.

OF the five couplets thus exhibited, the following tranſlation is most
ſcrupuloufly literal; . p i _

A' CERTAINLY the ſouthern [ſolstice was once vinthe middle of Af/eſſfiu

a the northern in the first degree of Dbamſht'bd, by what ir recorded in for
u mer Saistrar. At preſent one ſolstice is in thefirstþdeg'ree of Carcata, and

f' the other in the first of Adaczzra: that which is recorded, not appearing.
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" a change must have happened; and the proof arist-s from ocular demon

**- ſtrations ;z thaflſir', by obſerving the remote object and' its marks at the:

" riſing or- ſetting of the ſun, or by the marks, in a large'gudaated circle',

" of the ſhadow-'singreſs and egreſs. The ſun=,,by, turning back without.

" having reached Mncara, destroys the ſouth and the West; by turning.

" back without having marhed Cor-cuta, the north and" east.. By return;

't ing, when' he- has' just- paſfed" the. ſummer 'ſclfli-ſit-L Point. he makes.

'I_ wealth theme and- grain abundant, ſince- he moves thus accordingtgm,

tl

ture; ctbut the ſun, by moving unnaturally, excites terrour."

Now the- Hz'ndu Astronomers- agree, that: the lzfl'i january 1-790 was in

the year 4891 of the Calzyzzgzz, or their fourth; period, at the beginning of'

which, 'they fay, the equinoctial Points were in; the ſii-ffldegrees of Mt'ſha

and 'ſaid ; but they are alſo of opinion, that the vernall equinom Oſcil'l'ates

from the third of Mz'na to the t-wen-ty-ſevenſh of Miſha and'back- again irr.

7200 years, which they- divide into- four pzfldnr, an-dfeonſequendy that it'

moves, .in the two intermediate-parfay, from the. toethe-twenty-ſeventh

of Mc'ſha and back again'in- 3600- years ; the colure cutting-their eclipgick.

in the first of Miſhn, which coincides with 'the first- efi"ſiſwi/IZ, at- the begin-

ning of every ſuch oſcil-latory- period. VAaa'rm, ſtart-tained Mr-ruRA, or

the Sun, from his knowledge of astronomy, and uſually. distinguiſhed-by.

the title' of Achd'rya, or_ teacher- oft-he Fain, hued' confeſſedlyu,. when the

Caliyuga was far advanced; and', fine-e by: actual obſervationhe-ſoundtha

ſolstitial points in the first degrees of Carcata and Macara, the equinoctial

pointswere at the ſame time in the firſt of Mtf/hzr and Tin/ii: heſſlizved,

therefore, in the 'year 36oo of the fourth Indian period', or ing: years be

fere rst- January r7'9d, that-is, aboutthe yea: 499 of. ouraerat This date

. (- _ .
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cbrrcſponds with ayahti'rstz, or preceſſion, ca'lculated by 'the rule of the

&by/1fiddþdnta ; for 19o ZI' 54' would be the precefl-ion of the equ-inox in

1291 years accordingto the Hz'adu computation of 54' annually', which

'gives us the origin of the Indian Zodiack nearly ; but, by NEWTON's de

monſirations,-which agree as well with the phenomena, as ithe varying

denfity of our-earth will admit, the eqninox recedes about' 5o" every year.

and'has vNeeded _.7® 55' 50" ſince the time of VARA'HA, which gives us

more nearly in our own ſphere the first degree of MI-ſha in that of the

Hiadur. By the obſervation recorded in older Srfflrar, the. equinox had

gone back 23" 20', zor abnut 1680 years had intervened, between the age

of the Mum' and that of the modern astronomer: the former obſervation,

therefore, must'have been made about 2971 years before rst Yanumy 1790,

that is '1 181 before CHRrST.

'We come now 'to the commentary, which contains information of the

zgreatest importance. By former Szistrar are meant, ſays BHATTO'TPALA,

the books of PARA'SA'RA and of other Mimſr; and he then cites from the

,Pa'rq'ſari Sun/aid the-following paſſage, which is in mod'ulated proſe and

in a-style mueh reſembling that of the [ſea/ar.

' 'SRAWSHTA'DYA'T pauſhnardhintan charah SiSirb; vaſantah pauſhnai

d-hat r6hinyar'1tar'i; ſaumyddyfidailflhfirdhantan griſhmah; pra'rvrhflafile5 -'r..

dhathastantar'i; chitradyat jyeſh't'hfirdhantan Sarat; hEmantþ'ctjyeſiſh't'har

q-dhat vaiſhfiava'lntan, -
*<

" THE ſeaſon of Sz'iz'ra is from the firſt of Dþanſſht'bd to the middle of

" Reoati; that of Vq/'anm from the middle oſ REth to the end of Rdþi/fi;

f' thatof Gri/sza from the beginning of .Mrzſigar'irar to the middle-of
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- " Astej/Ivd; that of Vetſhri from the middle of Ar'lef/hct ſito the' end oſctHa a;

'* 'that of Sarad from the first ofC/azſitrct to themi-ddle of 'huffſ/ad; that of.

" Hem/na from the middle of flye/bind to the end of Sm'uandJ"

O

TH-rs account of the fix Indian ſeaſons, each of which is co-extenfivc

. 'with two ſigns, or four lunar Rations and a half, places the ſolstitial points.

as VARA'HA has aſſerted, inthe first'degree of Dbanzjmr'wa, andthc middle,

or 60 40', of AJ/Zſhd, while the equinoctial Points were in the tenth degree

of B/Jnng and 3" 20' of maw ,- but, in the time of VARA'HA, theſolstitial

colure paſſed through the IOth degree of Punarwg/Zz'and 3o 20' of Utrardſha'rci,

while the equinoctial'colure cut the Hz'ndu ecliptick in the first of Aſwin?

and 60 40' of Cbz'mi, or the Wga and onlyv star of that manſion; which, by

the way, is indubitably the Spine of the Virgin, fromthc known-longi

tude of which all other points in the Indian Zodiack may be Computed.

It cannot eſcape notice, that' PAR'A'SARA does not uſe in this paſſage the
phraſe at prtſſnt, which occurs in the text of VlARiX'HK 3 ſo that the places

of the colures might have been aſcertained' before his time, and a conſider

able change might' have happened in their 'true poſition ſwithout any change

' in the phraſes, by which the ſeaſons were distinguiſhed z-as our popular lar-r

guage in astronomy remains unaltered, though the Zodiacal asteriſms are

now removed a whole ſign from the places, where they have left their names:

it is manifest, nevertheleſs, that PARA'SARA 'must have Written within twelve

tenmnſicr before the beginning of' our era, and: that ſingle fact, as we ſhall '

preſently ſhow, leads to very momentous conſequences in regard' to the

ſystem of Indian history and literature.

ON the compariſon, which might eaſily be made, between the colures

of PARA'SAR and thoſe aſcribed by Eunoxus to Cumou, theſuppoſe'd aſ.
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fi'istant and instructor of the Argwmutr, I ſhall ſay very little; becauſe the

whole Argomzutick story, (which neither was, according to HERODOTUS,

znor, indeed, could have been, originally Grecian) appears, even when strip

.ped of its poetical and fabulous ornaments, extremely diſputable; and,

whether-it was ſounded on a league of the Hel/zza'z'an princes and states for

the purpoſe of checking, on a favourable opportunity, the overgrown pow

er of Egypt, or with a view to ſecure the commerce of the Ear/'He and ap

propriate the wealth of Co/rlvſir, or, as I am diſpoſed to believe, on an emi

-gration from Africa and ſIſi/z of that adventurous race, who had first been

establiſhed in%CZ'fl/d£fl ,- whatever, in ſhort, gave riſe to the fable, which the

old poets have-ſo richly embelliſhed, and the old historians have ſo incom

fiderately adopted, it ſeems to 'me very clear, even on the principles oſ

NEWTON and on the ſame authorities, to which he refers, that the voy

age of the Argouautr must have preceded the year, in which his calcula

tions led him to place it. BATTUS built Cyre/te, ſays our great philoſo

pher, on the fire of In'gstz, -.the city of ANTEUS, in the year 633 before

CHRIST; yet he 'ſoon after calls EUKIPYLUS, with whom the Argonazztr

had a conference, king of Cyrene, and in both paſſages he cites PINDAR,

whom I acknowledge to have been the most learned, as well as the ſublim

cst, of poets. Now, ifI underſtand PINDAR (which I will not aſſert, and

'i neither poſſeſs nor remember at preſent the &ba/la, which I formerly per

uſed) the Fourth PytZuLm Ode begins with a ſhort panegyrick on ARCESILAS

of Cyrcnc ; '* Where, ſaysthe bard, the priesteſs, who ſat near the golden eagles

V of Jove, propheſied of old, when APOLLO was not abſent from his man

" fion, that B-ATTth, the eolonizer of fruitful Lydia, having just left the

*' ſacred iſle (The-m), ſht'mld build acity excelling in ears, on the ſplendid

*" breast of earth, and, with the st-verztee'ztþ generation, ſhould refer to him

U ſelf the Therean-prediction of MEDEA, which that princeſs-of the Col

B b b
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"* cfiirzmz that-impetuous daughter oſ ffiETES, breaths-al ſrom her immortal

" mouth, and thus delivered to the half-divine mariners of the wariio ;r'

*' JASON." From this introduction to the noblest and most animated oſ the.

Axgavaurz'rk poems, it appears, that, trowe-vilſcicgcneratfanr-hid interven

cd between the voyage of JASON and the cmigmtion of BATr-vs ; ſo that,

conſidering t/Jrce generations as equal tourz hundred or an b'mcſrcz'ctmzi twen

ty years, which NBWTON admits to be the Grecian mode of computing

them, we must place that voyage at leastfive orſix [w 'zdrciſi years before the

time fixed by NEWTON himſelf, according to his own computation, for

the building of Cyrrne; that is, eleven or n'aſ-ce laund/e! avi'rþirty-tbrce

years before CHRIST ;. an age very near on amedium- to that of PARA'SARA.

If the poct means afterwards to ſay, as I unierſtand him, that Ancesrp

LAS, his contemporary, was the eighth in deſcent from B*\TTUS, we ſhall"

'draw nearly the ſame concluſion, without having recourſe to the unnatural:

reckoning of t/Jz'r/y-t/Jrce or ſorry years toa generation ;. for P'.N2)AR was

ſcrty years old, when the Per um', having croſſel the Hcl.'cſp3-zt', were no

bly reſisted at Tibermoſyla? and gloriouſly defeated at Suſamir: he was born,

therefore, about the ſixty-fifth Olymþiai, or five hundred and twenty years

before our era ; ſo that, by all-owing morenaturally ſix orstot-22 dumb-edyears

to m'cnlyntlzrce generations, we may at a merlium place the voyage oſſiJAsoN

about one thouſand one hundred and ſerenty years before our Saviour, or:

aboutſorry-ſine years before the beginning of the Nccetsmlz/z- chronology

THE deſcription ofthe old colurcs by Eonoxus, if' we implicitly rel')r

on his teſtimony and on that of HiPPAncuus, uho- was, indiſputably,

a greatastronomer for the age, in which her-lived, affords, Iallow, ſuffici

ent' evidence of ſome, rude obſervation abOut 937. yearsbcſorc the Christian'

epochz. and," if- the cardinal points had receded. from thoſe colures 36? 29'

xn
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as' at tl-e begirning of the year' 1690, and 37o 52' 30" on the first of

'January in the prcfi'mt year, they must have gone back 30 '23' 23' between

the obſervation implicd by PARA'SAR and tltat recorded by EUDor-tus ; or,

in other words, 244 years must have elap'ſ:d between the tWO obſervations:

but, this diſquiſltſcrn having little relation to-our principal ſubject, I proceed

to the last couplets of our Ich-'an astronomer V :'iRAlI-IA MIZIlRA, which,

though merely astrological and canſcquently abſurd, will give occaſion to

remarks oſ no ſmall importance. vThey imply, that, when the ſolfii'ccs are

not in the first degrees of Carmm and Mix-am, the motion of the ſun is con

atrary to nature, and being'Cauſ:d, as the commentator intimates, by ſome

ut/ezita, or preternatural agency, must neceſſarily bc productive ofmisſortune 3

and this vain idea ſeems to indicate a very ſupe'rficial knowledge even of the

ſystem, which VAun A undertookito explain ; but he might 'have adopted it

ſolely as a religious tenet, on the authority ofGARGA. a priest of eminent

fanctity, who expreſſes the ſame wild notion in the following couplet: '

Yadfi nivertatE'priiptah ſraviſhtz'tmuttariiyane,

Asleſhan dacſhinE'praptastadfividyfinmahadbhayan.

" WHEN 'best/'1 returns, not having reached D.-5.7n{ſht'lu} in the northern

" ſolſlice, or'not having reachcd Aſicfld in the ſouthern, then let a man

" feel great apprchcnſion of danger."

PKRA'SARA himſelf' entertained a ſimilar opinion, that any irregularity

in the ſolſlices would indicate approaching calami'y: Yafipm'plj 'L'Klfſhlſldb

'twin-turn', ſays he, a lum/U'13) ſrrſaszſyzflj, (lar/1127.? g-er/Zu'm w) mabzibfiztyz/ya,

that is, " When, having reaclred the cn'i of" Sfflrwa It), in the northern path,

't or half of rlstr'ſl'd in the ſouthern. l.c ſtill advances, it is' a cauſe of great

" fear." This notion poſſibly had Its riſe, before the regular preceſſion of

ſiB b b 2
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the cardinal points had been obſerved ; but we may alſo remark, that ſome'

of the lunar manſions were conſidered as inauſpicious, and others as fortu'n

nate: thus MENU, the first Indian. lawgiver, ordains, that certain rites

ſhall be performed under the influence of a happy Nzſſstaatra; and,

where he forbids any female name to be taken from a constellation;

the most learned commentato-r gives A'rdrd and RE-vati as examples of ill

omened names, appearing by deſign to ſkip over others, that must first

have occurred to him. Whether- Ilbzzm'stil'lad and Asteſhdwerc inauſpicious

or proſperous, I have not learned; but', whatever might be the ground of

VARA'HA'S astrological rule, we may collect from hisastronomy, which was'

grounded on obſervation, that the ſolstice had receded at [aſſ 2 3o 20' be'

t-ween his time and that of PARA'SARA; for, though he refers its poſition to.

the ſignſ, instead of the lunar ma'ffionr, yet all the Pzzmz'irr, with whomt

L have converſed on the ſubject, unanimouſiy aſſert, that-the first degree?

of Mfſh'a and Aſwi/zz are coincident :- ſince the two ancient ſages name:

only the lunar asteriſms, it is probable, that the ſolar diviſion of the Zodi

ack into twelve ſigns was not generally uſed'in their days; and we knOW'

from the-comment_on the Szirya Szlljb'a'nta, that'the lunar month, bſiy which all

religious ceremonies are still regulated, was in uſe before the folar. When

M. BAILLY aſks, " why the Hirzdur establiſhed the beginning of the

" preceffion, according to their ideas of it, in the year of CHRIST 499."

to which his calculations alſo had led him; we anſriver, becauſe in iba/ynzr

the vernal equinox was found by obſervation in the origin of their eclip

tick; and ſince they were of opinion, that it must have had the ſaſſme po

ſition in the first year of the Calz'yuga, they were induced by their erroneous

theory to fix the beginning oſ their fourth period 3600 years before the'

time of VAR A'HA, and to account for PARA'SARA'S obſervation by ſuppo

ſing an utpdta, or prodzgy.

4.
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'I'o what purpoſe, it may be aſked, have we aſcertained the age of the'

Mumlr? Who was PARA'SARA P Who was GARG A .P With whom were they

contemporary, or with whoſe age may theirs be compared? What light'

will theſe inquiries throw on the history oſ-Izzdicz or oſ mankind? I am'

happy in being'able to anſwer thoſe questions with- confidence and pre

ciſiom

Am. the Brdþmcm agree', that only one PARA'SAHA is named in their

ſacred records ; that he compoſed the astronomical book before-cited, and a

]aw-tract, which is now in my poſſeſſion-z that he was the grandſon of

VASISHT'HA, another aſtronomer and leg-iſlator, whoſe works are still'

extant; and who was the preceptor oſ RA'MA, king of Ayo'd/Jyzi; that her'

was the father of VYA'SA, by 'whom the VZ'das were arranged in the form,,

Which they now bear,-and whom CRISHN-A himſelf names with exalted

praiſe in the litdz- ſo that, by the admiſſion of the Pandzſitr themſelves,

we find only three generations between t'wo oſthe-R'A'MAsj whom they con-

ſider as incarnate port/'am oſ'the divinity; and PARA'SAR might- have livedF

till the beginningoſ the CLzlzyuga, whieh the mistaken doctrine of an oſcil-

thtion in the cardinal points has compelled thc'Hi/zdurto place 1920 yearsu

too early. This errour,- added to their fanciful arrangement of the four ages,-.

has been the ſource ofmany abſurdities ,- ſor they inſist, that VA'LMIC, whom;

they cannot but allow to 'have been contemporarytwith RA'MACHANDR-A,

lived in the age oſ VYA'SA, who-conſulted him on the compoſition of the

Maþdbba'rat, and who was perſonally known to BALARA'MA, the brother

of CRlSHNA :' when a very learned Brzilmmz had repeated-to-me-a-n agreeable

story ofa converſation between VA'LMIC and VYA'SA, Iexpreſſed my ſur

prize at an interview between two bards, whoſe ages were ſeparated by a

period of 864,ooo years 5 but he ſoon reconciled himſelf to ſo monstmus an
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anachroniſm, by ol, ſerving that the longerity of the Munir was pmternatu

ral, and that no limit could be ſct to divine power. By the ſame recourſe

to miracles or to propheſy, he would have anſwered another objection equally

fatal to his chron' logic-al ſystem: it is agreed by all, that the lawycr YA CY

1. wa LLYA was an attendant on the court of JANACA, whoſe daughter

Sr'TA' was the constint, but unfortunate, wife of the great RA'MA, the

l;ero of VA'LMrc's pecm; but that lawyer- himſelf, at the very opening of

his work, which now lies before me, names borh PARA'SAR and VYA'SA

among twenty authors, wlzoſe tracts form the body oſoriginal Indian law. By

the way, ſince Vasrsn'r'na is more than once named in the 11.'dnaez'ſin'zþz'zct,

we may be certain, that the laws aſcribed to MENU, in whatever age they

'rni-ght have been first Frcmulgat-ed, could not have received the ſorm, in

which we now ſee them, above t/N'cc [bar/and years ago. The age and

functions of G,;RGA lead to conſcquences yet more interesting: he was

conſcſſcdly the ſayd/aim, or officiating priest, of CRISHNA himſelf, who,

when only a herdſman"s boy at Marſ/and, revealed his divine character to

Ganc A, by 'running to him u ith more than mortal benignity on his

countenance, when tlze ſricst had invoked NA'RA'YAN. 'His daughter was

eminent for her piety and lzcr-learning, and the Brui/amanr admit, without

conſidering tlze conſequence of their admiſſion, that ſhe is thus addreſſed

in the I/Ma itſelf: Turn dra'lvtt'm'z nt) tzdſhmdþrſi, GA'RG I, Zj/Zm &dſ/ye) zxjxa'mzirdbd

mit taſati, w? bird/'lift Mſnn', b/szirnyd ſad-limit taltatz', lrſca'n mfatf,

flfih'li'ct'fi ttzana/zanmmfi. raſh-Itſ; or, " That Sun, O daughter of GA RGA.

*-* than which nothing is higher, to which nothing is equal, cnlightens

" the ſummit oſ the ſky; with the ſky enlightens the earth; with the

" earth enlightens the lower worlds; enlightens the higher worlds, en

" lightens other worlds ; it enlightens ilTC breast, enlightens all. beſides the

l' breast." From theſe ſacts, which the Dr.-ibmanr cannot deny, and from
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theſe conceſſzons, which they unanimouſly make, we may reaſonably in

fer, that, ifſſVYa'st Was not the compoſer of the Þ'Ez'ſar, he aided at least:

ſomething 'of his own to the ſcattererf fragments of a more ancient work,

or perhaps Jto the loof: traditions, which he had collected ;. but,

whatever be the comrarative' antiquity cfſi the Hfizdl ſcriptures, we may

fafely con-clude, that the Moſu'rk and Latin chronologies are perfectly con

ſistent ,- that NIENU, ſon of BRAHMA', was tIWA'E'ima, or ſiſfl, created mor

tal, and' conſequentlyour ADAM ; that MLN'J, child of the Sun, was pre

ſerved with steer others, in- a &ab/'tra or capacious ark, from an:

univerſal del-age', anl must, therefore, be' our NOAH'; that' HiRA

NYACASLPU, the giant with a-go/Je/t axe, and Vaſi or Ball', were impious

and'arrogant monarchs, and, 'most probably, our Nmnoo and BELU-S ;'

that the three RA'MAS, two-of whom were invincible warriors, and the'

third, not only valiant in: war', but the atron of agrieulture and wine,

which derive; an. epithet- from his name, were different repreſentations of

the Grecian Blaccuus, and either the RA'MA of Sctcripture, or his colony

Fcrſoniſicd', or the Sun first. adored by his idolatrous family; that a conſider

ble emigration from CZm dea- into Greece, Italy, and Lid/a, happened about

twelve centuries before the birth of our Saviour; that SA'CYA, or SI SAK,

about two hundred years after VYA'SA, either in-perſon or by a col0ny from

Egypt', imported into this country the mild hereſy of the-ancient Band/bar ,-.

and that the dawn of true Izdzſian history appears only three or four centu

ries before the Cþ/z/lr'zzzt era, the. preceding ages being cloudcdby- allegory'

or fable.

As a ſþecimen of that fabling and'allegorizing ſpirit, which has even'

induced' the B/'d/Jmcnr to diſguife their whole ſyſlcm of histmy, philoſopbyw

and religion, I, produce a. paſſage from. the B/Zra'gcſſzwt, which, hOWGVCr
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A "SUPPLEMENT TO-'THE ESSA'Y

strange and ridiculous, is very curious in itſelf and cloſely connected with

-the ſubject of this eſſay: it is taken from the fifth Scandba, or ſection, which

isrwritten in modnlatei proſe. " There are ſorr e, ſays tl e Indian author,

" who, for the purpoſe of meditating intenſe'y on the holy ſon oſ VASU

" DE'VA, imagine yon celestial ſphere to repreſent the figure of that aqua

" tick animal, which we call Szlfzzmaſira: its head being turned downwards,

" and its body bent in a circle, they conceive Dbru'va, or 'the pole-star,

" ſo be fixed on ſhe Point Of its tail; on the middle part of the tail they

" ſee four stars, Prcja'pati, Agmſi, [nd/U, Dian-ma, and on its baſe two others,

" Dbdtrz" and I/z'dba'tri: on its rump are the Septaz/Zu'r, or ſeven stars of the

" Sacata, or H/az'n; on its back the path oſ the Sun, called Aja-vz't'bi, or

'-' the Sal-fer of Kz'dr; on its belly the Gangd oſ the ſky: Punarvqſu and Pu

-'*' ſhya gleam reſpectively on its right and leſt haunchcs ,- A'Idrd and Asteſhd

" on its right and leſt feet orſi/zr; Ab/Jg'it and Utlamſiſhdfl'bzi in itsright and

" left nostrils ,- Srzwami and Purva'ſhafi'lad in its right and leſt eyes ; L'þa

** nfflst'de and Mdla on its right and leſt ears. Eight constellations, be

" longing to the ſummer ſolstice, Mag/Jd, Pzir-mp'ba/guni, UttJ/zzp'bal

ffigrm), Hasta, Cþz'trct, Swa'ti, 'Vgſi/Zic'lad, Anura'dbd, may be conceived in

" the ribs ofits leſt ſide; and as many asteriſms, connected with the

" winter ſolstice, AlrzlgaSzſirar, Ro'bi/ct, Crz'ttz'cd, B/Jarani, Aſwi/zi, RE'MI),

U Uttarabbadmpadd, Pzimiabbadl'apadd, may be imagined on the ribs of its

" right ſide in an inverſeorder: let Satabþzſhd and Iriſ/of'bd be placed on its

V right and left ſhoulders. In its upperjaw is Agastja, in its lower Ter/na,

" in its mouth the planet Mangala ; in its part of generation, Sena/chain;

-" onits hump, I/rz'laaſpari; in its breast, the Sun; in its heart, Na'ra'yan ; in

" its front the Moon ,- in its navel, USanar ; on its two nipplcs the two

U Aſwinar; in its aſcending and deſcendingbreaths, Budþa ; on its throat,

-" Ra'þu; in all its limbs, CZ'IIIJ', or comets ; and in its hairs, or bristles,
x
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" the whole multitude of stars." It is neceſſary to remark, that, although

the fzszzma'ra be generally deſcribed as the ſea-bag or porpagst, which we

frequently have ſeen playing in the Ganger, yet ſzzſmdr, which ſeems de

rived from the Stng/&rzh means in Pcſſia'z a large lz'zard: the paſſage just

exhibitcd may nevertheleſs relate to an animal of the cetaceous order, and

poffibly to the dolphin of the ancients. Before I leave the ſphere of the

Hindur, .'l cannot help rnentioning a ſingular fact: in the Say/brit language

Rz'rſha means a (afflict/lation and a bear, ſo that Mabarq/lm may denote either

a great bear 'or a great zfflerim. Etymologists may, perhaps, derive the

MEgch arctar of-the Greekſ from an India/2 compound ill understood; but I

will only obſerve, with the wild Amcrzſimn, that a bear 'with a 'very long

:ai/icould never have occurred to the imagination of any one, who had ſeen

the animal. 'I may be permitted to add, on the ſubject of the Indian

ZZodiack, that, if I ihave erred, in a former eſſay, where the longitude of the

ſilunar manſions is computed from the first star in our constellation of the /

Ram, I have vbeen led into errour by the very learned and ingenious

M. BAILLY, who relied, 'I preſume, on the authority oſ M. LE GENTIL :

the origin eſ the Hz'adu Zodiack, according to the Szſr'yzz Sz'ddþd-nta, must

be nearly q- 19? 2" 54', in our .ſphere, and the longitude of Cbz'zrd,

or the Spike, must of courſe be 1990 21' 54' from the vernal equinox ; but,

.fincc it is diffiCult by that computation, to arrange the twenty-ſeven man

-fions and their ſeveral stars, .as they are .delineated and enumerated in the

Remama'ld, I must for the preſent ſuppoſe with M. BAILLY, that the

Zodiack of the Hindus' had two origins, one constant and the other variable 3

and a farther inquiry into the ſubject must be reſerved for a ſeaſon of re

tirement and leiſure.

Ccc
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on the 'S-'PI'K'ENARD of tlze_.ANcu-:1Nrs.

Byv t/'ze PR_ESIDENT.

T is painful to meet perpetually with words, that convey no distinct

ideas ; and a natural deſire of avoiding that pain excites us often to

make inquiries, the reſult of which can have no other uſe than to give us

clear conceptions. Ignorance is to the mind what extreme darkneſs is to

the nerves : both cauſe-an uneaſy ſenſation ,- and we naturally love know

ledge, as we love light, even when we have 'no deſign of applying either

to a purpoſe eſſentially_uſefu-l. This is_intended as an apology for the

pains, which have been taken to procure a determinate anſwer to- a

question of no apparent utility, but which ought to be readily anſwered in

India, "AWVhat is ſna'ihr; Spikenard'i All agree, that it is an Odoriferous

plant, the best ſort ofwhie'h, aecOrding to PTOLEMY, grew abOut Ranga

writ/'va or Rangama'zzſi, and on the-borders of the Country now called Butdn:

it mentioned by DIosconmfzs, whoſe workſiIhave not in my poſſeffion;

but' his deſcription of it must bectvery imperfect, ſince neither LISXNIEUS nor

any of his diſciples pretend to_claſs it_ with certainty, and, in the latest

botanical work, that we have received from Europe, it is marked as un.

bsown, I had no doubt, before Iwas perſonally acquainted with KOENIG,

that he had aſcertained it; but he aſſured me, that he knew not what

the Grz'c/e writers meant by the nard of Iluſ/a: he had found, indeed,

and deſcribed a ſixth ſpecies of the.nardu_s, which is called Indian in the

in c c a
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Supplement to-Lz'nncezzr ; but the nardur is a graſs, which, though it hear

a Spite, no man ever ſuppoſed 'to be the true Spikenard, which the great

Botanical Philoſopher himſelf was inclined to think a ſpecies ofþAndropogon,

and places, in his Maten'a Medica, but with an' expreſſion of doubt, among;

his polygamous plants. Since the death of KOENIG I haveconſulted every'

botanist and phyſician, with whom" I' was' aeqUainted, on the ſubject

before us 3 but all have conſeſſed without reſerve, though not' without ſome;

regret, that they were ignorant what was meant by. the Indian Spikenardſiſſ

IN' order to procure information from the learned natives, it was neceſſi

ſary to know the name of the plant in ſome Aſiatick language. The very'

word mzrd occurs in the ſong of SOLOMou 3 but the- name and the thing'

Were both exotick: the Hebrew lexicogra-phers imagine 'both to he

Indian; but the word is 'in truth Per/len, and occurs in: the followipg'f;

distich of an old poet :

A'n chu bikhest, in chu nardest, sin chu ſhfikhest, in'cliu ban:

A'n chubikhi payidarest, in chu nardl payidar.

IT is- not eaſy to determine in this couplet, whether nard mean the sting,

' or," as ANJU' explains it, the pith ; but it is manifestly a part of a vegetable,,

and neither the root, the fruit, nor the branch, which are all ſeparately'

named: the Araby have borrowed the word nard, but in the ſenſe, as we*

learn from the Ka'mdr, of a compound'medz'cinal ungyem; Whatever it ſigni-

fied in old Pe'ſſan, the' Arabick word stmſhul, which, like ſ?m1&ala£r,.

means an ear or ſhz'ke, has long been ſubstituted for it 3 and there c-an be'

no doubt, that by the ſumbul of India the Mzzſelchm understand the ſame

plant withthe nard of PTOLEMY and the Nardg/z'aclvyr, or sz'szard, of '
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GKLBN ; who, by the way, was deceived by the dry ſpecimens, which

he had ſeen, and mistook them for 7"00!J'-.

A SINGULAR deſcription of the Þ/szbul by Anu'LFAZL, who frequently'

mentions it as an ingredient in Indian perfumcs, had for ſome time almoffi'

convinced'me, that the true Spikenard was the cum; or Pandanur of our'

botanists : his words are, Sambulþdvj &erg .M/ed, ceſ: dlſi/'d'zz'i a'n dal' mr'gr'ſh-r

testu pabndi mit, or, " The ſumbzzl has five leaves, ten fingers long, and'

" three broad." Now I well knew, that the minister oſAcBAk'was not at

botanist, and: might eaſily' have mistaken a thyrſus for ar ſingle' flower s'

II- had ſeen no bloſſom, or aſſemblage of bloſſoms, of ſuch dimenſions,ſſ

except the male CEtaca; and, though-the Paſſeth writer 'deſcribes the Female'

as adifferent plant, by the vulgar name Cyo'ra, yet ſuch a' mistake might'

natUrally have been'cxpected in=ſuch-a=work: but what most confirmed

my'opinion, was the 'exquiſite fragrance oſ the (Plana-flower, which to my

ſenſe far-ſurpaſſed the richest-perſumes of Europe or Aſia.- Scarc'e a' doubt

remained, when I' met with aÞdeſcſiription'of the CEtac'a-byſ FoRsKOHL,

whoſe words are ſo*perfectly applicable to the general'iidea; whichwe are:

apt to 'form of starke/tard, that I - give' yOu a' literal' tranſlation' of them:

" The-Pandd/zw: isct-an incomparableplant, and cultivated for its odour,

" which' its breath'es ſo richly, that' one' or tWo-Spi/iey; in'a ſituation rather

" hum'id,.would be ſufficient to diffuſe an'odoriſerous air forailong timev

" through a ſpſſacious apartment 5 ſo that the natives in'general 'are not ſoli

"' citous-abſſout'the living pl'ants, but' purcþy? the ' szlter 'are great price." '

I' learned ct alſo, that a fragrantieſſentialioil was-extractedſrom the flowers' 3

and -I.' procured from'- Ba/za'retr'a large'phial of it, which" was adulterated*

with ſandal ;* but the very' adulteration convinced me, that the genuine

offence must- be- valuable,.. from the great. number of thctyrſi, that mustv'
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=be required in preparing a. ſmall quantity of it. Thus had I nearly

perſuaded myſelf, that the true nard was to be found on the banks of the,

-Ganger, where the Hz'iztlzz women roll up its flowers in their long black hair

after bathing in. the holy vriver 3, and I imagined; that the prczz'our alabaster

bow; mentioned in the Scripture, and the st/MZ/ azzyrdn exchange for which

the poet offers to entertain his friend with a caſ/i old 'wi/re, contained an

eſſence of the ſame kind, though differing injits degree of purity, with

the nard, Which had procured: but .an Arab of .Mccrar Who ſaw in my'

study ſome flowers of the CEMm, informed me, 'that the plant wasextreme

ly common in Air-abie, zwhere it was 'named Gall/22; and ſeveral Mabamn-Ia'zr

of rank andilearning have ſince aſſured me, that the true name of the Indian

Sumbu-i was not CZ'Zacrz, but yatdmdfwi. ' This Was important information :

finding therefore, that the PandJ/zzzr was Hot peculiar to *H£/2dI/stz£>7, and

conſidering, that the 'Sal/du! of ABU'LFAZL differed from it imthe preciſe

number of leaves on the thyrſus, in the colour, and in the ſeaſon of flower

ing, though the length and breadth correſpondcd very nearly, I abandoned.

my first opinion, and began to inquire eagerly for the yatdmdrir), ' which

_ grew, I was told, in the garden of a learned and ingenious friend, andxforſi

tunately was then in bloſſom. A freſh plant>was very ſoon brought 'to me:

it appeared _on inſpection to be a most elegant Cypir/zr with a poliſhed

three-ſided culm, an umbella with three or four enſiform leafletsiminutcly'

ſerrated, naked proliferous peduncles, crowded ſpikes, expanded daggers,

and its branchy root had a pungent taste with a faint aromatick odour ; but

no part of it bore the least reſemblance to the drug vknown in Europe by the

appellationpf szzihward and a Mzz clch/z phyſician from De/J/zſſ aſſured me

poſitively, that the plant lwae not Yazdma'mi, but Slit-1, as it is named

in Arabz'ck, which the author of the To/q/atu'l Mifmmirz particularly distin

jguiſhes from the India/i Sumbul. He produced on the next day an extract
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from the Dictionary of NaturalHist'ory, to which he had referred; and I

preſent yOu with a tranſlation of- all that is'material in it.

t' I. SUD has a roundiſh blive-ſhaped root," externally black, but'white

internally, and ſo fragrant as to have obtained iſin-Perſi'a'the name'of

Szzbtcrranea'i Aſuſh: its leaf has' ſome reſemblanceſito that of 'a leek, but

is longer and narrower, strong', ſomewhat rough at the edges,'and tapeſ

ing to a-point. a. SUMBUL means'a ſpite Orv ear, 'and was "called mzrd

" by the Greeks. There are three'ſorts of Sumb'ul or Narzlz'n ,- but, when

t' the word stands alone, it mEans the Sumbzzl of India, ' which is an herb

W'I't/aoytstawer or fi'uzſit, (he ſpeaks of the dmg only) like the tail of-an er

mine, or of a ſmall tveaſel', but not quite ſo thick," and abOUt the length

" ofa finger; It is darkiſh, inclining toyellow, and VEry fragrant: it is

"' brought from Hzſindzſſaſi'n, and its medicinal- virtue lasts three years." It

was eaſy to proeu're the dry'jſatzſrr'za'mz, which correſponded perfectly with

the deſcription 'of'- the Slimbu'l; and) thon'gh a native Mzgſhlmzin afterwards
ſi gave mea Pelſzſidiz paper, writtenby himſelf, in which' he repreſents the Sum-l

by] of jI/ZJZ'J, the Srwe'et Sambul, and thejzztdmdhri as three different plants;

yet the authority' 'of the Tobfiztu'? 'I'ſſiinzc/IE/z is ldeciſive, th'at'the ſweet

Sumbu/ is only another denomination of nard,- and the phyſician, who pro

duced that authority, brought, as a ſpecimcn of Sumbul, the very ſame

drug, which imy Pandz't,' who is alſo 'a phyſician, brought as a ſpecimen

'64

t'

I"
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of the j'ata'mdfui : a Brdbmcn of eminent learning gave me a parcel of'the

ſame ſort,'and told me thatſiit was uſed' in their ſacrifices; that, when

freſh, it was ſi exquiſitely ſweet, and ſi added much to the' 'ſcent

of rich eſſences, in which it-was a principal ingredient; that the mer

chants brought it from "the mountainous country'to ſſthe nortthast of 'Be/zgal;v

. that it Was 'the entire plant, not a part Of it, and'i-ece'ived its Sazzſcrz't names"
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from its reſemblance to lack: oſþzzz'r; as it is called Spiris-num', I ſuppoſe,

from its reſemblance to a Spike, when it is dried, and not from the con

figuration ofits flowers, which the Grcckr, probably, never examined.

'The Per/[m author deſcribes the whole plant as reſembling the tail of an

ermine ,- andthe Yatdmdfm, which is manifestly the sziemanl of our drug

gists, vhas preciſely that form, confisting of withered stalks and ribs of

leaves, cohering- in a bundle of yellowiſh 'brown Capillary fibres, and

conflituting a ſpike about the fize oſ a ſmall finger, WVe may on the

whole be aſſured, that the Hard/1: of PTOLEMY, t .e Indian Sumlud of the

Pczſhzzrr and Amor, the Yataſimdfzfi of the tha'ur, and the Sloth/ram' of our

ſhope, are one and the ſame plant; 'but to what claſs and genus it belongs

in the Lz'm/wn ſystem, can only be aſcertained by an inſpection of the

freſh bloſſoms. Dr. PATRICK RUSSEL, who always communicates with

obliging facility his extenfive and accurate "knowledge, informed me by

gletter, that '* Spikenard is carried over the deſert (from India, I preſume)

" to A/eppo, where it is uſed in ſubstance, mixed with other perfumes,

" and worn in ſmall bags, or inthe form of eſſence and kept in little boxes

-" or phia-ls, like drar of roſes." He is perſuaded, and ſo am I, that the

lndz'an nard of the ancients, and that of your ſhops, is .on_e and the ſame

yegetablte. ſſ 4 '

\

THOUGH diligent reſearches have been made at my request on the

borders of 130ng and Br/aiir, yet the yatzimdrr'ui has not been ſound

growing in any part of the Britiſh territ'orics. Mr. SAUNDERS, who met

withſiit in Butdn, where, as he was informed, it is very common,

and whence it is brought in a dry state to Rangpdr, has no heſita

tion in pronouncing it a ſpecies of the Bare/yard; and, ſince it is not

poſſible, that he could mistake the natuzfal order and eſſential cheſ:
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acter of the plant, which he examined, I had no doubt that the 7<ztdmdm>

was compoſit and corymbiferous with stamens connected by the anthers, and

with female proliſick florets intermixed with hermaphrodites: the word

szſike was not uſed by the ancients with botanical preciſion, and the Stacbyr

itſelf is verticillated, with only two ſpecies out offiſteen, that could justify

its generick appellation. I therefore concluded, that [be true sz'kc/urd was

. a Baccbmz'r, and that, while the philoſopher had been ſearching for it to

no purpoſe,

the dull ſwain 

_ Trod on it daily with his clouted ſhoon,

for the Barrbarzctr, it ſeems, as well as the Conyza, is called by our garden

ers, Plouglwmn'r sz'kcnard. I ſuſpected, nevertheleſs, that the plant, which

Mr. SAUNDERS deſcribed, was not yatdma'mi; becauſe I knew that the

people of Butdn had no ſuch name for it, but distinguiſhed it by very differ

ent names in different parts of their hilly country: Iknew alſo, that the

Butz'ar, who ſet a greater value on the drug than it ſeems, as a perfume,

to merit, were extremely reſerved in giving information' concerning it, and

might be tempted, by the narrow ſpirit of monopoly, to miflead an

inquirer for the freſh plant. The friend-ly zeal of Mr. T' IR LrNG will pro

bably procure it in a state of vegetation; for, when he had the kindneſs,

at my deſire, to make inquiries for it among the Butaſi'z merchants, they

aſſured him, that the living plants could not be obtained without an order

from their ſovereign the Diearq'jd, to whom he immediately diſpatched a

meſſenger with an earnest request, that eight or ten of the growing plants

might be ſent to him at RangpzZr: ſhould the Diva/'dy'd comply with that

request, and ſhould the vegetable fl-ouriſh in the plain of Be/zgal, we ſhall

have ocular proof of its claſs, order, genus, and ſpecies; and, if it prove

the ſame'with the jatdma'mi of NEpdl, which I now must introduce to

D d d
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it .'ſi_

your acquaintance, the question, with which I began this eſſay, will be

ſatisſactorily anſwered.

HAViNG traced the Indian Spikenard, by the. name of Jatfima'rr'zfi, to the

mountains of Nipdl, I requested my friend Mr. LAW, who then reſided'

at Gayd, to procure ſome oſ the recent plants by the means of the NEpa/eſe

pilgrims ,- who, being orthodox Hizchw and poſſeſſing many rare books in

the Sa'zſcrit language, were more likely than the Butler to know the true'

Jatdma'fzri, by which name they generally distinguil'h it: many young plants

were accordingly ſent to Gaya', with a Perſian letter ſpecifically naming,

them, and apparently written by a man of rank and literature; ſo that no

ſuſpicion of deception or of error Can be justly entertained. By a mistake

of the gardener they were all planted at Gayd, where they have bloſſomed

and at first ſeemed to flouriſh ; I must therefore, deſcribe the Jatcimdmi

from the report of Mr. BURT, who favoured me with a drawing of

it, and in whoſe accuracy we may perfectly confide 5, but, before I pro

duce the deſcription, Imust endeavour to remove a prejudice, in regard

to the natural order of the ſpikenard, which they, who are addicted to

ſwear by every word of their master LlNNAȜUS_, will hardly abandon,

and which I, who love truth better than him, have abandoned with ſome

reluctance. Nard has been generally ſuppoſed to be a grqſir; and the

word star-by: or ſpite, which agrees with the habit of that natural

order, gave riſe, perhaps, to the ſuppoſition. There is a plant in yew,

which most travellers and ſome phyſicians call ſpz'kenard; and the Governor

'of Cbirzſum, who [is kindly endeavouring to procure it thence in a state

fit for examination, writes me word, that " a Dutch author pronounces it

" a grq/Ir like the Cypz'rur, but 'inſists that what we call the ſpite is the

" fibrous part above the root, as long as a man's little finger, oſ a
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" browniſh hue inclining to red or yellow, rather fragrant, and with

" a pungent, but aromatick, ſcent." This is too ſlovenly a deſcription to

have been written by a botanist; yet I believe the latter part of it to be

tolerably correct, and ſhould imagine that the plant was the ſame with our

Jatdmdr'ui, if it Were not commonly aſſerted, that the Jaw/1 ſpikenard was

uſed as a condiment, and iſawell-inſormed man, who had ſeen it in the

iſland, had not aſſured me, that it was a ſort of Pimcnto, and conſequently'

a ſpecies of Mvr/le, and oſ the order now called Hcstwrzſian. The reſemblance

before mentioned between the [nd/'unfizmbul and the Arabian Szid, or Cypirar,

had led me to ſuſpect, that 'the true nard was a grast ,or a read; and, as

this country abounds in odorz'stwzzr g/uz er, I began to, collect them from all

quarters. Colonel KYD obligingly ſent me two plants with ſweet-ſmelling

roots ; and, as they were known to the Pa/zdz'tr, I ſoon found their names

in a Say/'chi dictionary : one of them'is Called gandhaiat'bi, and uſed by

the Hzſindm to ſcent the red powder of Sapzm or Bakl'a'iz wood, which they

ſcatter in the festival of the vernal ſeaſon; the other has many names, and,

among them, ndgtzmmqstac and grfinardzz, the ſecond ofwhich means rust/ing

in vz'lae water; for all the Pand/tr infist, that nard is never uſed as a noun

in San crzſit, and ſignifies, as tſihe root of a verb, to ſhy-m] or to rust/e.

Soon after, Mr. BURROW 'brought me, from the banks of the Gangu near

iHcrzſidwdr, a versy fragrant rgraſs, which in ſome places covers whole acres,

and diffuſes, when cruſhed, ſo "strong an odour, that a perſon, he ſays,

might eaſily have ſmelt it, as ALEXANDER is reported to have ſmelt the nard

of chroſia, from the back of an elephant: its bloſſoms were not preſerved,

and it cannot, therefore, be deſcribed. From Mr. BLANE of Law-low

I received a 'freſh plant, which has not flowered at Ca/m/m ; but I

rrely implicitly on his authority, and have no doubt that it is a ſpecies oſ

flmimþpgo/z; it has rather a ran'k aromatick odour, and, from the virtue

Dddz
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v-u

a.a' .-_1.,-.innſ.

'ſi-.e-.z'..-.had.

-p.

aſcribed to it of curing intermitttr.: fevers, is known by the Sargſcrit name'

of jartfdfltnid, which literally means a carf-book, and alludes to the

iron-book with which eiephant's are managed. Lastly, Dr. ANDERSON of

ildadmr, whodelightsin uſeful purſuits and in aſſisting the purſuits of

others, favoured me with a complete ſpecimen ofthe AzzJ/'Opchv Nzrdrzr, one

of the most common graſſes on the Coast, and flouriſhing most luxuriantly on

the mountains, never eaten by cattle, but extremely grateful to bees, and:

oontaining an eſſential oil, which, ' he understands, is extracted from it in

many parts of H/'ndustcin and uſed as an dtar or puſ/imo. He adds a very

curious philological remark, that, in the Tamul dictionary, most words be

ginning with mir have ſome relation to fi'ctgl'aflce ; as ruin/ſwarm: to yield an

odour, mirtum piſ/a, l-emon-graſs, miſm', Citron, mix-'m manam, the wild

Grange-tree, ndrz/I/zfflmezſi, the Indian yastni/z, naſirum alle/"i, a strong linelling,

flower, and mitſ/21, which is put for 'tard in the Tamul verſion of our.

Scriptures' ; ſo that not only the mid of the Hebrews- and Gm'l-r, but even.

the rapia 'Io/'lum of HORACE, may be derived from an ImI/im root : to this L

can only ſay, that I' have not met with any ſuch root in &uſe/7), the

oldest poliſhed language of India, and that in Perſirr-r'z, which has a mani

fest affinity with it, mir means a pomegr'amzle,. and 'Ia'rgh' (a word originally

Sargfi'rilj a cocm-zmt, neither of which has any remarkable lfragrance,

SUCH is the evidence in ſupport of the opinion, given- by the great'

S'ZZ'Edg/Z) naturalist, 'that the true nard was a gramineous plant and a' ſpecies

of Andropogon; but, ſince no-graſs, that I have yet ſeen, bears any reſem-><

blance to the Jata'mdfzfl, which I conceive to be. the 'amlurof the ancients,v

[beg leave to expreſs my diſſent, with ſomeconſidenCe as a philologer,

though with humble diffidence as a student in botany. I am not, indeed,

of opinion, that the 'la/dam of the Roman: was merely the eſſential oil- '
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of the plant, from which it was denominated, but am strongly. inclined

to believe, that it was a gem-riot word, meaning what we now call acttar,

and either the dtar of roſes from Ctzstsmz'r and Perſia, that of Cataaz,

or Pandanur, from the western coast of India, or that' of Aguru, or

aloe-wood, from Aſa'm-or Cocbzhc/Jim, the proceſs of obtainingwhich is

deſcribed by ABU'LFAzL, or the mix'ed-perfume, called dbf'r, of which th'e

principal ingredients were yellow ſandal, Violets, orange-flowers, wood of

aloes, roſe-water, muſk, and'true ſpikenard: all thoſe eſſcnces and com

poſitions were costly ,- and, most of them being ſold by- the [nd/'am to the

Pctſirmr and 'Amby from whom, in the time of OCTAV'ius, they were

received by the Syria/11 and Romam, they-must have been extremely dear

at- JeT/(stz/em and at Rome. There might alſo have been a pure um'dz'ne oil,

as A-_THEN1£U$ calls it; but nardum probably meant (and _KOENIG was of the

ſame opinion) an. India/3 eſſence' in general, taking: its name from that in

gredient, which had, or was commonly thought-to have, themost exqui

ſite ſcene. But I have been drawn by a pleaſing ſubject to a greater length

than I expected, and proceed to-the- promiſed' deſcription of the true mail,

or Jatdmdnſi, which, by the way, has other names in the'A/mmzistj, the

ſmoothest of which arejatilaſi and loſimq/D, both derived 'from words-meam

ing hair. Mr. BURT, after a-modest apology-for his-imperfect acquain

tance with the language of botanists, has favoured-me with an account

of the plant, on the correctneſs of which I have a perfect. reliance, and

ſrom which I collect the following naMra/tbamctm:

- AGGRſiEGATIZ.

Gal.- Scarce any. Aſargzin, hardly diſcernible.

Cor. One petal. Tz/be ſomewhat gibbous. Banlc'r five cleft;

Stam. Three And/enf

Plstz- Germ beneath. One 5!er crectr
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'-*u.cfflv'..

kc-L

J-S'eca' Solitary, crowned with a pappus.

_ float Fibrous.

Leaver Hearted, ſourfold; rod/'cal leaves petioled.

IT appears, therefore, t0'be the "Protean plant, VALERIAN, afiſter oſ

rthe Mountain andCe/tick, Nard, and of aſpecies, which I ſhould deſcribe

gin the Lia/ram ſtyle -. VALERIANA ATAſiMAſſNSI florz'bm triandrz'r,

fl/zſiir ro/zdztir gauren/13, radzka/i/mrpot/'alaſ/lr. The radical leaves, riſing from

,thc ground and enſolding the young stem, are plucked up with a part of

the root, and, being dried in the-ſun vor by an artificial heat, ,are fold as

a drug, which from its appearance has hcen calledstark/tard; though, as the

Pmſza/z writer obſerves, it might be compared more properly to the tail ofa/z

erminc: when nothing remains but the dry fibres of the leaves, which retain

-,theiroriginai form, they have-ſome reſemblance to,_a lock qſ/aaz'r, from which

the Saſſrlſit name, it ſeems, is derived. Two mercantile agents from

1321th on the part of the Diwmfii were examined, at my request, by Mr.

HARLNGTON, and informed him, that the drug, which the Bengq/g/Þ called

fitffimdfiſi, " _ grew erect aþo'tle the ſurface oſ the ground, reſembling in
i." colour an ear of green wheat,- that, when recent, it had a faint odour,

" which was greatly increaſed by the ſimple proceſslof drying it,- that it

1" aboundcd on the hills, and even on the plains, of Butdn, where it was

" collected and prepared for _-medicinal purpoſes." What its virtues are,

Qexperience alone can aſcertain.,- but, as far as botanical analogy can justify

__a conjecture, we may ſuppoſe them to be antiſpaſmodick; and, in our

IProvinces, eſpecially in Bet/bar, the plant will probably flouriſh; ſo that

we may always procure it in a state fit for experiment. On the deſcription

oſ the Indian ſpikenard, compared with the drawing, I must obſerve,

that, though all the leaves', as delineated, may not appear of'the ſamezſhape',
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yet all ofthem are not fully expanded. Mr BURT aſſures me, that the four

radical leaves are hearte-11 and patre/ed,- and it is most probable, that the'

cauline and floral leaves would have aſimilar form itſ-their state of per-

fect expanſion; but, unfortunately, the' plants at Gaya' are now ſhrivelled; ,

and they, who ſeek farther information, must wait. with patience, until.

new stems and leaves ſhall ſpring from the roots, or otherplants ſhall

be brought from Ne'pdl and Bind/7.' On the propoſed inquiry into the '

virtues of this celebrated plant, Imust be permitted to ſay, that, although:

many botanists may have wasted their time in enumerating the qualities of

vegetables, without having aſcertained them iby repeated and ſatisfactory

experiments, and although mere botany goes no farther than technical ar-

rangement and deſcription," yet it ſeems indubitable, that the great end and

aim of a botanical philoſopher is, to diſcover and prove the ſeveral uſes of the

vegetable ſystem, and, while he admits with HI'PPOCRATES the fallactbzffizgſh '

cf experience, to rely on experiment alone as the baſis of his knowledge.
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N the following Diary eſ the weather, 'begun the rſbFebruary 1784,

everylchange in the air 'was marked down with the greatest preſciſion

-'three times every day, and always nearly at the ſame hours, viz. at
ſi*ſunſiriſing, at three, or-"hzllf pastithree o'clock in the afternoon, and at

televen o'clock at night.

'WH-ILE 'the wind continued 'ſoutherly, the 'Fhermometer was placed

{ in a Verandah open to the Eſplanade, where there was at all times-a free

'circulation of air, and when ſhe Wind became northerly, the instrument

iwas removed to the oppoſite _'fide of the "houſe, and equally expoſed, ae

\

'Tin the. preceding part of the year.

*T'H£*Baremeter- continued always'in the'ſame Place.

'THE Hygrometer made uſe _of,' was a bit of fine ſpenge, 'ſuſpended in.

a ſcale, (on the end of -a. steel yard), first prepared for more eaſily imbi

-bing the moisture, by dipping it in a ſolution of ſalt 'of Tartar, after- .

awards drying it well, and bringing' it to an equili-brio 'by a weight in

the oppoſite ſcale, at a time, when the Atmoſphere appeared to have

the least degree of: moisture.

[A 'SBMICIKCULAR ſcale at vthe Top, divided from o to 90O on each

fide, with the needleof the yard, pointed out the quantity of moisture,

gained or lost, daily, but in the folldwing Diary the degrees of moisture

'hewe ſeldom been taken down. _

' .E e e 2
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' C

EVERY fall of rain was likewiſe taken, and the quantity in cubic inches

daily noted down. i

THE winds were alſo obſerved, and the figures, 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, denote

the force thereof..

Hem: it may be remarked, that at ſun riſing, there is ſeldom orever

any wind', but no ſooner is the air a little rarefied, by its rays, than a little

breeze begins, and this generally increaſes- 'till about noon, when again'

it begins to looſe its force, and dies away from the ſame cauſe.

IN order to aſcertain the influence of the Moon upon the weather, the"

mean temperature, as well as the weight of the atmofphere of each,

quarter, is accurately marked down bytaking in, the three days preced

ing, and the three days after, the change with the intermediate day,

From theſe, the denſity is diſcovered, by the following rule given by Dr.,

BRADLEY, viz. 1

ſſ, a, altitude of Barometer, b, altitude of Thennometer, d, Denſityſi

A.

 
__ = D -.- or Denfity.

B x 350 .

I

_ N. B. In this, the mean morning denſity is only taken, howeVer the'

mean denſity for the whole day, may be found by the ſame rule

JANUARY 1, .1 785. From an examinationof one year's obſervations on

the influence of the Moon on the mercury in the Barometer, it does not

appear that there is any certain rule to be'laid down regarding it 3. how
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ever, it may be affirmed, that the direction of the winds has more effect

upon it, as we never fail to ſee the mercury highest when the wind blows

from the NW ,- in a leſſer degree from the N, and lowest of all when i:

'proceeds fromithe SE quarters.
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A GENERAL STATE' of-Ibe WHATHER, fir' FEBk'UA-BY 1785.

Me N. E.

Greatest altitude oſ the Thermometer', ' U 7 50 55 76 _

Lcast ditto, - . r A 66 . 70 h68 a tMeqanJcm

Mcan ditto, ' _ 72 79 73 p ra ur .

Clear, - - 3 days.

Cloudy, - 26 do.

No days on which it tained, 8 do.

(Alannty of rain, 4-2 Inch.

THIS month, the wind very variable,
and the atmoſphere far the 'most

part cloudy, andzſometimes ſeveral days ſucceeding without'any ſun-the

air alſo 'damp and cold. 'Frequently thunder, and on the.8th, then: was

a fall of hail in the afternoon accompanied with thunder.

THE mornings generally foggy.
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Tbtrmovzttrr. Mean mar-'zing U: Wifid- APPM,._

-'*-"-* Wſib'v of fflb '1 '*- T m/rx aft/18 , R E M A R K s.

Ya M. N. '£. quarter (if [be 5 Point. E air. ſi

al' 68 75' 72 W 0 Cloudy, SUNDAYi

2 68 78 72 ' ' N o ditto, Heavy,_ with a great appearance

3 67 74. 69] " NE 0 gltto, of rag:tt ſ

4, 68 77 68 S o ditto, Di to.

5 71 79 72 sw iſ ding, A litle ſi: (iiflid

6 72 So 74 Full M. 70 E,{ NSW x< Ciiro, t. g ay.

8 - 2 ear,3 gclo 8: r. 1 Cloudy, Some hail in the afternoon with i

80 L 2 - dine, thunder. .

12 80 'If at', gffig, Apgfztarippearance of ram;

lgl .z NW 1 ' ditrol' I Ditto ſow drops of rain."

U 73 20 74 Lo, w '1 2 ZFLZ' Bastar
1 0- . 1 . . z , . - . , _1: 3: 82 i 7 7 r ditto, Much thunder this morning with r

16 72 78 74 _ 0.; S 2 dirto, ahcavy ſhower: .

17 70 81 72j L o Clear,

18 69 76 72" ſ' var. 1 I'lazy, _

I9 69 79 74- VSV o Into, A few drops of ram.

20 70- 77 75 u 2 mo- ' -

31 73 77 74 7' NCW M- 70 1 Cloudy, Very vgloomy, and a'grtfit ap

22 7O 75 73 _ N o X Hazy, - mancc ofram vex-ye e, ny

23 70 33 75 W o ditto, un all day.

14 72 34 744 e o Cloudy, l_)itto.

25 7! 76 73 l [ 0.; r ditto, _ ple? at intervals. . i.

26 63 70 63 _-,2 - Nw o \gitto, . va; hZDlIcttOr' -- - o -

2 6 "* 6 o itto, cry t ic .
zg 6; 7?} F'Q' 67 37 { .l W r ditto, Thunder, very moist and wet.'

29 66 78 71 NW 2 Clear, Very chilly.

mean 'I 7z 79 73 1 1 4..2 var. 2 l Cloudy, 1 Mean state of the atmolþhercſ.
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"r _

*A GENERAL STATE of t/ae WEATHER, jbr MAch.

Dill l
Greatest altitude of Thermometer 8 8 8 .
Least dam, ' 6g 1 7? 7i z ZZZ. Mzſi.

Mean ditzo, 75 . 84 79 p"

Clear, 16 days.

- Cloudy, 15 do.

Rain, 3 do.

Quantity of do, 1-8 inch.

THE wind almost continually ſoutherly, and strong blasts towards the cnd

of the month-the weather throughout clear and ſerene, and heavy dows

at night, which indeed must always be the caſe, when they are proceeded

by a clear warm ſun.

IN blowing weather dews are ſeldomſiſeen, the moisture as it falls being

diſpelled by the wind. ſſ

THE heat of the earth this month, about mid-day, about no',

\
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CALCUTTA, MARCH, 1784.

 

  

 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

  

 

 

  

Them rim-ter. Blean kin/ring l-i ved. A t

s, "'" - Am', a' "A i _""" e a'lZBZſiZ/u a E M A R K s.

s IW. I N. 1 E. ZM-u'ſſ'r'" iſ t'h- ſſS Point. air.

__ 7 &Ill. £< K

1 66 80 71 SYV r Clear, MONDAY.

2 67 80 71 W I ditto, Moist.

3 70 82 76 S z ditto. Thunder, hut no rain.

4 7: 8 5 767 ſ' 1 W 4 Cloudy, Thunder. early (his morning.

s 73 84 74 SE o Hur

6 7: 83 74, z Cloudy,

7 70 78 74 > Full M. 70 5] { r ditto. Great appearance oſrain.

8 69 75 74. S 1 Clear,

9 70 80 74 1 dine, The weather very fine and dry.

r o 70 S z 7 5 L o dilto, Ditro.

r' 70 83 75'1 F' var. 2 ditto, Ditto.

1 z 69 85 7 5 r ditto, Ditto.

1 3 70 88 79 S 3 dittO, Djno'.

14 73 86 31 >- L.Q._ 73 S- < 1 ditto, The morning foggy.

1; 76 86 80 o Cloudy, Very cloſe and ſultry.

1 o 79 86 a I o Clear, Ditto.

1,- 78 86 81) L o ditro, Ditto.

,r 8 79 87 83 ® ſſ var. o Hazy, Ditto.

19 80 88 03 3 Clear, The wind high.

20 80 86 82 o.3 3 Cloudy, Ditto thunder.

_21 77 85 83 > New M. 79 V 1 W 3 ditto, Diuo.

zr 80 86 8 3 S z Clear,
23 80 88 84 K 0 Cloudy, ſſ Moist.

24 80 89 83, L 1 ditto, Do.

2; 8' 88 85' * ſ I ditto, Very thick. _

26 83 89 84 var. 1 ditto, A great appearance of ram.

27 84 86 80 ' 0.; S 4 ditto, The wind bpistcrous.

28 77 82 81 > F.Q._ 80 .} < 3 ditto, Ditto. p' _

_29 78 81 81 ' 2 ditto, Dirto. _ 4 ,_ "fig

30. 79 86 85J 1 Clear, v 1.:

3' 80 84. 81 L 1 ditto, , _"ſ\ ., _ "U

friendſ 75 84 79 1 1.8 _ S 3 1' Clear. I Mcan state afile ' La:
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A GENERAL STATE eft/Je W'EATHER,fir APRiL.

 

 

 

M. N. I If. ſ

Greateſt altitude oſ the Thcrmomcter, 86 97 i 87] , ,

Least ditto, 71 87 79 szſuſſgntcm*

Meanditto, [83 l91 ds * * . '

Clear, 14. days.

Cloudy, 16 do.

Rain, 6 do.

(Damity oſ do. 3-1 inch.

THE prevailing Wind this month, as well as the former South; the

mean heat of the earth at mid-day, 1260. Blowing and heavy Weather in

general, and frequent thLmder storms about the end, although many of the

nights were cloſe and ſultry.

THE thunder storms that generally prevail at this time of the year, al

ways happen in the afternoon or evening, and come from the N\V, and

are attended with loud peals and heavy fall of rain. Before theſe storms

begin, the clouds become very dark and low, and the winds being thus

confined between the clouds and earth, must of courſe, be greatly aug

mented.
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CALCUTTA, APRIL 1784._

 

 

 

 
  

 

  

 
 

 

 

 

1 ken/utter: an morning l £ Wznd._ AMMN

7. I beginne/yqnarz T Am; aft/Je R E A! A R K S.

'13 "1. I N. E m qſ Moon. I a PM. I E my,

1 79 89 85 I o 1 Licur, LHURSUAT.

2 8: 87 83 0 ditto,

3 81 91 85] 4, Cioudy, Diſagrceablc blowing weather. - <

4 83 89 85 3 dilto, Ditt'. -* X

5 83 89 86 3 ditto, Ditto. - 1

6 83 88 8; > Full M. 82 4 CIOudy, Ditto. ' ;

7 83 91 86 3 Hazy, Dino. l

8 83 91 85 2 Clear, I

9 '84 '92 861 x dine, A - p .. .

10 84, 94. 87" o dine' v . L;£ 3

1" 85 97 87 0 ditto, I

1 2 86 95 87 o ditto, The night very cloſe.

13 89 93 85 } LQ 84. F o _ diuo, Ditto. I

14 86 92 83 ' ' SE 3 ditto, * Hard blowing weathcrwith'much ſ

15 83 9! 85' S 3 (Iloud)', dust. '7

16 83 93 86; o.4 3 ditm, Ditto.

17 84 89 801 ſ' 1.; 4, ditto, Abenvylhunder storm, in the
18 do 88 79 o.5 SW 2 dſiitto, evening. _

.19 74, '87 b," ' _ - NW .3 ditto, High wind. ;_ T '_ '

20 83 90 Sg >Ncw M. 81 ' S o Clear, Very cloſe. -="'v-"- 4- n a

2' 83 9] 2-6 _ ' 3 - ditto, ,_ Strong wind.. '

22 83 92 8; { 3 ' dint), > Duuw > * L

23 83 93 S7J L_ o Hazy, And cloſe and ſultry. .'

24 83 92 86 ' 3 I Cilcur, ' ſ

25 84. 90 36 3 dnto, _

26 8 * 89 8 o 4. 4 C_loudy, ; With ra:n_and thunder.

2 80 * 88 8; >- 83 2; < o 2 4,. dum, Dltto, from NW. 52,

2 83 90 >6 ' 2 ditto, * Dgtto. Ditto. ry

29 b; 8; 85 o 1 o dgtlo, _ pltto. a'

3u 84. 89 RSJ L 3 dlttp, ngh wmd. 7 2

lum l z_5_3 I 91 1 85 l ] 3.: S 1 4 1 Clpudy, [Mcanflatc ofthe atmofþhcne. 5

i " t
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A GENERAL STATE of 'be WEATHER, for MAY.

 
M. N. E. '

Greatest altitude of the Thermometer, 8 5 93 88 8+er Mean tenþ

Least ditto, , _ 75 82 74 perhturc.

Mean ditto, 81 89 84.

Clear, 7 days.

Cloudy, 24. do.

Rain, - _ 14 do.

Wantity of do. 9-6 inches.

THE Wind ſoutherly, with a few pretty violent storms from the NW,

at the beginning of the month, while the latter part was cloſe, gloomy

and warm ,- but in general the whole month was exceedingly cloudy, and

ſcarcely a ſingle day oſ bright ſun ſhine. ſſ

THE Rains began on the zzd, and from that day to the end, the nighte

were very cloſe and ſultry and the air very damp.

l
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CALCUTTA, MAY 1784.

 

  

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

Tlermomrter. Il'Ia'a/r morning Wind. I o

-- breſ, 9/ car/2 H- ----__-- ſſipſiarſitb _ R E M A R K s

5 M i N 5 7"""" 'V A" '5 Point 5 :iſſrſſ' ſſf ct ' ' * '
Qſſ ' ' ' Moon. V' ' rZ ſi

A 82 86 fix l i 2. 5 3 Cloudy, SA-r un DA y, a violent storm.

2 77 88 74] ſ' r. 3 ditto, Very heavy. Do. no ſun.

3 75 82 79 I 0.6 - 4, ditto, Dirto.

4; 78 87 84. l Hazy, And cloſe.

5 82 '89 84, }- Full M. 79 37: 1 ditto, No ſun all day. 1

o' 81 go 85 0. 3 ſ 2 ditto, 'A thunder florm in the eveningr l

7 84 93 85 v 3 dirto, High wind at times. -.'

8 82 go 86) - (_ 3 Clear, Ditto. i
9 83 90' 8;" " ' ſſi 2 Hazy, 'I

'o 84. 90 87 - - o.4 3 Cloudy, _Very thiclr anddark. ,' t,

lr 85 89 78 ' SE i 2 ditto, i

[2 77; 88 84 7 LXL 79 7' 5? c>.o E z' .dirro, A thunder storm in the evening'- i

1 3 7 7 8 5' 80 2. 'S I dztto, _ '

34, 75 85 83 , var. o ditto, No Wind.

15 80 88 8+_ L S 0 Clear, "'

16 80 go 837 o.z r ditto, Thunder in the evenin .

17 - 78 91 86 o * ditto, '1 he weather very cloſe and still;

18 33 91 87 o ditto, Ditto.

19 84. 90 87 > New M. 82 r ditto, Dirm. _'

20 85 92 87 * r * Cloudy, At intervals. Q

11 85 93 88 o Clear, Very still. 5,

22 85 91 85, L o.6 2 Cloudy, Thunder in the cvening.- 4,

33 84 90 83 [ l 04. 2 ditro, Dirto. l

14 82 89 85'1 ſ 2 ditto, Ditto. i

zs 33 9; 86 0.: r 7 dirto, Dirto. _t*

26 84 86 84 0.) z ditto, Ditto. i.

z7 31 82 83 r F.(L._81 g < o.2 SE 2 dltro, Dino, 7,

28 30 86 83 NW 3 ditto, A great appearance oſ min- 'ſſ

29 81 89 84. 04 NW 2 ditto, The nights very ſulu-y. T

30 82 89 85- NW 3 dztro. Dura. 3

31 83 9z 86 l i O-z s 2 dltto, Thunder do. ,

mean] 81 _89 ,84l I, 9-6 1 S 1. 2 1 Cloudy, l Mean state oſ'the ntmoſphcneſi

I'
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43: APPENDIX.

'LA GENERAL STATE oft/Je WEATHLR,flr JUNE.

'

M. N. E.

Createst altitude Aoſ Thermomcter - - ' I -_oV

' Least do' - , c < - go Mcan tem

Mean do. - . , 7 81 85 83 pernture.

Clear, 1 days,

Cloudy, 29 do.

Rain, 14 do.

Wantity oſdo. ,17-4. inches.

THE wind, this month inclining ſometimes to the E of S. The at

moſphere exceedingly moist and wet and much rain from the loth to I7th,

the ſky mostly clouded throughout andvery little i'ariation in the tempe

rature of the air.
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CALCUTTA, JUNB 1784..

gun/[aunt ! m, a" beat 0/ l ' il md. Appfflr

. Mclr guarter rf anre aft/Je - R- E M A R K S.

a? M. I N. l E. 'be Mom- ©< Point. Z air. *

a.

1 '82 82 82] " o.7 S 1 Cloudy, TULSDAY, thunder.

2 80 86 84 [ 1.2 1 1 ditto, ' X

3 82 84 83 ' 3 1 ditto, V -
4 82 85 82 >Fuu M' 81, 7' 4 0.: 1 ditto, A gentlelhower.

5 81 37 35 l var. o ditto, Cloſe. v ' _

6 82 90 85) __ o ditto, _ ' . _,.'1j'

7 83 85 84] F' 0.; r ditto, F'Sff';

8 81 84 82 l 1.6 NE 1 ditto, Several ſhowers. '

9 80 84 83 l 0 ditto, , ,_

10 81 83 82 > LA 83 < 1.: _ 0 ditto, No ſun all day. '

11 7'9 o 80 ] 1.6 S 1 ditto, lnceſſant rain all day,

12 78 78 78 _ 4.6 3 'ditto, Ditto.

13 77 80 80 L 0.] 1 ditto,

14 80 85 So l l 0.,- 2 ditto, Thunder in the evening;

15 81 85 82] ſ o.1 W 2 "Harry, No ſun all day.

10 80 82 79 l 2.; var. I Cloudy, Ditto.

17 80 83 83 l as S o ditto, Ditto.

18 81 89 85 >New M. 81 -; < 1 Hazy, Ditto.

10 81 88 8 5 [ 1 ditto, Sun very ſaint.

..o 8: 88 86 ſ I ditto, Very thick and no ſun.

21 84 90 8 5 J L SE l ditto, The nights very cloſe.

zz 84 88 85 l [2 SE. I L dttto, Ditto.

2 8 2 88 8 5] ſ' 1 ditto, Ditto.

24, 82 90 84 [ 1 ditto, Ditto.

2 5 83 90 86 var. o ditto, Ditto.

26 83 89 84. 82 4 SE o Cloudy, D1tt0.

27 82 87 84.' S o Hazy, D1tt0.

28 83 87 83 0 CloUdY,

29 81 81 81 __ 2.] var. 1 duto, Thunder.

30 81 88 83 [ ] S 3 Clear, High wind.

mean l 31 1 35] 55 ] 1_ 174 1 each-2 r [r cloudy, 1 Meanllate of the arme-ſphere,
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434 APPENDIX.

A GENERAL STATE aſtzbe Wart-rank, j'br JULY.

 

M. X. E.

Greateſt altitude of Thcrmometcr, (ul- 90 35 93 an

Leaſt drtto, *7 77 1 78 temperamre.

Mean ditto, i 81 35 83

Clear, t days,

Cloudy, - 30 do.

Rain, 20 do.

,Wamity of do, 15 inches.

THE prevailing wind SE and the atmoſphere as the former month, ex.

ceedingly thick and humid, and very little ſun ſhine. The mean tempe

rature, exactly the ſame as last month, and very little variation between

the heat at mid-day, and that of the morning and evening.

DURING the rains, the wind is often variable, but commonly it come-s

round to the Eastward when there falls much rain.
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CALCUTTA, JULY 1784.

 

  

  

 

 

 

 

  

37), r 5', 7, - -. 2.' at whan mar/till;- iſ lind. A' .

- bra! qf 2.'er fl. ' --_- Ffflmfſſ v

ix , .', . ,\, a -. enterſ t/Je R E M A 12 K s.
a 111.] N. l E. 1 Aſ;" of U- == pom. ] f

1 81 89 84] TH u RSDAY. r S a; Clear, 'ſhe windflrong ilk-'the morning,
2 83 88 84. l ſiz Cloudy, but the nights very still and

3 83 83 83 a SE 2, ditto, cloſe.
4 80 86 34 > Full M' 82 <I 3 ditto,

5 84. 89 84, _ l .: Hazy . _

6 84 88 84) L 04. 1 Cloud,y, The nighrvery bn-g'lrt.

7 83 8; 1 84] o ditto, Ditto thunder.

8 82 8; 84 ' ſ o.3 o ditto, Ditto.

9 82 86 84 - 01 1 dirto, Diuo. _
10 82 90 35 > LA 82 'Z' 0.: 1 diuo, Much lightning in the cvemng;

'1 83 '56 85 1.! var. 1 ditto,

1: 82 a' l 84J ox) x diuo, _ Several ſmall ſhower'

13 83 86 84 I l o.3 2 dino,

1 81 8 821 0.: x ditto
1: 70 3: 82 r 2.6 1 dam: Rained alldny.

16 82 83 82 4 SE o gi\t0)_ s n _- -d ſk; wi'

1- 5 s 82. New M. I o. 1 itto, ma ram, very ar - -
12 Z 85 82V 79 T < 0.? 2 ditw, _0n the 7rh, there had been no

19 '49 81 82 \ 0.: 1 diuo, rain ar_ Chin-r, "manyi ppr

"o do 8; Rxd L 3 "3 diuo, ſuns ſiek, but chlpfly among

21 77 83 Po I O.l . SE 1 ditto; ſhe Natives. _ ' '- .

22 79 84. 527 ſ o.3 1 dicto, _ _

23 80 . 85 79 I 1.7 0 dino, Much thunder-'and hghtmng.

21 79 83 do r ditro, 7 A ' _ t. ,

2- 7 8: 51 RQ 5 0.! T'. 1 diuo ." 'LJIIZIH 63.: 03 .
zg Bg Hſſ6 82 > 79 T < 0.] SE 1 ditto: Thunder.

27 81 86 83 c.: r ditto,

28 81 86 84j L SW r ditto, l - '_ _fl.

29 83 86 83 S 3 * dine, High winds, ._._ all I.

go 8' 82 79 1 8 SW . 1 ditto, Thunder. r _

31 78 77 7<z 7 *_=-6_ Þ 1 dixto. Rain anLdgg-..j -

wearſ] 87] 85] 53 1 * 1 5. l S 8: SE l 1 Mear: gate oflthe amapþercf -
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THE air stillvery moist and very little ſun- ſhine, although the nights iſ!

general were very bright and fine : frequently thunder, and on the 22d, an'

exceeding loud. peal early in the morning. The quantity of rain that ſell.

this month, was very conſiderable, and every thing imbibing the moisture

A GENERAL, SrT"ATE_ of the Wert-rank, ſo' Aucusr.

TH a a no M 1: r an, Greatest altitude,

Humme-ran,

Hrcxounu,

 

 

 

l dſ. I N. I E. l

ds" c9® Mr' it 'r 1.. _
Lcast do. 77 80 l 80 }s'zr:t£:? um

Mean do. _ 81 85 l 82 P *'

Grentest do. in. 29.75 29.75 - 29.76 j- Mean state of the

Least do. 29.57 29 56 29.61 almoſhhere __ *

Mean do. 29.67 29.66 2970 . 2 . 1

Greatest variation, -18 -19 J< J 9 57'

Mean denſity, .688 .682 .688 ] .686 denſity.

Greatest moistute, so" 4;"

Ditto drought,
'5

Mean drought&moist. 3d 28m l ld 18m

Clear, 5 days.

Cloudy, 26 do.

Rain, 23 do.

Wantity do. 16-9 inches.

to the highest degree.

THE Barometer is almost invariably higher at night, than in the morn

ing, and lowest always at mid-day. The air being much loaded with

moisture, the whole of this month, the variation of the mercury was very

inſenfible. The ſame cauſes kept the Thermometer nearly stationary

alſo.
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CALCUTTA, AUGUST 1784.

_ 'i/Jtn/w- Mundm Humme-ter. Hygmmntþ J'Vind and Fareſ. ſſ

Þ melt', .ſiqqflad, 7 s l

Q -- quarter I" I _ E AſiL I A' l E- 'a p_ l 'N

NFIAHE. aſ't" 1"- ' ] A' ' . d. [m [.1' [ALIJ I-n. X l aim' [M'] 'XEſi

177 83 So 1-.M. 2964. 2964. 29.73 10151c 1.: b' o 1 Q Cloſſſ,

2 80 86 82 va- .69 .69 .73 15 5 4 o 1 o dicto,

3 31 36 33 nue. .70 .63 .70 15 zo zc 1 1 1 ditto,

4 82 38 83" ſ' .66 .64 .66 15 25 zc o.4 SE 0 I o Clear,

5 82 86 83 .64 - .63 .71 15 30 15 o,3 E 1 l o Cloudy,

6 8186 83 .70 .70 .75 '230 o o o.1 SE 1 I l diuo,

7 82 86 83 > L.Q. 4. ,75 .70 .74 1040 5 o.1 0 1 o ditto,

8 8189.)4r 65) .74 .72 .7z 103; 10 S 1 2 1 Clear,

9 82 87 8; .70 .70 .73 15 35 3c o 1 o ditto,

10 82 87 83, _ .73 .73 .75 4040 3c 30 1 o 1 ditto,

31 33 82 53 .7z .72 .73 40 40 40 o.4_ x z o Cloudy,

12 82 83 81 l .70 .72 .74 4; 2 8 o.7 SE 1 2 o ditco,

1581o7\837 ſ' .7z .7z .76 b 15'30 lo o l 1 ditto, '

14 818381 .7z, .73 .77 20 2010 o.8 ' 1 1 o dizto,

15818381 l .74 .7z .74 10 35 2; o.7 S o 0 O ditto,

10 79 84, 11.: >N. M.< .70 .60 .64 +o 35 25 1.; SF'. 1 n n di_uo_

17 31 83 Lo 639 .60 .56 .61 25 1.o 30 2.; 1 l o dztto,

15' 79583 So .58 .56 .64 45 30 40 z.3 o 2 I d1tm,

19 77 30 god L .65 - .69 .74 45 15 zol o.8 1 1 1 d1tto,

zc 78848-1 " .74 -7s -7z 40' 15 45 o-s 1 2 2 dino

21798z83 .7z .63 .69 50 1; - 3; SW o l o Clclr,

22 so 86 83 .05 .6+ .69 45 25 12 1.9 2. 10 O Hazy,

23 32 57 83 > F.Q. 4 .67 .61 .67 30 o o zo o.z S o "O o Cloudy,

24 82 37 84, 689 .64 .59 .06 30 0 o 5 SE o 'l 0 ditto,

25 35 so 84 .64. .64 .64 15 8 5 0.: E o 1 1 ditto,

20 81 ASSU _ .60 .56 .63 10 510 o.3 SE 2 z 1 1 ding,

27 084811 ſ .60 .59 .62 8 5 6 o.1 z 3 z ditto,

2 808583 I .59 .64, .6; 10 15 20 0.: 2 3 2 ding,

zg 31 e; 53 >F. M. < .64 .68 .68 33 o o 5 o.6 SW ſ3 .\3 3 djrto,

30 s; 85 3'3 688 l .06 .66 .69 20 15 1o SW '2 -z 2 dmo,

31 8; 84 33) L .66 .69 .74 25 2; 3; o.1 S zz [2 r ditm. .

Hcanſſqdzſſz l l 29.67[ 29.66[ zgqo 3l28l l]IS] 1]1511,6.9[ SNSL [I [l'j- [ Cloudz,

G p' g a
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A GENERAL STATB oft/Be WEATHER,flr SEPTEMBER.

 

 
 

 

 

 

I M. 1 V. 1 E. 1

'ſummon z'rzR, Greatest altitude, Sato 900 350 2 A, r mean tempþ

Least do. 76 77 78 ſilfuust, _.

Mcan do. 30 8; l Slf- S ſi '

BAROMETBR, Grcazest do. in. 29 95 20-90 1 29-97 um" Him. of the

Lcait do. 29 71 29133 1 29-7; ' _mmphem _

Dlr'an do. 2981 l 29 80 29.83

Crezitest veriation, C-23 O-LZ 0.22

. Mtan der ſ] v, .63:5 .68; 6r>2 ſ .6godcnſity.

I'ITGROMETER, Grentest moisturc, 600 ' 60" , 60o

Ditto drought, lo 40 1 25 }

Mean dcnſity & moist. zfd 2.;m' rod 14m 5d15m

Clear, to days,

Cloudy, 20 do.

Rain, I! do.

Wantity do. 11-3 inches.

THE wind generally 5 and SE, much lightnmg in the evenings, but not

attended either with rain or thunder. The air still damp and cloudy, al-

though the Barometer stood conſiderably higher than the preceding month.

IT is worthy of obſervation, that upon the rains going off,
the water

falls larger drops, th
an at any other period of the ſeaſon, and probably

this may be occaſioncd from the hight it has to fall

the oppoſite stations of the Barometer need on]

pears, that the weight of the at

laſt period of the raius.

: and in proof of this,

y be conſulted, where it apa

moſphere was greatly increaſed about the
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CALCUTTA, SEPTEMBER 1784. -

 

  

 

 

 

    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

  
 

 

 

  
  

 

 

 

 

 

H/Jsr/ua- andm Bara/1113!”. ngrumeter. Ill/lad am] Force.

é, raster. _ firjatmcb M, l N ' E ‚É _.-_- I I

Q _ quarter ‚ Y _ ‘_

MIN-IQ Mm" M- l N- E. d. [01. Id. |m.ld. la." m PM" lM'lN'

H81 86|zl3 ‘ Wan. 29.72 29.72 29JI'9' 47; 5 _ zo ’ S O l 1 cloudy,

2 81 89'34 '79 -32 ‚81. 25 5- ’ 5 _ SE 0 l u Clear,“

3 83'33 32‘ r -3+ -31 .84 25 zo 25 z.o SW O l o Cloudy,

4. 81 S7 83 .sz- .78 _76 33 zo 15 1 I 1 Hazy,

5 81 58 33 -74- -78 .7; 30 - zo 10 i l l o ditto,

5 31 39 33 r L- - *75 ‘77 .78 20 zo 5 0 1 1 Cloud)"

7 81'89 83 691 .77 .Sz _31 2515 o zo S l‘ 1 1 Clear, ~ "

8 a' 58 33 .80 .83 _so 15 12 lo S o 1 1 ditto,

9 52'89i8+J .79 ‚72. ‚73 _5 30 5- W 0 2 o ditto,

10.82.9083 I ] .76 .72 .73 5 35 zo SE o 1 2 ditto,

‘11‘34'90 351 r -73 -75 .81 10 4.3 z; NE o z 1 ditto,

12 84,13; 8+ l ‚81 .8) ‚79 'o z. 20 0.5 o 1 o Cloudy sa

13781‘ì;83 I .77 .7; .76 z; zo 30 N 1 ‘1 o heavy,

14.'82 3.182 >Nexv Mi . 2 .63 .78 15 10 xo NE 1 1 1 ditto,

15 77 3 !80 6)1 .77 .80 . .83 15 o o o o.7 SE 1 1 1 ditto,

1679231131 l -7S -80 .76 :c 5 r; 0.3 1 1 1 ditto,

17 79*30'794 L .93 .73 .78 18 25 30 1.; I lz 1 ditto,

lb7v'dl781 I .7 .77 .84 35 38 _ a 0.9 _ > 'I 1 111m), -_ _

192077781 -8+ -89 -87 so 13 ss 1-'2 1 ‘ I d3t\0-_

20 78 80h“) .88 .81) ‚91 ' ’50 63 55 1.1 ' 0 l d{:(0,;

21 75 SĲ ‚’S .92 .89 .95) 5: ;; 63 o,3 SE 1 l 1 .d1tt0,.

21 4) do ‘0 >First")\. .9; ,90 _97 j; 45 +5 1,1 E 1 O o ditto,

23 78 83 &o'l 698 ‚94, ‚88 .92 +5 30 zs o_1 SE > 1 ‘o ditto,

2+ 79 *4 30 .gz ‚8+ .88 40 zo 33_ S o 1 o ditto,

25 79 ..5'83_J .88 ‚8,1 ‚36 35 o 5 SE o 1 o ditto,

' 26 78 80 82] .87 ‘81}. .86 zo 20 5 SE o 1 1 Clear,

27 Jo 83 79 l .80 .8'4. .80 5' o 5 1.6 Val'- o Z ‚1 Cloudy,

28 79 85 82 >FullM .80 .77 . .83 15_2o 5 S o 2 '1 Clear,

29 80 88 84. 69+ .84, ‚81 ‚89 10'35 z h SE o u l1 ding),

30 23 sq 83 .80 .87 .93 5 l1; 11‘- o' U o dino,

meanſſolssſh-fl l 27.811 29.801 29.83I âz4l1o‘111‘1 5115 11.3lSriöcb1Î ll .H I Llondy
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A GENERAL STATE ofthc WEATHER, for OCTOBER.

 

 

  

l M. l N. [ E. I I

THERMOMETER, Greatefl altitude, 83 90 l 85

Least do. 74. 7 76 }82-{- Menn tem

Mean do. 79 86£ I 82-} peraturc.

BAROMETZR, Greate-ſi do. in. 30 04. 30 00 30.oz i

' Leust do. 29 74, 29 77 29.76 Mean ſtate ofthc

Mean do. 29.9z 29 91 2992 ntmoſpherc. -

Greatest variation, 0 30 o.23 0..2 29 91

Mean denfity, .697 686 l -693 I .692 denſity,

IIYGROMZTEL, Greatest moisturc, 4 25 30 '

Ditto drought, 30 50 45

Meanmoist 8; drought gd 7m zod 'm zzd zm

Clear, 19 days,

Cloudy, 12 do.

Rain, 3 days,

Wantity of do. 0-8 inches,

THE air very clear and elastic, and heavy dews at night. The Barometer

very high and the wind W de NW.

ABOUT the middle of the month, the mornings becanie a little foggy,

which indicates the approach, or beginning, of the cold ſeaſon : The at

moſphere thin and dry and cleared of its vapours ,- of courſe the mercury

rofe in the Barometer. '

As the difference between the day and the night heat, begins now toihe

greater than in any of the eight preceding months, the fogs we have at this

teaſon of the year, are by that means formed.
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Tbermme- Me" d'" Baramtter. I Humme!" ' i "lind and Force.

ter. a 'aſb .__ .__

'ſi\_ _*' 'Pa-(m- M N. E. M-LL- a? Point. 'MN.,E.

si M,[ N. [L aſrbeM. ' [1 [mix/4114. ]m.[

8 8 82 FRI 29.91 29.93 29.93 3 35 10r -o.6 sm- o 3 1 QloudY'1 83 89 80 i . 4 .90 -92 I'o 15 c o.1 S 1 3 1 dmo,

2 l32 8 " " 90 .83 .87 1515 5 SE o 1 r ditto,

3 go SZ 83 Þ '33 .77 .86 15 75 15 S o z. o dicto,

4 O88 34 '28 .78 .78 525 15 NE e 3 o ditto,

53: 4 L'Q "6 .78 .76 ozo '5 0.] var. :> x r Clear,

62219'0 83 > 69: <ſſ '7 .77 "77 s' zo 1: o 1 1 dino,

.7 dz d7 5832 .74 .77 33 5ſſ 40 3;" . W o r o Cloud'y,

8 82 28 8Z .g7 .87 .80 IO 40 35 W 1 l o Clear,
980i89 8- '1 [L- '82 .87 .86 15 40 35 o 1 o ditto,

10 79 9 82 '* " o.o .96 30. 15 40 zc o 1 1 ditto,n 99 90 3 3 . I .94 29.97 2525 15 o 2 o ditto,

12 81 88 8; 29-9 .92 .94 rozg 15 o 1 1 ditco,
'33189 85 N'M* < '29 .69 .92 30 15 1 r o ditto,

14 80 89 8+ > 596 U: 92 .91 '0 '0 zo o 1 o ditto,

'5 80 87 82 '91 i .93 lo I; 30 SW o 1 o dizto,

w 79'89 83 '9 0-93 .94 o 35 30 SW 0 l o nto,

57 75 88 33 a L -94 2 - 96 03; 30 w o l o dine'

I? 3013.] 83 ' '94 30 01 040 25 NW 3 l a ditto,

19 do 29 '83 T 30.:2 '98 29 98 'o 45 30 o 1 o djtto,

20 77 o '82 l 3 '36 .99 20 50 45 o l 0 dnto,

2' 7d 38 82 F' ' -< 29'9 l 9 .98 30 50 +o 0 r 0 Cloudy,

22 78 V 83 > To; 30' '9 .93 10 0- - 30 o.05 r z r ditto,
23 77 w 76 29ng .92 40 25 15 N 3 3 a ditxo,

2475 77 76 L . 2 '88 .93 35 5 5 NW 1 1 o diltO.
2547.; 84 79 'ſi '9 ' o .92 2015 no r 1 I ditto,

26 7? 83 so 1 ſ '93 .94 5 30 zo 1 1 I diuo,

27 76 86 so i F M - .94. .99 o 40 35 . l 1 ) Qlear,

28 75 86 80 > J ' < . 9 30. .99 ro 35 30 o r 3 dztto,29 'I6 83' so I '05 l .38 29.95 30. lo 40 40 o 2 o duto,

3? 75 35 3: J 30- 30. 30.oz 20 Lq 4c a 1 o dittL

** 3 7< = ' . ' ' ar.mean 79130213221 I 29-291 29v9xl z9-9215 17 ls<>ll 11213103 WNWli n'ilt me
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A GENERAL STATE ofthe WEATHER, for NOVEMBER.

 

 
  

 

_ l M. I A', l £. 1

THERMOMZTER, Greatest altitudfi 780 86 - 8

. Least do. 1.' 65 76 7' } 76 Mcan tem

Mcan do;" 7x}-_ to; 7;,'- peraturc,

BAROMBTER, Greateſi do. in. 30.]2 3105 30.03 '1 '

Least do. 29.60' 2988 29.92 7 3o.oo mean state

Mean do. l 30.oo 29.99 30.oz oſatmoſykere.

Createst variation, 00.;2 oo.17 oo.16 j

Mean dcnfity, .712 .696 l .706 702 denſity.

HYGROMETER, Greatest moisture, 40 15 '5

Ditto drought, 4; 5; 50 }

Mcan moist 8: drought, Sin lOd {m 3 gd 'm zsd

Clear, 23 days.

(loudy, 7 do.

Rain, 1 do.

(Lisntity ofdo. 0-9 inches.

'THE NVV winds prevailed this month, but nothing remarkable in the

changes of the atmoſphere, although there were ſeveral appearances of rain

in the courſe of it. The air more elastic than _ any of the former months,

'alſo more ſercne and dry. The foggy mornings still keep off.

'In clear dry weather, there is always a very ſenſible change on the Baro

meter, two or three hours after ſun riſing; it being often near T'g- of an inch

higher about nine o'clock, than at ſix or ſun riſe. IVIay not this be_owing

to the load of vapour condenſed and kept near the ſurface of the earth from

the coldneſs of the night, which as it is gradually rarefied by the heat of

the ſun, must increaſe the weight and ſpring of the atmoſpherc, and produce

this variationi' From hence, the Borometer is always higher in the evening

before theſe-'watery particlcs fall, than' in the morning when the air is replete
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i Tl-trmomcter. MMU der' Bammettr.- I Hygravwznz , Hſiudandþ'arce.

Þ *' fry-'reach 111.] N; 2. '5
r. ſi * , _________ C< -

Q M__FN_ L Loch- M. . N. 1 L. 'M [MAN lum Punz.[:1;[1v.[ ,

' 1 74 85 80 Men. 30.02, 29.99 30.c>3 20 1 +5 35- NW o 1 o 7 Llear,

- 2 77 85 so 'T '* , .05 .96 .oo 15 10 30 o 1 0 Cloudy,

3 77 86 807 .00 .98 .oz 10 +0 30 o 1 o Clear,

. 476 85 80 LQZ; .02' 30.00 .03 0 3; 35 0 2 0 Cloudy,

5 78. 85 79 'O <, .qo 29.97_ .02 5 40 35 O l 0 C_Ic:u,

676 84 80 7 5 . .qo 30.0_o .oz o, 40 35 1 2 o d1tt0,

7 76 86 79 * .02 * '.02 .02 20 45 45 0 2 1 d1tto,

8 73 82 78 _, _ .02 .02 _- .oolzg 50 50 o 1 o d1tt0,

9772 83 76 '7 " ' .02 .02 . .06145 55 50 1 1 0 djlxo.

10 72 81 78 .10 .08 .08 30 50 45 N' 1 1 0 gaudy, 7

1174 76 76 N_M_ .12 .05 .07 15I > o 35 o.9 . NL. o 2 o dmo, i

12 75 79 76 > 7o_ .07 .04. .05 4c 15 15 N 0 1 o Clear, _

13 71 81 77 l .05 29.98 .02 40 30 15 r 0 1 0 d1tto,

44 77 '79 75 29.6o _ .89 29.92 _ '10 25 _ 20 I\E 1 1 o 31110,

ls 74 780 75 A L -9+ -95 30-00 .2925, ls N 0 1 0 dzmn

16 73 81 73 ] 7 30.o1 30.05 .07 zc 20 15 p o 1 0 1tto,

1766 80 72 'T " ' .o7 ' .0-3 .06 .c go 35 1\h 1 2 1 d_1tto,_ .

1857 78 74 . -o+ -02 .0415 1; 40 NW o 1 1 Frm) .

'9 68 78 72 F Q .03 29.99, .01. 10 45 40 NN 1 1 0' d1tt0, \ . i

2069 78 75 > 7'11; 4 4 .03 30.oz .05 r; 40 35 W 0 1 o d1tto, l 7

21-64 79 74 .. - A . A 299.; , .02 5 _4.o 35 O ' O nto,

2268 '78 7 29-98 --93 '19-97 owe 30 ' N (I Y 3 &if-'

25 81! -7" 39? ' ,-9+.0535v-1S >

'2-172 38 ZJ '4 L' ' .go * '.88. -' ;95 bz _5 NVV r 11 0 gloudx,

25 68 78 51 7, 7' ._ .92 m . .02 __ 3_5 5 5 zfflfi. o. .. o me,

26 67 79 73 FM'" 30.03 . .oſ - 4020 20 o } o C_]ear,_

27 67 73 r .r. _< No mf'oo _.03 20 v 3-5 30 1 1 o d1no,

28 69 So 75 7 / .oo a. 'do . .03-11-0 35 307 .o 1 p d1t10,3 ._ ,

29 67 so 7 .02 29.99 .04, 15 45 zo N o 1 1 gure,

30 67 80 73 4 .05 30.o4 .08 zo 50 30 NW 1 2 1 1tto,
ffleahnſifflskgfiſg ſ ] 30.ool 29.991 30.0ſſzl_1_offiſſl}}fflſizſi8ffil&STNWſſHctlQHT-Clkſizſr;
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AP-PENDI X;

A GENERAL STATE. Oſfbe VJEATHER, for DECEMBER' 1784.

 

   _ T'M. i N. 1 a. i

THERMOMKTHR, Greatcst altitude, U) \ 73 i begLeast do. 53 O; ſi 3 -

Men" do. 63? 74 68? Mean heat.

BAROMETER, Gretitest do. 3047 \ 3114 30.I7 30®.o'8

Least do, 30.ez 30.co 30 02 Mean state of at

Mcan do. 3c-.c9 I 30107 30.09 moſphere.

Greatest variazion, oo.I; 0) 14 Co.15 1

Mean denſity, -727 .709, .7zi >-.7i7 M-D.

HYGROMETIR, Mean moifl and drought, 24_£_]- 43 d- 33 d-J

Clear. _ 26 days.

Cloudy, - 5 do.

Rain, 1 do.

(Damity do- o.05 nichel.

THE ſiwinds were constantly NW, except a few days,

gs on cloudy thick weather.
clined a little to the E which always bri-n

The whole month

as greatly to exceed any of the former.

there is generally a thick diſagreeable fo

however this month, on the contrary, has been very

but ſeldom thick fogs, at either of theſe times.

when it' was in

remarkably dry, and the aſmoſphere of ſuch a denſity

At this ſeaſon of the year

g in the mormngs and evemngs,

clear and ſerene, and,
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i' Thumcmfltn Bctromenr' l [figrrmttrn ' _ [Find and F,rzz_

a ,_-- guarftrtf - _ - Aſ. [ N. ' E. -5 P . [44 V _

'ALlNJ E_ 'be flIocn. IVL I Aſ. L E NV "m- l- -I* - E

Hbz 79 72 " ſ 30-07 30.]0 30.!0l20 45 30 0-05 NE 1* l [I CloudJ'

268 76 72 .07 .04' .07 40 50 30 l l o 'ditto

£ct69' 78 72 ' .03 .01 .06120 40 zc- 0 I! o .ditm,

4.-67 78 73 >L.Q-_ < .06 .05* .09 15 30 15 . NW 1 2 1 adiflo,

56; 79 72 7211 no .08 .09 o 4; 25 1 2 [o &lear.

665 7; *70 * .08 .05? '.IO 30 5L 45 2 3 0 diuo,

763 75 53 . L 403 -03 -Os 45 'FS 45 ' lz 1 'mo

86] 74 68 l 1 -o7 .04. .09 40 55 4; 2 1 o diuo,

961 7; 69 'T " -07 .oo .07 30 5; 45 I 1 o dine,

xc 62 75 68 -08 .(6 .'07 30 55 40 1 1 o ldiuo;

1161 75 68 .07 .c4 .08 30 55 45 l I 0 ldiuo,

1262 73 68 >N.M. 4 -09 .03 .08 20 40 35 l O 0 diuo,

1362 74. 69 728 -08 ..c4 .'05 no 40 40 o l o diuo,

14 62 71 69 -o; .o: .04 20 35 25 N O O lo kloudy,

1515 73 68 a L .04, .07 .08 zc 40 3 'NNF- l l o Fine,

1664. 7; 70 T ſ .69 .c6 .08130 45 40 NW 0 l ' 0

zr; 67 75 70 . 107 v. .m .oz 30 v40 30. 0 l o

1866 76 72 '.oz .co .07 10 40' 25; NE O 2 0

19 67 75 71 >F.Q._ < .c6 .06 .07 0 so! 25'- i O I 0

20 66 75 66 7z5 .06 .05 .08 25 gq 40 NW '0 1 o

216; 74. 67 .11 .xo .13335 60 50 'O 1 o

2261 71 65 _, .17 .13 .x7 4.; 50 go - \0 2 o

33 58 71 65 7 _ r .17 .12 .14 35 45' 40 r 1 I uo

24 59- 7: 66 .14. .13 .14 'o 50_ ' 40 _ þ l o

as 60 7= 63 ' -' Js -*4 -I6 is' 4; 45 w. , 0 -'. o

2661 73 68 rF-M- 4 .17 no, -'4 5 4; 35 V" *' 'I 2 o

zz6' 73 68 73: .rs as no, 15 50 401 - r 2 o

z85o 72 67 .l4ff .10" .13 zo 55 40 1 I o

295.) 70 6; a L .10 .10 .10 30 55 45 W lo 1 o

30 60 69 6; i I .10 .06 .07 40 55 45 NW lo I 0

3160 68 6; -08 .05 .06 40 - 55 4; o 1 o

.mcanl6_3%l7+ 68H . . I 30-09] 30-071 30-99 24' 48' IJSI lows' 13- n-zz

I

/

H hhz
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A GENERAnSrATF. of t/Je VVsA'rHEit,ſ0r JANUARY 1785.

TH Z RMOMETER, Greatcst altitude,

BAROMETER,

IIYCROMHER,

Lust do.

Meat] do.

Greatcst do.

Lezist do.

Mean do.

Greatest variation,v

Nlezm denſity,

Moisture and drought.

Clear, 29 days.

Cloudy, 2 do.

 
-

 

 

l M. A', I [5. l

70 78 ' 74, 'M.h.

57 69 64 }66

61 72 66;

3047 3044 30.]7 Mean state of the

29.98 29.97 30.03 atmoſphere -

30.08 30.o7 30.09 30.08.

co.t9 co.i7 oo.i4

.732 .712 .723 }722 M-D..

30 d. 50 d. 40 d.

Tm: atmofphcre very dry and elastie.

L

'THE winds variable but from the middle of the month were almost.

constantly from the SW and S and often pretty strong.

THE mercury in the Barometer stood very high till about the end of the

month, when a very fenfible change took place, both with regard to the

Warmth and ſcrcnity of the weather,

ſame time.

THE mornings always very foggy.

frequent heavy dews about the

THE medium heat of the ſun at mid-day (the instrument being expoſed

five minutes) was 900.
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CALCUTTA, JANUARY 178r."

_ Y/Jermcmettr. Mamdm liarwnercr. Hrgrmurr' Hand and Far-m

Þ \ 1ſiſi flſſictſſ; _ 77] N [I s 17?"

Q .- 'v "®- .__'___:___; x a' ,.
M I A'Iſct 'keMm' Al' ' N' l E' tl.lm.[d.lm.l rl.]m.l V: me M Nl

'60 69 64 W 30.09 30.09 3o.09 30 30 +5 WN 0 1 _0 L'lear,

257 69 64, .cg .09 .11 eo 50 45 NVV O I o drtto,

360 71 6; .H .co .07 25 4.; 40 O I 0 dztto,

4 ;9 69 6; >L.Q._ < .04, .04 .09 30 :o 4: WNWo \_ o drtto,

553 70166 73: t .10 .08 .ob' 3; 50 40 o 2 a drtto,

(164. *o }66 L .07 .08 .12 30 50 40 W O 2 0 dgtto,

7-33 [72 67 -13 43 -17 55 55 so NW P 2 O dzno.

859 72167 1 ſ .14 .'3 .10 3; 'o 5c- N 1 2 o dztto,

953 73 its; ] .xo .09 .c9 3; (ſo 4; NW 1 2 o dZKto,

1060 70 ,6; l .10 .10 .14, 40 00 30 O l O drtto,

1158 72 '65 LNIM. < .13 .ro. .12 3; 60 go I 2 I dztto,

1159 72 6; 736 I .h .u .n 2; 50 4; N 1 z o d_mo_',v

1360 72 66 l -li .11 .rz 30 50 4.; NW 2 I o dztto,

4460 73 67 _ L .12 .u .13 40 4; 45 O l o dztto,

i; 58 7! l6;T ſ .14 .14 .14 3; go 5* I 2 o dztto,

lbbſio 70 k6; .1; .1; .17 4; 55; 50 0 2 0 duco,

17 50 69 6; < .17 .13 .lO 4; ;;®- 50 N I I O dijto,

1859 70 65 - 736 .10 .10 .06 40 5; ;o NW l 2 o dztto,

19 60 70 6; .03 .o; .0; 40 60 50 o z o dztto,

2058 71 6; d _ .o; .o; .o; 30 55 50 o 1 o drno,

2164. 74. 67 .oz .oo .07 o 40 30 SW o 1 o dpto,

2260 71 65 T ſi' .08 .o; .08 40 5; 50 }V 1 2 o drtto,

23'59 70 6; .04 .04. .o; 40 t'ro JA bW x 2 o drtto,

2462 70 66 .06 .04. .05 40 5; 501 W O 2 o dztto,

25'62 75 68 >F.M. < .08 .06 .o7 40 3; 45 0 l o drtto,

2663 74. 69 728 .07 .01 .03 30 4; 30 SW o 2 o dztto,

27'63 74. 70 ' 29.;8 29.97 .03 '54oi 30 S o 2 0 dztto,

28 67 76 69 _ L 30.01 .98 .04 10' 5; lo SW 1 2 o dmo,

2965 77 7 . .02 30.-31 .o; 40 j00 50 S o No citta,

3066 76 71 .oo .or .03 10 4.o 4 10 o 3 1 Qloudy,

31{7o '78 74 .02 .03 .o; 40 04 10 > o 3 a'admo,

MRDÞG 77- 56H l- 30-93130-071 30-09301134591 h-Ol 'I [W- I'Hz [Humo
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A GBNERAL STATE qftþe VVEATHER, jbr FEBRUARY 1785.

 

 _ _ T'M. 1 >N.__[ E. l

Tneaucmrrza, Great-est altitude, fi7+ 86 76

Lcast do. 68 i 7; 69 75 Mean tempera

Mean do- 71 7< 74. ture.

'BAROME-rsit, Greatest do- 30.14. 30.i7 30.]1;

.Least do. 29.89 z'9.89 \ 2996 zo.oz Mean stateof

Mean do. . 30.oz 30.or 30.04 auuoſphere.

Greatcst variation, . o.2; o.28 o.19

Mean denſity, .7-13 .698 .708
chaomnsa, Muiſture and drought; . o ' 28 d zz d. , .7c6

Clear 17 days,

Cloudy, I' do.

"Rain, 4, do.

(Dimetty do. 2-9 inches.

THUNDER five times. Mean heat of the Sun atmid-day, the Thermo

mctcr being expoſed five minutes 960.

'r

THE beginning oſ this month the air was very moist, which is general

ly the caſe when the wind comes from the S and SE.

On the contrary, the NW' winds which prevailed, renders it very dry

' and elastic, and has always a very great effect in raiſing the mercury in the

Barometcr. During the whole of this month the mornings were extremely .

thick and foggy, on the I , 8 Sc 12 moderate storms from the NW.
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CALCUTTA, FEBRUARY1785.

"ſ "I rxn'm'zx/er. ſz-fL-nndm. bury/int. r. 11) er uſen ' if [delay-1 Force.

z-_- waſ-m - M l- N T-_ -
A . harte's v v . . -'

7"- M.\N.;E. 12,me 111. 3 N. P;a,,:.lM.'N."2.l

171 77 74 * _ * 3000 2990 2995 c c 0 400.;- d 1 4 1 L'luudy,

2 73 76 71 29 89 .89 . .96 4c - 15 20 SE 1 2 I _ditto,

359177 73 >LQ 4 -9*> -96 30-03 aſ 25' 20 a 1 o Clear.

47: v78 74 1 714 30 08' 30.07 .12 3 ' 5 30 S 3 1 0 Cloudy,

.5 :2 79 7; J L .08 .04 .04 .1 15 25 , ) 1 1 Clear,

(74. 80 76 " r 29 98 .c3 o,- 5: zo 20 3 2 1 Cloudy,

772 80 72 .98 29.99 04._ 45 35 o o SE 1 1 I-ſ, Clear,

57; 80 7 3005 30.c4 .11 3 15 50.? E a 1 o dine,

MOS 78 74 >N.M- Jx -c7 .03 .03 35" 15 5 1 I 0 Cloudy,

1; 72 80 7 711 2997 29.95 29.-98 15 p 30- N 2 1 o Clear,

1170' 80 74. .98 .99 3003 10 uc- 55 r '- 1 .1 o dine,

12 73 82 69 4 L 30.03 30.03 .12 30 30 40. 1.1- NW_ 3 0 3 Cloudy,

1569 79 72 ' r .05 0: .06 2 +5 40 1 0 z dllto.

14 69 81 74. .o_1__ .00 .04 35 '35 50 SW 1 l o Clear,

15 70 8' 7'; ' .04. .01 .04. zo 4; "' 45 0 I'- 0 dine;
1( TO T; 73 { .07 .06 .Ob'ſſjz 55 50 INTW 3 3 o Cloudy,

1769 80 73 717 .06 .oz .05 40 .jo 5-5 SW o l 1 Clear,

1b70 73 69 .02 ._oz 7 .04, 35 _ 5c _ 50-7 3 2 1 cloudy,

1967 75 71'1 L -03 -o4 -03 's Is - - 3 2 1 dmffl

2069 79 72 [ .03 .03 .03 1c 25 20 NW 3 2 o Clear,

2169 77 73 "* ſ' .oq; 04., .04 o 'ſo 25 .W '3 2. 1 dzuor

22 70 82 7; 29 98 '29.97 29.97 1c 15 0 1 1 d1_tto,'

25 74.. 84. 76 ' .99 ' .96 30.co 20 35 45 '1 12 1 d1uo,

2471 82 7; }F.M. 4 3000 .98 29.98 35 ;5 45 > 11 3 "dmo,

25 72 86 76 , 710 2996' .95 .973'0 60 55 NW 0 1 7 .CloudyA

26 73 81 76 .96 .96 3o.oo 50 _' 60 55 NW 1 1 o Cllear,

z; 73 33 174 j L 30.03 30.03 .10 50 60 55 I o 71 0 d1_tto,

21-1 70 &1'73 l ] .14 .17 .15 50 60 5; 0 -l ) dltto,

l I: 3<>-<>z 30-011 .50-04-llsllslsol 21281' 613 91 12 hiſ-i- I.

 

1112211171 Lyghu.
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3-11 GENERAL STATE oſ th'Wearnen,fl>-MARCH 17y5.

 

 

 
l In', I A'. l E. l

'Tiizai-tcmarrn, Greatest altitude, Soo 90o I 83" I

Leait do. (73 80 73 79o

r Mean do. 75 8; 73 s -

Baaoawrra, Greatcst do. 30.!2 l 3040 30.13_

' Lcast do. } 29.85 2984. 29.80 }2;.95

Mcan do. 29.95 '29.92 2997

Grcatest variation, .z7 .2 127

- Mean denfity, - .o;5 but: .;co 1

H'YGROMETER, Moiſture and drought, _0 .0 30 d. 18 d.} .698 i

t Clear, 20 days, l

Cloudy, . 1' do. -

Rain, 3 do. t

Chantity do. o-'5 inches. - '

TIIUNDER five times. Mean heat of the ſun-1000.

THERE were tw'o or three ithunder storms this month, but gentle and

attended with very little rairu Several mornings about the beginning,

were very foggy and damp,. and continued iſo, but in a leſſcr degree

nearly throughout the month. Heavy dews from the 15th. i

THE Baromcter continUed low,- which may proceed from the high winds

that prevailed, as well as from the extreme rarefactibn of the atmoſphere

at this ſeaſon of the year. We had often the appearance jof rain, as

must always, be the caſe, while the wind comes from the South quarter

and bringing with it ſo much vapour.
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CALCUTTA, MARCH 1785.

[Fl'w'rma- Mmmzflþ [ Em-wn. Fl'. Ib-gramrtrr. l lVii:d:.

15 'n tar- ſigarjazb l . V l A. ' E ._._._.___.__

Q r.c t s' 1 . '. . £*< . 7:

AM-lN'lEl amh Aſ. ſ Ay' E' d_--'*'m' 'd' PPUII. IM. A. E"

105184l75ſi " 3642 30.;0 3943 '55 50' .63' NW l zz Io Llcar,

268 84375 .10 .07 .08 50 60 55 O l o ditro,

3 69 Jollyr .05 .04, .07 50 55 ' so SW 0 : z dine,

47: 82 75 > L.Q._ < .o+ .03 .06 2; 30 go 1 2 z d1zco,

s 73 83 75 -713 -Os -O+ -o+ 5 5; 2; SE O 3 1- dfwv

6 73 8176 705' szys .oo 530 35 o .'_. 1 d_1tto,

77) 82377J __ 29.97 .99 34; - 95; 49 s 0 4' 1 dZJtO,

875 82I77* ſ 30.oz 3005 ,o7 .zo U 10 SE o 3 z Lloudy,

973 87V7 .06 .o+ .07140 - 55' 40 SW 1 .z o Clear,

10748474, .05 -Oz 05 25 50 45 0.) SW' 0 3 1 Cloudy,

11 7' 83176 r N.M. 4 .oz 29.98 .02 45 30 40 SE o 2 1 Clear,

127-13577 -7<>9 29-98 -90 29.93 10 40 15 . '3 2 1 Cloudyx

13 7; 84 75 .90 8 .89 _o +o o.3 1 - 3 z Clear,

14 71 841741 L ,9or as _93 35 30 15 ſnmehail. 0 3 1 Cloudy,

'a 75 3437-'4-1 " '90 -85 .93 40 '0 >1 4 3 dicto,

16 73 gzg77] .87 .8, .97 xorv zo o s 3' 4 4

77 pdo- o\ .8 . - 1c 2" o I I 1 ltto,

Sbſſo Þ' F '4 36 .[zg 1zo z)1 [o SW o z 1 Clear

32 .l ' " .92 .87 .92 25 50 10 SE 1 z -1 dino,

O 33) L .89 .85 .88 35? 1; lc SW o z 3 dilto,

81 I I .36 .84 -87 21 zo 10 SE 1 5' 1 Cloudy,

8' 87 .87 -89 3010 [o S ' rl 4. 2 ditto,

9 85 81 " .85 .8+ -89 3010 o.1 1 3 4 Clear,

85 80 .87 .85 .89 10 zd 1 2 3 ditto,

78 87 81 .89' ',9z- _.98 .3035 * o 3 z ditto,

936 81 F.M. 4 .96 .91 .91 '30 zo' [o ' o 3 3 Cloudy.

79 88 82 .696 .89 .93 .86 zo z_o z 3 1 Clear,

32 .8; _ .87 .92 3515 5 1 2 3 ditto,

33 __ .90 .87_ .92 25'20 ' _ '5 1 z 2 ditto,

30 80 84. 82 I .95 .87 .90 35 20 20 o o o Cloudy,

31 79 88 82 .qo .ng 'a .90 25 60 40 o r oj Cluar,

man 751351781 2995] 29.9lz] 29.97 [13]13 36] zol '2 o.5 S [i [3 Iz l Clear.
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A GENERAL STATE oft/Je WEATIIER, for APRIL 1785.

 

 _ l M. IV. ] E. ſ

THERMOMETER, Greatest altitude, 83 91 85 _

Least do. I ' 69 75 74} 82}

__ Mean do. 79 86; 82

" BAROMETER, Greatestdo. ſ 29.97 29.9z 29.97

' Least do 29.7o 29.68[ 2974. 6 8

Main do 29.83 29.8' zg.86 9' 3

Greateſi variation,. .27 .24. .23

Mean denfity, .69; .684 .69i 6

A', HYGROMETER, Moiflureand drought, acm zod 4d} ' 90

Clear, '7 days.

Cloudy, 13 do.

Rain, 6 do.

Wantity, do. 8 inches?

THE quantity of rain that fell on the ſixteenth and ſCVenteenth was very'

conſiderable, and the variation that appeared on the mercury before and

after the thunder storms was very great, ſome times OO'.30' in the ſpace of'

1 . a new minutes.

'THUNDER ſix times. Mean heat of the ſun 108' to 1100.

_ THE temperature of the air throughout this month was leſs warm and.

ſultry than it is generally found at this-time of the year, as alſo the storms

that came from the NW were fewer in number. The air rather moistſſandc

little or no variatioun in the winds, they being always directly S and SE.
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' CALCUTTA, APRIL 1785.

s Tbtztzflme- i: Baromm-r. Huramqau I i ' &may. I

' _ _ * M. l 112.; E. * _ ,
Q YW'F" r '3 I- 7

M El af'lth_ M- A. LA Wit/I- Im-lF/ſi'w-ul g< lPDIY/t- A',..lj\.\£.'

1 79 0'4. 80 ſ 2 .90 2 .b6 2 . 0 -c. 5 0 s o 2 2 L'lcar,

2 75 90 So 1] L.Q. 9.89 93; 93; [25 go go b 1 1 diuo,

3 77 90 83 ſi .697 .82 .77 .81 zch 30 1 3 2 ditto,

477 90 Szj [ .82 .80 .84 1045 20 o 1 3 diKIO,

5 79 88 83 L .83 .80 .83 45 30 o 3 1 ditto.

6 79 90 83 ] ſ .81 .82 .83 35 25 '0-3 3 ditto,

7 78 88 82 ,86 .85 .88 20 20 l 4.' 3 ditto,

8 do 88 81 .88 .83 .84 15 zo _o 4, + Cloudy,

9 So 57 84 N. M. < .82 .81 .84 30 zo- 10 *'2 3 2 Llcar,

10 80 87 84 .694. .7 .77 .85 5040 10 1 4. l Cloudy,

11 81 88 85 j .83 .82 .86 255'0 15 1 2 3 ditto,

12 81 88 85 __ .82 .80 .87 zc 1035 1 o 1 ditto,
13 81 85 84 '1 r .82 .86 .89 25 30 35 1 o O ditto,

14 83 84 87, .87 .87 .89 1c 40 40 1 4 o ditto,

15 81 84. 83 .90 .92 .97 20 _ 3 NW 1 o I ditto,

16 78 .31 74. F.Q_. 4 .97> .92 .96 45 \ 40 0 24 3 2 4 ditco,

17 69 75 7 .698 .86 .79 .85 5c 20 Sol 3.6 NE 3 3 2 ditto,

18 77 82 80 .82 .88 .9.[. 6015 zo o,5 S o o 0 Clear,

19 79 84, hz _ .9z .84. .90 40 o 4. O Cloudy,

20 78 85 81 l l .85 . .79 .93 zc 1-2 2 Clear,

217; 84. So '* .85 .83 .90 10 1 3 2 Cloudy,

v22 74, 82 80 7 .85 .84 g87 zc 'o 1c o.9_ ._1 2 0 Clear,

23 ;9 85 83 .83 .80 .83 41: 10 20 . SE 1 2 1 Cloudy,

24 31 88_ 65 M. _< .80 .75 .78 40 10 zc - 1 3 I Clear,

25 32 89 35 .694. .77 .76 .84. 40 zo 10 1 2 1 'dium

zc 33 39 31 j .76 .77 .87 zo 10 to o.3. S 1 4 4- Cloudy

27 82 89 82 __ .72 .68 .83 40 zo 'zc o.3 '3 4 4 ditto,

25 79 37 83 -70 -75 -74 4020 30 1 3 3 ditco,

25 82 90 35 l .76 .79 .84 5010 15 o 3 1 dino,

30 82 )1 a; .82 .83 .84, 4010 15 1 3 1 ditto,

mell79 with 1 I z9-SJII_19'8l 29-861 42414 +II=1 8' 80, s [1 13 12 [010qu
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A APPENDIX.

A GENERAL STATE eſt/Je VVEATHER, for MIW 1785.

 

 

THERMOMETER, Greatest altitude, 87 94. _ 89 - 7 __ _

Least do. 79 8'7 - sb 35 _ - LL

Mean do. 83 89;" " 81; - 4 ; **

BAROMETER, Greatest'do. ' 29 96 Sogz 30.03 _ '

chtst do. 29.60 29.;3 29.63 2

Mean do. _ l 29.77 29 74. 29.8}z 9'77

Greatest variation,, ._:,6 .39 .3>o
HYGROMETER, Mean Moillurc, ſſ lm l zed l zod g

lVlean denſity, l .(*85 .676 635 .687.

Clear ' [6 days. l .
Cloudy, 13 do. ct 4

Rain, Io times, v ,

(Qalltlty 6 inches. z ' - '

THUNDER fourteen times. X Mean heat-ofthe fiſim l_10'?'t0 II Io.

<

. ' . i

THE air this month has been drier. than that of- the: preceding, but the

winds being more from the SE quarter, is the reaſon of the ſimerſſcury being

ſo low, much cloſe and ſultry weather aboutvthe middle. ' The variation on

'

the Barometer. much greater than "uſual, 'ſ 3
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\/ CALCUTTA, Mle 1785.

(I l .i -';.'a.m-. ' .1 r. ſi Bare',':!!r':*. _ ram-citr. H/md-J

r: . > M- 1 N- 1 15- 7 s . 1 1
M.A'. 5. awe/11. M- N- 57, a 11. Id. [5143. lm. 'V lſhW-klffljfiſſ" *

1 82 92 86" " ſ 29.82 s29.8ſi0 29.81 4010 ,l0 S 1 2 1 Clear,

2 83 91 8; .77 .74. * 17; 3010 10 z' 3, z

3 83 91 87 7 'sz . .68 .75 30 20 ZC 1 1 2 dltto, e

487 91 86 .688 fixes z' .78- . _; 15 p 20 6 3 1 ditto,

5 85 89 86j - ſi*-.78 l - .83 I .87 o 30 20 I 4. 4 Cloudy,

6 83 90 83" ſ "w .96 7 '.86 50.03 15 30 _ 29 955 - 2 3 z Ccar,

7 8187 84 --'" 778 1 - 278 2994 10 35 30 ,r E 1 2 ly. goudy,

8 82 90 87 } N.M. .95 .92 .97 lo 50 30 S lo I2 0 Clear,_

9 83 90 85' .690 I .94 .89 .95- 1050 25 0 A2 1 ditto,

10 83 89 85- - . 2 .85 289 ro- 45 20 - o.3 SE o 2 o diuo,

11 8490 83) L .86 .79 .83' 10 go 30 o '2 2 ditto,

12 83 90 83 I .80 .77 .85 * go 15 04 1 '2 2 dltto,

13 84 89 85 .80 .78 .83 10 4.; 35 3 3 o dmo,

148491 8;1 ſ .83 .77 .S: 25 '50 30 o '1 o CloudY, '

15 8492 86 -8+ .77 .80 1060 55 o l o Clear,

16 86 03 34 >_ F.Q,_ < .81 .76 .80 £0 60 _55 SW Ao o fl dntoah

17 82 92 85' .688 , .83 .81 .g- 20 56' 30' >-o 47. lQbudy,

18 80 88 84.. I -77 .86 .r:; 10-40 20 14 S lo 1 o dure, l

19 8' 88 86JI lL .8) .81 .z-.3 ':0 [50 40v Ss'-.V 1 o o gem;

r .tr " '- ' ' ' '1 '79 1-0 'He - ' o-A o o on" ',

21 84, 9? Egff - 1 > ſ 75' .27 .7 10l "554 . _ o, 1. gnat-Fy

I' 87 '. '8711.l - - -7+ r- 6 "-7>" 30 50. 410' . .- 0_1 O_ \011y,.

2218ng 89' j .69 ._;8 .66 'oJ 46 3355-7 5- SE .'oi ſ'Q) Men: , 7.

24. 87 94. 89 F.M. .63 .53 .(n :3 21- ,;g cap-2', S , Jo 0'4 'Cloudh

z; 34 9; 82 .685- .60 .59 .63 10 60 10 '1.3 -= . 1 a? 2212me

26 7983 8; .65 .64 .70 10 gc 20 SE 1 0 0 dztto, _

27 3490 50J .65 ._64_ .76 20140 '13 0.; ' o 3 1 dmo,

Hail? A 2.-70 - - -7o =_<>+.< 19 . O ' 3 C'ffi
29 81 SHZ "' L' "*"-73 '-79* LTS. 'd in" -ct .' --O-+ 's p; But. CJPFIW

30 8490 85 __.7,; ".66 . .72 at; 1 o.1 t '3 3 2 Clear. _

31 83 87 t'- - .61. ___-._68 272: . * :.z_g*,_'_þg_1_._z_ 13 z'V 'Mrſ u- 1d],.,\

mean1831893185l ] 29.77[ 29.74] 29.82[ 8l 9140] 11231 3]6.0 l 4- lz I' I th'an- _
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"T\lmſiTſiT'

A GENERAL STATE oft/be WEATHER, for JUNE 1787.

 

 [ M. i N. l 1 ""
TuskMOME't-zn, Greatcst altitude, ct 84 90 85

Least do, 79 So 79 1

-Mean do. Sit; 84{ *8_z 32!

BAROi-rzrn, Greatestdo- 29.70 29.<>s 29.7z

Least do. 2944. l 2940 \ 2947 2 8

Mean do. 29.59 29.-56 39_.6r 9'5

"- Greatest variation, .26 .28 , ,z; - ,

Mcan denſity, .60£7 .681 , .6_85

'HYGROMETl-Zk, Mean moillurc, 50 gn. 30 m. Ap m. _ .684

Clear 4. days. '

Cloudy, 26 do. *

Rain, 24 times. I

Thunder, 16 do.

Bantityrain, 24.-4. inches. ,

_ MEAN heat of the.Sun 1062.

e

THE quantity of rain this month, has been uncommonly great and

ſcarce a day has paſſed without ſome falling, the weather of courſe diſ;

agreeable and unhealthy.

THE mercury in the Barometer very low, which ſeldom fails to be the

caſewhile the winds come from the SE and Equarters.
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' T/J.'r'/:.'z'-›fàler. ¡mmdsm Brim/Int”. Hygrwukn _ "ſi/[dſ

Ê ,__. ſi' fiyauycb ‘ A] N E

Q 1: I '* r. 2/14; r -I... lN. in. m.. M. l A. I E. _d_¡m_¡d_'m_|d_lm_ ‘< Pam. |11.|N.]E. `

1 84 un 83 29.-61 29.-54. 29.05 4o` IO 20 0.2 S 1 Cloudy,

233 8; oz .63 _ .61 .68 4o zo I*40 SE 1 '1 ditto,

3 81 90 83 .68 .67 .70 45 o '20 l 1 Clear,
4 81 85 82 ſi' '- .7o .66 .72 4o 4o go 0.7 1 Cloud”.

5 81 85 83 .7o .62 .64 4o 3o 4o NE 1 1 ditto,

6 8i 85- 8'; .62 _ .çç V.61 óo 30 4o 0.1 E 1 l 1 dirlo,

7'8: 85 82 FN-M- < .59 f .6: .69 go go 50 0.1 l 1 ditto,

8 8: 84 80 .637 .64. .60 .68 ~óc 60 60 0.; SE I ditto,

9 so so .L .68 '6; .7o 6c 50 60 2.7 l I ditto,

10 80 54 8t _. 1, .37 .6+ .68 60 4o 60 1.5 S 1 Clear,

11 32 S4 S4 I i .67 .64 .7o 60 20 50 du 1 Cloudy,l

2 82 ó7 04 T f .70 .6; .70 50 'o 30 1 Clear,

13 84, 87 35 .62 :6% .58" 30 30 yo 1 ditto,

14 S3 37 n'l .56 .46 .50 50 30 30 o.2 l Cloudy,‘

15 \‘4, 8+ 32 MU}; 4 .44 .4o .4.7 go ;o 4o 2.9 SE 2 ditto,

16-:1 i84. šo i on .48 um .57 60 Só ›. .50 1.7 , 41- ‘ditto,

17 82 '83 80 i .54 .58 .6;v 60 60 ‘50 1.4 E 1 ditto,

lb' 79 82 79 J L .63 .62 .661 60 60 60 2.9 SE 1 ditto,
19 80 ,82 So Î ſi .53 .56 .6:n 6., to 60 1.3 1 2 1 ditto,

20 80 ;82 a"! I .57 ` .54 .62I 6o p' 50 o.2' z 1 1 ditto,

21 79 ¡83 82 .57 .54. .60 ço Lc. 4o 0.4 il ditto,

22481 ~84 52 >F.M.~ 4 .57 .551 .57 to 4. 50 N ' ,. 1 \ ditto,

23 81 82 80 .687 .5; .5;- .59 50 to 60 5.9 '. ditto,

24 80 84 82 .56 .52 .5.8 50 q 4o 0.1 k 1 1v ditto,

2'5 sz 85 83 L, .5; .521 .57 50 o 41 N ~ 1 z ditto,

26 82 85 83 ’] '- .52 .52 .5; 50 3o 42 0.1 . , ditto,

27 83 65 84 | .47 .4% .54 go 33 ’to 0.1 z ditto,

28.82 84', 83 L.Q._ \ .3g .45 .50 50 30 4o 0.6 1 ditto,

29 82 8; 84 .681 .48 .44 .48 1 50 :o 4_a\ I 2 ditto,

3o|82 85 84 J ,L .4.6 .4; .49 ‘ 50 33 to o 8 NE | ditto,

meani8t§l8+fldz 1 l 29-59i 29-56l 29.611 \;¢l [501 [40| 14-4! lì H li I Cloudya
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A GENERAL STATifl of Z/JL' WLATHER,ſ0r JULY 1785.

 

m . l IV. i E.
 

___-_

I

THERMOMETER, Greateft altitude, 34" b9 ' _ 5,"

Lcast d0_ 79 l 80 i 80

Mean do. 81; 24; ' 82: S

BAROMBTER, Greatcst do. 29-73 l 29-07 29-73

Least do. 2944 2945 29.47 . 29.59

Mean do. 29-59 29.56 29.62

Greatest variation, -29. .22 .26

Mean denſity, .686 .631 .686 }.68+

HYGROMETJZR, Mean moiſiurc, 50 m 35 m 45 m

Clear, 4 days.

Cloudy, 27 do.

Rain, 24. times.

Oſſuantity do. 12-8 inches.

Thunder. 11 times.

MEAN heat of expoſed air 1000.
4

THE weather this, as the preceding month very relaxing and diſagree

able, although the quantity of rain onlyvabout one half. The low state

oſ the mercury is undoubtedly affected by the Easterly winds, as, is no
leſs the animal ſpirits. i
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'CALCUTTA, JULY 1785.

at. l/Jt'Y/lltlilnl: ZLZZ ſJm aim-ter. _- bel'gfzflfllni- s Wind ay Firſt

Q i guarttrn 1 r . _. . 's P .l . I v
_M I N'IE' lah-Moon' In: 7 M 'i E" d. m. d. m.ld.]m- X £t_ AL]1V.I£

1 82 86 85 2947 29.+b 29.','2 40 20 +Oſ 01 SE o [0 3 WOUN

80 83 l I . .5L .50 .53 +0 30 40 o.3 NE 1v1 z chw,

83 81 '1 ſ' J .5'z _._ .53 .57 50 30 50 0.: 1 3 iEcro,

84. 81 I ® .56 .541 .60 60 40 o 2.6 S o 1 2 dicto,

82 81 .58 .54 ' .59 60 _50 60 o.3 S o l0 0 dicto,
80 80 >N.M. 4 .54 545 .47 60 60 60 2.6 SE o o 3 diuw,

83 81 684. ' .44 '.47 .57 60 60 60 o.1 S_W 0 t: z ding),
82 Soj .54, .57 .63 60 60- 00 0..+ SE o l1 1 dine,

84, 81 __ .60 .59 .56 50 60 00 S 1K1 1 Jim,

85 83 I l .66 .63 .70 60 , zo 49 ." o l1 1 Jitm,

84. 32 I ſ' .68 -'66 _.7o 60 30 40 R 0 0 1 Jiuo, '

85 83 .66 .57 .58 > 50 30 10 1.) SE 01' I: dittn,

83 82 .55 .48 .54 50.: 40 50 1.7 oil 3 jiuo,
83 81 HEQ 4' .52 .5'1 .67, 50, 40 ;o o.1 1 T1 33 dixo,

84- 83 656 .63 .63 .68 50_ 20 30 2 _: a digmI
85 83 .67 .60 ' -.64* I ifl bage 40l 0.3 2 1 ſ dizn,

86 84. L .62 .57 .57 50* 20 30' 0.2 l 1 ſ. Clear,

83 81 I ] .52 .49 .50 50 30 40' 0.; 1 2 3 Cloudy,

84. 80'] ſ .47 .50 .57 50 20 40 o.6 1 t; o rlittoel _

83 82 . .55 .54* ..60.. 50 . 30 +o .0-6. o 1 &into.

84._ 82 .57 .55 .63 50 30 +o o '1. 1 ditto, _
83 81. rF.M. < .60 x -.6zA .66 so 40 o.1 .o" 0 7- dium!

84. 81 687 .66 .64. .72 go 30 o.1 1 1 a ditto,

85 83 -7= -67 -73 50 zoi- R' 13 A, a dieux! .
87 85 _j ._ .73 .67 .69 25 10 1 1 0' Clear,87 84. ſi] ſ' .72 .67 .72 30 1010.' o 0 1 ditto,

86 84 ' .70 .63 ' .67 10 zo o o Io Cloudy,

85 '84. LQ; Jfiff-þfiyhz '.59'-1.65. 3 0 ſ ſ? 19.; .0, a 1 ditco;

89 87 533 l .64, .58 .66 40 zo o 1 o Clear,

87 85 z z .60 .56 .60 40 'z. ,{ zo 02: ,' . , p. 1,- 0. Cloudyp.

3182 86 84._j L .57 .46 .65 40 [20 o.1 -1 o 1 dine, '

meanlffilsfflhil J 29-59! 29-561 29-621 l50_ las] hslu-SI 'i 11 WCloudÞ

 

Kkk
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A CLNERAL STTA-rr JſdZW Wearnea, for Evcusr 1785.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

T--1.way-"9-_

I \, M; 1 Iv. I -_2 Et-zy. M \
. 'l'urt'mon'srzm Greatcst altitude; '7' 'lſi 84 F9 _

Least do. 79 80 "89 jzzz

. Mean do. Sli SH- 324-. .. _. ..__
ſiLARCML'TER, ' Greatest do. 29.78 29.72-: '9-78 W' _

. Least am 2930 2949 £9.57 29462 of .

Mean do. , 29.62 ' 29.59 i9.64. l- - ſup

Greatest Variatioh, - -23 ' '33 4 -Zl I " '

Mean denfity, ' .687 .682 ;.686r} .þ8£ - '

llrcmmtrrik, i "Moisture ' _ ' 50m zbm .40m \]

Clear, 3 dAys. ' .

Cloudy, 28 do. . _,

Thunder, 16 times. '

'Rainz zo do.

Qqantity, 9-3 inches.

THE heat of the ſun at mid-day 1000.

' Mucn cloudy weather, but ſeldom any Very heavy falls oſſſ'rain, and

the quantity altogether but moderate. The river very full and accounts

 

of heavy rains up the country. ' 3. - _ _ v _ _ I

THE Barometer remarkably low the 'whole mouthe proof oſif there being

still much water in the Clouds. '

'lzkfl**__>,*,v

<-*r-7_<-_1

'f-ſi'_'T'l'i'
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CALCUTTA, Aucus-r 1785.

Al \'I'))ermomn'rr. an dſ" 1 Barthc'r: fivgm .11/'r- Uſii/zfl.

T' ſiryn tdſb . [alſ V, E. ___-' _____ſi

Q M. N. FE. afw M. N. ] 13. .-L*+-'--l < P11'71.*.'.ll.lN 5
I 1 oan. __ m 7 iL'ſ/'Llfl lm. _P

1 80 84, 82 < 2253 29.5o 29 53 30 40 40 o. SI'T a 1 1 0loudy,

2 81 86 83 v.56 .53 .Oo 5; 30 zo 3 , o glcan

3 83 84. 83 ) .59 .56 .63 50 20 30 3 1 o cloudy,

483 87 85 }N.M. { .60 .55 .60 40 :0 20 o.1 1 1 o dine,

5©1 83 81 J 68; .59 .58 361 40' .Td .11: 1.3 1 1 o litto,

c do 83 81 .56 -5 .61; 5: 40- go o.9 1 1 r lirto,

781 84 81 I .5'8 .5 .65 6.. 40 50 02 0 1 0 litto,

8 80 82 81 .63 .62 .74 60 50 50' ..: 0 1 1 dine,

9 80 30 80 .74. .74 .70 6; 60 r 50 9.1 1 o 1 litto,

1c 79 54. 8: I .74 .65 .70 L p; 50, 59 o 1 1 dittc,

'1 82 87 85 ſ' .65 .59 .62 3) 59 ; o 0 1 Cldar,

12 82 85 83 1 .(o .61 .64 50 _ 307, o 1 1 Claud),

13 81 83 82 686 .63 .60 .64 50 40 30' 0 0 o diuo.

14 81 8; 84. ,58 .50 .57 50 30 40 o.3 a 1 1 litto,

15 83 86 84 \ .53 .49 .57 50 40 30 0..4, o 1 o ditto,

1682 83 82 .54 ,531V!%7 -,2y7]j:].51('N5y [.w 2 dine,

17 82 84. 82 .50 .54 . 2 - 50 20 30 o 2 S'S. 1 1 1' Jlttu,

18 83 84 83 l .62 .50 .64 '50 30 o 1.3 1 1 .1 Jitzo,

19 84, 87 85 .60 -5b .63 gc 20 30 _ 0- 1 2 ditto,
20 80 89 86 }F.M. { .58' _- \ * y: 3qu ?-3-'- i o il vlſſ' glmrr

21 84. 85 85 687 .62 .60 .67 zc 20 20 SE o 1 0 Cloudy,

22 83 87 94. ' .'62 '.57. .6 L Joj 10 *,_2.P1_g.2 4 17! dium; 'U
23 83 85 83 .61 .60 .6 2.' 3'0 30 * 'o.1 '2 j 1 "1 diuo,ſi

2 81 8; 82 .63 ,_6 - 370 . ., o, , NE _1.Y1 di ,
'zPBz 85 84 .68 .62 ".72'- fig " Yf '3 ' ' ' UnſlÞWHIKZT-(uj

26 81 8 81 -79 - .r-z-"M m 40 -- 4- 9.-3. 3- Q 2 igo'. r.

27 80 LA: 81 lLG-CL- { -73 -?o 40 'szZJTb-Y chi p diltor'"

2881 85 83 90 .77 q _, .zqq , __0 o:\,_ '0'729 81 8; 83 J .721' - I. 7' P'LJG 'L 'Z ' "SE'ſſJdſld r* MOYUJ

30 82 84. 33 .70 :67 .73 70 20 30 o 0 o o ditto,

31 82 83 82 .67 .62 .69__ 30] 3 zol 1.4 1 [1 '1 uittu,

'manlS'ilSfflBzH .l 29-62129-59' 29-64l 'so IsofflZo] 9-3*l SE 12 lr 11 Claudy

Kkkz
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A GENERAL STATE qft/ae WEATHER, for SEPTEMBER 1785.

THERMOMETBR,

Eaaousrzn,

liYcRcMETH,

 

  

 

 

l M- I N- l E- I

Greateſi altitude, 84" 590 2357]
Least d0.- 80 81 ct Soj 31;

Mean do. 81 85 l 82£

Greatest do. 29.83 29.82 29.87

Least, do. 29.62 29.59 29.66 2 _

Mean do. 29.7r i 29.08 29.75 9'1'

Greatest variation, .21 .23 .zt

Moisture, 45 m zo m 25 m '

Denſtty, l .687 i .682 .683 } .686

 

Clear, 8 days.

Cluudy, 22 do.

Thunder, 13 times.

Rain, 16 do.

(Damity 11-7 inches.

MEAN heat of the ſun at mid-day 1100.

THE Barometer higher than the former month', about- the middle and

end, great quantities of rain.

tity of rain there must have been very conſiderable and many parts above,

the whole country being under water and the river ſwelling prodigioufly

this month very unhealthy and many people dying,

 

By account from Berhampore, the quan
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CALCUTTA.- SEPTEM'BBR* 1785.

7/1. 7'2/10m.'- Man, dy, I Barwylh'r. ffignme/tr. ' m'ndr. I
51 ler. 1!" amid: .ct --__ - ---- _= _,.-, X

e. igja'tcr 'iſ I F _ l ay. l 02 l ] l X

M WlE [be/um. M. l 11: ſ L. d-__lm.WHIU; Pmm. þz. N. E,

1 80 84_32 I 1 19.05 2904.- 1 29.74, 40 20 20 NE z 2- a Cloudy,

2 80 83381 1 ſ' .70 .69 - .77 30 20 30 0-2 1 1 1 dixto,

3 90 85 7; lN.M. .75 .74 .32 50 20 go 1 1 1 Clear,

481187 85 _J 69: L .77 .73' .80 40'. 10 20 SE o 1 3 ditto,

5 8288 8; .78 .76 .84 30 10 10 p 1 o diuo,

6 83189 89 .80 .74, .80 30 zo o 0 o 1 0 ditto,

7 84. 88 85 .76 .73 .77 20 20 lo 1 0 O ditto,

8 82 89.85 .77 .73 .80 30 10 10- 1 1 ' ditto,

.9 84 87 85 * I .80 .76 .85 20 101 _ -o*d o 1 0 Cloudyy

10 83 85 83 1 ſ' .83 .82 .87 '* 20. 10 o o 0 1 0 ditto,

11 83 84 82 I F.Q._ IL .82 .77 .80 40 20 30 0.; E o 1 0 dicto,

1-2 82 86,83 683 .97 .68 .73 > 40 . 20. 20 o 3 v 1 0 1 diuo,

13 8: 88 83 .68 .63 .70 40 20 ;0 0 6 o 0 1 ditto,

14. 82 84 82 l i .66 .62 .69 940 20 20 _ NE. o 1 3 Clear,

15!81 87 83 .64 .60 v.(181 I40L 30N 20, _ o 1 1 Cloudy.

16 818583 [ l .66* .64 " .72 '40 30 ' 20 o.4 '3 E 2 --1 a Clear,' A

17 81 8481 .67 .66 .73, 50 40] 20 o.s NE 2 1, 1_ Cloudz,
18 80 83 82 1 F.M. .68 .64. .70 ,5oct 40 40 0.3 2 xA 2. .dictbn.

19 81 84. 81 _j 658 .62 .59 .66 50 40 50 0.3 SE 2 1 1 ditto.

20 30 84 So .62 .60 .70 50 40 5c 1.4 1 o 1 dilto,

2180'82 81 I .68 .72 .78 50 40 5c 0.; 1 2 2 ditto,

22 80 82 81 .78 .77 .80 50 30 0 0.1 3 2 2 djtto,

23 81 87 8; l .78 ' .72 .74. 40 40 20 E 1 1 o dltto, f

24. 84. 87 85 .72 .66 .70 zo lo 10 o 0 o Clear,

25 83 86 82 L.Q._{ .66 .62 .70 20 o 1c o 0 o C_l0udy,, '

26 81 83 80 686 .66 .64. .72 20 20 10 1.3 SE 1 2 2 dxt'o,

27 80 83 81 .66 , .63 .68 30 20 zc 1.7 1 1 2 diuo,

28 8081 80 .62 .60 .67 50 50 30 o.6 1 2 2 dium-

29 8084 31 . .66 .66 .72 þo 50' 50 3._5 2 2 3 ,d£cto,

30 80 85 83 - ' .70 .73 .78 50 20 20 _o.2 0 1. 1 d1tto,

mean 811851821'71: l. 29-7I hew-is' 29-75 [45] no' 1115111-71 N'- ll II h I.

X \
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A GENERAL STATE of vMe WEATHER, ſin' OCTOBER 1735.

THzRMOME'rea,

Banousru,

Fieo-nomzrm,

 

 
 

] M. l N. l B. A l

Greatest altitude, 84 85 85 1

Least do. l 77 82 ' 79 .83

Mean do. 81 85-27 , 82.?r J

Greatest do. 29.98 29 go I 29 98

Least do. l 22.83 29 81 29.85 29.9\

Mean do. 29.9o 29 b7 l 29.96

Greateſi variation, . 1; i .13

l 5 d. 1 24 d 7 d. }

Mean denſity, 4594. .684. .692 .691

Clear, 21 days.

Cloudy, 10 do.

Thunder, * 4 times.

Rain, 7 do.

Wantity, 1-4 inches.

THE mean heat of the "ſun at mid-day 1100.

i THE wind began to ſet in from the NW about the
rath and r3tſih.
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'A liberhffiF' 'i "find." , 'WTÞVEPZB _' ' ; l Hl'gromeltr. _ [Vina't- ſi 7'

QÞ ma I 7 i ..;. , A' . ' M 1 'z "5 V': ; Hipſ-'A ' T" a

___. t't a' 2 -7 ' . ' [fix fit. fix _

' Mll NuliE. : IILIAK 5.. dilmlþl'l 1. 'in-'luſ l Painf- M.lN]E.

1783'83 84. ' Lo. jzgfigb 298 p 29 '; 30 20 119 A 5 '3 Llear,

2818; 83 5 r_.-> t: z ._.8_z ' -.82 .B; 10 40 Him, o 0 r; ditto,

383787 85 ,- , . ' '83ij _.Sz£ .80 10 30 - 107., o 0 0 ditto,

48: 87 84, {z .8 " 85' .90 10 j_4xy 1 '_9_ o 1 dittor

5 82 87 78.; _". .651 Z .38 Ass _ .93 0 30 o - A; zqo .z .idicto,

68488 __ ' .þg_ '.88', _ .(rzz 1010_ .J 0__{£ o 0 o dino,

7,83 87 85 ' ' - '.82 .90 01'0 0 0 o 1 ditto,

8782 85 81 .88 .32 .90 - j To m e -' ' 01 1 1 1 Hendy.

98182 80 .88 38; .91 -J' to _-1!_ [10.6 1 2 2 ditto,
lol78 84 81 ſ' .91 .88 .96- '1030 _ _8 i' 1 1 1 ditto,

118185 83 }F.Q._ i .95 .90 .94-1 rbfio- '10 'L-bq 0 1 o Clear,

12 83 87 82 695 .94 .90 .96 030 10 NW o 1 1 ditto,

13 82 37 8; .95 .90 .96 040 20 0 1 o Sitte,

1 83 88 85 . . 7 _ .8 . 10 .40 _ 10 o 1 1 itto,.12-8488 84. -,-., '- ngg-"lz'flggiſ 73.','33- >offix HM 'I 0 1 o dium.

. 16 83 85 8; I '.98 .93 .96 ord o o 1 1 ditto,

17 83 87 84 F.M. .97 .92 .93 1040 _ 10 1 1 0 ditto,

18 81 88 8; 693 L .93 .89 .93 0 30 20l 1 1 o ditto;

19 82 88 83 .92 .96 .94. 030 20 o 1 1 ditto,

208185 83 .90 .84 .96 10 50 '301 1 1 1 diflo,*_

21'8186 83 .90 .88 .91 20 50 30 - 0 1 o ditto,
zz!79 87 82 .92 .84 .89 10 50 zo o 1 1 ditto,.

23'79 86 82 .91 .87 .93 10 50 30 0 1 0 djttoz

24 80 85 83 .92 .90 .95 20 40 20 1 0 0- d1tto,
25 79 86 84. L.(L .94 .90 .94. 030 20 o 1 o d1tto,

26 79 83 79 698 .90 .88 .90 020 10 0.: SW o 2 2 Cloudyp

27 79lsz 80 _ .86 .82 .88 30 "I 20 R NE 0 2 1 dine,

2878 8z 79 .87 .84 .88 30 0 20 o 2 x dine.

zz 77 sz 79 .85 .82 .92 30 10 10 2 2 ditto,

30 78 sz 79 _ .90 .86 .92 30 '0 10 o.3 NW 0 1 o ditto.

318782 80 .92 .90 .95 30 l 10 o.1 NE o o o dine,

mcanlSrlss-'zlSzzl I 29-90 29-87 29'96l 3 8251 lI'OI 3] 1-4 NW lz'c It- IH Clear-

'J--uzfAud-LAM
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'

Tunuomncn,

'i BAROMITER,

a

Broaoueux,

Clear, 26 days.

A GENERAL STATE of the WEATHER, for NOVEMBER 1785.

 

 
] M. l N. [ E. I

Greatest altitude, 80 8 5 82

Least do. l 67 74. 71 75

Mean do. 73 78; 75

Greatest do. 30. to 30.08 30.'2

Least do. l 29.90 ] 29.82 29.80 }z9_98

Mean do. 29.99 29.98 30.80

Greatest variation, .zo .z6 tzz

15 d 25 d zo d flos

Mean denſity, .709 .700 .7o6

Cloudy, 4 do.

Rain, 4, times.

Wntity do. o-g inches.

MEAN heat of 'the ſun at mid-day too
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CALCUTTA, NOVEMBER 1785.

5 [ber-Lime til-Iris: Barwmltr. v__, A' t 'a Uſ"

__ (InnſityZſſr N. Aſi. I E. ' n . I_ 1 v '

Q MW 'A Mb M. N. rE. A L - '21 A. 5.

1 79- bg- 82 ] I 29.93 29.ſſ93 29.96 zulh IO { NW ) :. o Clear,

230 s; 82'] ..95 .93 30.oo zoxc xo - , Nſfl 1 \ ditto,

3 85 94. 80 N.M.{ .93 .97 29.96 20 20 R Ne; x _-, o dirzo,

479 81 79, 695 .94. .87 .9: :0 xo i ; ,- , d{_m,

577 81 79 .90 .82 .87 :o 20 R , 2 z 1 dium,

679 82 79! :-83 _ -85v HSÞ 30 . 10 a 2 > dkm.

778 81 80 '.93 .93 ' .97 so 33 054. o 1 1 Cloudy,

877 77 75 -93 -9o -93 .30 zo 30 x 2 ; dam,

. 973 76 74 F. . .90 .92 .97 10 h; 30 NW' z 1 J Clear,

10173 79 77 706 .94, .94. o.03 30 20 10 o x a rlſxo,

11'73 8: 77 . ' 30.o4._ 39300 .10. . 30; 204 . 1 o 1 o _di:t0,
12.75 So 76 \ '.10 'ſi 54- eb7 o ' 20 ſi . o 1 o dZtto,

13I74 , 'X ' .08. l-\_Q'82 .1z [onv'4o .- 1' 'þ i 0 1' I Soul' \

1472 77 7; w ' ' ' .08 *'*.03 ' .0'9 30 " '5 30* ſi "ſi \ 1 3 dizao, 1

15 72 77 75] .oo 29.95 29.98 30 50 30 0 31 o ditto,

1617.: 7; 7; > F.M. { 29.qo '.93 .95 Aro 50 30 o 1 3 ditio, '
1;ſſ73 79 76J 710 .96 ...96 'zoxoor4cw 50- 40 '\ i, r o_ 1 .o d do, 1

18.'7 79 76 30302 \36.o: ' .66'3o,_.+gzl_ 3'6) " ' o 1 ) ſidltt'o, I

19473 78 74. .06 - .03 .07 30 p. \'_*,o 2 .3 1 ditto, *
2071 77 75 .lo ..O4. .11 30 p 30 1 1 1 dino, ſ

21'71 77 73 , .07 .04 .10 [o :3 Io o.1 1 2 l Cloudy, 3

22 69 79 74] .05 .oz .04. 10 10 Io 2 2 3 Clear, ſ

237' 7; 75 L.CL._ .ox 29.94. 29.97 lO 20 10 o 1 I ditto, T

2473 77 74. 712 29.98 .93 .94 20 40 30 1 , 1 dam, .l257l 77- 74 -93 -9o -95 40 50 '40 2 14 ditm, V

2671 77 72 .94. .92 .98 40 ;o he 1 z zz dium, ,

27 70 73 72 30.oz _30.02 30.06 40 go l.zo 1 1 v ding, '

28 68 74 71 .05 .oo .0; 40 ;u *40. 1 11 1 djwo, ' I

25 57 74 7! .o; 29.97 .02 40 '2 40 o z 1 (Him-3, t'

3: 27 75 .7z -o= 04 m'v 40 i; 49 a 'I 0 t dirm,

'WHEN 7-8H 751 l 29-991 29-981 30-00120 7351. lizol 3' 0-51 WW L- lrffi I Chur- a

/

,,

'

 

Lll
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a

APPENDIX.

A' GENERAL STATE eft/ac WEATHBR,far DBCBMBER 1785.

THBRMOM man, Greatcst altitude,

Least do.

L'lean do.

BARoua'r-n, Greatest do.

Least do

Mean do

Greatefl variation,

II' ono' "In, '

Mean denfiry,

Clear, 31 day's

 

 
[ M. N. __I_ E. i

70 76 73

63 7' 66- 69

l 55$ 73? 69.! .

30.09 30.06 30.'o

'9-97- 79-90 I z9-99
30.oa 29598 30.03 3o'o*

l ma l .16d .u

zod 50 4od ,

.7al . .709 .719 } '7'6

THI: weather throughout the month remarkably clear and pleaſant,

and much milder than it is ufualy at this ſeaſon of. the year.

Man' heat of the ſun at mid-day about W.
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CALCUTTA, DECEMBER 1785.

 

 

 

 

   

 

  

  

 

 
 

 

 

   

 

  

 

  
   

 

_ aþnZzome- Mnndw_ Basru/Ntttr. Hygramncti and Force. W

J'- ſityqftarb I ſi [V X _£ 7

Q - - quarter - ' "I l *_ 3 l . l A ſ
N * thUM' I IV' I E- 'mld- nj X lPGN'l. 'IlbfiNlLd

1 63 7., 75 30-00 29-97 29-99 3? 40 NVV WW 1 1 o l H'Var'

2 70 75 72 N.M. 29.99 .9; 30.00 30 50 40 ſ 40 X 1 o ' into,

3 70 7572 14. o.03 .98 .02 30 50 40 o 2 0 ltto,

4 69 75 72 7 3 .04 .98 .03 30 50, 40 iþ Lo >0 dilto,

A 63 75 71 .01 .96 .00!30 50 40 1 1 1 dzrto,

67 75 71 29.,8 .95 29.99 2; 45 14.; 1 10 1 o - d_mo.

7] 67 74171 -99 -96 -99=5 45 35 I I 1 dure.

3 67 74'69 -99 -99 30-0430 45 35 'i 10 a I diuo.
9 67 74 69 RQ- { 30.00 .99 _.05 30 40 35 0 1 1 dirro, v

10 67 74 69 720 .05 .97 .04 3; 45 40 o 1 0 diuo,

ll 67 75 70 .05 .94 .10130 53 1 1 ) ditto,

12 68 75 70 .08 .99 .oSLzo 55 A: 0 1 1 ditto,

13 65 75 -0 .09 30.05 .08 30 55 43 o 2 1 dine,

14 64. 74 68 .06 .04, .09 30 5; 45 0 1 0 d_1t:o,

15 63 716-5 F.M. .07 ' .03 .09 30 60 45 1 1 1 d1tt0,

16 63 72 17 728 .08 .o: .05 30 5; +0 1 1 0 dino,

'7 63 72 67 .04_ .02 .04. 2; 35 40 o 1 1 dine,

18 66 73 67 .03 .00 .02 25, 35 40 o 1 'l1 duto,

19 64, 73 68 .co .00 .01 25 40 30 1 1 la d'1tto,

20 63 73 69 29 97 29.97 .05 30 40 +o 1 1 1 dittn,

21 65 73 69 30.02 .98 .02 30 50 +5 3 1 bx (hang

22 65 74 69'] .00 .98 .oz 3; 40 30 0 1 o d1tto,

23! 66 73 69 L.(L { .0; .97 .03 3; 40 30 0 1 o d1uo,

24. 67 7468 722 .03 .91 .06 35 45 35 0 1 1 dztto,

25 65 73 67 .0+ .90 .02 30 45 40 0 1 1' d_ltto,

16 64 73671 .o" .96 .oo 30 50 40 1 1 o d1tto,

27 63 7268 29-99 -9s -<>0 so 55 45 0 r I dum

28r 64 7363! .98 .97 .01 30 55 go 1 1 1 d1tto,

29! 64 73]67 -99 -97 -o+',30 ss +s o r o dztm

30 64 73_68£ N.M. 3 3000' 30414 .07 30 50 40 o 1 1 dzlto,

31' 63] 74467 728 .07 06 .09]30I 50 40 0 1 0 dmo,

MÞSHHZÞQI I 30-01122-93 30-031301 'Sol lfi 11 lHI lH
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FROM the foregoing DIARY of the X-Veather, it may' be remarked in

regard to the variation of the Barometer that during the cold ſeaſon, from -

November to Mairch, the mercury is at its greateſt hight and at the lowest

during the rainy.months May, JUne, July, Augtzſc and Septem'cez'. The

variation of the Thermometer, or the difference betzzfflen the ten:,..r1:ure

ofrnitl-day and that of the morning and evening is verytrlffling, ſeldom

exceeding 3 or 4.o during the rains whereas, during the cold ſeaſon, the

difference is 8 or 100.
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APPENDIX. 473

Il.

A Syrzojſzs oſ t/zc (lſſrent caſhs t/zat may lzajucn 'in a'txlzwzſizkgſſzſzc

Longzſitzzuc one Place from another [De meam oſ zArLNOl-p's

C/"WZOFZWCN, and (ff finding iſle rates tu/zc'n t/ze difference

oſ Lorigimdc is given-By Mr. REUBEN BURRQW. ſſ

*' T

.-) ' -

ET was formerly the custom to igive ruled for calculation, vwit'hout any

investxgation of their prinuples; but the contrary method has ſo much

taken place of late, that" thoſe; rvvho are not acqtiaintfid'flffll the- Of

a ſubject are ſeldom in a capacity of calculating at all,- and _t-hoſe* who are

acquainted with it, must either loſe time by recurring thereto continually,

or run the hazard of often making mistakes. Indeed the uſe of practical

Rules is ſo obvious that NEWTON has often given 'them When he has

omitted their demonstrations; and the want of them has_ been noted 'by

I' \CON among the deficiencics of learning; the Hindoos were ſo particu

larly attentive in that reſpect, that they uſually gave two rules for the ſame

operation ,- one couched in the ſhortest terms poſſible, and often in verſe,

ſor the eaſe of the memory; and the other more at length as an explana

tion. It therefore is much to he wiſhed that authors would revert to the

ancient custom ſo far, as to pay ſome attention to the reduction of their

knowledge to practice; that people may not be under the neceſſity of in

vcſtigating rules, at the time that they Want to uſe them.

THE following is one rule out of a great number thatI drew up for

 

7.-two"

t-n:

.-

'



474 APPENDIX.

Ft'

my own uſe in determining the ſituations of places in India, and I inſert it

here on account ofits utility and eaſineſs of application.

Let E = Error of the Watch from mean time at the first place ;

e = Error from mean time at the ſecond place ,

T = Time by the Watch at the ſecond place, when the error was e ;

D = Difference of Longitude between the places ;

N= Interval of mean time between the obſervations at the two places

(found by taking the interval by the VVatch, and correcting it ac

cording to the estimated rate, &c.)

I' = Rate of the Watch, or what it gains or loſe: in a day of mean time. .

' Then,
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Ill.

M EMORANDUMS concerning AN OLD BUILDZNG, in zctlze

A Hadjipore District, near t/ze Gu'nduck River, &C.--Bj

Mr. REUBEN BURROW.

'. IHE) pyramids of Egypt as well as thoſe lately diſcovered in Irſ/LIW'

- >- (and probably too the Ten-e?- oſBABEL), ſeem TO haw been intended

for nothing more than images of MAIIADEO.

Two of tlze liſkam pyramids deſcribed by NORlJEN, are like many

.oſ tle ſmall ones uſLially built of mud, in the villages of Bengql: one

of the pyramitis oſ D._I/Z-azzr dz-aWn by Pococxz, is nearly'ſitnilzir to that I

am goirg to D'Cſrtilel, (_.(c-}t in tl c antencſs oſ' the angle': most of the

Pagoda: oſ the ſaw-n'is are eitlu compleatv or truncated Pyramids; and

an old Stone Huilding uiilout any cavity, which I ſawin I'szbeaþ, near

the Catabeda river on tlic zſmam Cozst ; differed ſo little from a þyramid

that I did not ſuſpect it was meant for the image oſ SEEVA, till I was

told it by the nativcs.

THE largest building of 'the kind whiehl haveſiyet ſeen in India, is

about two' days journey up the Gunduck river near a place called Kgffiwaþ:

it goes by 'the name of " BHEEM 7 SAIN's DBWRY," but ſeems evidently

intended, ſor the well known image of MAHADEO ,- having originally been

.4

Mmm
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473 APPENDIX.

a cylinder placed upon the frustum of a cone for the purpoſe of being

ſeen at a distance. It is at preſent very much decayed, and it is not eaſy

to tell whether the upper part of the cylinder has been globular or co

nical 5 a conſiderable quantity of the outfide is fallen down, but it still-1

may he ſeen a good distance up and down the river.

THt: day I went from the river to view it Was ſi)- uncommonly' hot

that the wall; and a fever together obliged me to 'trust to the meaſurements

of a ſxrvant: for want of a better instrument, he took the Circumference'

of the cylindrical part in lengths of a ſpear, and from that*a*s a' ſcale,

a ſketch of the building taken at a distance, ldeduccd the following di

menſions: what depcndance there may be. on his meaſures I cannot defer-'

mine; but probably they' are not very crroncous.

Diametcr_ of the Cylindrical part, - - '- _ 621. feet

'Height the Cylinder, - _- - - - 65

' Height of the Conie frustum on which the C) linder is placed, ' 93,

Dianſeteifiloſ the cone-at thibaſe, - - - 363.

Born IClone ,_aiid the Cylinder were of bricks; thoſe of the last'

vt'ere ofi'diffeycntlſiaes, many of them two ſpans long and one broad ; others

were of the common ſize, but thinner, and they were well burnt though

bedded in mortar little better than mud; there did not appear any ſigns of

the Cylinder's being hollow-z the- Cortical part: was over grown with jun

gle, but I broke through itin ſeveral places 'and found it every where brick.

l

xui.*-'-- * . . . ** -

I nonotrecgllect whetheritbeviſible from the ſite of the ancient city

where the famous pillar of &ſingen/t stands, or not ; but have a ſaint idea
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'thatit is,- lwhat the intention of theſeextrabrdinaryzeolumns *may have

beengoriginally, is perhaps not fp_ eaſy to tell; at firlt- fight it would ſe;m

rfizggthey were for holding inſcrirptions, bechuk thoſe .Qf Bfltiabj D:/2}zſi, 'and

vhave inſcriptions,_'(,thOUgh Tin'aflgzimae'r that, has not' been, yet

decypheredl; but the pillar of Singeabtſeems to have'nqne whatever, for

'ſomeanm-ſiar told me they attended 'atthe timeit N'as' dug to the ſpun

_da_ti_on,znear twenty feet under ground; by a'gentleman'of Pap/14; who had

dieſ-es to have-found ſometreaſures'; and' that there was'nni the; laſh/eſ

tige,ofany inſcription uPon it, Probablyjthoſc pillars 3 CL'Ebl'LiT'ÞJAis nee

dle, .and the Devil'rbolts at Bomugbdrz'afgr, may ailhave theſafirerreligious
origin-i r * ' ' ' -- > -

71'-;.'- 'no ' _

PERHhPs the connection of vtime and place may apologize =for the

diverſity oſ the ſubject, in mentioning; that while I ſat under the ſhade

of a large tree near the pyramid on account of the ſultry heat ;' ſome of the

people of the adjacent village came and played there with Cowrz'er, on a

a diagram, that was formed by'placing five' points in a circular order," and

joining every pair'of alternate points by a line, Which formed'a kind of

pentagon ; this brought to my recollection a circumstance-told 2me by a'

gentleman in England; that art-old piece of ſilver plate had bedndugſſ out

_0f the earth with ſuch a figure up'on it ; the uſe of' it Wasltotally" unknown,

as well as the age ,-- and l-wasdeſired to find what geometrioal.£properties ;

the figure poſſeſſed; one Ire-member was, 'that iſ any number'oſ points

whatever were placed in a circularordcrand each two alternategpointsjoincd;

then the ſum of all the, ſalient angles of 'the figure Would be equal to two"

righ't angles when the number of points was odd ; but equal to-ſdur right

angles when thenumber was even. EUCLI o's properties of the angles' oſ the
triangle and trapezium are particular caſes of theſe; but Iliadv no ſuſpicion

Mmmz
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_of the real intention'of the figure till I ſaw the uſe here made 'of it. I

ſeems however an argument in favour of the identity of the Druidj and

Bramim, as well as another well known diagram uſually called the " vW'rzllr

of Troy," which was uſed originally in the Iz'rſimloo astrology : theſe iſigures

however appear to have flowed from a much higher ſource, and to have

relation to what LEIBNITZ had adifia'nt idea of, in his analyſis of ſituation,

EUCLID in his Poriſms, and GIRARD perhaps in his restitutzſion ofthemiz in'

fact, as the modern Algebraists have the advantage of transfering a great

part of their labour' from the head to the hands, ſo there is reaſon to be

lieve that the Hz'ndoar had mecbam'ca] 'ne/body of reaſoning grametrim/Zy, much

more extcnſive than the elementary methods made uſe of at preſent, and that

even their games were dedttced from, and intended perhaps to be examples

of them : but this deſerves to be treated more at length elſewhere.

THE ſame-apology may perhaps excuſe my rſſnentioning here, that' the

idea ofthe Nz'le'r dcriving its floods from the melted ſnows, as well as the

Gangcr'; appears to b'c rather imaginary: they ſeem to be cauſed princi

pally by the rains 5 for the high hills beyond the Herdwar apparently re

tain their ſnow all the year, and therefore the quantity melted could never -

produce the'enormous ſwell of the Gangw; not to mention 'that the effect

of a than', ſeems 'different from what would ariſe from the mere difference of

heat, and therefore might partly take place in winter and the dry ſeaſon.

That the rains are ſufficient for the purpoſe without recurring to the hypo

theſis of-melt'ed ſnows, appears from the following fact. A little before

I obſerved the aforcſiid pyramid, Ihad been a conſiderable distance-up the

Gunduc-Z';-the'river was low for the time of the year, and the hills that

'ſhirt the borders of Nepaul were clear; and apparently not above'ſiſteen

A
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col'e diſtant; ſoon aftera heavy ſhower fell upon them for ſome hours, and

the river ſoon after was filled to the very banks, and continued ſo for many

days, and large trees were torn up by the roots, and came dr'iving down

with ſuch force by the torrent, that my boat was often endangered. Now

on theſe hills there was actually no ſnow whatever,- and as the riſe was

obviouſly cauſed by the rains, it may reaſonably be concluded that the

ſame effect has the ſame cauſe in other places.
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IV:

OBSERVATIONS cffſom-e ſſoſ the Eclipſes oſ jUPtTER'S

Satellites.-By Mr. REUBEN BURROW.

T/ae ſofflcwing z'rz [be vGanges and Burrarnpootre Rivers.

 
  

*L__L

 

 

APFMU; "ZU l/Td7y- I Sareſ'fie. [Veal/Mr.- l Im. ar Em. Place aſ Obſer-valio'r.

daw. 23 11.;1 9 2 Moderate, lmm. Bunkipore Granary,

24 1; 41 22 3 Dicto, Imm. Dmo,

Oct_ 'I 12 4.; '4. 1 Ditto, lmm. Colgong;. Clevcland's Bungalo,

23 10 26 20 3 Ditto, ' Emer. Mouth of Jellingy,

25 H 47 .39 2 Ditto, Imm. Shore of Ganges South of Pubna,

25 16 42 40 1 Ditto, lmm. Diuo,

27 n 13 59 1 Ditto, lmm. Coſſundah;-Nullah,

30 14 3; 16 3 Dirto, Emer. Dacca; Nabob's houſe,

Nov. 19 8 56 32 z 'Didtm Imm. Tealcopee, Burrampooter,

" 26 1] 33 4; 7, Ditto, Imm. Bakkamar Chorr. '

26 13 [3 57 1 Ditto, Imm. Ditfl),

28 7 42 52 1 Dltto, Imm. Cazvcotta,

Dan. 3 14. 10 54 z Hazy, Imm. Goalpamh,

3 15 8 1 1 Moderate, Imm. Dhro,

5 7*51 59 3 Dicto, Imm. Ditto,

5 9 3 26 l- Dmo, lmm. Ditto;

10 16 4' 54, z Very Hazy, Imm. Budjrapore,

10 '6 56 17 I Moderate, Imm. Ditto.

12 H 26 92: I Hazy, Imm. Tingarchor,

12 11 48 40: l 3 Diuo, Imm. Ditto,

19 15 28 59 1 Dltto. Emer. _

 

The following on

  

Luckiporc,

the Arracan Coalh

 
   

 

  

Appctm lſi-Zſſ '1 782' Satdc'ite. Weather. In. arEm. Place (ſ Obstmafin,

gw. 5 lu 15 12: 1 Moderate, Emer. Chsduba, Flag Statr Point,

'2 xz '3 54. t 1 Alittlehazy, Emer. Dino,Maykawcody l'orr,

21 8 39 29 1 [ Moderate, Emcr. Yembcah'ſy For',

23 10 57 53 2 Ditto, Emcr. Dmo. Kyaonemo, _

r Diuo, JEmer. Chcduba; Cedar point.
28 103513
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r' ' 'A r -

'
'

. .

[1. T/Pc ſol'czcung Toe/'a cbſhrwd at Coloncl \VATSON_,S Docks a! Klddcrpore,

5.; .,$ ' r' _ muzz- t/Je maze/la of I/Jc Nullah.

51! r _ - -
U F I. *' 4 i-YLULI-l: ly I S:.'e/ ſit. . H'ratber. I In anfm. [i Plate ty' OJZ: 'valian

'l i" iſi - NmJn, 15 8 36 36 1 ſſ- 3'-I('=d(,ſ.:1:_w Ffficr. ſi

'5 _ *' 19 7 54 2 2 Lizm, lfmer. '
3 I; ſi 22 10 34. 41 1 Ditto, Ilmcr.

;_ u. * 31 7 1 z+ 1 Diuo, Emcr. t

.' l. . i

*J, 3. I'll-33: . '

.j.i" TZTF fcſ/ccurg m I/Je Gangcs arm' Rohflcund,
'5'4 ſ v

- Þ'U -\-\ _*' '
7 A', 'V ctllvfia' uſ; ſſ/j' l\ my' 'I St] c,'[,-.'t. Uſirallcr. 'l 1/.*.'.Þ)'E',7. '1 Pla-'F V Obj-'I lah" 31

1' ib . 1' _________ \ . _
' '- ctl"l -. . OR. b 14. 35 30 3 * Mndumc, thuſ. '5.541LLI-'>x*e.

ſſ ſi .. 29 14 3 4. 1 Dian, lmzn. Bc-mrus,0'.:ſ:rvntory,

" _ ſi- - Ix'ov. 1 15 42 36 2 D_(10, .-m:n. Chunar Camp,

'Þ l ſ--ſſ '. 12 17 44 23 1 thy, ann. HLLh-lnri Foxt, _

ſi- ſi' .""- 1+ 12 U 20 1 Dian, lmm. [Corrcahcoua,

7 4. - '7 . 20 lo 48 28 3 I Molcrntc, I'nm. \*In the szgcs 3m below Nudjiff
Irn' ,' 10 l+ 9 5221 3 L'ixm, [Pan-r. Ghur,

** * .- 2' 13 58 32 t 1 him), Im-n. 'rjz'rjz-mow,

" w , * ſi 27 It', 44. 29 3 Dizta, . hym. ' Lump-r; Magazin: Gaut,

' -- ' 23 15; 49 22 1 long, lrtm. l Dltm,

" " ' 30 10 '7 2 ' ' 1 him), me. { Dizto,

' ._ Dcc. 3 1; 2 2; 2 thn, lmrzx. vlongnagpcrecauz

< ſ 7 12 6 5 1 Dido, imm. hast oſCanouge, uo 2' 29',

J' 5- '4 13 54. 5'7 l J)in(), hum. Fultyghur, Mcgaz'me.

- '* 21 9 20 53 2 Dizm, imm. Ditta Llr. Cook's Uaut,

X 21 15 44. 51 l D'um, lmm. Dfiro,

z 'o 12 34 x Dizm, Jmm. Diuo,

.._ 25 17 35 2221 1 Hazv, vhmn. Cuttcrah,

_ _ _ A 3 12 2 48 1 { Madame, lmm. Fereedporc,

_ l";v9.

I ' x , Jan. 4 1; 26 23 2 Ditzo, lmm. Nabobgungc,

f. ; "'. 6 13 53 4.' 1 Dido, lmm. Pillibear; Esd Gah,
I _r , 3 8 20 lb: t D'iuo, lmrn. Shairgurr, ſſ

'1- , 9 14 10 39 5 . Didtn, Imm. Bowcrkah.

- ' 22 14 lg 50_ 1 DiLto, Emcr. Bhyrah,
i ct _> 24. 8 44 1 x Dittn, Em-cr. Ta'rcordwar.

_ _ " .*_ - . 2 14 15 36 2 Dido, Emer. lNidji'nabad,

'- .'.' - ' 29 16 7 14. 1 , l-Xazy, ' __ Emcr. Ditto,

* 'I ._ L Fcb. 14 13 22 49 3 Moderntc,' ILm'cr. Amrooah,
.- * A y4 14, 23 40 1 Dſinto, Fmer. Ditto,

. ' . - 16 8 48 8 2 Diuo, Emcr. Huſſcnporc,

' 16 8 51 53 I Hazy. ' Emcr. Ditto.

17 6 53 11; 4. Dicto, Imm- 'Seaſ-ab,

17 n o 44; 4 Ditto, ' Emcr. Ditto,

'23 10'50 x 1 D'mo, Emer. Chanjowſy,

March, 2 12 48 13 1 Moderate, F-mer. ' Futryghur, Dr. Cook's Gaut,

* 14 11 2 num, Iimcr. Ditto,

I
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"ſi1./7P4""H'7"? 1739' l &rieſ/its. [Veal-&er. Irn-or Em. l Plate of Olſmvatiau. , ' vv'

1{_ /.7 ' ' _ , 7 L 7 _ nag' .'Lw

March 11 9 22 21 1 Moderate, bmcrliOn, Mobariekpore bank, ſ ._

18 11 23 56 1 _ Ditto,_ ;_ ' Emer. Chunar Fort, .-_ 35 zug;

zd 9 4 40 3 Ditto, Emer. Benares, Obſervatory,; r ' '

27 7 59 w _z Dram, Emer. Banlrypme, Granzry, 323.; fixt-m! 3.-3

27 "53 1 l 2 D1tt0, Emer; _ Dltto, fi _

29 10 31 10 3 Diflor- Imm. DIUO'. ds; JJGG

Apy, 3 9 56 45' l 1 ' Ditto, ' Emer. Patna; Chehelſuttoon,

10 11 59 44 1 Very hazy, Emer. Mongeer, Rocky point,

19 8 30 56 1 any, Emer. Rajmahal, _ - g ..

26 aq-zrr zz 1 l Moderate, Elder. Teaeally Dunidumma, .IZI;.I:=.E AN

.. , 2. .J r. -' ., p

_ 'Ibg fil/ouwg 'were odſerwd at Ruſſahpugly near Calcutta.

Apparent; "in lisQ' * Say/lite. ' [Veal/Mr. [m arEm. Plareqf Obstr-van'a'r.

l 1 a , - , _'_ i'

May '1'3 - a 45" 50 r . Moderate, lhmcr. '_*

Dec. 39 11 5.)1; 1. Hazy, Imm.

1.) 1'4, 533 3 Ditto, Imm.

22; 11 23 4 2 Moderate, Imm.

'__26 1334'9 33 1 -_ Ditto, lmm.

1790. .

Jam' 2 15159 32 - ' 1 Ditto, Imm'.

18 13 49 51 1 MistScwind, Imm.

23 10 44 43 2 . Ditto, ' Imm.

24 9 40 57 3 Hazy, Imm.

27 10 8 19 1 Moder. Imm.

31 13 36 3; 3 Very hazy, Imm.

Feb. 1 17 32 48 1 Hazy, Imm.

3 12 I 33 I Moder. Imm.

17 10 38 13 2 Ditto, Emer.

19 12 33 55 I Jitto. Emer.

:0 14. 23 38 I Hazy, Emer.

23 8 57 22 l MOdLT. Emer.

Iarch 1 9 o 52 3 Ditto, Emer.

5 16 24 13 I Hazy, Emer.

16 7 13 14. 1 Mouer. Emer.

23 9 14 2; 1 DinO, Emer.

26 7 36 11 4. Ditto, Imm.

7. .. * ct '

He two follow/13 were at Jowgatta near Kriſhnagur.

distant, "Te 1?oſifl l Salt-'nt l H'zatlm'. Imm'Em. Place of OEfir-vatian.

Apr. 22 10 27 30 z l\'.cd(r.:te, Emcr,

22 11 31 10 l 1 lDim, Emer. l

Nnn
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Thoſe to the 3tst of March 1788, were obſerved with a glaſs made by

WATKINS that magnified about no times; thoſe from thence to the

12tl1 of May 1790, were obſerved with one of RAmsDEN's teleſcopes of

the ſort lately made for the Navy, and the remainder with a glaſs made

by DOLLAND that magnifies about eighty times.

I SHALL conclude theſe obſervations with a- remark that highl'y con-ſi

cems both the buyers and makers of teleſcopes ,- namely, that the parts

which compoſe the object glaſs of an Achromatic, are generally put toge

ther in ſuch a manner that they cannot be taken 'aſunder 3 and the biaſs

part that they are bedded in, ſhoots a number of Chymical ramifications

between the glaſſes that in the courſe of a year renders a teleſcope of little

or no ſervice. This defect the maker may eaſily remove by making the

compound object glaſs capable of being takento pieces, or the parts in ſome

other ſubstance not liable to this defect.
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III.

A Proaſ that the Hindoos had the BINOMlAL THEOREM.

By Mr. REUBEN B-URROW.

HE [stamIr in 'the bay ofBen-go] are many of them covered with ſhells

Tand marine productions to a great height, and there are beds of large

ſmooth pebbles near the Herdwar ſome hundreds of ſect above the preſent

level of the Ganger; the ſea has therefore gradually been retiring, and

conſequently the poſition of the Equator was formerly farther north than

it is at preſent in this part of the earth: and if a few ſimilar obſervations

were made in other countries, it is evident that the ancient ſituation of the

pole upon the ſurface of the earth might be determined ſufficiently near

for explaining many difficulties and paradoxes in Geographical antiquities,

for this purpoſe alſo it would be adviſeable to have permanent meridian

lines drawn in high northern latitudes, to be compared in ſucceeding ages,

and alſo to have marks cut upon rocks in the ſea to (hew the proper level

of the water.

IN the aforeſaid poſition of the Equator the ſands of Tart-dry were inha

bitable and the ſiberian climates temperate ; the deſerts of the leſſer

Buklmria were then'part of the-ſeat of the Paradzſi/Q' of Most-r ,- and the four

ſacred Rivers of Eden went through India, China, Siberia: and into the

Cq/þzicm Sea, reſpectively: this appears from a Brami'z map of the world

N n n 2
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in the Say/'erſt language which I met with about two years ago in the

higher parts of India, together with a valuable Treatiſe of Geography upon

the ſystem of Bood/z; both of which I communicated with my idea on

the ſubject to Mr. VVILFORD, of 'the Bc/Iga/ Engineers; and from him

the world may expect ſhortly to be favoured with the first true repreſenta

> - _ '. *\ 'o n

v .FJ *
I A U.

tion of Seriptural and Hina'oa Geography.

FROM the aforeſaid country the H'i/m'aa religion probably ſpread over

the whole earth: there are ſigns of it in every northern country, and in'

almost every ſystem of worſhip : in' 'England it is obvious ,- Stonehenge is

evidently one of the Temples of Boarſ/3; and the Aritſihmetic, the Astroh

nomy, Astrology, the Hol'idays, Games, names of the.Stars andfigures ofſſ

the Constellations ; the ancient Monuments, Laws, and even the languages'

of the different nations have the strongest marks of the ſame original. The'

worſhip of the ſun and fire 3 human and animal ſherifices, &e. have appa

rently once been univerſitle the'rcligious ceremonies of the papists ſeem inv

many parts to be a mere ſervile copy of thoſe ofthc Go/czſigm and Eden-r;

the Christian Aſcetics were very little different from theirfilthy original the'

Byraggr, See; even the hell of the northern nations is not at all like

the hell of the ſcripture, except in ſome few particulars; but it is ſo

striking a likeneſs of the hell of the' Hzſi'zdbor that I ſhould not at all be ſur-ſi

priſedif the ſtory of the ſoldier that ſaw it in SAINT PATRiCK'QPUrthOTY,

deſcribed in MATTHEW PAnis's history1 ſhould hereaftcrturn out _t0 be

merely a tranſlation from thC'Sa'zſibfiſit with 'the names changed.ſſ _ [The dif-_

ferent ten'ets 'of Pope-ry and Dezſm have a great ſimilarity to the two doctrines

of Bralma and Band/a, and as the Brizmr'nr were tli'e'authors of the Ptolemaic

ſystem,>ſo the Boajbz'strappedr to have' been: the inventors of the ancient;

Pþi/o/az'c or Cape-mine, as Well'asſſ of the doctrine bf summon-'3 and proba-ſi

i
i

7

I
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ſly too the' establiſhed religion of the Greek; and the E/euſim'an mysteries

may 01'in be varieties of the two different ſects. That the Drm'd: of

Brz'taz'n were Bramim is beyond the least ſhadow of a doubt ,- but that they

were all murdercd and their ſciences lost, is out of the bounds of probabi

]ity ,- it is much more likely that they turned Schoolmaflers and Freernaſons

and Fortune tellers, and in this way part of their ſciences might eaſily

deſcend to poſterity, as we find they have done: an old paper ſaid to haVe

been found by Lorke bears a conſiderable degree of internal evidence both

of its own antiquity and of this idea'; and on this hypotheſis it will be eaſy

to account for 'many difficult matters that perhaps cannot ſo clearly be done'

on any other, and: particularly of the' great ſimilarity between the Hz'zzdao

ſciences and ours: a compariſon between our 'oldest ſcientific writers and

thoſe of the Himz'oqr-will ſet the matter beyond diſpute, and ſortunately the

works oſ Bade carry us twelve hundred years back, which is near enough

to the times of the Druidr to- give hopes of finding there 'ſome of their

remains: I. ſhould have made the compariſonmyſclſ but Bede is not an

author to be met withimthis country ; however, I compared an 'Astrolabe

in the, Nag;y character (brought by Dr. IvIAcerNON from jjzzag/zr) with

CHAUCER'S deſcription, and found them to agree most minutely, even the

center pin which CHAUCER calls " the horſe" ha's a horſe's head upon it in

the instrument;- therefore if CHAUCER'S deſcription ſhould happen to be a

tranſlation from Bade it will he a strong argument in faVOur of the hypotheſis,

for we then could have nothing from 'the Ambzſiam: what Bungey and Swzffet

may contain, will alſo deſerve enquiry," and that the compariſon may be

. he readier made, where the books are proeurable, I mean very ſhortly to

publiſh tranſlations of the Leelavotty and Be'ej Gentle, or-the Arithmetic and

Algebra of the Hindoorr ſſ
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11' is much to be feared, however, that many of the best treatiſes of the

Hz'rzdoor are lost, and that many of thoſe that remain are imperfect. ;* by the

help of a Pundit I tranſlated part of the Beej Ganeta near ſix years ago,

when no European but myſelf, i believe, even ſuſpected that the Hindoa:

had any Algebra, but finding that my copy was imperfect I deferred com

pleating the tranflation in hopes of procuring the remainder ,- I have ſince

ſounda ſmall part more, and have ſeen many copies, but from the plan

of the work (which in my opinion is the best way of judging) they still

ſeem all to be imperfect, though the cepier generally takes care to put at

the end of them that they' are compleat. I have the ſame opinion

of the Leelawtty, and for the ſame reaſon 3 indeed it is obvious

that there must have been treatiſes existing where Algebra was carri

ed much farther; becauſe many of their rules in Astronomy are approxi

mations deduced from infinite ſeries ; or at least have every appearance of

it,- ſuch for instance as finding the ſine from the arc, and the contrary 5

and finding the angles of a right angled triangle from the hypothenuſe

and ſides, independent of tables of ſines 3 and ſeveral others of a ſimilar

nature much more complicated. I have been informed by one of their

Puna'z'N, that ſome'time'ago, there were Other treatiſes of Algebra, beſides

that just mentioned, and much more difficult, though he had not ſeen

them 3 and therefore as it is poffible they may still be existing, and yet be

in danger of- periſhing very ſoon, it is much to be wiſhed,that people

would collect as many of the books of ſcience as poſſible ; (their poetry is

in no danger), and particularly thoſe of the doctrine of Boonn which per

haps may be met with towards ſheet. That many of their best books are

depraved and lost is evident, becauſe there is not now a ſingle book ofgeome

trical elements to be met with ; and yet that they had elements not long ago.

and apparently more extenſive than thoſe of EUCLrD is obvious from ſome
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of their works of no great antiquity: the ſame remarks are applicable to

their Coſmographical remains, in ſome of which there are indications of

an Astronomy ſuperior to that of the SOORYA. SIDDHANT, and ſuchpopu.

lar treatiſes.

TlLL we can therefore find ſome of their more ſuperior works, it must

be rather from the ſOrm and construction of their astronomical tables and

rules, and the properties implied in their accidental ſolutions of questions,

&e. that we can judge what they formerly knew, than otherwiſe 3 that they

were acquainted with a differential method ſimilar to Nawron's, I ſhall

give many reaſons for believing, in a treatiſe on the principles of the

Hma'oo Astronomy, which I began more than three years ago, but was pre

vented from finiſhing, by a troubleſome and laborious employment that for

two years gave me no leiſure whatever ,- and which (though the ſmall time

I had to ſpare ſince has been employed in writing a comment on the works

of NEWTON, andexplaining them to a very ingenious native who is tranſl

lating them into Ambiſid') I hope ere long to have an: opportunity ofct

compleating: at preſent I ſhall only give an extract of apaper explaining

the construction of ſome tables, which first led me to the ideav of their

having a differential method ,- it is part of one out of a number of papers

that were written in the latter part of the year 1783, and the beginning of

1784., and of which ſeveral copies were taken by different people, and

ſome of them ſent to England: this particular extract, was to investigate

the rules at pages 253, 254, and 255, oſ Monſ. GEN'rrL's Voyage; of

which the Author ſays, " Je n'ai pu ſavoir ſur quels principcs cette table.

'* est fondie, fice." and is as follows:
/

/

' '* Now by proceeding in the manner explained in the aforeſaid paper:
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U to calculate the right aſcenſion 'and aſcenſional difference for Tz'rvalazzr,

*" and afterwards taking the differences Algebrieally, and reducing them to

" puls of a Gzrrzy as in the following table, the principles of. the method

" will be evident.

 

 

 

  
 

   

 

s W'zffl'Ln w dat:- ref OH- Pſ- 5217.:
R A A/Z. dffi fflfflffl Guy. And.

o o o-o o

I ' 27 54-2 19 27 54-2 19 I 279--23 256

2 57 49-4 13 29 55-1 54 299-19 280

3 90 o-4 59 32 11-0 46 322- 8 314

4 12211-4 13 3211+0 46 322+ 8 330

5 152 6-2 19 29 55+I 54 299+19 318

6 180 o+o o 27 54+2 19 279+ 23 3oh

7 200 54+2 19 27 54+2 19 279+ 23 302

8 237 49+4 13 29 57+l 54 299+19 318

9 270 <>+.4r 59 32. 11+o'46 322+ 8 330

IO 302 u+4 13 32 11-0 46 322- 8 314

11 332 6+a 19 29 55-1 54 299--19 "*280

12 360 o+o o 27 54-2 19 279-23

 

 

" THE fifth and ſixth columns ſufficiently explain the tables in page

" 253 and 254., ovaonſ. GENTIL, but there remains a part more diffi

" cult, namely, why in caleulating the Bauja," or the doubles_of the first

differenccs of the aſcenſional difference " gA-g of the length of the ſhadow

" is taken for the first; i;- of the first term for the ſecond, and g of the

" first term for the third." " The primary reaſon of taking'differences

" here, ſeems to be that the chords may be nearly equal to the arcs, and
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'4 that, by adding of the differences, the arcs themſelves' may be found.
ulm',

nearly,- the reaſon will-appear from the following investigation. Lot

am to

Mad 0 N be the cquatoriall ſhadow oſ the Bramim in Ring/er; then 720 the

" length of the G/zomo/z, or twelve Ongler, will be to N the ſhadow, as

" radius to the tangent of thelatitude; and radius to the tangent of the

latitude as the tangent of the declination to'the ſine of the aſcenſional

" difference; conſequently 720 is to as the tangent of declination to

'U the ſine of the aſcenſiona] difference. Now iſ the declinations for one.

" two, and three ſigns be ſubstituted in the last proportion,we get the ſines '

'* of the three aſcenſional differences in terms of N and known quantities 3

" and, if theſe values be ſubstituted in the Newtonian ſorm for finding the

,d 0

*' arc from the ſine, we get the arcs in parts of the radius; and if each

of theſe be multiplied by 3600 and divided by 6,28318, the values come

*' out in'puls of a Gurry if N be in Bzſirzgler, but in parts of a Gutry'if N

'* bein Ongler ,- and by' taking the doubles we get the values nearly as

*" follows 2

Valuer. Different-e

o,ooooo N

0-33056 N 0ſi33056 N=-;

o,59928 N o,26872 N=g

= t

. of N nearly B .
o- 0,7086o N 0,10932 N ramm

zzearly- - ' the values uſed by the

Of; _ N nearly,

" Now becauſe the values in the-first column. are doubles of the aſ

" cenſional differences for one, two and three ſigns, their halves are the

" aſcenſional differences in parts of a Gurry, ſuppoſingN to be in Ongler;

" and iſ each of theſe halves be multiplied by ſixty, the products, namely,

first * ** 9,9168 N; 17,9784 N; and 21,2580 N; will be the ſame in puls of. a

flow T " Gur'y; and if to get each of' theſe nearly, in. round numbers, the

"whole-be multiplied by three, andaſterwards divided by three, the

and Ooo
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"three 'p'rlod'ects will' be 2-9,75 N; 53,94 N, and 63577 N which are

in nearlyiequai to thirty N 3 fiftyeſour N, and ſixty-four N reſpectively ;

3' and hence the foun'dation of the Bramin rule is evident, which directs

V. to multiply the 'equ'atorial' ſhadow by'thirty, fifty-four, _and ſixty-four,

'U reſpectiveiyjand' to divide the products hY three for the Cbamrdo in

" pnis zi 'and theſe pdrts Anſwer to one, two, and three' ſigns of iongitude

'" from the true Equinox and therefore the Ayarzdzg/b, or Brdmin preceffion

't oſ the Eduinox, miist be added to find the intermediate Cljorara'a by

A proportion." '

THotrCrI the agreement of' this invEſiigationwvith the Bramin reſults,v

is no proof' that the 'Hz'ndoos had either 'the differentia] method, or Aigebrzi;
it gai/e me at the time 'a 'ſstrong ſuſpicion of both; and yet ſor'want of

'knowing thſie name-'that Algebm went by 'ini Sizrzſcrz't; I was near two years

before I found' a treatiſe on it, and even 'then I ſhould not have knownz

what to enquire for, if it had not come 'into my mind to aſk how they

investigated their rules : of the differential method I have yet met with no'

regular treatiſe, but have no doubt whatever that there were ſuch, for the

reaſons FI before -hi-ntedſi at,_ and I hope others will 'be more fortunate in:

their, enquiries after it thanmyſelf. _

rCſPectZto-ſſthe'flihe'hiaf T/Jeorem, the a'pplſii-eat'ion oſ' it to 'freifltſi

'oiiai'indie'esnliii Phrlfd'fistremain 1for ever the excluſive property of New

VTOH'; Biit" the Ifoſſilonring queſtion and its ſoiution evidentiy ſhew that the

*Hi>ſdon3* hhderstood it in Whole numbers to the full as i'veil as BRchs,

'and much better than P'ASCA'L; Dr. HUTTON, in a valuable edition-of

Snmwm's tziblv'esr has lately done justice vto- BRIGGS ,- but ſiMr. War-re.

'iiEL'L, who ſome years 'befOre pointed out BRmcs as the undoubted in'ven
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tor of" the differential method', ſaid he had fonnd ſome indications of' the

Binomial The-arm' in much older authors : the method however by which

that great man inyestigated the powers independent of each other, is

exactly the ſame as that in the following tranſlation from the Sa'z/Z'rz't.

i'

[I

'i

't

iſ

(L

'u

" A RAJA'S palace had eight doors,- now theſe doors mayeither be'

opened by one at a time; or by two a-t a time, i or by three at a time 3'

and ſo on through the whole, .till at last all are opened together: it is

required to tell the numbers of timcsthat this can be done?

la .l

** Set down the number 'oſ the doors; and proceed in order gradually

decreaſing by one to unity and then in a Contra'ry ſiorder as follows: 'i

'8- .7ſi 6: she .z:..-. - r..'.<

'Vr 2 3 43' 6 7 ,8 i.

" DlVI-DE the first number eight by the _unit_beneath hit, and the qubzl

tient eight ſhews the number of times tliat the doors can be opened

* by one at a time: multiply this laſt eight by the next term ſeveh, and
.

._,

divide the product by the two beneath it, and the reſult twenty-eight

is the number of times that two differentldoors may be opened: mhltiply

the last found twenty-eight by the next, figure ſix; hnd divide the 'pro-t i

duct by the three beneath, it, and the-Quotient 'fifty-ſix, ilhcws. the'

number-oſ timesvthat three different doors may be opened :ſſ'

fifty-fix multiplied by' the next' five_,' end' divided byitheſſ

is ſeventy, the number oftirhes that .four different doors may: helopcerfted

in the-ſame manner fifty-ſix the number of fives. that cgn be opened 5

twcſizy-@iglu the number of! times-that ſix can operieſd neight

- number of times that ſeven can be opened; and lastly, one is the number
X . - _ A ._ ' 1 . .l .l
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" of times the whole may be opened together, and the ſum of all the'

** different times is 255." '

THE demonstration is evident to mathematicians 3 for as the ſecond tcrm*s

coefficient in a generalequation ſhews the ſum of the roots, therefore in the

n power of 1 + 1 where every root is unity the coefficient ſhows the differ

ent One: that can be takeri in. a things : alſo becauſe the third term's coeffi

cient is the ſum of the products of all the different twos of the roots,

therefore when each root is onity the product of each two roots will be

unity, and therefore the number of onits or the coefficient itſelf ſhews the

number of different two: that can be taken in '1 things. Again becauſe.

the fourth term is the ſum of the products of the different threes that can

be taken among the roots, therefore when each root is unity, the productſiof

each three will be unity and therefore every unit in the fourth, 'will ſhew

aprocluct of three different roots, and conſequently the coefficient itſelf

ſhews all the differenttbreerthat can be taken in n things 3 and ſo for the

reſt. I ſhould not have added this, but that I do not know well where to

refer to it. i

P. 8, Tnsne is an obſervation perhaps worth remarking with reſpect.

to the'change of the POLEs ,- namely, that the ſmall rock Oysters are ge

nerally all dctead within about a foot above high water mark 3 now poſſibly

naturalistsſimaſiy be able-toutſiell the age of ſuch ſhells nearly by their appear

ance, and if ſo, a *preſittyct good estimate may be formed of the rate of al

teration of the level of the ſea ſuch places where'th'ey are ; forI made

ſome astronomical obſerVations on a reck in the 'ſea near an iſland about

ſeven miles to the ſouth of the iſland of C'beduba on thefAracenCoa/f, whoſe

top was eighteen'feet above high water mark, and' the wholeifoek covered
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with thoſe ſhells faſt grown to it, but all of them dead, except thoſe which

were a ſoot above'the high water mark .of that day, which was February 2,

1788: the ſhells were evidently altered a little in proportion to their height

above the water, but by no means ſo much as to induce one to believe that

the rock had been many years out of it : all the adjacent iflands and the coast

ſhewed ſimilar appearances, and therefore it was evidentlyno partial ele

vation by ſubterraneaſſfires, or any thing of that ſort : this is alſo apparent

from the iſland oſ CbEdde itſelf, in' which there is a regular ſucceſſion of

ſea beaches and ſhells more 'and more decayed to a great height. By a kind

oſ vague estimation from the trees and the coasts and ſhells, &e. (on which

however there is not the least dependance) I ſuppoſed that the ſea might be

ſubſidiug at the rate of about three' inches in a Year.

THE END 01" THE SECOND VOL'UML'.
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32? Tn an a wasnot room in this volume for the Diſſertations on the Muſick ofthe

Hindus and the Laws of Siam ,-. but they will. appear in-the Third. volume, ſo: which

ample materials have been collected.

 

T

At. D D. If 1? I. 'O N- s.

Phc: 154- N'ote. The gunju, l find,- is the Abrus oſlour' botanists, and I

venture to deſcribe it from the wild plant compared with a beautiful drawing of the

flowcn magnified,_ with whichl was favourediby Dr. Annznsox.

l

CLAss XVII'. Order IV..

CAL. Pm'antb ſunnebſhaped, indented above- i - K

Con. Cymbiſorm- Awm'ng roundiſh, pointed, nervedi

Wings, lanced, ſhorter than the awning.

Kcel, rather longer 'than the wings.

STAM. Filaments nine, ſome ſhorter; united in two ſets-at the top oſ a-dit*ided,,

bent, awl-ſhaped body.

L
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509 'ADD-ITIONS.

P15r. Germ inſerted in the calyx. Stlvle very minute at the bo'tom of' the di

vided body._ Stigma, to the naked eye, ohtuſe ; in the microſcope, Feathcred.

i' Pan. A- legume? Seeds, ſpheroidal; black, or white, or ſcarlet with black tips.

LEAVBS, pinnated; ſome with, ſome without, an odd leaſiet. i ſſ

'

PACE 361. See'the Plate Fig. 1. The female infect in its larva state. "2.

The egg, 'which produces the male. 3. The' male inſeE't. 4. The head with joint

ed antenme. 5. The wings on one ſide. The preceding figures are much magni

fied, but in juſt proportion. 6. A picce of' Lac, of its natural ſize. 7. The in

fide of the external coat oſ the cells. 8. One of the utriculi. Thetwo last figures

are a little magnified.

33.;
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